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FOREWORD 

In Finland, such research topics as the origins of the Finnish language, the his
tory and prehistory of peoples speaking Uralic languages, and the questions 
conceming genetic relationships and areal contacts between the Uralle Ianguages 
and the other languages of Eurasia, have had great national interest ever since the 
early 19th century. Starting with Matthias AleX:ander Castren, many Finnish 
scholars have made linguistic, ethnological and archaeological explorations in 
Siberia. A large number of important linguistic and ethnological studies on these 
topics have been publlshed in Finland, especially in the several series of the 
Finno-Ugrian Society, while the once well known Finnish archaeological series 
Eurasia Septentrionalis Antiqua was unfortunately interrupted in the wake of 
World War II and could not be revived after the death of its founder and editor, 
A. M. Tallgren.

In recent years a number of conferences and seminars have been arranged
in Finland on Uralic or Finno-Ugric ethnohistory. Most noteworthy among 
them are those held at the two Zoological Research Statfons of the University of 
Helsinki in Tvärminne and Lammi, in 1980 and 1997 respectively, with the titles 
"The prehistoric roots of the population in Finland" and "The roots of the Finns 
in the light of present day research". Both were multidisciplinary, with partici
pants -representing such fields as linguistics, history, archaeology, ethnology, 
geology and genetics. The proceedings of these two conferences, Suomen väes
tön esihistoriallisetjuuret (1984) and Pohjan poluilla edited by Paul Fogelberg 
(1999), published in the series Bidrag tili kännedom av Finlands natur och folk 
(volumes 131 & 153)-the latter containing as many as 37 contributions - have 
become important reference works. Unfortunately they are not very accessible 
outside Finland, because their languages are almost exclusively Finnish and 
Swedish. 
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These meetings have clearly establiShed the fact that Uralic antiquity cannot 
be properly studied without reference to Indo-European studies, In Indo-Euro
pean studies, too, the importance of Uralic contacts has been recognised. There 
is a problem, however. Questions related to Indo-European antiquity are studied 
at many universities in Europe and the United States; but the contacts between 
Uralic and Indo-European peoples have mainly been studied by scholars special
izing in Uralle studies, chiefly in Finland, Hungary, Estonia and Russia. Very 
few scholarly meetings have föcused on the relationship between Uralle and 
lndo-European languages and peoples. 

Such a meeting_ seemed partieular1y called för now when new data and 
conceptions are emerging in both archaeology and linguisties. We thereföre 
proposed to arrange a three-day intemational symposium on "Contacts between 
Indo-European and Uralle speakers in the Neolithic, Eneolithie and Bronze Age 
in the light of linguistic and arehaeological evidence". The aim was to bring 
together a number of eminent researchers to present fresh researeh and examine 
the results from the point of view of Indo-European and Uralle contacts. Metho
dolagy, tao, has ta be discussed: haw ta make archaealogical and linguistic en
tities and sequences comparable? 

The Academy af Finland accepted aur proposal, and made funds available 
för its realization. The Department af Archaealogy and the fustitute för Asian 
and African Studies at the University af Finland also supparted the project. Ten 
archaeologists and ten linguists were invited to participate in the symposium. 
One invited scholar had to cancel his participation at the last moment, but deliv 
ered the abstract ofhis proposed paper. Thus in ali 21 scholars took part in the 
meeting, each presenting a paper and participating in fue lively discussions. The 
symposium was held in the congenial and well-looked-after premises af the 
Zoological Research Station at Tvärminne on the southernmost coast of Finland 
from the 8th to the 10th af January, 1999. The isalated and peaceful place made 
it possible to concentrate fully on the theme, while the scenic landscape, deli
cious meals, sauna and apen fire in the evenings provided a relaxed atmosphere, 

The Academy af Finland made additional funds: available för the publica
tion af the Proceedings. Petteri Koskikallio, who assisted in the practical 
arrangements at Tvärminne, could be hired to carry out the technical editing of 
the Proceedings with his usual skill. The papers by authors whose native lan
guage is not English were checked by Gerard McAlester, Robert Whiting and 
Margaret Stout Whiting. The paper in German was checked by Volker Rybatzki. 
We tao read the papers and made some suggestions för changes. The final 
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version of each paper ( excepting the abstracts) was subjected to the approval of 
the author. 

We thank:the Finno-Ugrian Society for accepting the work as a volume of 
its Memoires series. This will guarantee that the book will find its way to many 
libraries specializing in the topic of its contents. 

As all participants were not able to send their contributions for publication, 
this left some space available in the Proceedings, and we have taken advantage 
of this in our joint paper. It is a thoroughly revised and enlarged version of the 
paper presented by AP at the symposium. There is also another paper that dif
fers from that presented at the symposium. In the symposium, E. E. Kuz'mina 
discussed the recent discovecy of a grave with highly significant contents in 
Tajikistan. As this find has been published by S. Bobomulloev (1997) E. E. 
Kuz'mina submitted för publication here another paper, a slightly edited transla� 
tion of the chapter "lndo-irantsy i finno-ugry" (pp. 248-252) in her book Otkuda 
prishli Indoarii? (Moscow, 1994). 

We take the oppor tunity of thanking ali participants för their valuable con
tributions. It was a great pleasure för us to have you aU here, and we are happy 
if you enjoyed your stay and found the meeting worthwhile. It is the participants 
who p1ay the chief role in symposia like ours, so if it was successful, it w as 
thanks to you. This also applies to the publication of the symposium, and we 
cordially thank all the people and institutions who have helped and supported us. 

CHRISTIAN CARPELAN 
AsKOPARPOLA 

P .S. As the reader will soon find out, there is at the moment no consensus con
ceming many questions dealt with in this book. This fairly reflects the present 
state of affairs in the field. 



PERSISTENT IDENTITY AND INDO-EUROPEAN 
ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE WESTERN STEPPES 1

David W. Anthony 

THE PROBLEM 

In the west, IE studies occupy a peculiar and somewhat suspect place. Although 
IE linguistics is widely respected, IE archaeology is controversial. Why is this? 
There are two general reasons. First, many influential archaeologists feel that the 
phrase "IE archaeology" contains a logical contradiction. How can the recon
structed PIE language, itself an idealized and uncertain creation, be linked to any 
particular group of ancient tombs and settlements? There is no necessary rela 
tionship between the way people speak and the way they make pots or stone 
tools. The two types of evidence are seen as incompatible. When we make state 
ments about the linguistic affiliation of archaeological cultures, which Russian 
archaeologists do often, most Westem archaeologists and historians raise their 
eyebrows. 

There is a Second reason för the coolness of many of our W�tem col
leagues. The dominant schools of thought in Westem history and sociology over 
the last 30 years (Marxism, modernism, and post-modemism) have consistently 
described pre-modem societies as unstable and unbounded. Even the word 
"society" is now avoided by some archaeologists, because it implies a concrete 

The original title of this paper when it was presented in Tvänninne in 1999 was, "Persis
tent identity in the westem steppes: ecological, economic, or 1inguistic?". My thoughts 
about the paper changed slgnificantly alrcady in Tvänninnc during very stimulating con
versations, and continued to change as I revised the paper for publication. As a result, 
this paper is quite different from the one I presented in Tvärminne. I would !ike to thank 
the conforence organizers, Christian Carpelan and Asko Parpola, for the excellence of the 
conference itse!f and for their patience as I struggled to meet the publication deadline. 
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singularity that perhaps never existed (Shennan 1989: 6). Ancient social groups 
are described as polymorphous and fluid, lacking clear boundaries, and unli.kely 
to persist för any length of time. Other than remembered genealogies and 
religious belief, there were no central institutions that could unify ancient people 
for very long. And p re -modern language groups are thought to have been eqqal
ly fluid, characterized by iritergrading Iocal dialects rather than sharp bounda
ries. Benedict Anderson, Ernest Gel lner, Anthony Giddens, Eric Hobsbawm, 
Michael Maon, and Eric Wolf - some af the most dominant figures in Western 
history and sociology over the last 30 years - have shared the same image. In 
their view, ethnicity became a central, stable aspect of political identity only after 
the evolution of the state. For most of them, this happened after modern nation
states appeared, or after the French Revolution. Only then, in connection with 
the state, was ethnicity warped into a stable and persistent phenomenon, like the 
state itself. Few of these eminent scholars have actually examined prehistoric 
ethnicity closely; none has displayed familiarity with recent archaeological 
discoveries. Their true interest, the central issue in modem Western historiogra
phy, was and is the modem nation-state and its implications. From this per
spective, pre-modern kin-based societies are of only peripheral importance. 
Ancient ethnicity emerges from the dominant philosophy as a residual normative 
category, attached to rather simple and passive societies, changeable and fluid, 
and expressed in imagined bloodlines rather than bounded territories. 

If prehistoric ethno-linguistic groups and boundaries really were so fluid 
and ephemeral, how can we hope to identify any ethno-linguistic territory on the 
basis of a few potsherds - much less the specific one that was occupied by the 
(supposed) speakers of Proto-Indo-European? To many of my colleagues, the 
entire enterprise seems intellectually naYve, or, even worse, politically motivated. 

Even if these problems were solved, another would remain. Archaeological 
approaches ta the Indo-European problem have generally been descriptive rather 
than explanatory. It is easier to describe the location and cultural traits of the 
homeland than it is to explain how or why PIE expanded. lf we cannot provide a 
convincing explanation för at !east the initial phase of language expansion, many 
Western archaeologists will remain unconvinced by the descriptive evidence. 

THE RESPONSE 

My response to these serious questions comes in four parts. First, I believe that 
the dominant view of prehistoric ethnicity is mistaken. Stability, or the mainte
nance and reproduction of cultural norms over long periods of tirne, is a real 
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phenomenon encountered by archaeologists. Stable cultural frontiers, quite 
possibly ethno-linguistic, did exist in some places in the prehistoric world. Some 
very clearly marked boundaries of this kind existed on the edges af the Pontic
Caspian steppes, where most of us would locate the lndo-European homeland. 
Second, the size oflanguage territories can be correlated with materia! conditions 
- the type and riskiness of the subsistence economy (Nettle 1996; Hill 1979;
1996). This correlation can be invoked to explain why languages spoken by
pastoralists in the Pontic-Caspian steppes should have been distributed over a
wide geographic region, in contrast ta neighboring Ianguages. Third, the expan
sion af PIE can be understood in a general way on the hasis af ethnographic
models that demonstrate how language expansion occurred in the context _af pre
modem, kin-based societies (Anthony 1995: 563; Atkinson 1989; Bentley
1981), Finally, the initial expansion af PIE can be understood in this specific
case as the result af innovations in transport and economy in the area identified
as the PIE homeland after 3500 BCE (Anthony 1995; Mallory 1998; Merpert
1991).

In this paper I will concentrate on the first topic: the problem af stable 
ethno-linguistic frontiers. 

ETHNIC GROUPS AND FRONTIERS 

Theoretical argument 

Long-lived, stable ethno-linguistic communities of the pre-modem past have 
been studied by some eminent historians (Smith 1998; Hastings 1997; Arm
strong 1982); the subject is less studied among social anthropologists (Spicer 
1980: 33-56; Hirsch & O'Hanlon 1995). Archaeologists also have dacumented 
stable regional identities and the baundaries between them (Ehrich 1961; Kuna 
1991; Stark 1998; Wells 1998; Kristiansen 1998). An example of the kind af 
problem they address is the linguistic frontier between the Romance�speaking 
and the Gennanic-speaking parts af western Europe (France-Gennany), which 
has been in ane place for at least 1000 years, quite possibly 2000 years, without 
moving more than a few kilameters, in spite af numerous changes in political 
boundaries (Armstrong 1982: 250). (A "frontier" is defined as a transitional 
zane, aften encauntered in pre-modem cultural geography; while a "boundary" 
is a definite line, usually associated with a centralized state.) The Romance
Gerrnanic frantier af the post-Roman period reproduced an earlier ethno-lin
guistic frontier between Celtic and Gerrnanic communities in almost the s�e 
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location. Ethno-linguistic frontiers like this one can persist despite changes in the 
content of specific identities over time. What persists is the perception of di f 
ference, not an unchanging set of norms. 

Armstrong and others have emphasized the importance af cultural frontiers 
in stimulating and intensifying pre-modem identities. Ancient ethnic communi
ties probably were unaware, in many cases, of the fact that they shared a 
common group identity until they encountered other people who were different. 
They knew what they were not before they knew wha t they were (Armstrong 
1982: 5-6; Connor 1994: 102). This transactional interpretation of identity 
fonnation, based on Barth (1969), ascribes a kind of creative tension to cultural 
frontiers. A second factor in the persistence of ethnic identities, emphasized by 
Smith (1998: 186), was the preservation over long periods of time of shared 
memories (particularly memories of wars, famines, and other disasters); shared 
pattems of speech and communication; shared symbols and the values attached 
to them ("proper'' dress, "proper'' house fonns, "proper" food); and shared 
myths that explained the cultural meanings of such symbols. 

How were persistent ethno-linguistic identities created in the absence of 
states? Probably in many ways, ane of which was by the migration of people 
with ane set of cultural dispositions into an area occupied by different people. 
Migrations often have played critical roles in producing persisten t frontiers 
between cultural and Iinguistic regions. For example, a modern frontier survives 
today in Switzerland between the areas colonized in the Medieval period by 
Gerrnan-speakers and French-speakers: Gerrnans moved into the northem 
cantons, and the kingdom of Burgundy occupied what had been Gallo-Roman 
western Switzerland (Gallusser 1991). These Medieval colonization events 
produced a cultural frontier that has been reproduced in various forms until 
today, when it is an intemal frontier wi thin Switzerland, separating ecologically 
similar regions that continue to differ in language (German-Frenc_h), religion 
(Protestant-Catholic), architecture, the size and organization oflandholdings, and 
the nature of the agricultural economy. Similarly, the linguistic and cultural 
frontier between Wales and Anglo-Saxon England corresponds broadly wi th the 
Medieval limit of the Germanic colonization of Britain. The frontier between 
Brittany and the rest of France marks the limit of the Medieval Celtic colo
nization of that peninsu la. Many other ethno-linguistic frontiers in Europe 
correspond with the limits of Medieval colonization events rather than the 
boundaries of relatively young modern nations (Armstrong 1982; Prescott 
1987). 1n eastem North America, the folklorists Kniffen and Glassie (Kniffen 
1986; Glassie 1965; Noble 1992) have identified four large cultural-historical 
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provinces where the four principal dialect regions, the four principal "folk 
housing" regions, and the four culture areas identified by Fischer (1989) broadly 
correspond. These ethno-dialect -housing regions were created by four separate 
migration streams from four different cultural provinces in Britain (Fischer 
1989), and later were carried westward across North America by migrations 
from each of the four eastem core regions. Even in the United States; migrations 
that occurred centuries ago played an important role in shaping mode m  regions 
that continue to differ in dialect, architecture, voting pattems, and to some extent 
in values. 

Migrations, particularly long-distance migrations, are important in the his
tory of  ethno-linguistic regions för two reasons. First, both recruitment in the 
home region and the choice of destination in the target region are often quite 
tightly focused, so that migration often brings a stream of culturally similar mi
grants from a specific origin point (in modem migrations it can even be a single 
neighborhood) to an equally specific destination (Anthony 1990; 1997). Second, 
long-distance migrations cause contact at the destination between people from 
quite different backgrounds. Such contacts intensify awareness of ethno-linguis
tic differences, leading to the production of stereotypes that then become targets 
för actual social and political behavior. A process like this has been identified in 
the formation of ethnic identities within modem nation-states (Hobsbawm 1990: 
107-109). Why should it not have operated in a prehistoric tribal context?

The content of stereotypical behavior among migrants can be strongly influ
enced by the identity of the "first effective settlers", who often act as advisors 
and creditors för later migrants. They therefore leave an inordinate cultural 
imprint on later generations, which tend to adopt their values, at least publicly 
(Zelinsky 1973; Noble 1992). The advantage associated with first effective 
colonization explains why the English language, English house forms, and 
English settlement types were retained in 19th-century Ohio although the over 
whelming majority of later immigrants was German (Wilhelm 1992). It also 
explains why East Anglian English traits (typical of the earliest Puritan immi 
grants) continued to typify New England dialectical speech and domestic 
architecture in the northeastem US even after the majority of later immigrants 
arrived from other parts of England or Ireland (Fischer 1989: 57-68). 
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The Nortbern lroquois: 
an example of a stable ethno-linguistic frontier 

I would like to conclude this section with an example of a persistent pre-state 
ethno-linguistic identity that is documented both archaeologically and historical
ly. Eric Wolf argued that pre-state kin-based societies ("kinship associations") 
were by nature unstable and unlikely to replicate themselves over any great 
period oftime (Wolf 1982: 95-96). He used as ane example the Iroquois Indians 
of northeastem North Americ;i, the confederation originally called the Five 
Nations, or People of the Longhouse (Wolf 1982: 165-170; 1984). The Iroquois 
were divided at the time of European Contact into five tribes speaking at least 
three, perhaps five closely related Northem Iroquoian languages (Seneca, 
Mohawk-Oneida, and Onondaga-Cayuga). On two sides (north and east) the 
Five Nations occupied an ethno-linguistic frontier with tribes that spoke 
1anguages of a different family, Algonkian. The Algonkian-speakers lived in 
different kinds of houses, made different kinds of ceramics, had a different 
settlement pattem, and relied more than the Iroquois on fishing and hunting for 
their food (Chilton 1998). 

Wolf argued that there was no stable Iroquoian identity beyond a loose 
association of local groups before Iroquoian Contact with European nation
states. After Contact, the Iroquois soon became something like a multi-ethnic 
trading company, quite different from a tribe or "ethnic group" (Wolf 1982: 
167). Wolf cited 17th-century European sources that described many Contact
period Iroquoian töwns as consisting principally of neighboring non-Iroquois 
who had been adopted (Wolf 1982: 169; 1984: 394), and observed that the post
Contact situation was much more fluid and variable than the European label 
"Iroquois" might imply. 

Wolf's interpretation seems to suggest that biologica1 purity is a prerequi
site for a stable cultural identity, a nation that is clearly false. Surely the i m 
portant thing was how the adoptees behaved. Rituals o f  adoption insured that 
most of the non-Jroquoian adoptees Iived, acted, and spoke like lroquois, as 
detailed descriptions rnake clear (Richter 1992: 68-73). Those who did not 
assimilate faced death. Also Wolf was unaware that archaeologists have docu
mented five distinct settlement clusters going back centuries before Europea'n 
contact, to at least 1200/1300 CE, in  the locales where the Five Nations - or 
tribes - of the Northem Iroquois were living at the time of Contact (Bradley 
1987; Tuck 1978; Snow 1994). The Five Nations lived in their traditiona! 
territories för centuries before most of the nation-states of Europe existed. 
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Together, they consistently produced a materia! culture, economy, house type, 
and settlement organization clifferent in many ways from those of their 
Algonkian-speaking neighbors (Chilton 1998). The Five Nations had relatively 
stable regional identities in the context of a broader etlmo-linguistic Northem 
Iroquoian identity that was equally persistent. And if Snow's (1995; 1996) 
recent views on Iroquoian origins are correct, that ethno-linguistic identity might 
have crystallized in the process of a northward migration by pioneer Proto
Northem Iroquoian maize farmers around 900-1000 CE. 

American archaeologists have documented similar pre-Contact histories for 
other Contact -Period tribal groups in North America (Kwachka 1994 contains 
several such studies from the American Southeast), Equally deep regional pre 
histories have been traced by archaeologists for  some tribal groups in  Africa 
(Huffman 1989). It seems clear that ancient ethno-linguistic identities, stimulated 
by the self-awareness that resulted from sustained contact with very different 
Others, ex.isted and persisted for centuries in some parts of the pre-rnodem 
world. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF CUL TURAL FRONTIERS 
IN THE INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND 

The location of the lndoKEuropean homeland 

For the purposes of this paper, I will assume that the problem of the location af 
the Proto-hldo-European homeland has been solved. The key elements in the 
solution are these: 

a. Proto-hldo-European exhibits evidence of semantic borrowing and per
haps deeper archaic genetic relationships with Proto-Uralic (see other papers in 
this volume). It exhibits evidence of weaker but still clear contacts with ao 
ancestor of the South Caucasian protolanguage, Proto-Kartvelian (Nichols 
1997). Therefore the Proto-Indo-European homeland was located somewhere 
between the Urals and the Caucasus, probably closer to the Urals. 

b. Proto-Jndo-European contained tenns för wheeled vehicles. Wheeled
vehicles were not invented until after about 3500 BCE. Therefore a phase of 
Proto-Indo-European, probably a late phase, judging by the o-stems in the 
wheeled-vehicle vocabulary, existed after 3500 BCE (Anthony 1995; Mallory 
1996). The dialectical PIE ancestor of Anatolian, which contains just one certain 
PIE wheeled-vehicle tenn, might have separated before this date. 
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c. The Proto-lndo-European homeland was located between the Urals and
the Caucasus, a region dominated ecologically by the Pontic-Caspian steppes, 
probably between about 4000 and 3000 BCE, with wheeled vehicles being 
adopted during the late phase of PIE, after about 3500 BCE. 

The archaeological cultures that occupied the Pontic-Caspian steppes between 
4000 and 3000 BCE were of two different types from two chronological periods. 
During the ear1ier period, before about 3500 BCE, the Late Eneolithic cultures of 
the Pontic-Caspian steppes were somewhat heterogeneous. The Sredni Stog 
culture occupied the Dnieper-Donets region; related but somewhat different 
cultures of the "extended-burial" and Lower Mikhailovka type occupied the drier 
Dnieper-Azov steppes to the south; and the Don-Volga steppes were occupied 
by cultures of the Repin and Late Khvalynsk types, AH these kept domesticated 
cattle and sheep; the role af agriculture in their economies is poorly investigated. 
They shared some features and seem to have communicated with each other, But 
they also exhibited a variety of local peculiarities in burial customs, pattery, and 
taols. 

After about 3500 BCE, during the steppe Early Bronze Age, much of 
the Pontic-Caspian steppe region witnessed the emergence and spread of 
the Yamnaya culture (Merpert 1974; 1991). Yamnaya continued the cattle and 
sheep-herding ecanamies of the Enealithic, but seems ta have adopted a much 
more mabile way of life. Only a few Yamanya settlements are knawn - none 
has been found east of the Don. The Yamnaya culture is documented largely 
through its cemeteries. The new, broadly shared mariuary ritual was burial in a 
roofed pit beneath an earthen mound, or k:urgan. This forrn af burial was 
reserved för just a few impartant people, usually males, almost everywhere 
(except the Kuban steppes, where many women and children were buried in 
kurgans of the Novotitorovskaya type - see Gej 1990). The spread of kurgan 
cemeteries was associated with the adoption af wagons, the spread of ao active 
copper and arsenical bronze metallurgy, and the adoption of a more mobile form 
of hercling economy. Wagons, probably pulled by oxen, and horses, probably 
ridden, gave the Yamnaya people the ability to expand the scale af grass
land herding and this led ta their increased mobility. Given its geographic and 
chronological placement, the Yamnaya culture probably can be equated with 
some aspect of the Late Proto-Indo-European language community. 

Am I making ao unsupportable equation between language and material 
culture by equating Yamnaya with Late PIE? No. Late PIE can he placed in the 
Pontic-Caspian region after 3500 BCE on purely linguistic criteria. Y amnaya just 
happens to be in the right place at the right time. But the equation of Yamnaya 
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with same aspect af the Late PIE language community does help to solve other 
problems. First, we know in a general sense how the economy of Late PIE
speakers was structured, because the economy of the Yamnaya culture has been 
studied archaeologically. Second, early PJE can be equated with a pre-Y amnaya 
archaeological culture or cultures af  the Pontic-Caspian region, before 3500 
BCE. Early PIE should have been spoken amang the ancestors of the Yamnaya 
culture. Were there were sharp, persistent cultural frontiers among the pre
Yamnaya cultures of the Pontic-Caspian region-frontiers that might reasonably 
be interpreted as ethno-linguistic? 1n fact there were. 

The western boundary of the Pontic-Caspian region 

In the North Pontic region, north of the Black Sea, the most stable and persistent 
cultural frontier in prehistoric Europe separated the cultures of the Pontic
Caspian steppes, on the east, from those of the East Carpathian piedmont, on the 
west (Mallory 1998: 182; KoSko 1985; 1991). The original frontier was created 
when Neolithic Cri§-CUlture farmers migrated from the lower Danube valley into 
the East Carpathian piedmont around 5800 BCE. They moved as far east as the 
Prut River valley, where they met a dense and thriving papulatian of indigenous 
foragers, the Bug -Dniester culture (Tringham 1971; Markevich 1974; Dolu
khanov 1978; Telegin 1987; Zbenovich 1996; Lillie 1996). 

The Prut frontier remained stable för several centuries, People and trade 
goods moved back and förth across it, but it continued to separate two cultural 
regions that differed in pottery traditions, house form, stone tools, ecanomy, and 
history. Domesticated cereals, cattle, and pigs diffused into Bug -Dniester settle
ments, but domesticated sheep (non-native animals) were rejected, and Bug
Dniester people continued to rely on hunting and fishing för much of their diet. 
Ceramic technology was adopted from the Cri§ immigrants, but Bug-Dniester 
potters quickly created their own pottery fonns and decorative motifs. 

When Linear Pottery traditions replaced those of the Cri§ culture in the East 
Carpathian piedmont, about 5400 BCE, Linear Poftery villages pushed east
ward to the Dniester Valley, which now became the frontier between Late Bug
Dniester societies and the farmers to tbe west. Finally, around 5200/5100 BCE, a 
complex process of ecological degradation in the Prut-Dniester region and 
renewed cu1tural interchanges between Late Linear Pottery farmers and the Late 
Boiah societies of the Lower Danube valley resulted in the Crystallization of 
a new cultural complex, Cucuteni�Tripolye, in the East Carpathian piedmont. 
Cucuteni-Tripolye villages expanded eastward across the old Bug-Dniester teni-
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tory ta the Dnieper River valley. A new frontier was established there that lasted 
for 1500 years, until about 3500 BCE. 

The Dnieper frontier reproduced the divide -that was first established at 
the Prut, between Danubian societies of Gimbutas's (1991) "Old European" 
cycle and indigenous North Pontic societies descended from the local Upper 
Paleolithic population. For more than 2000 years this frontier separated fund a 
mentally different kinds of societies at the westem edge of the Pontic-Caspian 
region. The Cucuteni-Tripolye culture differed frorn those east of the Dnieper -
initially Dnieper-Donets, and then Sredni Stog - in house fonn, settlement size, 
settlement organization, economic organization, ceramic forms and decoration, 
ceramic pyro-technology, metallurgy, burial rituals, and domestic rituals centered 
on female figurines. The Dnieper River emerged as the most contrastive and 
clear cultural frontier in a11 of Europe, and it remained one for 1500 years, until 
about 3500 BCE. To give just one concrete example: around 3800-3600 BCE, 
Tripolye C l  towns in the Dnieper-South Bug highlands grew to remarkable 
sizes, containing over 1500 large structures (many two-storied) arranged in 
ovoid concentric rings, covering 350-400 ha. (Shmagli & Videjko 1987; 
Videjko 1990). Broadly contemporary Sredni Stog settletnents such as Dereivka 
and Moliukhor Bugor on the Dnieper contained two to three domestic stru c 
tures, smaller and of much simpler and flimsier construction than Triploye 
houses (Telegin 1986; Danilenko 1959). Outside the Sredni Stog settlements 
were small cemeteries of flat graves. The Triploye people did not have cemete-
ries - we do not know what they did with their dead. Sredni Stog and Tripolye 
were dissimilar in almost every way. 

With the evolution of the Y amnaya culture in the Pontic-Caspian steppes, 
after about 3500 BCE, the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture began a centuries-long peri
od of transformation. Large towns disappeared, as also did substantial wattle
and-daub houses, painted pottery, and female figurines. The production of 
metals declined, and cemeteries appeared. By 2500 BCE-the societies of the East 
Carpathian piedmont were not so very different from those of the North Pontic 
steppes. 

Because it was reproduced so vividly för so long, the "Old Europe/North 
Pontic" frontier probably was ethno-linguistic as well as material. The westem 
"Old European" cultures had distinct origins and histories, not just different pot 
types. The migrations that established Old European cultures in the Carpathian 
piedmont should have been a powerful stimulus to ethno-linguistic differentia
tion, and the principle of first effective colonization explains why later genera-
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lions of  Tripolye farmers continued the Old European traditions of the first 
pioneers. The frontier itself should have continuously reinforced perceptions of 
difference - a realization of what we are not - which would have intensified the 
reproduction of distinct identities. 

Given the linkages between PIE, Proto-Uralic and P re -Kartvelian, early 
PIE probl:l.bly was spoken on the eastem side of this cultural frontier. This 
observation situates PIE among the Pontic-Caspian societies east of the Dnieper, 
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The northern boundary of the Pontic-Caspian region 

North of the Pontic-Caspian steppes there was a Iransitional ecological zone af 
apen woodlands and meadows, then farther north broadleaf forests grew from 
the East Carpathians to the southem Urals. At the end of the last Ice Age hunters 
followed the retreating glaciers northward, colonizing the newly-emerged north
em förests. Their descendants were the hunters and fishers of the forest zone. 
Among them were the speakers of Proto-Uralic. PIE and Proto-Uralic influ
enced each other and perhaps shared a distant common origin, as discussed in 
other papers in this volume. 

The first and most important difference between the Pontic-Caspian 
cultures and those of the southem Ural forest zone was economic. A food
production economy based on domesticated cattle and sheep diffused across the 
Pontic-Caspian steppes, from the Dnieper to the Volga-Ural region, .between 
about 5200-5000 BCE. In the western part of the Pontic-Caspian region, Early 
Eneolithic societies also cultivated some grain (wheat, barley, millet) between 
about 5200-4500 BCE (Pashkevich 1992). In the eastem part of the Pontic
Caspian region, no evidence for grain cultivation has yet been found among 
Early Eneolithic/Late Neolithic cultures (Varfolom'evka/Orlovka, Khvalynsk, 
Samara). But domesticated cattle and sheep were widely adopted after about 
5200/5000 BCE (Vasil'ev 1981; Telegin 1987; Yudin 1988; 1998). 

The hunters and fishers of the Ural-region forest zone did not �dopt domes
ticated animals until between about 2500 and 2000 BCE, almost 3000 years later 
than Pontic-Caspian societies (Potemkina 1995; Kovaleva & Chairkina 1991). It 
is not clear why this economic frontier existed for such a long time. The e x 
planation might be cultural rather than economic. The ceramics of the Pontic
Caspian region were somewhat different from those of the southem Ural forest 
zone as well. In the Pontic-Caspian Eneolithic there were several distinct region
al ceramic traditions, but ali included "collared" vessel forms - pots with a thick
ened rim, which were not common in the forest zone. The custom of cemetery 
burial was common in the Pontic-Caspian steppes from at !east 5200 BCE, and 
Was uncommon in the forest zone until much later. Together with the economic 
evidence, these contrasts suggest that the Pontic-Caspian steppes operated as a 
diffusion field within which customs spread relatively quickly; while the fores t 
zone cultures participated in a somewhat separate communication network. 

At the same time there were clear inter-penetrations between the two zones. 
Some local Pontic-Caspian groups of the Early Eneolithic,. such as Dzhangar in 
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the North Caspian steppes, have ceramics that look very similar to ceramics of 
the east Ural (Zaural) forestzone (Koshkinskij type) (Kovaleva 1993; Kovaleva 
& Chairkina 1991). But in general, the societies of the Pontic-Caspian steppes 
slowly became increasingly distinct from those of the Ural forests, beginning 
about 5200 BCE, with the adoption of herding economies in the steppes. 

After 3500 BCE, with the evolution of the Early Bronze Age Yamnaya 
culture in the steppes, the cultural contrasts between Pontic-Caspian and forest-
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zone cultures reached their sharpest point. In boundary regions such as the 
Samara River valley, sites of both types (Volosovo/Garin and Yamnaya) are 
found, but they remained quite distinct. Very few domesticated animal bones 
(ane or two cattle) occur in the Volosovo sites (Petrenk:o 1984: 149), and they 
have a distinct type of pottery and ground stone tools (large polished gouges and 
axes). Although Volosovo people lived by hunting elk, bear, deer, and horses, 
and seem to have practiced a bear cult (Tsvetkova 1990), they aisa made pit 
houses, rectangular with a tunne! entry, that imply a more settled way of life than 
Y amnaya. No Yamnaya house has ever been found east of the Don River. 

The steppe/forest economic frontier finally began to dissolve after about 
2500 BCE, in the steppe Middle Bronze Age, with the appearance of eastern 
Corded Ware cultures (Fatyanovo, Balanovo, Abashevo) in the southem forest 
zone west ofthe Urals (Pryakhin 1980). Domesticated cattle and sheep began to 
appear in forest-zone sites more regularly. Around 2200--2000 BCE, during the 
final MBA, Potapovka evolved in the northem steppes west of the Urals and 
Sintash ta -Arkaim east of the Urals (Vasil'ev, Kuznetsov & Semenova 1994; 
Zdanovich 1997; Gening, Zdanovich & Gening 1992). These cultures seem to 
have pulled the Ural forest zone cultures actively into the central Eurasian econ
omy, which in the Late Bronze Age became based on the large�scale mining of 
copper and the production ofbronze. Potapovka and Sintashta-Arkaim probably 
can be equated with early Proto-Indo-Iranian. Linguistic borrowings into the 
Uralic languages from ProtD-'Indo-Iranian probably date from this period. These 
borrowings included economic terms such as the terms for 'ewe' and 'butter' 
(see Koivulehto's article in this volume), reflecting the fact that domesticated· 
cattle and sheep were widely adopted into forest-zone economies through con
tacts between Abashevo-Potapovka�Sintashta on the one hand and Ural-region 
foragers on the other, after about 2200 BCE (Kovaleva & Chairkina 1991). 

The eastern boundary of the Pontic-Caspian region 

The eastem boundary of the Pontic-Caspian region is defined by a series of 
natural barriers. From south to north, these are the Caspian Sea, the deserts of 
the North Caspian depression, and the southem Ural Mountains. Between the 
slopes of the southem Urals and the North Caspian deserts there is a corridor of 
grassland about 200 km wide, a natural gap through which most east-west travel 
and communication passes. This north-south series of natural barriers has 
always been a cultural frontier; today it is the nominal boundary between Europe 
and Asia. 
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The herding economies that were so quickly a-dopted across the Pontic
Caspian region after 5200 BCE failed to interest the people of the North Kazakh 
steppes, east of this boundary. An economic frontier emerged between the 
Volga and Ural Rivers, separating Pontic-Caspian herders of the Khvalynsk and 
Samara types from North Kazakh hunter-fishers of Makhandzhar and Atbasar 
types (Kislenko & Tatarintseva 1999). This frontier is doubly interesting be
cause it was not ecological; a continuous east-west cörridor of grassland linked 
the two regions. Yet herding economies remained confined to the western 
steppes from 5200 to at least 3500 BCE. 

Volga-Ural archaeologists have identified a cultural frontier in this location 
as old as the Late Mesolithic, before 6000 BCE. The Late Mesolithic stone tool 
industries east of the Caspian and those west of the Caspian were different 
(Vasil'ev, Vybornov & Comarov 1996: 23). The failure of herding economies 
to diffuse east of this frontier might again have been caused by a separation be
tween two ancient and persistent communication networks and diffusion fields, 
perhaps based on different languages or language families as well as other 
cultural dispositions. 

Subsistence economies east of the frontier began ta shift about 3500 BCE, 
with the sudden emergence of the Batai culture and its cousins (Tersek, Su r 
tanda) in the North Kazakh steppes. Botai-Tersek exhibited new traits in stone 
tools and pottery, but these seem connected with the northem forest zone, not 
with the western steppes. 1n subsistence -economy, the remarkable aspect of 
Botai was its unprecedented and overwhelming dependence on horses (Zajbert 
1993; Logvin 1992; Levine 1999). The core of the Botai -Tersek economy was 
horse-hunting or horse-herding, depending on whether one sees the Botai 
horses as domesticated or wild. We have found wear made by a bit on the teeth 
of at least three Botai horses, which strongly indicates that some Botai horses 
were ridden regularly (Brown & Anthony 1998). It is possible that the Batai
Tersek people borrowed the idea ofhorseback riding from the Yamnaya culture 
af the westem steppes. In addition, some Surtanda and Tersek sites contain a 
few domesticated cattle and sheep bones, although the percentages are very 
small (less than 5% ). Despite the apparent adoption of riding, in almost all other 
respects Botai-Tersek-Surtanda remained quite distinct from Yamnaya, in ceM 
ramic technology, forms and decorations; m,ortuary rituals; house form and 
settlement type; metallurgy; and subsistence economy. 

West of the frontier, in the Volga-Ural steppes, Yamnaya pottery and grave 
forms changed over the centuries, and the forms that ·emerged after about 2700/ 
2500 BCE are categorized as Poltavka. Poltavka was a postMYamnaya daughter 
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culture of the Volg a -Ural region, quite similat ta Yamnaya in many ways 
(Kuznetsov 1991). Some Poltavka groups finally crossed the Ural boundary. 
Poltavka kurgan graves have been found east of the Urals at sites such as 
Aleksandrovskij IV south of Chelyabinsk, near the place where the fortified 
settlement of Arkaim was later built (Ivanova 1995). Poltavka and Abashevo 
influences were fundamental in the formation of the Sintashta-Arkaim culture 
east of the Urals after about 2200-2000 BCE. 

The Ural frontier really disappeared when Sintasht a -Arkaim sites appeared 
south of Chelyabinsk, a clear penetration of westem-steppe cultural practices 
into the steppes east of the Urals (Zdanovich 1997; Vinogradov 1995). Sintashta
Arkaim people lived in compact, strongly fortified se_ttlements; drove chariots 
and buried them in some rich graves; buried their dead in kurgan cemeteries with 
elaborate sacrifices of horses, cattle, and sheep; and practiced a very active 
copper and bronze metallurgy. Sintashta-Arkaim, east of the Urals, was quite 
similar to Potapovka west of the Urals; both were outgrowths from a Poltavka
Abashevo core. Both Sintasht a -Arkaim and Potapovka entered into very active 
relations with northern fores t -zone cultures; it was at this time that these cultures 
adopted cattle and sheep herding as a regular part of their economy. In addition, 
from its core area on the upper Tobol River, Sintashta-Arkaim expanded east 
ward across the northern steppes into the old Botai region, where the local vari
ant is called Petrovka (Zdanovich 1984). Later (beginning ca. 1800 BCE) Alakul
type Andronovo evolved from Sintashta-Arkaim-Petrovka origins (Kuz'mina 
1994). Alakul-Andronovo sites were numerous in the former Sintashta-Arkaim 
region and in central Kazakhstan; they extended as far east as the Altai. Andro
novo ceramics have been found in the fortified cities of Bactria and Margiana, 
on the edge af the Iranian plateau and at the gateway into India, in deposits dated 
l8Q0-1500 BCE. Some aspect of Andronovo almost certainly can be associated 
with the spread of Iranian or Indo-Iranian languages across Central Asia and 
into India and Iran between about 1800 and 1500 BCE - again, the material cu l 
ture complex happens to be in the right place at the right time (Kuz'mina 1994; 
Mallory 1998; Parpola 1998), 

The southern boundary of the Pontic�Caspian region 

The southem boundary of the Pontic-Caspian region was defined largely by two 
natural features: the Black Sea and the North Caucasus Mountains. Although 
some boat traffic probably occurred along the shores of the Black Sea as early as 
the Late Mesolithic, it seems to have been strictly local. The Black Sea was a 
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barrier to long-distance, inter-regional movement and commerce until about 
3000 BCE, when contacts between the North Caucasus (Majkop), the Crimea 
(Kemi-Oba), and the Danube-Dniester steppes (Usatovo) intensified, perhaps 
through the medium of maritime trade. 

The North Caucasus mountains were home to a variety of cultures that 
often interacted with the Pontic-Caspian steppe cultures, but still remained quite 
distinct. The North Caucasus piedmont was an ecologically rich upland environ
ment overlooking an arid steppe. lt was natural for the people of the two 
contrasting ecological zones to seek resources from each other, and this led to 
cultural interaction between the two regions. Many Russian and Ukrainian 
archaeologists have seen the North Caucasus as a gateway through which in
fluences from the civilizations of the Near East repeatedly penetrated the Pontic
Caspian steppes (Vasil'ev, Vybomov & Comarov 1996; Shnirelman 1992; 
Korenevskij 1992). Such ideas have been advanced to explain the origin af 
Pontic-Caspian microlithic tool traditions in the Late Mesolithic (said by some 
to derive from Natufian people of Palestine who migrated across the Caucasus 
and into the steppes); and the origin of domesticated cereals and sheep in the 
Eneolithic (said to derive from Near Eastem farrners who migrated across the 
Caucasus); and the origin of Majkop metal and ceramic types in the Early 
Bronze Age (said to derive from migrants from Late Uruk colonies in eastern 
Anatolia). There is vety little actual evidence that such south-to-north migrations 
ever occurred. lt is more likely that most of the traits in question evolved locally 
or, in the case of non-native species such as sheep, were diffused northward 
over long periods of time through intermediate Caucasian cultures. 

Several competing chronological and culture-historical systems have recent 
ly been proposed for the North Caucasus region (Trifonov 1991; Nekhaev 
1992; Markovin 1994). The Eneolithic cultures, prior to 3500 BCE, have been 
thoroughly reinterpreted and the new framework is still debated. Grave inven
tories from Eneolithic burials scattered between the North Caucasus and the 
Volga-Don steppes document an early phase of contact and interaction between 
the steppes and the North Caucasus, before 3500 BCE, perhaps as early as the 
Khvalynsk period (Kiashko 1987; Nechitajlo 1996). After about 3500 BCE the 
Majkop (or pre-Majkop) culture began to develop in the North Caucasus; settle
ments such as Galiugai represent this early Majkop phase (Korenevskij 1 993). 
Majkop interacted with the emerging early Y amnaya culture and its southem 
(Don-Manych) variants (Nechitajlo 1996; 1991; Trifonov 1991). Konstantinov
ka, a settlement on the lower Don, has been tenned a Majkop 'colony', although 
local steppe ceramic types are predominant there; and graves that contain 
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Majkop-culture assemblages are occasionally found as far north as the Elista 
'steppes (Shilov & Bagautdinov 1998). The Late Majkop culture and its wealthy 
North Caucasian cousins continued to interact with steppe societies for more 
than a thousand years, through the first half of the third millennium BCE. 

The Majkop culture was a frontier culture in several ways. Majkop burial 
mounds were similar (but not identical) to those of the kurgan tradition af the 
early Yamnaya culture, while Majkop ceramic types, settlement types, metallur
gy, omaments, and economy were distinct from those of the steppes. In these 
many respects Majkop was more similar ta the Kura-Araxes culture of Trans
Caucasia, ta the south. Some early Majkop chiefs were buried in extraordinarily 
rich kurgan graves, and these elite burials contained some gold and silver objects 
·that have been compared to Near Eastem prototypes - particularly silver sheet
vases with repousse decorative scenes, including the goat/tree-of-life motif; and
silver grave canopy rods topped by east gölden bulls (Gimbutas 1956: 56-66,
pls .. 9-12). lt is possible that these prestige display items reflect some kind of
influence from and contact with Late Uruk colonies in -upland eastem Anatolia,
but these sites were quite far away, and the intermediary links in such a
hypothetical chain have not been identified. (Kura-Araxes sites between eastem
Anatolia and the North Caucasus do not exhibit similar southem influences.)
Still, the frontier position of Majkop does seem to be reflected in its materia!
culture, which shows possible influences from the steppes to the north, the
Trans-Caucasian cultures to the south, and perhaps the higher civilizations far to
the south. The wealth of the Majkop chiefs might have been based on their
"middleman" position in a north-south trade system involving copper and pas
toral products.

The archaeological evidence för contacts between Y amnaya and Majkop 
might be compared with the linguistic evidence för contacts between PIE and the 
Caucasian languages, particularly South Caucasian or Kartvelian. As Nichols 
(1997: 127) has shown, PIE borrowed some vocabulaiy from an ancestor or 
relative of Proto-Kartvelian, not from Proto-Kartvelian itself. Proto-Kartvelian 
probably was spoken in what is today Georgia - this is where the Kartvelian 
languages are spoken today. Speakers of PIE borrowed vocabulary from a 
related group that might be identified with some aspect of the early Majkop 
culture. 
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CULTURAL FRONTIERS AND INDO-EUROPEAN ORIGINS 

Linguistic evidence suggests that Proto- lndo-European was spoken in the 
Pontic-Caspian region between about 4000 and 3000 BCE. Archaeological evi
dence indicates that the Pontic-Caspian steppes constituted a well-defined cul
tural region during this period, bonnded on the west, north, east, and south by 
quite different cultures with different historical trajectories. People, animals, and 
trade goods moved between these cultural regions, but upon crossing a major 
cultural frontier they were inc01porated into a distinct structure of behaviors, 
traditions, and economies. One of the remarkable aspects of the Pontic-Caspian 
region is the persistence of these distinct regional identities and the wel l -defined 
frontiers between them over thousands of years. While the content of the various 
regional identities changed and evolved over time, it did so within limits estab
lished by local tradition and local history, and the frontiers between regions 
remained surprisingly stable. 

These persistent cultural-economic frontiers might well be the archaeolo
gical reflection of ancient language families. In Medieval Europe, frontiers 
between major linguistic regions (Romance/Gennanic, Germanic/Slavic, Celtic/ 
Gennanic) remained relatively stable over hundreds of years in spite of rapid 
changes in political boundaries; while dialectical frontiers within Rornance 
or Gennanic shifted more easily (Armstrong 1982: 250- 272). The Northem 
Iroquoian/Algonkian linguistic boundary, which separated two language fami
lies, was clearly reflected in material culture boundaries for hundreds of years. 
Materia! culture cannot be equated with language as a general rule, but in the 
specific situat:ion where there is a persistent cultural-economic frontier between 
regions that have very different deep histories, it is likely to be a linguistic 
frontier as well. 

Recent studies by linguists (Hill 1996; Nettle 1996) suggest that the size of 
language territories is linked to the riskiness of the subsistence strategy. People 
who have a very productive, predictable economy {wealthy farmers, för ex
ample) need few extemal alliances and tend to speak a single, localized language; 
while people who are less certain of their local economy (pastoralists, poor 
farmers) need extemal alliances and tend to speak multiple dialects or languages 
extending over larger areas. 1n the Pontic-Caspian region, the early adoption of 
cattle and sheep herding about 5000 BCE, accompanied by some grain cultiva
tion in Ukraine, might not have involved addit:ional ecohomic risks because 
these food-production activities were added to a relatively productive foraging 
economy. However, during the Yamnaya period (3500-2500 BCE) there was a 
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widespread shift ta an economy more reliant on mobile pasto_ralism and less 

reliant on localized hunting. This shift might well have brought with it increased 

econornic volatility -the potential för both rapid increase and sudden loss that is 

inherent in pastoralism. Under these conditions there would have been a ten

dency to extend alliances and share language codes over larger areas. 

Early PIE might have been a set of related dialects spoken in some localized 

part of the Pontic-Caspian region before the emergence of the Y amnaya pastoral 

economy. Management of the new, more mobile pastoral economy seems to 

have been linked with economic and religious integration across the Pontic

Caspian steppes after about 3500 BCE. The political management of seasonal 

migrations and grazing rights between neighboring groups would have been 

facilitated by the diffusion of shared rituals, myths, and symbols. Late PIE prob

ably was first a prestige dialect among Y amnaya chiefs and then was adopted by 

local Pontic-Caspian populations through a process of political clientage and 

emulation (see Atkinson 1989 för a similar model). 

Outside the ancient cliffusion field of the Pontic-Caspian region, the 

expansion of PIE must be un9erstood as a different kind of process. Expansion 

to the east of the Ural frontier after about 2200-2000 BCE seems to have been 

accompanied by chronic warfare - certainly the Sintashta-Arkaim settlements 

were heavily förtified and the graves seem to retlect a warrior ideology - and

perhaps in this context a true ethnos emerged, an Indo-Iranian identity. Expan

sion to the west
,. 
into Europe, probably began earlier and föllowed two different 

tracks. North of the Carpathians there is no archaeological trace of a westward 

migration from the steppes, so the spread of Indo-European dialects across the 

North European plain probably was a gradual diffusionary process. In the 

Danube valley there is clear archaeological evidence of Y amnaya migrations 

from the Ukrainian steppes into northem Bulgaria and eastern Hungary about 

2900-2700 BCE (Panaiotov 1989; Nikolova 1994). Perhaps the ancestors ofpre

Proto-Celtic and pre- Proto-Italic were dialects associated with these migrations. 

Much of what I have said in this paper will seem obvious to my CIS col

leagues, who have been employing culture-area concepts för a long time. In the 

West, however, the concept of pre-state culture areas and the stable regional 

identities they imply has been under attack för 30 years. While it is not my inten 

tion to retum to an uncritical acceptance of the culture-area concept in archaeolo

gy, I do hope to encourage a dialogue about stable regional identities and 

persistent cultural frontiers in specific cases, specific places, and under specific 

conditions in the prehistoric past. 
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LATE PALAEOLITHIC AND MESOLITHIC 
SETTLEMENT OF THE EUROPEAN NORTH 
- POSSIBLE LINGUISTIC IMPLICATIONS

Christian Carpelan 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this essay is to outline a scenario for the emergence of the groups of 
peoplehistorically identified as speakers of Uralic/Finno-Ugric languages. 

In the archaeological material, it is possible to distinguish arcal typological 
distributions or entities, such as cultures, and waves of influence between them. 
There is no consensus about what, exactly, an archaeological culture stands för 
in relation to a past reality. For the present topic, I describe an archaeologica1 cul
ture as a sphere af intemal communication probably based on a common identity 
(i.e. a cultural and/or ethnic identity, although the concepts of culture and eth
nicity are problernatic, as is, perhaps, the nation of identity). This presumes the 
existence of a common language for communication and, in addition, such a 
sphere probably corresponds with a mating network. (Cf. Carpelan 1999a.) 

A wave of influence means the diffusion of cultutal traits, transmitted (1) by 
contacts between groups, e.g. exchange of gifts or tTade, or (2) by movcment 
of people, e.g. infiltration or migration (the notions and tenninology used by 
archaeologists to describe different kinds of demic movement often seem in
adequate). While exchange and trade spread various, often task-specific artefacts 
andmaterials, demic movement is likely to spread whole cultural contexts. In the 
study of demic movements it is important to find the triggering factor. However, 
it is often difficult to understand the character of archaeological waves of in 
fluence. 
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A tentative correlation of archaeological and linguistic sequences is possible 
assuming that archaeologically discemible waves of influence have transmitted 
linguistic influence as well. Linguistic influence includes loanwords referring to 
objects and other aspects of the materia! culture the remains of which are found 
at archaeological sites. The same waves of influence have probably transmitted 
genetic matter as well. 

The dates quoted here are generalised radiocarbon ages before present (BP, 
radiocarbon years before AD 1950). The radiocarbon ages are calibrated accord
ing to the 'Original Groningen Method' based on cumulative probability analy
sis, included in the Ca125 computer program, to correspond approximately with 
calendar dates BC (calBC), For the calibration of ages beyond 15000 BP, a 
nomogram based on comparison with the temporal intensity variations of the 
earth's magnetic field was used. (Plicht 1993; Andel 1998.) 

PALAEOl,ITHIC BACKGROUND 

The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) around 18000 BP / 22000 calBC forced the 
Upper Palaeolithic ( Gravettian) settlement of Europe north af the Alps to retreat 
to refugia in the south-west and the south-east. Because-of this, the population 
was divided into a Westem and an Eastem Block. It appears to me that this 
division predetermined the broad Iines of the subseque□t recolonisation and the 
resulting genetic, linguistic, and cultural succession in northern Europe. (Otte 
1990; Housley et al. 1997.) 

Als_o, the Upper Palaeolithic settlement of East Europe had a corresponding 
refugium in the southern Russian plain. Representing the Gravettian techno
complex, the settlement in the southem Russian plain was a continuation of the 
Eastem Block mentioned above. Eastwards, the next important Palaeolithic settle
ment was located in the southem Ural region. (Soffer 1990; Dolukhanov 1996.) 

WESTERN BLOCK 

According to available radiocarbon dates, Europe north of the Alps was depopu
lated by 21000 BP / 24000 calBC. Around 17000 BP / 18300 calBC, in south
em France, the local Gravettian and Solutrian cultures were replaced by a new 
Magdalenian culture. The emergence of the Magdalenian coincides with the be
ginning of the first Late Glacial warm period, the Lascaux interstadial. However, 
supporters of the culture slowly began to expand north of the Alps only at the 
end of its third phase. (Gamble 1991; Housley et al. 1997: 33-36.) 
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According to the results of a recently published dating program, the Mag
dalenian recolonisation of the abandoned tenitories started around 14500 BP / 
15400 calBC, more than 8000 calendar years after the depopulation. The re
colonisation continued towards the end of the Pleistocene, in spite of some 
serious reverses in the general amelioration of the Glacial climate. (Housley et al 
1997.) 

Around 13200 BP / 13900 calBC, pioneers reached the Hamburg area in 
the north. There they no longer represented the Magdalenian but a new Ham
burg culture. The rapid spread of the culture over a zone reaching Poland, south
ern Sweden and Britain (Cresswe/[) is connected with the onset of the B�lling
wann period around 13000 BP / 13700 calBC. Then the area, presently covered 
by the waters of the North Sea, was dry land and certainly colonised, tao. The 
pioneering phase of the colonisation of the North European Plain was followed 
by a residential phase 600-800 calendar years later. The subsistence of the Ham
burgians was fully adapted to the mobile hunting of reindeer in an arctic environ
ment, whereas their southern neighbours, the Magdalenians, exploited diverse 
fauna in a more forested environment. (Otte 1990; Fischer 1993; Housley et al. 
1997.) 

The spread of the Federmesser point around 12100 BP / 12150 calBC over 
the Hamburgian territories is connected with the spread of a new mode of 
subsistence including the full range of animals that existed during the Allerr,lld 
warrh period. In the early part of the Allen1d, Harnburg-based local adapta
tions emerged, such as Bromme in Denmark and Scania around 1 1700 BP / 
1 1700 calBC. Around 1 1000 BP / 1 1050 calBC, again, the Ahrensburg culture 
emerged in northern Germany and prevailed through the extremely cold Younger 
Dryas period. Ahrensburg had a specialised arctic reindeer hunting economy 
resembling that ofthe Hamburg culture. At the end of the Pleistocene, the Mag
dalenian in southern France was replaced by Epipalaeolithic / Early Mesolithic 
cultures representing alien populations. 

EASTERN BLOCK 

As a whole, the Upper Palaeolithic of European Russia was part of the wide
spread Gravettian technocomplex. During the LGM the settlement of central 
Russia, represented, for example, by the famous dwelling sites and burials at 
Sungir, withdraw. 

The eastem refugium extended from the middle Danube in the west to the 
South Russian plain in the east. During the LGM the cultural development 
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within the Eastern Block differed from that in the West. While a new culture, the 
Magdalenian, emerged in the West, the Gravettian tradition continued in the 
Eastem Block in the form of various Epigravettian modifications. On the other 
hand, as in the West, the settlement appears to have remained immobile för a 
very long time before the recolonisation began. The settlement in the Don, 
Dnieper and Dniester drainages offer good examples of such immobility. How
ever, beginning in the east, the settlement in this zone diminished, and by 10400 
BP / 10400 caJBC, in Moldavia, the last expressions af the Upper Palaeolithic 
senlement disappeared. Possibly environmental change, including the disap
pearance of the mammoth, was a triggering factor. (Sinitsyn & Praslov 1997 .) 

FinaUy, the Palaeolithic af the South Russian plain was replaced by Early 
Mesolithic cultures originating in the West and East respectively. They represent
ed alien populations. On the other hand, 'Epipalaeolithic' assemblages emerged 
in tbe earlier abandoned zone. 

In eastern-Europe the northern frontier of the area· populated at the closing 
phase of the Palaeolithic followed a line drawn between Lithuania and the Perm 
region. At any rate the 'Epipalaeolithic' finds in the Volga-Oka area, the middle 
Volga and the Kama are few, suggesting a very thin population at the close of 
the Palaeolithic. The settlement af the southem Ural region was not expansive 
during this phase. (Kol'tsov 1 989; cf. Carpelan 1999b.) 

Around 1 1000 BP / 1 1050 calBC, in the beginning of the Younger Dryas 
cold period, the Swidry culture emerged in Poland. The subsistence af this cul
ture was based on mobile arctic reindeer hunting resembling that of Hamburg 
and Ahrensburg in the Westem Block. However, Swidry may originate in the 
Moldavian Palaeolithic, which means that it represents the Eastem Block. Finds 
prove tlrnt people supporting Swidry infiltrated tbe southem Baltic and westem 
Russia as far as the westem Volga- Oka area. (Koslowski 1990; Zagorska 1995; 
Sinitsyna 1996; Zhilin 1996.) 

Several finds also prove that artefacts and contexts typologically rcpre
senting Federmesser, Eromme and especially Ahrensburg in the Westem Block 
found their way as far as the ·westem Volga- Oka area. This suggests that people 
from the west infiltrated the region, which was already inhabited by groups 
representing the Eastem Block. (Koslowski 1990; Zag-orska 1995; Sinitsyna 
1996; Zhilin 1996.) 
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TRANSITION TO THE MESOLITHIC 

The Glacial and the Pleistocene ended abruptly about l 0000 BP / 9340 calBC. 1n 
a decade or two the mean annual temperature rose as much as 7°C, reaching 
almost thc same level as today. The extinction of the remainiiJ.g ice sheet, then 
covering most ofFennoscandia, was complete by 8500 BP / 7550 calBC. At the 
same time the Holocene vegetation zones began to fonn. The Boreal forest 
stari:ed to expand at the expense of the periglacial steppe and tundra as fast as 
was biologically possible. The arctic animal populations, including the reindeer, 
were in due course replaced by other species adapted to life in the Boreal forest 
(Lang 1994; Donner 1995; Hakala 1997.) 

The human societies present in this process had to adapt their ways of life 
to correspond to the critically changing environment. An additional aspect was 
provided by the availability ofnew areas för occupation in the North. The result 
was a set of new Mesolithic cultures. Families, perhaps whole bands, possibly 
perished because of unsuccessful adaptation. It appea:rs to me that the inevitable 
adaptation processes at the turo to the Holocene and the Mesolithic may have 
created 'bottlenecks' followed by 'founder effects' and 'drifts' not only in genet
ic but also in linguistic and cultural successions. 

INITIAL COLONISATION OF THE SCANDINAVIAN 
PENINSULA (10300 ... 7150 BP / 10100 ... 6000 CalBC) 

During the Late Glacial, the conditions along the coast of Norway resembled 
those prevailing in Greenland at present. Between the sea and the continental ice 
there was ao inhabitable- coastal strip with an arctic fauna, including reindeer and 
numerous birds; the coastal waters abounded in sea mammals and fish. It was an 
ideal environment for a hunting and fishing population. The western coastal 
zones of Sweden and Norway were apparently colonised at the end of the 
Younger Dryas by groups adapted to exploitation of both marine and terrestrial 
resources (Bjerck 1994; Bang-Andersen 1996; Fischer 1996; Hakala 1997.) 

In South-West Norway at least one site is dated, according to shore dis
placement, to around 10300 BP / 10150 calBC. In addition, there are several 
radiocarbon dates available för an estimation of the date of the initial colonisation 
of the Atlantic coast of Norway. While several dates point to around 9600 BP / 
8970 calBC the oldest date, around 10280 BP / 10100 calBC, surprisingly, 
comes from the northern end of the coast However, for environmental reasons, 
it will always be difficu1t to find archaeological remains of the very first pio-
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neers along the Norwegian coast and date them reliably. (Pr!i)sch-Danielsen & 
H!iSgestl)ll 1995; Bang-Andersen 1995; 1996; Eriksen 1996; Thommesen 1996a.) 

The early dates from northemmost Norway have reactivated speculation on 
an eastem origin of the initial coastal settlement of North Norway (the Komsa
culture). There are, however, no typological nor chronological grounds in favour 
of such an origin. Instead, typological comparison suggests that the pfoneers of 
the westem coast of Sweden and Norway originated in a cultural setting resem
bling Ahrensburg and possibly Bromme. While the westem coast af Sweden 
and southemmost Norway were colonised from Denmark, the colonisation of 
the Atlantic coast of Norway is thought to have originated in the North Sea 
Land, although, för obvious reas_ons, this cannot be proved. Norwegian archae
ologists describe the initial colonisation as a rapid movement that took two or 
three centuries. (Woodman 1993; Bjerck 1994; Anundsen 1996; Bang-Andersen 
1996; Eriksen 1996; Fischer 1996; Mpller 1996; Thommesen 1996a; 1996b.) 

When, by 8250 BP / 7300 calBC at the latest, the colonisation af northem 
Sweden began, the people apparently did not come from the south but from the 
west, the Atlantic coast. It was not until between 7650 BP / 6500 calBC and 
7150 BP / 6000 calBC that an archaeological wave af influence from the south, 
characterised by handle cores and keeled scrapers and probably representing 
co1onisation, reached northem Sweden. It is also possible that the initial coloni
sation af the Inari Area in northem Finnish Lap1and originated in coastal north
em Norway. However, northeinmost Fennoscandia excluding the coastal strip 
but including the Finnmarksvidda and northemmost Sweden was probably colo
nised from anothcr direcdon. (Knutsson 1993; Halinen 1994; Forsberg 1996; 
Carpelan 1999b.) 

Referring ta sites characterised by a special use-of quartz för too1s, Swedish 
archaeologists have suggested that colonists also entered northemmost Sweden 
from the east, i.e. Finland, although doubts have been expressed. However, the 
spread of the Ostrobothnian slate assemblage, including the Rovaniemi pick,
along the coastal Norrbotten suggests such an activity. Other finds af probable 
or indisputable Finnish provenience found in northern Sweden show that some 
activity was directed westwards across the Gulf af Bothnia from the Finnish 
Mesolithic. (Hallström 1929; Moberg 1955; Christiansson 1969; Carpelan 1976; 
Baudou 1977; Forsberg 1996; Falk 1997.) 

Summing up, the initial colonisation of northem Scandinavia appears two
fold in the sense that the colonisers (two branches) mainly originated in the 
Palaeolithic Westem Block though some may have originated in the Palaeolithic 
Eastem Block. 
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INITIAL COLONISATION OF THE BALTIC, 

NORTHERN RUSSIA AND EASTERN FENNOSCANDIA 
(9600 ... 8320 BP / 8970 ... 7370 CalBC) 

According to A. Ya. Bryusov's classic scenario, the northem part ofRussia was 
initially colonised from the East. At present the Bryusov sce_nario, however, 
appears most unlikely because almost all Russian specialists claim that no early 
Siberian expansion may be inferred from the materia! now available. On the con
trary, the initial colonisation of the central and northem parts of eastem Europe 
originated in the south and west. (Bryusov 1952.) 

As described above, the settlement along the northem borderline included 
a local 'Epipalaeolithic' element, a Swiderian element and a western, mainly 
Ahrensburgian element. While the Ahrensburgian influence was restricted ta the 
westem region, the pioneering phase af the Mesolithic colonisation was, above 
all, characterised by the spread of Postswiderian elements all over the area as far 
as Vyatka and Pechora. (Kol'tsov 1989; Vereshchagina 1989; Jaanits 1990; 
Koslowski 1990; Oshibkina 1990; Sorokin 1990; Valokitin 1992; Schulz 1996; 
Zhilin 1996; Kol'tsov & Zhilin 1999.) 

The Epipalaeolithic / Early Mesolithic adaptation led to the formation of new 
cultural entities in the newly occupied areas. The Butovo culture emerged in the 
Volga- Oka area, the Kunda culture in the Baltic and the Veret'ye culture east of 
Lake Onega, etc. The Postswiderian element was an important factor in the 
formation of these cultures. In the North European Plain the Early Mesolithic 
Maglemose/Duvensee complex expanded eastwards and met Kunda in North
East Poland and South- West Lithuania, where a border zone between the cul
tures formed. It is not possible to derive Kunda from Maglemose. At the same 
time, the Early Mesolithic Romanovka�ll'murzino culture emerged in the Kama� 
Belaya area in eastem Russia, and a border zone forrned about Vyatka. (Indreko 
1948; Siiriäinen 1981; Kol'tsov 1989; Matyushin 1989; Jaanits 1990; Sorokin 
1990; Oshibkina 1990; 1997; Schild 1996; Schulz 1996; Sulgostowska 1996; 
Kol'tsov & Zhilin 1999.) 

The Early Mesolithic finds, including both dwelling sites and cemeteries, in 
the area between Vologda and Kargopol' are often considered to represent a 
regional continuation of the Kunda culture called Eastem Kunda. I find lhis a 
loose (and false) generalisation. Kunda and Veret'ye represent different regional 
adaptations. Their origin is not identical, but they share some basic components. 
The 1 1  published radiocarbon dates from the important dwelling site Veret)'e I 
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Map. Borderlines indicating the successive expansion of Early Mesolithic pioneers from Central Russia to nortl1em Fennoscandia: (A) !0000 BP / 9500 ca!BC; (B) 9600 BP / 8970 
calBC: {C) 8970 BP / 8150 calBC; (D) 8320 BP / 7380 ca!BC. Dots indicate dated sites. Simplified from Carpelan 1999b. 

fall between around 9600 BP / 8970 calBC and 7700 BP / 6500 calBC. The 33 
published radiocarbon dates from the cemeteries fall between around 9910 BP / 
9400 calBC and 5400 BP / 4250 calBC. The scatter of the dates within the ceme
teries suggests caution, especially as, in some cases, it has been shown that both 
the early and the late dates are due to technical problems. On the hasis of avail
able radiocarbon dates, I suggest that the northem border of the Mesolithic colo
nisation around 9600 BP / 8770 calBC followed a line drawn through Pulli in 
South-WestEstonia and Veret'ye I in the Kargopol' district. (e.g. Nunez 1987; 
Price & Jacobs 1990; Schulz 1996; Carpelan 1999b with references.) 
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Proceeding from this line in a north- narth-west directian pianeers entered 
the territaries af present-day Finland and Russian Karelia. This meant that the 
lithic technalagy had ta 'be adapted ta the use af quartz instead af flint, which 
daes not occur in this region. The adaption of the lithic technology to quartz 
creates a typological break between the flint-using and the quartz-using cultures. 
Around 8960 BP / 8100 calBC, the 'wave of advance ' reached 65°N Iatitude at a 
distance af 530 km from the Base Line mentioned above. Around 8680 BP / 
7750 calBC, pioneers reached Rovaniemi on the Polar Circle. This is also the 
terminus post quem för a possible eastem colonisation of northernmost Sweden 
suggested above. Around 8320 BP / 7370 calBC, the front reached 69°N latitude 
at a distance of 980 km from the Base Line. In northem Fennoscandia the 
expanding descendants of the <East Europeans' met with descendants of the 
'West Europeans'. (Carpelan 1999b.) 

SUMMARY OF LATER EVENTS 
WITH AN EMPHASIS ON EASTERN FENNOSCANDIA 
(8050 ... 2400 BP / 7000 ... 500 Ca!BC) 

After the Early Mesolithlc colonisation of the Baltic, northern Russia and eastem 
Fennoscandia, the Volga -Oka area became a region that continuously generated a 
surplus of poplilation and cultural creativity. This resulted in several waves of 
influe_nce that, in addition to cultural innovations, probably transmitted linguistic 
and genetic matter, tao. This region sent strong impu1ses towards the north and 
north-west. The list includes the (1) Upper Volga, (2) Lyalovo, (3) Proto
Volosovo (4) Volosovo, (5} Net Ware, (6) Sejma-Turbino and (7) Akhmylovo
Anan'ino horizons. (Carpelan 1999a.) 

For our topic, the Lyalovo or Pitted Ware wave of influence is especially 
important. It reached Russian Karelia around 6000 BP / 4900 calBC. Around 
5100 BP / 3900 calBC Combed Ware Style 2 developed on the hasis of the 
Karelian Pitted Ware and fresh influences from the Proto-Volosovo culture af 
the Volga-Oka area. The Co01bed Ware represents the culture of societies that 
expanded over an area reaching from Latvia to the Polar Circle and from the Gulf 
ofBothnia to the White Sea. These groups participated in a contact network that 
reached from northem Sweden to the Urals and the Samara area and from the 
mouth of the Weichsel to Lapland. Within this network rare and valuable goods 
lilce amber, asbestos, copper, wood of cembra pine (Pinus cembra} as well as 
green and red s1ate were distributed. Exotic fossils from Central Asia found their 
way to Finland, tao. {Carpelan 1999a.) 
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On the other hand, three waves of influence brought the inhabitants af the 
Baltic and eastem Fennoscandia into contact with western Neolithic and Bronze 
Age cultures: (1) the Funnel-Beaker culture met the expanding Combed Ware 
culture (5100 .. .4650 BP / 3900 ... 3450 calBC) at the south-east comer of the 
Baltic Sea; (2) cani.ed by a demic movement, the Corded Ware culture (2500 ... 
3850 BP / 3200 ... 2300 calBC) expanded to the Baltic and South-West Finland; 
(3) carried by moving traders, the Nordic Bronze Age culture (3400 .. 2400 BP /
1700 ... 500 calBC) expanded to South-West Finland. (Carpelan 1999a.)

The Corded Ware Culture divided Finland in two cultural zones, a westem 
and an eastem ane, and subsequent events made this division pennanent. The 
frontier remained fixed för almost 4000 years to the 8th century AD. The Western 
Cultural Zone became linked with the European agrarian entity, while the Eastem 
Cultural Zone remained within the entity of the traditiona! Boreal hunting and 
fishing economy, although, in the Bronze Age, the spread from the Upper Volga 
of the Net Ware culture introduced elementary agricultural elements there. 

At the same time the Sejma -Turbino 'phenomenon' emerged along a narrow 
zone with one end in the Volga-Oka area and the other around the head of the 
Ob and in the Sayan foreland. Crossing several cultural areas, Sejma-Turbino is 
represented by a number of similar cemeteries with burials of armed men only. 
Based on this, Sejma-Turbino is interpreted as a multiethnic trading organisation. 
It is possible that the 'phenomenon' originated in the Volga-Kama area from 
where it expanded eastwards, but there is no consensus about this. However, 
celts of the Sejma-Turbino type are found as far west as Finland and central 
Sweden. (Meinander 1954; Chemykh & Kuz'minykh 1 989.) 

CRANIOMETRY AND GENETICS 

Physical properties, such as cranial measures and genetic composition, contain 
infonnation on the descent and relationships af human populatians. Althaugh the 
study ofthese properties affers infonnation complementing that of archaealagy, 
I shall not deal with the bioanthropalagical aspect at length. I merely refer the 
reader to some papers dealing with the origin and develapment of the early 
settlers of the narthern zone of Europe. 

First, it appears thatneither craniometry nor genetics support an initial Post
glacial calanisatian from beyond the Urals. lnstead, strong indications point ta 
the Ukraina-Moldavia region as the Upper Palaealithic 'homeland' of the initial 
Pastglacial colanists af narthem East Europe. Later, the influx of new popula
tions and (at least partial) replacement changed the ariginal Cromagnoid cranial 
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character in the south, while in the north the Cromagnoid character remained pre
dominant. Odontometrics indicates that there probably was ao ancient genetic 
divide between the populations representing what I above named the Westem 
and Eastern Blocks. (Jacobs 1992; Niskanen 1998.) 

On the other hand, the spread of certain haplotypes of the mitocondria and 
the Y chromosome, indicates a late Upper Palaeolithic influx of western e1ements 
to eastern Europe and subsequently as far as Finland: The later influx of more 
westem elements has strengthened a more or less common European genetic 
composition among the Finns, for example. The Saarni, again, show a distinctive 
genetic character probably due to later relative isolation, (Eriksson 1984; Laher
mo et al. 1996; Torroni et al. 1998.) 

ln general, bioanthropological data appears ta agree with the archaeological 
waves of influence/demic movementS mentioned above. 

LANGUAGES 

The LGM divided Palaeolithic Europe into geographic blocks and initiated 
diverging lines of cultural and probably linguistic and genetic dcvelopment. 
As for languages, I suggest the possibility that it was within the Western Block 
that the development of Ancient European languages with no lndo-European 
or Uralic affinity began. However, the history of these languages is probably 
complicated becausc of Epipalaeolithic / Early Mesolithic and later Neolithic in 
trusions. The development leading to the formation of the reconstructib1e Proto
Uralic (PU) and Proto-lndo-European (PIE) probably took place within the 
Eastem Block. (Concerning Ancient European, see Venneman 1993; 1994; 
1995; 1996.) 

Especially in the northern zone the adaptation processes at the turo to the 
Holocene/Mesolithic may have created 'bottlenecks' followed by 'founder ef 
fects' and 'drifts' in genetic, cultural and linguistic successions. I suggest that the 
effective development leading to the formation of the reconstructible proto
languages known at present began within the socio-cconomic adaptation at the 
tum to the Mesolithic around 10000 BP / 9500 calBC. 

The groups involved in the colonisation of central and northem East Europe 
possibly spoke different languages. One language could have been adopted as a 
communication language thli.t replaced other languages. The successful spread of 
Postswiderian archaeological elements all over the area is interesting as a refer
ence in this connection. This postulated Palaeo-PU language would have started 
the Uralle line of development. Altematively, this deve!opment could have 
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originated in the South Russian Plain and been the language of a sparse 'Epi
palaeolithic' population of -central Russia at the turn to the Mesolithic. I do not 
find it possible that the language of the Ahrensburgian groups that infiltrated 
westem Russia at the end of the Palaeolithic would have started the Uralic 
development, but it may have left substrate elements in the postulated Palaeo-PU. 
On the other hand, it is clear that tbe Uralic development and any spiritual 
elements thought to be associated with it did not originate in Siberia. 

Following the Early Mesolithic initial colonisation of the Baltic, northem 
Russia and eastem Fennoscandia regional Mesolithic cultures emerged. The 
Volga-Oka area fonned the creative core of the cultu.ral development in this 
large region. Several times, waves of influence radiated from there towards the 
peripheries. 1 suggest that it was in the Volga-Oka area that the reconstructible 
PU developed on the basis of one of the two alternatives suggested above. From 
there, Uralic linguistic, elements spread all over the PU area as part of the cultural 
waves of influence. 

For North-West Russia, East Fennoscandia and the northern Baltic area, the 
Lyalovo and Proto-Volosovo waves of influence around 5000 ... 3500 calBC 
were the most important. They probably represented immigrants that established 
the fonn of Ianguage, on which the Proto-Finnic development (followed by the 
Finnic and Saarni Iines of development) was based. It must have been through 
the connections of these cultures with the Srednyi Stog and Khvalynsk cultures 
that early IB words were incorporated into the language. 

The initial colonisation of Scandinavia was twofold: part of the colonisers 
originated in the Westem Block and part in the Eastern Block. I suggest that the 
forrner spoke some Ancient European language(s), while the latter may have 
spoken a language connected with the emergence of Palaeo-PU. However, it was 
not until the Early Bronze Age that a strong wave of influence probably intro
duced the Proto-Saami linguistic element in the area. (Carpelan l 999a.) 

The expansions of alien populations into the South Russian Plain at the tum 
to and later during the Mesolithic indicates that the PIE cannot have Palaeolithic 
roots in the area. The newcomers could have been speakers of a 'Palaeo-PIE' 
within which thc PIE line of development began. This would appear consistent 
with (1) observed indications af contact with an early Caucasian protolanguage 
and (2) especially the various indications of early and lengthy contacts between 
PU and PIE (sometimes thought to prove common origin). (Koivulehto 1994; 
Nichols 1997.) 

It has tumed out to be difficult (archaeologically) to follow the spread of 
PIE (or developed varieties) from the-postulated 01:igin in the South Russian 
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Plain westwards into Europe. Likewise it is difficult to follow the spread of PU 
(or developed varieties) from the postulated region of origin in European Russia 
eastwards into Asia and understand the emergence of the Samoyed linguistic 
entity there. As a tentative solution to the problem, I suggest that Proto-Samoyed 
possibly was an important communication language u_sed by the Sejma-Turbino 
traders, and that they first established it in the upper Ob and Sayan region, from 
where the use of the language later spread towards the north, In the Sayan area 
Samoyed languages were spoken up to the 20th century. (Carpelan 1999a.)1 
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EMERGENCE, CONTACTS AND DISPERSAL 
OF PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN, PROTO-URALIC 
AND PROTO-ARYAN IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

AIMS AND METHODS 

Christian Carpelan 
Asko Parpola 

When and where were Proto-Indo-European, Proto:-Uralic and Proto-Aryan 
spoken? And when and where did they split into their main branches? These 
questions concerning linguistic prehistory do not extend so far back in time as to 
cross the limits of linguistic reconstructability, as do för example the specula 
tions on a "Nostratic phylum". Thus it may be possible to find an answer to 
them with the help af archaeology and extemal linguistic contacts, Unlike re
constructed protoforrns of languages, prehistoric archaeological cultures can 
usually be placed on the map and dated. But since the latter by definition have 
not 1eft any readable written remains, their correlation with definite languages or 
1anguage groups poses a number of problems. Correlations proposed without 
acceptable methodology are worthless. 

Space does not allow a thorough discussion of methodology here; we 
rather refer the reader to the excellent expositions of Mallory (1989; this 
volume). Some axiomatic considerations on which this attempt is based should 
be clarified, however. In order to function, a human community needs both 
means of making a living (reflected by the material cultures of archaeology) and 
means of communication (in the fonn of languages); and the shared material 
culture and the shared language are both among the strongest sources of ethnic 
identity. If various peoples lived in isolation, their material cultures and their 
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languages could be expected to change only little over time (cf. the case af 
lcelandic), and essentially there would be continuity in both spheres. But very 
few peoples have lived in isolation. Contact with other communities has nonnal
ly led to changes, the extent and pace of which depend on the intensity of the 
contact Trade contacts may result in the introduction of new kinds of artefacts 
and loanwords denoting new ideas and objects. Conquests or immigrations 
usually lead to radical changes: a community may abandon its previous way 
of life or language, and adopt a new ane. Language shift is realised through 
bilingualism, when parts af the population become able ta speak two ( or more) 
languages. 

Continuities as well as cultural contacts and their lntensity can usually be 
seen both from the archaeological record and from a language (inherited vocabu
lary vs. loanwords, structural changes) when analysed with the comparative 
method. Archaeology and linguistics both have developed their own special 
methods and techniques to do this. A serious attempt to correlate the results of 
the two disciplines should be based on the generally accepted views prevailing 
in each, and in cases of disagreement, if ane does not possess the professional 
training to draw conclusions independently, follow the experts with best 
credentials. 

Adequate dating and chronology are crucial för such a correlation. In 
archaeology, dating and chronology has traditionally been based on the classical 
typological method: relative position is determined by comparison of types and 
contexts (including stratigraphies) and absolute date is determined with the aid 
of links to historically dated materia! in the Near East and the eastern Mediter
ranean region. As a result, a fairly compact, not very flexible, chronological 
system has emerged. However, archaeology possesses several independent 
scientific methods för dating, including the radiocarbon method. Everywhere; 
the introduction of the radiocarbon method llas shown that there may be reason 
for some revision of the system. While a revision is taking place little by Iittle, 
this is, naturally, a source of confusion. We believe, however, that the radio
carbon method offers the only feasible hasis för buildirig a realistic prehistoric 
archaeological chronology in eastern Europe and westem Siberia as well as 
elsewhere. 

The survey and use of a continuously growing corpus of radiocarbon dates 
from eastem Europe and western Siberia has recently been made easier with the 
publication of date lists, in addition to scattered articles with notes on new dates; 
In total there are several hundred dates available today. However, in various 
publications, the documentation of the dates is not always satisfactory: lab code, 
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sample material, context etc. may be missing. Clearly, there are two major prob
lems, the eff<;:ct of old wood and the Iaboratory treatment of bone, which may 
produce anomalies in the results. However, this is not the place to examine the 
question more closely and the dates are here adopted at their "face values", 
excluding "outliers". 

Furthermore, the possibilities of constructing a radiocarbon chronology för 
eastem Europe and westem Siberia are hampered by the fact that the number of 
radiocarbon dates varies by region and period. On the European side, the area 
söuth af 54°N dominates the statistics, and within it,_ the westem part. Jo this 
soµthem zone, the Palaeolithic, the Eneolithic (= Chalcolithic) and the Bronze 
Age have the largest number of dates. In the southem Urals and westem Siberia 
mainly Bronze Age dates are available, in addition to scattered Eneolithic and 
Neolithic dates. North af 54"N, the dating efforts have mainly focused on the 
Mesolithic, Neolithic and Eneolithic of the Volga-Oka interfluve and Russian 
Karelia. Only scattered Bronze Age dates are available. Between the Volga-Oka 
confluence and the Urals a number of mainly Eneolithic dates have been pub
lished, while we know af scattered Neolithic and ane or two Bronze Age dates 
from the area. 

Finally, there is the question of the calibration of the radiocarbon ages 
produced. by the dating laboratories to correspond approximately with calendar 
dateS BC. As a rule, the dates given in this paper are based on radiocarbon ages 
before present (BP, meaning radiocarbon years before AO 1950) taken from date 
lists and sometimes from other sources. The radiocarbon ages are calibrated by 
Carpelan according ta the "Original Groningen Method" based on the median of 
the cumulative probability of a date and the INTCAL98 calibration curve, in

cluded in the Ca125 computer program (Plicht 1993; see Carpelan 2000: 9). This 
method is suitable för general pmposes, as here, because it gives unambiguous 
calibrated values with unsegmented errors, which are easy to quote. However, 
the error margins (often about ±100-200 years, not indicated here) generally 
agree with those obtained by other methods. Calibrated calendar dates are marked 
calBC. Gen'eral references ta publications with dates used here are given but no 
date list i s  appended, although this makes checking a laborious task 
Isolated correlations af ane language with one archaeological culture may look 
plausible in some respects, but they do not allow the· results to be checked. A 
holistic solution that covers the entire spectrum of relevant cultures and 
languages does make some control possible. An archaeologica1 culture has not 
only its geographical and temporal extent and a specific content (e.g. the use 
af certain tools, plants and animals) but also specific relationships to other 
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archaeological cultures diachronically and synchronically. Bach language, tao, 
has similar, though often less exact parameters, particularly its genetic and areal 
relationships to other languages. This means that the correlation of an archaeolo
gical culture with a specific language or language group can he tested by check
ing how well the implied extemal archaeological and linguistic relationships 
match, and whether these matches will stand if the whole web of these relation
ships is worked out systematically. (Cf. Parpola 1988: 195; Mallory 1989: 
164ff.; this volume; Anthony, this volume.) 

DISPERSAL OF LATE PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN 

The earliest historical seats of the various Indo-European languages are widely 
separated from each other (fig. 1), but these languages all go back ta a single 
protolanguage. Is there any one archaeological culture, from which one could 
derive cultures that are intrusive in ali (or all but one) of these widely dispersed 
areas? A crucial temporal clue is given by the fact that all Indo- European lan
guages possess inherited vocabulary related to wheeled transport (fig. 2). Late 
Proto-Indo-European had these tenns before its disintegration, and the daughter 
languages have not borrowed them frotil one another after the dispersal. There
fore, the speakers of the Indo- European protolanguage knew and used wheeled 
vehicles. (Cf. Anthony 1995a; 1995b; Meid 1994; Oettinger 1994.) Wheeled 
transport was first invented sometime during the second quarter or the middle of 
the fourth millennium BC, and then spread over vast areas within a century or 
two (fig. 3). The earliest evidence in Europe comes from Bronocice, a Funnel 

Fig. I. Early distribution of the 
principal groups of Indo-European 
languages. (Mallory & Mair 2000: 
I 19, fig, 50.) 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of inherited tenninology related to whee\ed trans
portin Jndo-European languages. (Anthony 1995a: 557, fig. l.) 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the earliest f inds of whee\ed vehicles, 3500-2000 
ca!BC. (Piggott 1983: 59, fig. 27.) 
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Beaker culture site in Poland, 45 km northeast of Krakow (fig. 3). It- is a draw
ing of a wagon on a clay vessel belonging to occupational Phase IIl which is 
dated to c. 3470-3210 caJBC (cf. Piggott 1983: 40-42, 62-63). 

TI1e dispersal of the Indo-European protolanguage, then, cannot have taken 
place much earlier than 3500 ca1BC. Just about this time, when the ox-drawn 
cart or wagon with two or four solid wheels became locally available, the pas
toral Pit Grave (alias Yamna or Yamnaya) culture (figs. 4 & 6), according to a 
number of radiocarbon dates (Chemykh, Avilova & Orlovskaya 2000), emerged 
in the Pontic steppe zone between the mouth of the Don in the east and the 
mouth of the Danube in the west and began ta expand. By 3300 calBC, Pit 
Grave societies had settled at Zunda-Tolga in the Caucasian foreland, 600 km 
southeast of an assumed starting point near Rostov on the Don (early kurgans at 
Astakhovo ). By 3200 calBC, Pit Grave societies had settled at Nizhnaya 
Orlyanka-1, close to Samara, east of the Volga, 900 km northeast af an assumed 
starting point north af the Donets (early kurgans at Privol'noe). The rate of 
advance appears to have been the same, about 300 km in a century. Based on 
this, it is possible to estimate that Pit Grave societies reached the southem Urals 
foreland by 3100-3000 calBC. In the end, the Pit Grave culture covered the east 
European steppe and the bordering forest steppe in addition ta an extension east 
of the Ural river. A number af dates from the Dnieper-Don area indicate that the 
Pit Grave culture disappeared by 2200 calBC. 

EARLY PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN 
AND THE TOCHARIAN BRANCH 

The Afanas'evo culture (fig. 4) appeared in the upper Yenisei area af southem 
Siberia by 3500 calBC (Mallory & Mair 2000: 294, 308; H.-P. Francfort in 
Parpola 1998: 119). On typological grounds, supported by palaeoanthropolo
gical data, it is thought that this culture was an offshoot of the early Pit Grave 
culture. On the basis of Gromov 's studies (1997a; 1997b), the connectlon with 
the physical type represented by the Pit Grave people appears well founded. 
However, the early initlal date makes it difficult to accept a Pit Grave origin for 
Afanas'evo. The distance between southern Urals Pit Grave monuments and 
Afanas'evo monuments is almost 2000 km. If Pit Grave communities reached 
the southem Urals c. 3100 BC and continued eastwards at a constant rate of 300 
km/century (as estimated above) they would have :i;eached the area about 600 
years later, around 2500 BC. This, again, is the date often given for the end of 
the Afanas'evo culture (Mallory & Mair 2000: 294). 
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Fig. 4. The Eurasian steppe region in the fifth to third millennia BC. (Mallory 1994-95: 
254, fig. 3.) 

As a solution to the problem caused by the early initial date both Mallory 
(1998: 189) and Parpola (1998: 119) have suggested that the Afanas'evo culture 
originated in some Eneolithic predecessor af the Pit Grave culture, possibly the 
Khvalynsk culture (5000-4500 calBC; see figs. 4 & 8 and below), While this 
would cause no serious typological or palaeoanthropological contradictions, it 
would exclude the knowledge and use of wheeled transport. From this follows 
that the future Afanas;evo people has had ta move on foot the more than 2500 
km that separate an assumed point of departure on ihe Volga from the target 
area. If such a movement had taken place, it would have taken more time than 
with the aid of wagons. At a rate of 200 km/century the future Afanas'evans 
wou1d have reached the target area in 1300 years (för estimates of rates of pre
historic colonisation movements, see Ammerman & Cavalli- Sforza 1979; Andel 
& Runnels 1995; Carpelan 1999b; Housley et al. 1997). 

The future Afanas'evo people had to be numerous enough to defend them
selves during the migration and af the destination. Such a Khvalynsk migration 
should have left some traces. Two cemeteries on the Tobol east af the Urals are 
said to be reminiscent of the Khvalynsk culture (Mallory 1989: 56-63, 223-
226). Otherwise, next to no traces of east European Eneolithic types have been 
discovered between the Volga and the upper Yenisei area. On the other hand, 
Afanas'evo type burials appear to have been discovered west af the Altai. near 
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Karaganda (Mallory 1998: 190) and one in the Zeravshan Valley (Uzbekistan
Tajikistan). The latter includes-the remains of a wagon and is dated to the fourth 
millennium BC (Parpola 1998: 124). As Mallory (1998-: 190) points out, "much 
of the intervening area fa archaeologically unknown and it is at least a possibility 
that much of the eastem steppe was occupied by the (?Proto -)Afanasievans". 

The sudden appearance of the Afanas'evo culture in the upper Yenisei area 
is enigmatic. However, the culture prevailed until c. 2500 calBC and later several 
traits related to the Afanas'evo culture and population appear in the pdorly dated 
Keremchi alias Ke' ermuqi culture (second millennium BC) of the Jhungghar 
Basin (Dzungaria) between the Altai and Sinkiang, and in the Quäwrighul alias 
Gumugou culture (c. 2000-1550 BC) of eastem Sinkiang (Chen & Hiebert 
1995: 250-257, 269-272; Kuz'mina 1998a: 66-72; Mallory & Mair 2000: 136-
140, 295, fig. 158). 

The question ofthe origin and the later influence of the Afanas'evo culture 
is important to the question of the development of the T ocharian language as an 

archaic member of the lndo-European stock. A Khvalynsk origin of the 
Afanas'evo culture and the assumed later extension of its area of influence 
provide the best available explanation för the presence of Tocharian in Sinkiang. 
Tocharian could hardly have preserved, as it does, the original Proto-Indo
European palata! gutturals unless it in its eastward move preceded the Aryan 
languages that came to occupy vast areas separating Tocharian from öther 
"Centum languages": hlce the other "Satem 1anguages" (Balto-Slavic, Annenian 

and Albanian), the Aryan languages have innovated by an affrication/assibilation 
of the Proto- Indo-European palatal gutturals. (Cf. Malla.ry & Mair 2000: 294ff., 
3 14ff.) The Satem affrication probably dates from 'the latter part of the third mil
lennium BC (cf. below). A consequence of a possible Khvalynsk origin is that 
this particular Proto -Indo-European dialect could not include a tenninology för 
wheeled vehicles. Howevet, the burial find from the Zeravshan Valley, with the 
remains of a wagon, indicates that Pit Grave connections later introduced the 
innovation with relevant terminology to the Afanas'evo community well before 
the Satem affrication. 

EARLY PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN 

AND THE ANATOLIAN BRANCH 

In the westem end of the zone they occupied, Pit Grave communities began to 
expand westwards following the Danube corridor as far as Hungary. A number 
of radiocarbon dates indicate that the movement was slightly slower in the west 
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than in the east. A burial located c. 300 km south of the early Pit Graves just 
north ofthe Danube delta is dated to c. 3000 calBC (Pfachidol) and two others 
in southeastem Hungary are dated to c. 2900 calBC (Baranhat, K6tegyhåza). 
However, there is an Early Indo-European problem reminiscent of the Tocharian 
one in this region, too. 

If the birth of the Pit Grave culture by 3500 BC started the disintegration 
of the Indo-European protolanguage, this protolanguage was probably spoken 
in the Eneolithic cultures of the Pontic steppes that preceded, and gave birth to, 
the Pit Grave culture. The Proto-Indo-European vocabulary itself suggests an 
Eneolithic culture that practised animal husbandry and limited agriculture (cf. 
Mallory 1989) (cf. fig. 5). Although the various Eneolithic cultures af the east 
European steppes may be of the same ultimate origin, it is possible and likely 
that some dialectal differentiatian af the Prota-Indo-European spaken by them 
was already in existence. One of these Eneolithic cultures, the Srednij Stog cul
ture (c. 4500-3350 calBC), emerged in the steppe zone between the Dnieper and 
the Don (figs. 4 & 8) next to the flourishing, agriculturally based and Eneolithic 
Tripol'e culture (c. 5500-3000 calBC), which occupied the forest steppe of 
Moldavia and the western Ukraine (fig. 8). Therefore the Srednij Stog culture 
could develop quicker than the other pastoral communities further east. 

Fig. 5. Iscx::hrones il!ustrating the 
spread of ceramic production in eastcm 
and northem Europe, The dashed line 
indicates the nQrthem border of agri
cu!ture and animal husbandry c. 5000 
ca!BC. (Christian Carpelan 2001, pub
lished here for !he first time.) 
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The Srednij Stog culture offers a possible solution to the dilemma posed by 
the Anatolian branch of Indo-European. Hittite possesses inherited tenns as
sociated, with wheeled vehicles (cf. Oettinger 1994), which suggests that it left 
the Proto-Indo-European community about the time of its beginning disintegra 
tion, by 3500 BC. Yet the Anatolian branch of Indo-European including Hittite 
represents in some respects a much more archaic Ievel of linguistic development 
than any other branch (these archaic features include the retention af a laryngeal 
phoneme, numerous heteroclita, and a divergent verbal system, cf., i.a., Rosen
kranz 1978; Jasanoff 1994; 1998; Watkins 1995: 51, 135ff.; Mallory & Adams 
1997: 131-134, 555). This suggests that the Anatolian branch should have 
separated itself from Proto-Indo-European considerably earlier than the other 
branches. 

Parpola (1999: 182) has proposed a two-step solution to this dilemma. 
According to his scenario, the ancestor of the Anatolian branch was spoken in 
the Suvorovo culture (c. 4500-4100 calBC) of Moldavia and Bulgaria, which 
results from one of the first westwards directed expansions of the Eneolithic 
pastoralists of the east European steppe (see below; cf. Mallory 1989: 234-235; 
Mallory & Adams 1997: 556-557); this language would have been taken over 
and transmitted ta Anatolia by the next wave of steppe immigrants (coming with 
wheeJed vehicles), who fonned the Ezero culture (c. 3300- 2700 calBC) of Bul 
garia. There are clear connections between the Ezero culture and the destruction 
layers of northwest Anatolia c. 2700 BC (see Mallory 1989: 28 -29, 109, 238-
239; Mallory & Adams 1997; 1 6). 

PROTO-NORTHWEST-INDO-EUROPEAN 

In the Ukraine new Early Bronze Age cultures (i.a. Gorodsk, SofieVka, Usa
tovo) emerged on a Tripol'e substratum in the middle of the fourth millennium 
BC. On the other hand, Pit Grave influence was early felt along the steppe
forest-steppe border zone and by c. 3300 calBC, at the latest, Pjt Grave com
munities had established themselves in the forest steppe, tao. On the Dniepcr, 
the Pit Grave culture overlapped the late Tripol'e culture and the northern border 
ofthe Pit Grave-culture settled a little south ofKiev. 

Simultaneously with the expansion of the Pit Grave communities to the 
forest steppe, the Middle Dnieper culture emerged south ofKiev on the westem 
side of the Dnieper (figs. 6:MD & 7:I). The kurgan (i.e. barrow) burial is char� 
acteristic of the first period of the Middle Dnieper culture. Stratigraphic evidence 
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the Pit Grave (Yamnaya) culture (Y and diagonal Iines) and the 
Corded Ware cultural entity (stippled). Within the Corded Ware area, the cirde fadicates 
the Sub-Carpathian group, MD = the Middle-Dnieper culturo, F = the Fat'yanovo culturc, 
B = the Balanovo culture and S = the Scandinavian Corded Ware culturc. The Pii Grave
culture formed c. 3500 calBC and began to give way to the Catacomb Grave and Poltavka 
cultures c. 2700 ca!BC. The Mlddle Dnieper culturc and the Sub-Carpathlan gröup formed 
by 3300 calBC, whereafter the Corded Ware Cu!ture expandcd rapldly to the eastcm Baltlc 
and Finland on thc one hand, and central Europe and the North European plain on the 
other, but did not enter Scandinavia until c. 2800 ca!BC. At the same timc, the Middle 
Dnieper culturo on the one hand, and the Baltic-Be!orussian Corded Ware culture on the 
other, expanded towards the Volga-Oka interfluve forming the Fat'yanovo culturc. Probably 
c. 2200 ca!BC the Balanovo culture formed on the mid-Volga as a result of movement and
adaplion ofFat'yanovo communities. lt is nece;;sary to romember that the Volosovo culturc
formed in the region as early as 3650 ca!BC and existed there together with Fat'yanovo and
Balanovo until assimilation led to the formation of the Netted Ware cu]ture along the
upper. and the Chirkovo culture along the mid-Volga, in the beginning of the second mil
!ennium BC. (The map is adapted from Rowlett 1987: 194, map 1.) 

reveals that Pit GraVe type burials in shafts were the earliest and that later burials 
were usually put on the surface with the skeletons crouched as in the majority of 
Corded Ware groups (Sulimirski 1970: 178). This indicates the role of the Pit 
Grave culture in the fonnation of the Middle Dnieper culture. The origin of the 
ceramic style appears to be a more complex matter. However, based especially 
on the ceramic style, the Middle Dnieper cullure is counted as one of several 
groups among the Corded Ware entity. 
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In westemmost Ukraine the Corded Ware entity is represented by another 
early group, namely the Sub-Carpathian Corded Ware group on the upper 
reaches of the Dniester, the northem Bug and the tributaries of the Pripyat 
(Artemenko 1987: 42-47, map 3) (fig. 6). It is important to note that the kurgan 
burial is characteristic of the Sub-Carpathian Corded Ware group, too. The 
adoption of the kurgan burial as part of early Corded Ware contexts indicates Pit 
Grave influence. The Sub-Carpathian area may have received Pit Grave influ
ence from two directions: overland from the Dnieper and along the Dniester 
from the Black Sea steppe. 

There are but few radiocarbon dates available för the Corded Ware com
plexes af the Ukraine. A kurgan burial representing the first period of the 
Sub-Carpathian Corded Ware group at Bolehovitsi on the upper reaches of the 
Dniester is dated to c. 3360 calBC (Chernykh, Avilova & Orlovskaya 2000, tab. 
13-A, B no. 2), This date indicates the early emergence af this context and may
aisa be used as a reference för the chronological position af the first period af
the Middle Dnieper culture. No radiocarbon dates are available for the begin
ning af this cultural expression which certainly did not fonn later than the
Sub-Carpathian. One date,_c. 2910 calBC, from a kurgan burial ät Belynets near
Bryansk on the upper reaches of the Desna (almost 450 km northeast of the
fonnative area south af Kiev) represents the second period af the Middle
Dnieper culture (Artemenko 1987: 41 ,  fn.).

Furthennore, the Bolehovitsi date, c. 3360 calBC, should be compare"d with 
the date of the representation of a wagon on a clay vessel from the Funnel 
Beaker site at Bronocice dated ta c. 3470-3210 calBC, as mentioned abave. In 
addition ta a perfect correspandence, ane may note that Bronocice is situated 
right on a suitable communication line that continues the Dniester direction. This 
is an eloquent indication of how fast and far influence of ultimately Pit Grave 
culture origin radiated, probably adopted and transmitted by the Carded Ware 
culture. 

The question of the ori gin and spread of the Corded Ware culture is ane of 
the, mast intensively debated problems in European archaealogy. Within a very 
short time, the initially unifonn Corded Ware ci,dture was introduced aver a wide 
area of central westem and northem Europe. According to available radiocarbon 
dates, the Corded Ware culture appeared in the Baltic countries and southwest 
Finland (figs. 6 & 7:B, C) between 3200 and 3 100 calBC (see below) and in the 
Netherlands almost simultaneously. The spread to southem Scandinavia took 
place later, c. 2800 calBC (fig. 6:S). Between 2800 and 2600 calBC an offshoot 
of the Corded Ware complex expanded eastwards to the Volga-Oka interfluve 
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and the mid-Volga where it formed the Fat'yanovo and Balanovo cultures (figs. 
6:F, B & 7:H), 

Was the expansion of the Corded Ware culture brought about by demic 
movement or diffusion of cultural traits, and where did it begin? This is not the 
place för a detailed discussion of the topic. However, radiocarbon dates suggest 
that the origin must be found somewhere in the eastem part of the Corded Ware 
zone. The kurgan burial and the early presence of the wagon suggest that Pit 
Grave influence played an important role in the formation of the Corded -ware 
culture although the latter cannot be described as a direct offshoot of the former. 
One could probably speak of Pit Grave individuals/groups adapting to a forest 
environmeht by integrating with local Neolithic individuals/groups which were 
attracted by certain new cultural elements. This resulted in a new Corded Ware 
cultural expression and made it possible to penetrate the forest zone in a mobile 
manner reminiscent of that practised in the steppe. 

The early Corded Ware communities were small and may have practised a 
"Gipsy style" way of life. They possessed technical innovations which made 
them attractive guests among local communities. They knew how to build 
wagons and how to yoke a pair of oxen to draw them. Also, they probably 
introduced the domesticated horse in the region. They may have traded in capper 
and flint and they had certainly new and interesting idealogical and religious 
ideas and manifestations. They could settle down at places and attract local 
people to join them and thus establish a local Corded Ware cultural group whose 
elite they would constitute. So, the spread of the Corded Ware culture was 
probably a combination af demic movement and diffusion around local centres. 
The radiocarbon dates referred to indicate that the Corded Ware communities 
moved faster in the forests than the Pit Grave communities did in the steppes. 
This is possible assuming that they relied, to a c0nsiderable extent, on the 
services of the various local communities whose domains they visited. 

As ta the question of the 1anguage of the Corded Ware culture, it is pos
sible to assume thal the Pit Grave connection introduced Prota-Indo-European 
through elite dominance, Furthermare it is possible to assume that elite domi
nance established Proto-Indo-European in the Corded Ware cultural groups that 
formed in various parts of the zone of Corded Ware expansion. The Corded 
Ware culture, however, did not replace ali local communities in which most 
people probably originally spoke nan - Indo-European languages. It is likely that 
it took some time for these various substratum languages ta exert their dif
ferentiating influence, sa that in the early phase the language spaken in the 
Carded W are cu}ture was probably still widely unifonn and close to Late Proto-
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Indo-European: it can belabelled Proto - Northwest- lndo- European. The Corded 
Warc culture is the common root af thc later locally differentiated Bronze and 
Iran Age cultures that have been connected with the formation of the Italo
Celtic, Germanic and Balto-Slavic branches of the Indo -European language 
family (Mallory 1989). 

Simultaneously with the fonnation of the Corded Ware culture the Globu
lar Amphora culture (fig. 7:D) emerged in eastem Central Europe, probably 
northern Poland. It may aisa have had a mobile way of life, and, in the "back
flow" of the westward drive of the Corded Ware culture, Globular Amphora 
culture communities moved eastwards as far as Volhynia, Podolia, close ta the 
Dnieper, and northem Romania. The character of the burial usages indicate that 
the social structure of the Globular Amphora communities differed from that 
of the Corded Ware communities. (On account of its underground cist con
structions of huge stone slabs for collective burials, the Globular Amphora 
culture has often been called the Volhynian Megalith culture in Russian archae
ology,) Finds of Globular Amphora cerarnics in Pit Grave contexts reveal that 
this culture had connections with steppe comrnunities (Sulirnirski 1970: 133, 
178). However, nothlng suggests that the Globular Amphora culture would 
have transmitted Pit Grave cultural elements to Central Europe. The Globular 
Arnphora culture probably played no active role in the Indo-Europeanisation of 
Europe. 

THE PIT GRAVE CULTURE AND ITS DIFFERENTIATION: 

THE CENTRAL GROUP OF LATE PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN 

The abovc considerations leave two major branches oflndo-European over to be 
corre1ated with the Pit Grave culture which stayed in the old homeland and 
remained fairly uniform för a long tirne (c. 3500-2500 BC), namely the Graeco
Armenian and A1yan branches. These two branches are united by several inno
vations not föund in other branches of Indo -European, which has suggested that 
they developed together för a considerable period (cf. e.g. Porzig 1954: 1 5 2 -
164; Mallory & Adams 1997: 555). In its Iate phase in the Middle Bronze Age 
( c. 2500-2200 BC), the Pit Grave culture continued much as before in the middle 
Dnieper region and some other areas, but mostly it becarne 1ocally differentiated, 
transforming itself into the Catacomb Grave complex (fig. 7:G) between the 
lower Dnieper and the Volga (c. 2750-1800 calBC, in Dagestan with neighbour 
hood up to c. 1600 ca!BC}, and thePoltavka culture (fig. 7:J) between the Volga 
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Fig. 7. Middle Bron1,c Age cultures in eastern Europe c. 2500 ca\BC. 
(Bader, Krajnov & Kosarev 1987: 61, map 6.) A: Subneolithic/Eneo
lithic cu\tures of northcm Russia. B: The Corded Waro culturc of thc 
castcm Baltic. C: The Corded Ware eulturc of Finland. [The distribulion 
shown in the map is too extensivc: it is limited to the coastal zonc, 
while the Subneolithic/Eneolithic zone of A extended to eastem Fin
land.] D: The Globular Amphora culture. E: The Early Cordcd Waro 
culture, F: The Lato Tripol'e culture. G: The Catacomb Gravc culture. H: 
The Fat'yanovo culture. lThe Volosovo culture existcd simullancously in 
1hc same area.] /: The Middle Dnicpcr culture. J: The Poltavka culture. 
K: Areas not studied. The whitc spot in the middle of thc Catacomb 
Gravc, Poltavka and Fat'yanovo culturcs is thc arca where the Abashevo 
culture emerged. 
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and the Ural rivers (c. 2750-2000 CalBC) (cf. Chemykh 1992: 124-133). It 
is reasonable to link the western Catacomb Grave culture with the Graeco
Armenian branch (Greek most likely entered Greece by the Middle Helladic 
period together with the domesticated horse and the tumulus grave; the golden 
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death masks of the Mycenaean Greeks may continue the clay death masks af 
the Catacomb Grave culture, cf. Mallory & Adams 1 997: 92, 244-245). Many 
scholars have associated the eastem Poltavka culture with the Aryan hranch, 
which by this tirne can be a.ssumed to have started evolving from Late Proto
Indo-European (cf. Mallory & Adams 1 997: 439-440). 

PRE-PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN 

The relative ease with which the Pit Grave culture spread from the Ukraine to 
the Urals migbt be due to its being closely related to the.cultures and Ianguages it 
encountered on the way. The Srednij Stog culture (figs. 4 & 8:III), in which 
Proto-Indo-European is assumed to have been spoken, and which came to an 
end when the Pit Grave culture emerged, probably resulted from a wcstward ex
pansion af the Eneolithic Khvalynsk culture of the mid-Volga forest-steppe. We 
have already discussed the likely Khvalynsk origin of the Afanas'evo culture af 
southem Siberia, associated with the origins ofTocharian. 

Recent radiocarbon datings för the Khvalynsk cu/ture (figs. 4 & 8:II) fäll 
within c. 5000-4500 ca!BC (cf. Agapov, Vasil'ev & Pestrikova 1990; Timofeey 
& Zajtseva 1997a; 1997b; Zajtseva & Timofeev 1997). T11is shows that it 
was not contemporary with the Srednij Stog culture as was believed earlier 
(Chemykh 1992: 42-46; Mallory 1989), but "one step" older. Moreover, the 
Mariupof' and Chapli type burials (fig. 8:II:1-3; c. 5000-4500 calBC, cf. Timo
feev & Zajts'eva 1997b: 102) in the Pontic steppe part of the Dnieper-Donets
culture (in the areas next occupied by the Srednij Stog culture) and the Decea
Muresului cemetery (c. 4500 BC) in Romania are so similar to Khvalynsk buri
als that they have been considered as resulting from a westward directed expan
sion of the Khvalynsk culture (cf. Chernykh 1992: 44). This suggests that the 
Khvalynsk culture and the Mariupol'-Chapli type monuments were ancestral to 
Srednij Stog, and that their language was the immediale predecessor of early 
Proto-Indo-European. 

The Khvalynsk culture in tum goes back to the earlier Samara culture 
(c. 6000-5000 calBC) of the mid-Volga forest steppe, and this in turn is pre
ceded by the Elshan culture of the same region, which has the earliest known 
ceramic of eastcm Europ,e (cf. fig, 5), according to recently published radio
carbon dates (c. 7000 calBC; Mamonov 1 995: 23; Timofeev & Zajtseva 1997: 
100). However, the remarkable age ofthis ceramic is ye( to be confirmed and its 
origins to be ascertained. 
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Fig. 8 .  Some Eneolithic cu!tures of eastem Europe. (Adapted from Chemykh 1992: 27, 
fig. 7.) / = Sites of the Cucuteni-Tripol'e culture. /1 = Khvalynsk culture (8 = Khvalynsk)
and Mariupol'-Chapli type sites (] = Nikol'skoe cemetery; 2 = Chapli cemetery, 3
Mariupol' cemetery). lll = Srednij Stog culture sites (4-7). 

EARLY INDO-EUROPEAN LOANWORDS 
!N URALIC LANGUAGES AND THEIR CRITIQUE

In this paper we maintain that the Indo-European and Uralic protolanguages 
were both spoken in archaeological cultures of eastem Europe, and that even the 
predecessors of these cultures were in contact with each other. This is in agree
ment with the long established and fairly generally accepted view that the re 
constructed Uralic protolanguage and its early descendants contain some very 
archaic Indo- European loanwords, going back to the Indo-European proto
language and to some of its descendants, the Proto- Aryan, the Proto-Baltic and 
the Proto-Germanic; and that in a number of cases the Uralle loanword in fact 
represents an earlier stage of development than the reSpective protolanguage has 
in thereconstruction based on its surviving descendants. We think this is likely 
to be the case even with regard to the Indo- European protolanguage itself, and 
its predecessor(s), för this seems to be a more likely explanation för those lexical 
convergences that some scholars have taken as evidence of a genetic relationship 
between the Indo-European and Uralle language families (the "Indo-Uralic" and 
"Nostratic" hypotheses). 
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A brief "list of Indo- European loan-words" was included by Björn Col
linder in his Fenno-Ugtic Vocabulary: An Etymological Dictionary of the 
Uralic languages (Collinder 1955: 128-141). The early contacts between Indo
European and Uralic languages were discussed in detail by Aulis J. Joki in his 
monograph on this subject from 1973 (with 222 etyma), and Katoly Redei's 
Uralisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (Redei 1988-91) as wel1 as the two 
etymological dictionaries of the Finnish language (SKES I-VI 1955-78 and 
SSAI-ID 1992-2000) naturally a1so discuss many of these etyma. Jonna Koivu
lehto in his recent books and articles (see Koivulehto 1999a; 1999b; 2000a; this 
volume, with further references) has enlarged upon and updated earlier research 
on this subject. Koivulehto's rare double cornpetence in Indo-Eurapean as well 
as Uralic linguistics has enabled hirn ta increase the number af early etyrnalagies 
considerably, and ta refine earlier proposed etyrnologies. He has always ex
plained the assumed semantic developments and phonological substitutions with 
scrupulous care, supporting the explanations with concrete facts and parallels. 

Naturally, some etymologies are more convincing than others, and, how
ever impeccably argued, all the etymologies are not necessarily valid. While 
there has been a lot af debate on individual etymologies, on the whole the 
existence of very early Indo- European loanwords in Uralle languages has not 
been seriously questioned until quite recently. Juha Janhunen (1999: 212-215) 
has pointed ta various factors that in his opinion multiply the possibility of 
chance: similarities. One is the fundamental typological difference between the 
two protolanguages. While Proto-Indo-European had "an exceptionally rich con
sonant paradigm, elaborate prosodic and phonotactic pattems, as well as a 
system of ablaut", Proto -Uralic "can be reconstructed as a phonologically and 
phonotactically simple agglutinative Ianguage". Real or assumed linguistic bor
rowings from (Proto-)lndo-European into (Proto-)Uralic have therefore usually 
undergone phonological simplifications. Moreover, the amount of lexical 
materia! available on the lndo-European side is much larger than on the Uralic 
side, especially ifthe comparison is not re_stricted ta the protolanguage level but 
is extended to individual brahches on eitherside. Altoget:her, this "simply seems 
to make it tao easy to find new technically plausible Indo-Uralic comparisons", 
Janhunen argues, criticizing especially the use af the Indo- European laryngeal 
theory in the search for Indo- European loanwords in Uralle. 

Janhunen's doubts, it must be noted, are restricted to "Indo-Uralic contacts 
before the well-documented and probably Post-Proto-Finno-Ugric corpus of 
Aryan influences on Ugric, Permic and Finno-Mordvinic" (Janhunen 2000: 65). 
This is a significant concession, for the same typological differences that sepa-
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rate Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Uralic essentially continue to prevail 
between the Aryan and the Finno-Ugric languages at this slightly later level. 
There is indeed no essential difference from the earlier level. Besides, many of 
the Proto-Indo-European stage etymologies have phonotactically complex se
quences on the Uralic side as well. A case in point .is Proto-Volga-Finnic 
*kdträ 'spindle' < Pre-Proto-Aryan *keftro- 'spindle' (whence Old Indo
Aryan cattra-, cättra- and Old Iranian *Castra- > Pashto C(]jai), from Proto
lndo-European *kerftro- < *kert -tro- < *kert- 'to spin' (whence Sanskrit kart
'to spin') (cf. Koivulehto 1979; 1999b: 161-168; this volume, no. 44; Mayr
hofor 1992-2001, 1c 539, 316).

And is the etymology suspect, if the Proto-Uralic borrowing exhibits a 
reflex of a laryngeal that can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European on the 
hasis of its presence in predicted positions in Anatolian? Even when etymolo
gies invplving laryngeals are excluded, a substantial number of acceptable Indo
Uralic comparisons remain. So, if the proper methods of linguistic recon
struction are applied, the likelihood of chance similarity between words with the 
same (or closely related) meaning does not seem to be as great as estimated by 
Janhunen, who admits the technical impeccability ofKoivulehto's etymologies. 

Janhunen's reluctance to accept Proto-Indo-European loanwords in Proto
Uralic may be due to his inclination to place the Proto-Uralic homeland ill central 
Siberia, in the neighbourhood ofthe "Altaic" languages, which are typologically 
similar to the Uralic languages. Yet the agglutinative language type is very 
common a11 over the world, and there is no historical need to derive the Uralic 
language family from East Asia. According to Janhunen (2000; 2001b; this 
volume), the FinnoNUgric branch would have crossed western Siberia, even 
tually reaching eastern Europe in a differentiated state a little over 2000 years 
ago. This scenario is entirely theoretical, however: Janhunen makes no reference 
to the archaeological record, where it is impossible to find any support. Support
ers of the Nostratic hypothesis, such as E. Helimski (this volume), are likewise 
keen to discredit the oldest Indo-European etymologies in the Uralic languages, 
preferring to see them as evidence of distant genetic affinity. Apart from the 
basic: typological dissimilarity of Proto-Indo-European and Proto- Uralic, which 
speaks against a genetic affinity within the time frame implied by the alleged 
survival of 1exical retentions, such distant relationships are beyond the reach of 
linguistic reconstruction, and a good contact etymology is always preferable. In 
the field of Altaic linguistics, Janhunen has Iong held a similar view: 
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long-range comparisons ... arc no! a reccding phenomcnon in linguistics today, 
1 have no illusions of being able to convert people who fcel that il is their mission 
lo "prove'' distant relationships. 1 can on!y hope thai thcre wi!l aisa he those who 
continue to work on sucl1 concretc themes as intemal reconstruction and areal 
contacts. (Janhunen 19.94: 240.) 

THE URALIC LANGUAGE FAMILY 

AND !TS MAIN BRANCHES 

Uralic languages contain many loanwords from Indo-European Ianguages, and 
the reconstructed protoforms of a considerable number of these loanwords 
imply that the Indo-European donor language was not far removed from the 
Indo-European protolanguage. As already pointed out, these loanwords in 
Uralic often constitute the earliest existing extemal evidence of the languages 
involved, this being true not only ofthe Indo-European protolanguage itself, but 
also of its Aryan, Baltic and Germanic branches. In the example quoted above, 
the shape of the Finno-Ugric words för 'spindle' suggest that the borrowing 
took place before Proto-Aryan (the only branch of Indo-European to have com
parable nominal derivatives) had reached the stage reconstructed on the hasis of 
the Aryan languages descended from it. Therefore, for the sake of the prehistory 
ofthe Uralic as well as theindo-European languages, it would be very useful to 
find out exactly in which archa:eological culture the Uralic protolanguage was 
spoken and how that culture disintegrated. T11e following is a very brief survey, 
from west to east, of the Uralic languages (fig. 9) and their known history and 
internal relations, as an introduction to a discussion of the homeland problem. 

TI1e Saarni (non-native name: Lapp or Lappish) languages are nowadays 
spoken in northernmost Fennoscandia, in Norway, Sweden, Finland and the 
Kola Peninsula of Russia; but it is known from historical sources and place 
oames (which attest to phonological changes typical of Saarni) that Saarni was 
spoken in various parts of Finland and Russian Karelia until medieval times, 
(Cf. Sammallahti 1998; 1999; Vahto1a 1999). 

The Finnic alias Baltic Finnic languages are nowadays spoken in Finland 
(Finnish, native name: Suomi), in Estonia (Estonian) and northem Latvia (Livo
nian), in Russian Karelia (Karelian), and in discontinuous areas from the south
eastem shores of the Gulf of Finland to Lake Lagoda (lnkerois alias Ingrian;
V ote alias Votyan) and further to Lake Onega (Veps alias Vepsian and Lude alias 
Lydic). (On the Finnic Janguages and their classification, cf. Salminen 1998.) 
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Bcfore the expansion of the Russian language from the southwest since the 
8th century AD, the areas south and southwest of Votyan and Veps were un
doubtedly inhabited by nowadays extinct Finno-Ugric languages that would 
have bridged Finnic with Mordvin. Medieval Russian chronicles mention such 
people as the Chud' (different peoples between Estonia and the northem Ovina), 
the Merya (on the upper Volga and in the Volga-Oka interfluve) and the 
Muroma and theMeshchera (who lived on the Ieft, i.e. northem, side of Oka). 
(Cf. Leont'ev 1996; Ryabinin 1997; Sedov 1987.) Mordvin is spoken in two 
distinct dialects (Erzya Mordvin and Moksha Mordvin), originally on the right 
(southeastern) side of the Oka, while Mari (non-native name: Cheremis) is 
spoken on the mid-Volga. (between the Oka and the Kama) and (since c. AO 
1600) in present Bashkiristan; Mari, too, has two dialects (Meadow Mari and 
Mountain Mari). These "Volgaic" languages were previously thought to form a 
separate branch, but nowadays Mordvin and Mari are·no longer thought ta be 
particularly close to each other. 

The Udmurt (non-native name: Votyak) and Komi (non-native name: 
Zyryan alias Zyryene) fonu the Permic branch of Finno-Ugric. The Udmurt 
have more or less remained in the old Penuic homeland in the Kama- Vyatka 
interfluvc on the European side of northem Russia. The Komi are divided in two 
groups, the Kom i -Permyak on the upper reaches of the Kama and the Komi
Zyryan, wha since c. AO 700 have moved narthwards to their present habitats 
that extend up ta the Pechora river. 

TheHungarian (native name: Magyar) speak:ers arrived in Hungary by the 
10th century AO. 111e starting point of their migration was the present Bash
kiristan in the southem Urals, where Old Hungarian survived until late medieval 
times, when the last af its speakers adapted the Turkic Bashkir language. The 
nearest linguistic relafives of the Hungarians, the Ob-Ugric peoples of Khanty 
(non-native name: Ostyak) and Mansi (non-native name: Vogul), live in a wide 
area in northwestern Siberia between the Urals and the river Ob and its trib
utaries. Their former habitats included (until early 1900s) areas west af the 
Urals, but the anival of Russians same 500 years ago started lheir eastwards 
move ta the Irtysh and ta the Ob. Prota-Ugric jg thought to have been spoken in 
the forests and forest steppe of the southem Urals. 

The Samoyed languages forrn the eastemmost branch of the Uralic lan
guage family. Proto-Samoyedic is thaught ta have disintegrated as late as anly 
c. 2000 years aga. On the basis of Turkic and Ketic (.Yeniseic) loanwords in 
Proto-Samoyedic, the earliest habitats af the Samoyeds were in the forest steppe 
zone of Siberia between the Urals and the Sayan and Altai mountains. The now
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extinct Samoyed languages Kamassian (with the related Koiba[) and Motor alias 
Mator (with the related Taigi and Karagas) were spoken in the Sayan region 
partly until the early 19th century; the only surviving Samoyed language of 
the southem group is Selqup (non-native name: Ostyak Samoyea) spoken along 
the upper reaches of the Ob and Yenisei rivers. The ancestors of the Nenets 
(non-native name: Yurak), the Enets (non-native name: Yenisei Samoyed) and 
theNganasan (non-native name: Tavgi) are thought to have arrived in northem 
Siberia around AD 500, the Nenets continuing westwards to the tundra areas of 
northeast Europe. The first historical source to mention the Samoyeds is the Old 
Russian so-called "Nestor's Chronicle", according to which they lived as the 
neighbours of the Ob-Ugrians (Yugra) in 1096. Although only c. 130 words of 
those c. 700 that can be reconstructed för Proto-Samoyedic go back to the Uralle 
protolanguage, Samoyedic in its long isolation has iri. many respects remain·ed 
remarkably archaic, so that its comparison with the likewise archaic Finnic 
branch at the other end of the language family constitutes the most reliable 
means to reconstruct Proto-Uralic. (On the Samoyed languages and peoples, cf. 
Joki 1952; Hajdll 1975: 213ff.; Janhunen 1977; 1981; 1998; Helimski2001.) 

According to the conventional family tree af the Uralic languages drawn up 
in the latter half af the 19th century, the protolanguage first broke up into the 
Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic branches. The Finno-Ugric is likewise divided into 
two main branches, the Ugric in the east and the Finno-Permic in the west. 
However, as Tapani Salminen (1998; 1999) underlines, many nodes of the con
venti'onal family tree are based on rather tenuous evidence; hence he, along with 
several other scholars (e.g. Häkkinen), has proposed that the relationships 
between the individual languages should be represented with a "comb" or 
"bush"rather than "tree" model. Janhunen (2000: 62) on the other hand stresses 
that the tree model is "a perfectly plausible way to describc the break-up of the 
protolanguage" as "it operates with a distinction between primary (genetic) and 
secondary (areal) isoglosses", while the comb model tends "to ignore this 
distinction, a serious mistake which, takcn to extremity, results in reducing the 
Uralic unity into a fuzzy net of isoglosses" (Janhunen 2001 b: 35). The problem 
is - and this is admitted even by Janhunen - that the conventional reconstruction 
is far from certain, and several nodes require careföl re-examination. In partic
ular, the genetic isoglosses for Volgaic, Ugric and Uralle nodes are being 
debated. Thus Petri Kallioin a forthcoming publication will suggest that Samo
yedic may originally have belonged ta the Ugric branch, but has become much 
differentiated from it and lost a large part af its original vocabulary, because in 
Siberia Samoyedic assimilated substrata speaking various unrelated, now ex-
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tinct, langilages. Ll.sz16 Honti (1998) in a critical examination of the linguistic 
evidence comes to the conclusion that the doubts expressed about the unity of 
the Ugric and even Ob Ugric branches are unfounded. 

(On the Uralle Ianguages and the peoples speaking them, see especially 
Hajdll 1975; 1987; Sinor 1988; and Abondolo 199&, where further literature 
can be found; cf. further Korhonen 1981; Laakso 1991; Salminen 1999. On the 
archaeology af early Medieval Finno -Ugric peoples in Russia, see Leont'ev 
1996; Ryabinin 1997; Sedov 1987,) 

THE DISINTEGRA TION OF PROTO-URALIC 

Thus practically all Finno-Ugric languages (including some extinct ones) appear 
to have been originally spoken in the forest area af northeastem Europe west of 
the Ural mountains. The homeland of the Finno�Ugric protolanguage has ac
cordingly been sought chiefly in three adjacent regions: (1) the area of the mid
Volga, (2) the area between the Volga, Kama, Pechora and the Urals, and (3) the 
enlire region between the Baltic Sea and the Urals (cf. Korhonen 1981: 6557). A 
survey of the archaeology of this area with an attempt to correlate the archaeolo
gical cultures with the Iinguistic evidence has been published recently by 
Carpelan (2000; as a rule not referred to Iater), so only some major points need 
lo be highlighted here. 

The last Glacial ended abruptly c. 9500 BC, and the remaining ice sheet, 
then covering most of Fennoscandia, diminished and melted off by c. 7500 
ca]BC, giving way to the Boreal forest. The initial Early Mesolithic colonisation 
of Fennoscandia took place from two directions: while the pioneers of Finland 
and Russian Karelia originated in eastem Europe, those of the Scandinavian 
Peninsula (including the Komsa culture, c. 10000-6000 calBC) originated in 
westem Europe. The unknown language af the latter was certainly not related to 
Uralic. This relict language is likely to have become the substratum of the 
northern extension of Proto-Saami, wbich, as suggested by Carpelan, probably 
started expanding to these until then aceramic regions early in the second 
millennium BC with the Lovozero Ware (1900-1000 ca1BC). Althougb Saarni .is 
now almost exclusively spoken in northemmost Fennoscandia, and known from 
lhis probably transfonned northem fonn alone, according to place names and 
other indications, it was until Medieval times spoken in most of central and 
eastem Finland and Russian Karelia. This means that the development leading 
to Proto..Saami took place in the southem half of eastem Fennoscandia (see 
below). 
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The colonisation of the eastem Baltic, northem Russia and eastem Fenno
scandia by Mesolithic hunters and fishers began c. 9000 calBC and was com
pleted some 1600 years later (Carpelan 1999b). The main zone of departure för 
these Mesolithic colonists was central Russia (the Butovo culture, see Kol'tsov 
& Zhilin 1999; Sorokin 1990), which had become populated in the late Upper 
Palaeolithic from the Pontic steppe on the one hand and from Belorussia and 
Poland on tbe other. Another stream of early Mesolithic colonists origlnated ln 
Lithuania and Latvia (the Kunda culture) and probably populated western Fin
land. Northern and northeastem Europe was not populated from Siberia as
was long thought. Carpelan has elsewhere suggested that an archaic form of 
language spoken among Early Mesolithic communities in east Europe probably 
started the Uralic sequence, although the reconstructable Uralic protolanguage
formed at a later stage in the Volga-Oka interfluve which, thus, could be thought 
of as the Uralic homeland. 

Beginning in the Mesolithic, the Volga-Oka interfluve was a region that 
continuously created both cultural and demographic surplus. Several times in the 
course of Prehistory this surplus discharged especially towards thc north and thc 
northwest: eastem Fennoscandia. So, the Volga-Oka intcrfluve is the region 
where the earliest ceramics of this part of Europe are first found (fig. 5). This 
earliest pottery is the Upper Volga Ware (c. 5900-5000 calBC) from which the 
Sperrings Ware (5300-4500 CalBC), the first ceramics of eastern of Fenno
scandia, was derived. The people who made tbese early ceramics may have 
spoken a language ancestral to Proto-Uralic, rather than the Uralic protolanguage 
itself, although för instance Janhunen (2000: 64) estimates that Proto-Uralic may 
date from c. 7000-5000 BC. 

Temporally, the Lyalovo culture represented by the Pitted Ware (c, 5000-
3650 ca!BC) is a better candidate för being Proto-Uralic speaking. lt formed in 
the upper Volga region and soon spread ta the Onega region of Russian Karelia; 
in the south, Pitted Ware influence was eventually felt all the way down to the 
forest steppe between the Dnieper and the Don which brought it to the vicinity 
of the Eneolithic Srednij Stog culture (c. 4500-3500 caIBC) of the Pontic steppe. 
The Srednij Stog culture was probably Proto-lndo-European speaking (see 
above). The eastem extension of the Lyalovo culture approached the Kama 
basin, but did not reach it. Thus there is no evidence for the ancestors af the 
Samoyeds splitting off to Siberia at this stage, while at a later date, there seems to 
be a possibility to explain this split (cf. below). 
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Fig. 10. Typcs of Mcsolithic and Early Subnco!ithic hammcr hcads of stonc with
shafthole and latcral !ugs and their distribution in castem Fennoscandia and the forcsl 
belt ofRussia (sixth and fifth millennia calBC). (Carpelan 1976: 7, figs. l and 18, 
fig. 8.) 
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Fig. II. A hammer head of stone with a shafthole and !ater
al lugs excavated in a Khvalynsk cu]mre grave ncar Samara 
on thc lowcr Volga (first ha!f af thc fifth mil!cnnium ca!BC). 
(Agapov, Vasil'cv & Pcstrikova 1990: l 14, fig. 18.) 
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Fig, /2. Hammer heads of  coppcr with shaftho!e and lateral lllgs from (a) the Petro
Svistunovo ccmctery af thc Eneolithic Khvalynsk ·cu!ture (Chcmykh 1992: 45, fig. 13:15) 
and (h) thc vi!lage of Rugudzha in Dagcstan, !he lattcr made of "a metallurgically 'pure' 
copper thal is completely atypical for Caucasian metal" (Chemykh 1992: 47, fig. 14: 1 ). 
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In the archaeological contexts of eastem Fennoscandia reliably dating from 
the fifth millennium se there are no signs of connections beyond the upper 
Volga. Surprisingly, however, a number of hamrner heads of stone with sbaft
hole and lateral lugs, similar to lugged hammers of eastem Fennoscandia 
(Carpelan 1976) (fig. 10), have been discovered in burials of the Eneolithic 
Khvalynsk culture af the Samara District on the lower Volga (Agapov. Vasil'ev 
& Pestrikova 1990: 1 14, 1 17, 120, 154) (fig. 1 1). A variety of lu�ged hammers 
were in use in eastem Fennoscandia in the Mesolithlc and early part of the 
Subneolithic and the type probably derives its origin from Early Mesolithic 
picks of antler (Carpelan 1976). As mentioned above, radiocarbon dates place 
the Khvalynsk burials in the first half of the fifth ni.illennium BC (Agapov, 
Vasil'ev & Pestrikova 1990: 86; Timofeev & Zajtseva 1997b: 101). 1n addition 
to the Khvalynsk specimens, there are at least 1 1  finds of lugged hammers from 
eastern Europe (Carpelan 1976: 14-15, fig. 8). Similar hammers of copper from 
southern Russia are dated to the Eneolithic and Early Bronze Age (Chemykh 
1992, fig. 13:15, 14: 1) (fig. 12). The question requires further study. 

Around 3900 caIBC the Combed Wate Style 2 rapidly spread over Finland 
up to the Arctic Circle in the north and the corresponding part of Russian Kare
lia as well as over Estonia, Latvia and the southeastem shores of the Gulf of 
Finland. The origin was in the Lyalovo Ware. ·Toe expansion of the Combed 
Ware Style 2 context over Finland reflects the infiltration of people from some
where near the upper Volga. These immigrants probably brought the Late 
Proto-Uralic language to these regions, while the gradually assimilated earlier 
local populations are likely to have spoken more or less distantly related 
languages. 

The arrival of the Combed Ware Style 2 communities caused important 
changes in the social organisation, which are manifested by the new large semi
subterranean dwellings. Also new was the participation in a wide exchange or 
trading network that transrnitted valuable raw materials and objects in an area 
reaching from northern Scandinavia to the Urals. Various slates from different 
sources, huge quantities of carbonic flint from the upper Volga, asbestos from 
eastem Finland, as. well as amber from tbe southeastem coast of the Baltic sea 
were "on the list". Copper was also part of the Combed Ware Style 2 context 
(Halen 1994; Pesonen 1998). Native copper was available in the northwest 
Onega area but the knowledge of prospecting and use must bave come from 
communities familiar with copper, most probably from the Eneolithic com
munities in the Kama-Ural zone in association with newly opened eastward long 
distance connections. 
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The Combed Ware Style 2 context of Finland also includes wooden run
ners of the "grooved" type, probably för dog sledges (Kuokkanen 2000; Luho 
1949). They are usually made of Scots Pine (Pinus silvestris) but Jn at !east two 
cases the wood is of Cembra Pine (Pinus cembra sibirica). This means that the 
particular sledges had been transported to Finland ali the way from the Urals 
(see Nejstadt 1957 for the natural habitat of Pinus cembra sibirica), although 
there are no recorded sledge finds of this type between the Urals and Finland. 
However, a grooved sledge runner discovered at Gorbunovo confirms the use 
of the type in the Urals (Eding 1929). 1n addition to copper items and some 
spoons of cembra wood from the Kama-Ural region, a petrified piece with 
fossils of Central Asian land snails (Edgren 1966: 63) may have found its way 
to Finland in the load of such sledges. In ali, the exchange network described 
above must have distributed information about ideas and values as well as of 
economic and technical innovations. 

The Lyalovo culture came to an end c. 3650 calBC and was replaced by 
the Volosovo culture (c. 3650-1900 calBC; Krajnov 1987a) in the Volga -Oka 
region (fig. 13). Flint arrowheads and other artefacts characteristic of the 
Volosovo culture, found in Finland, show that trading along the network 
continued even after the end of the Combed Ware Style 2 phase. Influence, from 
the side ofthe Volosovo culture is also seen in the stylistic change that brought 
about first the Kierikki Ware (c. 3600 calBC) and then the Pöijä!Jysmä Ware 
(c. 3100 BC), both representing the Asbestos Ware technology. (Asbestos Ware 
is made with crushed asbestos mixed as filler; various types were produced by 
hunter-fisher communities in Finland and Russian Karelia after c. 4400 calBC 
and in northem Scandinavia after c. 1900 calBC; the production ended by calAD 
300.) A grooved sledge runner of cembra wood, found in Finland and dated to 
c. 3 120 calBC (Edgren 1992: 67), shows that the Ural connection continued to 
w:ofk. About 2800 calBC ( or 2600 at the latest) the Volosovo culture was
affected by the expansion to the Volga-Oka interfluve of communities repre
senting the Fat'yanovo culture (figs. 6:F & 7:H), which derived its origin from 
the Corded Ware complex (see above and below). 

CORDED WARE CULTURES IN FINLAND, 

THE EASTERN BALTIC ANO CENTRAL RUSSIA 

Around 3200-3100 calBC, the Combed Ware culti.Ire was overlaid by the 
intrusive Corded Ware culture (see above) in the eastem Baltic and southwest 
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Fig. 13. The Eneolithic 
Volosovo culture. (Bader, 
Krajnov & Kosarcv 1987: 
12, map 1.) a ""  sites. b = 
areal distribution. 

Finland (figs. 6 & 7:B, C). The immigrants, who in all likelihood spoke Proto
Northwest-Indo-European (see above and below), were probably not numerous 
and, eventually, their few communities merged with the indigenous population. 
1n a number of cases they settled down next ta the aboriginals at their dwelling 
sites, and this may reflect cooperation between the communities. A sharp cul
tural boundary fonned between the southem and northern parts of the original 
Combed Ware area in the westem end of the Uralle zone. Carpelan has sug
gested that the southem part (in southwestem Finland and the northem Baltic), 
which had adopted thc overt traits of the Corded Ware culture, became linguis
ticall y  the Finnic branch of the Uralic family, while the northem part (in the rest 
of Finland and in Russian Karelia), evolved into the Saarni {Lapp) branch. 

The Corded Ware horizon is so early that its prObably Proto-Northwest
Indo-European language can hardly be expected to have become much differen
tiated from Proto-Indo-European. It is the only possible source for the Indo
European loanwords in westem Finno-Ugric languages that imply a Proto-Indo
European level reconstruction and have a northwest lndo-European distribution. 
A language shift of the Corded Ware people would best explain the influx of 
such words into Finnic. 

Finnic also has a great number of Baltic loanwords, attesting to important 
economic and technological innovations, especially terms related to agriculture 
and animal husbandry. Older and younger layers can be distinguished in these 
Baltic loans: in words like Finnish lapio 'shovel' < Late Proto-Finnic *lapiåa < 
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Fig. 14. Eneolithic cultures 
of the Vyatka and Kama 
Basins. (Badcr, Kr,1.jnov & 
Kosarev 1987: 29, map 2.) 
A & 8: Sites and arca of 
the Novo-Ilinsk culture. C 
& D: Sites and area of the 
Garino-Bor culture. E & F: 
Sites and atea of the Yurtik 
cu\ture. 
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Ear1y Proto-Finnic *lapita from Proto-Baltic *läpetii > Lithuanian lopeta 
'shovel', the vowel a reflects Proto-Baltic *ii < Prot o -Indo-European *ei, while 
words like Finnish vuohi (with cognates in Estonian and Vote) < Proto-Finnic 
*(v)öSe 'goat' reflect a younger stage of development, in which Proto- Baltic *ä 
has become ö in Lithuanian but been preserved as ä in Latvian, cf. Lithuanian 
6i:9s, 6zio, oZka, Latvian äzis 'goat' or 'male goat' (cf. Koivulehto 2000b). 
Carpelan has suggested that the Corded Ware horizon offers the only archaeolo
gical correlate that is strong enough to match the Iinguistic impact of Proto
Baltic. As noted above, 3200 BC seems too early för Proto-Baltic to have devel
oped. Besides, the Corded Ware culture included agriculture as far north as 
Estonia, but in Finland no evidence, neither archaeological nor palaeoecological, 
has been found. The Proto-Baltic influence, however, could come from the later 
Corded Ware cultures ofthe southem Baltic and Belorussia (cf. below). 

Offshoots of the later Corded Ware complex expanded eastwards to central 
Russia where they formed the Fat'yanovo (figs. 6:F & 7:H) and Balanovo
cultures (fig. 6:B). The Fat'yanovo culture settled in the Volga-Oka interfluve, 
precisely the territory occupied by the Volosovo culture. It is interesting to ob
serve that while there are many remarkable cemeteries with flat graves represent
ing the Fat'yanovo culture ahnost no corresponding dwelling sites are known. 
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Instead, Fat' yanovo material is found at Volosovo sites (Krajnov 1987b: 61-62; 
1992: 322-323). Apparently the Fat'yanovians preferred to settle down next to 
the Volosovians at their dwelling sites and this, again, may rcflect cooperation 
between the communities. 

There are three radiocarbon dates directly connected with Fat'yanovo 
contexts: c. 2210 calBC from the cemetery at Turginovo, c. 2130 calBC from the 
dwelling site Shagara- 5  and c. 2020 calBC from the cemetery at Volosovo
Danilovo (Krajnov 1987b: 71; Solov'ev 2000: 51-52), but without relevant 
radiocarbon dates it has been difficult to determine exactly when the Fat'ya
novians appeared. However pieces af indirect evidence give some clues för 
dating. Two Volosovo s'ites also including Fat'yanovo material are radiocarbon 
dated to c. 2650 calBC, which could be taken as a minimum date för the forma 
tion of the Fat'yanovo culture. However, the temporal distribution of 3 1  pub
lished radiocarbon dates of Volosovo sites (La., Krajnov 1987a: 13) may 
provide another clue. Most of these dates fall before 2850 ca\BC, but 22.6% 
of them are younger. Assuming random sampling, this may indicate that the 
Volosovo settlements began to diminish at that time. Volosovians may have 
moved eastwards, to the mid-Volga and the Kama, giving way to expanding 
Fat'yanovians. Possibly the Fat'yanovo culture began to form in the Volga-Oka 
interfluve as early as c. 2800 calBC. Eventually connections were established 
between Fat'yanovo and the Catacomb Grave culture of the Pontic steppes. 

On stylistic_grounds, the ceramic sequence of tl}e Fat'yanovo culture is di
vided into four periods. The third period, named after the cemetery at Volosovo
Danilovo which is represented by one radiocarbon date, c. 2020 calBC, is also 
characterised by a rich copper and bronze inventory. The Fat'yanovo metallurgy 
was based on the Kama-Ural copper bearing sandstone, but the inventory also 
includes bronze artefacts imported from remote regions (Chemykh 1992: 133-
139). A socketed spearhead of a certain type representing advanced technology 
must have bcen imported from Caucasia where such spearheads were produced 
within the late Trialeti culture (Chemykh 1992: 113-114, figs. 36:4 & 37:7) the 
end of which is dated to the 20th century BC (Trifonov 2001). On the other 
hand, wide wrist bands with engraved omaments have been compared with 
corresponding "cuffs" of the "Classic phase" OnJtice (alias Aunjetitz) culture 

(c. 1950-1700 calBC, see Vandkilde 1996) in Central Europe whence it has 
been thought they originated (Krivtsova-Grakova 1947 and others; see Bader 
1966). However, Bader (1966), following OndråCek (1961), has come to the 
conclusion that there- is no connection between the twa geographical groups of 
wrist bands. 
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The Balanovo culture with a main distribution on the mid�Volga between 
the mouths of the Oka and the Kama rivers is usuaHy seen as an eastern exten
sion af the Fat'yanovo cuiture. The ceramics are clearly related but an important 
difference is found in the fact that separate dwelling 'sites are characteristic for 
Balanovo, but not for Fat'yanovo. The early Balanovo cemeteries contain under
ground flat graves reminiscent af Fat'yanovo graves, but soon they were re
placed by kurgan burials. No radiocarbon dates are available, but in comparison 
with Fat'yanovo it is apparent that Balanovo emerged later. This is, i.a., 
indicated by the fact that metal is comparatively common from the beginning. 
Balanovo probably fonned by 2200 BC simultaneously with the appearance of 
the Abashevo culture in this area (see below). Presumably, both parties were 
attracted by the possibilities för practising metallurgy here. 

Both Fat'yanovo and Balanovo disappeared in the 19th century BC as a 
result of assimilation with Volosovo communities and under some influence on 
the part of the Abashevo culture. On the upper Volga, this resulted in the fonna
tion of !he Textile Ceramic alias Netted Ware culture (fig. 16) (c. 1900-500 
calBC), which saan experienced a wave of influence from the Pozdnyakovo 
culture (fig, 15) (c. 1 800-1500 ca!BC), an offshoot af the Timber Grave alias 
Srubnaya culture (figs. 33-34) (c. 1 800-1500 calBC) on the Oka (see below). 
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Upstream and downstream of the mouth of the Oka, tbe assimilation resulted in 
the formation of the Chirkovo culture. Ceramics with a rib around the upper 
part, reminiscent of the ceramics of the Krotovo culture between the Irtysh and 
the Ob, appeared at dwelling sites of the forrnative Chirkovo culture as well as at 
Eneolithic sites in the Kama area. The assimilation of Abashevo with local 
Eneolithic communities resulted in the formation of the Kazan culture around 
the confluence of the Kama. 

The original superstratum language of the Fat'yanovo elites, almost certain
ly Pre-Proto-Baltic, survives in some place names in the Volga-Oka interfluve. 
A direct derivative of Fat'yanovo, the language of Balanovo must also have 
been Early Proto-Baitic. However, it may soon have been heavily influenced by 
the language of the Abashevo culture. In contacts and ultirnate merger with the 
Volosovo community, the latter retained its language but acquired numerous 
loanwords from the side of both Fat'yanovo and Balanovo but also from 
Abashevo and Pozdnyakovo, both of which can be connected with Proto-Aryan 
(see below). The eastward movement of Volosovo cornmunities, as suggested 
above, would explain the introduction of a new type of dwelling as well as 
stylistic ceramic innovations in the Kama basin where the Garino-Bor cultural 
expression emerged (fig. 14). (0. N. Bader [1957] and A. Kh. Khalikov [1986] 
maintained an opposite direction ofinfluence.) This is an important factor in the 
exp1anation ofhow a Uralic fonn of language expanded to western Siberia (see 
below). 

Textile Ceramic or Netted Ware refers to a particular innovation which 
includes the application of real or false fabric impressions on the sides of a clay 
pot before it is dried and fired. In prehistoric times such a procedure developed 
independently in various parts of the world, for instance, in the upper Volga 
region in the beginning of the 20th century BC. At the moment, there are eight 
radiocarbon dates said to represent Netted Ware contexts in the Volga-Oka 
interfluve (Krajnov, Zajtseva & Utkin 1990: 28-29; Solov'ev 2000: 92). Exclud
ing two early outliers, they range from 1930 to 1570 calBC. 

Having replaced the Fat'yanovo and Volosovo cultures, the Netted Ware 
culture of the upper Volga_ soon began to expand toward northwest and brought 
a whole new cultural context to Russian Karelia and the eastern cultural zone 
of Finland as far north as the Oulu river basin (c. 65°N) (fig. 16). The expan
sion probably reflects the movement of small communities practising modest 
swidden agriculture as indicated by signs of cultivation found in eastem Finland. 
Aisa the Netted Ware communities may have introducecJ a "real" bronze metal-
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Fig. 16. Distribution of Netted Ware. 
(Christian Carpelan, 2001. Published 
hcrc for thc first !ime.) A: Emergence of 
Ncttcd Ware on the upperVolga c. 1900 
caJBC. B: Spread of Ne!ted Ware by c. 
1800 ca!BC. C: Early lron Age spread 
of Netted Ware. 
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lurgy into the region. As a result af the Netted Ware expansion, the eastem zone 
af Finland and Karelia appears ta have been culturally transformed almost as 
fundamentally as the westem zone had been as a result af the Corded Ware 
expansion. However, communities of the aboriginal population survived, and 
among them the traditional production of Asbestos Ware continued, now in a 
style called Palajguba 2 (Zhul'nikov 1999: 53-54, 55, 79). (Cf. Carpelan 2000: 
24-25; on the Netted Ware, see also Lavento 2001.) Proto-Saami would have 
emerged after the merger af the earlier Combed Ware population and the Netted 
Ware superstratum, which must have brought with it a number of Proto-Baltic 
and Proto -Aryan loanwords. 

TEXTILE IMPRESSION IN ESTONIA 
AND SOUTHWESTERN FINLAND 

The, Netted Ware culture did not spread westwards to the eastem Baltic region 
which received the textile impression on ceramics separately from eastem 
Central Europe. The Late Neolithic Kiukainen culture (c. 2300-1600 calBC), 
which (with derivatives) replaced the Corded Ware culture in southwest Finland, 
was formed on fresh impulses from south Scandinavia and from Estonia. The 
influence from the latter direction included the usage of applying fabric impres
sions on ceramics, In palaeoecological studies the oldest indisputable observa-
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tions of cultivation are precisely in this southwestem zone of Finland from about 
2300 calBC1 after which they appear as an unbroken series until modem times. 
(Vuorela & Hicks 1996.) The oldest Baltic loanwords in Proto-Finnic, which 
correspond to the Proto-Baltic Ievel of reconstruction (cf. Koivulehto 2000b), 
very probably came to Finland during the Kiukainen culture (cf. Kallio 1998). 

The archaeological materia! shows that the strearn of influences from the 
Baltic countries continued aisa during the local Bronze: Age (c. 1600-500 calBC) 
and reached Finland in a fonn filtered by Estonia (Carpelan 2000: 23; cf. Laven
to 2001: 23-25, 32-36). In southwest Finland this westem tradition of te'x.tile 
impression still occurs on Bronze Age Paimio Ware (c. 1600-700 calBC) after 
which it disappears. 

THE NORDIC BRONZE AGE CULTURE AND FINNIC 

Since 1976, Jonna Koivulehto has been arguing that speakers of an earlier phase 
of Finnic must have come to Finland at least as early as the Bronze Age, Koivu
lehto has shown that there are Gennanic loanwords in Finnic that have under
gone the typical phonetic changes that took place between Early Proto- Finnic 
and Late Proto-Finnic and therefore must have been adopted during the Proto
Finnic period. Several of these loans are attested also in Saarni, most probably as 
very old borrowings from Proto- Finnic into Proto-Saami (för extensive docu
mentation, see Koivulehto 1999b). 

Many scholarS have considered the carriers of the Jastoif culture of the 
Pre-Roman Iran Age (c. 600 - 1  BC) in northem Gennany to have spoken Proto
Germanic (cf. Mallory 1989: 84-87; Mallory & Adams 1997: 321-322). But thc 
Jastorf culture had no connections with Finland or the eastern Baltic, whereas 
there were lively contacts between southem Sweden and especially Finland both 
before and after the Jastorf culture. The contacts after the Jastorf culture, in the 
Roman Iroq Age (first centuries AD), are tao late för Prbto-Germanic. The earli
er contacts were in the Bronze Age, and "certainly, no major body of archaeolo
gists would argue that the Jastorf culture was anything other than a direct de
scendant from the Later Bronze Age of the same area" (Mallory 1989: 87). 

Thus, the Proto-Germanic loanwords in Baltic- Finnic and Saarni have 
most likely come frorn the Nordic Bronze Age culture in southern Scandinavia 
(c. 1700-500 BC), which from 1600 calBC and especially in 1400-1200 BC and 
in 900-700 BC exerted strbng influence upon coastal Finland. The influenc� was 
transmitted by elite traders, whose main aim was to procure goods (e.g, furs and 
train oil) to use as payment för metal purchased in Central Europe för the 
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Scandinavian bronze industry (Carpelan 1982); many of these traders probably 
became bilingual and were absorbed into the native population. According to 
Carpelan, the Nordic influence is not visible in ordinary households, including 
ceramics, and the culture of southwestern Finland is quite different from the 
Nordic Bronze Age culture_, so it is not likely that the local population bequne 
Proto-Germanic speaking. There were direct contacts between Scandinavia and 
Estonia as well, but also a wave of influence from .southwestem Finland to 
Estonia c. 1500-1000 BC; among other things, the burial caim was introduced 
from Finland to Estonia (Meinander 1954: 1 19-120, 201). 

Previously, the generally accepted view was that the Finnish language was 
first introduced to Finland around the first century of the Christian era. At that 
time, a wave of influence from Estonia and another from Sweden reached the 
coast of Finland (Edgren 1992). The appearance of new types of cemeteries with 
new types of artefacts indicates small groups of moving people (about ten sites 
have been identified on the south coast bctween Porvoo and Pori). However, 
Koivulehto'S (1976) suggestion that the Finnic language was introduced into 
Finland as early as the Bronze Age was early on embraced also by several 
archaeologists (i.a. Meinander, Salo, Edgren and Carpelan), who pointed to the 
remarkable continuity of occupation in spite of waves of influence including the 
arrival of newcomers in Finland, and this has become the view of the majority of 
linguists working in this field now (cf. Häkkinen 1996: 1 1 8, 146ff.). 1n each 
case, the newcomers were sooner or later incorporated with the local communi
ties. 

The traditional view is strongly adhered ta by Juha Janhunen (2001a), who 
points out that the communities of those times were small and relatively few 

Fir;. 17. Dialects of Late Proto-Finnic 
around· the beginning of the Christian em 
according to Terho Itkonen. (Adapted 
from Itkonen 1980: 8.) 

····� 
PROTO-SAAMI 
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peoplc could mak:e a considerable linguistic impact. lt is true that older hand
books maintain that southwestem Finland had become practically unoccupied in 
the Early Iron Age, but dozens of new Paimio/Morby sites have been discov
ered since the 1960s, so this is simply antiquated information. 1n Janhunen's 
opinion, Proto-Finnic could not be older than "maximally 2000 years". Carpe
lan, however, underlines that, since the time of the Combed Ware assemblage, 
the communities af Estonia and southwestern Finland had been in contact and 
remained sufficiently similar to each other that ane may postulate that the popu
lations understood each other's language. From time to time, there have been 
influences and (clite) immigrations from Estonia to Finland and vice versa, 
leading to integrations and also linguistic effects. The economy in Estonia early 
on became agriculhlrally based, leading to a comparatively dense population, 
while the small communities in Finland relied on slash-and-burn agriculture, 
fishing and hunting; the systems supplemented each other. This divergent devel
opment may have led to divergence of the Finnish and Estonian languages and 
the definitive divergent development was intensified by the political split in early 
medieval times, when Estonia was occupied by Gennans and Danes, and 
Finland by Swedes. However, as late as in Post-Medieval times, connections 
between Finnish and Estonian communities have continued without communica
tion difficulties (cf. Griinthal 1998). 

The case of Finnic can thus be compared to Gennanic. Ancestors of 
Germanic speakers can be assumed to have arrived at its historically attested 
speaking area more than 5000 years ago with the Corded Ware. At that time, the 
language was still practically Proto-Indo-European, evolving gradually to reach 
the Proto-Germanic stage in the Bronze Age. Proto-Gennanic differentiated only 
relatively late; in spitc of their divergence, the languages maintained equalizing 
contact, even across the sea: Danish has remained close to Swedish and Norwe
gian, as opposed to radically dissimilar Icelandic that separated from Norwegian 
only 1000 years ago but then kept fully apart. 

SUCCESSORS OF THE PIT GRA VE CULTURE 

!N THE VOLGA-URAL REGION:

(PRE-)PROTO-ARYAN ANO !TS BIFURCATION

After this discussion of some principal Subneolithic and Bronze Age cultures of 
the forest zone of northeastem Europe, we are better infonned to consider the 
successors of the earlier discussed Late Pit Grave cultures of the Volga-Ural 
steppes and forest steppes, which most probably spoke Pre-Proto-Aryan (i.e. an 
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Aryan language at an earlier stage of development than Proto-Aryan, the proto
language reconstructable by comparing the later known Aryan languages). In the 
actual steppe of the Lower Volga-Ural river region, the Pit Grave culture devel
oped into the Poltavka culture (fig. 7:J) as early as c. 2750 BC, and this Poltavka 
then lasted until c. 2000 calBC. It must be pointed out, however, that the last 
mentioned and many of the following dates are only tentative due to an insuf
ficient number of available radiocarbon dates. 

THE ABASHEVO CULTURE 
We have already noted that the old style Pit Gravc culture continued much as 
before until c. 2200 calBC in some other areas, while elsewhere it develaped 
into the Catacomb Grave (c. 2750-1800/1600 calBC) and Poltavka (c. 2750-
2000 calBC) cultures. In additian ta these two cultures, derivates of the Pit 
Grave culture, the Abashevo culture (fig. 18) appeared in the forest steppe oc
cupying a zone that in total extended from the upper Donets in the west over the 
Volga quite far to tl:ie east, to the southwestem Urals and beyond as far as the 
Tobol river in westem Siberia (Pryakhin & Khalikov 1987: 126). The origin af 
this wide-spreåd culture is a debated issue. Several scholars count the Abashevo 
culture among the Corded Ware cultures (thus Kuz'mina 1998b and Anthony, 
this volume), but others (including Chemykh 1992: 201) find a Pit Grave origin 
better substantiated (cf. also Sulimirski 1970: 291, 294). 

If the Abashevo culture has a Corded Ware basis, it must have originated 
somewhere along an extended Oka direction; but, if we accept a Pit Grave hasis, 
there are three alternatives (upper Don, mid-Volga, southwestem Urals). Several 
studies (e.g. Vasil'ev, Kuznetsov & Semenova 1994: 165; see further Pryakhin 
& Khalikov 1987) find the fonnation of the Abashevo in the mid-Volga region 
and the southem Urals. In the latter region it would have soon transformed to a 
Sintashta-Arkaim type of cultural expression (cf. Chemykh 1992, caption to fig. 
67:II-19). The mid�Volga region remained the central area from which the 
Abashevo culture eventually would have expanded to the upper Don. However, 
there are no radiocarbon dates to substantiate this scenario and it is difficult to 
see the motivation för an expansion from rich metalliferous regions to the upper 
Don where no metal was locally available. 

On the other hand, a distribulion map (fig. 18) presented by Pryakhin and 
Khalikov (1987: 126) illustrates a zone representing the Don variant of the 
Abashevo culture, which extends from the upper Don latitudinally to the south-
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Fig. 18. Sites and area of the Abashevo cu!tural-historical community. (Bader, Krajnov & 
Kosarev J 987: 126, map 23.) A: a cluster of 6 to lO habitation sites with Abashevo ceramics.
B: a clustcr of 2 to 5 Abashevo sites. C: a single Abashcvo site. D: a cluster of 6 to 10 
ccmcteries with kurgan burials. E: a clustcr of 2 to 5 cemeterics with kurgan burials. F: a 
single cemetcry with kurgan burials. G: isolatcd kurgan burials and cemeteries with a few 
kurgans or burials or the Abashevo type. H: cemetery wlthout Jcurgan burials. /: an faolated 
non-kurgan burial. J: the present border of the forcst-steppe. K: Area of the Don-Volga variant 
of the Abashcvo culture. L; Aroa of the mid-Volga variant of thc Abashevo culture. M: Aroa of 
thc SQulhcm Urals variant of !he Abashcvo culturc. 

em Urals; the northem border of the zone coincides closely with the northern 
border of the former Pit Grave culture. From this zone the mid-Volga and the 
southem Urals variant are protruding northwards as if they represented later 
expansiohs. This supports an upper Don and, therewith, Pit Grave basis for the 
Abashevo culture. 

The beginning date ofthe Abashevo culture is uncertain, but one published 
date from burial 2 of the kurgan at Pepkino on the mid-Volga, c. 2310 calBC 
(of bone; Kuznetsov 2001: 179), indicates that Abashevo existed earlier than is 
usually thought: it would have been contemporary with the Catacomb Grave and 
Poltavka cultures. In this study, the standpointistaken that the Abashevo culture 
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formed in the Don forest steppe region of Pit Grave and local elements simul
taneously with the fonnation of the Catacomb Grave and Poltavka cultures in the 
steppes. By the fourth quarter of the third millennium l,'IC, Abashevo communi 
ties were heading for the southem Urals, while they had already settled on the 
mid-Volga. In the mid-Volga region, they came in conflict with Balanovo 
communities over the contro1 of copper deposits (cf. Chemykh 1992: 6, 135, 
201-203; cf. Bol'shov 1995 on Abashevo-Balanovo conflicts). It was probably 
the quest för metal that motivated the Abashevo expansion.

If we accept a Pit Grave hasis of the Abashevo culture, then it is most likely 
to have been originally Aryan speaking, but, spreading to the mid-Volga and the 
Kama-Ural region, the carriers of the Abashevo culture are likely to have ulti
mately adopted the local Finno-Ugric language while participating in the forma
tion of Late Bronze Age cultures in the area (see above). Otherwise it is clifficult 
to explain the strang later presence of Finno-Ugric speakers in this region 
where, in the westem part, it continues up to the present day. A similar language 
shift took place amang the (originally Pre-Proto-Baltic speaking) carriers of the 
Fat'yanova and Balanovo cultures also participating in the fonnation of the Late 
Bronze Age cultures in the area. This hypothesis would explain the early Aryan 
Iaanwords with a wide distribution in Finno-Ugric languages. The Kama area 
had been influenced by the probably Proto-Finno-Ugric speaking Volosovo 
culture which resulted in the emergence of the Garino-Bor cultural expression 
and presumably to the adoption of a Finno-Ugric idiom. Traditionally the area 
between the Kama and the Urals has been assumed ta be the "homeland" of the 
Ugric branch (e.g. Collinder 1960: 36). 

At the source of the Ural river is the gigantic mining centre of Kar�aly 
(c. 50 x 10 km): this area has countless ancient mihing work-shafts (going 
sometimes as far down ,as 90 meters), explaited from the Early to Late Bronze 
Age (from the Pit Grave to Timber Grave cultures). when around 1.5 to 2 
million tons are estimated ta have been extracted (Che:mykh 1997). In the im
mediate vicinity of this mining centre, on the border zone of the forest -steppe 
and the treeless steppe in the southem Urals, the Abashevo culture was in diret:t 
contact and interaction with the Poltavka culture of the apen steppe. This 
resulted in the emergence of the rich and powerful Sintashta- Arkaim culture 
(fig. 19), which on the hasis of parallels in ceramic and metal artefact types 
mainly continues the Abasheva culture. There are numerous fortified ceremonial 
centres and barrows containing warrior chiefs buried with their full weaponry, 
horses and two-wheeled chariots. These are the oldest known horse-drawn 
chariots, with both plank wheels and spoked wheels (figs. 32, 35, 37). (Cf. 
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Anthony & Vinogradov 1995.) The word for 'war chariot', *ratha, can be 
reconstructed för Proto -Aryan, but in the other branches of Indo -European 
the cognates mean only 'wheel' or 'wagon' (cf. Oettinger 1994: 68-69). The 
Sintashta -Arkaim culture with its technical innovations spread rapidly to the 
neighbouring areas in the west (the Volga steppes) and in the east (northem 
Kazakhstan). (Cf. Zdanovich 1997; Vasil'ev, Kuznetsov & Semenova 1994: 
74-95.). 

11ms the Abashevo culture contributed to the formation of the Late Bronze 
Age cultures in the midNolga-Kama zone, as mentioned above, and to the 
emergence of the ''Sejma-Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon" (c. 1 800-1500 
calBC, see below), which was acti.ve a1ong the forest- steppe border zone. 
Furthermore it contributed to the formation of the Timber Grave (c. 1800-1500 
calBC) and Andronovo (c. 1800-1200 calBC) historico-cultural entities (fig. 33) 
through a stage represented by sites like Petrovka, Arkaim, Sintashta, Potapov
ka, Vlasovka etc. (fig. 19). This process and the dating of it are of essential i m 
portance för this study and therefore it is necessary to elaborate the issue here at 
some length although space does not allow a detailed review af this complex 
topic. 

DATING THE TRANSITION FROM THE MIDDLE TO LATE 

BRONZE AGE !N THE VOLGA-URAL-ALTA! ZONE 

A corpus af 52 radiocarbon dates of timber from 49 Sintashta, Petrovka and 
Andronovo type burials (Avanesova 1991: 1 17-118; Kuz'mina 1994: 372-376) 
makes it possible to distinguish two chronological groups bordering at c. 
1530 calBC. While the later group (ending in the 12th century calBC) consists 
of Fedorovo, Amangeldy and Kozhumberdy type burials, the earlier group 
includes Sintashta, Petrovka, Alakul', Amangeldy and Fedorovo type burials 
(classifications according to Kuz'mina 1994). Of these, the Sintashta and Petrov
ka type assemblages are thought to represent a phase predating the Andronovo 
culture proper. If the Tsarev Kurgan burial (on the Tobol), classified as repre
senting the Pre-Andronovo Petrovka phase, and the Subbotino burials (on the 
Miass), classified as representing Early Andronovo (i.e. Alakul'), represent suc
cessive phases (see Kuz'mina 1994: 38-42), the transition tentatively falls at c. 
1 800 calBC. In the Minussinsk area of the upper Yenisei, the Andronovo cul
ture was followed by the Karasuk culture. Chlenova (1972: 39, 43) reports two 
radiocarbon dates .from the Karasuk-IV cemetery (1130 and 880 qtlBC) which 
agree with the end of the Andronovo cultural complex in the 12th century calBC. 
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Fig. 19. Map of important Pre�Timber Grave and Pre-Andronovo sites of the Potapovka
Sintashta-Petrovka horizon (2200-1800 ca!BC). (Vasil'ev, Kuznetsov & Semenova 1994: 
166, fig. 62.) a = habitation site, h = habitation and cemetery, c = cemetery. J = Petrovka,
3 = Tsarev Kurgan, 1 J = Krivoe Ozera, 12 == Arkaim, 13 = Sintashta, J 6 = Novyj Kumak,
23 = Potapovka, 25 = Utevka, 28 = Pokrovsk, 32 = Vlasovka.

It tums out that the dates of three burials at Sintashta and one at Raskatikha 
(of Petrovka type) faII in the Early Andronovo period. On the other hand, the 
scatter of old dates indicates that old timber was frequently used in the Pre
Andronovo and Early Andronovo periods. This is proved by the three timber 
dates from the Tsarev Kurgan buria1 which show a 300 year difference and by 
the two timber dates from the Sintashta large cemetery burial 7 with a 600 year 
difference. Applying a 300-600 year difference, each Andronovo burial with a 
"too old" date probably in reality falls within Early Andronovo and this may be 
true for the other Raskatikha burial (of Petrovka type), too. Applying a 600 year 
difference, six of the dated Sintashta burials would fall within the period 2200-
1800 caIBC. 

There are 9 radiocarbon date� of bone available from 5 burials classified as 
representing the Pre-Andronovo Petrovka-Sintashta- Potapovka horizon (Krivoe 
Ozero kurgan 9, burial 1 ;  Utevka-VI kurgan 6, burials 4 and 6; Potapovka-1 
kurgan 5, burials 3 and 13; see Anthony 1998: 105-106, fn. 10; Trifonov 1997). 
On the ane hand, dates of bone from sealed stratigraphic contexts are supposed 
to correspond better to the actual event of study than dates of timber but, on the 
other hand, certain technical problems may lead to biased results. Taking the 
dates at "face values", their chronological distribution is compact and falls be-
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Fig. 20. Spearheads of copper and bronze as compared in the tcxt. 1: Spearhead of 
type (1) from thc Balanovo cemetery (Balanovo culture). 2: Spearhead of type (1) 
from Tyunino (Abashevo cu!ture). 3: Spearhead of type (2) from the Verkhnyj 
Kizil hoard (Abashevo culture). 4: Spearhcad of type (3) from thc Sintashta large
flat cemetery (Potapovka-Sintasht a -Petrovka horizon). 5: Spearhead af type (4) 
from the Volosovo-Danilovo cemetery (Fat'yanovo culture). 6: Spearhead of 
Sejma-Turbino type from Donaurovo (Sejma-Turbino complex). 7: Spearhead of 
Sejma-Turbino type from Kargulino (Sejma-Turbino complcx). (20:4 is adapted 
from Gening, Zdanovich & Gcning 1992, fig. 113, the rest from Bader, Krajnov 
& Kosarev 1987, figs. 41:9, 61:7, 64:14, 35:23, 45:23-24.) 

tween c. 2200 and c. 1800 calBC - in agreement with the above considerations. 
Tbese dates are suggested here as tentative limits för a chronological horizon 
represented by sites lilce Petrovka, Sintashta, Potapovka etc. At the same time, 
this is a period of strong Abashevo influence in the actual zone. On the other 
hand, this is the time frame of the Balanovo culture and of the closing phases of 
the Fat'yanovo culture. 

TI1e finds from Sintashta include three spearheads with split sockets 
(Gening, Zdanovich & Gening 1992, figs. 88:3, 113:1 ,  184:9). Tiie types which 
probably,were in use for a short time by 1800 BC (see below types 2 and 3) are 
important chronological markers. They were preceded by another type of forged 
socketed spearheads (type 1 below) and replaced by socketed spearheads east as 
ane piece. (Fig. 20.) 
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Fig. 21. Location af capper ares (/ = the Urals region, IV= Altai) and the Sejma-Turbina
ccmcleries (Ce = Sejma, Ty = Turbino, Po = Rostovka, En = Elunino, YI' = Usl' Gajva). 
(Bader, Krajnav & Kosarev 1987; 87, map 13.) The size afthc circular markings indicates 
the number af ftnds according to the fo!lawing scale: a = 1-2, b = 2 -5, c = 5-10, d = 10-
20, e = 20-50,f"' 50-100, g = marn than 100 l"inds.

THE SEJMA-TURBINO TRANSCULTURAL PHENOMENON 

As the name indicates, this cultural context is associated with the cemeteries at 
Sejma and Turbino on the rivers Oka and Kama respectively, in addition ta a 
number af ather cemeteries, a sanctuary, same haards and a great number af 
stray finds (cf. Chernykh 1992: 216-218). (Fig. 21.) On the ather hand, there 
are no Sejma-Turbino settlements. Cansequently, it is thought to be a network of 
warrior-traders who distributed high-quality weapons and other metal abjects 
alang with other artefacts af precious raw materials in the border zo11e af the 
Eurasiatic steppe and forest. Their primary zone af activity extended from the 
upper reaches of thc Ob in the east to the Oka in the west but their products 
were distributed in the forest zone as far as Estonia and Finland in the west. The 
metal af the Sejma-Turbino weapons came from the southem Urals on the one 
hand and the Altai regian on the other (Chernykh 1992: 215-233; Chemykh & 
Kuz'minykh 1989). 

The Abashevo metalwork tradition (fig. 22) occurs in sevcral early Late 
Bronze Age cultural contexts and the Abashevo culture with its advanced metal -
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Fig. 22. Dcvclopmcnl or Abashcvo mctallurgy. (Ba<lcr, Krajnov & Kosnrev 1987: 220, 
fig. 60b.) 

lurgy may have been directly involved in the fo1mation of the Sejma� Turbino 
Transcultural Phenomenon. Close contacts between Abashevo and Sejma� 
Turbino metallurgy can be observed� för instance, in the materia! from the 
Turhina burial ground on the Kama (Chernykh 1992: 203). It is possible that the 
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culture to which the mobile Sejma-Turbino traders primarily belonged was the 
Abashevo culture. The extension af the zane af influence af the Sejma-Turbina 
community fram the southern Urals eastwards towards the Altai suggests that 
the purpose af this movement was to take hold of this metalliferous region, tao, 
and that they were actively involved in getting metallurgy started at this new 
centre. 

This is in contradictian to the scenario af the origin af the Sejma-Turbino 
Transcultural Phenomenon and its metallurgy presented by Chernykh and 
Kuz'minykh (1989: 266-277; Chemykh 1992: 215-234). According ta this 
scenario, the Phenomenon originated in the Altai region, from which the Sejma
Turbino "tribes" headed towards the southem Urals and central Russia. This is 
based on three main arguments: 

(1) The pammels in the shape of plastic figures that decorate the hilts of
certain curved knives represent mountain sheep and horses typical of the
Altai mountains and foothills; in addition, plastic representations of snow
leopards (Panthera uncia) occur on the socket of a spearhead. These
species were unknown elsewhere within the zone af the Sejma-Turbino
influence and, hence, these artefacts could not have been made outside the
Altai region. (Chernykh 1992: 226.)

(2) The use of tin-bronze in the Sejma-Turbino industry can only be associ 
ated with the Altai region; there the early use of tin-bronze in the Oku11evo
bronze industry on the upper Yenisei is seen as the source of inspiration
för the Sejma-Turbino use of tin-bronze (Chemykh 1992: 224,229).

(3) Casting of Jarge spcarheads (figs. 20:6-7 & 24) and socketed axes (fig. 23)
began within the Sejma�Turbino context earlier than elsewhere in eastem
Europe and westem Siberia. Again the source of inspiration is seen in the
Okunevo culture. This is based on a find of a east socketed spearhead
from a secondary burial in a late Okunevo kurgan at Moisheika on the
upper Yenisei (Chernykh 1992: 184-185, 229, 231); no analysis of the
metal is reported.

Solvfog the origin of the Sejma-Turbino cultuial context is crucial for
understanding not only the archaeology bf the later Bronze Age in the relevant 
zone of easlem Europe and westem Siberia, but also the ethno-historicat pro
cesses in this and adjacent areas. Therefore it is necessary ta elaborate the 
problem here at some length, even at the risk of it appearing unproportionally 
extended. 
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Fig. 23, Variants ofsockctcd bronzc cclts of the Scjma-Turbino type and their distribution. 
(Bader, Krajnov & Kosarev 1987: 90, map 15.) a = K-14 to K-32, K-44, K-46 (Sejma
Tostovka variants), h = K-4, K-8, K-10 (Turbino variants), c = K-6, K-12, K-34 to K-42, K-
48 (Samus'-Kizhirovo variants). 

The core east socket is ane of the most remarkable innovations in the 
Bronze Age bronze induslry and therefore the origin and adoption of the tcch
nique by the Sejma-Turbino craftsmen is explicitly a case for careful examin a 
tion. This would probably indicate where the typical Sejma-Turbino bronze 
industry emerged, as suggested almost fifty years ago by Childe (1954). How
ever, Chernykh and Kuz'minykh have not presented such a study, and here it is 
only possible t() sketch a preliminary outline. 

First, it goes without saying that a spearhead frorn an undated secondary 
burial in a kurgan is no argument in this issue. More pOwerful, then, is another 
spearhead with east socket, from burial 1 of kurgan 11 at Hodosovichi on the 
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Fig. 24. Variants of socketed spear-hcads of Sejma-Turbino type and their disLribution. 
(Bader, Krajnov & Kosarev 1987: 91, map 16.) a = Kd-6 to Kd-30, b = Kd-34 to K d -50, 
c = Kd-2 & Kd-4, d = K d -32. Sa = Borodino. 

upper Dnieper, representing the later part of the seco_nd (middle) period of the 
MiddleDnieper culture (Artemenko 1967, figs, 20:1, 47:32; 1987: 39, 41, fig, 
12: 11 & map 3, no. 50; this culture was mentioned earlier in connection with the 
Corded Ware cultural complex), No radiocarbon date is available but the general 
impression ofthe inventory points to a date of soon af ter 2000 BC. AH but one 
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of the bronze artefacts found in this burial are of Caucasian arsenic bronze, 
including the spearhead (Artemenko 1987: 39). The presence af a spearhead is 
mentioned as unexpected but is not accorded a closer study (Artemenko 1967: 
34; 1987). However, the composition of the metal points to Caucasia and in
dicates an early production of socketed spearheads east as ane piece. 

1n the later part of the Middle Bronze Age, socketed hooks, chisels/adzes 
and spearheads appear in Caucasian assemblages and soon in the Catacomb 
Grave culture of the steppes. 

(1) Jn tbe first stage, the sockets are hammered out of a sheet and rolled into a
tubular form (fig. 20:1-2). In addition to Caucasia, such spearheads are
familiar both from Balanovo and Abashevo assemblages on the mid
Volga (Chernykh 1992, figs. 47:14-15, 68:34) on the ane hand, and as far
as Syria and Palestine on the other (Philip 1989: 96-98, fig. 25: 1428). The
subsequent development can be followed in ali parts of this large area.

(2) A following stage in the development is represented by east spearheads
with a forged spl it socket. The blade has a more or Iess angular base and,
in cross section, the blade has the shape of a flat diamond; the socket of an
early specimen is often long compared with the blade (fig. 20:3). Such
spearheads are found over the same area as thos.e of the preceding type,
i.a., in Abashevo and Sejma-Turbino contexts (Chemykh 1992, figs.
68:33, 74:19). Later sucb spearheads are produced with a proportionally
shorter socket and a blade with a rounded base. In our region of interest,
the latter variant is present as a small spearhead in burial 53 of the flat
cemetery at Strelitsa representing the third (late) period of the Middle
Dnieper culture (Artemenko 1967, fig. 20:2; 1987, fig. 13:13 and map 3,
no. 146); it is made of "Balkano-Carpathian" metal (Artemenko 1987: 40),
apparently of the same age as the spearhead from Hodosovichi, mentioned
above. A larger spearhead, comparable in shape with spearheads of type
(3), is found in burial 7 of the Silltashta-II flat cemetery (Gening, Zdano
vich & Gening 1992, fig. 184:9).

(3) Parallel with this, a variant appeared with the socket extending to the tip of
the blade as a midrib (fig. 20:4). The solution represented by type (3)
became widespread. Among representatives of this variant, the big spear
heads from the shaft graves of Mycenae are well known (Kara 1930).
According to Chernykh (1992: 113-114), the spearheads of both type (2)
and (3) are forged using a labour-intensive and complex technique. Philip
(1989: 88, e.g. fig. 21 left), having studied the technology of relevant
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Syrian spearheads, concludes that "the blade and the lower part of the 
so'cket were east as one piece around a blank, resulting in a hollow cast
ing. The upper end of the socket was east as a flat sheet, then rolled in 
position around the handle." [Our italics.] This would be the beginning of 
the core casting technique as applied to spearheads. 

(4) A different solution is represented by a type of spearhead, the split socket
of which extends to the tip of the blade as a midrib (fig. 20:5). In addition
to Caucasia (Chemykh 1992, figs. 36:4, 37:7, 42;10), this type is also
known, on the onehand, from Fat'yanovo and Abashevo contexts on the
Volga (Chemykh 1992, figs. 47:13, 68:32), where they certainly are
imported articles, and from as far as Syria on the other hand (Philip 1989,
fig. 22 right). According to Chernykh (1992: 113-114, 136), these spear
heads were also forged using a labour-intensive and camplex teclmique.

In aur region of interest, sacketed spearheads of the above types first
appear in the latter half of the Middle Bronze Age in the Trialeti cu]ture of 
Trans-Caucasia (Chernykh 1992: 113) and soon they find their way to northern 
Caucasia fram where the distribution af the early socketed spearheads of types 
(1), (2) and (4) extends to the mid-Volga-Kama area. Some specimens probably 
are direct imports from Caucasia while others are made locally. TI1en, spear
heads of type (3) suddenly find use in a much larger region. At least 10 such 
spearheads arc recorded from a zone extending fram the Dnieper in the wcst to 
the Irtysh in the east where they occ_ur in Sintashta, Sejm a -Turbino and early 
Timber Grave contexts (the find spots: Poltava regian; Mazurka; Pokrovsk; 
Sejma; Ust' Gajva; Arkaim; Sintashta; Ambar-5; Rostovka; see e.g. Chernykh 
1992, figs. 69:28, 70:22, 35, 73:13, 75:14, 78:18; Gening, Zdanovich & Gening 
1992, figs. 88, 113; Kastyukav, Epimakhov & N elin L995, fig. 21 :1 ). The cam
position af the metal of these spearheads as well as their distribution, which 
centres in the southern Urals (with half of the finds), point to where the produc
tion took place. The appearance af type (3) is an important marker of the transi
tion from the Middle ta the Late Bronze Age in this rcgion. There-is nothing that 
would point to an origin elsewhere than in Caucasia. 

According to Chernykh (1992: 113), socketed spearheads east as one piece 
in the core casting technique appear in the Trialeti culture at the end af the 
Middle Bronze Age, although they remain rare. The small spearhead from the 
Middle Dnieper culture kurgan at Hodosovichi, mentioned abave, is an import 
from the Caucasus. The Trialeti culture ended in the 20th century BC (Trifonov 
2001) and the Hodosavichi find isin agreement with this date. So far it appears 
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evident that in the 20th century BC the Caucasus was the only area rclevant 
to our study where spearheads were east as one piece. It was from there that 
the inspiration to east spearheads spread to the Volga-Kama-southem Urals 
zone almost simultaneously with the type (3) teclmique mentioned above. More 
labour intensive, the latter could not compete with the one-piece-casting and was 
soon abandoned, one may assume. 

In the Volga-Kama-southern Urals zone, it was the experienced Abashevo 
craftsmen who were able to tak:e up the new techniques and develop and 
distribute ncw types of spearheads. Compared with the Abashevo metallurgy, 
the Okunevo metallurgy, as described by Chemykh (1992: 184-185), could 
not provide a direct basis for the advanced Sejma-Turbino metallurgy. The 
Abashevans had become aware of thc advantages tin would provide as an alloy 
and that tin, in addition to more copper, was available in the Altai. But in order 
ta be able to exploit these resources it was necessary to organise cooperation 
with the local communities. l t  was in this situation that the Sejma-Turbino 
Transcultural Phenomenon, as a kind af "mafia", formed in order to achieve 
contra! over as much as possible of the "metals business". And it was in 
this situation that members af local communities joined the organisation, and 
their contacts with Glazkovo culture communities of the Angara-Baikal area 
(Chernykh 1992: 271; Okladnikov 1955), again, brought artefacts of nephrite to 
the assortment of goods. 

As mentioned above, the adze/chisel with a forged socket was a Middle 
Bronze Age innovation. Later, with the invention of eore casting, it was also 
easy to produce socketed axes east as ane piece, in addition to spearheads. lt is 
worth mentitming that the Sejma-Turbino socketed axe is the first of its kind and 
that its shape, as suggested by Childe (1954: 24), may imitate the shape of con
temporary stone axes of the Urals region. 

Next, it is necessary to devote some attention to the daggers with pommels 
in the shape of plastic animal representations. The Sejma-Turbino context shows 
two types of daggers: one with a westem and another with a mainly eastern 
distribution (fig. 25). The western type has a symmetrieally two-edged straight 
b[ade and has often had a handlc of organic materia], now disintegrated. A 
number of such daggers with east handles have been discovered and among 
them three are provided with pommels in the shape of naturalistic plastic repre
sentations of animal's heads. While the dagger of the Galieh hoard has a snake's 
head, the dagger from the Sejma cemetery has an elk's head. Tallgren (1915: 
81), already, pointed out that these sculptures were part of the age old tradition 
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Fig. 25. Variants of the daggers of Sejma-Turbino type and their distribution. (Bader, Krnj
nov & Kosarev L987: 92, map 17.) a = Nk-4-to Nk-8, Nk-22, Nk-24, h = T:,lk-10 to Nk-16, 
Nk-26, Nk-28, c = Nk.-30 lo Nk-34. 

of naturalistic animal art af the forest zone af eastem Europe represented, i.a., 
by the well known shaft holc axes with elk's ar bear's heads on the butts (see 
Carpelan 1974; 1975) (fig. 26). The Sejma-Turbino organisation must have in
cluded an element descended from t_he Volga-Kama zone Eneolithic, 

The eastem type of Sejma-Turbino daggers have curved one-edged blades 
and east handles. Five daggers have pommels in the shape of plastic naturalistic 
representations of mountain sheep and horses typical for the Altai mountains 
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Fig. 26. Weapons with plas
tic elk hcads reprcsenting the 
furest zone animal art tradi
rion. 1:  Dagger of bronze 
from the cemctery al Sejma, 
Russia; upper side. 2-3: 
Latera! views of the hilt of 
the sarne dagger. 4: Under
side of the hilt of the same 
<laggcr. 5: Uppcr half of a 
battle axe of green slate from 
a multi-period dwelling site 
at Ravi, Russia (former Finn
ish Karelia). 6: Latera! view 
of thc same piece. Not to 
scale. (J-5 adapted from 'rall
gren 1915, fig. 3-6, 9 and 6 
from Edgren 1992, fig. on 
page 8l.) 

and foothills (Chernykh & Kuz'minykh 1989: 117-122). The Rostdvka figure 
depicts a rnan taming a horse (Chernykh 1992, pl. 22; there is nothing indicating 
that the- man would be a skier, as alleged, among others, by Chernykh 1992: 
227). The prototype for the eastern Sejma-Turbino dagger is probably found in 
the Abashevo one-edged tool, but the animal representations are app]ications of 
the traditional local naturalistic animal art, by analogy to the application of local 
naturalistic animal art to Sejma-Turbino forms in the ea�t European forest zone, 
(Fig. 27.) None of them provide arguments in the discussion of the Sejma
Turbino origins other than that they point to the transcultural character of the 
context itself. 

Furthermore, the transcultural character of the Sejma-Turbino context is 
stressed by the fact that no specific type of ceramics is connected to the Sejma
Turbino contexts. Whenever ceramics appear they always represent a local type. 
This fact is a strong indication that the Sejma-Turbino groups relied, to a 
considerable extent, on the services of the various local communities whose 
domains they visited. However, Chemykh and Kuz'minykh (1989: 266-277; 
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Fig. 27. lmplements with plas
tic home figurines reprcsenting 
the steppe zone animal art tradi
tion. 1 :  Curved one-edged dag
gcr of bronze-from the ccmetery 
at Sejma, Russia, with a pom
me! in the shape of two horses. 
2: Curved one-edged dagger of 
bronze from thc ccmeiery at 
Rostovka, Russia, with a pom
mel in thc shape of a man tam
ing u horse. 3-4: "Sceptrcs" of 
stone witb horse heads from 
somewhere on !he lrtysh, Rus
sia. Not to scale. (/-2 adapted 
from Chernykh & Kuz'minykh 
1989, fig. 66: 1 -2; 3 adapted 
from Bader, Krajnov & Kosa
rev 1987, fig. !21:l l ,  and 4 
adapted from Kuz'mina 1994, 
fig. 55:6.) - 4 

Chernykh 1992: 215-234) speak of expanding tribes in contradiction ta the idea 
af a transcultural character af the Sejma-Turbina context. In  this study, the 
standpaint is taken that the Sejma-Turbina Transcultural Phenamenan consisted 
af organised trader groups acting within a network. It was founded within the 
Abashevo entity by an Aryan speaking elite of anned warrior-traders, domina t 
ing members of the societies within their zone of influence, wha probably had 
important functions as guides and interpreters. 

If the Abashevo culture was bilingual as suggested above, their mobility 
over a wide area of forest and forest steppe becomes understandable. Carpelan 
(1999a: 270; 2000: 25) has made the suggestion that the Siberian partion of the 
trader network implied by the Sejma-Turbino phenom-enon may have been partly 
in the hands of Pre-Proto -Samoyed speakers. The now extinct eastemmost 
branches of the Samoyed languages, Kamassian, Motor etc. were spoken in the 
Sayan area. Parpola (1999: 195) has seconded Carpelan's idea, and Janhunen 
(2001b: 34), too, finds the assumption sensible. This would imply that the 
Samoyeds descend from that Uralic component of the Abashevo culture which 
proceeded further east from the Kama area and the southern Urals, while the 
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language of those who staycd in the Kama region and the southern Urals 
developed into the Ugric branch. In this case the ancestors af the Samoyeds did 
not break off from the Uralic protolanguage, as has been thought so far, but 
from Late Proto-Finno-Ugric. 

The dating of the beginning af Lhe Sejrna-Turbino Transcultural Phenome
non is difficult because there are almost no relevant radiocarbon dates. However, 
the appearance of cbre east socketed spearheads in the Caucasus c. 2000 BC 
provides a terminus post quem. On the other hand, burial 2 of the four grave 
cemete1y at Elunino on the upper Ob in the eastem end of the Sejma-Turbino 
zone has yielded the so far only direct radiocarbon date of a Sejma-Turbino 
context: c. 1900 ca1BC (while burial 1 of the same cemetery has yie!ded one 
of the daggers with representations of animals mentioned above; Chernykh & 
Kuz'minykh 1989: 25, 121, fig. 67-2). Assuming that the distribution of Sejma
Turbino bronzcs in the northwestem section of the trading zone was connected 
with the Netted Ware context, indirect chronological clues are provided by a 
couple of dates from cultural layers representing this culture. One, c, 1930 
calBC, is from lvanovskoe-III in the Volga-Oka interfluve, and another, c. 1850 
calBC {Kosmenko 1996: 64-65), from Kelka-III on Lake Vodla east of Lake 
Onega in Russian Karelia. It is probably realistic to assumc that the Sejma
Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon emergcd in the 19th century BC and estab
lished itself c. 1800 BC. This is also the beginning of the Late Bronze Age in the 
region. 

The famous Borodino hoard (fig. 24) in Moldavia (Krivtsova-Grakova 
1949) includes typical Sejma-Turbino spearheads, although of silver or hillon, in 
addition to a dagger and a pin with so called Mycenaean style omamentation, 
and this would make the find parallel with Mycenaean shaft gravcs of c. 1700 
BC (cf. Randsborg 1992; 96). However, this "wavy line" style appeared early 
in the steppes applied on bone horse-gear and c. 1800 BC as far west as in 
Hungary on various metal artefacts. Thus it is possible that the Borodino hoard 
represents the initial expansive Sejma-Turbino activity. From the long distances 
between the southem Urals centre and the ends of the Sejma-Turbino zone in the 
Altai on the one hand and Estonia/Finland on the other it follows that the 
expansion of action was very rapid. This was possible because it was not a 
colonisation movement but a movement which exploited the services of thc local 
communities. 

According to Chemykh and Kuz'minykh {1989: 256-265; Chemykh 1992: 
229), the Sejm a -Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon had a short duration. How
ever, there are even fewer criteria för the dating of the end than for the dating of 
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the beginning. I t  appears sensible to assume that, once established, the Sejma
Turbino system functioned following settled practices until it broke down in the 
face af new economic and political trends. The latter half af the 16th century BC 
was a time of change not only within the Andronovo cultural context, as 
described above, but probably even more generally. This would give the Sejma
Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon a time span af about 250 years corre
sponding to  12 or 13 generations (five/century). 

ARYAN ETHNONYMS OF FINNO-UGRIC PEOPLES 

The former presence of an Aryan-speaking elite laycr in the Finno-U gric speak
ing peoples af the Oka -Volga-Kama region is clearly visiblc in the ethnonyms 
af these peoples. 

The name Mari (Märe in the mountain region dialect) used by the Mari 
alia,; Cheremis of themselves is also current as an appellative meaning 'man, 
human being'. It goes back to an earlier form *Märi. Jordanes writing c. AD 550 
in his Getica (ch. 1 16) mentions amang the peaples conquered by the Ostra
Gothic king Hermanaric (c. AD 351-376) Merens and Mordens, with the Gothic 
-ens suffix (cf. Korkkanen 1975: 71-73, and Pekkanen 1996-97: 5-6, also for
some doubt about the identification with the Mari and the Mordvin). The people
called Merya in the Old Russian "Nestor's chronicle" lived between the Volga
and the Oka. (From the point af view of Russian grammar, the name Merya is
collective feminine singular; as the subject, it can have the predicate either in the
singular ar in the plural, as it denotes both the country and its people.) The name
*Märi goes back to Proto-Aryan *mdl)'O· < Proto-lndo-European *meryo
'man', literally 'martal, ane wha has to die'. The Mari have been in continuaus
occupation of the mid-Volga area, which belonged ta the area af the Abashevo
culture. It is quite possible that their ethnic name is af Bronze Age origin, for
marya- is used in Mitanni Aryan of Syria {c. 1500-1300 BC) of the nobility
with horse chariots, and in Vedic texts of 'young man, wardor; wooer, lover;
stallion' (cf. Mayrhofer 1966: 16-17; 1974: 68; 1992-2001, II: 329-330). It is
nowadays widely agreed that the Mitanni Aryan belonged to the Indo-Aryan
rather than the Iranian branch, but the Mitanni evidence does not prove that the
Aryan component among the ancestors af the Mari people belonged lo the Indo
Aryan branch, för the word occurs with the same rneanings also in A vestan
and Old Persian, and it is indirectly attested through Caucasian borrowings
(cf. Chechen miir, miiri, majr and Ingusian mar 'man, human being, husband')
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för Old Ossetic as welL (Cf. Vasmer 1971, I: 348-353; Joki 1973: 280; Hajdd 
1987, 86-87.) 

The Mordvin have inhabited the Moksha drainage area and the Mokhsa
Tsna interlluve on the southeastem side of the Oka river. 1n the early second 
millennium BC, the Oka Valley was occupied by the Pozdnyakovo culture, an 
offshoot of the Timber Grave (Srubnaya) culture from which the Iater Scythians 
and Sakas seem to descend. The Aryan ethnonym af the Mordvin is synony
mous with that of the Mari, but fonned differently, and may thus represent a 
d.ifferent Aryan group. The oldest fonn of the name of the Mordvin is *Mord 
(cf. Hajdd 1987: 93). For Mordens in Jordanes cf. above, on the Mari. The 
Byzantine emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus (913-959) tells that Mordfa, 
'country of the Mordvins', is situated between the Slavs, the Bolgars and the 
Pechenegs, at a distance often days from the last mentioned people (who at the 
end of the 9th century lived between the Dnieper and the Don) (cf. Pekkanen 
1996-97: 6). Old Russian Mordva 'country of the Mordvins' has secondary -v-. 
*Mord seems to go back to early Proto-Aryan m6rto- (= Proto-Indo-European
m6rto-, whence Greek mort6-). The same word was separately borrowed into
Finnic after the change o > a had taken place in Proto-Aryan, so as to yield
mdrta- 'mortal, man' preserved in Old Indo-Aryan: Finnish marras, stem
marta- 'dying, dead; manly, male' (cf. Joki 1973: 280-281).

The corresponding appellat:ive reconstructed for Volga-Permic, *mertä 
'man, human being' (Mordvin E mirde, M mirdä, Udmurt murt, Komi mort), is 
likewise a loanword from Proto-Aryan. Earlier it was assumed that Volga
Permic *mertä goes back to Aryan/lranian *merta- (cf. Joki 1973: 281), but 
Koivulehto (1999a: 228-229) argues that er substitutes vocalic r in Proto-Aryan 
and Old Indo-Aryan mrtd- 'mortal, man' < Proto-Indo-European *mrt6-. This 
same Proto-Aryan word occurs as the secqnd element of the Votyak self
appellation Udmurt as well. The first element Ud, older Od, is found in Mari 
Odo(-mari) 'Udmurt' and Old Russian Oty (plur.) 'Votyak:', whence, with 
prothetic v� and with the ethnonym suffix -yak- ,  Russian Votyak. (Cf. HajdU 
1987: 80.) 

The ethnonym Arya!Ärya, which was commonly used of themselves by 
speakers of Old Indo-Aryan as well as Old Iranian, appears as a loanword in 
Finnish and Saarni, the reconstructed original shape being *orya (cf. Joki 1973: 
297). The word OJja denotes 'slave' in Finnish; this meaning can be explaincd 
as coming from 'Aryan tak:en as a war�captive or prisoner', as English slave 
comes from 'captive Slav' (cf. Parpola 1999: 197). The corresponding Saarni 
word, meaning 'south', is assumed to have originally denoted people living 
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south of the, Proto-Finnic speakers (cf. Joki 1973: 297_). Besides *orya, there are 
several other early Aryan loanwords where the labial vowel o (or ö) of Proto
Finno-Ugric corresponds to Proto-Aryan a/ä: Koivulehto (1999a: 215ff. )  sug
gests that these words temporally belong together and reflect a somewhat labial
ized realization of a/a on the Aryan side, apparently in early Proto-Indo-Aryan, 

The Ugric languages share several very early Aryan loanwords (e.g. Hun
garian ml?h 'bee', see below). The ethnic name Yugra "is used of the Ob-Ugrians 
in the Old Russian "Nestor's Chronicle," as the name of an alien people who in 
1096 lived beyond the Pechora "in the nortb with the Samoyeds". Russian 
Yugra corresponds to Komi Jögra 'Mansi and/or Khanti'. As shown by Tuomo 
Pekkanen (1973), this ethnic name was used of the Hungarians as well and has 
an Aryan etymology. Formally there is no reason why the name could not go 
back to the BronzeAge af the "Ugric homeland": Proto-Aryan *ugrG- 'mighty, 
strong, formidable, violent, terrible, noble' occurs in Old Indo-Aryan not only as 
an adjective but also as tribal name and as a proper name of a god (Rudra-Siva) 
and af men; in Old Iranian (Avestan), too, i t  is used af men as well as of gods. 

Pekkanen's principal authority is Lhe Greek historian Strabo (64 BC - AD 
19), who in his Geography (7,3,17) says that the most important tribe af the 
Sannatians, namely the "Royal Sarrnatians" (Sarmdtai Bas{[eioi), were also 
callcd Oilrgoi. This is a metathesis form of the word ugra, attested also in 
Scythian proper names such as Aspourgos (= Old Iranian aspa- 'horse' + 
ugra-) occurring nine times in the Grcek inscriptions of the Pontic coasl. From
the passage cited, it can be concluded that these 00.rgoi were settled between the 
Dniester and the Dnieper; according ta Strabo, they "in general are nomads, 
though a few are interested also in fanning; these peoples, it is said, dwell aisa 
along the Jster (i.e. the Danube), often on both sides". (This textual evidence 
would seem to require a search för Sarmatian and 1-:Iungarian camponents in the 
Chemyakova culture which then occupied the area between the Dniester and the 
Dnieper and which is usually identified as linguistically Gothic.) 

Pekkanen (1973) has argued that these migrant Sarmatian 00.rgoi already 
comprised some Hungarians, and that Strabo's is in fact the earliest historical 
reference to them. He points out that ln a 3rd� or 4th-century Latin inscriptian 
(CIL III, no. 5234) from Celeia, a village on the borders of Pannania, a man 
"killed by the (people called) Mattzar.i" is mentioned. The Mattzari correspond
to tbe M6.dzaroi whom Constantine Porphyrogenitus mentions as living on the 
Volga in the 10th century, and ta the Mtitdzaroi used in later Greek sources af 
the Magyars, which is the name the Hungarians use uf themselves and which 
appears as Majqhari in the lOth-century Muslim sources. (Cf. Pekkanen 1973: 
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46-48.) The widely accepted derivation of the narne flungarian via Old Slavic
ongr- from Chuvash (Bolgarian Turkic) onogur,_ the name of a Hunnic/Bolgar
tribe analysed to consist of Turkic on 'ten' and ogur 'arrow' and 'tribe' (cf. e.g.
Hajdtl 1987: 29, 47-48), is sharply criticized by Pekkanen (1973: 53ff.), who
derives the name Hungarian from Ofiggroi, another name of the To-Orkoi in
several Byzantine sources (and identified with the Ofirgoi in a marginal gloss on
Strabo), Ungri in Latin sources, later Ungari, and, on account of a confusion
with the Huns, Hungari (cf. Pekkanen 1973: 48ff).

THE EARLY ARYAN LOANWORDS FOR 

'HONEY' AND 'BEE' 

It is genera1ly accepted that Proto-Finno-Ugric *mete 'honey' (distributed in 
Finnic, Saarni, Mordvin, Udmurt, Komi, and Hungarian) is borrowed from 
Profo-Indo-European = Pre-Proto-Aryan *medhu- (whlch became *madhu- in 
Proto-Aryan) (cf. Joki 1973: 283-285; Rt!dei 1988-91, I: 655-656; Mayrhofer 
1992-2001, II: 302-303). The same Pre-Proto-Aryan vowel *e is found in 
Proto-Finno -Ugric *mekse 'bee' (distributed in Finnic, Mordvin, Mari, Udmurt, 
Komi, and Hungarian) which on the Indo-European side has a reasonable 
counterpart only in Proto-Aryan (cf. Joki 1973: 281-282; Rt!dei 1988-91, I: 655; 
Mayrhofer 1992-2001, II; 287). 

Aulis J. Joki (1973: 284) observed that since the word för 'bee' in Aryan 
1anguages means both 'bee' and 'fly', and since it begfns with *me- Iike Pre
Proto-Aryan *medhu- 'honey', it might originally be a compound meaning 
'honey-fly'. The Dravidian Ianguages of India support Joki's hypothesis, for in 
Tarnil and in Malta the word for 'bee' is just such a compound, ten-l, which 
literally means 'honey-fly'; in Sanskrit, too, there are the compounds madhu
mak�a- (Kausikasi1tra 93) and madhu-mak.rikii- (Kau.Sikasfitra 118); cf. further 
Sanskrit madhu-lih- 'bee', literally 'honey-licker'. In oldest lndo-Aryan, there 
are some rare cases where the first member of a compound loses the final vowel, 
e. g. sas-pfnjara- 'yellow like grass (sasl'.1-)', besides haplological sa�-pfnjara
'yellow Iike young grass (fo�pa-)'. If such an elision has ta.ken place, the re
sulting *medh- 'honey' could further have lost its aspiration and voicing of the 
finnl consonant in front of a voiceless stop beginning the second member of the
compound, as in Old Indo�Aryan yut-kärd- 'making fighi (yudh-)' .  If the Proto
Aryan word för 'bee' is reconstructed *maHi- (cf. Sanskrit m6.k1�i-kä- 'bee',
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit mak,,ff-, and Avestan maxSI-, Sogdian mwySk- <
*maxSi-ka- 'fly') instead of *maks-, which is the usual reconstruction on the
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basis ofE,.gvedic Sanskrit mClk�- besides mfik�ii- and mClk1vi-kä- (thus e.g. Joki, 
R6dei and Mayrhofer), the latter component of the assumed compound could be 
the Proto-Indo-European raot *k'"(e)i- (LIV, pp. 338"-339), which in the Aryan 
branch alone (cf. Sanskrit ei-, Middle and Modern Persian Ndan} has a meaning 
very suitable to this context, namely 'to collect, hoard, pile'. The Early Proto
Indo-European consonant sequence *ITKI (dental + velar or labiovelar) has been 
preserved in Anatolian and Tocharian, but in Late Indo-European i t  has changed 
into *IKI/, realized as [kp} yielding in Proto-Aryan *ks and this in turn /q in 
Old Indo-Aryan and xS in Avestan. (Cf. Parpola 1999: 199-200.) 

Irrespective ofwhether this new attempt to -cxplain the origin of the Aryan 
word for 'bee' from a compound denoting 'honey-collector' is accepted or not, 
there is fairly wide agreement on its having been borrowed into Proto-Finno
Ugric before the Proto-Aryan sound change *e > a took place. Fedor Keppen 
(1886: 84-86, 107-113) alias Theodor Köppen (1890), Y. H. Toivonen (1953: 
17-18) and P6ter Hajdll (1975: 33) have rightly stressed that the Indo-European
loanwords for 'honey' and 'bee' are key tenns for locating the old homeland of
the Finno-Ugric speakers. The honey-bee

was unknown in Asia, unti! relativcly rcccnt timcs, with the exception of Asia 
Minor, Syria, Persia, Afghanistan, Tibct and China, none of which can bc laken 
into account for our purposcs. The bee was not found in Sibcria, Turkestan, 
Ccnlr.1! Asia and Mongolia; indccd, it was introduced to Siberia only at thc cnd of 
the cighteenth ccntuiy. On the othcr ha'nd, thc bee is found west of thc Urals in 
east cm Europe, mainly from thc northem limit of the oak ... , or from Latitudc 57°-
580 southwards. Morcover, the middle Volga rcgion was known of old as a bce
kccping area. (Hajdll 1975: 33.) 

Hajdll's statements confonn to the 1atest state of research summarized in 
Eva Crane's extensive book, The World History of Beekeeping a_nd Honey 
Hunting (1999). Apis mellifera is native to the region comprising Afdca, Arabia 
and the Near East up to Iran, and Europe up to the Urals in the east and to 
southem Sweden and Estonia in the north (fig. 28); its spread further north was 
limited by arctic cold, while its spread to the east was Hmited by mountains, 
deserts and other barriers. Another important limiting factor was that the cool 
temperate deciduous forests of Europe extend only as far east as the Urals and 
do not grow in Siberia (cf. below). The distribution of Apis mellifera was con
fined to this area until c. AD 1600, when it started being transported to other 
regions. (Crane 1999: 11-14.) Thus hive bee-keeping was extended to Siberia 
from the 1770s, when upright log hives were talcen from the Ukraine and 
European Russia to Ust'-Kamenogorsk and Tomsk; from where it started 
spreading (Keppen 1886: 109-111; Crane 1999: 232, 366-367). 
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Fig. 28, Regions where cavity- nesting honey bees, Apfr mellifera and Apis cerana, and 
(shaded) stingless bees, Meliponinae, are nativc. (Crane 1999, fig. 3.2a.) 

Anothe:r species of cavity-nesting honey bee, Apis cerana, is native to Asia 
east and south of Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Korea and Japan (cf, Crane 
1999: 13-14) (fig. 28). This species seems to have been present as far northwest 
as the Altai, where Wilhelm Radloff saw many wild bees and heard native 
Turkic words used for 'bee' and 'honey' (cf. Radloff 1865: 255-256; 1884, I: 
367-368; G, J. Ramstedt in Hämäläinen 1935: 34; Linnus 1939: 244-245).
According to Juha Janhunen (pers. comm.), the Proto -Turkic form of the word
recorded for 'bee' is to be reconstructed as *(x)aiyg/(x)iiryg (possibly < *pa1yg/
piiryg); its etymology is debated, but according to Sevortyan (1974: 186-187) -
and Jarihunen - it is not excluded that i t  is related to Sanskrit aU- 'bee'. The
Turkic word for 'honey', bal/bäl (attested since the 11 th century), and Mon
golian hai 'honey, wax' (borrowed from Turkic), are likewise usually con
sidcred to be lndo-European loanwords, Sanskrit madhu and Avestan maöu
being usually mentioned in this connection, för Turkic did not distinguish
between b- and m- (cf. Räsänen 1969: 59a; Mayrhofer 1 956-80, II: 571; 1992-
2001 , II: 302-303; Clauson 1973: 330; Joki 1973: 284; Sevortyan 1974: 47).
These words are, however, also compared to Korean bel (beol in current tran
scription and pel in the Yale system) < *pelV 'bee' and the related Japanese
hachi < *pati 'bee', written with the character for Chinesefeng 'bee', all these
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undoubtedly referring to Apis cerana. According to the Japanese chronicle 
Nihon-shoki, four crates of honeybees were sent in AD 647 from Kudana 
(Paekcho) in Korea to be kept at Miwa-yama in Japan (cf. Martin 1987: 401).  
Chinese mi < myit < *myit/ *mit 'honey' is generally connected with Tocharian 
B mit 'honey' < Proto-Tocharian *riiet < Proto-Ind o -European *medhu (cf. 
Lubotsky 1998: 379). 

Tree bee-keeping is one of the oldest methods af exploiting Apis mellifera. 
Tree bee-keeping is supposed to have developed early in the area of the Oka, 
mid-Volga and lawer Kama - areas lon_g inhabited by Finno-U gric speaking 
peoples. This zone has had rich deciduous forests with broad-leaved trees which 
shed their leaves before winter; the leaves foster the growth of berbs and shrubs, 
which together with the flowers of the trees provide forage för honey bees. This 
region has been particularly rich in limes, the flowerS bf which were the prin
cipal sourcc of honey here; it remained the most important area of tree bee
keeping until the early 1900s, when the bee forests largely disappeared. Besides 
the Iimes and other flowering trees, the coal temperate deciduous forests of 
Europe had big oaks that develop large and long-lasting cavities for the bees ta 
nest in (the bees prefer cavities having a volume around 50 litres). Large pines 
and spruces enabled tree bee-keeping also in such coniferous forests of northern 
Europe that were not tao cold in the winter and had enough forage for the bees, 
especially in northem Russia, in the Baltic region and in Poland and east 
Germany. (Crane 1999: 62; 127.) 

The natural habitat of the oak (Quercus robur) (fig. 29) and the lime (Tilia 
cordata) (fig. 30), which have been the most important trees för tree bee-keep
ing in-central Russia, grow in Europe as far east as the southem Urals (60" E). 
Today, Quercus robur is not found in'Siberia at a11 (cf. Hulten & Fries 1986, 
I: 315, map 630 & III; 1031; Meusel, Jäger & Weinert 1965: 463; Sokolov, 
Svyazeva & Kubli 1977: 122-125; Menitskij 1984: 43-45), but there are scatter
ed occurrences of Tilia cordata in westem Siberia (fig. 30) (where it grows in 
the spruce taiga, but also in forests mixed with the pine; cf. Hulten & Fries 
1986, II: 651, map l301; Meusel et al. 1978: 284). According ta palynological 
investigations (cf. Huntley & Birks 1983: 391-410; Lang 1994: 109, 1 16 and 
fig. 4.3.2-1/22, 43, 4.3.2-8/22, 4.3.2-16/43; Velichko, Andreev & Klimanov 
1997: 87) the lime spread to Central Russia from the (south)west in the early 
Boreal period ( c. 8150-6900 ca!BC). In the favourable Atlantic conditions 
(c. 6900-3800 calBC), the spread af Tilia cordata continued ta westem Siberia, 
but in the unfavourable conditions of the Subboreal period (c. 3800-600 calBC) 
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Fig. 29. Prcsent distribution of the oak species Quercus robur. (Hulten & 
Fries 1986, I; 315, map 630.) 

Fig. 30. Present distribution of thc !ime species Tilia cordata and Tilia sihi
rica. (1-IulLCn & Fries 1986, II: 651, map 1301.) 
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a considerable reduction of elements of broad-leaved forests is -seen eas t  of 
the Urals 1eaving isolated occurrences at some favourable spots. The disjunct 
distribution of another species, Tilia sibirica, is found between the upper Syr 
Darya and the upper Yenisei (fig. 30). (Cf. Hult6n & Fries 1986, II: 651, map 
1301 [= our fig. 31] & III: 1091; Meusel et al. 1978: 284.) In any case, the 
scattered isolated occurrences of the lime in westem Siberia cannot be compared 
with the dense lime forests tbat have long existed in central Russia, and the 
Siberian limes can hardly have provided a basis för prehistoric bee-keeping. 

'Bee' or 'honey' are not among the meanings of those c. 700 words that are 
found in at least one 1anguage of both the northern and the southem group af the 
Samoyedic languages and can thus be reconstructed för Proto-Samoyedic (cf. 
Janhunen 1977). It is possible that Pre-Proto-Samoyedic did inherit these words 
from Proto-Finno-Ugric (from which they seem to have departed), but lost them 
in ,Siberia, because bee and honey did not exist there. There are indeed no old 
words för 'bee' in Samoyedic languages: Kamassian pinekiiB 'bee' literally 
means 'searching wasp'. 1n Nenets there are four words for 'honey', but one is 
a native neologism literally meaning 'good-tasting water' and three are relatively 
recent loans: ma < Komi ma, rhClf}< Khanty mav, 111.öO/thot < Russian med (cf. 
Joki 1973: 284-285). 

Tree bee-keeping is ta be distinguished from honey hunting, in which 
honey is simply stolen and bees may be killed, and from the later hive bee� 
keeping, which started in forest areas in the 12th century when trees were cut 
down on land taken för agriculture. Climbing the tree unaided or with the help af 
rope, footholds or ladder, the beekeeper on his frequent rounds tended the bee 
nests located either in natural tree cavities or in  holes that he himself had made 
with axe and chisel. In either case, an upright rectangular opening ta the cavity 
was made and furnished with a removable two-part door having small flight 
entrances for the bees. The entrances and the inner surfaces were kept clean, and 
the nest was protected against bears, woodpeckers and thieves. (Fig. 31.) During 
winter, all openings but one were closed and straw was tied around the trunk to 
insulate it. The honeycombs were harvested in spring (which is the main flower
ing season) and at the end of summer; with the help af smoke put into the nest, 
the bees were kept in the upper part, while the honeycombS were taken with a 
wooden ladle from the lower part; something was left för the, bees. The Mari 
traditionally did this at full maan, with prayers said at each stage of the operation 
and addressed ta the Great God, God af Heaven, God af Bees, Mother of 
Plenty, and so on. (Hämäläinen 1909; 1934; 1935; 1937; Linnus 1939; 1940; 
Jewsewjew 1974; Crane 1999: 127-135; Pekkarinen 2000.) 
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Fig. 31. A Bashkir beekeepcr climbing to 
his honey tree, which is protected with anti
bear dcvices. (Lcpcchin 1774-83, in Linnus 

i 1939: 319, fig. 136.) 

Old Russian historical records tel1 that by AD 1000 or earlier, the aristocra
cy and monasteries owned many and often large bee woods (with 100-500 tree 
cavities, but only some 10-20 occupied at a time). These were looked after by a 
special class of peasants called bortnik, who could also own bee trees (usually 
between 100 and 200), but had to pay the landlord a rent. Cut ownership marks 
were put on the trees, sometimes on the back wall of the cavity. Large amounts 
of honey and beeswax were produced in Russia, and the honey was both eaten 
and used för making mead. The aristocracy needed mead för its parties in large 
quantities. At a seven-day feast held in AO 996 to celebrate the Russian victory 
over the Turks, 300 large wooden tubs or about 5000 litres of mead was dru_nk. 
Bee-keeping declined in the late 17th century as Tsar Peter the Great imposed a 
tax on bee-keeping income and founded a sugar industry. This reduced the de
mand för honey, and vodka and wine were produced instead of mead, which 
until then had been the usual alcoholic drink in Russia. Conditions improved 
again when Catherine the Great abolished all taxes on bee-keeping: in 1800, 
there were 50 million beehives in the Russian Empire. (Crane 1999: 63, 129-
135, 232-233, 515; Pekkarinen 2000.) 
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For the Proto-Indo-Europeans, too, honey (*medhu) was important as the 
source of mead, which was also called *medhu: this original meaning is pre
served in the Celtic, Gennanic and Baltic cognates, while the Greek cognate 
mithu has come to denote another alcoholic drink, wine, and Sanskrit mddhu in 
Vedic texts usually denotes the honey-sweetened variety of the sacred Soma 
drink, and in later Indian texts often wine (grown in, and imported from, 
Afghanistan:). The ancien tAryans, however, also drank sbme kind of mead, for 
according to the Vedic manuals, an honoured guest had to be received by 
offering him a drink mixed with honey (madhu-parka or madhu-mantha, cf. 
e.g. KauSikasiitra 90). Moreover, the Greek lexicographer Hesychios mentions
melftion (from Greek mili gen. militos 'honey') as 'a Scythian drink'. The
Ossetes of the Caucasus, descended from the Scythians, are said ta have wor
shipped a bee goddess (Crane 1999: 602); Ossetic mid/mud has preserved the
meaning 'honey', while Avestan maåu, Sogdian måw and Modem Persian mai
mean 'wine'.

In the Vedic religion, madhu as a cultic drink was connected with the 
ASvins, the divine twins 'possessing horses', whö function as charioteers 
and saviours from mortal danger (cf. e.g. Atharva-Veda 9,l). The Satapatha
Brähmapa (14,l,1) relates a myth in which the ASvins 1earn the secret "know
ledge of the madhu" which enables its possessor the revive a dead person. They 
leam it from the demon Dadhyafic, whom the god Indra had forbidden to reveal 
the secret to anyone, threatening to cut off the head of the offender. The ASv ins, 
however ,  promised to revive Dadhyafic after he had taught them the secret, and 
replaced the head of their teacher with the head af a horse. After·Indra in punish
ment had cut off Dadhyafic's horse head, the ASvins replaced it with the original 
one and revived him. This myth seems to be connected with an earlier form af 
the Vedic horse sacrifice, in which a young warrior and a horse were beheaded, 
and their heads swapped in a ritual of "revival" (cf. Parpola 1983: 62-63). 

The Ved_ic tradition seems to have a predecessor in the mid-Volga region in 
the beginning af the second millennium BC: a grave belonging ta the Potapovka 
culture which succeeded the Abashevo culture and possessed the horse-drawn 
chariot, was found to contain a skeleton which was otherwise human except for 
the skul l  which belonged to a horse (cf. Vasil'ev, Kuznetsov & Semenova 1994: 
115, fig. 11; cf. Anthony & Vinogradov 1995). Sulimirski (1970: 295) quotes 
some evidence för human sacrifice accompanied by beheaded calves and bumt 
cows from an Abashevo culture site in the southem Urals. There may be a rem i 
niscence af this ancient Aryan tradition in the Finnish folk poetry incorporated 
in the Kalevala, where the mother of the slain hero Lemminkäinen with the help 
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of the bee and honey revives the body of her son, who has been cut into pieces. 
(Cf. Parpola 1999: 201.) 

Proto-Finno-Ugric *mete 'honey' is formed like Uralic *wete 'water' ,  
which (along with the similar Uralic word *nime 'name' and Proto-Finno-Ugric 
*sixne 'sinew') has always been considered to be among the oldest Indo-Euro
pean Ioanwords (cf. e.g. HajdU 1987: 300; Koivulehto 1999a: 209-210).
Perhaps they were borrowed together with the earliest Uralic word för 'pot',
*pata, when the ancestors af the later Proto-Uralic speakers leamt the technique
of pottery making and the process of making mead or honey-beer from their
southem neighbours, ancestors of the later Proto-Indo-Europeans. This would
have taken place with the appearance of the earliest ceramics in tbe forest region
of eastem Europe, c. 6000 BC (fig. 5). Unless the reward was something very
desirable, 1ike storing honey that constituted a very valuable food resource or
social celebrations with an alcoholic drink made of honey, it is difficult to under
stand what cauld have induced hunter-gatherers - nat practising agriculture - ta
rnake enorrnaus pots that were difficult to rnove. It could also explain why such
a basic ward as 'water' would have been borrowed, However, with the arrival
of the Aryan speakers af the Abashevo culture, honey-keeping apparently be
carne more effectively arganised. The bronze axes and adzes af the Abashevo
culture were undoubtedly used in tree bee-keeping, to prepare new nests för
captured bee-swarms and ta rnaintain and pro teet them.

BEESWAX: A NEW INDO-ARYAN ETYMOLOGY 

FOR A VOLGA-PERMIC WORD 

Beeswax, which keeps indefinitely, is easily transported, and has various 
technical uses, especially in metallurgy, was the secand most important export 
article after fur in ancient and medieval Russia. Before the- coming af Christi
anity in the 10th century AD, Russia exparted much of its beeswax ta Byzantium 
and beyand, för churches and monasteries that needed wax för candles. But as 
early as the 5th century BC, Scythia was ane of the main exporters af beeswax. 
The Scythians also-used wax for caating the body of their king when he <lied, so 
that it cauld be put on a wagon and carried araund ali the subject nations before 
the burial (Herodotus 4,71). According to Herodotus (1,140,2), the Persians, 
too, coated the dead body with wax before burying it in the ground. (Crane 
1999: 538.) 

Besides mead, beeswax in the form of a sacred candle occupied a central 
position in the religion of the Finna-Ugric peoples of the Oka, mid-Volga and 
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Kama region, who had beekeeping as one of their main occupations. The mead 
and wax-candle accompanied practically all of their ceremonies. Thus a candle 
was lighted in front of the honey vat after the honey harvest had been taken 
home, with prayers addressed to the God of the Bees, and to the Bee-Mother, 
and so on. Each clan further had its own clan candle lighted once a year, during 
Easter, when the dead ancestors were remembered. (Hämäläinen 1937.) 

Beeswax produced in great quantities in the forest region of the mid-Volga 
was certainly a major incentive for the metallurgists of the early Aryan speakers 
to get this region under their control. The smiths needed beeswax to make 
moulds för casting metal (cf. Crane 1999: 529ff.). There was some metallurgy in 
the mid-Volga rcgion as early as the Volos_ovo culttJre, but it reached another 
level in the succeeding Balanovo and Abashevo cultures. 

Estonian and Finnish vaha < *vaksa 'beeswax' is derived from Proto
Baltic *vaSka- (Lithuanian viiSkas, Latvian vasks 'wax-'), which like Old Slavon
ic vosku and Russian vosk comes from Proto-Indo-European *wosko-; Proto
Germanic *waxsa comes from the variant *wokso-. (Cf. Mallory & Adams 
1997: 637; SSA III, p. 388.) Another word for 'beeswax' in Finno-Ugric lan
guages, Estonian kärg, Mordvin k' eras, Mari käräS, karaS, karas and Udmurt 
karas, is likewise of Baltic origin, cf. Llthuanian korjs 'honey-comb', Latvian 
käre(s) 'honey-comb': the vowel of the first syllable can only come from Baltic 
*11, not from *e in Greek ker6s 'wax', kerion 'honey-comb', and Latin cera
'wax' (which is a loanword from Greek), whence Irish ceir 'wax' and Welsh
cwyr 'wax'; the Turkic languages of the Volga region have borrowed the word
from Finno-Ugric: Kazan käräz-, käräs, Bashkir kärä-, Chuvas karas 'honey
comb' (cf. Räsänen 1969: 256).

In the Volga-Pennic languages there is  yet another appellation för 'bees
wax' that has been thought ta be the old native Finno-Ugric word, apparently 
because no extemal etymology has been proposed for it so far (cf. Linnus 1 939: 
474; Toivonen 1953: 17-18; Paasonen 1948: 122): Mordvin (Moksha dialect) 
§ta, (Erzya dialect) k.fta, Sta, Mari SiSte, Udmurt SUS < *SUSt, Komi SiS (SiSt- ,
SiSk - ,  SiS-), ma-siS; ali these words denote 'beeswax', but in Komi the usual
meaning is 'wax candle, light' (the word ma in the compound ma-siS means
'honey'). Heikki Paasonen (1903: 1 12) reconstructed the protofonn as *SikSta 
or *Siks['Jta. Kåroly R6dei in his Uralisches etymologisches Wörterbuch
(1988-91, II: 785-786), summarizing twelve scholars' studies of these words
(references are given) gives as the reconstruction *.fä<.ft3; he notes, however,
that while it is possible to derive the fonns of ali the languages from this
reconstruction, its k is based on the Mordvin dialectai variant only, and this k
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may be just an epenthetic glide that has come into being inside the word; 
moreover, the § in the middle of the word has caused an assimilatiön *S > i at 
the beginning of the word in Permic languages, while in the Komi compound 
ma-si§, a dissimilation *§ > s has tak:en place; and the change *i > u in Udmurt 
is irregular. But the assimilation *S > § in Pennic may have taken place in the 
middle af the word as weil as at the beginning, because in Mari *S always 
became S at the beginning of a word and inside the word, S in front of voiceless 
stops, while original *S was preserved in these positions (cf. Bereczki 1988: 
335). In the Mordvin words the vowel has first been reduced in the unstressed 
first syllable and then dropped, cf, E ksna, E M  Sna < *§eksna < *.fuksna 'strap' 
(cf. Itkonen 1945: 168; Bereczki 1988: 321). In this Baltic loanword the -k- is 
etymological (cf. Lithuanian Sikfoii, Latvian siksna 'strap'), but in the 'wax' 
word it may be due to the analogy af this "very similar" word ( cf. Jacobsohn 
1922; 166). Thus it seems that the reconstruction af the word för 'wax' cauld 
equally well be *.fäta. That no extra-Uralic etymolagy för this ward has been 
suggested is not surprising, because Indo-European etymalogical dictionaries 
refer, if at all, only to Albanian huall, hoje 'honey-comb' and dylli! 'wax' in 
addition to the two etyma mentianed earlier (*wokso/*wosko and *kar- /*kiir- ). 

In Indian sources, a formally and semantically perfect match can be found 
för Proto-Volga -Permic *SiSta 'beeswax', namely Sanskrit Si{>fd- < Proto-Aryan 
*§iSrd-, preterite participle regularly formed with the suffix -td- from the verbal
raot Si�- 'to leave (aver)'. In Rämäyana 5,60,10, 'beeswax' is called madhu
Si�fa, literally 'what is left over of haney' and in some other texts synonymous
terms madhii.cchi1\'fa (with the prcverb u d -addcd to Si�!a, which is usual when
in the meaning 'to leave over') and madh1l-8e�a (fo�a 'leftovers, remainder'
being a noun derived fram the raot Si�-)- Si1�ta-is used as a neuter noun meaning
'remainder, remnant' in Vedic texts (cf. Satapatha-Brahmm:m 11,5,4,18: interes t 
ingly, this passage speaks af eating honey). Sanskrit Si1.ta- has became sit.tha
'left aver, remainder' in Middle Indo-Aryan; its cognates in Modern Indo
Aryan languages usually mean 'drcgs', but in Oriya also 'sediment at bottom of
oil pot', in Punjabi 'expressed sugar-cane', in Pahari ' remains af pressed oil
seed', and in  Singhalese 'wax' (cf. Turner 1966, nos. 12478 and 12480).

There is an exact correspondence even between the Sanskrit compound 
madhu-.silta- 'beeswax' and the Komi compound ma-siS 'becswax', for Komi 
ma correspanding to Udmurt mu goes back ta Prato-Permic *mo and Proto
Finno-Ugric *mete 'honey', just as Komi va corresponding to U_dmurt vu goes 
back to Prota-Pennic *wo and Proto-Uralic *wete 'water' (cf. Itkonen 1953-54: 
319-320).
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Besides, there is the following undoubtedly related etyrnon in Indo-Aryan: 
Sanskrit siktha-, siktha-, sikthaka- n., Middle Indo-Aryan sittha-, sitthaka-, 
sitthaya- n., Kasbrniri syothu rn. and Lahnda and Punjabi sitthii rn., all meaning 
'beeswax' (cf. Turner 1966, no. 13390). This variant suggests contamination 
by Sanskrit siklli- (Middle Indo- Aryan sitra-, whence Khowar sit 'silt, dregs', 
cf. Turner 1966, no. 13388): the latter is the past participlc of the verb sic
'to pour (out) (sornething liquid)', which is used also of 'casting liquid rnetal' 
(cf. Atharva-Veda 11,10,12-13; Taittiriya-Saqihitii 2,4,12,5; 2,5,2,2; Aitareya
Brährnat)a 4,1 ;  all these texts speak of casting the dernon-destroying thunder
bolt-wcapon). Beeswax plays a central role in the lost-wax rnethod of rnetal 
casting, which was used in Abashevo rnetallurgy. If the contarnination of * §i.fra 
and *sikta took place in the (Pre-)Proto-Indo-Aryan language of the Abashevo 
culture, it offers yet another possibility to explain the epenthetic -k- in the Erzya 
Mordvin variant kita 'beeswax'. 

'föe fonnal and sernantic rnatch between these Volga-Pennic and Indo
Aryan words för 'beeswax' is so close that there can hardly bc doubt about this 
etyrnology. It is particularly significant, because these words, lik.e the very root 
Si�- < *ciS- 'to leave (over)' (possibly < PIE * k(e)i-s- 'to leave lying') with all 
its verbal and norninal derivatives, are rnissing in the entire Iranian branch. Thus 
the Volga-Perinic word can hardly be frorn an early Iranian language, and 
strongly suggests that the Abashevo culture was dorninated by Aryans belong
ing to the 'lndo-Aryan' branch. Several Finno-Ugric loanwords havc prcviously 
been suspected to be of specifically Prot o -Indo-Aryan origin (cf. Koivulehto 
1999a: 227), but the new etymology narrows the_ Proto-Indo-Aryan affinity 
down to the Abashevo culture. Arnong the other early Proto-Indo-Aryan loan
words is *ora 'awl' < Proto-Aryan *dra = Sanskrit drii 'awl' (cf. Koivulehto 
1987: 206-207), which is likewise not found in the Iranian branch at all. Also 
Proto-Finno-Ugric *va.fora 'harnmer, axe' (cf. Joki 1-973: 339) on account of 
its palatalized sibilant is from Proto-Aryan or Proto-Indo-Aryan rather than 
Proto-Iranian, where depalatalization took place (cf. Mayrhofer 1989; 4, 6), 
cf. Sanskrit vajra 'thunder-bolt, weapon of Indra the god of thunder and war' 
vcrsus Avestan vazra 'mace, the weapon of the god Mithra', possibly from the 
Proto-Indo-European *wei-'becorne powerful' (LIV, pp. 601-602). The bronze 
awl and axe·are tools which cert8.lnly became common in the rniddle-Volga area 
with the Abashevo culture. 

In Proto-Volga-Pem,ic *SiSta 'beeswax', the Proto-Finno-Ugric palata! 
sibilant *§ corresponds to the ProtoHndo)-Aryan palatal affricate *C or palatal 
sibilant * f In a personal cornmunication, Jonna Koivulehto has pointed out that 
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this does not necessarily imply that the satemization had already taken place in 
the donor language, because Proto-Finno-Ugric (Proto-Uralic) *S already 
substitutes the palatalized velar stops *k' and *ih of the Indo-European proto
Ianguage (PIE * i has been replaced with the Proto-Uralic sernivowel *j, cf. e.g.
o!<aja- < PIE *ak'- 'to drive'): with one uncertain exception (PIE *lei- /  *loi-: 
Finnish lukea), there are no examples of the Proto-Indo-European palatalized 
velar stops being substituted with Proto-Uralic/Proto-Finno-Ugric *k. This ob
servation makes us wonder whetl1er the satemization of the Baltic and Aryan 
branches was triggered by the substratum of the Finno-Ugric majority language 
in the arca of the Fat'yanovo/Balanovo and Abashevo cultures, and spread from 
them to the other cultures speaking Proto-Baltic and Proto-Aryan languagcs. 
(Cf. also Kallio, this volume, pp. 226-227.) 

On the other hand, the second affrication of velars before a front vowel has 
not yet taken p1ace in the Aryan donor language of Saarni geavri < *kekrä 
'circular thing' (actual meanings in Saarni: 'ring, circular stopper of the ski stick, 
shaman's circular drum') and Finnish kekri < *kekrä-j 'ancient pagan new year 
feast', which go back to early Proto-Aryan *kekro-, whence through the inter
mediate form *cekro- Proto-Aryan (and Sanskrit) cakrd- 'wheel, circle, cycle of 
years or seasons' (other branches of Indo-European do not have the develop
ment *r < *l from Proto-Indo-European *kwekWfo- 'wheel, cycle') (cf. Koivu
Jehto, this volume, no. 42). These words have probably come to Saarni and 
Finnish through the Netted Ware culture, theruling elite of which seems to have 
come both from the ,Abashevo culture (assumed to have spoken early "Proto
Indo-Aryan") and from the Pozdnyakovo culture (assumed to have spoken early 
"Proto-Iranian"). 

What the Volga-Permic reconstruction *SiSta- 'beeswax' does suggest is 
that the RUKI rule was already functioning when the word was borrowed: 
Proto-lndo-European *s became *S after *i (and after *r, *u and *k) in Proto
Aryan (and in varying measure in Proto-Balto-Slavic, cf. Porzig 1954: 164-
165). 

EARLY INDO-EUROPEAN ANO ARYAN LOANWORDS 
IN PROTO-SAMOYEDIC 

In a search for early lndo-European loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic, Juha 
Janhunen (1983) singled out six words, two of which have clearly been taken 
over from a Middle Iranian language possibly spoken in the Tagar culture of 
Siberia; they do not concern us here. Proto-Samoyedic *sejt3wa < *sejptö 
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'seven' which Janhunen with a query derives from Proto-Tocharian (cf. Tocha
rian A �pät, �äptä, B �ukt) represented by the Afanas'evo culture of Siberia, is 
much more likely to come from early Proto-Aryan *septa, whence also Proto
Ugric *säptä (cf. Joki 1973: 313). Comparing Proto-Samoyedic *warka 'bear' 
with Avestan vahrka 'wolf', Janhunen with a query derives the word from 
Proto-Jranian, which he thought might have been the language of the Andro
novo cultures of Siberia; this word, too, is more likely to be from Proto-A ryan 
*vrka = Old Indo-Aryan -vrka 'wolf'.

Northem Samoyedic *jäa 'meal, flour', the reconstruction of which is un
certain, may have had the same form in Proto-Samoyedic, and may have come 
from Middle Iranian *yao 'grain'; the same word is found also in Proto-Finno
Permic, where the word can be reconstructed as *yiiwä < *yewa or *yewä 
'grain' and derived from early Proto-Aryan *yeva < Proto-Indo-European 
*yewo 'grain', but it is difficult to reconcile the Samoyedic and Proto-Finno
Permic forms into an Uralic etymology (cf,, in addition to Janhunen 1983: 123-
124, also Joki 1973: 265-266 and Koivulehto 1999a: 223). 

Proto-Samoyedic *wesä 'metal, iron', whicb according to Janhunen might 
have been borrowed in Siberia from Proto-Tot;:harian (cf. Tocharian A wäs 
'gold', Tocharian B yasa 'gold'), may also go back to earlier *wäsä and this in 
turn to Proto-Uralic *wäSkä, although the matter is complicated by the fact that 
part of the Finno-Ugric languages suggest the reconstruction *waSki (cf. Janhu
nen 1983: 120-121). Native copper was available on the northwestem side of 
Lake Onega, in the mid-Volga region and in the Urals. The exchange network 
initiated during the Combed Ware Style 2 phase extending from the Baltic Sea 
through the assumed Uralic homeland to the Urals, among other things, dis
tributed copper (see above). The Proto-Uralic -altemative (för which a Proto
Indo-European etymology has been suggested) is made more likely by the fact 
that Proto-Samoyedic has preserved seven other Proto-Uralic etyma, which very 
probably arc loanwords from Proto-Indo-European or its immediate prede
cessor, including words för such cultural activities as 'giving, selling, ex
changing', 'twisting, plaiting, spinning' and 'boring, drilling' (cf Koivulehto 
1999a: 209-210; th_is volume, pp. 236ff.). H Proto-Uralic *wäSkä 'metal' ends 
in a Uralic suffix *-kaN,r.ii, Proto-Aryan and Old Indo-Aryan v&Si 'bronze- axe 
or adze' (as a vrddhi derivative from *vasa '*bronze') might be related to it. 
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SUMMARY 

The following scenario summarizes the results of the archaeological correlaw 
tions presented in this paper for the emergerce and disintegration af the Indo� 
European, Uralic and Aryan protolanguages. The results are put forward as 
theses for further substantia tion or falsifica tion. Undoubtedly, many details need 
adjustment and are subject to correction. However, this is a holistic attempt ta fit 
together several interac ting factors, and it seems clifficult to find any other 
archaeological model which in general could equally well explain the areal and 
temporal distribution of the Indo�European and Uralic languages and the intemal 
contacts between them at different times and in different places. This applies 
especially if the invention of wheeled transport is taken as the terminus post 
quem for the dispersa1 ofLate Proto-Indo-European. 

The parent language that immediately preceded and gave birth to Proto
Indo-European was spoken in the Eneolithic Khvalynsk cul ture (5000-4500 
calBC) of the mid-Volga forest steppe, descended frorn the Samara culture 
(6000-5000 calBC) of the same area. Like its predecessors, the Khvalynsk 
culture interacted with the Subneolithic hunter-gatherers occupying the forests of 
the upper Volga region. Here the Lyalovo culture (5000-3650 caIBC) spake an 
early variety af Prota-Uralic, which with the Pitted Ware typical af Lyalava 
culture saan spread to Russian Karelia in the north, to the forest steppe between 
the Dnieper and the Don in the �outhwest and almast to the Kama basin in the 
east A later variety af Proto-Uralic spread rapidly with new immigrants aniving 
around 3900 calBC (with Combed Ware Style 2 and semisubterranean houses) 
from the Lyalovo culture ofthe upper Volga to Finland and Russian Karelia up 
ta the Arctic Circle as well as to Estonia and Latvia; the cntire area up to the 
Urals was united by an efficient exchange network. 

The Khvalynsk culture expanded both east and west along the barder of the 
steppe and forest-steppe. 1n the east, Khvalynsk immigrants, after a long trek, 
eventually reached southem Siberia and founded the Afanas'evo cul ture (3600-
2500 calBC). 1n the west, the expansion of the Khvalynsk culture created the 
Mariupol' and Chapli type burials (5000-4500 calBC) in the Pon tic steppe part 
of the Dnieper-Donets culture, in the area next occupied by the Srednij Stag 
culture (4500-3350 caIBC). 

The Khvalynsk influence reached even further west, being represented by 
the Decea Muresului cemetery of Romania (4500 calBC). The Suvorova culture 
(4500-4100 calBC) of Moldavia and Bulgaria probably belongs to the same 
wave of immigration, for it has been considered as resulting from an early 
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Srednij Stog expansion to the west. Thus both the Afanas'evo culture of central 
Siberia, which is considered ta be related to the Quäwrighul culture (2000-
1550 qalBC) of Sink:iang, the region where Tocharian was later spoken, and the 
Suvorova culture of Bulgaria wauld both have preserved the Pre-Proto-lndo
European language af the Khvalynsk culture. This more archaic language would 
have largely prevailed in the subsequent fusions with later Proto-Indo-European 
speaking immigrants, who arrived at both areas with wheeled vehicles after the 
Srednij Stog culture was transfonned into the Pit Grave culture around c. 3500-
3350 calBC. The Ezero culture (3300-2700 caIBC) of Bulgaria, which resulted 
from the fusion with the early Pit Grave immigrants, took this Pre -Proto-Indo
European language in a somewhat changed fonn into Anatolia 2700 ca!BC, 
where it became Hittite, Luwian, etc. 

The Indo-European protalanguage was spoken in the Srednij Stog culture 
(4500-3350 calBC) of southern Ukraine, an offshoot of the Khvalynsk culture 
with a Dnieper-Donets culture substratum. It developed in interactian with the 
nan-Indo-European speaking prosperous Tripol'e culture (5500-3000 calBC), 
but had contact also with the early Prota-Uralic speaking Lyalovo culture (5000-
3650 calBC) which cxtended ta the forest-steppe between the Dnieper and the 
Don. After acquiring wheeled transport around 3500 calBC, the Srednij Stog 
culture started expanding and disintegrating. It was first transformed into the Pit 
Grave (Yamnaya) culture (3500-2200 calBC) distinguished by kurgan burials. 
Expanding northwards to the fores t -steppe zone, early Pit Grave culture 
participated in the fonnation of the Middle Dnieper culture by 3300 calBC and 
thus contributed to the fonnation of the new Corded Ware cultural complex, 
which quickly spread over wide areas of central and northem Europe, appearing 
in the Baltic cauntries and southwestern Finland 3200-3100 calBC and a little 
later in the Netherlands. The language of the Corded Ware culture, Proto
Northwest-Indo-European, was still close to Proto-Indö-European, but started to 
diverge into Proto-Italo-Celtic, Proto-Gennanic and Proto-Balto-Slavic under 
the influence of the local substratum languages. In southwestem Finland and in 
Estonia, tbe Corded Ware superstratum was absorbed and integrated in the local 
population, which spoke late Proto-Uralic. This created a cultural boundary be
tween the (southwestem) Corded Ware area and the rest of Finland and Karelia, 
and led to the differentiation between Finnic and Saarni. 

The Corded Ware culture of the southem Baltic and Belorussia, whose 
language had become (Pre-)Proto-Baltic, expanded to central Russia around 
2800 calBC. Here it fonned the Fat'yanovo culture (2800-1900 ca!BC) in the 
Volg a -Oka interfluve and the Balanovo culture (2200-1900 ca!BC) in the mid-
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Volga region. These cultures lived in symbiosis with the Proto-Finno-Ugric 
speak:ing peoples of the Volosovo culture (3650-1900 calBC); which had suc
ceeded the late Proto-Uralic speaking Lyalovo culture (5000-3650 calBC). The 
Volosovo people, who continued having exchange relationships with their 
linguistic relatives in Finland and Russian Karelia, eventually absorbed linguis
tically these Proto-Baltic speakers, whose language and culture deeply influcnced 
the Finno-U gric languages and cultures of the northwest. A cultural border 
(similar to that between Finnic and Saarni) formed between the Proto-Volgaic 
speakers in the west and the unmixed Proto-Permic speakers in the east. 
Possibly under the pressure of the Fat'yanovo-Balanovo culture, part of the 
Volosovo population moved east to the Kama Valley, participating there in thc 
development of the Garino-Bor culture and becoming the linguistic ancestors of 
the Ugric branch of the Uralic family. 

From northem Gennany the Corded Ware culture expanded also to south
em Scandinavia about 2800 calBC, around which time (Pre-)Proto-Gennanic 
came into being. Proto-Germanic loanwords in Finnic languages are likely ta 
date from 1600 calBC onwards, when the Nordic Bronze Age culture (1700-
500 calBC) started exerting a strong influence on coastal Finland and Estonia. 
Proto-North-Saami speakers, expanding to northern Fennoscandia with the 
Lovozero Ware (1900-1000 calBC), eventually came into direct contact with 
Proto-Germanic. 

The main sources of the earliest Aryan loanwords in Finnic and Saarni are 
the Abashevo and Sejma-Turbino cultures (representing the Indo-Aryan branch) 
and the Pozdnyakovo culture (representing the l ranian branch), all ta be 
discussed further. In the 18th century BC, both th_e Abashevo and the Pozdnya
kovo culture contributed to the development of the probably Proto-Volgaic 
speaking Netted Ware culture of the upper Volga, which in turn exerted a strong 
influence on eastem Finland and Russian Karelia. 

The main area af the Pit Grave culture (3500-2200 calBC) comprised the 
Proto-Indo-European homeland of the preceding Srednij Stog culture, with 
some further penetration in the west to the Danube, and an eastem extension 
from the Pontic and forest-steppe to the southern Urals, which was reached by 
3000 calBC. Thus the Pit Grave culture came to occupy much the same area as 
the Eneolithic Khvalynsk cu1ture that we have suggested was linguistically Pre
Proto-Indo-European speaking. Hence the Late Proto-Indo-European languages 
of this central group are not likely ta have had non-Indo-European substrata and 
consequently preserved their inherited structure and vocabulary much better than 
many other groups. The differentiation of the Pit Grave culture into several 
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subcultures started 2800 calBC and was undoubtedly accompanied by linguistic 
differentiation, so that Proto-Graeco-Annenian developed in the Catacomb 
Grave culture of the Pontic steppes, and Proto-Aryan in the Poltavka culture of 
the Volga-Ural steppe and the Abashevo culture of the upper Don forest steppe. 

The dialectal differentiation of Proto -Aryan into its two main branches 
seems to have started with this early cultural divergence in the eastern Pit Grave 
culture, so that people of the Poltavka culture in the southern treeless steppe 
spoke Pre-Proto-Iranian, while the language of the Abashevo culture in the 
northern förest-steppe was Pre-Proto-Indo-Aryan. The Po1tavka culture was 
tbroughout in closer contact with the Catacomb Grave culture, which probably 
spoke Proto-Graeco-Armenian, while the Abashevo culture, in its quest för 
tbe copper of the mid-Volga region, first established contact with the more 
northerly Fat'yanovo-Balanovo and Volosovo cultures ofthe forest zone, where 
(Pre-)Prot o -Baltic and Proto-Finno-Ugric respectively were spoken, Early 
Aryan loanwords in Proto-Finno-Ugric connected with honey and wax 
industry, which has flourished especially in the mid-Volga rcgion, strongly 
suggest that the elite language of the Abashevo culture was Aryan, and the 
here proposed new etymology för a Proto-Volg a -Permic word för 'beeswax' 
narrows the identification to Pre-Proto-Indo-Aryan. 

The differences between the languages of the Poltavka and Abashevo 
cultures are likely to have remained on a dialectal level until 1800 calBC. The 
period of the Sintashta-Arkaim cultural -expression (2200-1800 calBC) seems to 
be the last phase of the relatively unified Proto-Aryan speech. Both Poltavka and 
Abashevo participated in the creation ofthis powerful and dynamic culture in the 
southem Urals which appears to have developed the horse-drawn chariot (figs. 
32, 35, 37). The profound influence that radiated from Sintashta -Arkaim into 
both Poltavka and Abashevo horizöns is likely to have had some unifying effect. 
This could bave included the transference of "satemization", possibly triggcred 
by the Proto-Finno-Ugric substratum influence upon the Pre-Proto-Indo-Aryan 
spoken in the Abashevo culture, over to the Pre-Proto-Iranian spoken in the 
Pre-Timber Grave horizon of the Late Poltavka/Potapovka and Pozdnyak:ovo 
cultures. Yetthe palata! affricates or sibilants resulting from the satemization in 
Pre-Proto-Indo-Aryan seem to have lost their palatalization in Pre-Proto-Iranian 
which did not have a "palatalizing" tanguage as a substratum. (For very early 
Finno-Ugric loanwords from Pre-Proto-Iranian attesting to this depalatalization, 
cf. Koivulehto 1999a: 224-226; 2001: 49; this volume, pp. 252ff.) Archaeolo
gically, the Pre-Timber Grave h01izon in the west does not yet essentially differ 
from the Pre- Andronovo horizon in the east, which in addition to the Sintashta-
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Fig, 32. An aristocrn!ic burial at Sintashta in thc southem Urals (2200-1800 
calBC}. The wanior !ies in the clrnriot with solid whcels, bcneath two 
horses accompanied by the groom or chariotccr. (Gening, Zdanovich & 
Gening 1992; 154, fig. 72.) 

Arkaim itself (succceded in thc southem Urals by the Alakul' culture of the 
Andronovo complex), includes the Petrovka cultural expression in northem 
Kazakhstan. 
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Proto-Greek did not become a Satcm language, while Proto-Armenian did. 
In our estimate, the most likely of the various altemative scenarios presented 
by different scholars för the coming af the Proto-Greek speakers ta Greece 
(cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 243-245) is the violent break in the archaeological 
record between Early Helladic II and 111, c. 2200 BC; tumulus burials and the 
domesticated horse are found in Greece in the succeeding Middle Helladic peri
od, This suggests that Proto-Greek descends from the Proto-Graec o -Annenian 
language of the early Catacomb Grave culture. After the separation af Proto
Greek, the Catacomb Grave culture was transformed into the Multiple-Relief
band (Mnogovalikovaya) Ware culture (c. 2000- I 800 ca!BC) and its Proto
Graeco-Armenian language into (Pre-)Proto-Armenian, which became a Satem 
language <lue ta its contact with Proto-Aryan. The Multiple -Relief-band Ware 
culture extended from the Don up to Moldavia, and was eventually overlaid and 
assimilated by the Proto-Iranian speaking Timber Grave (Srubnaya) culture 
(1800-1500 calBC). The Armenians are assumed ta have come to Anatolia from 
the Balkans in the 12th century BC, being possibly thc invaders called MuSki in 
Assyrian sources (cf. Mallory 1989: 33-35; Mallory & Adams 1997: 26-30). 
Can the gap remaining between these two hypotheses be bridged? This is an 
intercsting question, but it cannot be pursued in the present study, 

The final split of Proto-Aryan into its "Jndo-Aryan" and "Iranian" branches 
appcars to have taken place around 1800 BC, when the Ural river more or less 
became the border between Proto-Iranian spoken to the west of it in the Timber 
Grave (Srubnaya) culture (which evolved from the earlier Pre-Timber Grave 
cultures), and Proto-Indo-Aryan spoken to the east of it in the Andronovo 
cultural complex (which evolved from the earlier Pre-Andronovo cultures) 
(fig. 33). (Cf. Parpola 1998.) Excepting some interference in the immediate 
neighbourhood af the border area, the two branches stayed apart and expanded 
into opposite directions until the 15th century BC. The early Andronovo phase 
(1800-1500 calBC), principally represented by the Alakul' Ware of the southcm 
Urals and western Siberia but also by early Fedorovo Ware, which in Siberia 
reached as far as the upper Yenisei, was succeeded by the late Andronovo phase 
(1500-1200 calBC), the Fcdorovo hor.izon proper, which in lhe southeast 
reached as far as the Tien-shan mountains. 

Some of the principal sound changes differentiating Proto-Iranian from 
Proto-Indo-Aryan (which in these respects agrees with Proto-Aryan) seem to 
have resulted from the substratum influence_ of the languages spokcn in the areas 
into which the Timber Grave culture expanded. (Cf. Parpola, in press a & b.) 
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Fig. 33. Distribution of the cultures belonging ta the Timber Grave (Srubnaya) and 
Andronovo horizons. (Mallory 1994-95: 252, fig. l.) 

It has long been observcd that the change *s > h in similar phonic contexts 
(between vowels and word-initially before a vowel, and in some other contexts 
but not before and after stops) is a significant isogloss connecting Greek, Arme
nian and Iranian languages; moreover, it has taken place in all these languages 
before their earliest historical records came into being. Yet from the point of 
view af Proto-Indo-European it is a relatively late change, being in Iranian 
posterior to the RUKI change of s > S. (Cf. Meillet 1908: 86-88.) We now 
know that in Greek the *s > h change predates evcn the Mycenaean texts. It was 
proposed by Karl Hoffmann (1975: 14) that this Proto-Iranian sound change 
was still productive when the first Iranian languagcs arrived in thc Indo-Iranian 
borderlands in the neighbourhood of the B.gvedic tribes sometimes around the 
15th century BC, changing the Vedic river name Sindhu into Avestan Hindu, 
Vedic SarasvatI into Avestan Haraxva,.ti and so on. Temporally and areally 
this coincides wHh the introduction of the Yaz I culture, (1500-1000 calBC) 
into southem Central Asia (cf. Hintze 1998). If the Catacomb Grave culture 
spoke Proto-Graeco-Annenian, it is difficult to believe that its *s > h cbange is 
independent from tbat of Proto-Iranian. The Catacomb Grave culture was trans
formed inlo the Mulliple-Relief-band Ware culture (2000-1800 calBC) and its 
language into Proto-Annenian. The Multiple-Relief-band Ware culture was 
1800 calBC overlaid and assimilated by the Timber Grave culture (fig. 34:5), the 
derivative of wbich from 1500 calBC onwards spread to southern Central Asia 
with the Simple Relief-band (Valikovaya) Ware (fig. 34). 
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Fig. 34. Distribution of cultures distinguished by !he Single Rclicf-band (Valikovaya) 
pottery . (Chernykh 1992; 236, fig. 79.) 5 = Sabatinovka and Belozerka (occupying the area
fonnerly occupied by the Multiple Relief -band culture), 6 = Timber Grave culture, 12 = Yaz 
1 culture. 

Similarly, the deaspiration of voiced aspirates is an isogloss connecting 
Iranian with Balto-Slavic (as well as with Albanian and Celtic, cf. Meillet 1908: 
75). 1n Iranian it might have been triggered by the absorption of late Corded 
Ware cultures into the Timber Grave culture in the more northerly parts af 
eastem Europe. 

The Sintashta-Arkaim culture appears to have mainly continued the 
Abashevo culture, which pushed eastward into the Siberian forest steppe in 
order to take possession of the important metal ores in the Altai region. This led 
to  the formation of the Sejma-Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon, which medi
ated new types of high-quality metal tools and weapons along a zone connecting 
the Altai mountains over the Urals with northeastern Europe. The Andronoid 
cultures and the Samus' cultural expression emerged in the forest zone of west
ern Siberia under the influence of the Andronovo and Sejma-Turbino com
plexes. The language of the Sejma-Turbino complex and the Andronoid cultures 
continued the Finno-Ugric speech of that part of the bilingual Abashevo com
munity which crossed 'the Urals and headed towards the Altai mountains, 
becoming the ancestors of the Proto-Samoyed speakers. If this is correct, the 
Samoyed branch originally belongs to the same group of Volosovo people 
who came to the Kama basin as the Proto-Ugric speakers, although the future 
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Samoyed speakers did not stay on the Kama and there develop common innova
tions with the Ugric branch. 

After the Timber Grave culture had developed horseback warfare, the 
Proto-Iranian speakers became very mobile and expanded from. the Pontic
Caspian area also east of the Ural river into the Asiatic steppes, overlaying and 
assimilating there the earlier Andronovo cultures. They seem ta have come ta 
southem Central Asia with the Yaz I culture (fig. 34) and to southern Siberia in 
the 13th century BC in the closing Fedorovo phase of the Aodronovo cultural 
complex. Here the Andronovo culture was succeeded by the at !east partly 
genetically related Karasuk culture (1200-1000 caIBC), which flourished around 
the uppcr Yenisei, Mongolia and the Ordos region of China. The Karasuk 
culture preceded the transition from the Late Bronze Age to the Early Iran Age 
or the "Scythian Age", when the extensive use of the saddled horse, the 
composite bow and the "animal style art" had become integral parts of steppe 
life (cf. Askarov, Volk:ov & Ser -Odjav 1992). Around 1000 BC, the-Eurasiatic 
steppes from Mongolia to Hungary became more or less unifonn culturally, and 
för the next thousand years and more Old and Middle Iranian Scythian/Saka 
languages were spoken there; descendants of these languages survive now only 
in the Ossete language of the Caucasus and the Wakhi language of the Pamirs, 
the latter related to the Saka once spoken in Khotan. The varieties of Old Iranian 
that in the late second millennium BC came from the northem steppes to south
em Central Asia and Afghanistan - the regions where the A vestan language is 
assumed to have been spoken - seem to have given rise to most of, if not all, the 
other Iranian languages of today. (On the Iranian languages, see especially 
Schmitt 1989.) Cuyler Young (1985) derives !he Late West Iranian Buff Ware, 
which c. 950 BC appears in the regions where Median and Old Persian were 
first attested, from the Gurgan Buf!Ware (c. 1100-1000 BC) of southern Central 
Asia. 

The fate of the Indo-Aryan branch beyond Central Asia Iies outside the 
scope of the present paper, but a few observations on this topic may be made in 
conclusion (this theme is dealt with extensively in Parpola, in press, a & b). lt 
has been noted several times above, that the horse-drawn chariot was probably 
developed in the Sintashta -Arkaim cu1ture (figs. 3 2  & 35). The Proto�lndo
Aryan speaking ru1ers of the Mitanni kingdom in 1500-1300 BC were famed för 
their horse-chariotry (cf. Mayrhofer 1966; 1974). T11e Mitanni Aryans in ali 
likelihood came to Syria from southem Central Asia and northem Iran, where a 
cylinder seal with the image of a horse-drawn chariot (fig. 36) was discovered 
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Fig. 35. Reconstr uction of a 
spokc-wheeled chariot from a 
funcral charnbcr al Sintashta. 
(Gcning, Zdanovich & Gening 
1992: 184, fig. 94.) 0 

Fig. 36. Cylinder seal made of alabaster from 
Tepc Hissar III B, northern Iran, showing a 
spoke-wlltleled horsc-drawn chario!. (Photo 
University M useum, Philadelphia.) 

from Tepe Hissar III B (cf, Ghirshman 1977). Tepe Hissar III B-C represents 
ao extension of the Bactria and Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC) 
(cf. Hiebert & Lamber g -Karlovsky 1992; Hiebert 1994: 177). The rich, semi
urban, agriculturally-based BMAC had local roots, but its ru1e seems to have 
been taken over by Aryan speakers coming from the northem steppes. (Cf. Pa r 
pola 1988; Hiebert 1993; 1995.) The Proto-Indo-Aryan expansion to northem 
Iran and Syria may have been triggered by the tin trade with Central Asia in 
which the Assyrian merchants of Cappadocia were engaged in 1920-1850 BC: 
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Fig. 37, A horse-hcadcd "sceptre'' pin of bronzc ( 1 ), two horse bits of bronzc (2) 
and fragments of cheek-pieces of bone (3) from an -arfatocratic burial at Zardcha 

Khalifa in Zeravshan Vallcy, Tajikistan. (Bobomullocv 1997: 126, Abb. 3_: 14 
[= ]) and 3: 12-13 [= 2] & 12'8: Abb. 4:1-4 [= 3J. The horae-headcd "sceptrc" has 
close para\le!s in the steppe (see fig. 27), and the cheek-picces are of thc same typc 
as those found at  Sintashta (4) (Gcning, Zdandvich & Gening 1992: !33, fig. 
57:7-8, J0-12.) Not to scalc. 

the glyptic evidence suggests that the BMAC, too, was directly involved in this 
trade (cf. Collon 1987: 41,  142). An aristocratic grave recently discovered in tbe 
Zeravshan Valley af Tajikistan contained typical BMAC pottery (cf. Sarianidi 
2001: 434), but also horse furnishings, including two bronze bits and two pai.rs 
of Sintashta-Arkaim type cheek-pieces, as well as a bronze "sceptre" topped 
with the 'image of the horse (cf. Bobomulloev 1997). This find (see fig. 37) 
heralds the coming af Proto-Indo-Aryan speakers to the borders of South Asia, 
where the horse-drawn chariot played ao important role in the culture af the 
Vedic Aryans (cf. Sparreboom 1983). 
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF PROTOHISTORIC 
CENTRAL ASIA AND THE PROBLEMS OF 
IDENTIFYING INDO-EUROPEAN AND 
URALIC-SPEAKING POPULATIONS 

H.-P. Francfort 

The present paper deals with the problem of the archaeological identification of 
linguistic groups in Central Asia in the Bronze Age. The question of identifying 
archaeological remains of Indo-European-speaking populations in Central Asia 
has been one of the main questions that has occupied a number af linguists and 
historians for many years. 

The complex interrelatiöns between languages, peoples and materia! cul
tures have received various explanations, and af course the actual situations may 
we11 have been various. However, when written records are not available, a re
constructed time-space framework is generally used to indicate which archaeolo
gical culture is to be sclected in order to substantiate the reconstruction with 
some relevant illustrative materia!. The linguistic attributes are mapped anto ar
chaeological correlates: artefacts are selected, like the cbariot, as well as ecofacts, 
like agriculture, or whole archaeological cultures (materia! assernblages). The 
archaeological correlates become some sort of labels or tags that ane may em
ploy in order to trace the supposed Indo-European-speaking populations. But in 
fact, very little of the illustrati.ve archaeological materia! actually exhibits specific 
Indo-European or lndo-Jranian traits; a questian therefore arises: what is the 
relevance of archaeological materia! if any sort of assemblage present at the ex
pected or supposed time/space spot can function as the tag of a linguistic group? 

Moreover, one can notice a widespread weakness in the representation of 
non-Indo-European-speaking populations in the published data and reconstruc
tions. The focus of these seems to regard the Indo-European-speaking popu!a-
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tions as isolated groups moving from a nuclear region in an otherwise unin� 
habited Central Asia. 

We shall present two cases that we consider representative of such prob
lems: the Oxus Civilization and the Afanas'evo/Okunevo sequence. 

THE OXUS CIVILIZATION 

Territory, origins, evolution, end 

The Oxus Civilization (also called the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Com
plex = BMAC) extended ov�r a vast territory between ca 2500 and 1500 se: 
Afghanistan (Dashli) (Sarianidi 1977) down ta Seistan {Nad-i Ali) (Besenval & 
Francfort 1994), Turkmenistan (Gonur, Togolok, Kelleli, Namazga VI) (Saria
nidi 1998), soutbem Uzbekistan (Sapalli, Djarkutan) (Askarov & Shirinov 
1993; 1996), Tadjikistan, eastern Iran up to the Lut desert (Shahdad) (Hakemi 
1997), Baluchistan (Sibri, Mehrgarh Vlll) (Jarrige 1995; Jarrige & Hassan 
1989). In the light of the analysis of sites such as Mundigak (Casa! 1961), 
Taloqan (Afghanistan) and Sarazm (Tadjikistan) (Isakov 1996}, it took shape 
-during the first half of the third millennium under influences from Proto-Elamite
Iran, the Turkmenistan Namazga IV culture, the Baluchi pre-Harappan and
Harappan Indus civilizations, and some steppe elements. After this formative
phase, we can distinguish a mature phase, between :ea 2400 and 1800 BC,
characterized by a proto-urban type af civilization, and a post-urban phase be
tween ca 1800 and 1500 BC. After 1500 BC, a major transformation took place,
but by then the Oxus Civilization was over.

Indian, Iranian and steppe connections 

During ali its phases, there were relations between the Oxus Civilization and 
India, Iran and the steppes. The Baluchistan influence has been noted för the for
mative phase, but it also continued during the mature phase with the probable 
borrowing of pottery forms from the mature lndus culture and with the founda
tion of Shortughai in Bactria (a maturc lndus settlemcnt on !he- Oxus excavated 
by the Mission Archeologique Fran�aise en Asie Centrale) (Francfort et al. 
1989} and of Sibri-Mehrgarh VID-Quetta in Pakistan (an Oxus related settlement 
in Ba!uchistan excavated by the Mission de l'Indus). The Prot_o-Elamite relation 
noted above för the formative phase of the Oxus Civilization continued with an 
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Elamite connection during the mature phase, as has been beautifully demon
strated several times by P. Amiet (1986). 

The steppe connection is obvious, at }east after 2000 BC during the ma
ture and late phases of the Oxus Civilization, with the Andronovo (possibly 
Fedorovo) culture group studied in detail by E. Kuz'mina (1994). But the 
important point to notice here is that in Sarazm (period II, before 2500 BC) there 
is not only Kel'teminar pottery (Lyonnet 1996), but also a funerary stone circle 
that could only be related with the Afanas'evo culture burials af the steppes, 
even if the materia! found with the deceased is of the local agricultural type 
(lsakov 1996). The steppe connection is less easy to discem between ca 2500 
and 2000, depending upon the choice of chronological .framework. 

The time-space location cmd possible subsequent 
ethno-1inguistic attributions 

After the most recent studies, apart from a. few exceptions (notably V. Saria
nidi), nobody any longer considers that the mature phase is Indo-European or 
Indo-Iranian, The standard theory is that the Indo-Iran ians/Indo-Aryans took the 
Oxus Civilization with them as a stage on their way to India.1 The standard 
theory has been vividly summarized in the "Kulturkugel" metaphor by J. Mal
lory ( 1998). 

In short, apart from the time-space expectations, there is not much in the 
archaeological materia! that could be taken as tags for tracing the Indo-Iranians/ 
Indo-Aryans: steppe materia!, cremations at Bostan VI (Avanessova 1995; 
1996), stone kurgans in the Vakhsh culture (Lyonnet 1994; P'iankova 1996), 
fireplaces (called fire altars) at Gonur (Sarianidi 1986; 1990) or Djarkutan 
(Askarov & Shirinov 1996), a svastika in a Bishkent cu1ture grave at Rannyj 
Tulkhar (Mandel'shtam 1968). But no one of these archaeological correlates is 
beyond question. However I sha11 not discuss them in detail here. Briefly, not 
only have they nothing strictly lndo-European or Indo-Iranian or Indo-Aryan in 
thcm, but if we look closely at them in their general cultural context, they appear 
to be selected isolated traits, not a lways compatible with each other and not 
reflecting the domination af an elite infiltrating the Oxus Civilization. A north
south move is indisputably attested (see the horses and horsemen in Pirak 
around 1700 BC (Jarrige & Santoni 1979), but there is just as clearly a move� 

Scc A. Parpola on the Diisa and Indo-Aryan phases (Parpola 1993; 1998): E. Kuz'mina 
{1994) on Lhc Andronovian [ndo-Aryans; F. Hicbcrt (1998) on the old theory of V. 
Masson af a migration from Turkmcnistan. 
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ment to the North (Oxus Civilization pottery in the steppes, Oxus Civilization 
stone weights in Ferghana, etc.). The steppe connection, in the form of steppe 
material, remains throughout the history of the Oxus Civilization; neither the 
Andronovo pottery nor the stone kurgans cross the Kopet-Dagh-Hindukush
Pamir-Tarim line. Cremations, fireplaces and svastikas are attested in various 
cultural contexts, not aU necessarily Indo-European. In the Indian subcontinent, 
the archaeological assemblages considered to reflect the coming of the Aryans 
by various authors (PGW, Gandhara Grave, Cemetery H, Jhukar, OCP, Pirak, 
etc.) do not provide any stable or consistent picture either (Francfort et aL 1989). 

Thus we are Ieft with the question of the archaeological correlates of the 
appearance of lndo-Iranian/Indo-Aryan/lranian languages. In my opinion, the 
first reliable archaeological basis is the huge cultural cbange that took place after 
1500 BC: the appearance of cultures with painted hand-made ceramics (Tillia
Tepe in Afghanistan, Kuchuk-Tepe in Uzbekistan and Yaz-Depe in Turkmeni
stan) and the simultaneous complete absence of any sort of tomb or  burial struc
ture in the oases of Central Asia för nearly 1000 years, actually ub.til the coming 
of the Greeks (Francfort 1994b ). This is most probably an indication of Iranisa
tion and of the Zoroastrian-type of rituals, consistent witb the time-space predic
tions of linguistics. But let us look at the consequences of the critique of the 
archaeological correlates. 

The iconography and the symbolic systems: 
pointing to non-Indo-European worlds 

The iconic symbolic system of the Oxus Civilization is expressed in numerous 
images depicted on sculptures, seals and metal vases. This symbolic system, 
which we have been able to reconstruct, is hierarchical (Francfort 1992; 1994a). 
Briefly, it has the following appearance. The dominant deity is a goddess, linked 
with animals (caprids mainly), she is probably a fertility-fecundity goddess. She 
dominates a monster, which assumes various animal aspects (snake, lian, scor 
pion) and attacks herbivores. But the monster is fought (thougb not killed) by 
an eagle deity or hero. This symbolic system is not consistent with the Indo
European or Indo-Iranian hypothesis simply because, according to the linguistic 
and mythological evidence, this kind of hierarchical structure is not attested in 
early Indo-European documents. More strikingly, a dominating female deity 
rather provides evidence för the non -Indo�European character of the system. It 
is generally known and explained by Indo-Europeanists that the various Indo� 
European pantheons were largely dominated by male gods, and that many im� 
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portant goddesses were adopted from non- or pre-lndo-European populations: 
see for instance studies by Dum€zil, Gimbutas, Haudry and Sergent. This is not 
surprising, since there are clear links between the Oxus Civilization and the 
Indus and Elamite worlds right from the beginning, and since both are supposed 
to belong to the Elamo-Dravidian world (Amiet 1998; Vallat 1989). But this, as 
we shall now see, necessitates a reconsideration of the Afanas'evo question. 

AFANAS'EVO CULTURE 

(THE AFANAS'EVO-OKUNEVO COMPLEX/SEQUENCE) 

The territory and the chronological sequence 

We shall here concentrate upon the early phase of the steppe culture, the 
Afanas'evo/Okunevo complex/sequence (from the late fourth to the early sec
ond millennium BC) and leave aside the Andronovo and the Karasuk-Beghazy
Dandybaj'--Tagisken-Innen' (second millennium) periods, since they require spe
cial attention. 

The Afanas'evo culture dates mostly from the third millennium. It was 
widespread in westem Mongolia, northern Xinjiang, southern Siberia (notably 
the Minusinsk basin), Eastem and central Kazakhstan (Karaganda), with con
nections or extensions in Tadjikistan (Sarazm) and the Aral area (Kel'tcminar, 
Tumek-K.ichidjik). Masked and other figures of the Afanas'evo-Okunevo type 
have been recorded in the upper Indus Valley in Pakistan (Jettmar 1982; Jettmar 
& Thewalt 1985). In the Minusinsk basin, after 2500 the Afanas'evo culture 
was replaced by or coexisted with the Okunevo culture until ca 2000 BC 
(Marlynov 1991; Sher 1994; 1995). 

The Afanas'evo culture, though clearly distinct, offers similarities with the 
Yamnaya culture of the European part of the steppes. They were cultures of 
herdsmen and hunter-gatherers, they buried dead persons in circular (Afa 
nas'evo) or rectangular (Okunevo) funerary enclosures; typical as  we11 is  the 
intcnnent af the dead in a supine position, frequently with flexed legs. 2 

2 On Afanas'evo, see Alekhin, Gal'chcnko & Dcrnin 1997; Borodovskij 1995; The Aitoi 
Culture; Evdokimov & Loman 1989; Gryaznov 1980; Kiryushin & Kiryushin 1997; 
Kovalev & Rezepkin J995; Kubarev 1988; Kudryatsev 1992; Lyonnet 1996; Matyu
shchenko 1995; Molodin 1992; 1997; Posrcdnikov & Tsyb 1992; Rcva 1995; Savinov 
& Podol'skij 1997; Scmenov 1997; Shul'ga 1997; Stcpanova 1997; Vadctskaya, 
Leont'cv & Maksimcnkov 1980; Wang & Wang 1996. 
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The time-space location and subsequent possible ethno-linguistic 
attributions, archaeological correlates in context, physical 
anthropology 

The time-space predictions and the fonnal similarities with the Y amnaya culture 
made the Afanas'evo culture a good candidate for m1 Indo-Europeari label in 
Central Asia, and it was suggested that it could have been the culture of speakers 
of an early (Pre- or Proto-)Indo-Iranian, or an even more ancient language, that 
of the ancestors of !he Tokharian speakers of Xinjiang. Apart from this, there 
are no clearly lndo-European properties in the archaeological materia1. An 
anthropological difference between the Afanas'evo <.md the Okunevo supported 
the claim that the former were Indo-European and the latter non-Indo-European, 
but the cultural attribution of the skeletal remains is disputable, and apparently 
the distribution of !he anthropological types between the two cultures (i.e. be
tween the "Okunevians" of the Tas-Khazaa graves and the Chemovaya IV, VI, 
VII sites and the Afanasevians) is not so simple (Gromov 1997a; 1997b), and 
both apparently have an ancient local Neolithic basis (Chikisheva 1997). 

Chariots, and earlier wagons, generally considered as carried by, or carry
ing, Indo-European populations across the steppes have been recorded o n  stelae 
and rocks at Znamenka, Chernovaya VIIT, Tunchukh and Ust'-Tuba (Savinov 
1997; Sher 1994; 1995). 1l1is is considered a slrong argument for idcntifying 
the Afanas'evo-Okunevo as lndo-European, But we can observe that the trans
fer of the attribute "Indo-European" to the chariot (ohjeet or image) is, from the 
simple logical point of view, a circular argument, a tautology (Francfort 1998). It 
is only if we presuppose that the cu1tures in question that used chariots were 
Indo�European that we can use the linguistic reconstruction of Indo-European 
and Jater vocabulary as an argument. We know that Indo-European cultures used 

'-----'''" 
,om, 1 

Fig. J. Silver goblct depicting cart and chariot from Bronzc Age BacLria. (Louvrc, Paf!s.) 
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Indo-European words for the chariot, but no more. The silver vase depicting a 
Bactrian chariot and a cart (fig. 1), like the Afanas'evo images (fig. 2), prove 
nothing about the language of their owners. Otherwise we would have to admit 
that the Bronze Age Chinese were lndo-European. The same also applies to the 
later Bronze Age chariots and images af chariots (Andronovo ). 

Iconography and symbolic systems: 
pointing to non-lndo-European worlds, possibly Uralic or Altaic 

Having shown the Jack af consistency af the usual arguments for the lndo
European nature of the Afanas'evo-Okunevo sequence, wc shall now try to 
examine the possibilities offered by its rich icanography. Surprisingly, the large 
number of images that are available have been ta a great extent neglected by 
scholars. The reason for this, as we shall saan see, is that it refutes the standard 
lndo-European theary, which uses a few selected items. 

Fifst, a very ancient iconic community is represented by the elk. and boat 
images, widespread from the Altai mountains, across the Ob, Lena, Angara, 
Tom', Yenissei and Irtysh rivers ta Scandinavia (Martynov 1991 and works af 
Okladnikov): it is unnecessary here to argue the accepted fact that it is rooted in 
the Upper Palaeolithic art of such sites as Buret' and Malta (Abramova 1995). 
In Siberia, it continues down ta the fourth and third miUennia, and is called the 

Fig, 2. Znamenka stele: Afanas'evo cart, Okunevo masked figure. 
(After Sher 1994.) 
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Fig. 3. Karakol tomb slab: Afanas'evo fcathered anthropomorphic images, clks 
in Angara stylc, masked figurc. (After SaVinov 1997.) 

Angara style. This style has nothing to do with any Indo-European source, and 
it is present on Afanas'evo tomb slabs in Karakol' in the Altai mountains 
(Kubarev 1988) (fig. 3), 

Another very ancient style is the Minussinsk style, with images of deer, 
aurochs and horses, fonnally reminiscent of the European Upper Palaeolithic 
anima1 style: its earliest occurrence cannot he dated, but it lasted down to the 
Afanas'evo time (Sher 1980; 1994; 1995; Sher et al. 1994). The main point to 
note here is that the deer or aurochs of this style are frequently associated with 
female images, sometimes with birth-giving, as effectively demonstrated by 
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Fig. 4, Kalbak�Tash: female figure and animal contemporary to Afanas'evo
Okunevo. (Aftcr Kubarev & Jacobson 1996.) 
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E. Jacobson in the Altai mountains (Kalbak-Tash) and Mongolia (Jacobson
1993; 1997; Kubarev & Jacobson 1996) (fig. 4). The association of a fertility
deity or spirit with animals is, again, non-Indo-European and rather of the
shamanistic type found in Siberia. Masks and masked, feather-headed or bird 
headed anthropomorphic figures connected with monsters are quite frequent in
the Afanas'evo-Okunevo iconic system, and this is coherent with a vast com
plex of Asian cultures using masks (E. G. Devlet 1996; M. A. Devlet 1997a;
1995; I996; 1997b; Francfort 1998). This is linked to a shamanistic-type of
religion and peoples speaking non-Indo-European languages (fig. 5). Some
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Fig. 5. Okunevo masks and monstcrs. (After Savinov 1997 .) 
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Fig. 6 ,  Okunevo masks and monstcrs. (Aftcr Savinov 1997 .) 
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Fig. 7. Masks on Afanas'evo and Okunevo steles and petroglyphs. (After Sher 1995.) 

images (especially in the Okunevo culture, but also in Afanas'evo) are made in 
the typical "split representation" style, widespread in the Asiatic and circum
Pacific area but devoid of any Indo-European associations (fig. 6). The Okun
evo images were definitely formed in  the Afanas'evo tradition (Savinov 1997), 
and therefore i t  is not possible to argue that the world of representation and the 
symbolic system of the former were very different from those of the latter 
(fig. 7).  To sum up, the symbolic system of the Afanas'evo and Okunevo cul
tures is not consistent with the lndo-European hypothesis. 
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Howcver, it is possible to imagine that a non-lndo-Europcan symbolic sys
tem was adopted by lndo-European speakers, or that a part of the Afanas'evo 
group (the steppe one that did not make any images) .spoke an fudo-European 
language, while another part (ali those groups who created images) spoke non
lndo-European languages. But if we reason thus, we are back to the simple 
linguistic space-time argument for lbcating the speakers, in which case a study 
of the archaeological record is useless since anything goes. Consequently, 
we have to reject all attempts to reconstruct any lndo-European linguistic
mythological-symbolic system, unless it is attested hic et nunc by written docu
ments found in situ. Altematively, we can accept both that the Afanas'evo
Okunevo were not Indo-European, and that possibly (but not necessarily) they 
spoke Altaic or Uralic languages. If this is so, a consequence is that we would 
have to admit that the Tokharian language was formed elsewhere. 

If, then, in the third millennium the archaeological material says nothing 
certain about the spoken Ianguage, and if the iconographic analysis, from Ba:ctria 
to the Altai mountains, is oriented towards non-lndo-European symbolic sys
tems, how is it possible to maintain a pro-lndo-European archaeological argu
ment? We may sunnise waves of peoples, the borrowing of myths or images, 
and ali sorts of scenarios, but there is no factual evidence apart from the lin
guistically reconstructed time-space predictions. This is Ilot an exceptional case: 
the same also applies to the Mediterranean Minoan and Mycenaean civilizations: 
the archaeological material sequence and the iconography do not constitute 
reliable data for the reconstruction of ethno-linguistic events. There is no point 
in trying to illustrate ethno-linguistic theories by irrelevant or uninterpretable 
archaeological materia!. 
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PREHISTORIC FINNO-UGRIC CULTURE IN THE 
LIGHT OF HISTORICAL LEXICOLOGY 

Kaisa Häkkinen 

In this article, I shall examine those elements of vocabulary which most proba
bly represent the oldest lexical stratum common to the Uralic languages, whether 
originally indigenous or borrowed. The words unde:r scrutiny are studied in 
terms of their distribution between various lexical domains, and it is thus pos
sible to evaluate the infonnation which they provide concerning the extralin
guistic environment in which they were earlier used. This examination yields 
abundant evidence from the earliest lexical strata of hunting cultures, e.g. terms 
för hunting and fishing equipment and for game animals. By contrast, there is no 
Uralle or Finno-Ugric vocabulary whatsoever which unambiguously refers ta 
the cultivation of crops, and only a few lexical items which putatively refer ta the 
keeping af damestic animals. The terms referring ta agriculture typically have a 
narrow regional distribution, with cognates traceable only in those related lan
guages spoken in geographically adjacent areas (Häkkinen & Lempiäinen 1996). 
In strikingly many cases, the agricultural  vocabulary can be shown to consist of 
loanwords. The linguistic ancestors of Finnish, för example, appear to have he
gun to practise agriculture in the region surrounding the Baltic Sea, and to have 
acquired this activity through the mediation of their Indo-European-speaking 
neighbours. 

1. DEFINING THE AGE OF THE LEXICAL MATERIAL

The o1dest written documentation which throws light on the historical evolution 
of the Finno-Ugric languages dates only from the Middle Ages (t";.g. Stipa 1990: 
72ff.), and in practice, the only method by which linguistic materials shared by 
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related languages can be dated, and the oldest Iexical strata identified, is by 
means of a comparative Iexicological study of languages linguistically related 
and/or geographically adjacent. Some simple default ru1es can be applied in 
dating: words found with a wide distribution, but restricted to Finno-Ugric Ian
guages, can be assumed to he both af early origin and indigenous; terms with 
a wide distribution but also occurring in languages from other language families 
are assumed to be eatly borrowings; words with a narrower distribution are later 
neologisms, eithe:r indigenous or loanwords depending upon the languages in 
which they occur. The narrower the distribution of a particular word, the 
younger it can usually be presumed to be. 

The "width" or "narrowness" of distribution is not conventionally defined 
simply on the basis of the, number of languages of occurrence, but in terms of 
the "family tree" hypothesis. According to this theory, originally fonnulated by 
Otto Donner more than a centwy ago (1879) and established in use by E. N. 
Setälä (1926), the languages af the Uralic family became differentiated from 
each other in sequence: the first branch to separate and evolve into distinct 
languages consisted af ( 1) the Samoyed languages, followed by (2) Ugric, (3) 
Permic, (4) Volgan, (5) Saarni (Lappish), and finally (6) the Baltic Finnic group. 
The age of a lexical item is therefore postulated upon the closest protolanguage 
stage shared by the languages in which it occurs. The oldest stratum of lexis, 
therefore, consists af words found both in the Samoyed languages and in at 
least one ather branch af the Ianguage family; and the second-oldest stratum is 
assumed to include materials with cagnates in at !east ane Ugric language and at 
least ane language in the Finna-Pennic branch. 

In order för the family tree madel to serve as a defining criterion för dating 
vocabulary and differentiating between historical lexical strata, the follawing 
canditions need ta be met; the family tree madel must accurately describe the 
actual sequence of separatian af different branches despite possible confusion 
caused by later cantacts; and the distribution af materials inherited from the 
ariginal pratalanguage must have persisted unchanged, subsequent ta the lan 
guages' separation. The linguistic evidence af our day, however, does not con
form to this assumed madel af divergence (Häkkinen 1984). The features identi
fied as specific to the language family are nat actually shared by a1l its lan
guages, but constitute dissimilar, intersecting isoglasses which it is impassible 
ta reconstruct in ways coherent with the postulated family tree (e.g. Hajdll 
1975). The etymologies af most wards are "defective" in the sense that cognates 
cannot be traced in ali the languages assumed to deriv� from the same proto
form. Moreover, wards may equally well be missing within the central structure 
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of the family tree, or at its edges. It can be demonstrated bcyond question, from 
historical sources (e.g. Jussila 1988: 2 10-214), that words can disappear when 
för some reason they become redundant. There is thus no reason to assume that 
the present-day distribution of cognate lexis shared by related languages should 
reliably reflect its original distribution. 

Nonetheless, the family tree hypothesis has been mechanically applied to 
the Uralic languages, both in elucidating their historical phonological develop
ment (e.g. Itkonen 1946; 1954) and in some etymological dictionaries (e.g. the 
Urillisches etymologisches Wörterbuch). From the perspective of the Finnish 
ianguage, this method does not raise any serious problems, since the languages 
classified as genetica_lly distant from Finnish are also distant on other relevant 
parameters, geography in particular, and the risk of subsequent contact contami
nation is thus largely eliminated. In the case of languages classified as genetic
ally remote, but occurring in geographical proximity, on the other hand, the 
genetic method is of dubious validity. Komi and Mansi, for instance, are ge 
netically as distant from each other as Mansi and Finnish, and words shared 
by Komi and Mansi have therefore been attributed to Proto-Finno-Ugric. In 
geographical location, however, the Komi and Mansi communities are relatively 
close, and were even closer in fonner times, when there were Mansi speakers 
living west of the Ural Mountains (Kannisto 1927), and some Komi speakers 
who moved east of the Urals to escape Christian missionary conversion into 
areas inhabited by speakers of Ob-Ugric and Samoyed (Stipa 1990: 171-172). 
This shared history is confirmed by many loanwords (R6dei 1970). In the dating 
of words with a narrow geographical distribution, therefore, it must always be 
actively home in rnind that a word apparently of early origin according to the 
genetic theory method may in fact he a later, regional innovation. 

2 .  THE OLDEST COMMON LEXICAL STRATUM OF THE 
URALIC LANGUAGES, AND !TS USE AS 
SCHOLARLY EVIDENCE 

The pioneering Finnish work in linguistic palaeontology is Otto Donner's study 
of the common cultural stock of Finns and Mordvinians (1882). One of the fre
quently used ways of describing the evolution of the Uralic language family, 
particularly in popular presentations, has been to list words which can be t raced 
back to various distinct protolanguage phases, and tO' interpret subsequent lexical 
additions as cultural innovations (Setälä 1926; Itkonen 196 1). Most such hypo
thetical proto-glossaries, however, do not explain what kind of research they are 
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baSed upon, nor how reliable the etymologies of individual words are. The 
reader is likely to assume that such descriptions represent reliable, up-to-date 
scholarship, but this is not necessarily the case, In many cases, even the research 
itself is dated; Pekka Sammallahti has calculated that the number of generally 
accepted Uralic lexical parallels has shrunk since the beginning of the 20th 
century from around five hundred to less than two hundred Iexemes (Sam
mallahti 1979; 1980: 61-62). Among the items which have been rejected or chal
lenged, there are many which are cited in earlier studies as fum evidence con
ceming the evolution of the Uralic languages. 

There, are at present two dictionaries which address the oldest common 
Uralic lexicon. The first of these, Björn Collinder's Fenno-Ugric Vocabulary 
(FUV), first came out in 1955, and a revised edition was published in 1977. 
A much more detailed treatment of the common Uralic lexicon is however 
provided in the Uralisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (UEW), produced under 
the leadership of Kllroly Red.ei, originally issued in fascicle format but collated 
during the 1980s into a three-volume edition (completed in 1 988). Volume I 
covers the oldest common lexical strata, i.e. the Uralic and Finno-Ugric material 
as defined on the basis of the family tree model. The second volume contains 
etymo1ogies confined to the Finno-Permic, Finno-Volgaic or Ugric languages 
(exduding lexical stock shared only by the Baltic Finnic languages or by Baltic 
Finnic and Saarni), and addenda; vo1ume III consists of an index of individual 
words. The dictionary proper lemmatizes the words as reconstructions of the 
fonns posited för the protolanguages, and each entry aisa includes, as  far as is 
possible, a reconstruction of the original meaning, the attribution of the word ta 
the appropriate stratum (U = Uralic, FU = Finno-Ugric), and an assessment of 
the degree of certainty för the etymology (a boldface symbol indicates a con
fident dating). 

3 .  THE LEXICAL DOMAINS OF THE OLDEST 

COMMON VOCABULARY 

For my own research, I have chosen ta work on Volume I of the UEW, con
centrating on those etymologies for which the Dictionary reports definitely con
firmed instances in at least ane of the 1anguages in the Finno-Permic branch and 
in the Samoyed languages (U) or Ugric languages (FU). For the purposes of 
this enquiry, I have not separated borrowed items from indigenous stock, since 
the aim here is simply to collate the vocabulflr)' attributable to the earliest trace
able stratum of the language family, irrespective af the words' origin, and to 
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explore the lexical dornains which can thus be identified as familiar to speakers 
in the earliest stages of these languages' history. I shall retum to the question of 
loanwords later. 

l11e selected words have been arranged roughly by lexical domain. On this 
basis, the oldest common lexical stratum as reported in the UEW can be 
classified as follows: 

Domain Total u F U Finnish 

!ime 12 4 8 7 
sensations 14 4 JO 9 

fauna 
a) narnes of anirnals 60 24 36 27 
b) tcnninology re]ating to animals J5 7 8 7 
human society 2 
flora

a) names of plants 27 J3 14 IJ 
b) parts ofplants, etc. 22 10 12 J3 

trade 2 1 
transport, traffic, motion 32 17 J5 J5 
quality 49 J3 36 18 
quantity, measurement, valuc 13 l2 9 
nature 

a) land and Jandscape 27 JO J7  14 
b) watcr and water systems JO 5 5 5 
c) materials, surface J9 8 I J  JO 
d) atmosphere, sky 14 3 I J  9 

hunting & fishing J8 9 9 8 
fonn, posture 8 2 6 5 

pronouns 16 IJ 5 13 
proccsscs and states 

a) Jife & health 13 5 8 6 
b) emotions & perceplions 5 1 4 J 
c) miscellaneous statcs & changes 27 6 21 8 

buildings, constructions, equipment 14 6 8 7 
construction processes, materials, pieces 10 5 5 7 
nourishment 

a) cating & drinking 8 5 3 6 
b) foodstuffa JO 2 8 6 
c) <lishes, prcparation of food 12 4 8 3 
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thc body 
a) parts of the body 77 35 42 41  
b) bodily functions, etc. 12 s 7 s 

speech, thought 6 5 3 
fami!y & persona! relationships 27 16 1 1  14 
rclations in space & time 21 10 1 1  14 
activitles & processes 60 2 48 29 
firc, thc handling of fire 3 2 2 
work, tools, working matcrials 59 22 37 20 
rcligion, beliefs 7 7 2 
clothing 7 2 s 2 
miscellaneous other items 5 2 3 4 

TOTAL 743 2'4 459 357 

The category "miscellaneous other items" includes the auxiliary verb of 
negation (e-), the nouns nimi 'name' and väki 'force', and two lexemes corre
sponding to modal auxiliary verbs: the root *kelke- ('must') (attributed as an 
lndo-Et1ropean loanword; not occurring in Finnish), and voida 'can'. (ln this 
article, iftbe lexeme in question occurs in present-day Finnish, I have cited the 
Finnish form,) The auxiliary voida, however, is classified in the Suomen kielen 
etymologinen sanaki,ja (Etymolagical Dictionary of Finnish, SKES) as found 
anly in the Baltic Finnic languages, and its status in refa.tion to the oldest stratum 
af the language is thereföre questionable. 

On the basis of genetic distribution, för alm,ost all domains the table records 
noticeably more words för the Finno-Ugric level than för Uralle. The most 
striking exception to this pattem is found in the fields of pronouns and af family 
relatianships, where Uralic materia! predominates. 1n the fields för expressions 
relating ta hunting and fishing, time and space, flora, and transport, the distribu
tion ratias are roughly balanced. Insofar as breadth af distribution can be taken 
as a mechanical dating criterion, thereföre, pronouns and family relationship 
tenns can be identified as same of the very oldest extant vocabulary. 

Domains particularly strongly represented include those denoting parts of 
the body, fauna, and work and other activities. There is also a surprisingly high 
number af tenns denoting quality (cf. Itkonen 1966: 2 26), represented today in 
most cases by adjectival forms, and lemmatized in the UEW as a reconstructed 
basic adjectival function, though many quality tenns are multifunctional root 
fonns which may aisa be found today as nouns or verb:s. 
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Domains strikingly poorly represented include those denoting social status 
or social differentiation: examples of tbe few such terms include a raot denoting 
'thief' (represented in present-day Finnish by the stem_sala- 'secret'), and tenns 
of Aryan origin referring to a lord or prince (e.g. Mordvin azor). All in all, this 
finding.suggests that the structures of these early societies were based more on 
family relationships than on tbe hierarchical stratification of social power. The 
only tenn which could be classified as occupational is noita, 'shaman' (in 
present-day Finnish 'witch'), but this has here been classified under the heading 
of religion and beliefs. Early terms relating to trade include the Aryan loan 
*wosa, identified as the raot from whlch the Finnish verb ostaa 'to buy ' de
rives. Another term which could be classified in this economic domain is the
root *anva (also of lndo-European origin), originally probably denoting 'price'
and/or 'value' (and represented in present-day Finnish by arvo 'value'). In the
table, however, this word has been classified under quantity and measurement;
most of the other items in this category are numerals. Other terms which could
be interpreted as describing trading commodities include vaski 'copper/bronze'
and *wolnB 'tin' (not föund in present-day Finnish), but these have been classi
fied under the heading of work; tools and working materials.

The table contains virtually no words relating to cultivation, the keeping of 
domestic animals, the production of cloth, or clothes made of cloth. The only 
colour tenn is that för 'grey ', *c.,er3 (classified here under quality), which is 
represented by fonns occurring in languages from Udmurt to Hungarian. It is 
worth noting that this lexical material thus does not include terms for the colours 
identified in comparative studies by Brent Berlin and Paul Kay ( 1969) as 
universally primary (white, black, red, and green/yellow). One possibility, how� 
ever, is that words denoting items characterized by a par ticular colour may have 
been used to refer to the colour as well (e.g. veri 'blood' for 'red'). 

The vocabulary for foodstuffs includes two terms which may refer to the 
utilization of grain crops: *pus'n3 or *puc'n3 'flour '  and *rekks 'porridge'. 
Both words are relatively narrow in distribution today, however: the former has 
cognates in Udmurt, Komi, and Mansi, and the latter in these and also in 
Khanty. The editors of the UEW gloss the former word as probably denoting 
flour prepared from a wild grain, and therefore not implying cultivation; för the 
latter tenn, it must be noted that porridge-like föodstuffs can be prepared from 
non-grain foodstuffs. Neither of these terms therefore necessarily implies either 
the cultivation of grain crops or even familiarity with their use. The flora terms 
include the item * Sänt3, denoting an unspecified grain plant: corresponding
words can be found from Mari to the Ugric languages, but their historical 
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evolution is problematic both etymologically and phonologically. This lexeme is 
not recorded at all in the languages from the westem end of the family. 

Other early food tenns include mesi 'nectar/honey' (long known to be a 
borrowing from Iodo-European), and suspected ta denote not only honey but 
also a honey-derived drink ('rnead'). Similarly, the fauna category includes 
mehiläinen, 'bee', i.e. the producer of honey; this tao has been identified as 
being of Indo-European origin. Both mesi and mehiläineh are often cited as ex
amples indicating early contacts between speakers of  Uralic and Indo-European 
languages, and have also been used in support of a location för the origins of the 
Finno-Ugric speakers on the River Volga, where honey production has been 
practised for a very long time and where contacts between different populations 
could well have taken place. There is however no necessary reason why these 
words musl be associated with the Volga valley, as has been widely assumed 
since the late 19th century. It is also impossible to say whether the words initi
ally denoted bee-keeping or the gathering of wild honey. 

The fauna category focludes ,one lexeme regarded as beyond question: the 
tenn for a mother sheep, uuhi 'ewe'. In their gloss on this item, however, the 
editors of the UEW comment that it cannot be taken necessarily to imply the pas
toral domestication of sheep, but merely familiarity with some sheeplike animal. 
On the other hand, the etymology proposed for this word by Jorma Koivulehto 
( 1991: 1 08-109) derives it as a loanword from lndo-European source languages, 
where it evidently did refer specifically to sheep, It must be left to the archaeolo
gists and zoologists to decide at what stage we can assume that sheep were 
familiar to the populations of the Finno-U gric language area. 

Another term possibly relating ta domeSticated animals is the raot *poCa, 
possibly related (despite the irregular phonological Iink this implies) with the 
present-day Finnish term poro 'reindeer'. It is impossible to detennine from the 
word, however, how domesticated an animal it refers to or in what way it may 
have been used. The cognate tenns found in various languages today refer to 
semidomesticated reindeer, reindeer calves, or wild deer. Words with a some
what similpI phonological structure are also found in some Asian languages 
belonging to other language families, denoting elk or roedeer. 

An item classified here under fauna is the raot *koj(e)ra, from which both 
koira 'dog' and koiras 'male animal' are derived in modem Finnish. This word 
is itself derived from the Uralle root *koje, however, whith originally denoted 
'male human' or simply 'human', and *koj(e)ra was evidently not initially used 
to refer specifically to dogs but ta any male animal. One tenn of older prove
nance denoting man 's ancient friend appears to be the root *pene (represented in 
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present-day Finnish by peni(kka) 'puppy'), but since no reliable cognate can be 
identified in the Ugric or Samoyed languages, it has not been included among 
the materials listed in the table. 

4 . EVALUATING DISTRIBUTION AND 

CERTAINTY OF ETYMOLOGY 

Although all the words used for the table are listed by the UEW as definite 
Uralic or Finno-Ugric etymologies, not ali af them are necessarily represented 
in ali the languages in the family. There are, in fact, only 18 items with 100% 
etymological certainty, meaning that an etymologically equivalent fonn can be 
traced in Baltic Finnic; Saarni (Lappish), Mordvin (Erza/Moksha), Mari (Chere
mis), Udmurt (Votyak), Komi (Zyryan), Mansi (Vogul), Khanty (Ostyak), 
Magyar (Hungarian), and in at least one of the languages in the Samoyed 
branch, and that the equivalence is recognized beyond question in the major 
etymological reference works, both the UEW and the SKES, and (för words in 
the alphabetical range A-P) in the SSA. The eleriJ.ents in rilodem Finnish 
corresponding ta these 100% etymologies are: ala- 'under-', kadota 'to disap
pear', ku(ka) 'who ' (persona! interrogative pronoun), maksa 'Iiver', me 'we' 
(1st person plural pronoun), mi(kä) 'which' (impersonal relative/interrogative 
pronoun), minä 'I' (1st person singular persona! pronoun). niellä 'ta swallow', 
nimi 'name', nuoli 'arrow', nuolla 'to lick', pesä 'animal's nest/den', punoa 'to 
weave', silmä 'cye', suoni 'vein', sydän 'heart', tuo 'that' (d.istant-reference 
demonstrative pronoun), and uida ' to swim'. The iterns with 90% certain ety
mology, i.e. items för which an equivalent fonn is missing or dubious in only 
one of the languages or language family branches listed, include: e- (the aux
iliary verb of negation),jää 'ice', kaksi 'two', kolme 'three', kublla 'to die', kusi 
'urine', kuusi 'six', kuusi 'fir tree', kyynär 'elbow', käsi 'hand/ann', mennä 
'ta go', neljä 'four', pelätä 'to fear', sarvi 'horn/antler', sata 'hundred ', syli 
'lap', talvi 'winter', tämä 'this' (near-reference demonstrative pronoun), vaski 
'copper/bronze', veri 'blood', viisi 'five', voi 'fat/grease', and ydin 'core'. A 
strikingly large proportion of both of these very limlted groups consists of 
pronouns (kuka, me, mikä, minä, tuo) and parts of the body (maksa, silmä, 
suoni, sydän: 'liver, eye, vein, heart'). 

There, are many words here which have been identified or at !east proposed 
as Indo-European loanwords (nimi, pelätä, punoa, sarvi, sata, suoni, vaski, 
veri, voi): some have long been known ta be borrowings, whik others have 
been identified as loan-derivations more recently (for details see Joki 1973; 
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Redei 1986; Koivulehto 1994� Häkkinen 1996) , Loanwords, however, may 
belong to the oldest stratum of a language family just as well as indigenous 
coinages, and an extemal origin is therefore not in itself suspect. There are, 
however, problems associated with words such as sata 'hundred', whose dis
tribution puts them in the same category with borrowings from Proto-Indo
European, but whose phonology clearly indicates a later stage of development 
within Indo-European (in this case, an Early Proto-Aryan or Pre-Aryan form; 
see Koivulehto in this volume). There can be little doubt that loanwords were 
absorbed over a long period of time, despite the impossibility of demonstrating 
chronological stratification in  the Uralic materia! on the hasis either of distribu
tion or o f the phonological evolution within the Uralic f8mily. An example ofthe 
semantic problems is vaski 'copper/bronze', which would appear to indicate a 
very early familiarity with metal. It has been established that copper ore was 
sometimes cold-forged even in the Stone Age, and the word could conceivably 
therefore refer to familiarity with and the use of crude copper. On the other 
hand, it could also be a word acquired as a result of 1ater trading contacts (e.g. 
Joki 1973: 339-340). The meanings now associated in  the different languages 
with this word and its cognates range from 'ore' or 'metal' fö general to 'silver', 
'iron', or 'money', and this variety of meanings renders it extremely difficult to 
draw any conclusions as to the meaning with which the word may originally 
have entered these laoguages. Anyway, the high proportion af borrowings is 
strong evidence that the Uralic and Indo-European peoples were close neigh
bours in prehistoric times. 
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APPENDIX 
Lexical domains of the oldest Uralic/Finno-Ugric vocabulary 
as reported in Uralisches etymologisches Wörterbuch 
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NB! To make the list as short as possible, only the first one of the reconstructed 
proto-fonns in the dictionary is cited here. Some items have been rnentioned 
twice in the list but they have been counted only once. The secondary occurence 
has been parenthesized. 
s = undefined vowel 
ll = undefined back vowel 
Ii= undefined front vowel 

Time *är3 Jahr, *eje Nacht, *if3 Abend, (*jikä Alter, Jahr,) *jits Abend, Nacht, *kuås 
Morgen, (*kur,e Mond; Monat,) *oöe Jahr, *purb Zeit, * silde Herbst, *suqe Sommer, 
*tälwä Winter, *towk.3 Friihling: ?fluten, steigen.

Sensations *äne Stimme, Laut, (*Cärke- brcchen (intr., tr,), Schmerzen haben, weh tun),
*ip3 Geschmack, Geruch, *jälke Spur, Fleck, *kule- hören, *mä/3- fiih!en, lasten, *muja- an
riihrcn, tasten, *näke- sehen, schauen, *ofo- sehen, *SOje- Ton, Laut; tönen, lauten, *tumte
filh\en, anrilhren, tasten, helasten, *utka Spur, *wänt3- sehen, schauen, *wiCa- schcn, schau
en, *woppe- sehen, besichtigen, anschauen.

Fauna: names of animals *atJ3 Schneehuhn, Eisente, Polarente; Harelda glacialis, Anas 
hiemalis, *COnCa Floh, *i5gi53 Wildente, *(j)ip3 Eule, Uhu, *kaf:3 eine Art Wildente, *kaja 
(-ka) Möwe; Larus, *kala Fisch, *ketä eine Fischart, *kert3 eine Art Wildente, *kije 
Schlange, *koje Motte, Wurm, *kui53 Ameise, *kul3 (-ks) Rabe, *kuni:3 einc Art Wunn, 
*kunta wildes Rentier, *kwiCC Ameise, *ht/3 (Eingeweide) Wunn, *k/Jrns Rabe, *klltr3 Birk
huhn; Tctrao tetrix, '+'fuj3 Marder; Mustc!a martes, *tuma wilde Gans? Vogcl?, *!111/CS Bremse,
F!iege, *llipp3 Schmettcrling, *f/jm3 kleine Fliege od. Milcke, *mek.fe Biene; Apis mellifica,
*miikt3 eine Art Fisch, "llep/3 Rentierkalb, *1/0ma(-/3) Hase, *1/ukse Zobel, Marder, *omi:a 
eine Art lnsekt, Käfer, *oni53 Njelma-Lachs; Coregonus njc!ma, *paÖt3 Auerhahn; Tetrao 
urogal!us, *päCk3 Schwalbc, *perk.3 Wunn, *piqe Haselhuhn; Tetrao bonasia, *poCa 
Rentier(kalb), *pojta Hennelin; Mustela erminea, *p1Jj3 Wasservogelart, *pilh Bremse,
*repä(-f:3) Fuchs, *siip3 Eichhorn, *särkii eine Fischart, ?Leuciscus rutilns, ?Acerina cemua,
*säwnä.eine Fischart, *s31)C3 Eidechse, *farta Elentier, Gunges) Rentier, *siikä eine Fischart,
?Wels, ?Silurns glanis, Säk{:e eine Art Raubvogel: Fischadler, ?Möwe, *Sije-{e Igel; Erinaceus
europaeus, *fo8ka eine Entenart, *iurme wi!des Tier, *SUr3 flecht, *SiIJe-re Maus, *tar3-k3
Kranich, *täje Laus, *takia Taucher, Seetaucher: Colymbus arclicus, *totke Sch\eie; Cyprinus
tinca, *uCe Schaf, *wajte eine Art Ente, *wdr3 Krähe, *wä/3 irgendein grösseres Tier. 

Fauna: terminology relating to animals *aJJl3 Horn, *apta- bellen, *faöa das Lauf
en, das Rennen; die Brnnst der weib!ichcn Tiere, laufen, rcnnen; briinsten, *kips3 Fcll von 
dcn Pfoten, Beincn der (Pe\z}Tiere, *koj(e)-ra Männchcn, (*kuö e- laichen), *kupe(-11a) Fisch
blasc, *muna Ei; Hode, *panb Schwanz, (*pesä Ncst), *pijra Tiermagen; Kropf, *pol'a 
Schwanz, Schweif, *purs Rogen, * Sgme (Fisch)Schuppe, * fo,wa Horn, *SUr3 Herde, Rudel
(von Rentieren), *tutka Feder, Flilgcl. 
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Human society *a.rnr3 Herr, Ffirst, *sala verstccken, verhehJen, stehlen; Dicb. 

Flora: names of plants *äf/3·C3 Himbcere, *8'qme Traubenkirsche, Ahlklrsche, *jäwje 
Bartflechte, Bartmoos, *juw3 Kiefor, Föhre; Pinus silvestris, *kiiC3 Wacholder, *kotms 
zwiebelartige Pflanze, *kojwa Birke, *ku{li]C3 Birke, *kuse Fichte, Tanne; Picea excelsa, 
*mors Beere ingendeines Strauches, *mura Sumpf-, Torf-, Schell-, Multbeere; Rubus 
chamaemorus, *nakr3 Zedemuss, *nä1J3Lcrche; Larix sibirica, *fiulb Weisstanne, Ede[tanne; 
Abies, *osa Beere, *paj3 eine Salix-Arl, *picla Vogelbecre, Vogelbeerbaum; Sorbus aucu
paria, *po}3 Espe, *pola Beere, *puwe Baum, Holz, *p8n3 Fichte, *soks3 Zirbelkiefer; Pinus
cembra, *smj3-)l3 eine Art Lilie; Lilium martagon, *fala Ulme, *.fline Ziinder, Baum
schwamm, *Jilnts Gctreideart, *wors Porsch: Ledum palustre.

Flora: parts o_f p lants etc. (*äl3 Baumsaft,) *jars Ma�crholz, -knorren, *jäl1)3 Baum
stumpf, -stamm, ("kama Schale,) *kanta Baumstumpf, *kere Rinde, (*koja Rinde, Scha!e}, 
*kmltb Bast, Baumrinde, *lel3 harte, spröde Seite des Naddbaums, *llipp3 umgefullener 
Baum, Trcibholz, auf dem wasser treibende Schutt, *nwrs Knol!en, Knorren, */lila ctwa� 
schliipfriges; Baumsaft, Schleim, Splint; schliipfrig sein, sich ablösen, ablöscn, schinden,
*i/11!3 etwas sch!iipfriges; Baumsaft, Schleim, Splint; sch!iipfrig sein, sich ablösen, ablöscn,
schinden, *pak.fo Knoten, Kno!len, Knorrcn: Auswuchs (an Bäumcn), *päb Zapfen, *piJka 
Baumhatz, *putke hohler Stcngcl der Pflanzen, *purjka Knoilen, Beu!e, Unebenheit, *sije 
Jahrcsring des Baumes; Faser, Fiber, *Suka Rinde, East; Peli, Haut, *SUr:i Harz, *til)e 
Starnmende, dickes Ende des Baumes, *tojs Birkenrinde, "'waC3 diinner, biegsamer Ast,
Zweig, *wae3 Wurzel. 

Trade (*arwa Preis, Wert), kab Geschenk, schenken, (*miye- geben, verkaufen, *te/l.3 Preis, 
Wcrt), *wosa Warc, Handcl. 

Transport, traffic, motion -*aja- treibcn, jagen, *a.fke(-fa) Schritt, *a/.b Schlitten, 
*i:anCs schreiten, gehen, *Cijs- laufen, *Jukka- gehen, gelangen, geratcn, *Jom3- gehcn, sich
auf dem Weg machen, *junCa Einschnitt; bezeichneter Weg, Pfad, *juta, gehen, wandem, 
*}t1r3- sich verirren, *kalfo- lassen, verlassen, bleiben, *kanta Last, Traglast, Biirde?; tragen, 
*kälä- waten, (*kujrs (ausgehöh!tes) Gefäss; Trog, Boot), *kulke- sich bewegen, gehen, 
*läkte- weggehen, himmsgehen, *likke- sich bewegen, *mene- gehen, *mu/3- voriibergehcn,
vorbeigehen, vergehen, *pub- laufen, weglaufcn, *pukta- hiipfcn, laufen, *sajs(-k.3) Schnee
schuh; Sclmceschuh od. Ski Jaufen, *sol)e- hineingehen, cindringen, *sure- rudem, *sakse 
Schnceschuh, *fona Schlitten, *Sär3- kommen, gelangen, reichen, erreichen; sich verbreitcn,
*Jilb- fliegen, schweben, *ter3- Raum od, Pla!z haben od. Finden, hineingehcn, *111le
kommen, *uje- schwimmen, *walka- hinabsteigen, hinabgehen, *wanta- iiberschreiten.

Quality *äss- heizen; sehr hciss, wann scin, *i'ers grau, *tama gerade, aufrecht, Verstärk 
ungswort zum Ausdruck ingcndciner Entlcgenheit in Zcit und Raum, *Cems saucr; sauer 
werdcn, gären, *Cukks dicht, <lick, *Cupa dlinn, mager, *ds feucht, na�s, *enä gross, vie!, 
"'er3 gross, vie!, *JäkS3 kiihl, kait; kilhl, kait werdcn, *jikii. Altcr,_ Jahr, *karwa bitter, scharf; 
bitter sein, brennen, p rickeln, *kawka lang, *kämä hart, fest, *kepä leicht, *kerä rund, 
rollend; sich drehen, drehen, wenden, *kils glatt, schliipfrig, *kise dick, *ko.llts lang, *kumte 
breit, *kullla Geschlecht, Sippe, Gemeischaft, *kurs krumm, schräg, schief; kctimmen, schräg 
od. Bchief machen, *kuSka trockcn; trocken werden, (*lamte niedrig, ticf; Ticfland, *lapp3 
flach, pian; F!äche), *!ofiCa weich, *tekb dicht, eng, *flllCb nass, feucht, roh, *fionl's 
gestreckl, Jang gestreckt; lang gestreckt sein, ausstrecken, sich ausstrecken, */111/s abschiissig, 
steil, *oma alt, vorig, vorherig, *ona kurz, *0113 zahm, nicht scheu, *päwe warm; wann sein, 
*pilie hoch, lang, *pil'me dunkcl; dunke\ werden, * soIJks alt; alt wcrden, * Siwa sauber, *fors 
eng; eng werden, sich verengen, *Rirs undicht, offen, frei, *forwa diinn, spär!ich, undicht ,
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*täw8e voi!, *tema voll; stopfen, filllcn, *tepp3 dicht, *tire vo!l, *tiwä still, ruhig, *waja 
wild, scheu, *wä/'a glatt, *wekka dilnn, *wu8' e neu, * ik:a warm, heiss; wännen. 

Quantity, measurement, valuc anva Preis, Wcrt, (*enä gross, vie], *ers gross, vie!), 
*jowkk3 Haufon, Menge, *'kakta zwei, *kolme drci, *kufa zwanzig, *kutte sechs, *luke Zah\,
Anzahl; zählen, rechnen, *fieljä vier, *sora Spanne, *fata hundert, *tens Preis, Wert, *we,IC3 
ganz, ali, *witte fiinf. 

Nature: land and landscapc *ru_ie Öffnung, Einschnitt, Vertiefung, *ara wässcrige, 
sumpfige Stelle, grasbewachsene Niedenmg, *cirj(ii Hiigel, *Cukb I·Iiigcl, Spitze, *jakk3 
Kiefer- ,  fichtenwald, *jäijkä Moor, sumpfige Stelle, *kata Höhlc, Höhlung; Behälter, Gefuch 
(aus Holz), *kata Weide; weiden, ""kirk3 Inneres, Höhlung, *ko/3 Ritze, Riss, Spalt, 
Zwischenraum, ""kura Vertiefung, vom Wasser ausgegrabener Hohlweg, Pass zwischen zwei 
Bergabhängen, lwca Sand; sandige Stelle, *lamte niedrig, tief; Tiefland1 *lappa flach, platt; 
Fläche, *mare Land, Erde, *mäke Hiigel, Berg, *mäkte Rasenhiigel, Hiigel, *metä Rand, 
Seite von etwas, *riora Sumpf, *riurme grasbewachsenc Stcllc, Wiesc, *oote Höhle, Höhlung, 
*pafa Loch, Öffnung, Spalt, Riss, *uma Vertiefung, Höhle, Hohlraum, *wamta Wald, *wgre 
Berg, *woqke Höhle, Gruhe, *wuja Gegcnd, Seite; Ende, Grenze.

Nature: water and water systems *ip/3 hoher Wasserstand; zunehmen, steigen 
(Wasser), *joke Fluss, *käla (versumpfter) See, Bucht, *kumpa Welle, *kupla Schaumblase; 
Blasen werfen, *Jer3 Bach, *Iowa See, Teich, *wp Strom; strömen, *wa8'k3 kleiner Fluss; 
Krilmmung bzw. Strecke des Flusses zwischen zwei Kriimmungen, *wete Wasser. 

Nature: materials and surfaces *Caka Trcibeis; diinnes Eis, *Cqke(-ra) harter Schnee; 
abgeweidetes, fest getretenes Lund im winter, *jäIJC Eis, *kama Schale, *kiirnä Rinde, Kruste, 
*kiwe Stein, *koja Rinde, Schale, *kuma dilnncr Schnce, *kura Reif, feiner Schnee, *liwa 
sand, *l'omC3 (gefrorener) diinner Schnee, *tupla der Tau, *pata Eiskrustc, Frost; frieren, 
gefrieren, *pila Reif, Tau, *sula geschmolzen, aufgetaut; schmcilzen, tauen, *fara (gefrorener)
Schnee, Eisrinde auf dem Schnee, *.fowe Ton, Lehm, *SOjwa Ton, Lehm, *S/18' a Reif, Rauh
frost. 

Nature: atmosphere, sky *Cerjx Dampf, Dunst od. warm, Wänne, *ci1]3 Nebel, Rauch, 
*ite Schatten; Schattenseele, *ilma Himmel, Wetter; Golt, *kint3 Nebel,Dampf, Rauch, *koje 
Morgenröte, *kum3 Wolke, *kuriC3 Stern, *kuIJ.! Mond; Monat, *mi,b Himmel, *pilwe 
Wolke, *rats Dampf, Nebel, *säoe Luft, *.fola Blitz; blitzen. 

Hunting and fishing (*jaka- Lei!en, scheiden, trcnnen, *jälke- Spur, Fleck, *jänte Sehne), 
*jäpSC spitze Stange, Speer, jorjk)sa Bogen, (*junCa Einschnitt; bezeichneter Weg, Pfad), 
*ka/3 Netz, ""keje Balz; balzen, koke- sehen, besichtigen, finden, *kuö'e- laichcn, kulta- fisch
en, kunta- fangcn, (eine Beute) finden, (*lewe- werfen, schiesscn), *m111j3 Klumppfeil, Pfeil 
mit Keule, *nä8'a Falle (filr kleine Tiere), *fi�le Pfeil, */!Ol]Oa- (Spuren) verfolgen, (*nl]t3 
Stachel, Spiess), *pa8a Damm, Wehr, Fischfangsperre, *pekJe Pfoil (mit stumpfer Spitze?),
*tulk3 Zugnctz, *u/ke Stange, *watta- aufspiiren, dic Spur verfolgen; folgen, nachjagen, 
*woCa Zaun, Fischzaun; mit einem Wehr Fisch fangen.

Form, posture *keb Kreis, Ring, Reifen, *ketä Kreis, Ring, Reifcn; *kerii BUndel, 
Knäuel, *kere Krcis, Ring, Reifen, *kuma gcbcugle, umgestiirzte Lage; sich beugen, *mina 
Biegung, Krilmmung; sich beugen, sich biegen, sich krilmmen, *pt1C3 Reihc, Schicht; drehen, 
winden, schichtweise aufeinander legen, "'iiIJe Biegung, Kriimmung. 

Pronouns *Ce dieser, der, jener, *e dieser, -e, -es, *ke wer, *ki1- wer, welcher, ?was, *mu 
ander(er), ?dieser,jener, *m,'i' ich, *mii wir, *ma was; Sache, *o jener, -e, -cs, *sii er, sie, es, 
*ta der hier, dieser da, *tä dieser, *to jener, *tii du, *lii ihr, *.jj ob 
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Processes and states: Iife and health *CaC3- geborcn werden; wachsen, *Cäkk.3-
ersticken, ertrinken, *e!ä- leben, *jama- krank sein, stcrben, *kii:s Knmkhcit, *kola- sterben, 
*kuse Husten; husten, *lewfa Atem, Hauch; Seele, *muC3 irgendeine Krankheit, *puws
erstieken, *piib- gefiihllos werden, absterben, *.fllre- sterben, *.fur(e)-ma Tod.

Processes a'nd states: cmotions, mental processes *kars- sich fiirchteo, erschreck 
'en, *k11r3 Zom; ziimen, *oöa- schlafen, liegen, *oöa- ms  Schlaf; Traum, *pele- förchten, sich 
förchtcn, 

Processes and states: miscellaneous states and changes *Ciif/3• (sich) verrnindem, 
(sich) verk!einem, cintrockncn, *eb- 'fallen, *iänts- erstarrefl. Gcfriercn, erkalten, *kiCe
glilhen, ohnc Flammen brennen, *kil'e- kitzeln, *kirke- fallen, stOrzen, *kuj3- !iegen, *ku/3-
cnde nehmen, enden, vergehen, aufuören, *kupsa- iöschen, crlöschcn, *le- sein, werden, Jebcn, 
*llflj,3- sich spalten, *mljs- sich strecken, sich dehnen, *1iu1J3- ruhen, rasten, *pakka- bersten,
aufp!atzen, *poCa- nass, feucht werden, *pui:s- sich vermindem, *salb- stehen, *sal)Ca
stehen, *säje Eiler, Fäulnis: eitem, vcrfaulen, *säie- sich setzen, einsteigen, *so,rs- nass 
werden, *SGrs- trocknen, trockcn werden, *.fopps- trocknen, *SOrwa- trocknen, trocken 
werden, *taje- sich beugen, sich neigen, brechen, *waja- sinken, einsinken, untersinken,
*wole- sein, werden,

Buildings, constructions, equipment *aö's ein mit etwas bedeckter, zum Liegen 
(Sch]afen) gccignctcr Platz: durch Bedecken einen Platz zum Liegen/Schlafen bereiten; betten, 
*CaC3 eine Art PriL�che, *kilä Wohnung, *kota Zelt, Hiltte, Haus, *läpp3 Deckel, Dach; 
decken, bedecken, *l'apC3 Wiege, *llile aufeinem Pfahl stchender Speicher, *owe Tilr, (*paö3 
Damm, Wehr, Fischfangsperrc), *pele Pfosten, Stange, *pesä Ncst, *-raC3 Loch, *farma 
Rauch!och eines Zcltcs, *tukts Qucrholz, Querlciste (im Boote), *uös -ms S chlafzelt, Milcken
zelt.

Construction processes, matcrials, pieces *a.fo- stellcn, setzen, legen; ein Zelt er
richtcn, *CuC3 Stange, *mura Stilck, Ktiimchcn: zerbröckeln, zerbrcchen, *pala Bisscn; 
fressen, *päls Brett, *räC3 Stiick, Bissen, Teil, *ialb Stange, Stab, Stecken; Baumstamm, 
*Sawva Stab, Stange, *tärjä Laite, Lattenreihe, *wole Stange.

Nourishment: eating and drinking *ime- saugen, *irs- trinken, *juye- trinken, *fiele
(ver)schluckcn, (ver)schlingen, *fiole- lccken, *pure- beissen, *.rewe- essen, *foms Hunger, 
Durst. 

Nourishment: foodstuffs *äl3 Baumsaft, *jll/3 Fett (des Tieres), *kuje Fett, *leme Saft, 
Suppe, *mete Honig, aus Honig gerorener Trank, *puS!/3 Mehl, *rekk:3 Brei, Griitze, *rokka. 
Brei, Suppe; aus dem Wildbret des Walde.� oder Wassers gekochte fette Spcise, *iilä Fett, 
Speck, *woje Fett, Fettstoff. 

Nourishment; dishes, preparation of food *Cupps Gefäss, Töpfchcn (aus Birken
rinde), * ö' äl]3-s3 eine Art Gefäss aus Birkcnrinde, *keje- kochen, gckocht, gar, reif werden,
*kiC3 Gefäss aus Birkenrinde, *kujrs (ausgehöhltes) Gefäss; Trog, Boot, *kur3 Korb, Fass aus
Rinde, *pata Kessel, Topf, *peje- kochen, sieden, *pefis Löffe!, *pisä- braten, kochen, *säts
(aus dem Topf, Kessel) schöpfen, herausnehmen, *sokta- umriihren, mischen.

The body: parts of the body *apte Haar, *äl]3 Kinn (-bal:ken, -lade), *ciklä Warze, 
*i:amCe Hautschicht, *-Cän{ä Rilcken, *ike(-1/e) Gaumen; Zahnfleisch, *jalka Fuss, Bein,
*jänte Sehne, *kaima Leiche; Grab, *kal'ws Häutchen, Membran, Schuppe, *kiime(-ne) <lie
flache Hand, <lie hohle Hand, Handteller, *käte Hand, *keöe Haut, Fell, Lcder, Schale, *kele 
Zunge, Sprache, *kinCe Nagel, Klaue, *killä Ellenbogen, *kom:J(r3) hohlc Hand, *koll3 
Achselhöhle, Annhöh!c, *kons [+ irgendein KasussuffJ rilcklings, auf den Rticken, *kopa 
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Haut, Rinde, *kul'maStelle Uber od. neben den Augen: Augenwinkel, -hilgel, -braue, SChläfe, 
Stirn, *kun:J Bauch, *kurs Körper, *kutts Rilcken, *läpp3 Milz, *luwe Knochen, *maksa 
Leber, *mälke Brµst, *mwjo Körper, *m/Jl3 Brust, *m/Jr3 etwas erhabenes, Hervorragendes, 
Ausgebauchtes {irgendein Körperteil), *nere Nase, *rlll{JkCe ?harter Gaumen, ?Kieme(n), 
*1iarma Leiste, *rlars Fell od. Lcder ohne Haar, *1/älmä Zunge, *rl!:!rk.3 Knorpel, *ojwa 
Kopf, Haupt, *omte {Brust-, Bauch-) Höhle, *ofiCa-rs Hauer, H.auzahn, *oljs Kinn(backen, -
lade), "'pm;ka Achsel, Flilgel; Schulterbein, *päIJe Kopf, Haupt, *piåpä Schulterblatt, *peljä 
0hr, *pers Haut, Rinde, *pikkii Magen, Bauch, Ausbauchung, *pikb Nabel, *pi[)e Zahn,
*pil)Se-me Lippe, *piI)3 flache Hand, hoh\e Hand, *polwe Knic, *po[)e Busen, *poske Backen,
Wange, *puna Haar, *säppä Galle, *särs Ader, Fascr, Wurzel, *s§ne Ader, Sehne, *sile 
Schoss, Klaftcr, *soja Ann; Ännel, *suå's Finger, *Säl]I! Haar, Haarflechtc; flechten, spinnen,
*.fä(FJ der Hintcre, Arsch, *foö'mä Niere, *Sepä Hals, Nacken, *iiåä (-1113) Hcrz, *Silmä 
Auge, *SOia Dann, *iuwe Mund, Mau!, *täwe Lunge, *turja Nacken, Hinterkopf, *uk.3 Kopf,
*wamfs Kruppe, Lende, Kreuz, *wene3 Geschicht, �wiås ("ms) Knochcnmark, Gchim, *wire 
B!ut, *wolka Schulter. (+ UEW II, Nachtrag *SUle Mund, Lippe:)

The body: bodily fuctions *kers- riilpsen, aufstossen, *kiiie(-ls) Träne, *kuria- die Augen 
schliessen, blinzeln, *kur1Ce Ham; hamen, *riolke Speichel, Schleim, Rotz, *puCka dilnner 
Kot; laxieren, *prms Furz; furzen, *sitta Drcck, Schcisse, Kot, Mist; seine Notdurft ver 
riehten, scheissen, *.fors Dreck, Scheissc, Kot; scheissen, *Si/'ke Speichcl, Spucke; speien, 
spucken, *wajI}I! See!e, Atem, *IJC3- gähnen. 

Spf,!ech, thought *eCb- lohen, preisen, *jer3 F!uch: (ver)fluchen, schimpfen, *kaCS
vcrstehen, wissen, können, *kuC3- rufen, nennen, *farna Zaubcrspruch; Rede, Gespräch, *tors 
Streit, Ringen; strcitcn, ringen. 

Family, persona! relationships *an3(-pp3) Schwiegennutter, *arla Frau eines älteren 
Verwandtcs (des Bruders, des Onkels); ?Mutter, *appe Schwicgcrvater, *aps ältere weibliche 
Verwandte: Tante, ältere Schwestcr, *äCä Vater, *CeCä Onkcl, *eC3 jO:ngerer Bruder, jiingere 
Schwestcr, *ekii. älterer (männ!ichcr) Verwandter: Vater des Vatcrs, älterer Bruder des Vaters, 
Onkel, *emä Mutter, Weib, *ewkks alte Frau; Grossmutter, *ii:ä Vater, *ims altc Frau, 
Grossmuttcr, *irkä Mann; Sohn; Knabc, *kGCa junger, unverheirateter Mann, *kaO'wa 
Weibchcn, weiblich, *koje Mann, Mensch, *koj(e)-ms Mann, Mcnsch, *koska einc ältere Ver 
wandte: Grossmuttcr, Tante, ältere Schwestcr (?milttcrlicherscites), *millä Schwiegertochter, 
junge Frau, *naje Frau, weib; heiraten, *nats jiingere Schwester des Mannes od. der Frau, 
Schwägerin; jiingerer Brudcr des Mannes od, der Frau, Schwager, *nej8e Mädchen, Jungfrau, 
Tochter, *ni.(7äFrau, Weib, Weibchen, *orpa(ss) Waise, verwaist; Witwe, verwitwet, *pojka 
Sohn, Knabe, *säfr Schwester (des Vatcrs od. der Mutter), *wäl)e Schwicgersohn, Bräutigam,  

Relations in spacc and time *ala Raum unter etw., Unler - ,  das Untere, *aika (vordcres 
od. hintcres) Ende, Anfang; anfangen, beginnen, *eåe das Vordere, Raum vor etw., Vorder, 
*jotka Zwischenraum, Mitte, *kits Mitte, Zwischenraum, *luwe ?Ost(en), ?Sild(en), *mi.(7å 
Raum hinter ctwas, *mub Ende, *nu der obere Tcil, das Obere,- *nu-1113 das Obcrc; Himmel;
Gott, *paCk.3 durch, hindurch; durchgehen, *pälä halb, Hälftc; Seitc, *perä Hinterraum,
Hinterteil, *perts Rand, Seite, *puCks Inneres, *pujs Hintertei:l, *rakka nahe, nahe gelegen;
nahen, sich nähem, *.fors Reihe, Ordnung, *taka Hinterraum, das Hintere, *tars Nähe, Um
gebung, *wilä Oberf!äche, Obcr-, das Obere. 

Activities and processes *ama- schöpfen, *amta- geben, *ams- sitzen, *aga- lösen, 
öffnen, aufmachen, *ars, reisscn, abreissen, zerreissen, *äkts- sch!agcn, hauen, schneiden, 
*äls- heben, tragen, *ä/113-rs- schöpfen, *Cäij,s brechen, *Cärke- brechcn (intr., tr.),
Schmerzen haben, weh tun, *CO/me Knoten, Bfindel; binden, *CaIJ3- schlagen, *iCs- drilcken, 
pressen, drängen, *jaka- tci!en, scheiden, trennen, *jekb Tanz; tanzen, *jork.3- drehen,
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winden, wickeln, *kaja- werfon, *kajs- anrilhren, tasten, *ka/s- tibemachtcn, (*kwJta Last, 
Traglast, Biirde'!; tragen), *kan:3- streuen, schutten, wcrfen; grabcn, *katt3- dringen, {vor
wärts)gehen, riicken, *kenC3- suchen, *kerä- bltten, *kd3- reissen, *kl}s- folgen, verfolgen, 
*kuja Sitte, Gcwöhnheit, Art, Weise, *kure- binden, schntiren, *kurs- graben, *laCke- Jassen,
cnt-, weg-, los!asscn, *lewe- werfen, schiessen, *likkä- stossen, schieben, *lo!]l!- werfon, weg
schfoben, *mä/13- loswerden, sich retten, *miye- geben, verkaufen, *nikkii- stecken, stossen,
*ri.ik3- reissen, rupfen, *pajlla- driicken, *pane- legen, stellen, *pani:e- au[machen, öffnen,
*peksä- schlagen, *pe/3- stechen, *pent3- zumachcn, *pilk.3- (sich) baden, *pitä- hallen,
*puC3-/"3- (aus)driicken, prcssen, *pul/Ca- dri!cken, pressen, auspressen, *puske- stechen,
stossen, *pu$3- blasen, *p11w3- blasen, *p1Jrb- drehen, sich drehen, (*sala- vcrstecken, ver
hehlen, stehlen; Dieh), *surm3 Falte, Runzel; falten, runzeJn, *.furwa- stossen, *teke- tun,
machen, *tek3- stossen, *toye- bringcn, holen, gebcn, *tuna- sich gcwölmen, lemen, *turj(e
drängen, hineindrängen, dringen, stopfen, hineinstecken, *we03- täten, *wetä- fiihren, lciten,
zichen, *wiye- nehmen, tragen.

Fire, the handling of fire *äl)3- Feuer; brennen, *.fiO'e Holzkohle, (*tä,j(,3 irgendeln 
Zlindstoff; Moos, Grasart), *tule Feuer, 

Work, tools, working IIlaterials *akta- aufhängen, -stccken, -stel!cn (Palle, Netze), 
*äjmä (Näh)-Nadel (aus Knochen od. Holz), *COrb eine Art Schncidewerkzeug: Axt, Beil,
Messer, *Celj,3 Keil, *l-oe3 (abwischen); {ab)reiben, fcgen, *ii'imä Leim, *jens- schneiden,
schnitzen, *jutta- ansetzen, anstuckeln, hinzunähen, verbinden, (*kanta Last, Traglast,
Blirde('?); tragen), *kan3- streucn, schiitten, werfen, graben, *kiils Bindfaden, Strick, Schnur,
*kiirs- binden, schniiren, fädeln, *kd::1 Messer, *kesb- schlcifcn, wetzen, schärfon, *kitke
binden, *koö-3- abhäutcn, abschälen, *konr':3 Stickerei, Muster, Buntheit: Striche· ziehen,
strickcn, zeichnen, *kora- schinden, abschälen, *kor::J- schaben kratzen, rciben, *kure- bindcn,
schniiren, *kurlla Kerbe, Furche, *kurs Messer, *läb Ricmcn, Seil, *mu.fke- waschen,
*napps Last, BUrde, Biindel, *niöe Griff, Stiel, Schaft, *niwa- cnthaaren, *nus3- (Fe11) 
abschabcn, *Jfd3- zupfen, reisscn, *11!/js- schinden, <lie Haut od. das Fcl! abziehen, *o!]l3 
Stachel, Spicss, *ora Ahle, Pfriem, *par3- schneiden, schaben, aushöhlen, *päj3 Ranzen,
Beutel (aus Rinde), *päll3 Wetzstein; wetzen, *pdkä- schneiden, *pikss Seil, Strick, *pits
schniiren, binden, *poÖ'3 Span; spalten, splittem, *puna- spinnen, Oechten, *pwfo Windung,
gcdreht; wickeln, winden, *pura Bohrer, bohren, *piJ}Cs Axt, Beil, *rob- schllciden, teilen,
*sapie Netznade), Spule, Weberspule, *.fäk/3- Oechten, flicken, *sälä- schneiden, *fär.3-
·schneiden, tei!en, *tär]k..3 irgendein Ziindstoff; Moos, Grasart, *terä Schneide, Spitze, *lilb
spannen, ausspannen, *tos3 irgendein Behälter; Gefäss, Kiste, Kasten, *tuö'ka etw. Hervor
ragcndes, Spitze, *wa[.3- schaben, kratzen, reiben, *waike irgcndein Metall, ?Kupfcr, *watka
entrinden (ein Baum), schälen, *wärj.3 Messer; schneiden, *wole- schnitzcn, schnitzeln,
schaben, hobeln, *wo/113 Zinn, *wo/'s- (ein Baum) abschälen.

Religion, beliefs *a/3- Zauberworte hersagen, verzaubem, *esk.3- glauben, *iCe Schatten,
Schattenseele, (*ilma Himmel, Wetter; Gott, *jer3 Fluch; Ver(fluchen), schimpfen, *kafma 
Leichc, Grab), *kolja böser Geist, (*lew/3 Atcm, Hauch: Seele), *muss Opfergebet, Zauber; 
beten, zaubem, *nojta Zauberer, Schamane; zaubem, (*nu-1713 das Obere, Himmel; Gott,
*iama Zauberspruch; Rede, Gespräch), *Sul)e See!e (von Verstorbenen), Geist.

Clothing (*äjmä (Näh-)Nadel (aus Knochen od. Holz)), *äl.3 Schoss {des Kleides), *jäje 
Giirt, GUrtel, *kiC3 Knopf; Knoten, Band (am- Kleide), *pr.b Fausthandschuh, (*soja Ann; 
Ärmel), *.fapa ein hemdartiges Kleidungsstlick, *wirji Gurt, Giirtel, *work.3- nähen. 
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EARLY INDO-URALIC 
LINGUISTIC RELATIONSHIPS: 
REAL KINSHIP AND IMAGINED CONTACTS 

Eugene Helimski 

1. This paper is based on ane simple and natural assumption: there may be
many riddles but no wonders in linguistic prehistory. Therefore the problem of
early relationships between lndo-Europ-ean and Uralic in its various aspects
should be treated within the framework of the existing, sufficiently rich experi
ence of historical linguistics, and the explanatory scenarios of prehistoric events
suggested on the base af linguistic evidence must fit the criteria of experiential
plausibility. It seems necessary ta put this trivial claim forward again: all tao
often the ear1y prehistory of languages is viewed as a terra incognita with its
own unknown rules (which are therefore invented by some scholars freely and
with vivid imagination).

But the leading role of linguisls in the study of prehistoric epochs, and even 
the very fact of their professional participation in such study, are justified only if 
the phenomenon called "human language" underwent no principal changes at 
least since Upper Palaeolithic / Mesolithic -times, so that: 

its structural types lay within the typological lhnits of variation attested in 
the contemporary wor1d; 

- the processes of its evolution did not differ from those attested in the con
temporary world.
There are many reasons for assuming the validity of these restrictive

clauses. The currently available typological and diachronic documentation covers 
geographically and culturally totally distinct regions, including those where the 
intemal development has never reached the Neolithic stage, like aboriginal 
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Australia or Amazonia.l The time span of c. 15,000 years (or even of c. 6000 
years, if we deal only with Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Uralic issues) is also 
relatively short in comparison with even the minimal estimates of the age of 
Homo sapiens and o,f its language (c. 50,000 years). It must be stressed in this 
connection that the problern of language origins (rise of articulatory organs, 
formation of grammatical means, creation of roots ... ) belongs, in my opinion, to 
biölogy and anthropo1ogy rather than ta linguistics, and even within this latter 
(cf. Decsy 1977-81) it has nothing to do with the discipline called comparative 
and historical linguistics. 

The inductive principle in prehistoric research advocated here means in 
practice: 

(a) accepting only such clairns and explanations which can be confirmed with
exact analogies from the current experience of diachronic studies;

(b) disregarding any assumptions which cannot be confirmed by this exper i 
ence (even if they cannot be definitely refuted)2.

2. The experience of diachronic studies provides us with examples of only two
types of Ianguage kinship.

2.1. The first and undoubtedly the rnost common type is direct kinship deter
mined by divergent evolution. It is always created according to the samc univer
sal pattem, for which the development of the Romance 1anguages serves, due to 
complete historical attestation af all stages, as the best illustration: 

2 

Not long ago it could still be daimed thai e.g. lhe Australian languages exhibit ab
nonnal p!lttems of historic development hardly accountable för by the comparalivc recon
slruction procedure, or that they arc strongly aberrunt in some othcr re.�pects (c.g. 
Borct7.ky !984 ormy own, perhaps too cautious, comments in J-Ie!imski 1986: 258). It 
becomes clear in the light ofmore reccnt research that "Australian languages change in a 
regular fashion, in thc same way as lndo-European and other families" (Dixon !990: 
398). 
This princip]e has natural!y aisa other significant consequences. Por example, available 
experience proves thai good correlation betwecn linguislic and genetic data is rather an 
exccption than lhe rule, and most surc!y there exist no genes or genc-combinatlons 
responsiblc för using a certaln Janguage. Therefore evcn if the contcmpornry fashion of 
lheco-operation betwcen lingui�ts and geneticists in prchistoric studies is scnsible, lhe 
rcsults obtaincd in each of the disciplines should he kept strictly apart. This rcmark 
(cf. also Janhunen 1998: 9) is addrcssed fir.,t of a!I to the inlernational temn of "root
finders"', whose variegated and often extravagant idcas have been summarised in Kiinnap 
1998 and who tcnd, on the contrary, 10 ovcrcstimate the rclevance of gcnetic and even of 
gcological and gynaecolog!cal (Kilnnap 1998: 59) rescurch för the Uralic studies. ln their 
practicc the proclaimed co-operation Jeads too often to a failurc to distinguish bt!tween 
the origins C'roots") of thc population of Finland and the origins of the Finnish lan
guagc. Cf. Napol'skikh 1990; Kiima 1996; Hasselblatt 1998. 
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one relatively uniform language spoken on a relatively small territory 
(Pre-Classical Latin of Latium, then Classical Latin of Central Italy); 
special historical premises favouring the spread of this language far beyond 
the original territory (geopolitical energy and partly also technological supe
riority of Rome, its policy of conquests which led to the creation of the 
Roman Empire); 
export of this language to new territories in its dialectally and sociolectally 
differentiated forms constituting together a linguistic continuum (Vulgar 
Latin = Proto-Romance in its regional variants); 
new historical situation interrupting or undermining the former socio
political and (relative) linguistic unity (fall ofthe Roman Empire, new states 
in Pax Romanica); 
independent evolution of each of regional variants (rise of French, Italian, 
Rumanian, etc.). 
The numerous less abundantly documented linguiStic histories repeat (to the 

extent they are known) this general scheme up to minute details. Cf. such group
ings and families as Slavic (Common Slavic sornewhere between Vistula and 
Dnieper; Slavs as allies of A vars, A varo-Slavic conquests in South-Eastem and 
Central Europe; spread of Slavic idioms across the A var Khaghanate; decline 
and fall of the A var Khaghanate, Hungarian conquest, later also Catholic
Orthodox schism; rise of Polish, Bulgarian, Russian, etc.), Mongolic (Common 
Mongolic in Western Mongolia; Chinggis Khan; spread of Proto-Mongolic/ 
Middle-Mongolic dialects in Central Asia; disintegration of the Mongol Empire; 
rise of Khalkha, Buryat, Oirot, Monguor, etc.), Permic (Comrnon Permic at 
Lower Kama; migration to Upper Kama and further northward; Proto-Permic 
dialcctal continuum in ali these regions; Volga-Bulgarian conquest and penetra 
tion of Slavs to the Upper Kama; rise of Udmurt and Komi). This list of 
examples can be continued with those from e.g. Germanic, Indo-Aryan, Bantu, 
Samoycdic, Turkic,_ Polynesian, etc. (to quote only the most evident and better 
investigated cases). 

Accompanying circumstances (substratum, sccondary interaction after the 
breach of unity but before the disappearance of mutual comprehensibility, and 
spread of a koin6 across the individual regions which disguiscs the traces of the 
original continuum) are no less universal, but they do not introduce any major 
changes into the picture ofkinship. Therefore the nation of the genealogical tree 
(with necessary refinements) was and remains fully valid. 
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2._1.1. Oireet kinship is in principle traceable in the daughter languages. The 
more distant this kinship is, the less numerous and obvious such traces are and 
the more they are concentrated only in the most stable fragments af the language 
system: 

� main grammatical markers (if not swept away by reduction and typological 
drifts); 
pronouns; 
numerals (if the protolanguage existed after the introduction of decimal 
counting: in Eurasia c. 5000-6000 years ago ); 
basic vocabulary. 

2.1.2. 1l1e above statement conceming the numerals calls för a few special 
comments. The problems related with the origin of numerals, their etymological 
transparency, and their role in proving linguistic kinship have been reviewed in 
detail  and persuasively discussed in Honti 1993: 25-37, and I can only echo the 
author's reserved and moderately pessimistic estimates ofthe perspectives of the 
etymological research in this 'domain3. 

However, the well-known fact that all Finno-Ugric languages bave com
mon numerals ('2'-'6', '10', '100', partly also ' 1 '  and '7 '), while the common 
Samoyedic numerals are entirely different (with the exception of PU *kekta ' 2 '4) 
seems to be non-accidcntal. According to the prevailing (and well substantiated, 
both linguistically and historically) dating, PU time ended c. 6000 years ago, 
while PFU is about 1000 years younger. Exactly this difference in time seems to 
be significant: as far as I know, there are no language groups or families of the 
Northem and Central Eurasia aged 5000 and less which do not exhibit common 
numerals,_ and there are no families aged 600 0 -7000 years and more which do. It 
must be added that normally the common numerals of a language family or 
group are perfectly preserved in all daughter languages as an entire system. Later 
replaccments affect usually only the numerals för '8' -'9', ' 1', '7', as well as 
derived and compound numerals; the situations when e.g. the words för '3' and 
'5' are original, while the word för '4' is innovative, are abnormal. My observa 
tions are reflected in  the following table5: 
3 

4'

Cf. Honti 1993: 26: "kh bln Ubcrzeugt, daB dic Zahlwörtcr der heutc gesprochencn 
Sprachen und der nur aus ihrer Schriftlichkeit bekannten ältesten Sprachen des Altertums 
nichts mehr von der Entstehung und Entwicklung dieser Kategoric verraten". 
I reconstruct this proto-fonn as dishannonic. 
There is regretfu!ly no possibility to argue here for individual dates and estimates used 
'm this table, but (a) they are mutually calibrated insofar as such ca!ibration is possible, 
and (b) it can be hopcd that most specia!ists on individual families would find them 
reasonable rather than voluntary. 
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Family / group of Approximate ,,, Presence of common 
languages (years) numerals 

Finno-Ugric 5000 + 

Sarnoyedic 2000 + 

Urnlic 6000 - (but cf. *kelaa '2 ') 

Mongolic, Turkic, between 800 and 2500 + (in each ofthe groups) 
Tungusic 
Altaic (much?) more than 6000 -
Late Indo-European 5000-6000 + 

Indo-Hittite 6000-7000 ± (cf. Hitt. me(i) u - '4')6 
Semitic 6000 + 

Chukchi-Karnchadal (much?) \ess than 5000 + 

Dravidian 5000 + 

E!am ite- Dravidian 6000 or (much?) more - ?
(at lcast '3' is nol common)7 

Yeniseic 2500 + 

West Caucasian relatively young + 

East Caucasian probably older than IE + (partly veiy problematic)B 
North Caucasian probably much older than IE - (no reliable counterparts)9 

The phonetic shapes of most IE numera\s are not attested in Hittite texts and other 
Anatolian sources, or the etymological identifications are problematic (see Garnkrelidze 
& Ivanov 1984: 844-848; Malloiy & Adams 1997: 397-405). At ]east Hitt. tifri '3' 
belongs to the Late lE system of numerals, and at !east me(i)u- '4' does not. 
See McAlpin 1981: 118. Most Elamite numerals are not attested, 
The North Caucasian Etymological Dictionary (Nikolayev & Starostin 1994) suggests 
the common origin of most East Caucasian numerals. ln some cases, however, the com
parison runs across serious and only tentatively solved problems ('4', '6'), and- in view 
of the fact that usually numerals are preserved as an entire system - the lack of Nakh 
correspondcnccs for '2' and '3' !ooks very suspicious. On the other hand, the word för 
'20' is apparently common! 
Nikolayev & Starostin 1994 attem pted to identify the following West Caucasian nume
rals with their East Caucasian semantic counterparts: '1 ', '2', '3', '5', '6', '10', '100'. In 
most cases, however, this identification requires comments Jike 'phonetically irregular' 
or 'complicated casc' - which, taking the predominantly monosyllabic stem structure 
of West Caucasian into account, signa!s the Procrustean character af the comparis'on. 
I would suggest abandoning the attempts to reconstruct the Proto-North-Caucasian 
numerals (with the exception, perhaps, of the word for '1  ') and assum ing that the 
branches of North Caucasian diverged too early to have common numerals. 
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The depcndence between the time depth and the presence of common 
numerals probably indicates that some major change in counting practices -
perhaps the introduction of decimal counting - spread throughout Eurasia some 
5000-7000 years ago and led to establishing the new, and since then very stable, 
systems of numerals. There are therefore little (1 would perhaps dare to say: no) 
chances of reconstructing numerals for the protolanguages, which disintegrated 
much earlier, like Altaic, Nostratic, or Sino-Caucasian. 

This cultural innovation seems to originate, like most other innovations of 
the Neolithic, from the Near East and North-Eastem Africa: the common vocab
ulary of Semito-Hamitic, which was probably sufficiently older than Semitic, 
includes several numerals (preserved in Semitic, Berber, Egyptian, partly also in 
Chadic). 

I am naturally aware of the attempts to reconstruct the Altaic numerals or to 
find Nostratic cognates for the Uralic ones (most recent being Blafok 1996/97; 
1997; 1999). For the most part, the highly questionabl e  etymological compari 
sons which resu1t from such wishful attempts ( on a line with some very in
teresting marginal comments) 10 confirm, in my oplnion, the above statement 
rather than refute it. On the other hand, accepting this statement means that the 
criterion of having common numera!s1 1  simply \oses any relevance when deal
ing with the oldest protolanguages, so that the effort can be effectively spared. 

2. 1.3. Due to the fact that the nuinber of common elements in two or several
languages of the same origin, as well as the extemal similarity of these elements,
tends ta diminish steadily in the course of !ime, their genetic kinship becomes
less and Iess transparent12. This loss of transparency manifests itself directly in
the spread of doubts concerning the validity of the corresponding genetic identi
fication and in the loudness of critical voices.

The following table illustrates, with selected examples, the transparency of 
genetic kinship as dependent on the distance between the nodes of the genealo -
10  

1 1

12  

No morc lucky was an attempt to  tracc the ori gin of  numcrals in Samoyedic (Joki J 975, 
bcing perhaps thc ]east succcssföl scholarly contribution of this outstanding etymo!o
gist). 
This critcrion is not infrcquent!y used by the opponent� of the Altaic and Nostratic 
thcories, cf. e.g. Doerfer 1966: 100-101. 
Howevcr, l would not side with J. Janhunen in e!aiming that this kinship disappears 
(Janhunen 1989: 29: "language change is rcally so rapid tilat genetic rclationships incvi
tably fade away in a rclativcly short span of timc [so that] thc maximum lifespan of any 
!anguagc family is somc 10,000 years") -just as I would no! say thai my distant cousin 
(whom I may have nevermet and will never rccognize whcn mceting) is not my re[ative. 
At bcst, one can distinguish betwccn the "prnctically important" and (he "practically 
negligible" gcnetic kinship. 
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gical tree (= relative age of the common protolanguage) as well as on the choice 
between group comparison and binary comparison. 

less than 3000 3000-6000 6000-9000 9000-12,000 

C!uster obvious even to clear to traces ? 
of non-specialists specialists 
languages Slavic; Germanic; Jndo-European, Semito-Hamitic; Indo-Uralic / 

Ob-Ugrian; Uralic; Chadic; Uralo-Yukagir; Nostratic 
Samoyedic; Bantu; Austronesian Altaic; Nostralic without proto-
Turkic; Yeniseic with proto- language 

language recon- reconstructions 
structions 

Two clear to traces ? ??? 
languagcs speciaHsts English and E.rtonian and Hungarian and 

GreekandSan- Hindi; Nenets South Yukagir; English without 
.rkrit; Finnish and Ch_eremi.r; Yakut and protolanguagc 
and Lapp PIEandPU Ma11chu; Korean rcconstructions 

on the base of andlapane.re 
reliable proto-
!anguage rccon-
structions 

2.2. The second, much less common type of language kinship is !ateral kinship 
or grafting, determined by relexification and observed in the case of "mixed" 
languages. l t  seems that all known cases of lateral kinship also fit a single 
pattem. 

The sociolinguistic prerequisite of lateral kinship consists in a situation, in 
which the representatives of an ethnic or a social group want or need to speak 
the target (ancestral, titular, prestigious) language but, being adults grown up 
with another language, are not in a position to cope with the target grammar. 
Therefore they achieve their aim - partly at least - by relexifying their first lan
guage from the target language (case of Anglo-Romani13, Ma'a or Mbugu 1 4), 
l3 
14 

See Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 103-1041 "its grammar is simply that ofEnglish", 
See Goodman 1971; Porkhomovskij 1982: 215-216; Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 223-
228. According _to the Jast mentioncd book (and to some previous studies on "the
strange case ofMbugu"), the typical!y Bantu grammar - rather complicated, wiih word 
classes, ctc. - of this languagc is borrowed from thc Bantu surrounding. Lcxical borrow
ings (to any cxtent, up to entirc ro!exlfication, as in thc case of secret languages) are 
natural processes, but I fai! to see how an cntirc grammar can bc "borrowed". Obviously
the relexification of a Bantu languagc with a Cushitic lexicon can be the sole explana-
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possibly adding also some simpler grammatical elements from this language 
(case of Copper Island Aleut)15, or by superimposing the lexical stock of the 
target language on an appropriate and very simple grammatical framework partly 
resembling that of their first language (case of most pidgins and creoles, see 
Holm 1989). A linguist should not necessarily evaluate the results of such crea
tive attempts in the same way as the speakers of the corresponding idiom, They 
naturally tend to view their aim as achieved and to identify their idiom with its 
target idiom, but there are usually more reasons to treat it on a line with "secret 
languages" and argots, which also no'rmally preserve the grammatical structure 
of the starting language intact. 

1n any case, these processes: 
(a) produce only new Ianguages in which grammar and vocabulary are of

different origin;
(b) produce in each case one ''mixed" (relexified) language rather than a new

family; 
( c) are due to abnorrnal and therefore rare sociolinguistic situations;
( d) rarely become independent of these situations and are therefore mostly

short-lived.
The recent studies devoted to the above problem do not contain any essen

tial data which do not fit the above pattem - even jf they abound in assumptions 
and guesses aimed at questioning its universal validity. If we leave aside the 
trivial statements ("all languages are mixed'') or clumsy attempts to qualify such 
loanword-saturated languages as Yiddish or Hungarian as mixed (rather than as 
belonging to the Germanic, respectively to the U gric group ), the category of 
mixed languages appears to be in most parts of the world very small and rela
tively homogenous as far as the sociolinguistic and s_tructural mechanisms of 
their rise are concemed. It can be added that the data from the technologically 
backward linguistic areas (like Australia) do not appear to suggest that the 
phenomenon of lateral kinship was in the early prehistoric past more wide
spread than in the contemporary world. 

15  

tion of this strange case. The data on the social background of Ma'a ("resisters of total 
cultural assimilation to their Bantu-speaking milicu", who sought isolation "so that thcy 
could continue to follow their own customs") confirm the assumption that their lan
guage arose as an answer of assimilated Ma'a (who already shifted to Bantu) to the 
dcniand to restore their non-Bantu linguistic and cultural idenlity. 

See Asinovskij, Golovko & Vakhtin 1983; Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 233-238; 
Golovko & Vakhtin 1990; Vakhtin 1998. 
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2.2.1. A mixed language that survives may constitute a problem för genetic lin 
guistics insofar as its lateral kinship with the target language can be mistaken for 
a direct kinship wlth it (especially if a study is mostly confined to the vocabu
lary: that is why some of my colleagues, like Sergei Starostin, insist on the 
genetic identification of mixed languages with their targets). 

2.3. The much-discussed notion of "contact kinship", or "areal affinity"16, is, 
from the viewpoint of inductive experience, a mere phantom. Even in the case of  
the most intensive areal interactions (Romano-Germania, the Balkans, Volga
Kama, Upper Yenisei, India, the Sino-Thai region, aboriginal Australia) the con
vergency proces$eS result only in faHeaching typological similarities and in 
abundant borrowings in non-basic vocabulary. A Sprachbund producing an 
effect similar to those detennined by direct or even by lateral kinship (serial cog
nates among inflectional and main derivational morphemcs, including pronouns 
and other grammatical words; similarities in the domain of irregular and supple
tive forms; unity of basic vocal:iulary or traces of such unity) ha.s never been 
attested. 

The lengthy reflections on how non-cognate languages could have been 
transfonned into a language family due ta prolonged and intensive contacts are a 
poor substitute for examples that are lacking. 

Absence of examples does not prove that "contact kinship" due to area1 
convergencies is impossible. But the above formulated inductive principle of 
research into linguistic prehistory pennits us to dismiss this notion as purely 
speculative. 

2.3.1. Attempts ta view the relationships between languages through the prism 
of convergent rather then divergent pattems have a long hlstory - from Hugo 
Schuchardt via Giuliano Bonfante and especially Nilcolay Trubetzkoy ( 1939) to 
contemporary Anti-Altaicists and "rebel" Uralists ("root-finders"). Still, the 
above-mentioned predecessors overtly rejected the c1assical comparative and his
torical linguistic methodology of the Junggrammatiker. 17 I would suggest their 
conk:mporary spiritual heirs do the same. A borderline or even a schism be� 

1 6  

17  

Othcr dcsignations or similar conccpts; language diffusion, allogcnctic rclationship, 
(Hung.) rokonsdgszerli kapcsolat, protolanguage as /ii1gt1u franca, etc. (see Helimski 
1986: 253-260). 
A consequent adherent of "language convcrgencies" must inevitably finish with stating 
thai e.g, French and Spanish cxistcd as such on corrcsponding tcnitorics from timcs iin
mcmorial, and acquired thcir present Romance shape due to mutual convergency under 
the aegis ofRome. 
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tween different schools of linguistic thinking is preferable to a mislcading 
pseudo-unity. 

3. The admission of direct kinship between PIE and PU (K. B .  Wiklund, B.
Collinder, V. M. lliich-Svitych) is the logical consequence of the inductive prin
ciple. The comparison of PIE and PU provides us with a picture which corre
sponds most exactly to the theoretical expectations: the sc_anty and well known
stock of cognates (see Collinder 1965; Illich-Svitych 197 1-84, I: 6-37) is found
mainly among the most stable elements of both protolanguages.

3.1. Ao excellent opportunity to demonstrate the direct relationship bctween the 
stability of words (stems) and their occurrence in the common vocabulary of 
several Eurasian language families is provided by the paper presented at this 
symposium by Kaisa Häkkinen. Evaluating the distribu tional certainty of Uralic 
etymologies as they are reflected in contemporary etymological dictionaries, she 
singled out a group of 18 items "with 100% etymological certainty", meaning 
that their counterparts can be traced throughout the Uralic family, and another 
group of 23 items "with 90% certain etymology", meaning that their counter
parts are missing or dubious in only one of 10 relevant languages or branches 
(Häkkinen, this volume). 

The criteria of selection are purely fonnal (so that some of the most _popular 
and absolutely certain Uralle etymologies, likc those for Fi. kala ' fish' or vesi 
'water', remain outside the list only because ofthe loss of corresponding words 
in Permian, Saarni or Ostyak), but the results are by no means accidcntal: be
longing to the first group means that an item was capable of being preserved in 
the course of c. 37,000 years 18, and belonging to the second group means with
standing potential replacements in the course of c. 33,000 years. It is natural 
to expect that the items which proved their stability in "Post-Uralle" times 
possessed this quality also earlier, in the "Pre-Uralic" period. 

It appears that among the 18 items of the f irst group 12 have IE and other 
Nostratic parallels according to Illich-Svitych 1971-84 (in 9 cases in IE19, in 3 
18 

19 

This approximatc figure reflects the sum of lengths (in ycars) of ali branchcs of the 
family trce connecting !he no des för the 10 relevant Uralic languages/groups. 
The Ura!ic proto-fo1TI1s ofFi. ala- 'under-' (IE *Hei- 'dcep'. All. *ala 'un<lcr', Yuk. al), 
ku(ka) 'who' (IE *k!'o, Alt. *qa-/*qo-, Yuk. xadi, etc.), me 'we' (IE *me-s, Alt. 
*hä/*män-, Yuk. mii, ele.), mi(kä) 'which· (IE *mo-, Turk. *ml-, ele.), minä 'I' {lE 
*me/*me.ne-, Alt. *hi/*min-, Yuk. mi:t, ctc.), ntmi 'name' (IE *nem-, *mJm-n-, Yuk, 
niu), punoa 'ro wcave' (IE *spen-, Drav. *p11�1A-, etc.), suoni 'sinew' (IE *,;nefi(lj)-, 
etc.), tuo 'that' (IE *to-. Yuk. 1111], etc.) 
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cases only in non-IE Nostratic20; in 10 cases these parallels are accepted and 
mentioned also in the UEW21 ), and 2 more are supplied with indications of non
Uralic parallels in UEW22.

The second group includes, among 23 items, 6 numerals, none of which 
(with the exception of kaksi '2'23) has Samoyedic counterparts and none af 
which has Nostratic parallels (this confirms that the subgroup of numerals 
appeared and acquired absolute stability only in Finno-Ugric times, cf. above, 
2.1 .2), The situation with the remaining 17 items resembles that of the first 
group, though the figures are a bit lower: 8 Nostratic parallels (6 also in JE24, 2
only in non-IE Nostratic25) plus 5 indications af extemal parallels (which 
mostly cannot be viewed as Nostratic cognates) in the UEW. 

The extraordinary high concentration of words with evident (and semantic
ally exact) extemal para\lels in the most stable strata of the Uralle vocabulary26

fully corresponds to the theoretical expectations outlined in 2. l. l .  
Needless to say, treating the above items as "borrowings" (from IE or 

Altaic into Uralic, or vice versa, or from Uralic into Yukagir, etc.; see also 
below, 4.1) creates an absolutely improbable picture of a language which 
borrows al1 crucial and most stable elements of its lexical (and morphological) 
structure from a foreign source. 

20 

21 
22 

23 

24 

25 
26 

Borrowing on such a scale is practically equivalent to borrowing the entire struc
ture of the language, to switching to another language, and this leads us again to 
admitting thc genetic relationship ofthe protolanguages io question (l!!ich-Svitycl1 
1971-84, I: 5). 

kadota 'to disappear' (Alt. *qala-, etc.), sydän 'hearL' ('! A!L.), uida 'lo swim· (Tung. 
*uju-). 
Exceptions: mi(kä) and sydän.
maksa '!iver', nuoli 'arrow' (but thc Alt. paral!els are very problematic and can hardly be
viewed as pieces of Nostratic evidence).
This word must actually belong to· the flrst group. The reason for lowcring its certainLy 
are the Lwo qucstion marks put by K. Redei in thc UEW beforc the Samoycdic counter
parts of kaksi. However, nonc of the statemcnts which substantiate his doubts (UEW, p .  
139: "Die Zugehörigkeit der sam. Wöfter isl unsicher, Wcil ihr anlamender Konsonant 
sowohl eincm *k als auch einem *{: cnlsprechen kann. Die Vertrclung der urspriinglichcn 
ihlautenden Konsonanlenverbindung ist unregelmäBlg") can bc aeccpted. 
kuolla 'to die' (? IE *t'e(H)l- . Drav. *koi- 'to kill', Kartv. *ljwil- id.), l..yynär 'e!bow' 
(JE *fienul{ineu 'knee', etc,), käsi 'hand' (IE *§hes-, Drnv. *kac-, etc.; cf. Hclimski 
1990a), mennä 'to go' (? IE ,i,men- 'to stcp upon'), pelätä 'to fear' OE *pe!H-, Alt. 
* piili- ,  etc.), tämä 'this' (lE te-, Alt. *!ä-, Yuk. tir}, etc.).
e- negative verb (Alt. *e-, etc.), veri 'blood' (? SH *br-). 
-On the whole, thc share of PU and PFU stems with eittemal parallels (in Illlch-Svitych
1971-84 and UEW) hardly exceeds J 0 - 15%, and vcry often they iire extreme!y problem
atic, especially in comparison with the majority of cases from the preceding footnotes.
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3.2. A latcral kinship between PIE and PU is hardly imaginable, since: 
(a) the similarities are found both in grammar and in vocabulary;
(b) nothing in the linguistic structures of PIE or PU implies their "mixed"

past;
(c) the scenario of lateral kinship is statistically rare. (However, I would not

completely exclude a version of this scenario in the case of Uralic-Yukagir
kinship.)

3.3. Postulating the Indo-Uralic (and wider) genetic kinship is referred ta here 
as the Nostratic theory. I feel obliged to remark, however, that accepting this 
theory is not the same as accepting uncritically the entire etymological material 
contained in Illich-Svitych's works and especially in recent Nostratic research27 
(many critics of Nostratism - cf. Doerfer 1973; 1993; Reinhart 1988 - prefer to 
disregard this distinction). The core of the problem lies in the contradiction be
tween the subjective wish to find new proofs of the prehlstoric kinship and the 
objcctive scarcity of comparable data (see 2.1.1). 

4. The reasons for rejecting some altemative trcatments of the set of PIE-PU
cognates are provided by the same inductive principle.

4.1. The similarity between some lexical items in PIE and PU is so obvious that 
this materia} cannot be simply discarded by the opponents or doubters of the 
genetic kinship. The idea of borrowing from PIE into PU therefore suggests 
itself. 

K. Redei, who advocates this approach, restricts the lexical evidence to a
group of 7 words which he treats as PIE loans in PU. The PU words in ques
tion are (the reconstructed forms and meanings are quoted after Redei): *miye-
1geben; verkaufen', *mu.fke- (*moSke) 'waschen', *nime 'Name', *sgne (*söne) 
'Ader; Sehne', *toye- 'bringen, holen, geben', *wa.fke 'irgcndein Metall, Kup
fer', *wete 'Wasser' (Redei 1986: 40-43). J. Koivulehto, who essentially shares 
this viewpoint28, adds the following PU items to this list: *pele- 'filrchten, sich 
27 

28 

I suspect that many "long-rangcr" studies wi!l not withstand thc procedure of imitativc 
absurd etymo!ogizing as suggested and applied in Helimski 1987 and 1989. 
He adds, howcvcr, a criterion according to which closc phonelic similarity and/or regular 
phonctic correspondenees bctwcen PIE and PU fonns serve as evidencc of borrowing. 
Thls criterion is not fulfilled by 1'Gleichungcn, bei dencn (bisher) keine genauc lautliche 
Obercinstimmung erreicht wcrdcn konntc; untcr dicsen !ctzgemumten Fäl!en könnten 
sich theoretisch urvcrwandte, indo-uralischc Wörtcr finden" (Koivulehto l 994: 137). The 
list of lhese provisionally uncxplained and thcreforc provisionally relatcd words includcs 
PU *nime 'name' (thc laryngealistic reconstruction of IE *h1ueh3men- does nm fit the 
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fiirchten', *puna- 'spinnen, flechten', *pura 'Bohrer; bohren' (Koivulehto 
1 994: 137 - 1 39; this volume, nos. 1 ,  2 and 7 ). 

The semantic spectrum of presumed loanwords is in itself the strongest, 
most scathing argument against the version of borrowing. 

The inductive hasis of studying loanwords is rich and uniform: in ali 
situations of language contact, the words to be borrowed first and foremost are 
"useful borrowings" - technical and other cultural terms as well as the termi
nology of local natural milieu. If the contacts are Iong and especially intensive, 
the penetration of some elements of the basic vocabulary - of "useless bor 
rowings", because they serve only as  replacements for the words which already 
existed - can be observed and expected; but these always remain quantitatively 
overshadowed by the "useful" ones. No known cases of "bilingualism in 
adjoining regions" or "motivation through the economic and cultural prestige" 
(R6dei 1 986: 21)  produce a different effect. 

Here we are faced, on the contrary, with a list including four verbs with the 
most basic semant:ics -"give" (the meaning "sell" in Uralic is obviously derived, 
see UEW, p. 275), "bring", "wash", "fear", with three nouns of a no less basic 
nature - "sinew", "name" (in no human language can the idea of naming be a 
cultural innovation, contrary to R6dei 1986: 41), "water'\ and two notions which 
ceased to be technical novelt:ies long before the PIE and PU epoch - "spin" and 
"drill". No "useful" borrowings, which abound e.g. in  the well-known lists of 
Indo-European (Pre- and Early Aryan) loanwords in Finno-Ugric and Finno
Pennic (R6dei 1 986: 43-64), are present in the list.29 

Therefore, in accordance with the inductive principle, this list (in its present 
fonn, at least) can be safely discarded from considerati.on as evidence of lan
guage contacts between PIE and PU. The parallels in question can test:ify either 
to a genetic relationship or (if the adversaries of the Nostratic theory prefer this) 
to erroneous etymologizing. 

4.2. Other attempts to prove such contacts deal with more or less the same 
lexical set, occasionally enlarging it by adding e.g. persona!, demonstrat:ive, and 
interrogative pronouns (the corresponding items are partly presented in the foot
notes to 3.1). K. R6dei, on the other hand, excluded this material from con-

29 

author's idcas of IE laryngcals as being reflected and pre.�crved in Uralic as *k or *.f), sce 
Koivulehto 1994: 140. 
The only potcntial Kulturwort of the set, "mctal", must have originally dcnoted "ore (as 
a spccial type of stonc)" and have belonged to the same group of the basic vocabulary as 
"stone", "sand", "pebble",,"clay", ele. On the other hand, this parallel can he viewed only 
in the context of contacts between Samoycdic (or some other latcr branch of Uralic) and 
Tocharian, and not as a piece of earliest Indo-Uralic evidencc (Szemer6nyi 1988: 172). 
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sideration entirely, since för him "die lautliche Ähnlichkeit der uralischen und 
indogermanischen Pronomina beruht aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach auf Laut
symbolismus" (R€dei 1986: 19). This view is expressed also by G. Doerfer 
(1973: 84; 1993: 25). The morphological parallels between PIE and PU (e.g. *-n 
of the genitive and *-m of the accusative) receive a similar treatment. 

The id_ea that pronouns are af phonosymbolic ori gin ("theory of elementary 
kinship") belongs obviously to the domain of glottogony. Even in this case, 
however, it does not explain the fact that the "primary elements" m (Sg1), t 
(Sg2), k (interrogation), t (deixis) systematically occur in these functions only in 
the languages for which the Nostratic kinship is postulated, while in other lan
guages they fulfil these functions no more frequently than other consonants. On 
several accasions I _asked the adherents of this idea, whether the fact that in so 
many branches of Nastratic the elements m ( 1Sg) and t (2Sg) are followed by n, 
especially in ablique pronaminal forms, should also have a phanosymbo1ic 
meaning - but never managed to get an intelligible answer. There is therefore 
every reason to insist that the theory of elementary kinship as ao explanatory 
madel finds no suppar t in the experience af diachronic studies. 

4.3. According to the mast likely localisation of the prota-homeJands, PIE 
before its disintegration was spoken somewhere to the narth of the Black Sea 
(and/ar of the Caspian Sea), while the PU habitat was restricted ta western 
Siberia and the north-eastern corner of Europe, which leaves no possibility for 
any direct contacts between the speakers of the two idioms (they were only two 
widel y -spaced areas on the variegated Iinguistic map of the eighth-seventh 
millennium B.P., in no way suggesting the future spread and glory af their 
descendants)30. The search för PIE loanwards in PU, or vice versa, is probably 
deemed to be continued, but 1 would qualify this occupation as lacking in pe r 
spective, 

5. Somewhat similar considerations (stemming from the same inductive prin
ciple) also argue för the rejection af the majarity of the etymologies suggested 
by J. Koivulehto and his followers (together with the newly rewritten pages in
the history of lndo-Uralic, Germanic-Fennic, ele. contacts).

In Helimski 1995 (cf. also 1990b: 29-33; 1997) I have attempted to 
summarise tbose features that distinguish these newly coined etymologies from 
more traditiona] results in the study of IE Ioanwords: 
30 Very different views on the ethnic and linguistic prehistory of westem Eurasia arc being

developed e.g. in Pusztay 1995; Sammallahti 1995; Julku 1996; 1998; Caipelan 1998, 
as well as in somc papcrs of the present symposium. 
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Lexical scope: the Joan etymologies of verbs and adjectives occur almost as 
frequently as the etymalagies af nauns; the designations of qualities and proper
ties, abstract natians and valuatians are nume'rically superior; in tao many cases 
the loan etymolagies are praposed for the names of u•niversally known abjects 
and elementary actions. 

Semantics: the meanings of the FU wards and their presumed IE sources 
often differ, so that interrnediate semantic shifts which are not attested must be 
pastulated (the rich experience af IE linguistics makes the demonstration of the 
possibility, in principle, of such shifts a too-easy task). 

Stern structure: quite often the presumed sources differ fro111 the words 
which arc actually attested in the IE languages in the presence or absence of a 
suffix, in their Ablautstufen, etc. (here, too, the rich potential of studies on IE 
stem-formation is exploited). 

Phonetics: in addition to long-established rules the author makes use of 
new ones, which, however, can be illustrated only with other etymologies be
longing to the same author. 

Each af these features is suspicious in itself; their combination deprives the 
corpus of etymologies obtained with such methods of any cognitive value 
(which certainly does not exclude the acceptability af some - relatively few -
new etymological findings). 

More recent publications by J. Koivulehto (e.g. 1994; 1997; this volume) 
demonstrate once again his brilliant inventiveness in coining etymologies and his 
highest technique in dealing with IE materials, but give no reason to change this 
position. The following example of his newer etymological findings can be 
quoted: 

FM *\lene.f 'boat' (> Finn. \lene(h) 'boaL', Lapp. Mord. id.) 
f- IE/Pro-Aryan/Early Indo-Aryan *wen-(e/o-) > Olnd. vdn- (root noun) 'wood',
\liina- (n.) 'wood, tree; timber: wooden yessel'. - *vend was an "Einbaum": a dug
out stem used as a canoc/boat/vessel (quoted after the firsl version of J. Koivu
lehto's symposium paper, no. 43; cf, this volume, no. 47).

'Tile ref lections on the circumstances under which this borrowing could have 
occurred inspired me to compose the following sketch: 

5.1. A Pre-Finno�Mordvinian comes to a neighbouring Proto-Indo-European 
village and looks around in bewilderment. 

- What are you looking för here? - someone asks him (a Pre-Aryan, as it
tums out 1ater - though there are also many Pre-Greeks, Pre-Slavs, Pre
Balts and especially Pre-Germans dwelling in the same village).
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- Oh, I' d like ta borrow a word for boat... - the guest answers.
-What are you speaking about? Do you want to borrow ane of our boats?
- Why should I? We have plenty of boats ourselves. In fact, we are a long

way ahead of you in boat-making! How else could we become skilled
fishermen? I only need your Word för boat!

-Don't you have your own word för it?
- Surely we do! But you know, nowadays it's all the rage - to use Indo-

European loansl
- Well, - the pre-Aryan scrunches up his brow. - Naturally we do have a

name for boat. It is *niius - everybody, except these stupid and stubborn
Pre-Slavs and Pre-Balts, knows and uses it! But I just cannot lend this
word to you! I need it för myself, and för my Old Indic offspring, who will
call boats näu, and för my Ossetic descendants, so that they could call them
naw! No,.you won't get this precious lexical item!

- What shall I do then? I cannot come back empty -handed. Maybe you will
find för me something less valuable or little needed, if you have such a
thing? And you must have, Pokomy tells us that your language is so rich in
stems!

- He is right, we do have some other boat-names, *aldhu-, *(s)kolmos, and
*ployos, for example, But lending them is out of question, forget it! We
Indo-Europeans need these items för ourselves, if we are going to have our
languages spread over all continerits!

- Have pity, give me something, at least! - moans the poor creature.
- I've had enough of your begging! Here, take the word *wen-( elo-) - this is

the only one I can give you! At present nobody really uses it here - this
word will emerge only in Sanskrit as viina- and in Avestan as vanä-, 
Without any Indo-European etymology and without any trace of the vowel
e. So nobody will now notice i t is missing. But I must wam you, this word
does not really denote a boat! It is a word for tree, or for wood, or för 
timber. At best you can refer to a chunk af wood or a wooden vessel, like a
bucket or a trough, with this name ...

-No matter, our boats are after all no less wooden then troughs! You know,
sometimes we just use dug-out stems as canoe boats! That will suit me!
Thank you very much indeed, now I can head home with this wonderful
new loan!

- Hey, wait a moment! You cannot borrow *wen-(e!o-) just so as it is. What
if ane of our guys hears and recognises it? He'll take it back, and I'll get
into trouble för squandering words! You must disguise the loan. Look, you
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may add some unusual non-Indo-European suffix to it. For example, -S 
- tbis will be a proper disguise.

- What a wise idea! I will do so. Many thanks again, i t  was so kind of youl

And the happy Pre-Finno-Mordvinian leaves the village whispering: "*VeneJ, 
*veneS! How sweet these Indo-European words are!"

5.2. I do not think that the etymological proposal by J. Koivulehto is much 
more realistic than the above dialogue. 
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INDO-URALIC AND URAL-ALTAIC: 
ON THE DIACHRONIC IMPLICATIONS 
OF AREAL TYPOLOGY 

Juha Janhunen 

It is well known that the Uralle and lndo-EUropean language families represent 
two different typological complexes, which in the early history of linguistic 
taxonomy were labelled ".flective" and "agglutinative", respectively. Although a 
typological generalization at the level af language families is always liable to be 
superficial, the fact remains that, especially when we consider the two proto
languages, Uralic and Indo-European are in many respects fundamentally 
different. Since both the postulation of an Indo-Uralic genetic relationship and 
the assumption of very early protolanguage-level borrowings between Indo
European and Uralle presuppose an intimate areal adjacency, the typolog,ical 
discrepancy of the two protolanguages is rather surprising. 

On the other hand, it is well known that Uralic shows systematic similari
ties with the languages conventior,ially termed Altaic. Although these similarities 
are still oceasionally explained in the framework of a Ural-Altaie genetic re
lationship, it is inereasingly widely reeognized that Altaie itself is an example of 
an areal eonglomeration of genetieally diverse languages. Against this back
ground, it would bc natural to plaee the earliest phases of Uralle somewhere 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the area where the Altaic language type 
evolved. At the same time, the original loeation of Uralle would seem to have 
been rather far away from the areal complex to whieh Indo-European belongs. 

The present paper surveys the implieations which the typologieal diffe
rences and similarities among the 1anguages of Northem and Central Eurasia 
have, or should have, för the attempts aiming at loeating the prehistorieal home
lands of Uralie and Indo-European, as well as, in the typological sense, Altaie. 
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To put the problem very simply: there is a fundamental contradiction between 
the Indo-Uralic and Ural-Altaic frameworks. To deal with this contradiction, we 
have to revise or refine the geographical and chronological assumptions made 
about the Uralic and Indo-European protolanguages and their speakers. 

1. THE INDO-URALIC TYPOLOGICAL DISCREPANCY 

The typological discrepancy between Uralic and Indo-European is generally re
cognized and will not need much elaboration here. It is, nevertheless, useful to 
review (here mainly following Comrie 1998) some of the actual differences that 
separate the early forms of the two language families from each other. These 
differences cover almost every aspect of linguistic structure, However, they are 
perhaps most obvious in phonology, för it would be hard to imagine two 
phonologically more different languages than Proto-Uralic and Proto-Indo
European. Most of the phonological features common to both protolanguages 
are negative trivialities, such as the absence of clicks or tones, while the actua1 
positive features are för the most part diametrically opposite, 

So, Prolo-Indo-European is reconstructed as a language with few distinct 
vowel qualities (the estimates vary from 1 to 5 depending on the type and depth 
of analysis) and many consonants (close to 30, with the actual number varying 
depending on the interpretation of some crucial details). The same basic vowel 
paradigm is valid för any syllable within the word. There is, however, a system 
of paradigmatic vöwel alternations (Ablaut). There is aisa a free and morpho1o
gically mobile accent Among the consonants, there is an intricate system of 
stops, differentiated according to five distinct places of articulation and three or 
four series based on the parameters of voice and aspiration. At }east at the Jevel 
of intemal reconstruction - that is, Pre-Proto-Indo-European - there are also 
perhaps as many as three "lruyngeals" (uvular to phatyngeal to glottal stops or 
spirants ). The consonant phonotactics is complicated, and allows clusters of up 
to three segments (CCC) in different positions of the word. 

1n contrast to this, Proto-Uralic seems to have been a language with many 
distinct vowel qualities (nonnally put at 8) and rather few consonants (probably 
no more than 17). The occurrence of the vowels within the word is regulated by 
positiona! neutralizations, including a progressive vowel harrnony, which allows 
only two distinct qualities (low vs. high, or perhaps full vs. reduced) to be dis
tinguished in non-initial syllables. There is no distinctive accent, though there 
seems to be a regular non-distinctive patterning of words into disyllabic rhyth
mic entities with initial stress. Consonant clusters are not allowed either initially 
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or finally, and even medially they are confined to sequences of two segments 
(CC) only. In the consonant system, only four places of articulation are distin
guished, and there are no distinctions based directly on voice ar aspiratian. 
There is only one consonant that may be classified as a "laryngeal'' (*x, perhaps 
it was nevertheless some kind of velar fricative or glide). 

As far as morphology is concemed, there are some very general features 
which unite Uralic; and Indo-European. These include the predominance of suf
fixal morphology and a certain parallelism between the morphosyntactic catego
ries (such as the dual number, and verbal persona! conj'ugation). It seems also 
that both language families basically belong to a mixed head-marking/dependent
marking type of alignment (in the sense of Nichols 1992). The differenccs are, 
however, many more and, as it seems, more fundamental. The canonic lexical 
morpheme in Indo-European is typically composed of a single syllable and func
tions in the lexicon as a verbal raot, from which derivatives are formed by 
affixation and flexion (including Ablaut). Although the principle of radical 
etymology dominating comparative Indo-European studies can be criticized on 
methodological grounds, the processes af Indo-European morphology (includ
ing derivatian) are complex and exhibit many types of phenamena (including 
prefixation, infixation, and reduplication). Even the suffixes are aften fusional 
and multifunctional. Among the morphalogical categories there is a system af 
grammatical gender, though it is generally explained to represent a secondary 
innavation. 

The typical Uralic lexical morpheme, on the other hand, is a disyllabic noun 
or verb, or, in rather many cascs, a noun-verb (namen-verbum), fram which 
grammatical forms and derivatives are obtained through the process of mechani
cal suf:fixation (no prefixation or infixation). The suffixes are typically unifunc
tional, and many actual wards therefore contain accumulations of several con
secutive suffixes. With the exception of a passible stem-final process af non
low vowel elision (in the sa-called consqnant stems), there is little evidence of 
productive marphophonolagy. Also, there is no grammatical gender, but there is 
a system af personal possessian, which, when applied ta verbal conjugatian, 
allows a distinction to be made between a definite (topical) and an indefinite 
ohjeet (the so-called objective conjugation). It is true, by intemal reconstruction, 
the personal affixes can be shown to be secondary, suggesting that they were 
nat present in some earlier phase of Pre-Proto-Uralic. 

Compared with both phanology and morphalagy, syntax involves many 
general problems af recanstruction, which make it difficult ta establish haw dif
ferent, or how similar, the Uralic and Inda-European protolanguages may have 
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been in thiS respect. For instance, the information that can bc obtained from the 
pattems of clause structure and word order remains inconclusive. It is possible 
that both Uralic and Indo-European originally have the SOV (subject-object
verb) type of clause structure, but in Indo-European the type SVO is also wide
spread and apparently ancient. Similarly, the regular Uralle nominal phrase has 
the structure GAN (genitive-adjective-noun), while för Indo-European both 
GAN and NAG have been reconstructed. Both language farnilies show agree
ment for number and person between subject and predicate, but Indo-European, 
unlike Uralic, also shows agreement for number and case between an adjectival 
attribute and its nominal headword. Also, both language families are of the 
nominative-accusative type, though there are indications on the Jndo -European 
side (such as the morphological marking of the nominative case) that the original 
type may have been ergative-absolutive ( or active-inactive). 

It may be concluded that the syntactic similarities between Uralic and Indo� 
European may well be secondary. Indo-European seems originally to have been 
more different from Uralic than it was at the level of the actual protolanguages. 
In any case, the extant similarities are vague, and their typological weight is 
small against the considerable and unambiguous differences that can be estab
lished in the realms of phonology and morphology. Altogether, it seems that the 
differences between Uralic and Indo-European are more primary than the simi
larities, and some of the apparent similarities are likely to be <lue to secondary 
areal interference between the two language families. The diachronic trends 
have, however, been complex and often contradictory, so that convergence and 
divergence can both be observed in the typological data. 

One specific region where the Indo-European languages have continued to 
develop on Iines very different from Uralic is Western Europe. Even the original 
Indo-European typological patternshave undergone great changes here. In many 
European languages of Indo-European affiliation there is clearly a trend of 
evolution towards morphological isolation, including the loss of inflexion and 
the increased use of adpositions, as in Germanic and especially English. On the 
Uralic side, on the other hand, especially in tbe central parts of the geographical 
range of the language family, there is a tendency of maximizing the agglutinative 
principle, as in Pennic and Hungarian. Due to this divergence, we might say that 
modem Hungarian and modern English are typologically even more different 
than the Uralic and Indo-European protolanguages were. 

The most typical areas of typological convergence between Uralle and Irido
European are the Baltic region and Europ:an Russia. Some Uralic branches and 
languages irt the west, notably Saarni (Korhonen 1969), Estonian and Livonian, 
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have developed a highly fusional system of inflexion, well comparable with that 
of Proto-Indo-European. Also syntactically and morphosyntactically, Finnic and 
Saarni have become very similar to the typological complex of Indo-European. 
At the same time, some Indo-European languages in the north, notably Lettish 
and Russian, have adopted syntactic and morphosyntactic features reminiscent 
of the Uralic languages. These developments suggest an intrica:te system of areal 
influences. In tenns of a simple scheme, we might say that Lettish and Russian 
have a Uralic (mainly Finnic) substrate, while Finnic and Saarni have a Euro
pean (though perhaps not only Indo-European) substrate. I t  goes without saying 
that the actual picture is more complicated. 

To summarize the typological relationships of Uralle and Indo-Euro
pean we may note, first, that at the earliest reconstructable level of pre-proto
languages the two genetic units were typologically almost as different as they 
could possibly be. This discrepancy was still more or less unaltered at the level 
of the protolanguages, reconstructable from the comparative evidence within 
each family, and it has only continued to grow in some geographical areas. In 
the most active contact zone, however, some languages of the two families have 
become more similar, with typological traits infiltrating in both directions. 

2. THE URAL-ALTAIC TYPOLOGICAL PARALLELISM 

Due to the tradition af the Ural-Altaic genetic comparisons, still persistently 
carried out especially in the Nostratic framework, the typological parallelism 
between Uralic and the sa-called Altaic languages is even more widely known 
than the Jack af parallels between Uralle and Indo-European. In fact, in the 
almost total absence of gaod materia! points of coinparison, such as lexical 
items, much of the Ural-Altaic comparative tradition is based on typology. Toere 
seems to be a consensus that the Ural-Altaic parallels have diachronic implicaM 

tions (cf. e.g. R6na-Tas 1983; Sinor 1988), but what these implications are is 
apen to different interpretations. 1n spite of the triviality of the topic, we should 
therefore take a brief look at the actual features involved. 

Especially when viewing the Altai.c phenomenon from the Uralic side, we 
may say that there are two categories of Altaic Ianguages. To the first category 
belong the three language families conventionally included in the classical, or 
minimal, version ofthe Altaic Hypothesis (Micro-Altaic): Turkic, Mongolic and 
Tungusic. In the second category we find the two Ianguage families af Koreanic 
and Japanic, which are identified as Altaic only in the framework of the ex
tended, or maximal, version of theAltaic Hypothesis (Macro-Altaic). In spite of 
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this gradation, all the language families concemed are typologically very similar 
to Uralle at all levels of linguistic structure. 

Thus, all the basic features of the Uralic phonology, such as a simple con
sonant paradigm and a complex vowel paradigm, with vowel harmony regu
lating the combinations of vowels, are also peculiar to the Altaic Ianguages. 
Most of the observed deviations from this typological pattem can be explained 
as secondary, as is the case with, for instance, the relatively complicated con
sonant paradigm and phonotactics of Korean. From the diachronic point of view 
the most aberrant language of the Altaic type is Japanese (Japanic), which lacks 
some of the regular Ural-Altaic features, inclucling vowel harmony. Japanese 
also· shows a monosyllabic raot structure otherwise atypical of Altaic (Janhunen 
1997), though this monosyllabism could also be secondary, as it is in some 
Uralle languages (Pennic, Hungarian), Another feature of Japanese is  its rel a 
tively original system oftonal distinctions. Tones (pitch accent) are also present 
in Korean,_buthere they are secondary (Ramsey 1991) and may well be due to 
Japanese (Japanic) influence. All of this points to a certain west-to-east transi
tion within the entire Ural-Altaic typological complex. 

A similar west-to-east transition has also been noted in the realm of mor
phology, in that the bond between stem and suffix tends to be stronger in the 
western parts of the Ural-Altaic belt than in the east (Austerlitz 1970). Nominal 
case suffixes, for instance, are represented by more or  less lndependent post
positions in the easternmost Altaic languages, especially in Korean and Japa
nese, but also in Manchu and Mongolic. Nevertheless, the system of the mor 
phological categories expressed by suffixes or postpositions is very much the 
same throughout Ural-Altaic, Ta mention some more specific points, the 
presence of a regularly conjugated negative verb is shared by two or three Ural
Altaic families (Uralic, Tungusic, and perhaps Mongolic), while the presence of 
a negative noun. is even more common (lacking only in Finno-Ugric). The 
phenomenon of a suffixally fonned negative conjugation is likewise widespread, 
though invariably secondary. A certain internal divisi9n is connected with the 
status of adjectives, which in Uralle and the westem familles of Altaic (Turkic, 
Mongolic, Tungusic) are mainly nominal, while in the eastem families of Altaic 
(Korean, Japanese) they are verbal, a feature occasionally als6 encountered in 
Uralic (Samoyedic and Proto-Uralic). 

On the syntactic side, the Ural-Altaic parallels are particularly obvious 
(Fokos-Fuchs 1962), though they are best explained in an areal framework 
without any implication af a genetic relationship (Bisang 1998). The Altaic lan
guages share the Uralic clause structure SOV, as well as the nominal phrase 
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structure GAN. The use of the nominal (infinitive and participial) and adverbial 
(gerundial or converbial) fonns of the verb follows uniform pattems throughout 
the Ural-Altaic belt. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to establish how original 
the Ural-Altaic syntax of a given language is, for the syntactic features con
cemed can have been reinforced by secondary areal contacts (especially with 
Turkic, as between Chuvash and Mari in the Volga region). On the other hand, 
clear deviations from the Ural-Altaic patteins (as in Finnic and Saarni) are due to 
the areal influence of other typologies. This is probably true even of those occa
sional non-Ural-Altaic features whose alien source cannot immediately be identi
fied (as in the tase of the Khanty ergative system). 

3. URALIC IN THE EURASIAN CONTEXT

The typological facts reviewed above clearly suggest that Uralic belongs to the 
areal context of Altaic, or Ural-Altaic. Nothing in the öriginal Uralic typology 
points to a particularly close connection with Indo-European. On the other hand, 
parallels för many features of the .Indo-European typology can be found in the 
Caucasian language families, as well as Semitic. Although typological parallel
ism does not automatically imply geographical adjacency, the absence of typolo
gical parallels between Uralle and Indo-European rules out the possibility of any 
close areal interaction between the early stages of the two language families. 
Clearly, Proto-Uralic and Proto-Indo-European belonged to two very different 
and geographically separate linguistic areas. 

The typological parallels (not elaborated here) which exist between Indo
European, Semitic, and the Caucasian languages, suggest that the linguistic area 
to which Proto-Indo-European belonged was located in the Near East (West 
Asia), more exactly, in the region comprising Anatolia, Mesopotamia, and the 
Cautasus. This location is  supported by lexical parallels, among which there 
are at !east some items borrowed from Semitic and Caucasian into Pre-Proto
Indo-European (Dolgopolsky 1988; Klimov 1991). On archaeological grounds, 
the Indo-European homeland is nonnally placed in the Pontic steppes, north 
of the Black Sea (Mallory 1989), an assumption which, though perhaps still 
contestable, is c9mpatible with the Near Eastem origin of Indo-European. 
Chronologically, Proto-Indo-European seems to ha've been restricted to this 
location ul1til its dissolving some titne between 6500 and 4500 BP. 

It is somewhat more difficult to locate the origfual geographical center of 
the Ural-Altaic typological complex. This is mainly due to the shallowness of 
the language families involved in the Altaic comparisons. At the relatively recent 
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level of around 2000 BP, however, all the currently known Altaic entities were 
located in the northem part of the Far East (East Asia), more exactly, in the 
region comprising Mongolia, Manchuria, and Korea (Janhunen 1996: 229-233). 
At this time, Uralic was already fully differentiated into a chain of branches 
extending from the Yenisei-Baikal region (Samoyedic) in the east to the Baltic 
Sea (Finnic and Saarni) in the west. The typological variation within Uralic was 
already considerable and was partly <lue to the impact of Indo-European, which 
likewise was represented by several very distinct branches, ranging from Ger
manic and Baltic in the west to Iranian and Tocharian in the east. In view af the 
small number of Common Uralic lexical items, it appears likely that the diffusion 
of Proto-Uralic began even earlier than that of Proto-Indo-European, perhaps as 
early as 8000 BP. 

1n spite of the chronological difference, the typological parallelism between 
Uralic, on the one hand, and the Altaic complex, on the other, can best be ex
plained by assuming a single originalarea of Ural-Altaic typology. Since Uralle 
forms the westemmost member of the Ural-Altaic belt, and since the westem 
branches of Uralic, as compared with Proto-Uralic, show a conspicuous in
crease in non-Ural-Altaic features, it is tempting to assume that Uralic diffused 
frmn the east, from a location not too far from the documented Altaic homelands 
in Mongolia and Manchuria. The alternative that the preprotoforms of the Altaic 
type of Ianguages, or the Ura l -Altaic typology itself, would have spread towards 
the east is less likely, especially since the Altaic languages fonn no genetically 
coherent group. Where, exactly, lay the Uralle homeland is still impossible to 
say, but any location east of the Urals would seem to be compatible with the 
Altaic typological connection. What is clear from the typological facts is that 
there is no reason to place the Uralic homeland in Europe. 

In parallel with the westward spread and cumulative branching of Uralic, 
Indo-European cliffused both to the west and to the east. At some stage, the two 
language families must have met. The crucial question is when and where this 
first contact took place. The general genetic coherence of the Indo-European 
family, as compared with Uralic, suggests that the westefn branches of Uralle 
may already have reached Europe as independent entities at a time when Indo
European was still represented by a continuum of relatively undifferentiated 
idioms close to the protolanguage. With the continuing differentiation of both 
families, a chain of locally more restricted areal relationships was formed, 
extending from the Baltic region iu the west through the Volga and the Urals to 
Western Siberiain the east. The eastern expansion of Indo-European (Tocharian, 
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Iranian) continued even beyond the known eastem limit of the Uralle family 
(Mallory 1998). 

Although the above conclusions are based on the typological relationships 
between Indo-European and Uralic, they correspond well to the material evi
dence provided by the loanword corpus, which, in reflection of the general 
direction of cultural flows in Eurasia, consists mainly of items borrowed from 
Ind o -European into Uralic. Already the conventional understanding of this cor
pus (Joki 1973) suggests that most of the lexical contacts took place between the 
individual branches of lndo-European (Germanic, Baltic, Slavonic, Iranian) and 
Finno-Ugric (Saarni, Finnic, Mordvin, Mari, Pennic, Ugric). This picture has 
not basically changed with the introduction of new etymologies (summarized in 
Koivulehto 1999), though there are indications that the westem branches of 
Uralic may have come under an lndo-European impact even earlier than had 
been assumed before. Many of the "Pre-Germanic" loanwords in western Finno
Ugric (Saarni, Finnic, Mordvinic) are still controversial, but ifthey tum out to he 
real, they only confinn the chronology of the typological facts. 1n particular, they 
seem to show that the differentiation and westward diffusion of Uralle started 
considerably earlier than the eastward expansion of Indo-European. 

It is less easy to assess the lndo-European impact on the eastern branches 
of Uralic. This is mainly due to the fact that the earliest eastem branches of Indo
European are extinct and largely {with the exception of Tocharian) even undocu
mented. The basic corpus of Indo-European loanwords in (Ob-)U gric (Korenchy 
1972) derives clearly from Iranian and represents a relatively recent period of 
contact, esp�cially when compared with the increasingly ancient datings now 
given to the contacts in the west. lt is, nevertheless, possible that Ugric, like 
Samoyedic (Janhunen 1983), also contains an earlie;r layer of Tocharian (or Pre
Proto-Tocharian) influences. The Pre-Iranian Indo-European impact is also 
visible, though still disputed, in Turkic (R6na-Tas 1974) and Chinese (Pulley
blank 1996), suggesting that there was, indeed, a sizeable and culturally influen
tial Indo-European-speaking population in Eastem Central Asia in the early 
protohistorical period, perhaps as early as 4000 BP. 

4. A FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE STUDY

Since there seems to be no way to reconcile the typological discrepancy between 
Uralic and Indo-European, the presence of a major areal gap between the two 
language families and the corresponding protolanguages has to be recognized as 
a fact. This gap, on the other hand, is a serious obstacle to several assumptions 
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made about the prehistoriCal Jocations and rclationships of the two language 
families. For one thing, the common claim that Uralle and Indo-European are 
somehow mutualiy related, either with Altaic (Sinor 1944) or without it (Col
linder 1954), is difficult to substantiate. In any case, a genetic relationship would 
imply that at least ane of the language families would have undergone a com
plete typological change after the dissolving of the common protolanguage. 
While such a typological change can never be either proven or unproven, it 
would seem to take the Indo-Uralic relationship beyond the scope of com
parative linguistics, making any quest in this direction futile. 

Second, and more importantly, the typological discrepancy also seems to 
rule out the possibility of protolanguage-level årcal interaction, especially lexical 
contacts of the type recently postulated on the basis of Proto-Uralic data (Koivu
lehto 1999: 329-358 passim). Most of the items claimed to have been borrowed 
from Proto-Indo-European into Proto-Uralic are typically basic words, which, 
if really borrowed, would imply a very intimate connection between the two 
ancient speech communities. Such a connection would, however, also have to be 
reflected in the typological pattems, while in the absence of any typological 
similarity between the two protolanguages it is absurd to assume the borrowing 
of basic vocabulary. Moreover, the recent Indo-Uralic lexical comparisons are 
invalidated by methcx:lological problems, which derive from the very fact that 
the two protolanguages were typologically so different (Janhunen 1999). The 
method used to extract these "parallels" is simply too strong. 

Thirdly, there is little reason to assume that the homelands of Uralic and 
Indo-European were anywhere close to each other. Both homelands have been 
placed in a wide range of regions, but recently there has been tendency to move 
the Uralic homeland towards the west, as far as northern Germany (Kalevi 
Wille, unfortunately with no coherently published argumentation). At the same 
time, there has been a suggestion that Indo-European originally diffused from a 
relatively eastem Iocation, anticipating the subsequent Turkic and Mongolic 
expansions in Central Asia (Nichols 1997). Both of these assumptions could 
potentially imp1y thatProto-Uralic and Proto-Indo-European were spoken close 
to each other. The problem is, however, that this is not congruent with the 
typological facts, nor with the results of etymological research, when conducted 
in a sufficiently critical framework. 

A fourth consequence of the typological situation is that we should not 
believe in illusory contirmities in the archaeological materia!. In the last few 
decades, there has been a growing tendency among archaeologists to assume 
that the apparent continuity of local cultures in regions like Finland and northem 
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Russia implies also an ethnic and linguistic continuity. This approach has been 
adopted by l inguists, who claim that Uralle reached its historically dacumented 
westem extension already in the Neol ithie, perhaps as early as 5000 BP (Koivu
lehto 1999: 229-244). Sueh conclusions ignore a number -of very basic circum
stances: the general ethnic vagueness of the archaeological material, the diffusion 
of cultural innovatians aeross linguistic boundaries, and the actual linguistic 
diversity of prehistorical populations. Northem Europe, inclucling northem 
Russia, is an immense region, which originally must have contained many 
language families in addition to the two - Uralle and Indo-European - which 
happen to have survived until modern times. 

As a framework för future researeh it may be proposed that the Indo-Uralic 
linguistic interaction should be treated as a phenomenon with a chronological 
limit . The two language families started interacting only when they met in the 
course of their prehistorical expansion from two geographically separate re
gions. The first contact apparently took place between the northem margin of 
Proto-Indo-European and the early westem branehes of Uralie. Since Uralle was 
diffusing from the east, it may well have been Ind a -European that first reached 
the regions today eovered by the westernmost branehes of Uralle. The large 
number of Indo-European loanwords in these branches (Finnic and Saarni) 
imply a profound and prölonged Indo-European impact with a mixture of sub
stratal, adstratal, and superstratal elements. Even so, the -original linguistic diver
sity was more complex, and there is no reason to think that every single Uralle 
lexical item necessarily has an Indo-European etymology. 

* * *

The conclusions suggested above are based on the claim that adjacent languages 
tend ta develop similar typologies, while typologieal differences between a d 
jacent languages suggest a relatively recent contact. Since Uralic and Indo
European are so fundamentally different typolagically, they cannot have been 
originally adjacent. Since the typological difference is particularly marked at 
the level of the two protolanguages, there is no reason to assume that Prota
Uralic and Proto-Indo-European were spoken in the same area. Since the proto
languages are unlikely to have been adjacent to each ather, it is alsa unrealistic to 
assume pratolanguage-level lexical contacts between them. This does not, of 
course, rule out the possibility af isolated cases of distant indirect borrowings 
(Wanderwörter). 
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As indicated above, a revision of these conclusions would become neces
sary only if it could be proven that either Proto-Uralic-or Proto-Indo-European 
had undergone a cornplete typological reorientation due to geographical reloca
tion. One theoretically thinkable scenario would be that both Pre-Proto-Uralic 
and Pre -Proto-Indo-European were originally relatively western languages, 
characterized by  the typological complex later known from Indo-European and 
its West Asian neighbours. Pre-Proto-Uralic would then have been relocated 
towards the east, where it would have undergone a process of "Altaicization" 
under the impact of its new eastem neighbours, representing the Altaic typology. 
This would still mean that the source region of the Uralic expansion would have 
had a relatively eastem location. 

Another possibility (suggested by Fredrik Kortlandt, ora! communication i n  
August, 2000) would be that Indo-European was originally spoken i n  the east, 
where it would have shared the Ural-Altaic typological complex. A secondary 
relocation along the Eurasian steppe would have placed Indo-European i n  the 
neighbourhood af a different typology somewhere in the Caucasus or the Black 
Sea region. Thls is in many respects a tantalizing scenario, which would also 
seem to correspond to the general conception of a relatively eastem Indo-Euro
pean homeland (Nichols 1997). However, the question is whether there is any 
linguistic materia! to support thls hypothesis. The alleged loanwords from Proto
Indo-European into Proto-Uralic (Koivulehto) cannot serve a pmpose here, since 
they operate with the classic Indo-European typological arsenal. 
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PHONETIC URALJSMS IN INDO-EUROPEAN? 

Pftri Kallio 

1n this article 1 , I shall deal with phonetic features in Indo-European languages 
which may have been due to Uralic influence. As our main purpose is to deal 
with contacts which occurred earlier than three millennia ago, I shall, for 
example, omit phonetic Uralisms in already well-studied modem Balto-Slavic 
languages such as Latvian (Zeps 1962) and Russian (Veenker 1967). Instead, I 
shall deal with possible phonetic Uralisms in their reconstructed ancestor, 
namely Proto-Balto-Slavic, which is often dated to the second millennium BC 
(e.g. Shevelov 1964: 613-614; Kortlandt 1982: 181). Similarly, Proto-Germanic, 
Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Tocharian will be taken into consideration, but not 
their daughter languages. 

METHODS 

First of all, however, I would likc to draw attention to .some general points con
ceming phonetic influence. Basically, it is simply the question of prontmciation 
errors which we make when we speak foreign languages. For instance, when I 
as a Finn speak English, my phonetic Uralisms can be heard without difficulty. 
While itis one matter to hear pronunciation errors here and now, however, it is 
quite another to hear pronunciation errors made by ancient Uralians thousands 
of years ago. 

On the other hand, it is not as hopeless as it may sound, because there 
are Indo-European loanwords in Uralic languagcs. When words are borrowcd, 
they can be pronounced either "correctly" or "incorrectly". To be precise, alien 
sounds unknown to borrowers can be either imitated or  replaced by the phonet-

I wou\d like ta thank J. Koivulehto, F. Kortlandt, A- Lubotsky and P. Schrijver för 
their comments on earlier versions of this paper. 
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ically closest native phonemes (Coetsem 1988: 7-10), The c1oser contacts are, 
the more usual the former altemative is. Because of the great number of Indo
European loanwords in Uralic languages, it is somehow surprising that the latter 
altemative has always been much more usual. In any case, the phonetic shape of 
loanwords tells us how Indo-European sounds were pronounced by ancient 
Uralians (see Table 1), 

1n principle, pronuociation errors in borrowing situations and in language 
shift situations are very similar to ane another. When foreign languages are 
spoken, they can similarly be pronounced cither "correctly" by imitating theii 
alien sounds unknown to speakers or "incorrectly" by replacing these with the 
phonetically closest nativc phonemes (Coctsem 1988: 10- 12). The latter altema
tive constitutes simply a case of extemally conditioned sound changes which 
have two effects on the phonological system af target languages. First, target 
languages receive phonemes which occur in source languages. Second, target 
languages lose phonemes which do not occur in source languages. Note that 
I prefer the concept af "source language" in this connection, because the use 
of the concepts of "superstrate", "substrate" and "adstrate" presupposes non
linguistic evidence, which I am not going to handle until my summary. 

Therefore, when a phoneme substitution in Indo-European loanwords in 
Uralic languages matches a roughly simultaneous Indo-European sound Change, 
the latter can be suspected to be a phonetic Uralism in Indo-European. The pho
neme substitution and the sound change do not necessarily need to match ane 
another completely, as long as they are similar, because there may have been 
different pronunciation erro'rs in different places and at different times. Natura l 
ly, the Uralians who borrowed Indo-European loanwords were not the same as 
those who abandoned a Uralic language för an Indo-European ane. Thus Uralle 
influence on Indo-European can also be suspected when lndo-European receives 
phonemes which occur in Uralic, and when Indo-European loses phonemes 
which do not occur in Uralic. 

It is easy ta suspect that certain sound changes were due to foreign 
influence. 1-Iow can we prove it? Strictly speaking, we can never finally prove it 
because at least in theory all sound changes can occur intemally (Thomason & 
Kaufman 1988: 1 12). And even if we were able to prove that certain prehistor� 
ical lndo-European sound changes were caused by extemal factors, we would 
never be able to prove that they were due to Uralle influence, because there 
could also have been extinct non-Uralic source languages with phonetic features 
typical of Uralic. Therefore, we must accept the fact that the probative force of 
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Table 1 
Phoneme Substitutions in (Late) PIE loanwords in PU/PFU/PFP2 

(Kallio 1997, mainly based on Koivulehto 1991) 

2 

Stops Other non-syllabics Syllabics 
IE u IE u IE u 
p p s s!S a å/ä 
b' p h, xlkls!/) e e 
t t h, xlklsl/) a 0 

d tld h, xlk!SII) i i/i, 
d' tld m m u u!ii

f ei§ n n 'l' VmlmV 
g j r r � VnlnV 
t f:!S!x 1 1 r VrlrV 

k k y j J VII/V 

g k w w 
g" k 

/c'(e) k(ulu) 
gw(e) k(ulu) 
gw\e) k(u!u) 

The faci that these sound correspondcnccs are loanword substitutions and not Indo-Uralic 
sound laws is supported by the fol!owing reasons: 
1 . The sound correspondences above are typical loanword substitutions, where alien
sounds are replaced by the phonetically closest native phonemes. In the case of linguistic
affinity, there should be indisputable examples where this did not happen,
2. The Indo-European phonemes above represent the late Proto-Indo-European stage,
with e.g. three non-high vowels (i.e. *a, *e, *o), which can be shown to be recent
(cf. e.g. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 131-167; Schmitt-Brandt 1998: 128-151). In the
case of linguistic affinity, Proto-Uralic should look less like late Prnto-Indo-European
and more like early Proto-Indo-European. 
3. The words with the sound correspondcnces given above can occur in a!l Uralic 
branches as well as in only one Uralic brancb. As it is improbable thai the latter words
were Proto-Ur.i.lic, they wcre hardly Proto-lndo-Uralic cither but rather borrowings from
Indo-European into Uralic. For this reason, the fonner words with the same sound cor
respondences should also be considercd borrowings in spite of their wide distribution
among Uralic languag_es, because it is not to be expected that loanword substitutions be
tween lndo-European and Uralic were exactly the same as Indo-Uralic sound laws.
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phonetic evidence alonc is insufficient. However, we do not need to give up our 
argument, because phonetic as well as ali other non-lexical iofluence is always 
preceded by Iexical borrowing, which makes it possible ta identify source lan
guages from loanwords (Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 113), 

I shall, therefore, not be dealing with southem Indo-European dialects, 
which have had no provable lexical contacts with Uralic. Instead, I shall deal 
with northem Ind o -European dialects such as Indo-lranian, Balto-Slavic and 
Germanic. Their 1exical contacts with Uralic have been commonly accepted for a 
long time, although it has not been proved until recently that these have con
tinued without any breaks since the Proto-Indo-European stage (Koivulehto 
1993). 1 shall also deal with Tocharian, although its lexical contacts with Uralic 
were much more restricted in time. In the following, I shall consider certain 
sound changes between the Indo-European protolanguage and its subgroups 
mentioned above, and the manner in which these may have been due to Uralic 
influence. 

Unfortunately, it is impossible to establish how ,probable it is that certain 
sound changes may have been caused by extemal factors, because different 
generations of linguists have held widely different opinions on this problem. On 
the other hand, it is possible to establish the probability that certain sound 
changes which were caused by external factors may have been due to Uralic in
fluence. In practice, we just have to find out how common certain phonological 
features typical of early Uralic languages are among languages in the world. The 
more usual these are, the Iess probable it is that certain early lndo-European 
sound changes were due to Uralic influence. 

RESULTS 

(Late) Proto-Indo-European stops had three manners of articulation and fi.ve 
places of articulation, whereas Proto-Uralic stops had ane manner of articulation 
and three places of articulation (see Table 2). In this case, it is not necessary to 
deal with the Indo-Europeanist Glottalic Theory (see the bibliography in 
Salmons 1993). As there was only one Uralic plain voiceless stop series, 
glottalized stops were no more alien to Uralians than traditiona! voiced or 
aspirated stops wcre. In loanwords, för example, every Indo-European series of 
three manners of articulation was usually replaced by a Uralle series of one 
manner ofarticulation (i.e. IE *T, *D, *Dh ➔ U *T). Therefore, the Tocharian 
coalescence of the three manners of articulation (i.e. IE *T, *D, *Dh > T *T 
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Table 2 

Indo-European and Uralic/Finno�Ugric Phonemes3

Proto-Indo-European Proto -Ural i c/Proto-Finn o • U gri c 
Phonemes Phonemes 

(Beekes 1995: 124-125) (Sammallahti 1988: 480-494) 

' Ii k k" p ' k 

d g g g" 
d' g' g' g"' 

i' c 
s h, h, h, s J' § 

d d' X 

n m n ,i V 
r r 

1 1 r 
w j 

i u ' il i 

e 0 e 

' å ä 

To be, precise, Proto-Ura!ic vowels and Proto-Finno-Ugrit consonants are given above. 
!n my opinion, thc idea that every Prolo-Uralic word should always occur in Snmoyed
should be abandoned. 1n Indo-European linguistics, for ex.nmplc, no scholar thinks that
every Proto-Indo-European word should always occur in Anatolian, although most agrcc 
that it was the first branch to separate from the rest of lndo-European. Therefore, Proto
Finno-Ugric words should a!so be considered Proto-Uralic. This being thc case, there is
no reason why the so-called added sounds in Proto-Finno-Ugric (i.e. *C, *f, */') should
not bc considered Proto-Uralic, too. 
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[except IE *d > T *ts]) can most plausibly be considered a phonetic Uralism, 
because no more than 15.8% of languages have only ane manner of articulation 
(Maddieson 1984: 26). 

On the other hand, it is not impossible that Uralians could have leamed the 
easier contrast of voiceless and voiced and that they may not have learned the 
more complicated contrast of plain, aspirated and/or glottalized. Therefore, för 
instance, the dialectal Indo-European loss of aspiration (i.e. IE *D,. > dial. .IE *D; 
Kortlandt 1978) could be considered, although very cautiously, a phonetic Ural
ism because its possible source language may also have been non-Uralic for the 
following two reasons. First, this deaspiration occurred in every Indo-European 
subgroup except for Indic, Greek, and Italic. Second, only 28.7% of languages 
have the contrast of plain and aspirated (Maddieson 1984: 27). 

It would be far-fetched to think that Uralic influence_ could have given rise 
ta consanants which never occurred at any early Uralic proto-stage, such as 
vaiceless aspirated staps in Indic (i.e. IE *TH > Ind *T''), and voiceless non
sibilant fricatives in Iranian (i.e. IE *TH > Ir *0) and in Gennanic (i.e. IE *T > 
G *P). On the ather hand, Vemer's law in Palaeo-Gennanic (i.e. *T!*D, *sl*z; 
see Vennemann 1984, Kortlandt 1988) is so similar to the sa-called qualitat:ive 
gradation in Proto-Finnic (Le. *T!*D, *sl*z) lhat thesevery probably had some
thing to do with one another, However, the gradation arose later than the Finno
Saamic proto-stage (Sammallahti 1998: 3), sa that it must also be dated later than 
Verner's  law. Thus, Verner's law was rather the source of the gradation (see 
Posti 1953, Koivulehto & Vennemann 1996), although it would not be impossi
ble that both of them were due ta the same extinct source language (family). 

I would conclude that only Tocharian passes my first test conceming man
ners of articulation af staps. My second test concerns places af articulation af 
stops, and Indo-European labiovelar stops can be treated first. They were re
placed by Uralic velar stops in Indo-European loanwords (i.e. IE *K"' ➔ U *k). 
The reasan, of course, was the fact that there were no labiovelar stops in Uralle. 
Thus, the delabialization af labiovelar stops in ali satem-Ianguages (i.e. IE *K"' > 
s-1 *K) cauld plausibly be considered a phonetic Uralism. Hawever, the source
language may also have been non-Uralic, because only 6.3% of languages have
labiovelar stops (Maddieson 1984: 3 1-33).

However, there are alsa other features in satem-languages which can be 
considered possible phonetic Uralisms. Even satemization (i.e. the affrication 
and assibilation of palatal staps) could be suspected of being a phonetic Uralism. 
ln loanwords, again, Proto-Indo-European palata! stops were replaced by Uralic 
palata! affricates, sibilants and even semivowels (i,e. IE *K ➔ U *C, *§, *j). 
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This could be compared with the fact that Indo-European palatal stops became 
palatal affricates in Proto-Indo-Iranian (i.e. IE *K > II *C; Beekes 1997: 8-9) 
and palatal sibilants in Proto-Balto-Slavic (i.e. IE *K > BS *S; Kortlandt 1989: 
46). On the other hand, we must always remember that affrications and assibila
tions of palatal(ized velar) stops as in satemization are typologically so tiivial 
that they can easily occur without extemal factors. For this reason, once again, 
we cannot do more than offer a mere conjecture. 

Another sound change shared by all satem-languages did not affect staps 
but sibilants: their retractian (i.e. IE *s > s -l *�) after velar stops (i.e. *K'), trills 
(i.e. *r) and high vowels (i,e, *i, *u) (Kortlandt 1989: 43, Beekes 1997: 16). 
Although there was nathing like this so-called ruki-rule in Proto-Uralic or in 
Proto-Finna-Ugric (e.g. FU *ks was as possible as *ks (and *kS, too); see Sam
mallahti 1988: 492-494), it is hardly a pure coincidence that satem-languages 
such as Inda-Iranian and Balta-Slavic lost many staps and adopted many affri
cates and sibilants which are very typical of Uralle languages. This admittedly 
raugh tendency indicates that contacts between Uralic and satem-languages have 
been lang-lasting, albeit not necessarily the most intensive. 

On the ather hand, develapments in centum-languages such as Germanic 
and Tocharian are very different. Their labiovelar stops were not delabialized 
(i.e. IE *K"' > c-1 *K"), whereas their -palatal stops were depalatalized (i.e, IE *K 
> c-1 *K'). As was noted earlier, there were no Uralic labiovelars, but there were
Uralic palatals. We can forget the labiovelars because naturally the fact that
certain sound changes did not accur proves nothing. On the ather hand, the
development of the palatals is more probative, because depalatalizations of
palatal(ized velar) stops are typologically unexpected. It is not far-fetched to
think that they are mostly due ta source languages without palatal(ized) conso
nants, which are, however, typical of Uralic. The source language of this so
called centumization cannot therefore have been Uralle.

To sum up, Germanic has already failed two of my tests. Tocharian, which 
passed the first test, failed the second one. As prehistorical Tocharian was 
spoken by nomads, it was very probably influenced by different languages in 
different places and at different times. Note that centumization was ane af its 
earliest sound changes. Therefore, its earliest contacts were hardly with Urali'c 
but rather with some language without palatal(izcd) consonants. Interestingly 
enough, the palatalizatian af consonants was later to become one af the most 
characteristic phonolagical features of Tocharian, which may well have been due 
to another source 1anguage which had palatal(ized) consonants. For this reason, 
there were probably at least two different contact layers. 
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The palatalization of consonants by front vowels shared by Tocharian and 
ali satem-languages has always been one of the most popular phonetic Uralisms 
(see e.g. Bednarczuk 1997: 94-95). In fact, however, reconstructed Proto-Uralic 
is no more "palatalized" than, for example, Proto-Indo-European. The main 
problem is that phonetic features cannot be reconstructed as easily as phonolog
ical ones, so that we cannot know whether Proto-Uralic consonants followed 
by front vowels were phonetically palatalized. Similarly, the possible existence 
of phonetically palatalized consonants in Proto-Balt o -Slavic cannot be proved, 
although there are phonologically palatalized consonants in most modem Baltic 
and Slavic languages, 

In any case, the palatalization of consonants by front vowels could be 
shown in Proto-Indo-Iranian, where ali velar stops followed by front vowels 
became alveolar affricates (i.e. IE *K > IT *C; Beekes 1997: 8). As a result, in 
Proto-Ind o -Iranian and Proto-Finno-Ugric the places af articulation of a:ffricates 
were identical. It is unusual for languages to have only alveolar and palata! 
affricates (e.g. Maddieson 1984 has only one example, which is the Finno-Ugric 
[!) language Komi). I t  is therefore probable that one way or another the rise af 
Proto-Indo-Iranian affricates was due to Uralic influence. 

TI1e palatalization can even more clearly be seen in Tocharian, which is full 
of alternations and oppositions between non-palatal and palata! consonants (e.g. 
k!S, tie, ts!J, s/�, nlfi, l!ly). As a matter of fact, its amazingly Finno-Ugric-looking 
consonants (see Table 3) were simply due to this palatalization of consonants by 
front vowels and the coalescence of stop series mentioned earlier. It is most 
tempting to think that they were due t() Uralic influence (see e.g. Ivanov 1985), 
because many highly convincing non-phonetic Uralisms in Tocharian have also 
been suggested (see e.g. Krause 1951; Windekens 1962). 

Still, the similarity of consonants in Tocharian and in Uralic may also be 
due to pure coincidence. Typically Finno-Ugric consonants could also occur in 
languages which probably had no cootacts with any of the Uralic languages. 
For example, consonants in Southern Amerindian Pano-Tacanan languages such 
as Cashinahua aod Chacobo (for their consonants see Maddieson 1984: 398-
399) can be viewed as Finno-Ugric-looking as in Tocharian. Still, the fact that
Tocharian consonants fqrmerly were different and later became almost identical
makes Uralic influence most probable. Admittedly, the consonant systems of
Tocharian and Uralle were very similar phonetically although not phonotactic
ally. For example, initial consonant cluSters were possible in Tocharian but
impossible in Uralic.
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Table 3 
Tocharian and Uralic/Finno-Ugric Phonemes4 

Tocharian (A & B) Pro to -lJ r a Ii c/P ro to-Finno-U gric 
Phonemes Phonemes 

(Ringc [996: xix-xxiv) (Sammallahti 1988: 480-494) 

p t k p t k 

ts C { c 
s ' s i s s s 

d d' X 

m n Ii Ii m n ä V 

r r 
1 ly l r

w y w j

11 ä i 11 i il i

0 a e 0 e

ä å ä

Moreover, the vowel systems of Tocharian and Uralic wer'e very different 
from one another. However, the Tocharian system was still comparatively close 
to the late Proto-lndo-European system at the time of the palatalizati.on men
tioned earlier, because the reduction of certain short vowels (e.g. IE *e, *i, *u > 
T *ä [= *.JJ) and all long vowels (i.e. [Late] TE *V > T *V) did not occur until 
later (Penney 1978). As a matter of fact, very similar reductions a1so occurred in 
eastem Uralic branches such as Samoyed and Ugric (Sammallahti 1988: 484-
485, 500-501). As reduced vowels were secondary in both language families, 
4 Scc foo1no1e 3. 
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their possible source language was rather some third party. In any case, these 
reductions in Tocharian were later than its possible Uralisms, which could be 
dated to the period when its vowel system as a whole does not seem to have 
changed markedly, 

Similarly, the vowel systems in Proto-Indo-Iranian, in Proto-Balto-Slavic 
and in Proto-Gennanic did not change markedly except that all three non-high 
vowe1s merged in Indo-Iranian (i.e. [Late] IE *e, *o, *a > II *a), whereas only 
the two non-high back vowels merged in Balto-Slavic and in Gennanic (i.e, 
[Late] IE *o, *a > BSG *a). Even if these mergers had been caused extemally, 
the source language could not have been Uralle, which had four non-high 
vowels, two of which were back. In general, it is, most questionable to attribute 
any mergers of vowels in Indo-European languages ta Uralic influence because 
there were many more vowels in Proto-Uralic than in Proto-Indo-European. For 
this reason, it is no wonder that vowels never merged in Indo-European loan
words borrowed by Uralians. 

In this connection, l shall not deal with consonantal nasals, Hquids and 
semivowels because their change iri the Indo-European branches under con
sideration was minimal. Similarly, the dissolution of syllabic nasals and liquids 
can be ignored, as this sooner or later occurred almost everywhere and can 
easily be explained by intemal factors. For the same reason, I shall not deal with 
Indo-European laryngeals because their 1oss sooner or later occurred every
where except for Anatolia, which is areally more favourable to back cansonants 
than the rest af Inda-European speech areas are. In any case, the fact that the 
laryngeals faded aut very slowly suggests that their loss was not caused by 
extemal factars. 

Finally, I shall mave on ta my last test, which cancems accentuation. As i s  
well-knawn, Proto-Uralic had an initial accent (e.g. Janhunen 1981: 27; Sam
mallahti 1988: 480), whereas Prota-Indo-European had a mobile accent (e.g. 
Beekes 1995: 148-154). As there was also an initial accent in lnda-European 
loanwords barrawed by Uralians, possible Uralic influence shauld logically 
cause the accent ta shift to the initial syllable. However, there was no initial 
accent in  Proto-Balto-Slavic, in Proto-Indo-Iranian or in Proto-Tocharian, which 
have already passed most of my earlier tests, whereas there was an initial accent 
in Germanic, which did not pass any of them. On the ather hand, an accent shift 
also occurred in Celtic and in Italic, which did nat even have direct contacts with 
Uralic. In my apinion, therefore, even if the Germani"c accent shift had been 
caused by extemal factors, i t  would rather have been <lue to extinct non-Uralic 
saurce languages with ao initial accent. It is not tao daring to assume the pre-
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vious existence of such languages as 18.6% of modem languages have an initial 
accent (Salmons 1992: 50). 

DISCUSSION 

The following conclusions concerning prehistorieal phonetic Uralisms in the 
Indo-European languages of the Stone and Bronze Ages ean be reaehed; 

1. Proto-Germanic

As plausible phonetie Uralisms in Proto-Gennanie eannot be identified, the 
hypothesis that Uralle was spoken in northem Central Europe and in south
em Scandinavia before Indo-European (Dolukhanov 1989) must be rejeeted, 
Phonetie similaritics between Gerrnanic and westem Uralle languages such as 
Finnic and Saamic can often be eonsidered secondary in both language families. 
Therefore, it is not impossible that they were caused by some extinct language 
(family) spoken in the Fennoscandian area before the arrival of Uralle and Indo
European. 

2. Proto-Balto-Slavic
Enough phonetic Uralisms in Proto-Balto-Slavic can be suggested in order to 
support the idea already indicated by lexical evidence that Uralle and Balto
Slavic languages have been spoken in close proximity to one another continu
ously since the Proto-Indo-European stage. Archaeologically, Pre-Balto-Slavic 
could therefore be connected with the eastem Corded. Ware territ()ry (e.g. Gim
butas 1963; 1971). The northern part of this area had earlier been populated by 
the Combed Ware people, who probably spoke Uralic. The region east of the 
Baltic Sea was possibly bilingual, until Balto-Slavic prevailed in the south and 
Finnic in the north. The idea that Uralic was spoken in the Baltic Sea region 
before lndo-European can be supported by the fact that Balto-Slavie features in 
Finnie are mostly lexical (i.e. typical superstrate features), whereas Finnic fea 
tures in Balto-Slavic are mostly non-lexical (i.e. typical substrate features). 

3. Proto-lndo-Iranian
Possible phonetic Uralisms in Proto-lndo-Iranian are similar to those in Proto
Balto-Slavic, which clashes with the traditiona! idea that there were only adstrate 
contacts between the forest zone Uralians and the steppe zoqe lndo-lranians. 
The case of Proto-Balto-Slavic suggests that Pfoto-Indo-Iranian was also spoken 
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deeper in the Uralic speech area. As the centre of the Proto-Indo-lranian speech 
area was probably in the Lower Volga region (during the Middle Bronze Age 
about 3000-2200 BC), possible bilingual communities where Indo-Iranian and 
Uralic were spoken side by side could have existed in the Middle, Volga region, 
för example. Moreover, the Upper Volga region was possibly even trilingual 
during the Fat'yanovo culture (about 2500-1900 BC); at !east Volga-Finnic and 
Balto-Slavic, but probably also Ind o -Iranian, were spoken there (Parpola 1999). 

4. Proto-Tocharian

Maybe the most obvious phonetic Uralisms can be found in Proto-Tocharian. 
Non-Uralisms, which must be dated both earlier and later than the Uralisms, can 
also be shown. Therefore, we could assume at !east three consecutive contact 
layers: non-Uralic, Uralic, and non-Uralic. Although there is not much lexical 
evidence of direct contacts between Uralic and Tocharian, this is not an insupe
rable problem. Firstly, the Tocharian corpus is limited. Sec_ondly, Tocharian may 
have had contacts with some extinct Uralic branch spoken south of Samoyed 
and Ugric. 1n any case, phonetic evidence suggests that Uralic contacts with 
Tocharian were briefer but also more intensive than those with Balto-Slavic and 
Indo-Iranian. 
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THE EARLIEST CONTACTS BETWEEN 
INDO-EUROPEAN AND URALIC SPEAKERS 
IN THE LIGHT OF LEXICAL LOANS 

Jorma Koivulehto 

1 .  EARLIEST INDO-EUROPEAN LOANWORDS IN 
URALIC/FINNO-UGRIC 

The distribution of many early Indo-European (IE) loanwords in Uralic (U) lan
guages covers a 1arge area, i.e. the loanwords are, represented in most Uralic 
languages, in some cases including al$O the Samoyed branch. Since the etymolo
gies require that both the Indo-European source word (original)  and its Uralle 
counterpart be reconstructed on the level of the respective protolanguages, i.e. 
Proto-Indo-European (PIE) and Proto-Uralic (PU), we must conclude that the 
linguistic contacts reflected by these loans took place between the two proto
languages concemed. Furthermore, in most cases -above ali in the earliest loans 
including Samoyed -the reflexes of the Proto-Uralic counterpart in later Uralic 
daughter languages do not show any intemal irregularities which would point to 
borrowings transmitted from one secondary Uralic dialect/language to another. 
I t  is therefore probable that these loans, especially those with a distribution in 
Samoyed, were adopted at a period when the speech area of Uralle was rather 
small, having an expanse, say, not exceeding 1,000,000 square kilometres. 

Some of the most obvious examples of these earliest Indo-European loans 
are given below. The etymologies are presented io a relatively short form, 
mainly för three reasons: (1) the scope of this article does not permit a more 
detailed discussion; (2) some of the etymologies are well-known, established 
cases (nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 1 1); (3) I have discussed most of the more recent ones 
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more thoroughly in other publications (cf. Koivulehto 1983a; 1983b; 1994b, and 
especially 1991; see now also Koivulehto 1999b: 295-364). 

The explanations for the established etymologies have been corrected or 
specified. The present Saarni (S) (= Lapp) words are written according ta the 
present North Saarni orthography (according to the practice in SSS: see p. x, and 
Sammallahti 1998, see especially p. 48). The reconstructed Proto-Samoyed 
forms are given according to Janhunen O 981 ). 1 When the distribution covers 
also the Samoyed branch, the term PU (= Proto-Uralic) is used before the recon
structed fonn; the term PFU (= Proto-Finno-Ugric) applies to words which 
have no Samoyed counterpart. 

1. S halla- 'to fear', Proto-Samoyed *pij -id., etc. < PU *pele- 'to fear '
+ - PIE *pelh1 - > Gr. peie-m-fzö 'I shake, cause to tremble', Goth.

usfil-ma 'frightened' (OHG felm 'fear' = PIE *pe/h1-mo-); lengthened
grade: Old Norse (ON) fada 'to frighten', Swed. dial. fäla vid 'to be
frightened'. The Indo-European laryngeal shows he're, as expected, no
reflex in Uralic (U -lx-is unknown, i.e. a possible U -x- has left no trace in
postconsonantal position). As for U -x- see nos. 2, 5, 7 and Koivulehto
199 1 :  52-67.

Finn. pelkää- < *pelkä-tä- 'to fear' would seem to be a later/parallel
loan, with -lk- for PIE -ih1-: see nos. 3 and 4.

2. S botni- 'lo plait, to spin', Finn. puno- 'to plait', Proto-Samoyed *pån- id.,
etc. < PU *puna- 'to plait, ta spin'

� PIE *pJJH-e/o- > Lith. pinti, pinU 'to plait', Russ. pyat', pnu
"anspannen"; zero grade af *(s)pen(H)- 'ta plait, to spin'.

As for the Pfoto-Uralic reflex of a Proto-Indo-European syllabic re
sanant (zero grade) in labial (p-) cantext cf. aisa no. 7 (cf. Koivulehta
1994b: 138).

3. S galga- 'shall, (of hearsay) to be said ta, must; to have to', Hung. kell
'shall, must; need; to please', etc. < PFU *kelke- 'shall, must'

Well -known facts, i.e. thc word materia\ in difforcnt Finno-Ugric and Indo-European
!anguages etc., are givcn in accordance with basic etymological dictionarics and othcr 
relcvant litcrature (e.g. IEW, EWAia, Scebold, Fraenkel, Vasmcr, UEW, SKES, SSA),
without every timc referring to them. The reconstructions are made in accordancc with
estab!ishcd phonctic laws (Lautgesetie) including, of course, the laryngcals on the Indo
European side. The Uralic/Finno-Ugric reconstructions are rnostly based on the works of
Janhunen (1981) and Sammallahti (1988; 1998). Thcre are two exceptions: inslead of å
and the final stem vowel -i in Uralic/Finno-Ugric reconstructions, the more traditiona] a
and -e are used. The Saarni symbol " ," denoting quantity III in ccrtain cascs (mostly in
gcminates) is not nccded in the examples quotcd in this artic:le.
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t-- PIE*skelH-/*skJ H- > Lith. skeli!ti, skeliU (old skelU) 'to be guilty' / 
Goth. skulan 'to be guilty, shall, must', G solien 'shall, (of hearsay) to be 
said to', etc. 

Except in the earliest loanwords, the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal was 
often replaced by the Finno-Ugric "hushing" sibilant S; here, however, the 
substitute is FU k, simply, because a sequence *-ls- did not exist (cf. 
Koivulehto 1991: 68-69). 

4. Finn. kulke-, inf. kulkea 'to go, walk, wander', S golga- 'to run, to 
wander about', Hung. halad- 'to go, to walk, to proceed' < PFU *kulke
'to go, wander'

t-- PIE *kwelH-e/o- > Oind. ccira-ti 'goes, walks, wanders (about)', etc. 
FU ku- t-- IE kwe- is expected: cf. Finn. kurkku 'throat' -E-- Gmc. *kwerkå 

(> *kwerku > ON kverk 'throat, gullet'). 
As för the Finno-Ugric substitute -/k- see no. 3. (Koivulehto 1991: 

68-69.) 
Finn. käve-, inf. käydä 'to go, walk' < *käve- is  an early Gennanic 

Joan: t- PGmc. *sk!Ewje/a- > Goth. skewjan 'to go, to wander', ON 
skceva 'to go, to hasten' (see Koivulehto 1999b: 223, fn. 56). See also fn. 6. 

5. Finn. myy-/myö-, inf. myydä/myödä 'to sell ' ,  etc., Vogul 'to give',
Proto-Samoyed 'to give, to sell' (Janhunen 1981: 245) < PU *mexe- 'to
sell, give'

t-- PIE *h2mey-gw- > Gr. ameibö '] change, exchange'; Olnd. minåti
'changes, deceives', ni-mClyate 'exchanges' does not, according to
Mayrhofer (EW Aia II, p. 315), go back to a laryngeal stem *h2mey-H-,
notwithstanding the form minÄti_, which seems to point to it, but to a shorter
stem *h2mey-. However, the laryngeal root woud be the best source stem
för the Uralic word (see Koivulehto 1991: 15, Anm. 6).

An established loan etymology (see R6dei 1986: 40; but the -i- posited
by R6dei cannot be correct, in thelight of the Saarni fonn wilh -ie-, see also
Sammallahti 1988: 538).

6. South-Est. möske-, Hung, mos-, Proto-Samoyed *måsfi 'to wash' < PU
*moSke- 'to wash'

r PIE *mozg-eh2-ye/o- > Lith. mazg6ti, mazg6ju 'to wash'; or -E-
PIE *mozg-eye/o- > Olnd. majjClyati 'submerges, drowns'. (Koivulehto 
1991: 113; Redei 1986: 40.) 

An established loan etymology (R€dei 1986: 40). 

7. Finn. pura 'borer, awl', Hung. JUr- 'to bore', Proto-Samoyed *pfirfi
'borer' < PU *puraH 'borer, to bore'

t-- PIE *bhr(H)- > Gmc. *bur-6- 'to bore', OHG bora, OE bor, ON
borr 'bore'. As"to U -u-: cf. no. 2. (Cf. Koivulehto 1994b: 138.)
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8. Finn. salko 'long thin pole', S Cuolggu < *§alko-j id., Mordvin S:algo
'stick; sting; staff, pole', Vogul 'slat, pole', Ostyak '.splint, slat; batten;
bbard' < PFU *Salka (*sjlka: Sammallahti 1988: 549) 'long thin pole'

t- PIE *ghalgho-/*ghalghä > Lith. ialga-s / ialgd 'long thin pole',
Gmc. *galga-n- > OHG galgo 'pole of a draw-well; gallows', etc. (_Koivu
lehto 1983a: 142-143; Sammallahti 1999: 85).

9. Cheremis uza 'price', Votyak, Zyryan vuz 'merchandise; trade'; (verbal
derivative *wos-ta- > Finn. osta- 'to buy', S oasti- id.; Vogul weta 'trader',
wetal- 'to trade' < *wos-ta-) < PFU *wosa (*wjsa) 'merchandise'

t- PIE *wosä (> PfOto-Gmc. *wazö > *warö > G Ware 'product,
merchandise' (IE verbal root *wes- 'to buy' > Hitt-. waS 'to buy'; cf. Olnd.
vas-nd- m  'price, value').

The Indo-European etymology för G Ware, etc. has been given by 
0. Szemetenyi (see Seebold, p. 875). (Koivulehto 1991: 83, 146.)

10. Finn. vesi, stem vete- 'water', Proto-Samoyed *Wit id., etc. < PU *wete
'water'

f- PIE *wed-(er/en-): cf. the Swedish lake name Vättern (< PIE
*wedör), Hitt. watar, gen. wetenaS 'water', Ann. get '-river'.

It has been claimed that words lilce 'water' are not borrowed. There are,
however, many exarnples of borrowed 'water' words. Stefan Georg (The
lndo-European mailing list, 29 Jan. 2000} quotes several examples of this,
the b_orrowing languages being Tamil (from Sanskrit), three Papuan lan
guages (from Austronesian}, several non-Semitic languages of Ethiopia
(from Ethiosemitic). And "It is widely known that in the case of veq,
intensive language contacts, practically anything can be borrowed, from
words to affixes and structures" (Laakso 1999: 62). R6dei ( 1986: 43), too,
considers the word an early borrowing.

1 1. Finn. vetä-, inf. vetää 'to draw', Mordvin (E) ved'a-, (M) väd'a- 'to lead, 
to guide', Cheremis fii8e-, fiiiöe- id., Hung. vezet- id. < PFU *wetä- 'to 
lead, to draw' 

f- PIE *wedh-e/o- > Av. vad- 'to lead; to wed, to marry' > Lith. vedU,
vesti 'to lead, to marry', etc. 

An established etymology (R6dei 1986: 48). 
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2 .  INDO-EUROPEAN LOANWORDS !N WESTERLY 
FINNO-UGRIC 

2.1.  Contacts between North-West Indo-European l).Dd westerly 
Finno-Ugric 

The Proto-Indo-European phonetic-phonological level is also reflected by 
loanwords which are attested in the westerly Uralle languages only: above all in 
Finnic (F) and/or in Saarni, but also in a larger area encompassing branches of 
Volga-Finnic (Mordyin and Cheremis) and/or Permic (Votyak and Zyryan). 
Surprisingly enough, several loans are attested exclusively in Saarni (see nos. 
23-27).

Correspondingly, most of the Indo-European source words (originals) of
these loans have a westerly distribution, tao, being attested in Germanic (Gmc.) 
and/or Balto-Slavic (BSl.). Therefore, the contacting Indo-European speech 
form can be defined as "North-West Indo-European": i.e. approximately the 
protolanguage of the later Germanic, Baltic (= B) and Slavic (= SI.) branches. 
This can be said because these contacts, with a high degree of probability, must 
have taken p1ace in a rather westerly region which could be approximately 
equated with the Baltic Sea Region, the extent of which can be defined by facts 
of natural geography. 

Most probably, in my opinion, these contacts should be dated back to the 
period of the Battle Axe or the Corded Ware culture, which is attested in Finland 
(according to calibrated datings) from 3200 to 2350 BC. Both archaeological and 
linguistic data match this dating. To propose a more distant periad is inconsistent 
with the fact that several laans af this group imply the practice of a kind of 
primitive agriculture (the slash-and-bum method). 

The contacting Finna-Ugric language stage is largely Pre-Finnic (PreF) 
or, altematively, Pre-Saami (PreS). Pre-Finnic, also called Finna-Saamic proto
language (Sammallahti 1998: 2) or Early Proto-Finnic,-is the reconstructed cam
man protolanguage of Finnic and Saarni. Pre-Saami is phonalagically the samc 
as Pre-Finnic, but applies here ta lexical items (loanwords) which are attested 
exclusively in Saarni. Finnic (F) or Late Proto-Finnic (also, but less appropriate
ly, called Baltic-Finnic), again, is a group of languages east af the Baltic Sea 
which are closely related to each other, i.e. Finn(ish), Ingrian, Karel(ian) proper, 
Olanets, Lude, Veps, Vote, Est(anian), Livonian. V ote and Livonian are ahnost 
extinct today. 
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The clearest Proto-lndo-European features which cau be reflected by Pre
Finnic loans are: (1) reflexes of Proto-Indo-European laryngeals, (2) reflexes of  
Proto-Indo-European palatal stops, (3) reflexes of Proto-Indo-European vocalic 
resonants (differing from the reflexes of the Gmc. vocalization with /ui), (4) re
flexes of the retained IE Joi as F /o/. The last feature alone cannot always prove 
an Indo-Europcan stage, because even Gmc, /a/ is sometimes reflected as F /o/. 
There may be, however, in such cases intemal Pre-Finnic criteria, i.e. Finno
Ugric phonology and/or distribution of the word, from which an early borrow
ing can be inferred (cf. no. 16  below). Of course, not every word has a structure 
that could be judged by phonological criteria. But there are, however, a sufficient 
number of features that allow the language stage to be established on both sides. 

Some examples of loanwords in Finnic or/and Saarni which fulfil the criteria 
are given below. The etymologies need somewhat more detailed commenting 
because of the great time-depth, and, additionally, because most of them are 
quite new. The substitutions för Proto-Indo-European 1aryngeals: FU k- in 
word-initial position, FU S in word-medial position are largely discussed in 
Koivulehto 1991: 72-99. 

Note that "PIE" before an Indo-European reconstructed source word means 
the Proto-Indo-European phonological stage of the reconstruction. lt does not 
imply that the word in question has necessarily existed in the ancient Proto
Indo-European language proper (in the Indo-European homeland). 

Note, too, that the corresponding Finno-Ugric reconstructions, henceforth, 
do not have any language labelling (the only exception is "Pre-Saamic" = PreS 
in nos. 23-27, and, additionally, 28, 32). This means that these asterisked forms 
normally refer to the common protolanguage of the languages where the actual 
word is attested : (so, for no. 12 we could write "Early Proto-Firmic" or "Proto
Finno-Saamic *kale", and för no. 16 "Proto-Finno-Pennic *lonta/*Iomta"). 
However, the reconstructions concemed -can, in practice, be equated with the 
'Proto-Finno-Ugric (PFU) phonological lcvel. 

12. Finn. kalja ' (weak) beer' < *kale (+ suffix -ja) or *kaleta or *kaleja
f- PIE *h2al-u- (> B/Sl. *alu- > OPr. alu 'mead', Lith. allls 'beer', Sl.

olii id.) or f- PIE *h2al-u-t- (> Gmc. *aiujJ- > ON Ql, etc. 'ale, beer') or
t--- PIE *h2al-ew-yo- (> Proto-Sl. *alauja- > ORuss. oluj 'beer').

The Finnic word was borrowed into Zyryan: kalja 'weak beer'. A new
etymology by P. Kallio (1998). As to the ending in *kale cf. no. 35. 

13. Finn. kasa 'sharp point, edge', Karel. kata, kardia, SEst. kadza, S geahci 
'end, point; outskirts' < *kata 
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� PIE *h2alfyä > Gmc. *agjO > OHG ekka 'point, edge' > G Ecke 
'corner'. 

A later, Gmc. Joan from the same Indo-European word is Finnic *akja > 
Karel. agja jne. 'end, brim, edge'. (Koivulehto 1991: 23-25.) 

14. Finn. kaski 'burnt-over clearing' (seed was thrown in the ashes) < *kaske 
(*kaSke) 

� PIE *h2azgV- > Gmc. *askOn- > ON aska, OHG aska, etc. 'ashes'; 
PIE raot *h2as- 'to burn; to dry'; 

Scand. aska denot{!s in many field-names ancient burnt-over clearings 
(KLNM XVII, p. 499). Cf. also Finn palo 'bumt-over clearing': a nominal 
derivative from Finn. pala- 'to burn', and see Finn. huhta, an Iranian Joan 
(no, 55 below). (Koivulehto 1991: 28-32.) 

15. Finn. kyrsä 'unlea:vened, thin bread; (pejorative) bread, not risen or which 
went wrong; crust; something small, insignificant', Olon. kiirzii, Veps kiirz 
'pancake', Est. kiirss 'first cut slice of bread, crust', Mordvin (E) kse, ksi, 

(M) kSi 'bread' < *körsä 
� PIE *krusä > Proto-Sl. *kriicha > Russ. kroch6. 'crumb', dim. 

kroSka 'crumb (of bread), tiny bit, a little one', a zero grade derivative from 
PIE *krow-s- 'to crush' = Gr. kroUO 'strike, smite'. (IEW, pp. 622-623; 
Vasmer I, pp. 669, 671; Buck, pp. 357-358.} 

As to the semantics cf. the corresponding full-grade variant PIE 
*krowso- > SCr. krUh 'bread', Sloven. krUh id,, Russ. kruch 'slice, piece, 
splinter' (Buck, pp. 357 -358), Cf. also Modern Gr. psom( 'bread' < 
ps6mfon 'morsel, bit, piece of bread'. Metathesis af a liquid and ao 
obstruent in initial position is not rare in loanwords. As to the palata! vowel 
cf. e.g. the Baltic loans Finn. tyhjä 'empty', tytär 'daughter': Baltic has u) 
and the alternation Finn. tuhma 'naughty, (dial.) stupid' - tyhmä 'stupid', 
pursto - pyrstö 'tail'. Old words with �rs- are norrnally loanwords 
(-rs- is not attested in Uralic). kyrsä is an older loan than the Gmc. Joan 
Finn. leipä 'bread'. A new etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 212). 

16. Finn. lansi 'lowland; low' (< *lante < *lon/mta), Votyak, Zyryan lud 
'field, meadow, pasture' < *lonta/*lomta 

f- PIE/PreGmc. *londho-/*lomdho. > Gmc. *landa- > Goth., etc. 
land 'land'. - As to the phonetic development cf. *komta 'lid, cover' > 
Votyak, Zyryan kud; > Finnic kante > Finn. kansi id. (Koivulehto 1994b: 
1 39.) 

17. Finn. lehti 'leaf, blade', S lasta id. (also in Cheremis: id.) < *leSte 
f- PIE * bhl.h1 -t6- > Gmc. *blada- > ON blalJ, ÖHG blat > G Blatt 

'leaf' (or f- PIE * bhleh1-t6- > Gmc. *bleda- [> OE bltid 'blossom, 
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sprout, fruit'J ➔ S lieddi 'blossom, flower; oar blade'). (Koivulehto 1995a: 
122-125,)

18. Finn. pohta-, inf. pohtaa 'to winnow' < *po(w.)S-ta- (4a- is a normal
verbal fcausativeJ suffix)

+- PIE *powH-eye/o- > Gmc. *fauja- > OHG fewen (fouwen), MHG
vöuwen 'to screen, to sift (corn), to clean', G (dial.) fäen 'to screen; ta
sprinkle; to clean flour/meal by throwing it up in the air', Oind. pawiyati
'cleanses, purifies'.

As to -wSt- > -st- cf. Finn. nouse- 'to rise' (= *nowse-) ➔ nos-ta- 'to
raise': the impossible cluster was simplified. (Koivulehto 1991: 91-93.)

19. Finn. porsas '(little) pig, piglet', Est. pörsas id., etc. (Mordvin purtsos,
purtsus, pursez, puft'sis, etc. id.) < *porfas

+- PIE *porlfos > Gmc. *farxaz > OEfearh 'piglet' (> Efarrow 'litter
of pigs'), OHO far(a)h 'pig'; > Lith. pa'rfos 'piglet; castrated boar'; SCr.
(derivative) pråse 'piglet'.

The Mordvin reflexes ofwhat is PIE -K- are here entirely irregular: they
match neither Finno-Ugric -C- nor Finno-Ugric -S-nor -s- (nor Finno-Ugric
-C-, for that matter); so the Mordvin forms might be borrowed from Baltic
Finnic. That they should be recent loans from some later Iranian language i s
improbable, because this would not explain the ending -os (< *as), etc. The 
Baltic Finnic word could, fonnally, also be an early Ind o -Iranian loan, but
the ending -as does not seem to occur in this layer otherwise. On the
contrary, it is usual in later, Proto-Iranian loans, but here the medial -s- does
not match (see Section 4 below). So, we are led to the conclusion that the
word was borrowed from early North-West Indo-European. Note, too, that
the exact meaning of the Finnic word, 'young pig, piglet', is attested in
North-West Indo-European languages only: in Gennanic, Baltic, and Slavic.

Votyak parS, Zyryan por§ 'swine, adult pig' cannot be equated with the 
Baltic Finnic word (we would expect **purS in both languages): it must be 
a separate, later borrowing. 

20. Finn. rohto (dial. also rohtu) 'medicine, (medicinal) plant; weed; green
herb; cattle feed', Est. roht, gen. rohu 'grass, herb, plant; spice, medicine')
< *roSto '(green) grass, (medicinal) plant'

f- PIE/PreGmc. * ghr6H-to-(n)-/*ghr6H-tu- > Gmc. *gr6/Ja(n)-/
*gr6pu- > ON gr6l5-r, gr6öi 'herb, plant; growth' / Swed. grodd 'genn';
*iroH-t{- > Gmc. *gr6di- > MHG gruot 'green growth', etc. The words
are nominal derivatives from the verbal root *iroH- > Gmc. *grö-(ja-)
'to grow (esp. of green growth)' > Swed. gro 'to genninate, to grow
(of plants)', E grow, etc. (Koivulehto 1999a: 213.)
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21. Finn, solki 'fibula (thorn-pin to attach clothes with), buckle, brooch', etc.,
Mordvin s/Culgamo 'brooch', Cheremis folkama, fä/kama 'clasp, fibula';
Votyak, Zyryan SUI 'runner of a sleigh'; S Culggon, gen. Culggoma 'wedge
shaped patch in askin mitten; side-piece af a Saarni brogue made af shank
skin' < *COlke/a / *SOlka 

� PIE *1folh26� > Olnd. fola- 'rad, stick' (derivative fo/yd
'arrowhead, thorn, prickle'), Hindi säl 'stake, thorn', Orijii safa 'pin,
thom', Bihari sar 'sticks used in setting up the warp'; derivative Olnd .
.§a!dkä- 'thin stake or splinter', Pfili saläka 'twig, peg, thin bar, blade af
grass, arrow'. Some more senses af this derivative in other Indo-Aryan
languages: 'needle in shuttle; spindle', 'pin (of bamboo or wood or iron)',
'short stick, coarse needle'; = ON hali 'tail; spearhead'. The Proto-Indo
European verbal raot: *Kel(h

2
)- 'ta prick, to stick'. Cf. K0lh2mo- > Gr.

kalamos 'reed', Gmc. *xalma- 'straw' > G Halm (in Gr. assimilation
*k6lamos > kalamos or zero grade) (EWAia II, pp. 621-622; Monier
Williams, pp. 1058-1059; Turner, no. 715).

The essential thing in a fibula is the pointed needle, pin, "thorn" (G Dom 
'thom', also 'tongu_e of a buckle'). - The phonetic relationship between the 
Finnic word and the rest of the fonns is irregular {esp, Saarni u: cf. no. 29), 
which in itself points to a borrowing. A new etymology (in brief presented 
in Koivulehto 1996: 427-428). - Note: Finno-Pennic *COlka may also 
have been borrowed from an old representative of the derivative Oind. 
foltikä-, as the vowel of the middle syllable is liable to be syncopated, 
particularly in loanwords (for a parallel case see no. 48: *sof}ka 'old' -
Oind. sanaka- id.). If this were the cas(!- and I think it is rather plausible -, 
this loanword would belong ta the -early Indo-Iranian loans (see Section 3). 

22. Finn. tahdas, gen. tahta(h)an 'dough, paste', Olon. tahtaz 'dough', Veps
tahtaz id., SEst. tahas, gen. tahta id. < *taStas

f- PIE *tah2i-s-to-(s) > Celtic, Olrish töis, täis 'massa farinacea' =
'dough', Welsh toes, Breton töaz 'dough', ChSl. testo, Russ. testo 'dough',
etc. To the same root belongs the Gmc. m-derivation OHG deismo 'sour
dough' (= PTE *tah2-i-s-mo(n)-) and OE jJän 'moist' < Gmc. *Paina
{= PIE *tah2-i-no-). The Proto-Indo-European root is *tah2-y- 'to dissolve',
nominal 'soft mass'.

In the F. word tl1e -i-was dropped in order to get a nonnal base stem of
two syllables, cf. also: F *riSma > Finn. rihma 'thread, snare' - Baltic
*riSima- 'binding', Finn. vehma-ro 'pole af a team of draught oxen' -
Baltic *veZima- 'drawing; waggon' (L. Posti). A new etymology (Koivu
lehto 1999a: 213-214).

Finn. taikina 'dough' is a later Gmc. Joan from a different word ( cf. G 
Teig 'dough'). 
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Exclusively in Saarni: 

23. S Cllonji, gen. Cuotnjdgti- ' goose' < PreS *fallak (theoretically also
*C011ak) 

f- PIE *ghan-/*ghanad-/*ghanud- > Gmc. *ganat -/*ganut- > OHG
gana330, ganl30, gane30, gan30 'gander (= male goose)', MLG gante id., 
etc. (Koivulehto 1983a: 143-144.) 

Finn. hanhi 'goose' < *San.Se is a well-known Baltic loan (f--- Baltic 
*iansi-); the Permic word för the same fowl, Wotyak d'faieg (auch
d'iad'ieg; WW, p. 46), Zyryan d'Zod'ieg (SW, p. 38) is obviously an
Indo-European loan, tao (f--- IE *ghans- or a correspond.ing Proto-Aryan
form); -eg is a suffix. In all three cases the word media! consonant was
assimilated with the initial ane: in  the Baltic loan the medial sibilant became
"hushing", tao; in the Saarni and Permic words the medial consonant be 
came palatal under the influence of the initial palata! consonant (Koivulehto
1999b; 244). So, the name of this important fowl was repeatedly borrowed
into three Finno-U gric languages. 

24. S Cuorpmas, gen. Cuorbmasa 'hail (also collectively)' < PreS *COrmeS
(theoretically also *Carmef) 

f- PIE *lfor-mo-/lfor-mä ( < *Jfor-mah2 < *lfor-meh2) > Proto
Baltic *Sarma- > Lith. SO'rmas / formCJ 'white frost'. 

As to the semantics cf. Modern Persian ziila 'hail, white frost' or 
Kashub. ilodz 'white frost' = Polab. zlod 'hail' (IEW, p, 453; Vasmer II, p .  
257). 

A later, Baltic loan is Finn. härmä 'white frost', (Koivulehto 1983b: 
116-1 17.)

25. S goZu : (strong grade) gohCCo- "soot, layer of soot, deposit of smoke or
soot on things near a fireplace" (Nielsen II, p. 160) < 'PreS *kuf:o-j < early
PreS *kuSo-j

f- PIE *h1usyo- or *h1usyä- > Gmc. *usj6(n)- / *uzjö(n)- > ON ysja
'fire''? (as a name for fire), Modern Isl. ysja 'quicksand; fine rain; loose
fresh snow' / Gmc. *uzj6n- > ON -yrja, attested in the compound Gmc.
*aim(a)-uzj6n- > ON eimy,ja (f.) 'embers', OHG eimuria, MHG eimere
id., E ember(s). (Gmc. *aima- > ON eimr 'smoke, steam'.} To the same
word family belongs also Gmc. *us-ilan- > anord. usli 'embers, sparks',
Modern Norw. usle 'black smoke, coaldust, embers', MHG usele, Usele 
'coaldust'; the Proto-Indo-European verbal raot is *h1ews- approx. 'to burn' 
> Olnd. O�ati 'singes\ Lat. Urö 'to burn (trans.}'. FU palata! § > Proto
Saami {: was substituted för PIE - sy- = -sj-, because there was no FU -sj-. 

As to the semantics cf. also Finn. dial. nuoha 'soot; layer of dust; flying 
dust; snowstorm' .  Also the other old Saarni words för '(various kinds of) 
soot' are borrowings: giehpa 'soot' (a Baltic loan, Koivulehto 1992b: 300-
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30 1), ruohtti 'coarse soot' (a Gmc. loan: cf. G Ruj3 'soot' < Gmc. 
*hröta-), suohtti 'soot' (a Gmc. loan: cf. ON s6t 'soot' < Gmc. *söta-).
A new etymology (Koivulehto ).

26. S guolbba, gen. guolbana 'heath, dry level plain with reindeer moss or
heath plants, sandy plain without stones' < PreS *kalpen (theoretjcally
also *kolpen)

f- PIE *h2albh-(en)- > G dial. Alben 'chalky sand under the top soil',
ON alfr ''aur, möl" = 'gravel' (only in ONorw. place names, MagnUsson, p .
1 1), Swed. (dial.) alv 'subsoil', to this Swed. dial. (e.g. Gotl.) alvar (f.)
'useless, barren, treeless, apen field, bare montain field, level heath on a
shore', Substantivized form of PIE *h2albh-o- 'white' (> Gmc. *alba-, Lat.
albus 'white, pale'). A new etymology (Koivulehto 1995b).

The standard connection with Hitt. alpa- 'cloud '  is semantically unlikely:
"the 'cloud' meaning would be unique, and the dominant Hitt. association af
clouds with rain and thunder does not advocate "whiteness"" (Puhvel 1984:
38).

Finn. kalvas, kalpea 'pale' is obviously a parallel borrowing (a new
etymology, together with Petri Kallio). As to the- semanlics cf. Swed. blek
'pale' - (dial.) bleke (n.), bleka (f.) meaning the same as Gotl. a/var: "Bleket 
eller Allvar-moen, som det här kallas, var de mästa ställen brundt'' (mo
'heath'; Linne, SAOB I B  3 138; 9 17).

27. S guovssu : (strong grade) gukso- 'dawn' < PreS *kawso-j or *kanso-j
(*kowso-j, etc. not possible}

f-- PIE * h2aws-ös- > Proto-Gr. *al)hös > Lesb. auös (with a
secondary long ä : Att. heOs) 'dawn', Iran. *auiah- (attested in later- Iran.
languages) id., further derivatives in Lat. auröra id., Lith. ausra id., Gmc.
*aus-ta� *'dawn' > 'East'; zero grade in Olnd. u�-ds id. Origirtally a Proto
Indo-European ablaut paradigm *h16ws-ös- : *h1us-s- (EWAia I, p. 236), 
verbal stem *h2ews-/*h2wes- 'to shine, to glow'_. The suffix -j is attested 
in several ancient borrowings: cf. nos. 25 and S Cuolgu 'long thin pole' 
(no. 8), further S suolu 'island' (a Baltic loan). The sequence *-ws- was 
originally unknown in Uralic/Finno-Ugric. As to the consonant reflex in 
Saarni cf. e.g. S guksi : guvse- 'scoop' (f- Baltic *kaufo-). The unknown 
*-ws- was also possibly replaced by the existing -1]s-: cf. S juoksa : juovsa 
'Bogen' = Finn.jousi id. < *joqse. A new etymology (Koivulehto 1997). 
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2.2. The lndo-European source words are not attested in 
North-West Indo-European 

Also these westerly loans reflect the Proto-Indo-European phonological level. 
They probably represent the same chronological level as the North-West Indo
European loans proper discussed above, but they might come from a different -
a more eastem? - language area than those. 

28. S arvi 'rain' (in conservative dialects -br-) < PreS *öprä (or *iprä) 
t- PIE *mbh-ro- > Oind. abhr6.- 'cloud, rain cloud', Av. af3ra 'rain,

rain cloud', Lat. imber '(heavy) rain, shower'.
The Pre-Saami loss of the nasal before -pr- is regular. The word-initial

PreS *ii (?*i) was a necessary addition, in order to mak.e the word
phonotactically acceptable. Note that the IE syllabic *T had a vocalic
function. (Koivulehto 1990.)

29. S gutna 'ashes', Cheremis kon 'ash lye', Zyryan kun 'lye' < *kone 'ashes'
t- PIE *koni- > Gr. k6nis, -ios 'dust, ashes' (cf. Lat. cinis < *cenis

'ashes').
The Saarni vowel does not match completely, which in itself points to a

borrowing (cf. no. 21). A rtew etymology (Koivulehto 1999b: 7).

30. Mordvin poniavtoms 'to winnow' < *punSe-kta- (-kta- is a nonnal
verbal [causative] suffix)

t- PIE *puneH-/*punH- > O!nd. puncfti / punrinti 'cleans, winnows /
they clean, winnow'; *u > o is regular inMordvin. (koivulehto 1991: 93.)

3 1 . Votyak puZ, 'sieve' (puZilj- 'to sieve'), Zyryan poZ, 'sieve' (poZn-al- 'to
sieve') < *pe(w)SenV

t- PIE *pewHeno- > Olnd. pdvana- 'purification, winnowing of com;
sieve, strainer'.

The -n- was regularly dropped in the Pennic noun, being word-final, but
preserved in the verb derived from it. (Koivulehto 1991: 87-91.)

32. S suopman, gen. suopmana 'human voice; dialect; voice quality' < PreS
*somenV (theoretically also *samenV)

t- PIE *stomen- > Gr. st6ma 'mouth (esp. the mouth as the organ of 
speech), speech, utterance', Av. staman- 'mouth (of a dog)'. 

IE st-➔ FU s- is a nonnal substitution. A new etymology by P .  Sam
mallahti (1998: 126). 

Cf. phonetically S vuopman 'hunting fence with two long, converging 
arms ending in a pit or a pen' < PreS *amen V t- Gmc, *hamen- (n-stem, 
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masc.) > OHO hamo 'hunting net; fish weir net', MHG ham(e) 'sack-like 
hunting net', G Hamen 'landing net; a long, tapering hunting net'. The 
initial Gmc. *h- had, as usual, no substitute in Saami, because there was no 
/h/ in Pre- and Proto-Saami. As to the semantics, cf. Finn. siula 'side net of 
a seine; side fence leading reindeers to an enclosure'. (Koivulehto: a new 
ctymology; presented at the meeting of the Modem Language Society, 
Helsinki, January 29, 1998; Sammallahti 1998: 12 8). Cf. also S siepman 
'seed ' t- F *simen (> Finn. siemen) +-B *simen-. 

3 . EARLY CONTACTS WITH PRE-ARYAN AND 

EARLY PROTO-ARYAN 

On the other hand, there were very old contacts with early Aryan (= Indo
Iranian, I -I) and even Pre-Aryan, too. There are, roughly speaking, two main 
very old groups: ( 1) loans with a wide distribution in Finno-U gric languages 
and (2} loans which are attested in a westerly area only. Interestingly enough, 
several words of the westerly group reflect an archaic evolutionary stage. A 
clear indicatio_n of an old stage is the preserved PIE e. Among these early loan
words with a limited westerly distribution there are examples with a clear Irania_n 
feature: an early ,depalatalization of the Common-Aryan palatal fricatives. The 
same depalatalization is also reflected by later, Proto-Iranian loans pro per. These 
early and 1ater Iranian loans are presented in Section 4. 

3.1. Loans with a wide distribution in FU languages 

33. Mordvin azoro 'lord ', Votyak uzyr, Zyryan ozyr, Vogul iitar 'prince'
"Filrst" < *asera

f-- Early Proto-I -I *asura- (< PIE *'!su-) > Oind. asura}J. 'god, lord;
demon', Av. ah ura� 'god, lord '. The IE -u- of the second syllable could not
be replaced b y  the corresponding FU -u-, because labial vowels could not,
originally, occur except in first syllables. An established etymology.

34. Finn. mehi-läinen 'bee', Mordvin meks, Ungarian mCh id. < *mekSe 
t- Early Proto-1-I *mekSi- > Oind. m6.k�i-kii 'bee'. An established ety

mology. For the Aryan reconstruction *meldi- cf. Parpola 1999: 199-20 1. 

35. Finn. mesi, stem mete- 'honey', Mordvin med', Hung. mCz id. < *mete
f-- Early Proto-1-1 *medhu- (< PIE *med11u-) > Oind. IJ'llldhu- 'honey'.
Theoretically, this loan could even he a Proto-Indo-European one, but,

because of its semantics, it is likely to have been borrowed at the same time
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with *mekse 'bee' from early Proto-Indo-Iranian, where the RUKI rule wa:s 
already in operation. As för IE -u- ➔ FU -e see no. 33. An established 
etymology. 

36. Finn. ora 'thorn, prickle, awl', Mordvin ura 'awl', Hung. drid. < *ora 
f- Proto-I-I *ärä (= Oind. lirri 'awl, prickle' < (Late) PIE *elä > Gmc. 

e/ö > OHG iila 'awl'). 
There are several examples of FU /o/ f--- I -1 /a/, (af: cf. PreS *orja > 

oarji 'South' t- I -1 *arya- > Av. airiia-, OPers. ariya- 'Aryan' (variant 
Olnd. cfrya- 'Aryan, belonging to the three highest castes'); PreS �wojna
> *ojna- > S oaidni- 'to see' f-- Proto-I-I *vaina- > Av. vaena1ti 'sees', 
Old Persian vainämiy ' I  see1, Middle Persian vi.n- 'to see', Oind. venati 
'looks, observes, sees'. Consequently, FU *ora cannot be used as evidence 
of an alleged (Late) Proto-Indo-European ablaut form *ölä (as has been 
done earlier}. In Finno-Ugric, the long Indo-Iranian vowel could only be 
replaced by a short one, because a long vowel could not occur in a F U  
a-stem. 

37. Finn. sata, S Cuohti; Mordvin fodo, Cheremis siiOa Votyak .fo, Zyryan .fo; 
Vogul *SjrV, Ostyak *saat, Hungarian szdz (P. Sarnmallahti 1988: 549:) 
< *fata/*Sjta 

f- Proto-I -I *fata- (< PIE **Kn,,it6-m) or Proto-IA *§ala > Olnd. fotti
m 'hundred' ;  PIE 11;}> Proto-I-I a could have happened at a very early stage: 
the same dcvelopment has also occurred in Greek. 

The initial FU .§ (instead of C) can be accounted for by an ear1y Jack of a 
palatal affricate phoneme (at least in this position): note that the reconstruc
tion of the first syllable vowel (Sammallaht:i 1988: 549) is not quite clear 
and that thc FU j is posited also in some other 1 -I loans f ör I-I /a/. An 
established etymology. 

3.2. Loans attested in a western area only: Reflex of IE e 

38. Votyak burd, Zyryan bord 'wing' < *pertä 
f- Pre-I-I/Early-Proto-I-I *petro- > Olnd. pdt(tJra-m 'wing; feather'. 
The metathesis IE -tr- ➔ FU -rt- is expected and also occurs in Saarni: 

-tr- did not occur in Finno-Ugric. (Koivulehto 1988: 43, 51.) 

39. S Cearda 'species, kind, sort; tribe' (the Saarni stem vowel -a must be 
secondary) < *Certä/Sertä 

f- PIE, Pre-1 -I / Early Proto-I-1 *lrerdho(s)-/*Cerdho(s)- > Olnd . 
.§ardha- 'power; Company, troop', sdrdhas- 'crowd, troop', Av. saraOa
'kind, sort'. A new etymology by P. Sammallahti ( 1998: 126). 
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40. S earti 'side, slope', Mordvin irdes 'rib', Cheremis ördaf 'side, flank',
Votyak urd-lj, Zyryan ord-lj 'rib', literally 'side-bone' < *ertä(s)

f- Early Proto-I-I/Iran. *erdho-s > Proto-I-I *ardha-s > Oind. Grdha-J;, 
'side, part, half'. The Saarni fonn points to a geminated cluster -rtt-, but this
phenomenon is attested also in several comparable cases (Koivulehto 1988).
An established etymology.

41. S *garta- 'to tie, to bind fast '  (= Inari S korttad) - Votyak: kertj-, Zyryan
kfrt- 'to tie' - < *kert(t)e-

f- Pre-1-I *kert- > Oind. qtG-ti 'ties' (fut. cartsyati; c shows the
original full grade e: *kert- > *cert-).

The Permic (Votyak, Zyryan) vowels do not match perfectly, which in
itself points to a borrowing (perhaps a parallel one). Instead of *-rt - ,  -rtt
often appears in Saarni (Koivulehto 1988, and see no. 40).

42. S geavri 'a circular thing': 'ski stick wheel, ring, shaman's drum, Saarni
drum' < *kekrä

f- Pre-I-I *kekro- > Eilrly Proto-I-I *Cekro- -> Proto-I-I *Cakra- >
Olnd. cakrd- 'wheel; discus, circular missile weapan; circle; astranomical
circle; cycle, cycle of years or of seasons' (IE *kwe-kw-lo- 'wheel, cycle').

On the other hand, S geavli 'a curved/circular thing; halo (araund the
maon or the sun)' < *keklä must be a Proto-Indo-European ar a (Pre-)
Gennanic Joan fram the same Indo-Eurapean origin. A new etymolagy.

Finn. kekri 'the ald pagan new year feast '  can be traced back to the
same Pre -1-I source: as *'(the feast of) the yearly cycle': < *kekrä-j, a
j-derivative from *kekrä (for a detailed discussion af the Finnish and the
Saarni wards see now Koivulehto 2000b: 241-250).

43. Finn. herää-, heräU)än, inf. herätä 'to wake up (intr.)' < *Cerä-
f- Early Prota-1-1/Iran.  *dZer-e/o- (< *,ier- < Pre-I-I *ger-) > Oind.

jGra-se 'you wake up' ,jdra-nte 'they wake up'  (perf. jii-gdra 'is awake' =
Av.jayiira id. < PIE *h1ge-h1gor- e). The Prota-Inda-European verbal stem
is *h1ger- 'wake up, awaken' (EWAia I, p. 575): cf . Gr. ege{ri5 < *egerji5 
'I awaken', (perf.) 'I _am awake', (rniddle-pass.) 'I wake up'.

The etymology indicates that the result af the second palatalization was
kept apart fram the reflexes of the Prota-Indo-European palatal stops. A
new etymalogy (Kaivulehta 1999a: 2 2 1).

44. Finn. kehrä, keträ, Veps kezr 'wheel af the spindle', Liv. 'spindle'; S
gearsi 'spindle; wheel of the spindle; snout of a pig', Mordvin (E) St'efe,
(M) kst'if 'spindle' < *kesträ 'spindle'

f- Pre�I-1/Pre-Iran. *ketstro-/*kestro- > Early Proto-I-I *Ce- > Proto
I-I *Ca- > Oind. cattra-, ciittra- 'spindle', Proto�Iran. *Castra- > Pashto 
cii.�ai 'spindle', etc. 
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There are just four words with (original) -str- in Finnic: all of them are 
loans. (Koivulehto 1979: 71-78.) 

45. S reaSmi 'net rope', Mordvin (E) riSme, (M)ri.§mä 'chain, rope' < 
*reSmä 

f- Pre-l-I/Early-Proto-I-1 *reCmi- > O!nd. raSmi-1; 'string, rope, cord'.
In view of the final apen -ä in the loanword, the exact source word was

probably a parel!el form tenninating in lE -mo-/-mä, which has not been 
preserved, as far as I know, An established etymology. 

46. Mordvin (E) sed', (M) säd' 'bridge; floor', Zyryan sod 'ladder, stairs', sojd 
'bridge, footbridge' < *se(j)te 

f- Pre-1-I/Early-Proto-I-I *seitu- > Proto-I-1 *saitu- > Olnd. situ
'binding; bond, fetter, dam, bridge', Av. haetu- 'dam'. An established
etymology.

47. Finn. vene(h) 'boat', S fanas, vanas, Mordvin (E) ventS, (M) venaS id. < 
*veneS 

t- PIE/Pre-I-I/Early-Proto-I -I *wen-(e/o-) > O!nd. vdn- (raot noun)
'wood', vdna- (n.) 'wood, tree; timber; wooden vessel' (Monier-Williams, 
p. 917;  KEWA III, pp. 138-139).

Most ancient and new Finnic (non-derived) words för 'boat, canoe;
vessel, ship' are Ioans, too: (from Gennanic:) Finn. laiva 'ship', ruuhi 
'little boat, trough, (earlier:) a dug out stem, "Einbaum"; tub; groove', 
(obsolete., dial.) karvas, gen. karpaan 'a little boat' (= Veps karbaz "Ein
baum"; cf. ON. karfi 'little ship', hardly from Baltic: cf. Lith. kä.rbas 
'basket', cf. Fraenkel, p. 2 2 0), (from Old Swedish:) paatti 'boat', (from 
Russian:) lotja 'lighter', (from Modem Swedish:) prooinu 'lighter, 
barge', and, af caurse, all the names af mare modem vessels. Old laans 
aften show a suffixal -eS, without any clear counterpart in the source word 
(Koivulehto 1992a). *venes was apparently ao "Einbaum":. a dug-out stem 
used as a canoe/boat/vessel. There are many examples of Words for 'ves
scls' which go back to 'a black of waad', cf. also Russ, dub 'oak:; (dial.) 
"Einbaum". The Aryan original need not have meant 'boat', 'a wooden 
vessel' or samething filee that is enough: also the Gmc. original för Finn. 
ruuhi 'little boat, Einbaum' is not auested with this meaning, but only with 
the meaning 'a dug aut stem/block of wood, tub, groave'. 

That Finn. vene would be a derivative from Finno-Mordvinic *vene
(Finn. veny-, Mordvin venenems 'to stretch (intr.)'): as *'a stretched, i.e. a 
long thing' (E. Itkonen: see SKES, p. 1695) is highly improbable. Firstly, 
the Finnic suffix -es does not seem to fonn old deverbal derivates (while -ek
does), as far as we know. Secondly, the alleged semantic parallel, Finn. 
kaukalo 'trough, basin', does not belang to Finn. kauka- 'distant; long', 
but is obviously a Baltic loan: cf. Lith. kauke/e 'woaden bawl', kaukole 
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'_skull' (= Gmc. *xauxa- Swed. > ho 'trough') (Koivulehto 1994a: 232-
233). That words för 'tub, vessel' are easily used för 'boat, ship' is a com
monplace(Buck, pp. 726-729). Note, too, that *veneS has been, so far, the 
only case on the strength of which an old deverbal suffix -d has been 
posited: so, the alleged connection with Finn. veny- also smacks of circular 
reasoning. 

There is no absolute language-internal certainty that the Aryan /a/ in the 
posited source word goes back to an earlier /e/ (because, as is well known, 
PIE /e/, /a/, /o/ merged in Common Aryan /a/, and the word seems to have 
no exact cognates in other Indo-European Ianguages). However, in so far as 
the word is of  Indo-European origin (PIE *wen[H]-), the most probable 
vowel was /e/, especially if the word was, as i t  seems, originally a root noun 
(cf. EWAia II, p. 500). 

I hope the readers of this volume had a good laugh at my expense while reading the fictionaJ 
scene staged by Eugene Helimski in ordcr to ridicule my ctymology. Seriously speaking, 
however, there is no substance in Helimski's criticism. Anything can be borrowed, provided 
that the contacts are intensive enough (Laakso 1999: 62); and words for means of locomotion 
aro cspecially likely to bc borrowed, unless thcre is an acceptable autocbthonous etymology, 
which is not the case here. The constant flow of lexical borrowings from lndo-Europcan to 
Finno-Ugric accounts for the fact that no ancient common Uralie or Finno-Ugric term for 
'boat' has been preserved (at least not in the westerly Finno-Ugric languages), although the 
ohjeet itself was, as an "Einbaum", well known in early Uralle times and for a long time be
fore. -The method chosen by He!imski only shows that he has.run out of serious arguments. 

Since Helimski has also chosen to attack my etymological resean:h in general and lQ 
rejcct my results wholesa\c, I am obligcd to deal with his accusations in brief. 

Charge no. 1: Lexical scopc: My Joan etymologies contain ilmost as many verbs and 
adjcctives as nouns; and, more generally, my Joan etymologies contain words for elementary 
objects and actions. - This charge is inva!idated by the widely-known facl that "in the case of 
vcry intensive languagc contacts, practically anything can be borrowed, from words to arfixes 
and structures." (Laakso 1999; 62). Unfortunately, this basic fact that has been control\ed and 
vcrified by numerous cases from more recent languages, seems to be ignored by rescan:hers 
worklng on Nostratic prcmises. Actually, this is quite understandab[e: early loans must be re
jected becausc they threaten thc Nostratic positions which presup_posc that the word� concemed 
are genetically re!atcd, Nostratic words. lt would also he interesting to know which of the 
many adjeclives claimed by Hel!mski really are covered in my paper poblished here. Among 
the 56 cases I can find only the fo!lowing threc: *serä 'old, aged' (no. 48), *paksu 'thick, fat, 
dcnsc' (no. 52), *aCnas 'greedy, voracious' (no. 53), all of them aro Proto-Iranian loans
(,1dditionally there is Finn. kalvas, kalpea 'pa!e', which is only hinted at in conncction with S 
r:uolhba: no, 26). I will retom to this question nt the end of this paper. 

Chargc no. 2: The Indo-European source words and their Finno-Ugric counterparts postu
lated by me, "often" differ scmantically. - l think we can safely claim the opposite: most of 
my cascs show a rather far-going semantic congrucncc, givcn thc fact thai thcre is a great timc
depth. That thcre aro sometimes minor scmantic differences, is of course unavoidable: the 
samc can be observed a\so in quite reccnt loans: cf. c,g. Finn. co!loquia\ snaijatti 'to under
stand, comprchcnd' from Russian ztwt', znaet 'to know'. 

Charge no. 3: Stern slrocture: "quite oftcn the presumcd sources diffcr from the words 
which are actua!ly attested in the Indo-Europcan languages in the presence or absence of a 
suffix, in their Ahlaurstufen, ctc.". - In my prescnt paper, at !east, where is the evidence of thc 
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firnt claim? Of courne, now and thcn wc can observe that genuine Finno-Ugric or Proto-Finnic 
suffixes have bcen attached to thc borrowcd stems, but this is nothing peculiar. E.g. almost 
ali later verb borrowings have verbalizing suffixes, and suffixation can occur in nouns, tao 
(e.g. -ef is a frequcnt suffix, oftcn without an exact counterpart in the source word: see 
Koivulchto 1992a, and now also 1999b: 309-328). The "emission" (Helimski: "absencc") of a 
suffix in a source word is, as far as J know, very rare in my material and can easily be 
accounted for. In no, 10 (*vcte) the Indo-Europcan counterpart is a heteroclitic -er/-en-stcm, 
but it is obvious thai this stem has been derivcd from a root noun *wed- (cf. also Arrnenian 
get 'river'). And this is, of course, also postulatcd by the Nostraticists. As to thc Ahlaut
stufen, the assertion is simply not truc. In no case do I suggcst an Ablautstufe which would 
not bc attcs!cd in thc source materia], thai is in thc postulatcd source word. 

Charge no. 4: Phonetics: Hclimski rcproachcs me för having made new rules, which, 
however, arc i!lustrated only with ncw etymologies which also stem from me. Helimski obvi
ously refers to new substitution ru!es. - Hclimski attacks here a· standard scientific procedure. 
lfl c\aim to havc found a new substitution model, the proof of it can only be produced by 
showing that "it works", i.e. by showing thai sevcral othcr cases can aisa be found which 
show thc samc substitution, i.e. which are explained by the same substitution rulc (cf. e.g. 
Section 4 in this paper). There is simply no othcr way. Reproaching this standard scientific 
method, Helimski opcnly takes a stand against developm�nt and_ innovation within science. 

Charge no. 5: A combination of my alleged faults. After the above discussion further 
words would be superfluous. 

4. A PROTO-IRANIAN FEATURE: REFLEX OF AN EARLY

DEPALATALIZATION OF THE COMMON-ARYAN

PALATAL AFFRICATES

I t  has often been assumed that Aryan (= Indo-Iranian) loans jn Finno-Ugric 
languages are, in reality, af an early Iranian origin. This is hardly true of the 
most ancient loans - at least it cannot been demonstrated, quite simply because 
för those early times it is impossible to establish a linguistic boundary between 
Indo-Aryan and Iranian. Those loanwords must simply be defined as Aryan or 
Indo-Iranian and in some cases even Pre-Aryan (for Pre-Aryan = Pre-Indo
Iranian cf. e.g. nos. 41, 42, 44 in the preceding section: the palatalization af 
velars before front vowels had not yet taken place). But there is ane criterion by 
which early Iranian loans can be distinguished from the common Aryan or Indo
Iranian ones: the reflexes of what were the early Proto-Aryan palatal affricates,
which, in turn, go back to the Proto-Indo-European palatal stops k, g, l. These
affricates were early depalatalized in lranian, i.e. they developed into non
palatalized dental affricates, which have been preserved as such fo the Nuristan 
branch, but became later non-palatalized dental sibilants e.g. in A vesta. As the 
Proto-Indo -European aspiration correlation had disappeared even earlier, only 
two depalatalized affricates were left: (Early-)Proto-Iranian unvoiced ts and 
voiced dz (I use here the notation of M. Mayrhofer 1989 and R. Schmitt 1989). 
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Now it can be shown that these Iranian depalatalized affricates are reflected 
by several loanwords. While there are loans which show Finno-Ugric palata! 
substitutes for Pre-Aryan and Proto-fudo-Aryan palata! affricates (cf. nos. 37, 
39 above), there are also loans which show non-palatal Finno -Ugric substitutes 
för Proto-Iranian depalatalized affricates ts and dz. Actually, two different 
substitution pattems can be found: they must represent two different layers of 
borrowings, which very probably also differ chronologically (Koivulehto 
1999a: 214-231: 2000a: 35-40). 

(1) In the earlier layer the substitute was FU ks, which in initial position
was replaced by s - according to the general rule, which prohibits initial 
consonant clustcrs and means that in loans only the last consonant of a cluster of 
the source word is replaced. This substitution was due to the fact that Finno
Ugric did not possess a corresponding dental , non-palatalized ("sharp") affricate 
*c [ts] and a two-phoneme-cluster -ts- was unknown, too. - Note that the
present cluster Finn. -ts- ( < Late Proto -Finnic -tts-) goes back to the Pre-Finnic
geminated palatalized affricate -N: -. - So the phonotactically impossible cluster
-ts- was replaced by the existing cluster -ks-. Correspondingly, the Germanic
cluster-Tl-(T = dental stop or fricative, with the exception of s) was replaced by
the Proto -Finnic -kl-, as a *-tl-did not (and stiU does not) exist (cf. Finn. neula
'needle', Karel. niekla, ctc. < *nekla � Gmc. *nej)lii). That the Finno -Ugric
non-palatalized dorsal ("cacuminal") "hushing" affricate C (> Finnic h or t, see
(2) below) was not felt to be an adequate substitute at first can be explained by
the fact that this phoneme was, at the same time, used to replace the results of the
Early Aryan palatalization of Proto-Indo-European velars/labiovelars before
front vowels, i. e. Proto-.Iranian C andJ (see Mayrhofer 1989: pp. 6, 11, and cf.
no. 43 above). This indicates that the "results'' of this palatalization were phonet 
ically clearly distinct from the Iranian depalatalized affricates.

(2) Gradually, however, the Finno -Ugric non-palatal affricate C [tS] was
getting to bc used also as the appropriate substitute for the Iranian depalatalized 
affricates. In Baltic Finnic, this affricate became h (mostly in initial position) or t 
(often in medial position). Note that there was still no "sharp" dental affricate. 
Obviously, this phoneme, at the same time, continued to be substituted for 
Proto -Iranian C and J. Examples of these two layers are given below.
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4.1. (Early-)Proto-Iranian TS ➔ FU VksV /#sV 

4.1.1. Early Proto -lranian loans (with pre.served !E /ei) 
48. Mordvin (E) sire, (M} sirä, Sirä 'old, aged' < *serä

� Early Proto-Iran. *dzero- > Proto-Iran. *dzara- > Modern Persian
zar 'old man' (=Armenian cer 'old man' = PIE *ierh20-); the Proto-lndo
European verbal root is *lferh

2
- 'to make old, ta decay'. Cf. also Olnd.

jdrant - (Nom., Voc.j6ran) 'old, decayed' = Gr. gfrån, gen. girontos 'old
man' = Ossetic zärond id.

Words_ for 'old' tend to be borrowed. S vuoras 'old (of people,
animals), an old man' is a Baltic loan (cf. Lith. vöras 'old') and S boaris
'old, former' an Aryan one (cf. Olnd. para-lJ 'distant, remote; previous,
fonner, ancient', etc. (Koivulehto 1992b: 302; 1999a: 229; Sammallahti
1998: 232; 1999: 82). The Finnic wordfor 'old', Finn. vanha (< *vanSa)
seems to be an old Gmc. borrowing (cf. Gmc. *wanha- 'crooked, bent')
which has been adopted also into Permic (Votyak vui, Zyryan vai 'old');
the Zyryan vowel does not match, which in itself points to a borrowing
from Finnic. Quite recent loans are (colloquial) stara 'old man' (cf. Russ.
s_taryj 'old', starik 'an old man'), gubbe 'an old man' (vg. Swed. gubbe
id,). A new etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 221-222). - And finally, it
seems plausible that FU * s0f\ka 'old' (> Cheremis SOT}gå, foT}go 'old; an
old man', Hungarian agg id., UEW I 448) is also a borrowing: cf. Oind.
sanakci- 'former, old, ancient' (~ Lat. senex 'old, an old man', Ga11.-Lat.
Seneca, etc.); the Finno-Ugric middle syllable is liable to be syncopated,
especially in loanwords (cf. no. 21), and for the Proto-Aryan /a/ (<IE /e/) 
see no. 36.2 

49. Finn. synty-, inf. syntyä 'to be bom' (➔ S fodda- 'to be bom; to
become; to grow'), noun synty 'birth, origin, genesis'; Zyryan sod-, sud- 'to
increase' < *sen-tii-

2 

f- Early Proto-Iran. *dzen(h 1)- > Sogd. zn- 'to bring forth', Khot.
ysan- 'to give birth' -cf. also Middle Persian, Modem Persian ziidan 'to bc
born', Oss. zajyn, (Digor.) zajun 'to give birth; to be born, to grow' (Abaev
IV, p. 284), Middle Persian ziidag, Modern Persian ziida 'bom, child' - <
Early P,roto-I-I �(en(h1)- [d'ien-J > Oind. jcin-a-ti 'to give birth, to gene
rate' ,jdyate 'to be bom, to grow': < PIE *genh1� 'to beget, to generate, ta
give birth; (middle) to be bom'. The Zyryan vocalism points to an original e,
in Finnic. e > ii has taken place due to the influence· of the mediat suffix -tii-
(see Itkonen 1954: 279-280).
From the Finno-Ugric point of view (Hungarian, Chcremls), it is equally possiblc to
posit a FU *S011ka, which would cnablc us to cquatc Finn. honka 'old, often dried up
pine trec' (< *.fo11ka) to it. Also the Indo-lranian word a!low the positing of a FU initial 
*.W-for an early 1-1 *sV-, since there wus no initial 1-1 *J-, originul!y. 
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A more recent loan from the same 1-1 word family is Zyryan zon 'son' 
(Redei 1986: 82): cf. Av. *zana- (= Olnd.jdna- ' creature, man'). 

An early loan of the Proto-Indo-European stage from the same word 
family is Finn. ihminen, more ancient inhi-mi-nen 'man, human being' 
< *inSe- t- PIE *g1Jh1(-e/o-)/*gl}h1-ye/o• > Olnd.jd-' bom, offspring,
descendant', Gmc. *kuna- > ON. kon-r 'son, noble man' / Gmc. *kunja- >
ON kyn 'generation, lineage' (Koivulehto 1991: 79-82). 

All (?) old Finno-Permic verbs denoting 'bearing, generating, increasing, 
growing' seem to be loanwords. Proto-lndo-European loans: Finn. itä- 'ta 
genninate', kasva- 'to grow', Finn. suku 'generation, family, lineage (a 
nominal derivative from *suke-: cf. suke-utu-a 'to be bam, ta develop, to 
grow': t-PIE *suli - 'to beget, ta bear', see Koivulehto 1991: 51, 32-36); 
Iranian loans: Finn. hadas, hata 'gerrn' (no. 54), Mordvin tsatSo- 'ta be 
bom; to grow (well)' (Koivulehto 1999a: 226) , Votyak vord- ' to bring up, 
to feed; to give birth', Zyryan verd- ' ta feed; to giYe birth' (Redei 1986: 80). 
An old Slavic Joan: Mordvin ra.Stams 'to increase, ta bear' (Stipa 1977: 
158-160) . - F -tu- / -tii.- is a verbal suffix (medial-refl,), the correspanding
transitive verb would be **sen-t(i- ** 'to give birth'. A new etymology
(Koivulehto 1999a: 222-223) .

50. Finn. kahdeksan, yhdeksän 'eight', 'nine' (<*kak-teksa-, *iik-tek_sä-;
' two-ten', 'ane-ten',more or less deformed forms alsa in Saarni, Mordvin,
Chercmis) < *-teksä 'teri.'

t- Early Proto-Iran. *detsa 'ten' (> Proto-Iran. *datsa > Av. dasa,
OPers. daSa; Kati (Nuristan) duc [-ts]) = Prot o -I-1 *data > Oind. dafo.
An old etymology revived on new grounds by A. Parpola: cf. also the
semantic parallel from Dravidian: Proto-Dravidian, *om-patu 'nine': 'ane'
+ ' ten' (Parpola 1999: 198-199).

A traditional etymology, but the fonner explanations were phonetically
nat acceptable. (Koivulehto 1999a: 224-225; see also Parpola 1999: 198-
199; Schindler's [1963: 204] "Pre-Aryan *dekfa-" is, af course, impossible). 

A more recent borrowing is Votyak, Zyryan das 'ten'. 

4.1.2. Proto-Iranian loans (with TE /ei > /a/) 
51. Finn. maksa-, inf. maksaa 'to pay; to reward; to east' ,  Mordvin (E)

maksa-, (M) maks5- ' to give' < *maksa-
t- Proto-Iran. *ma(n)dza- > Av. *mqza- (cf. Av. mqzii..raii- 'giving

wealth') = Proto-1-1 *manha- > Olnd. mdf!Ihate 'gives, grants, bestows' <
Pre-I-1 *menl-e!a- < PIE *mengh_ (EWAiall, p. 286; IEW, p. 730).

The loss of the nasal before a cansonant cluster like -ks- is regular. That
the verb is a borrowing, is additionally proved by the fact that there was
already a homanymaus naun stem in the language: Finnic-Mordvin maksa 
'liver' = Finn. maksa (< PU *mjksa). It is extremely unlikely that a
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homonymous verb stem should have been created just "by chance", out of 
nothing. A new etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 221). 

52. Finn. paksu 'thick, fat, stout', Vepsian paks 'thick, dense', Votic pahsu
'thick', Est paks 'thick, dense' < *paksu

� Proto-Iran. *badzu- > Baluci baz 'dense' = Proto-I-1 *baj'hu- >
Olnd. bahti- 'much, large, thick' (= Gr. pakhj-s 'thick, dense, stout'),
bahu-ld- 'thick, dense' < Pre-1-1 *bh

f!f'1a- < PIE *bh
lJgha.; Proto-Indo

European raot *bhenlf11-/*bh
ljgh. 'thick, dense, fat'. A new efymology

(Koivulehto 1999a: 221).
J. Schindler (1963: 203) has, already connected these words, but his

"Pre-Aryan" source word reconstruction *bhagihu- is impossible.

4.2. Proto-Iranian TS ➔ FU C (non-palatal affricate) 

53. Finn. ahnas/ahne 'greedy, voracious; avaricious' < *aCDas/*aCDeS
f- Proto-Iran. *atsnas (= Proto-I-I *aCnas > Oind. afoa]J 'voracious';

a -na- derivativation from 1-I. aS- 'eat' < PIE *h2ali- < *h2eli-). A new
etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 225-226).

54. Finn. hadas, gen. hataan: juuri-hataat 'roots of a germinating seed', ohra
on hataal/a 'the barley is springing up'; hata, hatu 'first new sprouting
crop, shoot', ohra, ruis, herne on hadulla 'the barley, the rye is springing
up', Karel hatahalla 'in gerrn', hatajas 'the raot of a germinating seed' < 
*Cata(s) 

f- Proto-Iran. *dzäta�(s), past part. of the verb *dzen-: 'bom, germi
nated, grown', etc. 'germ' = Proto-I-1 * /äta-s > Olnd. *jätd-{i 'bom, 
engendered, grown, appeared'. This part:iciple is represented for instance by 
Oss. zad 'malt' < *'germinated corn': zad xor 'germinated corn' (Abaev 
IV, p. 283); the malt is produced by germination. A new etymology 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 226). 

55. F inn. huhta 'bumt-over clearing', etc., Mordvin (E) 
'wood (material)' < *'firewood' < *Cllkta 'bumt 
clearing' 

tSUvto, 
patch, 

(M) sufta 
burnt-over 

f- Proto-Iran. *tsukta- > Av. (upa-)suxta 'bumt, set on fire', Modem
Persian sUxt, siixta id. = Ossetic sygd, (digor) suffd = Proto-I-I *Cukta� 
(< PIE *fiuk -to-, zero grade part. perf. of the verb *li.ewk-e/o- 'to bum, to 
glow, to shine').

The semantic background is illustrated by Ossetic syffd, (digor) suffd 
'smoking; scorched, bumt'; (as a noun) 'buming, fire, bumt patch' (Abaev 
III, pp. 188-189, 165, 167-168), syffdon, (Digor) suffdon 'asheS; burnt 
patch'; to the same word family also belongs Ossetic siig 'chopped 
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firewood, logs' < Iran. *sauka- 'flame, fire' (Abaev III, pp. 165, 168) < 
Proto-Iran. *rsauka-. The Mordvin sense 'tree, wood' is of course a sec 
ondary one, being an extension of *'firewood' (or, altematively, o f  *'trees 
growing on an old burnt patch': cf. Finn. kaski, 'bumt-over clearing', but 
dial. aisa 'a  young birch'). As to the semantic relationship 'bumt patch' ~ 
'ashes' cf. also Finn. kaski < *kaske f--- PIE *h2azgV- >> Swed. aska 
'ashes': see etymology no. 14 above. 

The irregular Mordvin u instead of the expected o points in itself to a 
borrowing. A new etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 226; cf. also Koivulehto 
1991: 32). 

56. Votyak, Zyryan uZ 'stallion', Cheremis oZO, oz§ id. < *oC(w)a/*eC(w)a
f- Proto-Iran. *atsva- > Av. aspa- 'horse' (= ·Proto-I-I *aCva- > Oind.

aSVa- 'horse, stallion' < PIE *h1eK-wo- > Lat. equus 'horse, stallion', etc.).
Pennic Z is a norrnal reflex of FU C in word-medial position. The vowel

correspondence between Permic and Cheremis is irregular, which in itself
points ta a borrowing; the same Permic vowel is attested aisa in _other I-I
loans which have I-I /a/. -A new etymology (Koivulehto 1999a: 227). 

5. CONCLUSIONS

The very old contacts af the westem branch of Uralic with North-West Indo
European on the ane hand (nos. 12-27), and with Pre-Aryan, Pre- and Early
Proto-Iranian on the other hand (nos. 33-56), suggest that the oldest Uralic 
homeland inferable from lexical contacts between Proto-Indo-European and 
Proto-Uralic (nos. 1-11) should be located not very far (south-)east of the 
ancient regions of Finnic and Saarni, and the hypothesis af an Asian homeland 
should be rejected. In the present situation, the best altemative seems to be 
Central/Westem Russia; the westward spread of westemmost Uralle languages 
seems ta have coincided with the westward spread of the (later) Combed Ware 
culture (4000-3600 BC). 

There is a persistent view adhered to by some researchers, even today, a c 
cording to which the apparently oldest lexical similarities like those presented 
above in Section 1 (nos. 1-11) should be interpreted as evidence of a genetic 
relationship between Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Uralic, in other words, as 
a lexical heritage of a common protolanguage, af an Indo-European-Uralic 
Proto-Language. However, as I have already claimed elsewhere (see e.g. 
Koivulehto 1993; 1994b: 141-145), the phonetic resemblance of the Proto-Indo
European words ta their Proto-Uralic counterparts is_ far tao strong to be ex
plained by a common origin. The vowels are phonetically "the same" - i.e. as far 
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as that is possible - : PIE /e/ is rendered by U /e/, PIE /o/ is rendered by U /o/. 
The seeming exceptions (cf. nos. 2, 4, 7) are due to the fact that there was not 
always an exact phonetic counterpart in Uralic (there were no syllabic resonants 
and no labiovelar stops in Uralle). Furthermore, the consonantal counterparts are 
quite naturally explained by the same reason, as Uralic substitutions for such 
Proto-Indo-European consonants which had no exact Uralic counterparts. So the 
phonetic relationships of the examples in Section 1 are the same as in the ex 
amples in  Section 2 (nos. 12-32), which by no means can be merely loans, quite 
simply, because the (P)IE counterparts are, with a few exceptions, perhaps, 
themselves derivatives from shorter Proto-Indo-European stems. Consequently, 
the oldest layer must be borrowed, too. If they were cognates, i.e. representa
tives of common "Indo-Uralic" words, the phonetic similarity would not be that 
strong. On the contrary, we would then observe divergent developments. And 
we should be able to detect regular sound laws (Lautgesetze ), which, in turo, 
could account för these divergencies. In other words, we should be able to 
explain the alleged Indo-Uralic genetic relationship in the same way as we can 
explain that Oind. ad-(anam) and G ess(en), E eat are genetically the same verb, 
or that Oind. cakrd-and E wheel are genetically the same noun. As long as this 
cannot be done with lndo-European and Uralle lexical items, a common origin 
cannot be shown, at !east not by lexical material like that given in Section 1. This 
ought to be completely clear. 

A still wider genetic frame is represented by the so-called Nostratic theory/ 
hypothesis, the adherents af which are found today particularly among Indo
Europeanists and Uralists who have had their academic education and training 
either in what was the fonner Soviet Union or in. the USA. It goes without 
saying that the more remote a relationship is assumed, the frailer the alleged 
lexical evidence of it is. Because no suitable lexical materia! can be found - so 
far -, which could qualify as evidence, especially with regard to such an im
mense tirne-depth, the theory must remain � för the time being -just a belief or a 
hypothesis. 3 - A somewhat greater chance of saving the hypothesis may per 
haps be found in some grammatical morphemes and similarities in some 
pronouns. But, once again, the lexical materia!, as presented e.g. io this paper, 
does not qualify as evidence.4 

3 

4 

This is nlso the vicw of Lyle Campbell (1998), who shows that cven thc besl cascs of 
Nostratic lexical comparisons involve inconsistencies in the allegcd Nostratic sound cor
respondences and obvious mistakes in the a!leged rcconstructions of c.g. Ura!ic forms. 
Note that T am nct opposcd to the Nostratic hypothesis as such (cf. Koivulehto 1994b: 
145). I only want to stress thai the lexical matcrial like that presented in Scction I in 
this paper cannot be uscd as cvidence to support it 
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Unfortunately, this is not clear to the snpporters of the lndo-Uralic and the 
Nostratic hypothesis. Consequently, they can accept only borrowings from later 
branches of Indo-European, but not from a Proto-lndo-European stage itself. 
But there is no rational reason to think that there were no contacts on the proto
language level - and even on a pre-protolanguage level, för that marter. On the 
contrary, to make such a restriction is a circular way of reasoning, the only goal 
of which is to save the Nostratic hypothesis.5 

That there are many elementary verbs among the most ancient borrowings, 
is simply explained (1) by the fact that anything can be borrowed, provided the 
contacts are intense enough, and (2) by the fact that verbs för elementary actions 
- no matter whether borrowed or genuine verbs - are the best preserved lexical
entities, while 0ouns and especially adjectives are more liable to be replaced by
innovations (by derivation processes, etc.) or, more usually, by new loans. A
good case is the adjectives for 'old, aged' (see no. 48): besides the Proto-Iranian
loan *serä, there are several other loans: Finn. vanha (from Gennanic), Saarni
boaris (from Aryan), Saarni vuoras (from Baltic). Recent loans are Finn. (col
loquial) stara 'old, an old man' (from Russian), gubbe 'an old man' (from
Swedish).

Finally, it may be added that there is, today, a fa r -reaching consensus on the 
dating and stratification of the ancient Indo-European and Indo-Iranian loans 
presented in this paper. I refer to Carpelan (1999; 2000), Häkkinen (1996), 
Kallio (1999; forthcoming), Parpola (1999; also Parpola & Carpelan in this 
volume), Sammallahti (1998; 1999). This statement does not exclude some 

5 Just a few rcmarks to some alleged "lndo-Uralic"/'Nostratic" words, enumerated by 
Helimski ln his paper (see now also He!imski 2000: 496; fn. 19 & 497, fn. 24); If IE 
*g'es- 'hand' were cognatc with U *käte id. (how is IE -s- - U + accoun1ed for?), then 
IE *wed- 'water' cannot be equalled with U *wete bccausc ncithcr·the consonant nor the 
vowel have identical correlation pattems. There is no reason why IE *men(H)· 'to step
upon' should be genctically cognate with U mene- 'to go': if the semantic difference can
be accountcd för (as it obviously can; thcrc are several semantic parallcls), nothing pre
vcnts us from assuming hcre a normal Joan etymology; as för semant1cs: cf ,  the Baltic
zero grade countcrpart, Lith-. mlnti, mlna 'to tread upon', but also 'to go' {Karaliiinas 
1995: 87), Finn. astua 'to step, to go' ele. Furthermore, several othcr words för 'going'
are loans, too (see no. 4 abovc). (Lct it be said, too, even if it shou!d be completely
ncedless, that the Baltic zero grade does not, of coursc, match the U e in *mene-. But
this TE principal e grade of the verb root musl have been there, originally, otherwise a!so
thc zero grade cou!d not be possible!) The Finn. word for 'sinew' goes back to Proto•
Finno-Pennic *s6ne < PFU *sjne = PU *sjxne an<l !he PIE förm must bc reconstrucled 
as *sHinu-. This being thc case, it is obvious thai the Uralic word was borrowed from
(Prolo-)lndo-European (for details, see Koivulchto 1995a: 126�1-28; 1999b: 351-353). 
Also thc much discussed 'name' can be explained as an old Indo-European Joan 
(Koivulehto 1995a: 128-132: 1999b: 353-357). 
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minor differences of interpretation in matching the linguistic evidence with that 
af archaeology. 
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THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD OF 
NORTH-WESTERN SIBERIA: 
THE QUESTION OF SOUTHERN CONNECTIONS 

L. L. Kosinskaya 

The question of possible southern connections during the Neolithic period of 
north~ westem Siberia is not a new one. lt has been investigated ever since S. P. 
Tolstov (1948). V. N. Chemetsov (1 953; 1968) discovered some similar fea
tures between the pottery of the early (Kozlovskaya) phase of the Vostochno
Uralskaya (Eastem-Urals) culture and the Kelteminar culture in the Aral Sea 
area. In his later works he not only elaborated the concept of the Urals-West 
Siberian ethnocultural province (UWS ECP) and its evolution; but he also 
argued in favour bf its Uralic attribution, using ethnological, linguistic and 
anthropological evidence. His final version goes as follows: 

The UWS ECP (the Proto-Uralic ethnocultural area) was formed in the Late 
Mesolitbic as a result of a mixture of two components: indigenes, the descen
dants of the West-Siberian Upper Paleolithic population, and newcomers from 
the Aral region. In the Early Neolithic, the UWS ECP consisted of the Volga
Kama Pricked Ware culture in the Westem Sub-Urals and the Eastern Ural cul
ture in the Trans-Urals (including the all known Neolithic sites from the north
ern to the southern Trans-Urals). Their similarity with the Kelteminar culture 
included both pottery omamentation and lithic artifacts such as blade flint tools 
and particularly the Kelteminar type of shouldered arrowheads. In the Middle 
and Late Neolithic, the UWS ECP extended as far as the Lower Ob and Yenisei, 
whilc the Proto-Uralic disintegration manifested itself in the formation of 
a number of cognate cultures: the Kama Comb Ware culture (Proto-Finno
Permic ), the Eastern Urals culture (Proto -U gric) and sites east of the Irtysh river 
(Proto-Samoyedic). The north-eastern part of the area was presumably the ter
ritory of the ancestors of the Yukaghirs (Chrnetsov 1969; 1973). The co-authors 
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of this view were 0. N. Bader (1970; 1972), A. Kh. Khalikov (1969), A. P. 
Okladnikov (1957) and P. N. Tretyakov (1966). From the linguistic point of 
view, it was supported mainly by the studies af P. Haidll (1964), who located 
the original Uralle home in the taiga zone of the Ur{!ls and Western Siberia. 

We should give due credit ta these archaeologists who succeeded in elabo
rating this detailed and valid hypothesis though the available archaeological data 
were sporadic and meagre. However, some specialists disputed Chrnetsov's 
claim about the great role played by the Kelteminar culture in the Uralic ethno
genesis. While not refuting the southern connections of the UWS ECP that had 
been revealed, they assumed its base to have been a generally indigenous ane, 
and they regarded similarities in pottery as an effect of -cultural borrowing from
the south (Tretyakov 1966; Fonnozov 1972 and others). I might also add here 
that the core of the Eastern Urals Neolithic community was located in sites in the 
Middle Trans-Urals (the southem woodland area), and V . N. Chmetsov applied 
their particular characteristics ta tQe northern and north-western areas of the 
UWS ECP, which had hardly been investigated at that time. 

MODERN DATA 

Field studies in the 1980s and 1990s have considerably increased the number of 
Neolithic sites, especially in the north of westem Sföeria (fig. 1). Thus, now
adays the picture af the Neolithic period that ane gets is much more complicated, 
though it  is not quite complete because there are still uninvestigated tenitories in 
the north. In the middle and southem taiga zone most Neolithic settlements have 
been investigated, but there are still isolated sites in the northem taiga that await 
exploration. No burial sites have been found, so the Neolithic anthropological 
type is still unknown. Recent data have revealed that the Early Neolithic culture 
in tlJe Urals and westem Siberia was not unique. The Eastem Urals culture, 
which was considered ta be the Urals-West-Siberia "standard" for a long time, 
occupied only the middle Trans-Urals. It has been suggested that the Neolithic 
of the area should be divided into two (but not three) stages: the Kozlovskaya 
culture representing the Early Neolithic (fig. 2) and the Poludenskaya culture 
representing  the Late Neolithic. On the other hand, the Sosnovoostrovski cul
tural type (the Chestyiag phase, as Chemetsov called it) should be considered an 
Eneolithic ane (Kovaleva & Chairkina 1991). Lastly, the Kelteminar type of 
shouldered arrowheads, which have never been found in stratified Neolithic lay
ers, has been ascribed to the Eneolithic Shapkulskaya culture (Starkov 1976). 
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Fig. 1. Neolithic cultures and cultural types in \he UWS taiga zone: (1) the southem limit 
of modem taiga zone - cultural areas: (2) Eastem Urals (Vostochnouralskaya), (3) Sumpan
yinskaya, (4) Upper-Ob, (5) Sites of the Chcmoborskaya culture, (6) Kama type, (7) 
Koshkino cu[ture, (8) Boborykino cu\ture, (9) Chestyiag typc, (10) Amninski type, ( 1 1 )  
Bystrinski type, (12) other Neolithic sites. 
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Fig. 2. Vessels of the Eastem-Ura\s' culture (early stage) from Isetskoe 
Pravo-berozhnoe. (After Kemer 1991, fig. 2.) 

A number of new cultures and cultural types have been distinguishcd in the 
Middle and Lower Ob area, some of them dating back tö the Early Neolithic: the 
Sumpanyinskaya culture (Krizhevskaya & Gadjieva 1991) in the Konda basin 
(fig. 3), the northem Trans-Urals; the Chestyiag type of sites (Vasil'ev 1991) in 
the northem Sosva basin (fig. 7), the Northern Trans-Urals; the Bystrinski type 
of sites (figs. 8-10) in the Middle Ob area (Kosinskaya 1997a) and presumably, 
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the Amninski type of sites (figs. 4-6) (Morozov & Stefanov 1993) in the Lower 
Ob area (its archaeological and Cl4 datings are controversial). All of them are 
characterized by egg -shaped vessels with drawn -line and pricked wavy det;:ora
tion together with a combed one. It has becn found out that "natural" imple
ments, i.e. bones, teeth and the jaws of small mammals such as beaver, hare, 
martin, etC. were used for both kinds of omamentation in the whole Urals-West 
Siberian region (Kalinina & Gajieva 1993). Some vessels were partly decorated 
or undecorated. 1l1e main omamental pattems are strait, wavy and zigzag Iines, 
contained in horizontal or vertical zones. Sometimes there is a row of pits below 
the rim and small "ear-like" projections upon it The latter are typical of the 
ceramics of the Eastem Urals and Middle-Irtysh cultures as wel l  as some others, 
In addition, boat-shaped vessels have been found at the Chestyiag site and flat
bottomed pottery at the Amnya I and some other sites. 

The lithic technologies af the taiga culturcs have almost nothing to do with 
that of the Eastem Ura\s culture. Their characteristic features are flake-knapping 
hard-rock materials (quartz, quartzite, chalcedony) instead of a blade technique 
and rare retouching, so that individual morphological types can be distinguished. 
On the other hand, there is a variety of abrasive tools and polished implements 
(adzcs, axes, chisels, knives, arrowheads) made of slate and other soft rocks. 
These peculiarities stem from the poomess of the taiga zone in raw materials and 
may be interpreted as a result of prolonged adaptation since the Late Mesolithic 
at least 

All the horthern cultures have yielded examples of rectan:gular -ana square 
semi-pit dwellings differing in size (f'rom 30-40 to 120-200 m2) and depth (0.5-
1 .5  m). Some sites are unique as architectural complexes. At the Amnya I pro
montory fort (the Amninski cultural type), three Iines of ditches and palisades 
have been built in a reconstruction ofthe settlement (fig. 4). At the Bystryi Kul
yogan 66 site (the Bystrinski cultural type) the earliest "fortified" dwelling has 
been discovcred: two connected semi-pit dwellings surrounded by a ditch ane 
metre wide and 1-1.3 m deep, presumably used for drainage (fig. 8). Therc are 
no known Neolithic sites corresponding to these either in northem Eurasia or in 
the steppe regions to the south. Radiocarbon datings of the above-mentioned 
cultures and sites point to 6900-5750 BP, i.e. the Middle Atlanticum, according 
to Khotinski (1977). Isolated earlier dates need to be confirmed by additional 
evidence. 

The northem Early Neolithic cultures comprise the Urals-West-Siberian 
cultural province (UWS CP), together with cultures of the southern forest region 
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Fig. 6. Tools of flint (l-21) and slate ( 1 9 -22), spccimcn of clay (23) from Amnya I:
(1-8) blades, (9-10) burins, (1 l) rctouched □ake, (12-16) cores, (17, 22) knifcs, (18, 21) 
scrapers, ( 1 9 -20) arrowheads. (AfterV.  A. Borzunov, V. M. Morozov, V. I. Stefanov.) 
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(the Eastem Urals and Early Kama, or Khutorskaya, cultures in that order) and 
those of the forest -steppe zones (the Middle Irtysh, Ekaterininskaya, Upper Ob, 
etc.). Unfortunately, the periodization and the chronological, and even cultural, 
attribution of forest-steppe sites is still rather uncertain as C14 datings are iso
lated, so that in this area the problem of distinguishing an Early Neolithic culture 
has not been finally solved. 

It should be noted that sites of the Kama Comb Ware (Khutorskaya) culture, 
have been found not only in the Kama region itself, but also in the southem 
Sub-Urals (Vybomov 1992) and in the Vyatka (Gusentsova 1981) and Vycheg
da basins (Kosinskaya 1997b). So, the western part of the UWS CP lies west of 
the Urals ridge, where it borders on the Pit-and-Comb Ware cultures. During the 
Late Neolithic, throughout this contact area syncretic cultures came into being to 
form a base for the Eneolithic Volosovo-Garino community (the Volosovo, 
Garino, Yurtik, Choinovty cultures). 

Two related non-aboriginal cultures, the Koshkino and Boborykino cul
tures, have be_en found in the Middle Trans-Urals (Kovaleva & Chairkina 1991). 
They are characterized by round- and flat-bottomed vessels, including profiled 
(necked-shouldered) Boborykino specimens. As usual, they have line-drawn 
and pricked decoration on the throat and bottom. This pottery resembles that 
of the Early Neolithic Upper-Volga (Kostyleva 1994), Pricked Ware Volga 
Kama (Vybornov 1992) and Chemoborskaya (Kosinskaya 1997b) tultures. The 
Boborykino and Koshkino flint assemblages contain many blades, including 
some geometric microliths, mainly  trapezoid ones. The chronology and relation
ship of both cultures are still at issue. V. T. Kovaleva (1989) dates the Bobo
rykino culture to the Late Neolithic and considers that it succeeded the Early 
Neolithic Koshkino culture. V. A. Zakh (1995) provides evidence för the earlier 
age of the Boboryldho culture and presumes that the Koshkino was formed 
from a fusion of the Boborykino tradition with some indigenous one. Neither 
radiocarbon dates för the Koshkino (three dates, 6620-6380 BP) and Bobo
rykino sites (four dates obtained at three sites, 7700-5490 BP) nor stratigraphy 
pennit us to accept or reject either version. V. A. Zakh's reasoning seems to be 
more vaHd and makes it possible to solve the genesis of the Amninski and other 
northem cultural types with early flat-bottomed pottery by supposing that the 
Boborykino was one of their components. 

Thos, the modern archaeological data both confirm the existence of the 
Early Neolithic UWS CP and allow os to ascertain its structure and its relation
ship to incoming and external cultures. The westem border of the UWS CP can 
be distinctly seen in the Sub�Urals, the eastern one may be most likely located in 
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the area along the left bank of the Yenisei and in the Altai foothills, while the 
southem bounds are situated in the forest-steppe zone and look rather vagQe. 

In the Late Neolithic, cultural peculiarities within the UWS CP became 
more distinct combed pottery omamentation predominated in north-westem 
Siberia and the Trans-Urals, while in the Ob area pricked and line-drawn deco
ration was preserved to a considerable degree, and in  the forest-steppe Irtysh 
area Comb-and -Pit pottery cultures were developing. 

SOUTHERN CONNECTIONS AND THE QUESTION OF 

THE NEOLITHIC GENESIS IN THE TAIGA 

When V. N. Chemetsov elaborated his concept of the UWS ECP, the Ural
Kazakhstan steppe region had hardly been surveyed. Since then it has been as
certained that the steppe Neolithic, namely the Djangar, Yelshanskaya (Vasil'ev 
& Vybornov 1988) in the Lower Volga area, and the Atbasar (Zajbert 1992) and 
Makhanjar (Logvin 1991) cultures in Northern Kazakhstan differed radically 
from the woodlands cultures in their lithic technology (blade-based microlithic 
industries with geometric microlithes) and housebuilding (surface dwellings). 
On the other hand, the pottery of both regions looks rather similar, though in the 
steppe area ceramics appeared much earlier than in the forest UWS zone, about 
8000-7500 BP. The lithic technologies of these Ural-Kazakhstan cultures belong 
to the "microlithic" southem cultural zone involving the Neolithic of Middle 
Asia and adjacent areas of the Eurasian steppes and semi-deserts. The Ura!
Kazakhstan Neolithic culture reveals close interrelations with those of the Azov, 
Aral and East-Caspian areas not only in lithic implements but in ceramics as 
well and therefore appearS to be a kind of "transitiorial link" between the Aral
Caspian and UWS cultural regions. Therefore, the southem connections of the 
Neolithic UWS should be envisaged broadly within the framework of a relation
ship between the two above-mentioned northem and southem cultural worlus. 

Detailed correspondences för each of the northem cultures point to the 
ceramic influence of different sources. For the Koshk inq and Boborykino cul
tµres such correspondences can be found in the Djangar, Seroglazovskaya and 
Bekbeke cultures in the northern and north-eastem Caspian area, according ta 
V. T. Kovaleva (1989), or the Kelteminar culture in the opinion of V. A. Zakh
(1985); the pottery of the Chestyiag type of sites (fig. 7) would correspond to 
that of the Kelteminar cultural community (Vasil'ev 1991); the Bystrinski
potterylype (fig. 9) resembles ceramics from the fifth chronological layer at the 
Tytkesken' 2 settlement in the Altai foothills.
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Fig. 7. Vesscls (1-2) and lithic polishcd implements (3-6) from Chestyiag: (3) a knife, 
(4-5) arrowheads, (6) an adze. (After E. A. Vasil'ev.) 
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Fig. 8. The excavation pian of "foriified" dwellings ;l-2a fmm· Bystryi Kulyogan 66: ( 1 )  out 
!ines in upper Jevcls, (2) outlines in lower levels, {3) uppcr [cvel of the floor, (4) a ditch in the 
floor, (5) a post-hole, (6) a hearth, (7) scattcr shards. (After L. L. Kosinskaya.) 
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Fig. 9. Vesse!s of the Bystrinski type from Bystryi Kulyogan 66. (After L. L. Kosinskaya.) 
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Fig. 10. Tools of quartz (1-7) and slate (8-12) from Bystryi Kulyogan 66: ( l )  a core, (2-3) chis
els, (4-5) scrnpcrs, (6-8) arrowhcads, (9-10) adzes, ( l  t-12) knives. (After L. L. Kosinskaya.) 
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Modem researchers usually derive taiga cultures like thc Koshkino, Bobo
rykino and Chestyiag, from some Aral-Casptan Neolithic groups which mig 
rated into the heart of  the forests as far as the northern Trans-Urals and Lower 
Ob and constituted the main component of the northem Neolithic community 
(Zakh 1995; Kovaleva 1989; Vasil'ev 1991), and they depict the mass coloniza
tion of the whole af Northern Siberia by the Neolithic steppe population (Dercv
yanko et al. 1994). In my view, such migratory hypotheses are not able ta 
explain ali the ascertained peculiarities of the taiga cultures and are thcrefore 
inadmissible. First, they usually deal only with ceramics and ignore lithic tech
nologies and housc-building. However, the UWS pottery is not a straight copy 
of the proposed original types and has many individual characteristics of its 
own. This means that southern pottery traditions must have reached the northem 
area<; in a form already modified. This may be one of the reasons för the dif
ferences in the initial points of impetus for migratory movements proposed by 
scholars. Secondly, the southem cultures presumed to have been the sources of 
migt'ation, e.g. the Djangar and Kelteminar, tum out ta have been contempora
neous with the northern Neolithic. Thirdly, usually neither the types nor the 
scales of the migrations are discussed, while their causes (presumably environ
mental aggravation in the steppes) are controversial rather than proven. Lastly, 
rapid migration from the southern-steppe zone into the taiga area could have 
hardly been possible in the Neolithic since such an abrupt change of terrain 
wou]d have required a prolonged and distressing period af adaptation for the 
newcomers, in both social-economic and mental-psychologicaI respects. 

I arn convinced that the mechanism of cultura1 inter_action betwecn the north 
and the south was much more diversified and complicated. Only the Boborykino 
culture may be admitted as having been a migratory ane. It has southem fcatures 
both in its ceramics and its flint technology, it is rather protracted (presumably 
from about 7000 up to 5000 BP), its migrating route can be distinctly observed 
down the Tobol, Irtysh and Ob rivers together with its local variations. It is most 
likely that the Boborykino came from the steppe-forest part of the Irtysh area, 
since the Makhanjar and Atbasar cultures were located in its steppe zone. In 
olher cases, it seems preferable to suggest that the advancement of pottery north
wards was perhaps rather a result of cultural diffusion, i.e. the gradual borrow
ing of ceraffilc technology by more and more northem peoples within the UWS 
CP. Thus, the "neolithization" of the taiga cultures could be regarded as one of 
the Iast stages in the process which was started by the "Neolithic revolution'' in 
the Near East. The transrnission of this cultural innovation could have been 
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Fig. 11. Pottery of thc Boborykino cu]turc from Boborykino II (l-7), Verhnyaya A!abuga 
(&-10), Andrecvskoe ozero (11-13). (Aftcr Kovaleva & PotCmkina 1980, fig. 3, and Salnikov 
1962, fig. 7.) 
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realized through the influence of the southem (forest-steppe) culturcs of the 
UWS CP, all the more so since every investigator notes evidence of interaction 
between these and adjacent steppe cultures. 

The proposed model allows us to take into account the fact that most of the 
taiga Neolithic sites are situated in regions which had been populated since the 
Late Mesolithic at 1e_ast. Late Mesolithic settlements have been excavated in the 
area of the subsequent Sumpanyinskaya culture in the Konda basin (Besproz
vanny 1997). Isolated sites have also been investigated along the Lower Ob 
up to Salekhard (Serikov & Starkov 1989; Pagodin 1997) and along the upper 
reaches of the Pyakupur river (Pagodin 1998). TraceS of Mesolithic sites have 
been found in the Middle Ob area (near Surgut and in the Vasyugan basin) as 
welL These sites are characterized by a blade-based microlithic technology with
out geometric microlithes, so they should be included in the Late Mesolithic 
UWS CP together with the Mesolithic of the Middle Sub- and Trans-Urals, the 
Middle Irtysh area, the Altai foothills (Serikov & Starkov 1989) and the Middle
Vychegda culture in the Northern Sub-Urals (Volokitin 1997). lt is remarkable 
that the area of the UWS CP in the Mesolithic was equal to that in the Early 
Neolithic. Excavated settlements in the Konda basin have yielded evidence af an 
abrasive lithic technique as well as semi-pit dwellings similar to Early Neolithic 
ones. Thus northem Mesolithic traditions in stone technology and house
building were either genetic för the indigenous taiga Early Neolithic population 
or substrative för Neolithic immigrants. The first alternative seems more accep
table because the lithic technology of the Early Neolithic cultures was perfectly 
adapted to local rock materials and had no traits of any innovations originating in 
the south, except for the Amninski cultural type, which was presumably related 
ta the Boborykino. 

Certainly, I would not completely reject the possibility of Neolithic migra
tions in westem Siberia ,but I assume they took the form of a fairly slow ad
vancement of the native forest and forest-steppe population as they conqucred 
new hunting and fishing lands. I would also refer ta V. N. Chemetsov (1973), 
L. Y. Krizhevskaya (1968), G. N. Matyushin (1976), who considered that the
Middle Asian influences in the Mesolithic extended no further than the Southern
Urals and could hardly be observed in the Middle Tran s -Urals.
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ETHNO-LINGUISTIC IMPLICATIONS 

Before we can address the ethno-linguistic identification af the Narthem Nea
lithic culture, there are a number of contingent questions that need to be di
scussed. The first is whether the UWS CP was an ethna-cultural or an historic
cultural community, V. N. Chemetsov (1973) and 0. N. Bader (1970) regarded 
it as an ethno-cultural ane, i.e. one that consisted of genetically related cultures. 
However, in the light of modem evidence it seems reasonable to presume that 
the UWS CP might have been ao historic-cultural community, in so far as the 
provenance of some forest-steppe cultures is nat entirely clear and consequently 
they could have nat been linked genetically to the rest af the UWS CP. In 
particular, the Boborykina traditians which influenced the Middle and Northem 
Trans-Urals Neolithic community to a high degree came from the steppes, r e 
gardless of where the Boborykino culture itself took shape. 

This raises the problem of the ethno-linguistic affiliation of the whole 
community and the cultures within it, namely its relationship with thc ethno
genesis ofthe Uralic peoples. No subsequent altemative to V. N. Chemetsov's 
proposal (the Uralle ethnocultural area) has been proposed. Some differences 
concem the attribution of certain parts of the community in the Middle and Late 
Neolithic. 0. N. Bader (1972) and A. Kh. Khalikov (1969) shared Chemetsov's 
view of the cultures in the Sub-Ur�s as Proto-Finno-Permic and the West
Siberian cultures as Proto-Ugric and Samoyedic. M. F. Kosarev (1987) sup
posed the Camb-and-Pit cultures in the forest-steppe Middle lrtysh basin ta 
have belonged to Proto-Samoyedic people and the eastemmost part of the region 
to have been the Proto-Ketic, Recently V. V. Napol'skikh (1991; 1997) has 
again demonstrated effective and complex reasoning in favour of the Uralic 
affiliation of UWS cultures since the Stone Age. New archaeological findings 
from the study area- suggest that the outline of the interpretation is valid and no 
serious reconsideration is needed; only some reservations can be made: A Uralic 
(Proto-Finno-Ugric and Proto-Sa_moyedic) attribution could be most probably 
made only för those cultures of the UWS Neolithic community which had their 
hasis in the aboriginal Mesolithic community. On the other hand, opponents af 
this view, who usually regard the Pit-and-Comb cultures in eastem Europe as 
Proto-Finno-Ugric, have not proposed any altemative hypothes'is för the ethno
linguistic attribution of the UWS Stone age cultures. Moreover, this position 
makes it almost impossible to trace the ori gin of the Samoyedic peoples. 

Thus, if the core of the UWS historic-cultural community is accepted as 
Uralic, it becomes necessary to discuss the possible linguistic attribution of the 
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above-mentioned steppe cultures which influenced the Northem Neolithic com
munity. 

Connections with the North-Caspian area 

These connections are suggested by the Boborykino culture, whose direct in
fluence was rather strong in the westem part of the- UWS CP. V. A. Zakh 
( 1995) has assumed the Boborykino people to have been Indo -European speak
ers. However, it seems quite difficult to prove this. I f  the origin of this culture 
lay in the Lower Volga and North-Caspian Neolithic communities (Kovaleva 
1989), then there is a Jink in the direction af the Mariupolskaya and Khva1ynsk
Sredni Stog Eneolithic communities, inasmuch as their eastem part was based 
on the North-Caspian Neolithlc (Vasil'ev & Vybomov 1988) community, and 
further on the Pit-grave (Yamnaya) community, which is commonly admitted to 
he Indo -European or Indo -Iranian. But it does not follow from this that the 
underlying indigenous North--Caspian Neolithic community was lndo-European 
as well, or that the Boborykino people were I -E speakers. Moreover, this inte,r
pretation is tenable only if the Indo-European affiliation of the "microlithic" 
cultural zone in the South-Caspian and Middle-Asian area both in the Mesolithic 
and Neolithic is accepted (Matyushin 1976; Renfrew 1987). In fact, this ques
tion is tied up with the problem of thel-E original home and the routs of early I
E migrations. Exactly the same is true of the assumed connections between the 
Boborykino and the Kelteminar cultures (Zakh 1985). There is one more obje c 
tion to this concept. The UWS Early Neolithic chronologically corresponds with 
the Proto-Indo -European and Proto-Uralic (or the beginning of the Proto-Finno
Ugric and Proto-Samoyedic) period. Taking into account the close interaction 
between the forest and steppe cultures all over the region, one might well expect 
to find some linguistic traces of this relationship. However, there is no indis
putable evidence of such contacts in either of the protolanguages (Helimski 
1990; Napo!'skikh 1997). 

Middle-Asian connections 

As it has been shown above, the Kelteminar influence was most probably 
indirecl. It could have been transmitted either through the Altai Neolithic or 
through the Northem Ir;azakhstan cultures. However, some Kelteminar traits in 
the Altai area are dated no earlier than the Late Neolithic, the fourth millennium 
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BC (Derevyanko et al. 1994), Once S. P, Tolstov (1948) supposed that the 
Kelteminar could have had relations with the Uralic UWS community and the 
Middle-Asian early agricultural Neolithic culture, which he deemed to have been 
Dravidian. Here, I wauld refer ta a statement by V. V. Napal'skikh canceming 
same Uralic-Dravidian parallels revealed by Tyler (1968) which might indicate 
ancient cantacts (Napal'skikh 1997: 167). lt seems ali the mare interesting as 
amang these lexical parallels there is the cultural word för "pat". 

Connections with the Altai 

The Bystrinski type af pottery could presumably be traced ta ane af the Altai 
Nealithic cultural types through the Upper Ob Neolithic culture in its Zavyalova 
(early) stage. The Upper Ob culturc was localized in the sauth-eastern part af the 
UWS CP. In this regian archaeolagical and anthropolagical evidence of cantacts 
between the Altai-Upper Ob and the Baikal Neolithic cammunities have been 
established (Derevyanko et al. 1994). Thence one may suppase this area ta have 
been one of several possible channels för early Uralic-Altaic (Tungusic?) lan
guage connectians. 
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CONTACTS BETWEEN FINNO-UGRIC A ND 
INDO-IRANIAN SPEAKERS IN THE LIGHT 
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL, LINGUISTIC AND 
MYTHOLOGICAL DATA 

E. E. Kuz'mina 

The study of contacts between peoples belonging to different language families 
is important not only för reconstructing the cultural ties of antiquity but also för 
ascertaining the primary homelands of the ethnic groups in contact. The metho
dology requires a comparative analysis of three types of source: linguistics, 
archaeology and mythology. 

HISTORY OF STUDY 

The Finno-U gric languages comprise six branches: Baltic-Finnic (representing 
the earliest spread to the west); Volga-Finnic (Mari, Mordvin); Pennic Finnic 
(Udmurt, Komi); Ugric (Khanty, Mansi, Hungarian); the now dead languages 
(Merya, Muroma, Meshchera); and Saarni (Osnovy finno-ugorskogo). The 
hypothesis of a genetic relationship between the Hungarians and Ob-U grians as 
well as their primary homeland in Siberia was suggested as early as the 15th 
century by the Italian humanist Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini, who later became 
Pope Pius II. The great German scholar Gottfried Leibniz (1710) identified the 
Finno-Ugric linguistic unity and charted its borders; the Samoyedic languages, 
which constitute the other branch of the Uralic language family, are not studied 
in Leibniz's work. The split of the Finno-Ugric unity into a westem (Finno
Permic) and an eastem (Ugric) branch is assumed to have taken place around the 
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turn of the third and second millennia BC (Fodor 1976; HajdU 1985; R6dei 
1986; 1997; Napol'skikh 1997). 

N. Anderson (1879) first noticed that the Finno-Ugric languages may have
genetic connections with the Indo-European languages; this was further ex
plored by B. Collinder (1954) in particular. B. Munkacsi (1901) raised the ques
tion of borrowings from Indo-Iranian Ianguages. The copious data relating to 
Indo-Iran_ian borrowings in Finno-Ugric languages were systematized by K. 
Redei (1986; 1997), E. Korenchy (1972), A. J. Joki (1973), and augmented by 
A. Csillaghy (1974) and other scholars. Important contributions were made by
T. Burrow (1976), V. 1. Abaev (1972). J. Harmatta (1981), A. V. Lushnikoya
(1990) and E. A. Khelimskij (1996). They ali suggested a chronological strati
fication of the linguistic material and proved that there were contacts not only
with the Iranian but aisa with the Indo-Aryan branch, and that they go far back
into antiquity; this was confirmed by A. Parpola (1988).

Another important source for the study af contacts between the Finno
Ugric, Ugric and Indo-Iranian speakers in particular consists of the mythological 
features that are comman ta these peaples. These have been investigated by 
Finnish scholars (Karjalainen 1921-27; Kannisto 1958), Hungarian schalars 
(Munkåcsi 1901; Papular Beliefs; Ancient Cultures; Altaic Religiaus Beliefs) 
and Russian scholars (Ajkhenval'd,Petrukhin & K.helimskij 1982; Gertsenberg 
1975; Steblin-Kamenskij 1995; Mirovazzrenie naradov; of particular interest 
are the following studies: Toporov 1975; 1981; Bongard-Levin & Grantovskij 
1983). 

LINGUISTICS AND ARCHAEOLOGY 

The earliest layer of Indo-Iranian barrawings cansists o f  common Indo-Iranian, 
Proto-Indo-Aryan and Proto-Iranian words related fo three cultural spheres: eco
nomic production, social relations and religious beliefs. Econamic terms cam
prise words for domeStic animals (sheep, ram, Bactrian camel, stallion, cdlt, 
piglet, calf), pastoral processes and products (udder, skin, wool, cloth, spinner), 
farrning (grain, awn, beer, sickle), tools (awl, whip, hom, hammer or mace), 
metal (ore) and, probably, ladder (or bridge). A large group of loanwords 
reflccts social relations (man, sister, orphan, name) and includes such important 
Indo-Iranian terms like däsa 'non-Aryan, alien, slave' and asura 'god, master, 
hero'. The word for 'price' and numerals show the establishment af barter rela
tions. Finally, a considerable number of the borrowed words reflect religious 
beliefs and practices: heaven, below (the nether world), god/happiness, vajra 
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'Indra's weapon' ,  dead/mortal, kidney (organ of the body used in the Aryan 
burial ceremony). There are also terms related to ecstatic drinks used by Indo
Iranian priests as well as by Finno -Ugric shamans: horiey, hemp, and fly-agaric. 

When and where could contacts between Indo-Iranian and Finno-Ugric 
speak:ers have tak:en place, leading the latter to adopt terms and skills referring to 
economic production, social stratification, and complex. myths and rituals? 

Decisive criteria för ascer taining the primary homeland of the Finno-Ugric
speak:ing peoples are provided by common terms for animals and plants. They 
locate the tenitory where the Finno-Ugric linguistic unity was formed and situ
ated before its break:-up in the forest zone of Eurasia, excluding the far north 
(Chemetsov 1953; 1963; Chemetsov, Moshinskaya & Talichkaya 1953; Veresh 
1978; 1984-85). F. Köppen (1886), W. Radloff (1893) and P. Hajdu (1985) ini
tially placed the Finno-Ugric homeland west of the Ural mountains on the basis 
of the shared words for 'elm', 'lime', 'ox', 'pine', 'bee' and 'honey'. Palynolo
gical analyses of pollen found on archaeological monuments of the second 
millennium BC in the forest and forest-steppe zones of the Urals and westem 
Siberia have established the presence of elm, lime, birch, aspen and Siberian 
pine. (G. N. Lisitsina analyzed samples from the author's excavations in the 
southem Urals.) It is claimed that there were wild bees in the Urals and in 
southem Siberia, where bronze objects east with lost wax method have been 
found. These data force us to accept the point of view expressed by the majority 
of scholars, that the primary homeland of the Finno -Ugric speakers was located 
in the Urals and in southem Siberia. The most detailed account of the palaeo
ecological arguments för the Uralle homeland has been given by V. V. 
Napol'skikh (1997). It is corroborated by common terms shared with Samo
yedic languages and by borrowings from Palaeo-Siberian languages (Khelimskij 
1988; Ni�olaeva 1988). 

In Siberia, the beginnings of economic production, an acquaintanceship 
with horse-breeding, and the development of advanced bronze metallurgy are 
associated with such aboriginal settlements and cemeteries as Rostovka, Preob
razhenka, Samus IV and Krokhalevka, dated to the 14th-13th centuries BC or 
ear1ier (Matyushchenko 1973a; 1973b; Matyushchenko & Sinitsyna 1988; 
Molodin 1985; Molodin & Glushkov 1989). These sites have yielded Andro
novo ceramics of the Fedorovo type, as well as metal objects characteristic of the 
Andronovo-Fedorovo metallurgy of eastern Kazak:hstan and Semirech'e and 
decorated with images of animals found in the mountain-steppe regions of the 
Tienshan and Altai regions. This gives sufficient grounds to suppose that it was 
particularly the Andronovo-Fedorovo tribes who iofluenced their northem 
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neighbours to start economic production, horse breeding and metallurgy in the 
southem taiga zone. 

A more powerful southem influence coming from the Fedorovo repr e 
sentatives of the Andronovo cultural unity i s  seen in another group of monu
ments of the pre-taiga zones of the Urals and Siberia. These are Cherkaskul' 
(alias Zamaraevo) followed by Mezhovka, and Pakhomovka followed by 
Suzgun, Chemo-ozer'e and Elovka, ali united under the common name of 
"Andronoid" (Gening & Eshchenko 1973; Matyushchenko 1973a; 1974; 
Kosarev 1974; 1981; Molodin 1985; Korochkova 1987; Obydennov 1986; 
1997; Obydennov & Shorin 1995; Potemkina, Korochkova & Stefanov 1995; 
Shorin 1988; Gening & Stefanov 1993; Gening & Stefanova 1994). While 
preserving their own forest image, with fishing and hunting the main founda
tions of the economy, the Andronoid cultures nevertheless demonstrate an 
acquaintanceship with the beginnings of farming and cattle-breeding (bones of 
horses, cattle and sheep were found in the settlements), 

According to all the ethnically defining features (house architecture, ceramic 
types, burial rites), the Andronoid cultures are quite specific and preserve tradi
tions of the Iocal aboriginal cultures of the preceding Eneolithic and Early 
Bronze Ages, but cattle raising and bronze metallurgy point to an influence of 
the Andronovo -Fedorovo culture. The pottery of the forest zone is omamented, 
and the decoration represents an adaptation of Andronov o -Fedorovo omamenta
tion; this is the reason why these forest zone cultures were called Andronoid. 
Scholars unanimously accept the concept of an Andronoid cultural complex, but 
differ in their explanations of its origin and cthnic attribution. 

V. I. Moshinskaya (1957: 134) and K. V. Sal'nikov (1964: 22) supposed
that the close affinity between the ceramics af the Andronaid cultures af the 
forest zone and the Andronava cultures af the steppe zone is due to their forma
tion aut of related Neolithic and Eneolithic cultures in the Urals and in western 
Siberia. V. N. Chernetsov (1948: 151-153, Tablc 6; 1951: 29; Chemetsov 
Moshinskaya & Talichkaya 1953: 61) suggested that there is a develapment line 
from the Bronze Age Fedarovo omamentation to the decorations af the present
day peoples speaking Ob-Ugric languages, even though the modem Ugric
speaking people use the Andronaid omarnents not för decorating ceramics but in 
dress and birch-bark (Chemetsov 1948: 139; Ivanov 1963: 161, fig. 100). This 
argument is still accepted without criticism (Veresh 1978; Potemkina 1983). 

M. F. Kosarev (1974: 149-151) supposed that the Andronovo-Fedorovo
and the Andronoid Suzgun and Cherkaskul' monuments of the Trans-Urals 
came into being from a single base, which "developed in the forested Trans-
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Urals from the comb-geometric tradition". On the other hand, the appearance of 
the Molchanovka and Elovka Andronoid cultures in the region of the River Ob 
was explained by Kosarev as resulting from a migration of people belonging ta 
the Andronovo tradition and the influence exerted by them upon the aboriginal 
peop1es af Siberia. He came to the conclusion that the Andronovo-Fedorovo 
culture arose in the Urals, and that it exclusively belonged to Finno-Ugric
speaking peoples. He stressed, however, that "it is- far from indisputable to 
assume that the Andronovo (Fedorovo) people and the Elovka people formed an 
ethnic unity" (Kosarev 1974: 157). 

Looking at these hypotheses critically today, we must reject the proposal af 
V. N. Chemetsov. Fedorovo monuments have been discovered not only in the
Urals but also far in the south, in Central Asia and in Afghanistan, where U gric
speaking peoples never lived (Kuz'mina 1988; 1994b). The hypothesis of a
Uralic origin of the Fedorovo monument type has in fact been disputed. The
sources of the skilfully made Fedorovo pottery and its triangular omamentation
can be found in the Eneolithic cultures of central and eastem Kazakhstan.

On the hasis of extensive ethnographic materia!, S. V. Ivanov (1963; 1964: 
1-7) concluded that the Andronoid omament complex has parallels not only in
the art of the Ob-Ugric-speaking pebples but also in the art of peoplcs speaking
languages belonging to other language families: Ketic, Yukaghir (two separate
Palaeosibirian isolates), Evenki (Tungusic), Buryat (Mongolic), as well as
Dolgan and Yakut (both Turkic). The omament complex of Ugric-speaking
peoples consists in the first place of very simple elements that arise convergently
among different peoples in the world; in thc second place, elements characteristic
af some Eurasiatic cultures including the archaeological complexes of Andro
novo and Timber Grave, and continued in the art af present-day peoples living
in the Eurasiatic steppes; and thirdly, elements specificly characteristic of Ugric
speaking peoples (Ivanov 1963: 154-158). It follows that the survival of the
Andronovo omament tradition among peoples speaking Uralic languages
(including Finno�Ugric and Samoyedic) in the Urals and Siberia does not prove
that the people associated with the Andronovo-Fedorovo culture spoke the same
language. It only points ta an intensive and prolonged Andronovo influence on
Uralic speakers and other Siberian peoples. This deduction is  in agreement with
the conclusion drawn by linguists, according to whom some terms connected
with economic production in Uralic (as well as in Ketic and Turkic) languages
have been borrowed from Indo-European languages, at first especially from
Indo-Iranian, and later from Iranian (Joki 1973).
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Linguists locate the original homeland of the Finno-Ugric speak:ers in the 
forest zone of Eurasia. Economic production started in this zone during the 
second half of  the second millennium BC. As this is the very period in which the 
Andronoid ceramic complex spread in the forest zone, the Andtonoid cliltures 
probably reflect the reception of Indo-Iranian cultura1 influences by Uralle 
speakers and other native Siberian peoples. This suggcsts that the people 
associated with the Fedorovo culture were linguistically not Uralle but Indo
European and more specifically Indo-Iranian, reJated to the people associated 
with, but distinct from, the Alakul' culture (another member of the Andronovo 
complex). It must be mentioned that in the omamental complex of the Andro
noid cultures there are elements specific to Fedorovo, Alakur and Kuzhum
berdy cultures (Moshinskaya 1957: 124; Ivanov 1963: 161, fig. 100; Matyu
shchenko 1974, Table 12; Kosarev 1974, fig. 32; Kuz'mina 1994b). This points 
to influence not only from the Fedorovo culture, but also from other tribes 
belonging to the Andronovo complex. 

From the point of view of ethnogenesis, it is important to note that 
omamentation parallel to that of the Fedorovo culture is also found among the 
modern Tadzhiks, who speak an Iranian 1anguage (Bobrinskoj 1900). It is also 
found in India, where it has no precedents in the local Eneolithic cultures and 
can have spread there only with Indo-Aryan speakers aniving in South Asia in 
the Bronz_e Age. This supposition js backed up by the finds of handmade pottery 
in the isolated districts of northwestern South Asia and by textual references in  
the Vedas to  such a technology being spread by the early speakers of Indo
Aryan. 

1f we admit that the Andronovo tribes spoke languages of the Indo-Iranian 
group, then we can see Uralle speakers as being represented by the Andronoid 
cultures. The boundary of the steppe and forest zones can be considered as the 
territory where contacts between them took place. Thus the correlation of  the 
data relating to two cthnic groups belonging ta two different  language families 
strengthens the independent hypotheses concerning the habitats where these two 
ethnic groups settled. 

Toponyms constitute an important argument in support of  these hypothe
ses. Ripa is a name för the Ural mountains that can be traced both in ancient 
Irnnian and in Uralic traditions. The idea of a sacred mountain Meru can be 
found i n  India as well as among the Finno-Ugric peoples. Mordvin Rav(o) 'the 
river Volga' corresponds to the early Indo-Iranian name of the river Volga in 
Scythian Rhä, �gvedic (Old Indo-Aryan) Rasä and Avestan (Old Iranian) 
Ranghii (cf. Joki 1973: 307); the sourGes of the Volga are the Kama and the 
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Belaya rivers, which flow from the Urals. (Grantovskij 1960; 1998; Bongard
Levin & Grantovskij 1983; Abaev 1972; Dovatur, Kallistov & Shilova 1982; 
Chlenova 1983; 1989; Markwart 1938; Christensen 1943.) 

MYTHOLOGY 

Mythology constitutes the third source group which informs this bypothesis. 
The early Finno-Ugric pantheon reflects the cult of three very early Indo

Iranian deities, who are attested in documents of the 14th century BC in the Near 
Eastrelating to. the Mitanni Aryans, in the �gveda of  the early Indo-Aryans as 
well as in the Avesta of the ancient Iranians. These three gods are Indra, VaruQa 
and Mitra. That the early Finno-U gric people were acquairited with Indra is
proved by the fact that they borrowed the name of his weapon, vajra. VaruQa 
has beeil compared many tirnes to the supreme god of the Ugric people, Numi
Torum, who has similar functions and VanlIJa's attribute, the horse chariot. 
(Toporov 1981.) Another Uralic deity, Mir-Susne Hum, has obtained the func
tions of Mitra and his connection with a white horse. The sacrificial burial of the 
horse and plastic art images of this animal appear in the taiga zone on Andro
novo-influenced monuments, This indicates that the Uralle people adopted 
horse-breeding together with mythical ideas and rituals comparable to the Indian 
aSvamedha (Moshinskaya 1979; Kuz'mina 1977a; 1990a; 1992a; 1992b). The 
formation of the image of Numi-Torum riding a chariot can safely be dated back 
to the second millennium BC, when the Andronovo people used chariots in the 
steppes (Gening 1977; Kuz'mina 1994a), for in the succeeding Scythian period 
the chariot was no longer used in warfare. Other shared pantheon figures, too, 
such as the "golden-rayed" hero Somipos and the first ancestor and King Yima, 
demonstrate that contacts existed between the Finno-Ugric and Aryan peoples 
(Steblin-Kamenskij 1995). 

A comparison of the images of the Mother Goddess is especially in
teresting. In the Ugric tradition, she is conceived of as a she-beaver and depicted 
as flanked by a bcaver on either side or as standing on a beaver (Skalon 1951; 
Kuz'mina 1988; 1990; 1992a; 1992b; Chlenova 1989). This association of the 
goddess with the beaver is based on the aphrodisiac force of the beaver's spurt, 
which was thought to yield fertility, and on the beaver's connection with the 
same two spheres of the universe with which Mother Earth is connected, that is, 
with the sphere of the earth and the underground/underwater sphere. It has been 
assumed that this association of the mother goddess with the beaver was bor
rowed from the U gric peoples by the ancient Jranians. In the 5th Yasht of the 
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Avcsta decticated to the "stainless" goddess Ardvi Sura Anahita, she is dressed 
in a coat of beaver skin. Evidently such an atp-ibute could appear only after the 
beaver had been conceived of first as the embodiment, and then as a companion, 
af the goddess, and only in a Zone where the beaver lived. Osteological analysis 
of finds from the Andronovo settlements Kipel, Novo-Burino, Alekseevka, 
Shortandy-Bulak:, Ust'-Narym and Malo-Krasnoyarka have shown that the 
beaver dwelt in the whole Andronovo area in  the Bronze Age (Kuz'mina 1988: 
56-57; Afanas'eva 1960; Kozhamkulova 1969), although this animal is no
longer found in Kazakhstan.

The beaver's name in Indo-Iranian languages goes back to the Indo-Euro
pean word for 'wave' and denotes 'water animal with a sparkling brown skin'; 
Finno-Ugric names för the beaver and the otter also refer to this characteristic 
(Gamkreiidze & Ivanov 1984: II, 529-531). Among the Iranians, the Mother 
Goddess is the protectress of waters. Thus many Iranian-speaking peoples as
sociate her with rivers and water animals: in the A vesta, Ardvi Sura Anahita 
wears a beaver coat; the Scythians have as their pristine mother the daughter of 
the River Dnieper (Don Apris), a snakefooted nymph; in Greek art she is d e 
picted with sea horses; among the Ossets she is the ancestral mother Dzerassy 
living in the watery deep, the daughter af Don Betyr the ruler af the waters, and 
depicted as a turtle (Kuz'mina 1977b; 1988). 

According ta Thomas Burrow (1976) and G. M. Bongard-Levin and 
E. A. Grantovskij (1983), the Indo-Iranians probably got from the Finno-Ugric 
peoples at the earliest date of contact the following mythical ideas: the world 
column and the Sampo mill connected with the Indo-Iranian wind god Väta, the 
cult af the sacred Kara fish of the river Volga, and the fantastic elk called 
.forabha. The name and cult of the Bactrian camel were borrowed by the Finno
Ugric speakers from the Indo-Iranians in ancient times. (Kuz'mina 1963.) The 
practice of the shaman, tao, has lndo-Iranian sources. The unfastened clothes af 
thc Hanti that do not suit the ecology af their northern habitat is ane of the 
borrowings from tl,1e Andronovo culture (Prytkova 1953; Moshinskaya 1978). 
The information about the northem lights found in the Irldo-Iranian tradition and 
borrowed by the Greeks from the Scythians can be connected with the spread of 
Andronovo celts and utensils as far north as the arct:ic circle (cf. Chernykh & 
Kuz'minykh 1989). 

Ali these data support the hypothesis that the original homeland of the 
lndo-Iranian speakers was located in the vicinity of Finno-Ugric speakers and 
that it is to be attributed ta the Andronovo cultural complex. 
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THE INDO-IRANIAN SUBSTRATUM 

Alexander Lubotsky 

1. Study of loanwords can be a powerful tool för detennining prchistoric
cultural contacts and migrations, but this instrument is used very differently in
various disciplines. For instance, loanword studies are fully accepted in Uralle
linguisti'cs, whereas Indo-Europeanists are often reluctant ta acknowledge a for
eign origin för words attested in Indo-European languages. The reason is ob
vious: in Uralle, we know the source of borrowings (Indo-Iranian, Genuanic,
Baltic), but the source of possible lndo-European loans is usually unknown.
Nevertheless, it is a matter af great importance to distinguish between inherited
lexicon and borrowings, even if the donor language cannot be determined.

In recent years, the methodology of dealing with borrowings from an 
unknown source has been developed by Kuiper ( 1991; 1995), and applied by 
Beekes (1996) and Schrijver (1997). As these scholars have pointed out, ao 
etymon is likely to be a Ioanword if it is characterized by some af the following 
features: 1) limited geographical distribution; 2) phonological or morphonolo
gical irregularity; 3) unusual phonology; 4) unusual word forrnation; 5) specific 
semantics, i.e. a word belongs ta a semantic category which is particularly liable 
to borrowing. 

2. In my paper, I shall apply this methodology to the Indo-Iranian lexicon in
search af loanwords which have entered Proto-Indo-Iranian before its split into
two branches. As a hasis for my study I use lhe list, gleaned from Mayrhofer's
EW Aia, of ali Sanskrit etyma which have Iranian correspondences, but lack
clear cognates outside Indo-Iranian. The complete list af some 120 Indo-Iranian
isolates is presented in the Appendix.
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The words of this list are by default characterized by the first of the above
mentioned criteria, viz. limited geographical distribution, but this in itself is not 
very significant because the lack of an Indo-European etymology may be acci
dental: either all other branches have lost the etymon preserved in Indo-Iranian, 
or we have not yet found the correct etymology. Only if a word has other fea 
tures o f  a borrowing must we seriously consider its being of foreign origin. The 
analysis of phonological, morphological and semantic peculiarities of our corpus 
will be presented in the following sections, but first I would like to make two 
remarks. 

I use the terrn "substratum" for any donor language, without implying 
sociological differences in its status, so that "substratum" may refer to an a d 
stratum or even superstratum. It is possible that Proto-Indo-Iranian borrowed 
words from more than one language and had thus more than one substratum. 

Another point concems dialect differentiation. In general, we can speak of 
language unity as long as the language is capable of canying out common inno
vations, but this does not preclude profound differences among the dialects. In 
the case of Indo-Iranian, there may have been early differentiation between the 
lndo-Aryan and Iranian branches, especially i f  we assume that the Iranian loss 
of aspiration in voiced aspirated stops was a dialectal feature which Iranian 
shared with Balto-Slavic and Gennanic (cf. Kortlandt 1978: 115). Nevertheless, 
Proto-Indo-Iranian for a long time remained a dialectal unity, possibly even up 
to the moment when the lndo-Aryans crossed the Hindukush mountain range 
and lost contact with the Iranians. 

3. Let us now look at the peculiar features displayed by some of the words from
the corpus.1

3.1. Irregular correspondences 
In anlaut: 

Skt. s- : Plr. *s- (Skt. sfkatä- : OP iJikä- 'sand'; Skt. siid- LAv. siikii-
'needle'); 

Skt. k - :  Plr. *g- (Skt. kefo- 'hair' : LAv. gaiJsa- 'curly hair'); 
Skt ph- : Pir. *sp- (Skt. phd!a- : MoP supär 'ploughshare'); 
Skt. S- : Plr. *xSU- (Skt. sipa-, but Präkrit cheppii- :  LAv. xSuuaepii- 'tail'). 

We should not be discouraged by thc often "norrna!" looks of a word: thc early date of 
borrowing may be responsible för the fact that the Joanwords were adjusted to the 
phonemic system of that moment and went through the whole historical dcvelopment of 
the Indo-Iranian !anguages. Note thai l did not use the laryngeals in the reconstructions 
because- for thc time being we do nol know at which stage and in which forrn the words 
were adjusted to the Jndo-(ranian phonemic systcm. 
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In in1aut: 
Skt. -a- : Pir. *-u- (Skt.jdhakä-: LAv. duZUka-, Bal.jajuk, duZux, MoP Zii.za 

'hedgehog'); 
Skt. -ä- :  Plr. *-a- (Skt. chdga - : Oss. sreglsagre 'billy-goat'; Skt. diä- f. 

LAv. asah- n. 'region, space'); 
Skt. -v- : Pir. *-b- (Skt. gandharvd- : LAv. ga,:idarajJa- 'a mythical being'}; 
Skt. -dh- : Plr. *+ (Skt. gandhd- 'smell' : LAv. gai,;ti- 'bad smell'); 
Skt. -ar- :  Plr. *-ra- (Skt. dtharvan- : Av. ä1Jrauuan-/a1Jaurun- 'priest'); 
Skt. -ar- :  Plr. *-r-(Skt. gandharvci- : LAv. ga,:idarajJa- 'a my thical being'); 
Skt. -iir- : Plr. *·r- (Skt. diirSO.- ' coarse garment' : Wakhi Dars 'wool of a 

goat or a yak'). 

3.2. Impossible root structure for an lndo-European word 
There is a well-known root structure constraint in Proto-Indo-European, which 
does not permit two unaspirated voiced stops within a root. This means that 
*gadä- 'club' and *grda- 'penis' could not have been formed in the Indo
European proto-language.

3.3. lJnusual structure (trisyllabic nouns with long middle 
syllable) 

*pfj1lfa- 'biestings', *majiik!'a- 'wooden peg', *javfjii- 'canal', *yarä}1'a- 'wild
boar', *kapauta- 'pigeon', *kapära- 'vessel, dish'.

The structure of these words is such that it is very difficult to explain them 
on the hasis of IE morphology. For instance, Mayrhofer (EWAia II, p. 138) 
writes about Skt piyd$a- 'biestings': "GewiB zu PAr11 ['to- swell'], ptiyas
['milk, fluid'J gehörig" with a reference to Wackemagel 1954: 500. Wacker
nagel assumes in this word a suffix -ii$a-, which is further only found in  the late 
Sanskrit words gm)(},ii$a· 'water för rinsing the mouth' and mafljii$ii· 'box, 
chest' (to which we may add RV ärigii$d- 'hymn', Kuiper 1991: 19, 23), ali of 
them being evident loanwords. Furthermore, even postulating a suffix -ii$a- in 
piyJ$a- does not solve all the problems, since we are still left with an unex
plained long 1. The foreign origin of piyd$a- was already suggested by Kuiper 
(1968: 80; 1991: 46). 

3.4. Phonetic peculiarities 
Voiceless aspirates: 

*(s)p
hära- 'ploughshare', *atharyan- 'priest ', *kapha- 'mucus, phlegm', 

*k"ä- 'well, source', *k!'ara- 'donkey', *majiikha- 'wooden peg'.
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Extremely frequent palatal stops: *anCu- 'Soma plant', *äCä-/aCas- 'region, 
space', *Carya- name of a deity, *daCä- 'hem, thread', *drCa-Jdtf:a
'coarse gannent', *jharmija- 'firm structure', *kaf:japa - 'tortoise', *kaita-/ 
gaita- 'head hair', *kuCSi- 'side of  the body, flank', *mal/'a- (?) 'belly', 
*naij( s)- 'spit', *ucig- 'sacrificing priest', *yarii}'a- 'wild boar', etc.

Frequent clusters with -s-: *kuCSi- 'side of the body, flank', *yrC.fo- 'tree', 
*matsja- 'fish', *nai}(s) 'spit', *ksfra- 'milk', *pusCa- 'tail', *sCäga-/ 
sCaga- 'billy-goat'.

3.5. Peculiar word formation 
"Suffix" -ka- (normally only denominal): *atka- 'cloak', *stuka- 'tuft of hair', 

*yrtka- ' kidney', *Ja}'a!ukli-'hedgehog';
"Suffix" -sa- (rare in the inherited lexicon): *pljiifo- 'biestings', *yrCfo

'tree'; 
"Suffix" -pa-: *kaCjapa- 'tortoise', *piipa- 'bad', *stJpa- 'tuft of hair', 

*Syaipa- 'tail';
Other unusual suffixation: 

*stu-ka- vs. *stJ-pa- 'tuft of hair', *nagna( jhu)- (Skt. nagn6hu- m. 'yeast',
Iran. *nagna- 'bread'), *karuS- 'damaged (teeth)', *j"arm(i)ja- 'firm
structure, permanent house', *matsja- 'fish', *naiJ(s)- 'spit', *ucig- 'sacri
ficing priest', '1<bhi,foj (Skt. bhi�6.j- m, 'physician'; LAv. biSaziia- 'to cure'), 
*pavastä-'cloth'.

3.6. Semantic categories 
We can suspect thatsome words have been borrowed because they belong to a 
specific semantic field, even i f  they display no phonological or morphological 
anomalies. For instance, I assume that the religious terms *anCu- 'Soma plant', 
*CarlJa- name of a god, *magi'a- 'gift, offering, sacrifice' are likely to be loan
words. These words belong to the cult of Soma-drinking Aryans and thus form
a semantically closely related group. The other members af the group do show
anomalies: *at''aryan- 'priest' and *gl1•!andnanJ,1b'hla- 'a mythical being' have
irregular correspondences, *indra- shows irregular vocalization, *rsi- 'seer' has
irregular accentuation in Sanskrit, while *ucig- 'sacrificing priest' has an un
usual morphological structure.

Also för semantic reasons, I assume foreign origin for words like *daCii- f. 
'hem, thread', *iSt(j)a- 'brick', *yiici- f. 'axe, pointed knife', etc. 
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3. 7. In general, we can state that although the foreign origin of some of the
words is apen to doubt, there is a small, but undisputable body of loanwords in
Indo-Iranian2. Our next task is to scrutinize the structure of the Indo-Iranian
substratum.

4.1. The phonological and morphological features of Indo-Iranian loanwords 
are strikingly similar to those which are characteristic of SanSkrit 1oanwords, i.e. 
words which are only attested in Sanskrit and which must have entered the 
language after the Indo-Aryans had crossed Hindukush. T11e structure of San
skrit loanwords has been discussed by Kuiper (1991), so that a few examples 
will suffice, 

The majiik'' a-type (trisyllabic words with long middle syllable) is abun
dantly attested in the foreign vocabu1ary of Sanskrit, cf. urviirU- f. 'cucumber', 
U/aka- m. 'owl', u�1.1f�a- m.n. ' turhan', rhisa- n. 'oven', kapold- m. 'cheek', 
kiirf:m- n. 'dung', kifrisa- adj. 'of variegated color', kifoni- 'foal', maydra- m. 
'peacock', masåra- m. 'lentil', Mrdiila- m. 'tiger', Srgiild- m. 'jackal', etc.3 

Voiceless aspirates are represented e.g. in utifkhala- n. 'rnortar', khild- m. 
'uncultivated land', khiirf-f. 'measure of grain', kharvd- adj. 'mutilated', phala
n. 'fruit', mUkha- n. 'mouth, face', Sfkhä- f. 'tuft of hair, crest'. 

Palatal stops are very frequent. For instance, in Kuiper's list of 383 foreign 
wcirds in the RV I counted more than 90 words containing palatal S,j, ch and h. 

Clusters with -s- are: �auma- adj. 'linen' (cf. also Umii- 'id.'), chUbuka- n. 
'chin', muk�f.Jii- '?' (V), ik�iikU- NPr. (RV), kUtsa- NPr. (RV), k�Umpa- '?' 
(RV 1.84.8), ele. 

For the "suffix" -pa- cf. 6.lpa- adj. 'small', turfpa- n. 'seminal fluid', 
pU$pa- n, 'flower', Sa$pa- n. 'young grass, moulted barley', Silpd- adj. 'varie
gated' (also Sflpa- n. 'omament'), Stirpa- n. 'winnowing basket' 1 etc. 

For the "suffix" -h- cf. ma/ha- adj. 'with hanging belly/udder' (said of 
goats and ewes) vs. barjaha- 'udder', ba1jahyd- 'nipple'. 

2 

3 

For the "suffix" -ig-.cf. rtviJ- 'priest', va1J,ij- 'merchant', bhurfj- '?' .  

During thc discussion of my papcr in  Tvärminne, Professor E.  Helimski strcssed the 
poinl that thc number of Indo-Iranian loanwords is relatively small, so that thc home
land of the Indo-lranians is likely to be not so far from !he Urheimat of the Indo
Europeans. 
Cf. aisa 11l,ikhala- n. 'mortar' with four sy\lables. ln my opinion, also karmcfra- m. 
'blacksmith' is a Joanword and is notdcrived from thc root kr- 'to make', as  is usually
assumed. Also Skt. p(diik11- 'panthcr; kind of snakc' seems to be borrowcd from !he 
same language (the cvcntual origin of the word must be sought in  thc Near East, c[ !he 
lranian words Sogd. pwrOnk-, MiP palang, etc., Gr. mipöo:/,1c; ' Jeopard'). 
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For the sequence -ry- cf. urvani f. 'cucumber', kharvd- adj. 'mutilated', 
turwifa- NPr., pd{harvan- NPr. (RV 1 . 112.17), pharvara- '?' (RV 10.106.2), 
probably sdrvari-'night'. 

4.2. The phonological and morphological similarity of loanwords in Proto
Indo-Iranian and in Sanskrit has important consequences. First of ali, it indicates 
that, to put it carefully, a substratum af Indo-Iranian and a substratum of Indo
Aryan represent the same Ianguage, or, at any rate, two dialects af the same 
language. In order to account för this fact, we are bound ta assume that the 
language of the original population of the towns of Central Asia, where the 
lndo-lranians must have arrived in the second millennium BCE, on the ane hand, 
and the language spoken in Punjab, the homeland of Jhe Indo-Aryans, on the 
other, were intimately related.4 At the present stage, it is useless to speculate 
about the possible identity of these languages, but this does not affect the argu
ment. 

Another consequence is that the Indo-Iranians mus t still have formed a kind 
of unity during their stay in Central Asia, albeit perhaps dialectally diversified. 
Judging by the later spread of the Indo-Aryans - to the .south-west in the case of 
the Mitanni kingdom and to the south-east during their move to Punjab -, they 
were situated to the south of the Iranians, forming the vanguard, so to speak, of 
the Indo-Iranian movement. Accordingly, the Indo-Aryans were presumably the 
first who came into contact with foreign tribes and sometimes "passed on" Ioan
words to the Iranians. In this way, we may account för the difference between 
Skt. sfkatti- and Iranian *sikatci - 'sand, gravel' or Skt. sfi.ci- and Iranian *sUc'i
'needle', which cannot reflect a single proto-form. At the stage when words 
with Skt. s- arrived in the Iranian territory, PIIr . * s had already become Iranian 
*h, and PIIr. *C had turned into P!r. *s, so that these words entered Iranian with
Plr. *s-. This direction of borrowing (rather than from Iranian to Sanskrit, as is
usually assumed) also explains the irregular correspondences within Iranian. For
instance, the word for 'sand, gravel' has no less than four different fonnations
in Iranian, viz. *sikii- (OP tJikti-, Bel. six, Pashto faga), *sikaja- (Median
Sikayauvati- 'made of gravel' ,  the name of a fortress, Munji s;,gya, Isk. siiyio,
sigioh), *sikatci - (Pahlavi sygd = sikat, Sogd. Sykth, Khot. siyatå), *sikitii
(Kurdish sigit 'earth', Oss. syfjytlsigit 'id.', etc.); the word för needle has two
forms, viz. *sUkti -(LAv. sUkti-) and *saucanja- (MiP sozan, Khot. saujsafia-,
Oss. sU3m!s03fntE, etc.) (Abaev 1958-95, ID: 164-165, 187-188).

4 The links between the culture of Central Asia and that of the Indus Valley are also 
rcpeatedly rcported by archaeologists (cf. Parpola 1988: 204; Hiebert 1995 with ref.). 
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5.1. We can now tum to the culture with which the Indo-Iranians carne into 
contact. Let us look at the semantic categories which are represented among the 
Indo-Iranian substratum words. I have arranged them in accordance with their 
frequency. One of the largest categories is "body parts, hair" (9 items: *kap,,a
'mucus, phlegm', *kaiCa-/gaiCll- 'head hair', *kuCSi- 'side of the body, flank', 
*grda- 'penis', *maij1'a- 'belly', *pusta- 'tail', *stuka- 'tuft of hair', *Sldaipa
'tail', *yrtka- 'kidney'), but this category, as well as "pejorative adjectives"
(*aka- 'bad', *karuS-'damaged (teeth)', *piipa- 'bad'), is not particularly telling
for the identification of the culture.

"Religion, cult" (8) has been shortly discussed above, 
"Wild animals" (8): *(H)uStra- 'camel', *k"ara- 'donkey', *kaCjapa

'tortoise', * kapauta- 'pigeon', *Ja]"a!ukd- 'hedgehog', *matsja- 'fish', 
*mrga- ' game', *1Jarii}"a- 'wild boar'.

"Clothing" (5): *atka- 'cloak:', *daCä- 'hem, thread', *drCa-/dfCQ- 'coarse 
garment', *pal.Jastd-'cloth', siiCf-!Ciicl- 'needle', 

"Building technology" (4): *iSt(j)a- 'brick' ,  *jharmija- 'firm structure, 
permanent house', *majiik!'a- 'wooden peg', *sikati'i-!Cikatii.- 'sand, 
gravel'. 

"Artifacts" (3): *kapära- 'dish, bowl', *naij(s)- 'spit', *ldiiC'i- 'axe, pointed 
knife'. 

"Water economy and irrigation" (3): *k!'ä- 'well, source', *Cii t - 'pit, well', 
*javfjä-'canal'.

"Cattle breeding" (3): *ksira- 'mille', *ptjiifo- 'biestings', *s!:äga-/sCaga
'billy-goat'. 

"Agriculture" (2): *nagna- 'yeast, bread', *(s)p"iira� 'ploughsh�e•. 

5.2. Starting with the assurnption that loanwords ref1ect changes in environment 
and way of life, we get the following picture about the new country of the Indo
Iranians. The 1andscape must have been quite similar to that of their original 
homeland, as there are no new terms for plants or Iandscape. The new animals 
like camel, donkey, and tortoise show that the new land was situated more to the 
South. There was irrigation (canals and dug wells) and more elaborate 
architecture (permanent houses with walls of brick and gravel). Agriculture still 
did not play an important role in the life of Indo�Iranians: presumably, they did 
notchange their life-style and only used the products ('bread'!) of the farmers, 
hardly tilling the land themselves. The paucity of terms for military technology 
(only *gadä- f. 'club') can be seen as an indication of Aryan military 
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supremacy. It seems further obvious ta me that the Soma cult was borrowed by 
the Indo-Iranians. 

This picture, which is drawn on exclusively linguistic arguments, is a 
strong confirmation of the traditiona! theory that the Indo-Tranians come from 
the north. Most probably, the Indo-Iranians moved from the Eurasian steppes in 
the third millennium BCE (Pit-Grave culture, 3500-2500 BCE) in the eastem 
direction, first to the region of the lower Volga (Potapovo, etc., 2500-1900 BCE) 
and then ta Central Asia (Andronovo culture, from 2200 BCE onwards). 

As we have seen above, there are reasons to believe that the Indo-Aryans 
formed- the vanguard of the lndo-Iranian movement and were the first to come
into contact with the original inhabitants of the Central Asian towns. Theo, 
presumably under pressure from the Iranians, who were pushing from behind, 
the Indo-Aryans moved further to the south-east and south-west, whereas the 
Iranians remained in Central Asia and later spread over the Iranian plateau. The 
urban civilization af Central Asia has enriched the Ili.do-Iranian lexicon with 
building and irrigation tenninology, with tenns för clothing and hair-do, and for 
some artifacts. It is tempting to suggest that the word *gadä- 'club, mace' refers 
to the characteristic mace-heads of stone and bronze abundantly found in the 
towns of the so-called "Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex". Also *yiicf
'axe, pointed knife' may be identified with shaft-hole axes and axe-adzes of this 
culture. 

6. Finally, I would ill(e to shortly discuss the implications för the contacts
between Indo-Iranian and Uralian speakers, which is the actual theme of this
conference. As is well known, Uralic has borrowed heavily from Indo-Iranian,
but I agree- with those scholars who believe that many of the apparent early
borrowings rather reflect an etymological relat:ionship between Uralic and Indo
European, and I doubt that there are Proto-Uralic borrowings from Indo
European. At any rate, borrowings from Indo-Iranian start with the Finno-Ugric
period. It is remarkable that the oldest layer of borrowings often concems words
which are only attested in Sanskrit and not in Iranian (e.g. FU *ora- 'awl' : Skt.
Ärii- 'awl'; FV *reSmä 'rope' : Skt. raSm{- m. 'rein', raSmdn- m. 'id.'; FV
*onke 'hook' : Skt. alika- 'hook'; FP *ant3 'young grass' : Skt. dndhas
'grass', etc.). This fact can be explained by the vanguard position of the lndo
Aryans, who were the first to come into contact with the Uralle population on
their move to the east. The Iranians, who came slightly later, lived in the 
neighbourhood of the Uralians for a very long time and continuously con
tributed to the enrichment of the Uralian vocabulary.
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Another problem is how to account för Indo-Iranian isolates which have 
been borrowed into Uralic. lt is hard to believe that the new vocabulary, which 
most probably was acquired by the Indo-Iranians in Central Asia, could reach 
the Uralians in time, so that we only have two options: either the Indo-Iranian 
isolates are of Indo-European origin, or the Uralians borrowed these words 
from an Iranian source at a later stage. To the first group may belong PIIr. 
*raCm- 'rope, rein '  : FV *rdinä 'rope' (the -m- is only attested in Sanskrit);
PIIr. *maks-'fly, bee' : FU *mekse 'bee' (the fact that the word can be recon
structed for FU precludes a late date för borrowing); Plir. *surii- 'alcohol' : PP
*sur 'beer' (the PP word cannot be a late borrowing from Iranian because of its
*s-) and Pllr. *dasju- 'foreigner' : Vog. tas 'stranger' (the Uralic word cannot
be due ta late borrowing from Iranian because of the preserved *s). On the other
hand, I assume that FV *oraSe '(castrated) boar' was borrowed from Iranian
(Pllr. *yariijha- 'wild boar' can hardly be an IE word). The same probably
holds for FP *Sllka 'chaff, awn' because this form is only found in Iranian
(LAv. siikä.- 'needle') and further för PP vOrk 'kidney' {Pllr. *yrtka-), FP/FV 
*§aka 'goat' (PIIr. *sCäga-JsCaga-), PP *llwl 'bread' (PIIr. *nagna-), PP 
*majäklmajäg 'stake' (Pllr. *majiik!'a-).
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APPENDIX: 
A list of lndo-Iranian isolates 

The list presented below is based on Mayrhofer's EWAia. I have collected those 
Sanskrit etyma which have Iranian correspondences, but Jack other IE cognates. 
In general, I follow the etymological analysis of Mayrhofer, and whenever I dis
agree with his judg1;:ment, this is expressly mentioned. · Since it is often difficu1t 
to decide whether a particular word is a borrowing or not (the most important 
criteria have been discussed in the main body of the article), I have decided to 
present the evidence in full. 

The list is divided into the following sections: A. Loanwords; B. Inherited 
words; C. Verbs; D. Wande,wö,.-ter; E. Words with uncertain Ilr. etymology. 
Tbe verbs are given separately, as at this stage it appears impossible ta dis
tinguish between inherited verbs and borrowings. The section "Wandetwörter" 
contains words which are attested both in Sanskrit and Iranian, but whose 
Proto-Indo-Iranian age cannot be ascertained. 

Every lemma begins with a Proto-Indo-Iranian reconstruction, followed by 
grammatica l information (in the case of agreement between Sanskrit and Iranian) 
and the meaning. 1n square brackets I have added words from other 1anguage 
families (mostly, Uralic) which are borrowed from Indo-Iranian or from which 
an Indo-Iranian word might have been borrowed. 

A. Loanwords

*aka- adj. 'bad': Skt. 6ka- n. 'pain', 6kam adv. 'ina bad way'; Av. aka- 'bad, evil'.
*anCu- m. 'Soma plant' (probably ephedra): Skt. aq1S/I- 'Soma planl'; Av. qsu- 'Haoma 

plant'. 
*atka- m. 'cloak': Skt. 6tka-; LAv. aÖka-, at..ka-.
*at'•aryan- m. 'priest': Skt. lltharvan-; Av. iiilrauuan-/atJaurun-.
*tiCä-/atas- 'region, space': Skt.. Äsii- f.; LAv. arah- n.
*hhfs. 'medicine, medicinal herb': Skt.. hhi,Jllj- m. 'physician'; Av. "'biS- 'medicine', LAv. 

bifäziia- 'to cure'. 
*Carlja- m. name of a deity: Skt. fon-ii- name of a god; LAv. sauru ua- namc of a daeva. 
*Ciit- 'pit, well': Skt. cÄtviila- (Br.+) m.n. 'pit (dug in order to get ground for the northem 

altar)'; LAv. ciit- f. '(dug) wc!l', Buddh. Sogd. c' t, Bactrian oo:öo 'wcll'. 
*data- f. 'hem, thread': Skt. daSii- 'hem'; K.hot. dasa, Bal. dasag 'thread'.
*drta-/dfCa- (?) 'coarse garment': Skt. diirSti- n. 'coarse garment'; Wakhi Oirs (Gryunbcrg &

Steblin-Kamenskij 1976, d,ws) •'wool of a goator a yak',, Shughni OoXc 'id.; body hair; 
coarsc cloth' (cf. Karamshocv 1991 s.v .). 
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*gadä- f .  'olub': Skt. (SU+) gadä-; LAv. ga&i-, MiP gad. 
*gand''lt- 'smell': Skt. gandha- m. 'smell '; LAv. gai1Jti- 'bad smell'. 
*g!Mand''(a)r11Jh'h1a- m. 'a mythical being': Skt. gandharwi-; LA:v. ga!JdöriJfla-. 
*grda- 'penis'; Skt. grdd- m.; LAv. g.JriJ[,i5.brota- adj. 'cutting off the genitals' . 
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*indra- m.  name of  a deity: Skt. (ndra- namc of a god; LAv. i�idra- name of a daeva. Mayr 
hofer {EWAia s.v.) offers several etymologies, nonc of which is convincing however. 
From a semantic point of view, the most plau'sible etymology is S!avic *j,:_dn, 'strong, 
fresh' , but the primary meaning in S\avic is clcarly 'pit, kernel'. Note the "wrong" 
vocalization, if this wcrc an l E  formation {from *(H)indro- we expect IIr. **jadra-). 

"'ist(j)a- 'brick': Skt. t�takä- f. (VS+); LAv. i.ftiia- n., OP iSti- f., MiP xist (cf. on this word 
Witzel l995: 103). 

*javjä- f. 'canal ': Skt. yavyå -lyaviyåJ 'stream, canal' ; OP yauviyii- 'canal'. 
*}armija- 'firm structure, permanent house': Skt. harm1

yii- n. 'firm structure', later 'palace' 
(för the meaning see Elizarenkova 1995: 28-29); LAv. zairimiiäuua!]./- adj. 'with a 
permanent house' (said of the moon), zairimiiaIJura- m. 'tortoise' = 'with toes in a 
house'. 

*JaJ'aiukJ- 'hedgehog': Skt (YV+) jiihakä- f.; LAv. dufoka-, Bal. Jafuk, duiux, MoP zuza. 
[Brahui Jafak, Santali Jhik are most probably \ate borrowings from Jndo-Iranian 
languages] 

*kaijapa- m. 'tortoise': Skt. ka§ydpa-; LAv. kasiiapa-. 
*kadru- 'recldish-brown' : Skt. (TS+) kiidru- 'reddish-brown', Av. kadruua.aspa- name of a 

mountain, MoP. kahar 'light brown' . 
*kaifo-lgaifo- m. 'head hair': Skt. ke.fa-; LAv. gai!sa- 'curly hair', gai!su- 'with curly hair'. 

Connection with Skt. kbara- n. (YV+) 'mane' and Lat. caesarii!s 'head hair' is 
uncertain. 

*kapau/a- m. 'pigeon'; Skt. kap6ta- 'pigeon'; OP kapautaka- adj. 'blue', MiP kabi5d 'grcy-
blue, pigeon'. 

*kapiira- 'dish, bowl' : Skt. kapåla- n.; MiP kabiirag, MoP kabära. 
*kap''a- m. 'mucus, phlegm': Skt. kapha- (Up.+) 'phlegm'; LAv. kafa- 'foam, mueus', 
*karuS- adj. 'damaged (teeth)': Skt. kdriit/,atin- 'with bad teeth ' ; Sogd. krw önt' k 'id.'. 
*km:3.fi- m. 'side of the body, flank': Skt. kuk#-; Sogd. qwSy-. The often proposed connection 

with Skt. kå§a- m. 'coop, cask' is unconvincing. 
*ksira- 'milk' : Skt. k�•frii- n.; MiP Er, Yidgha-Munji x.fira. 
*k!'ara- m. 'donkey': Skt. khara- (AVP+); LAv. xara-. [Akkadian (Mari) Q!irum, ajarum 

'donkey'; Tam. kar.utai 'id.' ?] 
*k1•ä- f. 'well, source': Skt. khd-; LAv. xä- .  
*mag1•a- n. 'gift, offering, sacrifice': Skt. magha-; OAv. maga-. A connection with Gothic 

mag 'can, may' and its family is unccrtain. 
*majiik1'a- m. 'wooden peg': Skt. mayiikha- 'peg for stretching the woor; OP <myux> = 

mayiixa- 'doorknob', Sogd. myyk 'peg', MiP and MoP mCX 'peg, nai!', Oss. mlxlmex 
'stake'. The current etymology derives !he word from the root mi- 'to build, erect', 
which explains neither its morphology (suffix *-1ik!•a-?) nor its semantics (the verbal root 
-only means 'to fix. in the ·ground'). The mcaning 'stak.e' is only atteste<l in Ossetic and 
is clearly secondary. [In view of its meaning, PP *majäklmajäg 'stake' (Redei 1986: 72) 
is probably borrowed from Pre-Ossetic] 
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*nw{j"a- (?) 'belly': Skt. malha- adj. 'with hanging belly/udder' (said of goats and ewes)5; 
LAv. m;mmlna- n. 'bel!y', maduiid gen.sg. (!he stem maduui- ?) 'paunch'. Probably, 
also SkL barjaha- 'udder' ,  barjahyil- 'nipple' belong here. The currcnt IE etymology, 
connecting Lith. mUitis, Latvian milzt 'to swell up', is phonctical!y impossible, since 
!he Baltic acute points to IE *i (Winter' s  Law). 

*matsja- m. 'fish': Skt. mtlrsya-; LAv. masiia-. The currem IE ctymology, which connects 
Gennanic words like Gothic mats 'food' < *PGm. mati-, explains neither thc meaning 
nor thc morphology of thc Ilr. word. 

*mrga- m. 'game': Skt. mrg/1- 'forest animal, bird'; LAv. m,ir,;ya- 'bird'. 
*nagna- 'yeast, bread': Skt. nagnClhu- (AVP+) m. 'ycast, fennent'; Plr. *nagna- 'bread' 

(Sogd. nyny, Pashto nayan, MiP nän with an irregular development, ele.). The old 
theory, ·according to which the Skt. word was borrowed from Iranian *nagnax''äd- 'bread 
seasoning', sccms lmprobable to me. [➔ PP *lla/1 'bread' from Iranian, R6dei 1986: 73] 

*naij(s)- 'spit': Skt. nik,r- 'to picrce', nik§a�ia-, 11rfk,.ra�ia- n. 'spit. fork'; LAv. 11aeza- n. 'sharp 
point (of the ncedle)', MiP uelag 'lance', MoP neS 'sharp point', niistar 'lancet'. The 
Sanskrit verbal fonns (prcsent nilqati with its accentcd zem-grade) do not look old. 

*palfastd- 'cloth': Skt. pavtista- n. 'covcr, gannent'; OP pavastd- f. 'thin clay envelope used 
to protect clay tablets'. 

*piipa- adj. 'bad': Skt. päpd-; LAv. päpa0
• 

*pij1/Ja- 'bicstings': Skt.pfyii,rn- m.n.; Wakhi pyi.i, Munji/.:i)lli. 
*pusf:a- 'tai!': Skt. pUccha- m.n.; LAv. pusa- m. 
*riif:i- 'heap': Skt. rfiH- m. 'heap, mass'; Pashto ryäia 'heap (of grain)' < *räsijii. A con

nection with *raf:m- 'rope' cannot be excluded, however. 
*rli- m. 'seer': Skt. {Yi-; OAv. ;JraSi-. The initial accentuation in Sanskrit is aberrnnt (Lubots

ky 1988: 29, 54). 
*sCiiga-fstaga- 'billy-goat': Skt. chdga- m.; Oss. srxjffsce,jfa.? 'goat', Wakhi /:ay 'kid', [----1 pp·, 

FV *fokaliawa 'goat', R6dci 1986: 59] 
*sikatä-/f:ikatä- 'sand, grave!': Skt. sfkatii- f. 'sand, gravel'; OP 1'Jikr1- f. 'gravel', Khot. 

siyatä- 'sand', Buddh. Sogd. Sykth 'gravel'. [Kannada usiku, usigu 'sand' ?] 
*(s)phiira- 'ploughsharc.': Skt, phiila- m.; MoP rnpiir, Isk. uspir, Wakhi spiindr (Gryunberg 

& Stcblin-Kamenskij 1976, spundr 'plough'). It cannot be excluded that this is a mig
ratory tenn and be!ongs to catcgory D (Wanderwörter), 

*stuka- 'tuft of hair': Skt. stUkä- f. 'tuft of hair (esp. of a bull) or wool'; Oss. styglstug 'lock, 
tuft of hair', Cf. also Skt. srJpa-, stupd- m. 'tuft of hair'. 

*sl/Cl-lf:iiCI- 'rn:edle': Skt. siici-; LAv. siikä-, MiP sozan, Oss. sl/3in!so3fm:e. [➔ FP *Siika 
'chaff, awn', R!ldci 1986: 59; probably, from Iranian, cf. � 6] 

*K11aipa- (?) 'tai\': Skt. .frfpa- m. (with irrcgular anlaut), Präkrit cheppä- f.; LAv. xSuuaepii- f. 
(for the etymology see Lubotsky 2000: '260, fn. 20). 

*uf:ig- m. 'sacriÖcing priest': Skt. u.fij-; Av. usig-. 
*!J.aräJ"a- m. 'wild boar': Skt. variihd-; LAv. variiza-. [➔ FV *oraie '(ca�trated) boar', R6dei 

1986: 54; probably, borrowed from Iranian, cf. § 6] 
*yiiå- f. 'axe, pointed knife': Skt. wiSf- f. 'axc, adze, chisel' ;  LAv. (Yasna 42.4) väsf

'pointed knife (?)', Oss. wtes {better was ?)6 'axe, wood-chopp_er'. 

5 The word always refers to a female, usua!ly prcgnant, animal, cf. TS 1.8.19.1 iidityÄ111 
malhrif!! garbhi�fm d lahhate 'he offers a ma(ha pregnant female animal, dedicated to 
Äditya' (similarly, MS 4.4.9; KS 13.1; TB l.8.3.2), so that the meaning 'dcwlap', 
given in the dictionaries, is improbable. 
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*1gCfo-m. 'tree ': Skt. vrk,rd-; LAv. vara.fo-. 
*urtka- m. du. 'kidney': Skt. vrkka- (TS+ v(,kyau); LAv. w-Jr;iåka-. The usual etymology 

derives this word from the root vrt - 'to turo', which can hardly be correct because the 
suffix -ka- is only denominal in lndo-Iranian. [➔ PP vOrk 'kidney', Redei 1986: 79] 

*(H)u,ftra- m. 'camcl'; Skt. l�!ra-; Av. uStra-, OP ufa-biiri- adj. 'camel-borne' (thc !aryngeal 
may be rcsponsible for -t'J- in zarat'JuStra-). 

B. lnherited words 

*(H)agra- 'top': Skt. dgra- n. 'tip, summit'; LAv. ayra- adj. 'first, topmost'. The word has a 
clear lE appearance, although there are no plausible cognates. Note that the connection 
with Latvian agrs 'early' (EWAia s.v.) is impossible because of Winter's Law. 

*(H)ainas- n. 'crime, rnistake': Skt. inas-; Av. aenah-. 
*(H)andlia- adj. 'blind'; Skt. andha-; LAv. ar;da-. IE if Gallo-Latin andabata 'gladiator fight-

ing in a helmet without openings' (*'b!ind-fighter') belongs here. 
*(H)afuna- 'red-brown': Skt. arur;J-; Av. auruna-. 
*(H)arufa- 'reddish': Skt. aru,rd- 'reddish'; Av. aur11Ja- 'white'-. 
*(H)asra- adj. 'painful': Skt. asrd-; OAv. ar;gra-, LAv. aIJra- 'evi\'. 
*(H)atHtHi- (?) m. 'guest'; Skt. åtithi-; Av. asti-. The laryngeal in the Proto-Indo-Iranian 

fonn makes a non-IE origin improbable. 
*(H)audhr/n- 'cold'; Skt. ddhani, OAv. aodaraJ-/50.. 
*(H)a11asa- n. 'provision': Skt. avaså- (cE also denom. O.vayati 'eats'); LAv. auuaIJha-. 
*Carad - f .  'autumn, year': Skt. faråd- 'autumn, year'; LAv. sarad-, OP <iJrd-> 'year' 

(cf. Toch. A .färme 'autumn' < *K.erdrnen-?, Pinault I 998: 362). 
*ddsju- m. 'foreigner', *dasjU- f .  'country (of the foreigners)': Skt. dasyu - m. 'enemy'; Av. 

daiiiu- f. 'country'. [➔ Vog. tas 'stranger'] See the next word. 
*däsa- '(hostile) people': Skt. däsd-, ddsa- m.; LAv. däh'i- 'belonging to the Diiha-people'. 

Therc are several suggestions for an IE etymo!ogy, but they arc ali doubtful (Gr. öoUÅ.os 
'slave'; Gr. l51Jµos 'people', for the latter see Lubotsky 1995: 231, fn. 18). 

*drapsa- m. 'streak, banner': Skt. drapså-, LAv. drafia- (för the connection with Gr. lpiq,ro, 
Gennan Treber, etc. see Oberlies 1990: 153ff.). 

*jaCas- 'fame': Skt. yå.fos- n. 'fame': OAv. yas6.iifrm 'to altain fame', LAv. yasö.bDrata-
'brought with dignity'. * jacti- f. 'stick, branch'; Skt. ya,�tf- (RVKh, SB+) f. 'staff, pole'; LAv. °yaxJti- 'branch'. 

*jajl-u- 'youthful': Skt. yah/1- 'youthful'; OAv. yazu- 'young'. 
*jätu- '(black) magic': Skt. yät!I- m.; LAv. yåtu- f .  (m. 'sorcerer'). In spitc of its IE appear

ance, no convincing etyri1ology för this word has been suggested. 
*}rajas- n. 'wide expanse, sea': Skt. jrdyas- n. 'wide expanse'; Av. zraiiah- n., OP drayah

n. 'sea'. Cf . also Skt. 6.pajrayati 'extends'. [➔ PP *sarij < *jaris < *jarj3s 'Sea' 
from Iranian, Redei 1986: 81] 

*kama- m. 'ear': Sk!. kdrJJa-; LAv. karana-. 
*d"ärä- f. 'blade of the sword': Skt. dhifrä-; LAv. därä-. IE if identical with Skt. dhifrä

'strcam, pouring' (➔ 'casting'). 
6 As Johnny Chcung points out to me, this word is undocumented in Ossetic. Both 

Abaev (1958-95) and Miller & Frejman (1927�34) s.v. Wa?S refer to Miller 1903; JO, but 
there this word is spelled as vas, i.e. was. 
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*dhrigu- adj. 'poor, necdy': Skt. 6dhrigu➔ 'exalted'; OAv. dri"gu- 'ncedy', LAv. superlative 
draiJjiStO.mma-. 

*makS-f. ' fly, bee': Skt. md/q(ii)- 'fly, bee'; LAv. max§i-f. 'fly'. [➔ FU *mekse 'bee', Redei 
1986:45] 

*miijri- f. 'magic power': Skt. mäyÄ-; OAv. mäiiii-, LAv. maiiii-. There are various 
etymo!ogica] proposals, but they are ali rather improbab!e. The word looks fairly IE 
though, and its IE origin is conceivable. 

*muSti- 'fist': Skt. mu;{f- m.f.; LAv. muSti". A conncction with !he word för ' mouse' (e.g. 
EWAia s.v.) is impossible, becausc the latter contains a laryngeal (*muHs-). The best 
chance for an IE etymology is the connection with Lith. mUSti 'to beat', Toch B maSce 
'fis!'. 

*11aima- adj.: Skt. nema- 'some, half'; LAv. naiima- 'half'. 
*paCSman- 'eye!ash': Skt. plilcyman- (YV+) n. 'eyelash'; LAv. paina- n. 'eyelash or eyelid', 

MiP and MoP paSm, Khot. pe'ma-, Oss. fa:sm!fans 'wool'. 1f the original meaning is 
'fluff', then a connection with Gr. mbcrnv 'to comb' is plausible. 

*päman- 'itch, scabies'; Skt. ptimlin- m.; LAv. piiman- m. Probably connected wlth Gr. :rdjµcx 
n. 'evil, harrn'. 

*Prt- f. 'battlc': Skt. p[t- ;  Av. pi!!rN-. 
*raC-m- ' rope, rein': Skt. ra.fomf- f. 'ropc', raSmf- m. 'rein', raSmiin- m. 'id.'; MiP, MoP 

rasan 'rope', (Skt. ra.fonli-, MiP rasan < *raCmna-?) [-4 FV *reimä 'rope', Redei 
1986; 57] 

*rliCfa- adj. 'raw'; Skt. riik�å.- (YV+) 'raw, dry'; OAv. urufo- 'needy, poor'. The conncction 
with OHG riih, ele. < PGm. *rfihwa- is possible. 

*sainä- f. 'army': Skt. s!?nii-; LAv. hainii-. OP hainii-. 
*srakti- f. 'comer': Skt. sraklf- 'comer'; LAv. sraxti, 1'raxti- 'comer, side'. Here probably 

also srkd- 'sharp point'. The variants likc srkäyf11- (Kä!h+) ; srgäy[n- (MS+) : srkäv(11� 
(TS), ctc. 'spear-bearer' (see. Kuiper 1991: 35) may point to a foreign origin, though. 

*striH- f .  ' woman, wife': Skt. strl-; LAv. stri-. 
*surii- 'alcohol': Skt. stlrii- f.; LAv. hurä- f. Probably, connected with the root *su- tto 

press'. [-4 PP *sur 'beer', Redei 1986: 77] 
*taukman- n. 'gcrm, gcrmed seed': Skt. tåkma11-; Av. tauxman-. Cf. also the root-noun Skt. 

tlb f. 'posterity, childrcn'. 
*yanCa- 'roof-beam': Skt. va,µ.fä- m.: Wakhi was, Shughni wlls. Most probably, related to 

Mlr. f6ice ' ridge-pole, top' < *IJ(e)nlcio-. 
*1Jrala- n. 'rule, command': Skt. vratli- 'commandment'; OAv. uruuata- 'rule'. 

C. Verbs 

*ll'arlj- 'to chew: Skt. bharv-; LAv. aS. baouruua- 'place where there is much to eat', 
baoiriia- 'lo be chewed'. 

*CUn- 'lo asccnd': Skt. M.11ai(1 'gradually, quiclly'; LAv. san-, KJ10t. san-lsata- '\o rise'. 
*Cjä- 'to coagulate, congea!': Skt. Syll-; Oss. syJynlsujun. 
*d"1JaJ-'to flutter'; Skt. dhvajå.- m. 'banner', krtli-dhvaj- 'with screaming flags'; LAv. duuaZ

'to flutter'. 
*ghas- 'to devour': Skt. ghas-; LAv. gah-. 
*ghas- 'to laugh': Skt, has-; LAv.jahi-,jahikä- f. 'prostitute'. 
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*g1'aii.f" 'to makc sound, hear': Skt. gho�-, Av. gaoS-. 
*(H)at- 'to wander': Skt. at- 'to wander'; Av, xviHJra- n. 'wcll-bcing'. 
*Hyjad1' - 'to wound, hurt'; Skt. vyadh-; LAv. "v/8- 'wounding'. 
*jhi- 'to incite': Skt. hi-; LAv.frazaiiaiidmi 'ich lassc hindringen'. 
*kuC,- '10 crook, bend': Skt. kuc-; MiP n -gwc-. 
*nard-: Skt. nrd- 'to hum, growl'; Buddh. Sogd. nrö- 'to complain'. 
*rajh-: Skt. rah- 'to be abandoncd'; MiP rllz 'mystcry'. 
*sagh- 'to be able to bear': Skt. sagh-; LAv. azgat6 'unbearable'. 
*srans- 'to fa!I apart': Skt. sra111s-; LAv. riiIJhaii;m 'they make fal! away'. 
*syag- 'to embracc '; Skt. svaj-; LAv. pairi.f.xvaxra- 'surrounded'. 
* lfand(H)- 'ta praise'; Skt. vand-; LAv. va!J.d-. 
*!fap- 'to scatter': Skt. vap-; OAv. vluuiipat 'scatters, robs, devastates'. 
*IJap- 'to shave ': Skt. -vap-; Khot. patävutta- 'shaven'. 
*11ik- 'ta separate, sift'; Skt. vie-; LAv. vie-, MiP'wfatanlwlz-. 
*1Jiak- 'to encompa�s': Skt. vyac-; MaP gunjidan. 
*yjatH- 'to be unsteady'; Skt. vyath-; LAv. ailJiilura- (< *aflit>ura-) 'unshakable'. 
*1JriH- 'to oppress, collapse': Skt. vli-; LAv. uru ull!aitii (acc.pLf.) 'prcssing together'. 

D. Wanderwörter 
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Skt. Umii- f. 'flax' ;  Yidgha imoy6, ilmoyO, Munji yimagå 'linseed' (cf. also Skt. lex. fqumii-
'id. '). 

Skt. md,w- m, 'bean': MiP mii.f 'legume', Shughni maX 'bean'. 
SkL muikti- m. 'tcslicle'; MiP muSk 'musk' (probably, a loanword from Indo-Aryan). 
Skt. sar,_wpa- m. 'mustard seed'; Khot. .f.fa.fvllna- 'mustard', Sögd. SywSp-On, MiP span-diiJ1 

'mustard sccd' (cf. also Gr. O"{viim n. 'mustard'). 

E. Words with uncertain Ilr. etymology 

Skt. avdni- f. 'river bed, strcam '; LAv. aoniia- n. 'Heizvorrichtung'. 
Skt. af- 'to eat'; Iranian cognates, mentianed by Mayrhofor, are uncertain. LAv. iisitö (Yasna 

10.14) rather means 'lying', cf. Humbach 1960: 27-28; Ober\ies 1990: 159 and 166, 
fn. 55. At any ratc, this form cannot bc derivcd from Pllr, *aCHta- because laryngea! 
disappears in this position in Iranian. The explanation of LAv. kahrkäsa- m. 'vuiture' 
as 'chickcn-catcr' has a strong flavour of folk etymo\ogy and is almost certainly false. 
Sogd. trks, Oss. c«!rgces 'eag!e' show initial *C- and short -a- in the second syllable, 
which aro incompatible with the Avestan ward. l suspect that this is a borrowing, 
which may havc been interpreted in some of the Iranian languagcs as containing thc 
word for 'ch!Cken'. The best candidates for Iranian cognatcs to Skt. a.f1- are MoP ii.� 
'food, soup' < Plr. *äsja-, Oss. has!basre 'soup' < *upa-dsja-, etc. 

Skt. prasalavt 'to thc right'; OP frhn1m /fraharavam?/ 'ali round', 
Skt. hil"ti- f. 'vein'; LAv. zira-ian- (Ao!r-)madaecä 57) 'striking the veins' (?, cf. Humbach 

1983: 120). The meaning of the Avestan compound remains hypathetical. 
Skt. valka- m.n. 'bark', LAv. var;Jka- (Frahang-i-öim 8 = Kling. 395) m./n. 'leaf'. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

A,. Avestan (i.e. both OAv. and LAv.) OP Old Persian 
AVP Atharva-Vcda Paippaliida Oss. Ossetic 
BaL Baluchi PGm. Proto-Germanic 
B,. Brri.hma1;ms PIJr. Proto-Jndo-Iranian 
FP Finno-Pennian Pir. Proto-lranian 
FU Finno-Ugric pp Proto-Pcrmian 
FV Finn o -Volgaic RV ij.gveda 
G,. G=k RVKh Egveda-Khiliini 
IE Indo-Europcan SB Satapatha-Brährnru:m 
Isk. lskaSimi SCr. Serbo-Croatian 
Khot. Khotanese Skt. Sanskrit 
KS Kil!haka-S111\lhita Sogd. Sogdian 
LAv. Latc A vcstan s, Siltras 
Lith. Lithuanian Toch. Tocharian 
MiP Middle Persian TB Taittitiya-BrährnatJ.a 
MoP Modem Persian TS Taittiri ya-Samhitä 
MS Maiträyal).i-Samhitä Up. Upanishads 
OAv. Old Avestan Vog. Vogu\ian 
OHO Old High German vs V ajasaneyi-Sarohitä 

YV Yajurveda 
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THE EARLIEST PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN
PROTO-URALIC CONTACTS: 
AN UPPER PALAEOLITHIC MODEL 

Jånos Makkay 

In a period of exponentially growing overproduction in scientific quarters, and 
especially one in which such a surplus is aggravated by the burden of sweeping 
paradigm change, I will briefly present in this paper an overview af the meagre 
prehistoric infonnation available on the topic of this symposium, the question of 
contacts between Indo-Europeans and Uralians with particular relevance to the 

, original (or secondary) homelands of their speakers. With sufficient naivete, ane 
might suppose that this and similar questions have attracted the attention of 
generations of scholars, However, that is not the case, and I partly agree with the 
opinion of P. W. Schmid that much yet remains to be done: 

Wichtig nun aber ist der Umstand, daB in dem Raum nördlich des Schwarzcn 
Mccrcs in der indoiranischen Zeit und der alteuropäischen Hydronymie keinerlei 
Kontakt mit finnisch-ugrischen Stämmen nachzuweisen ist. Diese tauchen erst 
später auf, am Ende der älteren iranischen Periode und miissen im mittleren 
Wo!gagebiet gesucht werden. Dies mag för die Vorstellung der finno-ugrischen 
Kollegen erschreckend sein, denn die Konsequenzen filr ihre Modelle sind bcträcht
lich. (Schmid 1978: 22.) 

Although our archaeological sources (and their interpretations by linguists and 
historians) are woefully inadequate, and their analyses raise many more ques
tions than they can answer, they probably do allow us to draw some conclusions 
which considerably differ from those drawn by Schmid. Even more so because 
the area mentioned by him, that to the north of the Black Sea, was the territory of 
the atchaeologically identified Y mnna culture, one of the candidates för the 
earliest or secondary homeland of the speakers of the fudo-European parent 
language. 
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By the end of the 1980s the relevance of linguistic and archaeological 
interests for each other has come to be better appreciated. This can clearly he 
demonstrated with a short survey of the relevant literature (Klima 1998a; Redei 
1998: 19; Napol'skikh 1995: 22-23, 27-30). Linguists have made concessions 
to the intellectual gulf between their work and that of archaeologists, which 
derive partly from the different methods of study employed by them and partly 
from the contrasting dating evidence, with archaeological chronologies relying 
extensively on ceramics and other industries. The fundamental problem af 
linguists using the data of archaeology is that they must take account of various 
chronological systems as well as make educated guesses (balanced judgements). 
They are naturally free to use any of the different available dating methods (i.e. 
traditiona! dating systems, C14 dating with or without calibration, dendrochrono
logically re-calibrated C 14), but they should always mention which they are 
employing. 

To begin with, most experts are familiar with the well-known fact that the 
number of the earliest borrowings between the two protofamilies ( or their com
monly inherited words from a hypothetical linguistic superfamily) is vezy low: 
the Uralle handbook of Peter Hajdll only contains oine occurrences, which are, 
surprisingly, mostly verbs (Hajdll & Domokos 1987: 300; Hajdll 1976: 29; 
1977: 158): 

*lndo-European/ *Uralic/Finno-Ugric Hungarian English 
Indo-Iranian (Finnish) equivalent 

1 ,  *wedh- *wetä- vezet lcods 
2, *wegh- *wiyge- visz canies 
3, *doyw- < *d6- '"toye- *toke- (Finnish tuo) hoe brings 
4, *mozge- *moSke-, *mu.fke- mo, washes 
5, *dh3k- *reke- te-sz makes 
6, *nOmi:- *nime 11lv """" 
7, *wed - *wite, *wete vfz water 
8. *kot- *kota håz house 
9, *sriew- ,  *sen-, *son- *,röne, *sine, *se111;t i" sinew 

To this list should be added concordances be'tween pronouns and simi
larities of some grammatical elements (as för example the *-i marker of the 
plural). Kafoly R6dei agrees with numbers 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 in his inconsistent 
work and supplements the list with two more correlations (R6dei 1986: 40-43): 1 

Redei in his ncw book (Rt:dei 1998) strongly criticized my referencc to his comparisons 
betwecn PIE and PU roots when 1 {in his opinion mistakenly) wrote (Makkay 1991 ;  
255) that he had only accepted nos. 3-4, 6-7 and 9 from the list of P. Hajdll. On re
reading Redei's 1986 book, J see that my reference was absolutely correct, because he 
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!O. *mei-
1 1 .  Tokh. *was, *wäs 

(originally 'gold') 

*mire" (Finnish myy) 
*waika 

ad- to give 
vas iron, copper 
origlnally vez 

Numbcr 11 surely belongs to a later period because the use and knowledge 
neither of iron nor of gold and copper can be postulated for the assumed period 
af the protolanguages. Very recently, T. K.Nilss_on (1997: 301-307) has brougPt 
evidence of two more correspondences: 

12. *g"'nl- ' absterben' Uralic *kola 'sterben' halni 
13. *köruä 'Horn, Gehöm' Finnish korva 'car' szarv 

to decease 
hom 

Participants in this symposium have also complemented this list or com
mented on this question. E. Helimski pointed out that neither direct nor lateral 
kinship between languages is traceable on the hasis of the scanty stock of sug
gested PIE-PU cognates, and that the third possibility, the much-discussed 
contact.kinship or areal affinity (i. e. the Sprachbund theory) is a mere chimera.2 

2 

mentioned these correspondences in his firnt group (Erste Gruppe) while his second 
group (Redei !986: 43-49) is comprised of eighteen Indo-Jranian/Proto-lranian corre
spondcnces, and as such they cannot have any traceable connection with the matters 
under consideration. E. Helimski also refers to seven words as PIE loans into PU whcn 
he emphasises that K. Redci restricts thc cvidence to a group of seven word� (his papcr 
in this vo!ume). I only hope that Redei is ablc to account for the weighty diffcrences 
between Indo-European and Indo-Iranian/Proto-Iranian. His correlation no. 6 (here no. l l 
above) between Tokharian *was and a very hypothetical Proto-Uralic *metal, *copper 
(which probably never existed) is absurd and needs no further commcnt here. See also 
Makkay 1998b: 83-84. According to K. Häkkinen (in this volumc), Tokh. *was (i.e. 
Finnish vaski) causes a semantic problem because it would indicate a vcry early use of 
metal amongst the Finno-Ugrians. l do not want to engagc in argumentation with Redei 
about the fact that there is no Imee of the use of copper (or any other metal) in thc 
suggested (or in the latest possible) time of the Ura!ic protolanguage. Also, the time 
depth surmised by Häkkinen (it has been established that copper ore was some times 
cold-forgcd even in the Stone Age - cf. her abstract för this Symposium, 12) is a vcry 
broad one to operate with. 
Sce Helimski's paper in this volumc. Rccently Hungarian linguists in particu!ar have 
attached much importancc to the Sprachbuntl (languagc alllance, language league, arcal 
contacts, ctc.) theory in lheirefforts to soivc quc8tions conceming the origins of prolo
languages (including thc cmergence of PU/PFU). It is difficult to identify their precursor 
since it is c\ear that they have never read a linc of the morc detailed papcrs of N. S .  
Trnbctskoy (thc foundcr of thc Sprachbund theory). P!!tcr l-lajdlJ was the first amongst 
Hungarian scholars to givc a general outline of the fonnation of the PU language family 
as a rcsult of thc integration of small, tribal languagc groups of otherwise totally un
known character (HajdU 1977; also HajdU 1995: 129-140). For his followers see, för 
cxample, Redei 1998: 17, 23, 26; Kiima 1998a: 65; Pusztay 1997: 11-12; ctc. See my 
thorough description of the Trubetskoy theory including his obvious psychological 
problems (Makkay 1997a: 40-46). 
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J. Koivulehto su'ggested a few more PIE loanwords in Proto-Uralic (under the 
strict rule that they should cover the whole area of the Uralic 1anguages, includ
ing the Samoyed branch):3 

14. *h,mey-g.,,. Uralic *mexe- '! to sell 
15. *pelhr Uralic *pele- fel- to fear 
16. *pnll-elo- Ura\ic *puna- fon- to spin4 

17. *bhr(H)- Uralic *pura- fUr - to bore 

On the other hand, I do not know of any occurrences of assumed bor 
rowings from the Uralic protolanguage into the Indo-European one. After the 
long period in the 19th century during which the method of Iinguistic palaeon
tology was in use (and in Uralistics has been up to the present day especially in 
connection with arboreal and also faunal terms; see Napol'skikh 1997: 125-142; 
Redei 1998: 20-21), it is patently obvious to me that these seventeen or so 
occurrences offer scant evidence on which to build relationships. Moreover, a 
recent analysis by K. Häkkinen5 shows that the oldest lexical inventory of the 
Uralic languages (roots/stems which are found today in all branches of the 
family, i.e. a category of 100% etymological certainty) contains only eigbteen 
items. 6 Only two of them also occur among the words of the above 1ist, and the 
only cultural term (which can have an archaeological equivalent) is the word 
arrow. P. Hajdll once considered this word as reflecting a Neolithic way of 
life (Hajdll 1976: 33), but this technology can also be cbaracteristic of Upper 
Pa1aeolithic and Mesolithic times as well. Therefore, the listed and other (gram
matical) agreements cannot be regarded as solid proof of linguistic contact, and 
thus a phylogenetic relationshi.p between IE and the Uralic language family can
not be elaborated into a plausible hypothesis either. 

J 

4 

5 
6 

See Koivulehto's paper in this volume: cascs where the phonetic shape of the Uralic 
(i.e. Samoyed) counterpart docs not show the kind of inegularities that would point to 
loans from one secondary Uralic dialect/languagc to another, 
See Koivulehto's paperin this volume. The prcscntly known timc of the knowledge of 
rea\ spinning (i.e. preparing textHe threads) in Europe (i.e. the Early Neolithic of the 
Balkans and thc Carpathian Basin), is inconsistent with the probable early dating of 
PIE-PU contacts before the Neolithie. 
See Häkkinen's paper in this volume. 
The equivalents !n Finnish are ala- 'under', kadota 'to dis.;ippear·, ku(ka) 'who', maksa 
'liver', me 'we', mi(kä) 'which', minä 'I ', niellä 'to swailow', nimi 'name', nuoli 
'arrow', nuolla 'lo lick", pesä 'nest' ,punoa 'to wcave', .rilmä 'eye', .ruoni 'vein', sydän 
'heart', tuo 'that' and uida 'to swim'. 
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It is a commonplace that a reliable location of the Uralle homeland (and its 
chronology) largely depends on the reconstructed seat  of the speakers of the 
Proto-Indo-European protolanguage. Not without reason: the historic seats of 
the Uralle peoples are remote from cultural areas with an early historical 
chronology (Iike Mesopotamia, Anatolia or the eastem Aegean). At the same 
time, the historical - and modern - distributions of the Uralic/Finno-Ugric 
branch - with the exception of the Hungarian- lie to the north of the long west
east belt ofindo-European dialects, suggesting to us that the more northem belt 
of Uralic peoples (from the Lapps in the west to the Samoyed peoples in the far 
east) had always extended along the whole area of tI1e early lndo-Europeans. 
This situation itself clearly shows that the more ancient, pre-historic Uralic 
hameland is ta be located nprth of the Prota-Indo-Europeans, because it would 
be hard to believe that early Uralle speakers had migrated ta the north from the 
south across territories already occupied by Indo-Europeans. At the same time, 
however, the early Uralic homeland surely lay close to the Proto-fudo
Europeans (especially during the later Proto-Iranian and Old Iranian periods), 
but- as we have seen from the very limited number of early correspondences -
without getting into, or maintaining, direct contacts with them. This is ao a 
priori hypothesis which I cannot - and do not want to attempt to -justify. 

I f  ane concludes, therefore, that ane very early seat of the Proto-Indo
Europeans was in the steppe zone northeast of the Caspian Sea (as, för example, 
the Vienoa School of Ethnography thought in the thirties, or one variant of the 
Kurgan theory  still does today), a west Siberian homeland of the Uralic tribes 
would seem to be realistic. Although modern scholarship has ceased to be in
terested in postulating romantic primary homelands - as was generally dorte in 
the early days of research, which located the Uralic homeland in the Altai 
mountaihs, or in the territory of the Central Asian oasis cultures in Khorezm or 
even further to the east (see fig. 1; Kiima 1998b: 26) - a West Siberian Uralle 
homeland on the eastem side of the Ural Mountains has remained a strong 
candidate. In the sixties, for example, V. N. Chemetsov located the settlement 
territory ofthe Uralic language family in the Uralic region, on the eastem side of 
the mountain range, and following him in the sixties Peter Hajdll placed it on 
both sides of the range. Both theories proposed areal extensions below average 
in magnitude, i.e. small homeland areas consisting of the distribution territory of 
ane archaeological -culture in mos t  cases (för example, the identification of the 
territory of the Anan'ino culture with a secondary/transitional homeland of the 
Finno-Ugrians). 
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Fig. 1. Scveral locaLions of the Uralian homeland according to Castren-Wiedemann, HajdU, 
Köppen and Lasz!6. (After Kiima 1986b: 26.) 

Speculations about small, confined homelands were the predominant theory 
of the 19th century, and they have survived tili now.7 Archaeological research of
the pre-Great-War period supported such ideas because it seemed that there were 
huge archaeologically empty geographical areas betwecn small centres af activ
ity. Such small centres were the Kama river area (a candidate för the Uralic 
homeland) and Saxony (a candidate för the PIE protohabitat). However, very 
fow if any experts have considered ane important question: if these two confined 
areas were the homelands of two linguistic protofarnilies, what other peoples 
(not belonging to the protolanguages in question) then lived in the vast territories 
extending from the Kama river to the Saale, an enormous area over which, as a 
result of intensive archaeological work, loca! museums today are chockablock 
with prehistoric finds. 

Of course, the existence of such vast territories between proposed home
lands might offer some support för the Sprachbund theory, if one supposed that 
a number of tribaI groups speaking independent (or only partly related) tribal 

7 The idea thaL thc anccstral Uralic home!and was a relatively confincd area has rccently 
bcen seriously chal\cnged, especially by linguists and archaeologists work.ing 111 Finland 
(see Fodor 1998: 29). 
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tongues of unknown language types, lineages and stages lived in these terri
tories. However, there is a general consideration that should be accounted for 
when we come to consider the specific aspects. Supporters of  the Sprachbund 
theory usually assign the period of large-scale integration of tribal or even 
so-called group languages into larger (protolanguage) units to Pre-Neolithic 
(i.e. Mesolithic) times. On the othcr hand, thc (continental and northern) Euro
pean Mesolithic is associated with a gradual adaptation to local resources and 
conditions in response to post-glacial environmental changes.8 This adaptation 
finally led to the diversification of the Mesolithic materia! and spiritual culture, 
and as a result the Mesolithic assemblages show great variation from region to 
region, especially in the area of the Baltic states and the North European Plain.9 
This means that parallel with the assumed language integration there would be a 
cultural disintegration and dijferentiation. Moreover, correlating with the as
sumed language integration processes - the Sprachbund theory continues - there 
developed true language families, among others the IE and U/FU parent lan
guages. But the supporters af the Sprachbund theory never indicate the causes 
and reasons för the apparently unwarranted and sudden change in the course of  
developments that then took place: after the postulated emergence of parent 
languages by a way of ethnocultural integration why did the process abruptly 
change direction without any apparent reason, and the final differentiation of  
common languages begin? Nor is it possible to deny that thesc diverging 
processes took place (Le. the final separation of IE or U/FU languages) since the 
differentiation of the speech communities of the parent 1anguages into separate 
daughter tongues has continued ever since the Ncolithic, and it can be c1early 
documented from as far back as the first occurrence of IE linguistic written 
(Hittite) sources from the early second millennium Bc. LO 

8 

9 

10 

Le. deforestation, a rise in temperaturc, the developmcnt of dense woodlands, thc dying 
oul of ]arge herd anima\s und thc disappearance of n spccialized herd-animal (!he mam� 
moth and the reindecr) hunting economy. the disappcarance o f  cave art and naturalistic 
art, etc. 
To mention only a few, wc rcad about the Svaerdborg. Ok\esloe, Kobrow, Ahlbeck, 
E\lerbek, Duvensee, Komornica, Chojnice-Piefiki, Maglemosc and Janislawice cultures 
or groups, the Rilgen-Lictzow group, anonymous Late Mesolithic groups, the Kashubian 
Mesolithic, the Pyrzyce complex, the Tanowo type and othern. See Harvestin,� the Sea, 
pp. 114, 118, 122-123, L37. 
The writer of this papcr docs not considcr the Sprachbund thcory (which denics the 
existence of \anguagc families in thc conventional sense; see Pusztay J 997: 18) a scien
tific approach, thereforc this paper does not take the suggestions of thls ignorant (and 
fantastic) theory into consideration. 
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In spite of these (and other) facts, 1 1  a west Siberian homeland of the Uralic
protolanguage has remained a strong and popular favourite. V. Napol'skikh's 
recent summary and excellent book on the subject show that the general trend of 
theories has been shifting eastwards towards westem Siberia and away from the 
frequently mentioned identification of Proto-Uralic with the Pi t -and-Comb 
markcd culture of northeastem Europe (Napol'skikh 1995: passim; Napol'skikh 
1997: 125-142, 167-183, especially p. 174; cf. also Fodor 1998: 28-29}. 

Some linguists think that the main flaw in these homeland theories is that 
they fail to offer an adequate explanation för early Uralle and Prot6-Indo
European contacts (Fodor 1998: 29), although these early contacts, as we have 
seen, have left only very sporadic traces. One prominent expert of the Budapest 
linguistic school, L. Klima, in his paper published Iast year12 believes that he 
can adduce some evidence against the northwestem European homeland 
theory13 when he wrote that this new theory cannot solve the problems of the 
origin of the Siberian Proto-Ugrians and especially that of the Samoyeds, since 
there is no way of proving that they moved to their historical seats from areas 
west of the Uralic Range. (Of course, there is no possibility either to prove that 
the Samoyeds did not move to their historical seats.) This new approach, he 
wrote, has developed under the influence of studies on Finnish prehistory and 
simply ignores the eastem dialects of the Uralle peoples, i. e. the Permians, the 
Ob-Ugrians and the Samoyeds.14

Klima's opinion does not take into consideration some important facts, 
such as the following: the modified version of the extensive homeland and the 
European Forest Zone theories (EFZ) was not built on new directions in the 
Finnish school of Uralic prehistory, even if it cannot be denied that prominent 
Finnish scholars have expressed such or similar thoughts since the days of 
K. B. Wiklund and J. Ailio at the beginning of the 20th century (Makkay 1992: 

1 1  

12  

13  
14  

As, for example, Kiima (1998a: 62) pointed out, if contacts betwecn Finno-Ugric and 
Indo-European are studied within the contcxt of lhe genC:rally acceptcd home!and af thc 
Uralians in westem Siberia, they (Le. the !anguage contacts) cannot be reconci!ed with 
lhis ancestral homeland location. 
Kiima 1998b: 31. See a!so Kiima 1996: 34-37, mcntioning the theories of Chemetsov, 
who derives the peoples of !he Ura!ic language community from the region of Lake Aral. 
Kiima also discusses herc lhcorics about the Kama rivcr aroa as a Uralic or Finno-Ugric 
homcland, His two papers from 1998 differ from cach other in some important details, 
since lhe shorter Hungarian variant does not deal with the ear\iest PIE-PU contacts. 
A!so known as the European Forcst Zone (EFZ) theory. 
Kiima 1998b; 31. 1 think Kiima did not rcad my 1990 paper (he has certainly not scen 
Makkay 1992) carefu!ly, and his rcmark simply reflects thc opinion of Napol'skikh 
(1997: 148, note 20). 
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17; 1997a: 30; 1997b: 66-71). On the contrary, this view was the result of 
considerable evidence and recent data offered by prehistoric archaeology, old 
and new, but mostly from the last three decades, when particularly the datings 
and distributional pattems of  archaeology have become morc reliable. My recon
struction, i.e. the EFZ theory, has been fonnulated independently of  the emer
gence, distribution, chronology and ethnolinguistic interpretation of  the peoples 
of  the Pit-and-Comb decorated pottery _by Finnish or other scholars. In fact, 
however, I agree with most of the Finnish experts in regard to their present 
reconstruction of events. This contradicts the current consensus of believers of 
the West Siberian homeland theory, which makes the following claim: the begin
nings of the expansion of Proto-Finnic speakers (including the ancestors of the 
Proto-Lapps) into the northeastem Baltic area and Finland took place around or 
before 4000 BC (calibrated C 14 dating, I suspect). This view says that the core 
area för this expansion may be found in territories so"mewhere [my emphasis] 
south and southeast of the occupied territories, i.e. in the Dnieper-Volga -Kama 
area or, with Iesser probability, east of the Uralic range. 

As a matter of fact, hi;,torical linguists (in my country as well) do not 
always confront the findings of archaeology seriously. To mention just one ex
ample, I refer to the case of the famous Mesolithic skeleton found and excavated 
in Janislawice (the Skiemiewice1 5 district), from a Mesol ithic Tardenoisian 
grave now dated to the Janistawice culture.1 6  This is a large archaeological area 
of the North European Plain between the Oder and Dnieper rivers dating from 
the second half of the local Mesolithic, but its territorial distribution never 
.arrived at the shores of the Baltic Sea (fig. 2). It was .represented by societies 
with a Late Mesolithic stone industry, but it also shows cvidence of contacts 
with early Ceniral European Linear Pottery (Harvesting the Sea, pp. 37, 73-74, 
131). There is no mention of this important discovery in a recently published 
book on early Saami-Germanic tontacts, 17 in the otherwise rich literature on the
physical anthropology of Lapps and Finno-U grians, 18 or in a recent comprehen
sive volume on the Mesolithic of the North European Plain. 19 The skeleton of 

15 

16  

1 7  
1 8  

Middle Poland, halfway bctween LodZ and Warsaw, wcsL of thc Vistula river. Cf. Filip 
1966: s.v. wilh furtl1er literature. 
For the fina! publlcation of the grave excavatcd in 1936 see Chmiclcwska 1954, and the 
anthropological invcstigation on pp. 49-66. See also TI1oma 1965: 37, note L 
Möten i Gränsland: Samer och Germaner i Me/lonskandinavien. Stockholm, 1997. 
The excc!lent book of Karin Mark did not menlion the Janislawice man amongst the 
graves and skeletons of the Mcsolithic and the Saamis (Mark 1970; 16, 79-88). L Pote
khina also fails to mention it in hcr short summary of the anthropological data of the 
Mesolithic-Neolithic transition (Harvesting the Sea, pp. 65-69). 
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the 30-year -old man definitely belongs to the Lappid type. A. Thoma, an ex
cellent anthropologist, emphasized the fact that the [modemJ Lapps are an 
exception to the general rule, since 93% ofthem can be identified ah the hasis of 
their three body characters (Tuoma 1965: 3.7). The skeletal characteristics of the 
Janistawice man are in full accord with data of modem Lapp bone materia!. 
According to A. Thoma, this Tardenoisian population may be identified, at least 
partially, with the Proto-Lapps. In the territory of Poland, the areas of Tardenoi
sian and Swiderian cultures overlap, and consequently the people of the Swide
rian culture may have given the Lapps their [Uralle] language.20 One fact must
be bome in mind: the Janislawice site lies on the periphery ofthe earliest Central 
European Linear Pottery area, and at the same time far away fram the huge dis
tributian territary of the Pit-and-Camb decarated Neolithic pattery (including tbe 
Narva culture). 

Such impartant and frequently neglected archaeolögical facts led me ta a re
forrnulatian af the EFZ theary, independently fram, but in full accard with, the 
ald and new canclusions af Finnish schalars. It can be taken för granted here 
that, during the periad afthe Janislawice man (i. e. during the lacal Late Mesa
lithic), the genetic ancestors af Proto-Lappic populations lived sauthwest af the 
Vistulariver. On the atherhand, there is absolutely no archaeological evidence 
to prove the presence of a Proto-Lappic population in western Siberia in the 
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic or any other later periods. 

Advacatcs af the west Siberian theary seem ta be: wrongly inforrned abaut 
suggested solutians conceming the ariginal territaries inhabited by the earliest 
Prota-Ugric and Prota-Samayedic tribes which were already separated or were 

19 

20 

Han,esting the Sea, pp. 37, 73-74. 131,  137. E. Niesiotowska-Sreniowska, however, 
mcntions the rich bone inventory of this famous gravc as consisting of only wild 
anima[s (Harvesting the Sea, p. 138). 
The short English summary of Tuoma 1965: 41 and his other remarks can be inter
prcted heru as follows: The first scttlcrs of thc North European Plain (thc long 7.0nc 
lying north of thc later territorial distribution of the Linear Pottcry between thc rivers 
Wescr and Daugava) were non-lndo -Europeans bcfore thc cmergence of  thc TRB cullurc. 
There are difforent possibilitics for thcir etlmic/linguistic identificaticin. The main candi
dates which can meet certain minimum requirements are thc subarctic popu\ation of 
J. Pokomy and/or Pre -Neolithic groups of Proto-Saamis speaking a language or dia!ccts 
öf Uralic or non-Uralic desccnt. Saarni groups survivcd in the territory of Estonia until
the Middle Ages (Makkay 1992, note 52). The original language of the group of the
Janistawice man,also depends, of coursc, on other factors, such as whether the historic
ally Uralic charactcr of the Saarni dialects was thc result of an ear!y language shifl, or
whether they have prcserved thcir original Uralic tonguc cvcr sincc the Mesolithlc. This
is a question för linguists to decide. Soo also Makkay 1992: 20, notcs 79-84a with
further refcrenccs, and also Makkay ! 990: 63, 67, 71,  73.
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Fig. 2. Distribution map ofthe Janislawice culture in its relation to other, Mcsolithic and 
Early Neolithic, cultures. (After Harvesting the Sea, fig. 15.2.) !. The Janislawice culturc. 
·2. The distribution of thc Janislawice points in the steppc regi,on. 3. The D(,by sitc. 4. 11ic
Bug-Dniester 'lirncs'. S. The Stal'Cevo-Körös culture. 6. The Bug-Dniesler culture. 7. The
Kukrek culture.

diverging, i.e. those that spoke protodialects. 1n my paper read at the 1990 
Debrecen Congress, I discussed this question when I wrote that the separation 
of  PU into PFU and Proto-Samoyed dialect continuums can be dated to bcforc 
the Neolithic (Makkay 1990: 74 and its enlarged Hungarian version, Makkay: 
1992, 20-21, note 88). Twice I made a reference to the well-known paper of 
J. Harmatta (1967: 215-216)2 1 , who assumed that the separation of Proto-Uralic
into Pr.oto-Finno-Ugric and incipient Proto-Samoyed dialect continuums
occurred along the Ural river, .and can be dated ta before the local Neolithic in
the third millennium BC, or even the Mesolithic (Makkay 1990: 74, with further
references). It must be mentioned here that Peter Hajdll in his very first paper on

21 The papcr is an abbrcviatcd version of J. Harrnatta 's cornments on the manuscript of thc 
farnous book of Låszl6 (1961). 
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the prehistory of the Samoyeds writlen in 1949 wrote to the effect that the 
Samoyedic branch left the Uralic homeland around the third or second millen
nium BC, and its migration can be considered as the end of the existence of the 
common Uralic protolanguage (Hajdll 1949: 1). A dating to the third millennium 
BC made in the forties corresponds cxactly to a recent dating ta the Early 
Neolithic or before. Such a hypothesis clearly .also corresponds with the well
known fact that the Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic tool industries of west 
Siberian-Central Asian territories basically differ from the contemporary or later 
industries of eastemmost Europe. Migrations from westem Siberia and Central 
Asia played no role in the initial colonization of northeastern Europe or the 
Baltic. 22 Concerning the early ancestors of the Proto-U grians, mediaeval history
offers supparting evidence for the view that they were driven aut from their 
ald habitats west af the Urals by Russian expansian fram the l 0th ta the 14th 
centuries AD onwards (Makkay 1990: 68, nate 40; 1992: 30, note 55. See also 
Kurlaev 1997: 1 02-107, and the map anp. 112). 

The west Siberian school daes not bother itself w ith small matters like the 
natural features of the suggested territory. The area that is generally assumed to 
have been the confined Proto-Uralic homeland, i.e. the vast territory between the 
lrtysh, Tobol and Isim rivers in westem Siberia (west ofthe lower course of the 
Irtysh river: Makkay 1990: 72-73; 1997a: 24-25), was a huge inland sea and 
marshland during the Epipalaeolithic and afterwards: the Zapadnaya Sibirskaya 
Ravnina or Zapadno-Sibirskaya Nizmennast. This huge territary extends from 
the Altai Mountains in the sauth-east ta the Urals in the west, is bordered in the 
north by the Arctic Ocean and in the south by the Kazakhstan steppes, and it 
covers approximate_ly two million square kilometres. This enormous old depres
sion came into being as a result of tectonic movements during Palaeozoic times 
and was an unbroken sea throughout the geological periods from the Middle 
Mesozoic (Jurassic) times till the Middle Tertiary. The sea did nat dry up but 
continued to exist over most of the depression thraughout in the last third of the 
Tertiary and into the Quatemary (BSE, XXXVill , pp. 648-650). During these 
long periods it was filled with layers of depositions pouring out from rivers 
flowing from the sautheast (the Ob and the-Irtysh) and the west, Le. from the 
Urals (the Tobol, Pisma, Isset, Tura, Tavda, Konda and Sosva). As a result it 
became a sparsely populated marshland for long millennia afterwards, and 
Chinese sources refer to it as the Northern Sea in the 8th century AD (Senga 
22 Compare the curious theory of L. Domaftska, according to which the Cauca�ian and 

Black Sea tcrritories played a rok in the pre-pottery neolithization of the Kuyavian 
ter ritory (l.e. the Janislawicc culture). Recent and well informed researches iefute this 
theory as unsubstantiatcd (S. K. Koztowski in Harvesting the Sea, pp. 141�148). 
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Toru 1996: 38). This, together with other factors, argues against the possibility 
that this water-covered territory could have been densel y populated in the Meso-
1ithic and Early Neolithic and could thus have constituted the area of emergence 
(original homeland) of ane protolanguage, whether this was the result of sepa
ration from an ancestral and genetically related - Nostratic --language or of the 
integration of small and linguistically unrelated tribaVgroup languages. If adher
ents of the west Siberian homeland theory aisa believ-e the Sprachbund theory, 
they must inevitably accept the fact that important linguistic processes {integra
tions, separations or differentiations) took place in the area of a huge sea and its 
neighbouring marshlands around the end of the Upper Palaeolithic. However, I 
cannot accept this sea or marshy area as the true Proto-Uralic homeland. 

Commenting on this question during the symposium, V, Napol'skikh flatly 
declared that my short remark was not true, and put forward his idea that the 
territory af the Ravnina was only depopulated during the seventh to the second 
millennia BC (the Mesolithic and Neolithic), Le. in the· generally suggested time 
of the existence of the PU homeland. As a matter of fact, however, recent local 
literature clearly shows that the land between the Ural and the Ob and lrtysh 
valleys was populated - albeit sparsely - during the whole span of the Meso
lithic and Neolithic periods (Bezprozvannij & Pagodin 1998; Burov 1993; 
Kosinskaya 1997; 1998, especially chapters 1 and 2; Kovaleva 1 993; Kovaleva 
& Tsanko 1998; Matyushchenko et al. 1993; Morozov & Stefanov 1993; Panina 
1997; Potemkina et al. 1995; Serikov 1993; Sorin 1993; Chairldna 1997; 1998; 
Viktorova & Kemer 1998: strong connections with Middle Asia and Kazakh
stan).23 So much för that qucstion! 

The Catalogue of the Hungarian National Museum, commemorating the 
Hungarian Conquest in 896 AD, considers this marshy area the original home
land of the forebears of the ancient Hungarians, who had not diverged from the 
rest of the Proto-Ugric subfamily in the Bronze and Iran Ages. The appended 
colour map does not indicate the true geography of the area24: there are very few 
signs on the map to mark marshes. One can easily check this case by comparing 
this false map (fig. 4) with any other accurate map of the area. 

1. Fodor summarized the separation of the independent Proto-Hongarian
tribes from their Proto-Ob-Ugric brethren as follows. The Proto-Ugric com
munity settled somewhere in the forest steppe zone of western Siberia and at 
some point during the second millennium BC. During the Bronze Age, these 

23 

24 

Studies in V. 1. Matyushchenko et aL 1993 moslly contain papers dcaling with Bronze 
and Iron Age matters. See also Potemkina et al. 1995. 
The Ancient Hungarians, the map on the back of the front cover.
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hunters, fishers and gatherers [somehow] became farmers, stockbreeders and an 
equestrian people. The Proto-Hungarians split off from the Ugric community 
sometime in the Late Bronze Age or Early Iran Age (around 500 BC). These 
Proto-Hungarians settled the forested steppe zone of the Irtysh-lsim-Tobol 
region. Thls southemmost Ugric group adopted the new made of subsistence 
(pastoralist stockbreeding or equestrian nomadism), and after some time (my 
italics) this mobile economy led them farther away - also in the territorial sense 
- from their Ugric cognates (Fodor 1996: 13). 1l1is short statement is not only
full of hypothetical suggestions (the repeated use of "some time", "some point",
"somewhere"), but is not well supported by the available evidence, either.

Recent archaeological finds and literature clearly show that there must be 
serious doubts about any kind of migrations af forest and forest steppe in
habitants to the south, On the other hand, intense steppe and forest steppe i n 
fluences can be seen in the Bronze and Iran Age materials o f  the O b -Irtysh
Tobol area.25 As V. F. Geniog and N. K. Stefanova have pointed out, in the 
second half of the second millennium BC strong assimilation-integration pro
cesses had tak:en place between the original inhabit_ants and southem newcamers 
in the forest steppe zone of westem Siberia, and their archaeological traces 
clearly show the influences of the Andronovo culture. The Chemoozero (i.e. 
Black Lake) type of the Andronovo culture developed there as a result of these 
ethnocultural processes (Gening & Stepanova 1994: 4). 

While the Andronovo culture has been inte11)reted by some experts (för 
exampleI. Fodor or E. E. Kuz'mina; för more details see Makkay 1998a: 311 ,  
note 572) as part o f  the archaeological heritage o f  ancient Finno-Ugric (Proto
Ugric) groups, after the discovery af the sacral circular fortresses in the northem 
territories of the same culture in the area of the southem Urals, the Iranian char
acter of the Andronovo populations has become evident and cannot be denied 
(Makkay 2001: passim för more details). The Gaevo cemetery of the Sargat cul 
n1re in the valley of the Iset river shows a clear Iranian character around the 
middle af the first millennium BC, and as such it belongs to the world of mixed 
Ugric and Iranian cultures bf the forest steppe zone in the Transural area and 
westem Siberia, while the [territorially] enonnous Ugric and Samoyedic world 
developed in the forest zone of westem Siberia (Koryakova & Daire 1997: 156). 
The fortified settlements and kurgan burials of the Sargat culture must therefore 
not be considered as belonging to groups of Finno-Ugrians. The teiritorial 

25 Cf. for example the early Scythian metal types of the local Bronze and Early Iron Age 
sites in Kosinskaya 1998, figs. 23-25. 
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Fig. 3. Dislribution map of the Sargat cultura\ arca southwest of lhe Ob river (aftcr Korya 
kova & Daire, 1997: 9). 

distribution of the greater Sargat community (fig. 3), which was of clcar hanian 
character, perfectly coincides with the territory sugge·sted for the ancient Hun
garians when they broke away (fig. 4). The earlier finds and burial customs of 
the Middle Bronze Age Kamennie Ambar-5 cemetery in the area of Chelyabinsk 
(metal weapons, horse harnesses, etc.) are also Iranian in character (Kostyukov 
et  al. 1995: 156-207). 

The origin of this curious location of the Proto-Uralic homeland, in other 
words, the birth of the west Siberian homeland theory, has become clear. The 
first in,dication of the ancient (hypothetical) homeland of the Hungarians (and 
also of the Hunsl) in the area of the Ural mountains was made by a chronicler in 
the 11th century AD. The Abbot Ursio from Hautmont (now in Belgium, south 
of Brussels) wrote in his Miracula Saneli Marcelli (compiled between 1054 and 
1079) that the Rhipei [i.e. Uralle] montes ... emiserunt Hungrorum et Hunorum 
tempestates et Julmina (Kellner 1997: 58). An Aus.trian diplomat, Sicgmund 
Herberstein (1486-1566) visited Russia five centuries·Iater in the years 1516-18 
and again in 1526. His book (Rerum Moscovitarum commentarii, Vienna, 
1549) is an excellent source för the geography and history of tsarist Russia. He 
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Fig. 4. The location of the origina! horneland of thc Hungarians betwcen c. 1500 and 500 
BC. (Afler The Ancient Htmgarians, cover.) 
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Fig. 5. The Vngarorvm origo on the map of S. Herbcrsteln from 1556 AD. (After Kurlaev 
[997: 1 13.) 
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also drew up a map representing westem Siberia, and he located the original 
homeland of the Hungarians in the Ob valley (north of the Irtysh-Isim marshes): 
IVHRA, inde Vngarorvm origo (fig. 5; Kurlaev 1997: 1 13). He had as much 
reason and data för this location as modem historians have for setting our com 
mon Uralic homeland in this particular marshy place. 

Authors working in the :field of Uralistics are occasionally insufficiently 
informed about matters of prehistoric archaeology and uncritically accept the 
h)'potheses of their fellows from other disciplines. One of the biggest problems 
is, of course, the different and contradicting opinions about the suggested loca 
lion of  the PIE homeland, which is ,  as we have seen, a determining factor in 
locating the PU homeland. Leaving aside the sometimes unscholarly suggestions 
for an Anatolian homeland (and also the suggested origins of the Yamna cultural 
group from Tripolye-Cucuteni assemblages by C. Renfrew and his followers), 
I shall briefly refer to the Kurgan theory. I do so because it was in the broad 
northemmost zone of the Yamna-Kurgan-Ochre Gnwe cultural group and its 
descendants that IE-Finno-Ugric contacts took place. 

The European (south Russian and Ukrainian) steppe has always been one 
of the chief candidates for the PIE homeland, or at least for the already separated 
lndo-Iranian dialectal continuum area. The Yamna, Kurgan or Ochre grave cul
ture has been - and still is - proposed as the archaeological equivalent of this 
initial - or secondary -Indo-European homeland. The Kurgan theory is general
ly attributed to M. Gimb11tas, but it had in fact been proposed considerably 
earlier, for example by Schrader, Chllde, Sulimirski and others (Makkay 1988: 
121). According to Gimbutas, the Proto- or Early Indo-Europeans, whom she 
labelled Kurgan People in 1956, arrived from the east, from southern Russia, 
-on horseback and in wagons around the middle of the fifth millennium BC
and distributed early IE dialects everywhere over the territory of her so-called
Old Europe: the Balkans (including Greece), Anatolia and the Levant (Bab ed
Dhra),26 Although Gimbutas emphasized that she did not change her theories
radically in the last four decades of  her life, and that they were continually
strengthened by new archaeological data (Gimbutas 1997: xviii), it can be ac 
cepted that the (presently known) archaeological facts do  not square with her
theories. I mention here only a feW points:

1. The area of the undivided PIE language did not extend, not even on the
steppe, to Asia between the Urals and the Caspian Sea. The first Indo-European
tribes to penetrate areas east of the southem Urals belonged to the latest Yamna,
Early Catacomb and Andronovo culture groups from around 2000 BC and as
26 Scc Gimbutas's partly reViscd papcrs in her posthumous book 1997.
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such thcy represented Indo-lranian clialects that had already separated. TI1ey 
were the idioms of those Indo-Aryans and Proto- and Old Iranians who had not 
remained in their original (European) homeland-territories but left on their long 
joumeys to their historical seats för mostly unknown reasons. Since the dis
covery of the curious cult centres of Sintashta and Arkaim, this suggestion no 
longer requir'es further confirmation (Makkay 2001: passim). 

2. The distribution of the Y runoa culture over the whole territory af the so
called Old European Neolithic (an artificial creation of Gimbutas) contradicts the 
accumulated evidence of European Neolithic researches and ought to be con
sidered a mere archaeological phantasm. 

3. One of the most remarkable peculiarities of the Yamna or Pi t -grave area
between the Dniester in the west and the Ural and Emba rivers in the east was 
the apparent cultural continuity going back to the emergence af the Yamna cul
ture. This over three-millennia-long autochthonous local development can easily 
be followed down ta Sarmatian times, including the expansions af its cultures ta 
the west, southwest, north and east. One af the few certain points in European 
prehistory is that the peoples af the Yamna complex spoke various dialects af 
Indo-Iranian from the beginning, and that its later groups between the Volga 
and Dnieper/Dniester rivers spoke Proto- and Old Iranian. It follows from this 
that the Yamna/Kurgan culture could not have disseminated any dialects either in 
Europe orin Asia that were not derived from Indo-Iranian. 

4. Curiously enough, expanding groups of the Yatnna culture and its de
scendants, i.e. Late lndo-Iranian/Old Iranian speakers had never imposed their 
clialects on the temporarily occupied territories of their Indo-European brethren 
in Europe nor in the Anatolian-Near Eastern cultural province during Mitanni 
times. Il is calculated that there were three independent waves af  migrations 
during Yamna times and afterwards from the east downwards to the Scythians 
in the Carpathian Basin: the penetration of the eastern half of the Basin by the 
Yamna culture; the arrival af Pre-Scythian groups in the earliest part af the first 
millennium BC; and the coming of the Scythians around the turn af seventh and 
sixth centuries. Their papulations were assimilated by the local non-Ind o -Iranian 
peoples after brief periads and left no trace af their undoubtedly Iranian lan
guage.27 

This is an impartant conclusion which is alone sufficient ta discredit the 
archaeolagically ignarant theories of Girributas, There is no need here ta go into 

27 With thc exception of very sporadic and hence hypothetical substrat words in hydro
nymy. Cf. Mak]rny 1994a: l53-154, with further literature. See also Makkay 1988: 121-
124; 1996: 121-124. 
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details concerning her ideas, and hcre only follows a short summary. Experts are 
familiar with ane of her last books, The Language of the Goddess published in 
1989. When historical and other interpretations are evaluated, the main question 
is whether the data that are used are correct and valid. Gimbutas 's sources were 
mostly based on published data. I investigated finds from the early Neolithic that 
she mentioned as connected with, or coming from, my country and found that 
most of her references to Hungarian finds (altogether 20) are absolutely wrong. 
To mention only one example, her reference to the famous clay figure of the 
Tisza culture from Szegvår-Tiizköves in the Hungarian Plain was incorrect she 
confused it with the anthropomorphic vessel of the Baden culture from 
Transdanubia (Makkay 1994b: 419-425). Russian scholars (för example, Igor 
Diakonoff and E. E. Kuz'mina) have also come to the conclusion that the data 
listed by Gimbutas are not always correct , judging her works to be compilations 
and to be based on a preconception (Makkay 1994b: 421 with furtber 
references). I will only repeat \iere the closing words of my review of her book: 
misunderstandings, mistakes, arbitrary datings and similar distortions were 
discovered almost without exception whenever her data conceming Hungarian 
finds were checked. Considering this fact, and other circumstances, I am con
vinced that the time has come to replace the unfounded Kurgan theory of M. 
Gimbutas or its modified versions with a better model. 

* * *

The altemative solution may be the Palaeolithic modcl presented by the late 
Mikl6s Giibori at the Nice Congress in 1976 (Gllbori 1976).28 An expert in 
Palaeolithic matters, Gabori extensively studied the primary (Acheuleen) and the 
second (Middle Palaeolithic) colonization of Europe by early man from the Near 
East and Africa. He showed in his neglected paper that the second colonization 
was the rcsult of the dispersal of the modern human species, the archaic or early 
Homo sapiensfossilis from Africa and South East Asia in the developed phase 
of the Middle Palaeo1ithic (in the Riss-Wtirm interglacial), and that it replaced 
carlier hominids in Eastern Europe. These meri arrived between 45 and 35 
thousand years ago. The westem wave led to the formation of West European 
Moustierian and later Aurignacian cultures and was - for many thousand years 
- isolated from the central branch. Archaic insular languages like Basks, Sicans
and the tongues of the Canarians may be the survivors of the tongues of this
ancient Westem Homo sapiensfossilis.
28 For G.i.bori's other books and papers see Makkay 2000 with ful\ bibliography. 
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The central (Balkanic) wave played a role in the emergence of the Molo
dova facies of the eastem Levalloisien and its assembla:ges were distrföuted as 
far as the Dniester river. Between this river and the Dnieper a cultural vacuum 
approximately 500 kilometres wide developed entirely devoid of any contem
porary assemblages. The third wave was diffused east af the Dnieper river and 
was represented by eastem Micoquien assemblages. Parallel with this rapid dis
persal, a population explosion had taken place. This is attributable to two factors: 
the arrival of relatively populous groups and the favourable climate. 

Around the end of the development of the eastem (Caucasian) group, the 
Micoquien, there appeared stone assemblages which represent transitional types 
leading to the next cultural phase of the Upper Palaeo1ithic: the East Gravettien, 
or as Gllbori calls it, the Gravettien. This widely distributed Gravettien began to 
expand to the west around 20,000 BC, and its expansion affected territories 
already covered by loess in Central Europe and in the Danube valley area. The 
whole settlement area of this late_ Gravettien dispersal on the loessic plains 
largely corresponds to the territorial distribution of the much later Linear Pottery, 
while many thousand years later the Yamna culture developed on Late Meso
lithic Bases on the original - eastem - territory of the Gravettien. The linguistic 
equivalent of this cultural pattem can be seen in Gåbori's diagram (för more 
details see Makkay 2000): 

Linguistic map of postglacial Europe around 8000-7000 B C 
Europe ➔ West East 
,J, 
North Proto-Lapps Proto-Finno-Ugrians 
Middle Indo-Europeans Indo-Europeans fndo-Europeans 
South Iberians-Basks Sicans Indo-Europeans Caucasians 

2 3 
Proto-Hattians Proto-Urartuans 

Proto-Elamites29 

After the end of the Ice Age around 13,000 BC, the latest Palaeolithic
EpipalaeoJithic tribes af the Gravettien heritage began their northward migra
tions, primarily through the wide valleys of the Dnieper and Volga rivers. This 
slow process led to the initial colonisation of a huge hitherto unoccupied terri
tory30 by an incoming human population with its own language ör languages, 
29 
30 

The !inguistic map ofGåbori 1976, unnumbered map. 
Unoccupied is, of course, used here in the sense that any trace of fonner human settle
ments from earlier Interstadials and Interglacials were repeatedly annihilated during 
frozen periods. The exceptional case of the Susi rock shelter in Finland does not changc 
this fact. I am indebted to C. Carpelan för this infonnation. 
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and ethnically it can be ascribed back ta a Gravettien base. Migrations from 
western Siberia and Central Asia played no role in it, and the westem influences 
of the Magdal6nian world (inclucling groups of Hamburgian, Fedennesser, 
Ahrensburg, etc. technologies) arrived only in the southern half of the Baltic. 

If we accept (as I, för example, strongly believe) that the forest and sub
arctic areas were initially populated from the south, and that this first population 
can be considered to be the Proto-Finno-Ugrians,31 we are faced with a serious
problem, för this would imply that PU/PFU-speaking peoples had migrated 
from an area where speakers of PIE groups had lived already in the Early Meso
lithic, and these PIE speakers were successors of Upper Palaeolithic groups 
termed as Gravettien. Since the lndo-Uralic hypothesis cannot be verified, the 
only possible solution is to assume that the Late Palaeolithic ancestors of the still 
unseparated PU/PFU tribes populated the periglacial zone north of the whole 
continental distribution belt of the Gravettien (and probably also the Magda-
16nien). Mik16s Gabori did not explicitly come to this conclusion, but he postu
lated the existence of such an extensive periglacial cconomic zone af this kind 
between the ice cover and the more southem area of both (eastem and Central 
European) groups of the Gravettien. 

This model resembles the somewhat similar suggestion of M. G, Ntifiez 
from 1987, but it was fonnulated more than ane decade before it. Recent 
suggestions by M. Otte can also be associated with Gabori's conclusions (Otte 
1995). 

This model only makes sense if Proto-Lappic is considered an originally 
Proto-Uralic dialect If it is not, the aboriginal population of the periglacial eco
nomic belt above the Eastern Gravettien (east of the Vistula) should basically 
have been different from that which had lived north of the Magdal€nien be1t 
and the so-called secondary Gravettien of Central Europe (a hypothetical Proto
Lappi c -speaking group whose tongue which rnight either have belonged to, or 
been different from, the PU protolanguage). The geographical position of the 
Janislawice grave supports the first version of this latter possibility, i.e. that the 
population of the Janislawice culture belonged to the PU parent stock. If ane 
agrees with this conclusion, ane should also conclude that Proto�Lapps and their 
successors have been continuously driven away from their original protohabitats 
to the north by southem newcomers/immigrants/invaders since time immemorial. 

A linguistic frontier already began to appear between eastem and westem 
groups of the Gravettien in the Upper Palaeolithic, and the not always clear 

31  In his rcccntpaper C. Carpelan came to a basically similar conclusion (Carpelan 1998:
31 -38). See also Carpelan's paperin this volume.
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division between them can be seen as the first sign of the emergence of the 
Proto-Indo-Iranian of the later Yamna area on the eastern loess (the Gravettien 
in the east), and the formation of the dialcct continuum of the Westem fndo
Europeans on the western loess (the secondary Gravettien in Central Europe in
cluding the Carpathian Basin). According to this model, the separation af Indo
Iranian from the parental stock began already durlng Upper Palaeolithic times. 
Proto-Ural i c -Proto-Indo-European contacts were therefore mostly restricted to 
the stage of language development after this first separation and later. I think this 
model that I have briefly outlined here can eventually replace the rather fashion
able Kurgan theory, including its mistakenly applied conclusions about Finno
U gric prehistory.32
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URALICS AND INDO-EUROPEANS: 
PROBLEMS OF TIME AND SPACE 

J. P. Mallory 

There has been a general consensus that identification of the Uralic homeland 
has been on a firmer footing than the host of competing solutions that still dog 
the issue of lndo-European (IE) origins and dispersals (e.g., Decsy 1969: 307; 
Mallory 1989: 148; Napol'skikh 1995: 30). The presumption that we are much 
closer to defining the Uralic homeland rests on a number of factors: 

1. The more confined distribution of the Uralle languages compared with that 
of the IE languages offers a smaller region in which to "lose" a potential 
homeland. 

2. The environmentally more uniforin geographical area of the Uralic lan
guages presupposes a similar homeland territory för its speakers while the 
IE languages are distributed, even from an early date, everywhere from 
forests across steppelands and even deserts that reveal a marked complexity 
in subsistente strategies. Quite divergent IE homeland territories and sub
sistence bases are, consequently, proposed to account för these differences. 

3. The· cladistic relationship between the different Uralle languages is com
paratively simpler (5 Finno-Ugric and 2 Samoyedic) than IE with its 11 
major groups. 

4. The different Uralic groups (no matter how defined; see Salminen in this 
volume) are in terms of dialect geography much more transparent than 
those of the Indo-Europeans, Le., there is a chain relationship running from 
Baltic Finnic on the west across the Ugric 1anguages and on to the Samo
yed languages (with Yukaghir in the far east if necessary to one's argu
ment). Chains are much more difficult to claim for IE and even when we do 
have them, e.g., Germanic-Baltic-Slavic, Iranian-Indic, it is not transparent 
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how they articulate geographically with either isolated language groups, 
e.g., Tocharian, or other potential chains, e.g., Greek-Armenian.

5. The smaller number of Uralicists militates agäinst the proliferation af com
peting theories that one finds in the much larger world of IE scholars (and
the not-so-scholarly), i.e., diversity of opinion is proportional to the density
(no pun intended) of the scholars involved in studying a problem.

What I intend to do here is to examine Uralic homeland solutions from the 
viewpoint af ao archaeologist who has been struggling with the problem of 
lndo-European origins for the past 25 years. As I cannot utilize sources in 
Finnish nor Hungarian, I lack both the competence and ·confidence to pronounce 
on any of the specifically empirical evidence conceming the Uralic homeland 
(especially the specifics of a linguistic-palaeontological approach where the 
names of trees [e.g., HajdU 1969 and contra Sinor 1969] or fish [dc Rohan
Csermak: 1969; Napol'skikh 1994] are employed to delineate the homeland ter
ritory). Rather, I intend to direct my attention entirely to the logic of the argu
ments employed by Uralicists in light of what I perceive to be the experience af 
IE research. In attempting this, I may well make what appear to be a number of 
glaring empirical mistakes in handling the Uralic data and I am well aware that 
the sight of an lndo-Europeanist thrashing around in tbe world af Uralle studies 
may be much like watching a bulI in a China shop: it can 't help but make a mess 
of things but, on the other hand, the blundering of a clu:msy outsider is one sure 
way to test its foundations. I structure my comments broadly on a recent survey 
of the structure of IE homeland theories (Mallory 1997). 

ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES 

In 1997 I outlined five principles which are required of any solution to the IE 
homcland problcm for it to be at lcasl regarded plausible (tests för the validity 
are still even more difficult). These were the following: 

1. Temporal-spatial plausibility
2. Exclusion principle
3. Relationship principle
4. Total distribution principle
5. Archaeological plausibility

Of these I wish to comment on numbers 1, 4 and 5 .  The exclusion principle
(no. 2) maintains that it is unlikely (notimpossible) that the IE honieland lay in a 
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territory known ta have been occupied in antiquity by a non-IE language. This 
has far less force in Uralle studies, We can ascribe certain territories of the 
greater lE world, at !east since the Bronze Age, to other language families, e.g., 
Hurrians in east Anatolia, Elamites in southern Iran_, or we can make a good 
circumstantial case for the prior occupation of some regions by non-lndo
Europeans, e.g., Basques. On the other hand, our historical sources do not take 
us nearly so far back in antiquity either with regard to the existence of Uralle 
languages or the various putative Uralic homelands. 

The relationship principle (no. 3) requires that a homeland solution accom
modate the inter-group relationships of the constituent languages of a family. As  
observed above, this i s  far more easily done in UrallC than in Indo-European 
where the former shows a broad correlation between dialecta1 position and 
geographical position (e.g., Napol'skikh 1997: 114-117). It is to the remaining 
three aspects that I turo as the focus of my discussion. 

TEMPORAL PLAUSIBILITY 

Time and place in homeland research are dependent variables, Le., there is no 
meaningful concept af one without the other (Mallory 1996). This can be ap
preciated i f  we consider a hypothetical example. Let us say that I identify the 
homeland of the Latin language as the area around Rome. Geographically, this 
makes perfect spatial sense but the statement, in terms of discussing the forma
tion of the Latin language and the dispersal of the Italic languages, can only have 
meaning if I introduce the factor of time. If I were to argue, for example, that the 
Latin language formed in the area around Rome c. 35,000 years ago, then I am 
clearly wrong about the language spoken in the region (whatever it was, it did 
not remotely resemb1e Latin); similarly, if I attributed the Latin homeland to c. 
1500 AD I might have the area right but again the language would have been 
wrong, at least if we mean the Latin vemacular. 1n both these cases, I may be 
talking aQout the same geographical region but I am clearly not talking about the 
same language. 

A survey of solutions to the Uralic homeland problem reveals that most of 
them can be p1aced in one of two broadly defined models: 

1. Deep time depth with broad territory. Here the homeland is generally set
to an early period, often associated with the earliest post-Pleistocene colo
nisation of Subarctic Eurasia, c. 9500-7500 BC. Here, ane might typically
propose a homeland stretching from the Baltic to the Urals or across the
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northem periglacial zone (e.g,, Nunez 1987; Larsson 1990; Makkay, this 
volume). Although infrequent, Palaeolithic models of IE origins are also 
occasionally suggested (e.g., Otte 1997). 

2. Shallow time depth with confined territory. These homelands adhere ta the
type most commonly found in IE homeland research in that the homeland is
placed temporally c. 4500-2500 BC and is situated in a smaller territory,
usually constituting 3,0% or less of the historical extent of the Uralic lan
guages. Here we would find homelands proposed. occupying regions such
as that between the Kama and Urals (e.g., Dt!csy 1965).

One of the obvious problems with homeland size is that any increase in
logical accuracy generally leads to a decrease in 1ocational precision and, 
ultimately, a collapse of plausibility. Consider för the moment the general range 
of Uralic homeland solutions. They tend to nm from Denmark to the Yenisei. 
Now we could easily solve the problem of Uralic origins if we drew a circle 
around all these ( competing homeland) territories and declared the whole region 
from Denmark to the Minusinsk Basin was the Uralic homeland; some Indo
Europeanists, in desperate attempts to square circles and retain both a homeland 
för Europeans in the Baltic region and one for fudo-Iranians in the steppelands, 
tend to envisage homelands stretching from the Baltic to the Caspian (Mallory 
1997: 106-109). I f  we say that the homeland falls somewhere within the enor
mous area proposed, we have gained little in actually locating it geographically 
as we have sacrificed precision (where) for accuracy (somewhere). A critical 
question here is how confined must the Uralic homeland have been? 

Lars-Gunnar Larsson (1990: 235-237) has suggested that a good com
parison can be made between the distribution of the Uralic languages and those 
of the Cree of Canada and this seems a good starting point to investigate the 
issue of territory and time-depth. First, we need to set out a cornparison between 
the linear extent of Uralic territory and the two major Su barctic Ianguage families 
af North America, i.e., Northem Athapaskan and Algonquian (fig. 1). 

Uralic = c. 3500 km (Estonian to Selkup). Confined shallow depth homelands 
fall c. 500-1500 km, i.e., c. 15 to 30% while deep depth maximum extent 
homelands (Baltic -Ural) extend c. 1500 km or 40% or more of the 
historical distribution of the Uralic languages. 

Algonquian = c, 4500 km with homelands on the order of c. 500-1000 km, 
i.e., c. 13-25% of the linear extent of the language phylum.

Northern Athapaskan = c. 3500 km with homelands on the order of c. 500-
1000 km, i.e., 15 to 30% of the linear territory. 
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111 ,
Fig. J. Genernlized distribution of Lhe Northem Athapaskan (l)  and Algonquian 
(2) languagcs in the Subarctic zone. The approximate areal distribution of the 
Uralic languages (3) is supcrimposcd for comparativc purposcs.

In order to bring the North American data into sharper focus, we will make 
a closer comparison between it m:id the Uralic evidence. 

1. Language families such as Athapaskan and Algönquian occupy Subarctic
conditions similar ta what we both find and generally propose för Uralic.

2. The North American languages exhibil broadly similar cultural ecologies
whose linear extent is approximate to that of the Uralle languages. Their 
cultures often reflect subsistence strategies and social organisation (Rogers
& Smith 1981) that are probably not tao far removed from that recon
structed för Proto-Uralic.
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a. Hunting ( caribou, 1esser extent elk, ele.) and fishing.
b, Seasonal settlement along inland waterways.
c. Regional groups of 50 to 4500 who recognised a common linguistic and

ethnic identity.
d. Subgroups of 200-400 that might assemble för any activity.
e. Bands of two families as basic residential sttucture. 
f. Egalitarian social structure.
3 . The Subarctic Shield, the territory in which we find Northem Athapaskan

and Algonquian, has been occupied since the Palaeo-lndian period, i.e., c.
7000 BC. The Uralic territory has similarly seen Post-Pleistocene occupa
tion since c. 8000 BC.

4. The resultant North American linguistic landscape consists of but two
major language families found in chains of closely related languages
(Northem Athapaskan and Algonquian; Eskimo -Aleut is an obvious later
intruder). The resultant North European-Northwest Asian linguistic land 
scape consists of but one major historically attested language family
(Uralle).

Larsson argues that the North American territorial model accommodates
Nunez's archaeological model that would admit of a homeland extending from 
the Ealtic to the Urals c. 8000 BC (Nunez 1987: 14). The attractiveness of apply
ing the North American model to the Uralic situation is obvious but there is one 
very major discrepancy between the two models. As I suggested above, in 
homeland problems space has no meaning without time and the dates proposed 
for the North American language chains are markedly shallower than those 
accepted by Larsson and Nunez för Uralic. Proto-Algonquian, admittedly con
jecturally, is provided with a date of c. 4000-3000 BC (Haas 1958), 1500-1200 
BC (Rhodes & Todd 1981: 60; Siebert 1967) or more recent (c. 700 BC on the 
presumption that its expansion is associated with the. spread of the bow and 
arrow, Fiedel 1991) while Proto-Athapaskan has been provided similarly recent 
dates, e.g., 1500-500 BC (Krauss & Golla 1980: 68) because of the high degree 
of similarity between the different Northem Athapaskan languages. 

Since the crucial problem here is the correlation between area and time 
depth (see also Leskinen 1989), let us first consider the implications för North 
America and then för Uralle studies. 

As the commonly proposed dates för the protolanguages of Athapaskan 
and Algonquian fall generally since the second millennium BC or more .rccently, 
then: 
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either a) Algonquian must have spread over a vast territory of non-Algon 
quian (and non-Athapaskan) languages in North America during the 2nd 
or first millennium BC, i.e., linguistic history seems to begin with Proto
Algonquian and we must presume that there were some or many earlier 
languages (or phyla) that have ali become extinct and that Algonquian and 
Athapaskan spread through processes of migration and language shift; 

or b) some form of Amerindian (i'l la Greenberg) persisted in the Subarctic 
region until it evolved into Algonquian. 

If one wishes to maintain the American parallels then the options left to us 
from the Uralic evidence would appear to be: 

either a) Proto-Uralic was spoken across the Baltic-Ural region since c. 8000 
BC and the American estimates of time depth are simply much too recent 
and should have no bearing on what is otherwise intei:preted as a compara
ble Uralic situation, 

or b) Uralic spread over a vast territory of non-Uralic languages in North 
Eurasia at a much later date than that suggested in Nunez's and Larsson's 
model and it too, presumably, swallowed up territory earlier occupied by 
speakers of other (non-Uralic) language groups. 

It should be clear now that we may have a better idea of the spatial con
straints on Uralle once we have ascertained its temporal position. It would seem 
to me that the critical first question then is when was Proto-Uralic? The Indo
European experience suggests three purely linguistic techniques- för detennining 
the date of a protolanguage: glottochronology, estimation, and extemal contact 
dating. 

GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY 
Although lexicostatistics has been applied, employing Swadesh's basic word list 
of both 100 and 200 words (Raun 1956), it is more likely to be utilized in ex
ploring the inter-group relationships (Khelimsldj 1982: 11) than in determining 
the time depth of the protolanguage. I am unaware of its application to the Uralic 
languages for specifically dating purposes, or at least, its use in providing 
absolute dates for Proto-Uralic other than references by Nunez (1989: 93) ta a 
split between Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic estimated at c. 8500�7500 years ago. 
Generally, Uralicists seem to be about as unimpressed with glottochronology för 
dating purposes as linguists in the IE world (Napol'skikh 1997: 120). 
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ESTIMATION 

Consensus estimation (= "educated guess") of the time-depth required ta explain 
the earliest differentiation among the IE languages tends to fall generally some
where on the order-of c. 5000-2500 BC (Mallory 1996). In this, Indo-European
ists are somewhat privileged in possessing evidence from languagcs scveral 
thousand years ago, a situation that does not ahtain för Uralicists. Here it seems 
to me that Uralicists employ two types of dates: conceptual and pennitted. The 
conceptual are driven, ane would suppose, by the time required to explain the 
degree af separation found among the various Uralic languages (the existence of 
archaeological and palaeo-botanical factors, however, can hardly be ignored). 
One ca:n note a similar order of magnitude för many linguists för the period of 
Uralic-Yukaghir, e.g. 7000-6000 BC (Napol'skikh 1991: 25), Proto-Uralic, e.g., 
C. 6000-4000 BC (Hajdu 1975: 42), c. 5000-4000 BC (Napol'skikh 1991: 22;
sixth to end offifth millennium in Napol'skikh 1997: 125), c. 4000 BC (Decsy
1965: 154; Bomhard 1996: 32; Vuorela 1964: 3), and the period of Finno
Ugric, e.g., c. 3000-2500 BC (Vuorela 1964; 4), 4000-2000 BC (Hajd\J. 1975:
42), c. 2500-2000 (Napol'skikh 1997: 125).

The second school of thought does not so much seem to estimate but rather 
"pennit" much earlier dates, generally on the order of c. 8000 BC, e.g., Wiik 
1994; Larsson 1990. Here the dates seem to be "pennitted" in order to entertain 
homelan_d models that comprise a broad region with greater time-depth; such 
models are probably more explicitly driven by archaeological (Nunez 1987; 
1989) than linguistic factors. 

EXTERNAL CONTACT DATING 

Although the estimation of the date of a prehistoric language by cross-correla
tion with another language family has seen hardly any application in Indo
European, it is the most frequently employed technique in Uralle. Other than a 
few rather speculative attempts to anchor Proto-fudo-European temporally by 
some loan from Semitic or Sumerian, there are really few serious attempts to 
situate Proto-Indo-European in time by loanwords (Mallory 1996: 3). On the 
other hand, Uralic and -subsequent stages of its development have been cross
dated with respect to loanwords from lndo-European on the presumption that 
we have a clearer idea of the dates of IE devclopment than Uralicists do of their 
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own language family. In short, there is a tradition of calibrating Uralle dates 
against the chronalagy of Indo-European. 

The somewhat better precision df IE dates is probably valid in that IE Ian
guages are attested much earlier than Uralic and, cansequently, we can ascribe 
tbe existence of at least some of the historically attested IE languages to the 
Bronze Age and feel at least some canfidence in triangulating some of the earlier 
stages of IE development. But we should also admit that there are still wide vari
ations in the estimates of potential language group beginnings in IE. Generally, 
Proto-Indo-European is placed within the temporal range between c. 5000 and 
2500 BC on the basis of all the means that may be employed in dating it 
(Mallary 1996). There is, hawever, a peculiar discrepancy between the estimated 
dates of the major subgroups, Anatolian, Greek and Indo-Iranian are ali granted 
a Bronze Age existence, i.e., presumed dates för Proto-Greek or Prota-Indo
Iranian, all fall somewhere between c. 2500 and 1500 BC, probably at the earlier 
end af the range. On the other hand, many of the estimated dates för mdst Euro
pean languages tend to nm after 1500 BC and there is an unexplicit image of 
some form of vaguely undifferentiated Late Jndo-European in Europe con
temporary with the emergence of the historically attested (Aegean and Asiatic) 
IE languages of the Bronze Age (Mallory 1996). This_ obviously has some im
pact on dating Uni.lie as the chronology of potential loans must be congruent 
with a model of IE evolution that sees the creation of Indo-Iranian earlier than, 
say, Baltic ar Germanic, 0/{e will ignore för the present that the dating of the 
Iater developments of IE does present a slightly disturbing correlation: where 
historical evidence in the east requires us to set an early date för linguistic sepa
ration, we must accept it; where we have no early written evidence and are not 
compelled to accept such an early date in the west, we tend ta regard the separa
tions as more recent). 

Now this discrepancy in the putative dates of westem IE has a quite definite 
impact on some of the conclusions which Uralicists might choose to draw from 
the evidence of loanwords. Uralicists have long discussed and debated the 
presence of what would appear to be PIE words in Uralic (or some subset of it, 
particularly the westem segments of the chain) and, therefore, this presupposes 
lhat westem Uralic was in contact with undifferentiated IE (= PIE) somewhere 
in or near the Baltic region. But if the major changes that define the individual 
subgroups of Balto-Slavic or Gennanic did not come into being until well into 
the second millennium BC, this does not necessarily speak för an carly presence 
of westem Uralic in the Baltic. We have to be aware of unstable anchars that fix 
neither the temporal nor spatial dimensians of Uralic but merely let it flaat in 
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some form of ill-defined relationship with IE. Some specific examples should 
make it clear how serious this issue is. 

Both Jorma K.oivulehto (this volume) and Pekka Sammallahti (this volume) 
make a good case för setting the westernmost Uralic languages in a contact 
relationship with undifferentiated IE, Le., a language state which is to all intents 
equivalent with PIE. This defines a period of loans before more rccent Balto
Slavic and then Germanic or individual Baltic and Slavic loans. As the Corded 
Ware culture of northem Europe is widely regarded as the archaeological 
equivalent of late northem IE, i.e., a linguistic ancestor to what would later 
emerge as Meillet's Northwest IE dialect.s (Gennanic, Baltic, Slavic), then it 
might be argued that this indicates that the chain of Uralic languages extended ta 
the Baltic by this time if nat samewhat earlier. The place af cantact then shauld 
be the east Baltic regian. 

The problem with this is twafold. As we have seen, Late IE may have ex
tended (must if ane believes mast estimates) ta 1500 BC ar later in which case 
the cantact between undifferentiated IE and westem Uralic in the Baltic region 
need not have been anywhere sa early as imagined, Le. a laanword from Late 
(western Eurapean) Indo-European in the second millennium BC could pass för 
Proto-Indo-European. Altematively, Uralicists must not ignare the fact that the 
Fat'yanovo culture (fig. 2) extended eastwards throµghaut the entire upper 
Volga region. As part of the greater Corded Ware phenamenon, it may have 
been respansible för undifferentiated IE laans entering westem Uralic in the 
third millennium BC. In this way Uralic or later Finrto-Ugric could have taken 
up loanwords from undifferentiated IE nearthe Urals and then Balto-Slavic and 
Germanic laans appeared progressively, aver space as well as time, as it spread 
westwards towards the Baltic. 

In shart, the use af external cantact dating depends on temporal and spatial 
relatianships that have often been assumed to provide better anchors than they 
necessarily da. 

LINGUISTIC-CULTURAL DATE OF URALIC 

I have argued that the most informative means af dating PIE is applying archae
olagical dates ta the recanstructed cultural vocabulary af the lnda-Europeans 
(Mallory 1996). Here the vocabulary cansistently indicates a mixed agricultural 
economy with a full range of domestic plants and a:nimals, ceramics, plough, and 
even some evidence för metals and wheeled vehicles. I have also emphasised the 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the Corded Ware culture(s), lncluding the Fat'yanovo extension into 
the Volga region. 

limitations of such an approach to dating a protolanguage. The principle ane 
(assuming that the semantics of the reconstructed form are: clear) is that the re
constructed vocabulary is merely that which linguists cannot ascribe to loan
words between already differentiated languages. Such words could have moved 
through a linguistic continuum at various periods af its expansian, same moving 
farther than others with9ut detection, depending on the stability af their phonetic 
shape. 

The Uralle languages pose a much more problematic area of inquiry than 
Indo-European in that the economy and technology attested is fundamentally 
hunter-gatherer-fisher rather than agricultural, Le., Uralic lacks the many eco
namic and technalogical tenns that cumulatively provide a temporal horizan for 
Proto-Indo-European. The exceptions to this are few and I realize that I am 
risking correction from Uralicists when I mention the few examples, uncertain 
af their current linguistic status (drawn here largely from Collinder 1954). The 
series that includes Finnish pata, Mari pat, Voghul poot, Ostyak put, etc. 
(Collinder 1954: 65; see also Napol'skikh 1997: 124} would seem ta suggest 
the reconstruction of a vessel, either earthenware or (less likely) metallic (and 
not obviously a "basket" as indicated by other cognate sets), among the speak:ers 
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of Finno-U gric, Uralic if one wishes to accept the more questionable proposed 
Samoyed cognates. Obviously, the word indicating some type of metal, seen in 
Finnish vaski 'copper, bronze', etc. (Collinder 1954: 83; Napol'skikh 1997: 
123) also suggests that a knowledge af some metal ancl its name spread among
Finno-Ugric speakers before significant linguistic divisions had emerged. To 
these we can add the words of lE origin pertaining to domestic pigs, seen in 
Finnish porsas and oras (Rf:dei 1988: 660), and the word för grain seen in 
Finnish jyvä (Rf:dei 1988: 659), etc,, ali generally derived from Indo-European 
or lndo-Iranian in its widest sense. These range from Finno-Permic to Finno
U gric in distribution and presumably antiquity. 

It seems to me that archaeological evidence accommodates the spread of 
pottery anywhere proximate to the Uralle world from c. 5500 BC (van Berg 
1997) or more recently with agricultural dates obtaining no earlier than the 
fourth millennium BC. Now here I want to be quite explicit what this means. 

As we have seen above the history of research into Uralle origins indicates 
that there is one school of thought that envisages a homeland stretching from the 
Baltic to the Urals at a date of c. 8500 BC. In practical tenns it seems that this 
school must then suggest one of two things: 

a) Prolo-Uralic was spoken in the east Baltic region at 8500 BC and it later
evolved into our historically attested West Finnic 1anguages.

b) Proto-Uralic was spoken in the east Baltic region at 8500 BC but it left no
modern traces; the West Finnic languages must be explained by later intru
sions. This second line of argument is methodologically awkward at best
and generally requires Proto-Uralic to be Spoken somewhere in accordancc
with a proxy model, e.g., archaeological distribution, despite the fact that it
is not required by any later historical evidence. We then have a language
posited in a geographical region for absolutely no linguistic reason and its
existence cannot explain any subsequent development. It is meaningless.
Hence, I think the first option is the only serious logical option that our
methodology pennits us.

If this is the case, then we must explain how Proto-West Finnic could havc
existed in the Baltic region when it lacked elements of the Proto-West Finnic 
vocabulary/material culture? The obvious solution is that the word för ceramic 
vessel spread to this region sometime after the Proto-Finns were in place. On the 
current basis of proposed deep chronology, this should have happened about 
3000 years after the initial occupation of the region by Uralle speakers. The 
presumption then is that 
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either a) there was no significant language divisions across the Baltic-Ural 
region för at least 3000 years or more so as to pennit the word that emerges 
as Finnish pata, etc., to be interpreted in any way differently from other 
words reconstructed to Proto-Finno-Ugric; 

or b) that there had been linguistic divisions between the Uralic languages but 
that the phonetic shape of the loanwords in question (here *pata) was so 
stable in ali the languages that its borrowing could not be detected. 

Similar arguments would be extended to the terms för grain and domestic 
animals that should have appeared (theoretically) even more recently. For these 
reasons, I believe that it is up to those who propose deep time-depths and wide
spread homeland solutions to satisfy linguists how such mode1s can accommo
date the more recent cultural elements of the reconstructed vocabulary. 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION PRINCIPLE 

One of the most frequently violated principles of IE research is what I call thc 
total distribution principle, i.e., a solution to a homelai1d problem must explain 
all of its constituent languages. Defining how large this constituency is may be 
problematic; in Uralic (can one concentrate entirely on Uralic origins or does one 
have to resolve a Uralic-Yukaghir homeland problem or a Uralic-Altaic relation
-ship?). However Uralicists define their task, the important thing i s  that any 
solution to the Uralic homeland problem requires that all the pieces of the puzzle 
fit together with no exceptions. While this may appear obvious, it is violated so 
often in IE studies that we must recognize it as a problem almost generic ta 
homeland research, The total distribution principle is generally breached when 
one argues that it is possible to fix the location of a segment of the proto
language (and by extension the entire homeland territory) if one can anchor a 
scgmcnt of a 1anguage. family in a given area. 

The greatest stimu1us to violating this principle is what I call the "continuity 
card", an archaeological gambit that secures the homeland to a particular region 
on the basis of regional archaeological "continuity". In a though t -provoking 
paper, Milton Nunez provides u s  with an excellent example of how this card is 
played. He writes: 

Finnish archaeological materia! radiates a clear rnessage of settlernent conlinuity, 
This has a bearing on the controversial question of the origins of the Finns (Nunez 
1987: 1 1), 
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l L  seems logical to assume that major migrations should bc reflccted in the archac
o!ogica! materia!. But there is no evidence for a major migration that cou!d have 
brought a Finnic Janguage to Finland other lhan that connected with the Meso
lithic colonization ofthc country (Nunez 1987: 1 2). 

What happens when we accept such statements, i.e., we conclude that there 
is no major change in the archaeological record of Finland, since its earliest 
Post-Pleistocene colonization, that might be ascribed to a major population in
flux capable of altering the language trajectory- set by Finland's initial occupants, 
We are then left to conclude that the language spoken in  Finland in the ninth or 
eighth millennium BC was essentially Proto-Uralic and on a direct evolutionary 
line to Finnish. If  this is the case, then it follows that 

either a) The Uralic homeland is in Finland, 
or b) TI1e Uralic homeland was larger but should have included Finland 

within its territory. 

We then extrapolate the homeland eastwards a bit in order to have a Proto
Ugric homeland immediately to the east of Finland and, possibly, the ancient 
ancestors of the Samoyeds must be immediately east of them. The important 
thing is that as we have securely anchored part of the homcland (in Finland) the 
rest will follow easily enough. 

Now as an lndo-Europeanist I can assure you that there is probably not a 
territory in Eurasia in which this argument has not also been employed in the 
search för the IE homeland. It matters not whether we speak of Ireland, northem 
Europe, Greece or the lndus, there are archaeologists to declare that there has 
been no major break in the archaeological record that could explain the intrusion 
of a new language. These arguments for cultural continuity or, as they are put 
negatively (there is no evidence in the archaeological record that indicates a 
population influx that caused substantial linguistic change), can 't all be right and 
the majority mm:t c\early be wrong. Archaeological competence is not at issue; 
the problem here is the nature of the archaeological record and the presumption 
that when archaeologists talk of archaeological continuity, this is good proxy 
evidence för linguistic continuity. I believe that the experience of IE scholarship 
demonstrates that the archaeological record cannot be so clearly read and that. 
statements conceming the linguistic stability of a region, based on the evidence 
of apparently related archaeological sequences, are simply misleading - no lin
guist should ever trust an archaeologist who makes such sweeping statements. 
What then can archaeologists hope ta contribute? 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL PLAUSIBILITY 

Throughout this discussion we have been working with two types of models of 
Uralic origins: a deep model which would associate the distribution of the Uralic 
languages with the spread of human populations northwards after the Pleisto
cene and models which require a later expansion of Uralic over an area formerly 
occupied by non-Uralic speakers. Now a solution to the Uralic homeland prob
lem need not correlate with an archaeological culture but there should be some 
-evidence för population or social trajectories to explain the dispersal of a
language family. If one prefers the deep time-depth model (and I hope I have
raised serious reasons why this is less likely than one that envisages a later ex
pansion of the Uralic languages) then the archaeological evidence can be rather 
clear cut as we require only the earliest evidence for post-Pleistocene activity in
our target area. On the other hand, if we agree that Uralic must have spread
across earlier populations then we require some population movement and lan
guage shift and we should at least look to the archaeological record to find the
possible social vehicles för such a shift. While archaeology as a discipline may
still be far from erecting the type af middle-range theory that a marriage af lin
guistics and archaeology requires, I think with persistent nudging, we may find
a path and i t is in this light that I explore the issue af archaeological plausibility
and Uralle dispersals.

I have suggested that an archaeologist investigating language shift should
start with first principles and by these I mean socio-linguistic principles (Mal
lory 1992). Language shift generally seems to require societal bilingualism (I am
unaware of any serious model suggesting major population replacement för the
spread of Uralic although some population rcplacement may have been the case).
From a social perspective then we should expect that Uralic spread through
the various socio-linguistic domains af the pre�Uralic inhabitants of Subarctic
Eurasia. If we assign the social models provided by the North American Sub
-arctic cultures to lhe earliest Uralle culture(s), then we might expect a rough hier
archy of the following social domains:

1. Nuclear family
2. Household unit (c. 2 extended families)
3. Band/annual assembly
4. Regional unit/annual concentration/exchange units.

Of these, we might expect that Uralic language(s) would initially spread
through the larger social domains such as exchange units or the seasonal social 
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gatherings. The specific reasons för its spread may be difficult to establish but I 
think it is worth looking at an ethnographic example that might suggest some of 
the social mechanisms involved in language shift. 

Ronald Atkinson (1989) provides an insightful study of the Acholi of 
Uganda where a minority language (Luo) became the exclusive 1anguage of a 
territory. As Atkinson argues, the spread af Luu in Uganda cannot be attributed 
ta primacy of settlement, et:onomic advantage, nor numerical superiority but 
rather political pre-eminence. Prior to the expansion of Luo, northern Uganda 
was occupied by lineages of various language groups who lived in villages and 
were govemed by autonomous chiefs. In the period between 1625 and 1725, the 
Paluo, who had developed a higher order of social organization under the influ
ence of the neighbouring Banyoro, immigrated in small numbers into northem 
Uganda where they established themselves primarily in two clusters organized 
into 13 chiefdoms, none of which consisted of more than 5 villages under a 
common leader. The new social organization (chiefdom) was spread through 
marriage alliances with potential lineages, the use of tribute to impress local line
ages, the offer of military assistance in times of clifficulty, and outright military 
pressure on lineages to join one of the chiefdoms. The local lineage heads 
willingly joined the new chiefdoms as the social structure posed no threat to 
their own role within the village, it enhanced the importance of the local village 
leader as a representative within a larger social unit, and in some cases local 
leaders were recipients of central tribute. Exchange systems for basic commod
ities such as iron were also centred on the Luo speakers. The local population 
first adopted the new social system and in so doing gradually adopted the 
language associated with it. The vehicle for language shift here was then a shift 
in social organization and Atkinson emphasized that the social shift preceded, 
language shift. 

In a recent article (Mallory 1998) I attempted to emphasize the importance 
of social organization when I suggested a black-box model för the sprcad of 
Indo-Iranian languages on the hasis of one of the current theories för their 
dispersal south ofBactria-Margiana. Archaeologists have faced a conundrum in 
that we have Bronze Age cultures occupying the steppelands of western Asia 
that would in both a cultural and a geographical sense apparently accommodate 
some form of Indo-Iranian identity, ane that is subsequently confirmed för the 
region in the Iran Age (Kuz'mina 1994; Parpola, this volume). However, the 
historical seats of many of the Indo-Iranian languages lies south of the Bronze 
Age oasis citadels, i.e., in Iran and northwest India, These are tenitories in 
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Fig. 3a. The model of the Kulfl1rkugel. 3b. The dynamics af 
the Kulturkugel are illustrated here where the materia\ culturc af 
the Indo-Iranian Andronovo culture is shed on impact with the 
BMAC although the language trajcctory continues.

which there is no archaeological evidence that the steppe (AndronoVo) cultures 
penetrated although there is strong evidence that they were in regular and pro
found contact with the Central Asian citadels of the Bactria-Margiana Archae
ological Complex (BMAC), Burials typical of the BMAC are found on the 
major routes southwards into the historical seats of the Indo-Aryans and so the 
only way I could imagine this being expressed archaeologically was by positing 
what 1 terrned a Kulturkugel (fig. 3a) (recte "Geschoss" but that hardly al
literates). This is a model in which we imagine a "cultural bullet" powered by 
social organization, carrying a language, but possessing a. soft malleable nose of 
material culture. When fired from the steppe through the BMAC (fig. 3b), the 
bullet shed its steppe (Andronovo) nose for a BMAC nose, but its motion was 
not arrested as it carried Indo-Iranian languages southwards. 

The concept of a Uralic Kulturkugel could be explored in a variety of ways 
and I merely wish to propose two different types of models that archaeologists, 
far more familiar with the region in question than myself, might wish to explore. 

The first presumes that the Kulturkugel offers a model för Uralic expan
sions on the presumption that the social organization of early Uralle speakers 
provided the required vehicle för its expansion. Obviously, the later we propose 
Uralle expansions, the easier it is to sustain such an argument. One might, as 
one has, suggest that the spread of the Uralle languages was tied to the later 
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spread af stockbreeding and limited agriculture in the first millennium BC in 
which we might posit such a marked difference between Uralic populations and 
local hunter-gatherers that familiar models of language shift might be proposed 
(Renfrew 1987). Putative Uralic expansions that might be seen in the spread of 
the Textile-Pottery culture or Mälar-type axes (Kuz'minych 1996) are well re
hearsed in Uralic Urheimat literature, 

But rather than dwelling on the more obvious models, I would like to con
clude my comments with a more speculative model, a variation on the Kultur
kugel adapted for hunte r -fisber societies where we might not expect marked 
degrees of social differentiation. Although we may have ta be cautious about 
dates and linguistic stages, it is clear that there were contact relationships, pos
sibly at various periods, between Uralic speakers (at various stages) and Indo
Europeans, primarily Indo-Iranian (at various stages). 111e cultural vocabulary 
borrowed into Uralle concems livestock, agriculture, metals, and a series of 
broader conceptual tenns concemed with exchange (including the higher nume 
rals) or  the supematural. 

Olnd argha- 'price, va!ue' : Fi arvo 'value' 
Olnd asura- 'god, demon' : Mord azoro 'lord' 
Olnd amfo- 'part, share' : Fi osa 'part, share' 
O!nd blwga- 'share' : Mord paz 'god, happiness' 
O!nd fatdm 'hundred' : Fi sata 'hundred' 
O!nd sdhasram 'thousand' : Vot .fors 'thousand' 
Ofnd vasn&m 'pricc, va!ue' : Fi osia- 'buy' 

The importance of exchange systems among essent:ially hunter-gatherers 
can be seen in the North American Subarct:ic cultures as well. For example, we 
find that among the northem Ojibwa: 

Each band was led by a senior male af the core family. Frequent!y, if not always, 
these individualucted as the "trade-chiefs". The position of leader appears to have 
been based on his ability to secure for his followers abundant trade goods, to exccl 
as a hunter, and 10 command superior religious knowledge. (Rogers & Taylor 
1981: 233.) 

What I am suggesting here is that there may be a relationship between Indo
Iranian social organization and Uralic linguistic dispersa:ls. Where hunter-gather
ing populations of the southem forest zone came into contact with steppe popu
lations (or Fat'yanovo stockbreeders), they most likely came into the orbit 
of societies with more cornplex social organizations. Such an interface could 
result in subtle changes in the social organization of the Uralic populations 
(cf. changes in the social organization among hunter-gatherers who were in con
tact relations with farmers in Neolithic Eu,r.ope, Zvelebil 1995). Such changes 
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could have been stimulated by intemal evolution within Uralle society which 
develaped its own variant of trading chiefs under the influence of Indo-Iranian 
contacts. We should aisa not ignore the tendency among societi_es of lower 
social complexity that when they must interact with ane of greater complexity 
they may remodel themselves so that the two can maintain a corresponding 
social interface. Either way, the resulting situalion would see Uralle papula
tions not only as middle-men in exchange systems but alsa as possessing a set 
af social values, concepts and presumably arganizational capacities that ane 
might not expect amang more remote hunte r -gatherers in Subarctic Eurasia. The 
(here) hypothetical interface then (see Table) wauld see a chain of languages 
running narth (Prota-European) through Finna-Ugric territary to the south 
(Indo-Iranian). The interface between Finna-Ugric and Indo-Iranian would in
variably leave the Finno-Ugric-speaking papulations at a social (in terms af 
prestige) advantage with respect to residual Proto-European (non-Uralic and 
non-IE) populations. 

Proto-European Finno-Ugric Indo-Iranian 

Subarctic Subarctic Forest-stcppe/Steppe 
Hunt-Fish < > Hunt-Fish* < Stock-keeping 
egalitarian egalitarian* < rnnked 
exchange < > exchange* < >  exchange 
Jowest mldd!e* prestige 

Table. The interfaces between !he indigenous Proto-Europcan language(s), Finno
Ugric and Indo-Iranian. The asterisks indicate elcmcnts added from the interchange, 
e.g., cxchangc goods. The last row suggests status of each language in a contacl 
situation.

The model proposed here is purely speculative although it could be fleshed 
out with archaeological data. The important point here is that it suggests a d i f 
ferent type a f  Kulturkugel from that employed t o  explain Indo-Iranian dis
persals. Here, social organization was insufficient to see a major spread of Indo
Iranian across the Subarctic zone; the environment may have rendered a north
ward expansion of Indo-Iranian w1th a mixed agricultural-stockbreeding basis, 
too difficult. Nevertheless, contacts with Indo-Iranian social organizatian may 
have provided the impulse behind Finno-Ugric expansions. We can recall here 
that in the case of Luo expansions in Uganda, the source population and lan
guage came from the periphery of the largely Bantu-speaking Banyoro state. The 
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archaeological trail af linguistic dispersals may not be found primarily in  the 
remains of materia! culture (and its putative continuity or discontinuity) and their 
presumed ethnic correspondences so much as in the residue of their social 
systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Uralicists appear to be wrestling with many of the same problems faced by 
Indo-Europeanists in  the search för their respective homelands. There seems ta 
be one major difference, however, which, even if it does not secure a widely 
accepted homeland solution, at least renders the quest för the Uralle homeland 
potentially more rewarding. As Nunez (1987), Larsson ( 1990) and others have 
indicated, the parallels between the dispersal of the Uralle languages and the 
language phyla of the North American Subarctic are well worth investigating 
further. Bath affer appartunities tu study widely dispersed 1anguage families in 
broadly similar ecalagical and subsistence systems. Closer scrutiny af bath re
gions may reveal subtle yet crucial differences that render the camparisans made 
sa far less appropriate but even this wauld provide a greater recognitian of what 
is truly critical ta understanding the linguistic arigins and expansians af hunter
fishers in a Subarctic environment. Mareaver, it is possible that North American 
studies may reveal the lypes af small technalagical innovatians that cauld have 
provided selective advantages to linguistic groups and facilitated widespread 
lang_uage shift. We have already mentianed in passing- attempts to associate the 
possessian af the baw and arraw with Algonquian expansions. A recent article 
by Evans and McConvell (1998) on the enannaus expansion af Pama-Nyungan 
over much of Australia is credited by them to the spread of microliths, the 
appearance of large ceremonial gatherings made possible by the explaitation of 
new plant foods, and by increased exchange. The driving force behind much of 
this is a series of smaller technological or subsistence innovations that stimulate 
the creation of more apen and prestigious social systems that become the vehi
cles för language dispersal. That elusive middle-range theory and methad r e 
quired ta render the archaealogical record a reasonable proxy of the linguistic 
record may lie in comparative Uralic studies. 
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TOCHARISCH-URALISCHE BERÖHRUNGEN: 
SPRACHE UND ARCHÄOLOGIE 

Vladimir Napol'skikh 

Die folgenden Wörter uralischer Sprachen können als Entlehnungen aus einer 
dem Urtocharischen sehr nahe stehenden indogennanischen Sprache betrachtet 
werden. Ich benutze för diese Sprache die Benennung Paratocharisch, was eine 
Sprache bezeichnet, die derselben indogennanischen Gruppe wie die tocharische 
Sprachen (= dem "Frtihurtocharischen") angehörte, aber keine unmittelbare 
Muttersprache des Tocharischen A und B (= Urtocharisch) war und keinen 
dokumentierten Nachfolger hinterlieB. 

1. Syrj. gl}gjl: (Wym) gogjl' 'Rad, Kreis, rundes Ding'; g§gl'avnj 'sich
drehen' < (?) vorperm. *kObl' 'Rad, rund-'. Die Entwicklung *k- > g- im
Anlaut ist im Permischen trivial, das inlautende *-k- konnte durch Assimi
lation an das anlautende g stimmhaft werden, was durch die volksetymo
logische Verbindung des Wortes mit syrj. g(}g(}r 'Kreis; Umgebung; rund'
< (?) gqg 'Nabel' (< U *kiil)k3; Napol'skikh 1995a) erleichtert werden
konnte

(-- paratoch. *JapJky(å)lå 'Wagen': toch. A kukäl, B kokale 'Wagen' <
urtoch. */cyö/cy!fJ < idg. *k'le/c!l-os < */c!el- 'Rad' (mit Reduplikation)
(Windekens 1976: 239-240; Hilmarsson 1996: 163-164). Filr die para- und
urtocharischen Rekonstruktionen benutze ich die standardisierten finnisch
ugrischen Transkriptionszeichnen: 5 fiir reduzjerten Hintervokal (=Hilmars
sons re) und a flir reduzierten Vordervokal (= Hilmarssons ä);

// � vorperm. *ko1;k3l' - eine "Standardrekonstruktion" des v01per
mischen Prototyps (*-IJk- > perm. * -g-), In diesem Fall gäbe es zwei Mög
lichkeiten: 1) < vorperm. *kå1]k3 'Nabel; (?) Kreis' (> syrj. g(}g usw., s.o.),
was aber den semantischen ilbergang und dazu noch die Fixierung des
urpermischen Nominalsuf.fixes *-l' erforder t-beide Bedingungen sind nicht
problemlos; 2) � ti.i. *kaIJ(ly) 'Rad' (vorgeschlagen von Prof. Klaus Röhr
born, Göttingen). Der Stamm des tilrkischen Wortes ist aber *kaIJ (Räsänen 
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1969: 232). Die Entwicklung *JJ > *g ist im Permischen nicht mög_lich 
(vgl. z.B. bulg. *IJ � syrj. n (/ m), wotj. -m, -n- / (dial.) -IJ, -.v-; Wichmann
1903: 2 0 -24; Redei & R6na-Tas 1972: 290), auBerdem sind die Schwierig
keitcn im Vokalismus (tii. a ~ perm. *å) uniiberwiodbar. Dieses toch. Wort 
wurde wahrscheinlich auch ins Altchinesiscbe entlehnt: achin. *kok 'Nabe' 
(Lubotsky 1998: 383, dort auch andere mögliche - toch. Entlehnungen ins 
Altchinesische aus dem Bereich der Wagenterminologie). Die Bedeutung 
des altchinesichen Wortes zeigt auch, daB die urspriingliche Semantik des 
Tocharischen dem 'Rad' nahestand. 

2. Syrj.jort 'Kamerad, Genosse; Gatte',jorta-jort- 'einander';jarta-f- (Wym)
'befreundet sein', (OWy.) 'för sich einen Partner, einen Genosse finden'
(SSKZD, S. 120-121) ~ wotj. jurt(t)- 'helfen' (< perm. *jort 'Kamerad,
Genosse, Helfer') ~ nenz. jllfu 'Kamerad, Genosse (Uber <lie Leute nicht 
nenzischer Nationalit(ten)' (NRSl, S. 816) ~ enz. jt.iru 'Freund' ~ ngan.
riiruIJ id. < (?) U *jHrt3 'Freund, Kamerad'. Die Rekonstruktion der
uralischen Urfonn ist nicht sicher: die samojedischen Wörter weisen auf
ursprtinglich velaren Vokalismus, die perntischen aber auf palatalen (UEW,
s. 108)

f- paratoch. *jortu (mit u -Umlaut) < *jartu: toch. A ori 'Freund',
ortune 'Freundschaft' < urtoch. *Srtu 'Freund' < *'verbunden, vereinigt; 
Verbilndete' < idg. *rtu- 'Ordnung, Gesetz' (> gr. (Hes.) Clp't'lJ- 'eng, 
zusammengefiigt', lat. artus 'zusammengefiigt, eng in Raum und Zeit') 
(Hilmarsson 1984). Das Auftreteq von *)- vor anlautendem Vokal ist im 
Tocharischen möglich, zumindest ist eine solche Präjotierung vor den 
anlautenden idg. *i und *e gut bekannt, obwohl es hierfilr keine ilbe r 
zeugende Erklärung gibt, vgl. z.B.: toch. A yuk, B yakwe 'Pferd' < idg. 
*efc1os, AB yok 'trink.en' < idg. *ekJ 'Wasser' (Adams 1988: 15-16)
(s. auch nächstes Wort).

3. Tscher.)eIJ 'Mann, Mensch' (ohne Entsprechung in den anderen uralischen
Sprachen)

f-- paratoch. *Jank5 : toch. A o,ik, B elikwe 'Mensch, Mann' < urtoch. 
*ånk5 < idg. *!Jk!l-os 'Sterblicher' (Windekens 1976: 337), In diesem Fall,
ebenso wie bei syrj.jort 'Kamerad' (s. oben), entstand der Anlautvokal im
Tocharischen aus einem idg. Sonanten (*i;i oder *f). Da in heiden Filllcn för
die Quellensprache (Paratocharisch) die Präjotieruog zu rekonstruierea ist
uad da in den tocharischen Sprachen (im Urtoch_arischen) *j- vor
an1autenden Vordervokalen entstand, nehme ich fiir das Paratocharische 
ebenfalls den Vordervokal an, also: idg. * !}- > panitoch. *an- > *Jan-, idg.*r > paratoch *ar- > *jar-;

!/ � tti. : tschuw. sjn 'Mensch' < til. *jon 'Leute' (ESCh II, S. 153). 
Obwoh1 die Annahme einer tilrkischen Herkunft eines isolierten tschere
missischen Wortes vom historischen Standpunkt her sehr wahrscheinlich 
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ist, stöBt -sie auf wesentliche phonetische Schwerigkeiten. Die Entlehnung 
des tscheremissischen Wortes aus dem Tschuwassischen ist unmöglich: 
tschuw. S (< tii. *J-) ➔ tscher. s (/ S )  (Räsänen 1920: 30-31). Ältere tiir
kische Lehnwörter nichttschuwassischen Typus sind bislang im Tschere
missischen nicht ermittelt worden. Diese Möglichkeit kann man natiirlich 
nicht ausschlieBen, aber die Entsprechung im Vokalismus (tii. a ~ tscher. e), 
wie auch der ilbergang tii. *n ➔ tscher. IJ bleiben in diesem Fall ilberaus 
problematisch. 

4. (?) Sam. *kejmä / *kijmä 'Weibchen' (Janhunen 1977: 66)
f- paratocb. *kana 'Frau, Weib': A Särii, B Sana 'Ehefrau' < urtoch.

*kana < idg. *g'!ena (Windekens 1976: 476-477). Filr paratocb. *a ➔ sam.
* Bj (auBer im Anlaut) s. auch sam. *sej(k)twä, nord-sam. *menUjä. Sam.
*m ~ urtoch. *n bleibt aber unklar, was diese Etymologie sehr zweifelhaft
macht.

5. (?) FP *kärt3 'Eisen' (> mord. (E, M) ks,ii ~ tscber. (KB) kartlii, (U., B.)
kiirtliö ~ wotj. kort ~ syrj. kf:rt 'Eisen') ~ (?) wog. (T.) ker, (N) ker 'Eisen'
~ (?) -ostj. (Nt.) kir-: Hr- riotap-lma 'Zauberin, Hexe' ('Frau mit kfr
(*'eisemer') N ase') (UEW, S. 653) // tscher. keröe 'Säbel, Schwert'. Es ist
fraglich, ob alle diese Wörter gemeinsamen Ursprungs sind. Ostj. (Ni.)
karta, (Kaz.) kartf'Eisen' wurde aus den permischen Sprachen entlehnt.

f-iran. *kart (/ ? *kärt-nicht belegt): aw. karata- 'Messer', pehl. kOrd 
'Messer', osset. kard 'Messer, Säbel, Schwert' usw. (Joki 1973: 273;
R6dei 1986: 71). Die Vokale der ersten Silbe in den FP Sprachen deuten auf
einen Vordervokal in der Quellensprache, in allen mittel-und neuiranischen
Sprachen findet sicb aber a Ja, was durch einen Hintervokal wiedergegeben
werden sollte (vgl. z.B. osset. kard ➔ ung. kard 'Schwert'; Joki 1973:
267). Dieses Problem kann durch Annahme einer sehr alten ariscben Quelle
(wie z.B. ai. k[ti- 'Dolch, Messer': FU *er ist eine normale Entsprechung
des arischen *r zumindest im Anlaut; Lushnikova 1990) oder nicbt-arischer
Quellen gelöst werden;

// f- paratoch. *kar(a)tiJ 'Schwert': toch. B kert(t)e 'Schwert' < urtoch. 
*kfirat(t)a, Wenn das toch. Wort selbst keine iranische Entlehnung ist, mu/3
es auf den Verbalstamm *kärt- < idg. *(s)koler- 'schneiden' zurilckgefilbrt
werden (Hilmarsson 1996: 134-135). Dieser Stamm liegt offensichtlich in 
toch. B kärst- 'schneiden'- vor (Hilmarsson 1996: 93-94; IEW, S. 938) und
ist möglicherweise ins Tilrkische entlehnt werden: til. *kert- 'schneiden'
(R6na-Tas 1986: 73). Die Möglichkeit toch. B kertte ➔ tscher. keråe
wurde von (Joki 1973: 269) abgelehnt, weil das toch. Wort "wohl zu weit
entfemt" ist. Im Lichte der hier entwickelten Hypothese ist dies aber kein
Argument.
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'6. lp. *k5Sk:5- 'träufeln ' (Lehtiranta 1989: 5 8 -59) ~ tscher. (M.) kiSke-, (B.) 
kaSke- 'werfen, begieBen' ~ perm. *kiit- '(aus)gieBen (auch Metall)', *kiSk
'(be)gieBen, streuen' (<FP *kiSk3- 'gieBen, streuen'; UEW, S. 667; KESK, 
S. 124). Der Vokalismus der in UEW rekonstruierten FP Urfoan ist proble
matisch. Der Stamm des Pennischen kann als *kiS- (> *kiS-k- und *kiS-t 
mit verschiedenen Suffixen) bzw. *kiSk- (> *kiSk- t - > *kiSt- )  rekonstruiert
werden. *-k- kann als altes Suffix gleichfalls im Lappischen wie auch im
Tscheremissischen betrachtet werden. Der Archetyp ist also *kVS(-k)-

f-- paratoch. *kåS- 'gieBen' : A käs- 'begie.Ben, bewässern', käs 'Be
wässerung, Irrigation' < urtoch. *kås- < idg. *ghus- '(be)gieBen' (Hilmars
son 1996: 101-103), Filr FU *S ~ paratoch. *S vgl. auch f. salama 'Blitz', 
FW *waike 'Messing, Kupfer, Bronze'; fiir FP Vordervokal ~ paratoch. *å 
- FP *kerts 'Eisen'.

7. Syrj. (Lul.e., OSy., MSy., Petsch.) k�in, (OWy., UWy., Skt., Wym, Ud.)
kgjin 'Wolf' ~ prmj. k§in ~ jaz. kOin~ wotj. kion, (U., MU., M.) kijon, (G.)
k_ijon id. < penn. *kå(j)sn / *k'U(i)sn 'Wolf'. Das seit Y. Wichmann hinzu
gezogene lp. N gaidne 'Wolf' (Wichmann 1912: 131; KESK, S. 139) ist
problematisch, da das Wort mit der Bedeutung 'Wolf' nur in Leems Wörte r 
buch vorkommt (Leem 1768: 313). K. R€dei hat aber unrecht, wenn er 
schreibt, daB das Wort ilberhaupt nur in Leems Wörterbuch vorkommt
(Redei 1971: 421): vgl. gaidne 'Teufel' ("diabolus, Fanden"); mana
gaidnai! 'geh zum Teufel! '  (Friis 1887: 189). Die Bedeutung dieses ver
alterien lappischen Wortes ist also nicht sicher. Wenn das lp. Wort trotzdem
mit den pennischen Wörtem zu vergleichen ist, gibt es ausserdem beacht
liche kulturhistorische Grilnde zu bezweifeln, ob ein ur-FU Wort fiir 'Wolf'
ilberhaupt bis in die heutigen Sprachen iiberleben konnte (Redei 1971: 421;
Napol'skikh 1997). Die Etymologie Redeis: *kOO)sn / *ku(j)sn 'Wolf' <
perm. *ku(j)an 'fangende(s Tier)' < *kuj- 'fangen' (> syrj. kjj- id.) (Ri!dei
1971: 421) ist nicht akzeptabel, weil das penn. Suffix *-an nicht för die
Bildung der nomina agentis, sondern nur fiir die nomina actionis oder
nomina abstracta verwendet wurde, d.h., daB perm. *faijan nicht 'fangend',
sondem 'Fang' oder ''gefangen; was zu fangen ist ' oder (mit sehr seltenen
Beispielen in den pennischen Sprachen) 'irgendein Instrument zum Fangen'
bedeutet hätte. Die Bedeutungsentwicklung *Fang / *gefangen > *Wolf ist
keinesfalls plausibel, ganz zu schwcigen von den abnormalen phonetischen
Formen der etymologisch (nach Redei) klaren permischen Wörter.
AuBerdem kann nach V.  I. Lytkin hier kaum penn. *kujan, sondem nur
*kOjan rekonstruiert werden (Lytkin & Gulyaev 1975: 26-27). Wichtiger als
die fragwilrdigen Nuancen des urpennischen Vokalismus ist aber, daB die
Rekonstruktion des *j in diesem Wort sehr zweifelhaft ist, weil norrnaler
weise in den LuLe., Petsch., MSy. Dialekten das alte *VJV beibehalten ist:
*maj3g 'Stange, Pfahl' (f- iran. majUxa; R€dei 1986: 72) > LuLe., MSy.
majgg, *SOjan 'Essen' (+- *foj- 'essen') > LuLe., Petsch., MSy_. fojan
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(SSKZD, S. 216, 334) usw. Die epenthetische Entstehung des *j in 
intervokalischer Position in einigen syrj. und wotj, Dialekten ist andererseits 
ganz natlirlich. Der Archetyp ist also aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach *k03n 
oder * fai3n 

� paratoch. *k(u)lJfin 'Hund': AB /m (Obl. Sing. A kmii, B kwerh) 
'Hund' < urtoch. *kuy?J(n-) < idg. * kyön / *kuyon- (Hilmarsson 1986: 213; 
1996: 187). Zur Semantik vgl. est. hund 'Wolf' � germ. Urtoch. *kuyån
'Hund' wurde möglicherweise ins Altchinesische (und von da in viele 
tibeto-burmanische Sprachen) entlehnt: achin. *khwen 'Hund' (Pulleyblank 
1966: 11). In diesem Pall gibt es aber auch eine konkurierende urtibeto
burmaoische Rekonstruktion *kwif (Benedict 1972: 44). 

8. Perm. *kom3 'Mensch; (?) Verwandte' (> {?) syrj. komi 'Komi, Syrjänen
oder Permjaken', wotj. vjifkumj 'Verwaodten', wo vjZj 'Wurzel'; KESK,
S .  132) ~ ugr: wog. *kom 'Mann', ung. h(m 'Männchen' - selk. kum 
'Mann, Mensch' (< U *kom3; UEW, S. 168). Die ururalische Entstehung
dieses Wortes aus *koi(e)-m3 < *koje 'Maon' (UEW, S. 167, 168) ist
phonetisch schwer zu akzeptieren, und auBerdem unbeweisbar

� paratoch *kjlyo1pnfi : toch. A SOm 'junger Maon, Knabe', B iaumo 
'Mensch' < urtoch. *koljmfJ < idg. *1,t1J6y-mo-s 'lebend' (Windekens 1976:
486).

9. Ugr. *luw 'Pferd'
� paratoch. *Wlja 'Vieh': toch. A lu, B luwo '(wildes) Tier' < urtoch, 

*låya < idg. *lHyii 'Beute, Raub; Wild' (Windekens 1976: 267-268).
Urtoch. *Wya wurde wahrscheinlich ins Tiirkische und (tiber das Tiir
kische) ins Mongolische entlehnt atii., mo. uia-y- 'ta relay a horse', wenn
die tli. und mo. Wörter iiberhaupt als Entlehnungen betrachtet werden
können (s, Sinor 1967: 313-315; 1988: 737). Dieses Wort wurde ausföhr
Uch in Napol'skikh 1996 besprochen.

10. Nord-sam. *mål)kfl 'Armut, Not, Elend' (> nenz. maIJg 'Elend, Armut', enz.
maggq 'arrn' usw.)

� paratoch. *mföJk- 'in Not sein': toch. A, B märik 'bitten, beniitigen,
brauchen', B menki 'minder' < urtoch. *mål}k- < idg. *mtJ,-k- 'ein wenig,
Mangel' < *men- 'klein, verkleinem' (Windekens 1976: 289). Paratoch. *§ 
> nord-sam. *å nach *m. Diese Etymologie wurde in Helimski 1985: 293
vorgeschlagen.

11. Nord�sam. *meniijiJ 'Vollmond' (> nenz, meriuj, enz. menio) (Helimski
1978: 126)

r paratoch. *mena : toch. A mafi., B meii.e 'Mond' < urtoch. *meria id.
< idg. *mfn-es 'Mond' (Windekens 1976: 280). Fiir paratoch. *a (auBer
dem Anlaut) ➔ sam. * ilj s. auch sam. *sej(k)twå, sam. *kejmä. Diese
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Etymologie wurde mir persönlich von Dr. Vaclav Blai:ek (Pffbram - Emo) 
vorgeschlagen. 

12. (?} FU *met(e) 'Honig'
f- arisch: ai. mådhu- 'sGBer Trank, Met, Honig', aw. maöu- 'Wein,

Honig' usw. (R6dei 1986: 45; Joki 1973: 283-285). Obwohl diese Etymo
Iogie allgemein akzepticrt ist und mit den historisch-kulturellen Umständen
tibereinstimmt, ist es merkwlirdig, daB Semantik tmd Vokalismus proble
matisch sind. Deshalb ist die Suche nach Altemativen berechtigt;

// f- paratoch , *mat(u) : toch. B mit 'Honig' < urtoch. *m;,t(u) < idg. 
*medhu� (Windekens 1976: 298), Das tocharische Wort pafit hier besser als
das arische, sowohl semantisch ('Honig' gegen 'Met, Wein') als auch
phonetisch (Vordervokal gegen *a). Urtoch. *mat ,-Honig' wurde, wahr 
scheinlich ins Altchinesische entlehnt: achin. *mjit 'Honig' (Pulleyblank
1966: 11);

// f- urbalto-slawisch: aksl. medii 'Honig, Met', lit. medUs id. Diese An
nahme wilrde keinen Schwierigkeiten begegnen (auBer aus1autendem *u, 
das ja einfach ausfallen konnte), wenn die Entlehnung Urbalto-slawisch 4 
Urfinno-ugrisch oder (separat) Urugrisch historisch als möglich angesehen 
werden könnte. Meines Erachtens ist diese Möglichkeit oicht ausge
schlossen, benötigt aber noch weitere Untersuchungen. 

Sam. *pJrå- 'brennen', *pur(-) 'Rauch' (> nenz. pur? 'Rauch gegen die 
Miicken (auch Sonderfeuer, das filr Rauch angemacht ist' usw.) (Janhunen 
1977: 131) 

f- paratoch. *payor / *pur : toch. A por, B piiwar 'Feue r '  < urtoch.
*puyär / *päyår < idg. *peyOr / *piir 'Feuer' (Hilmarsson 1986: 207).

13. f. salama 'Blitz' ~ ugr. *siil- 'blitzen; Blitz' (> wog. N säl-, T. siJ-, P. sef/
'blitzen', ostj. W. sii.1-, Ni. s6t- 'zucken, blitzen', D. siit: påjscit 'Blitz') <
FU *fala(ma) 'Blitz; blitzen' (UEW, S. 459) ~ sam. *så/3- 'blinken' (> mat.
salamarga 'Blitz'; Janhunen 1977: 135; Helimski 1997: 334)

(?) H paratoch. *Syalom 'Flamme; Blitz': toch A slam, B sleme <
urtoch. *srplemJ 'Feuer, Flamme' < idg. *s1Jel-om- < *s1J:el- 'schwelen,
brennen' (Windekens 1976: 430; IEW, S. 1045). FU *S ~ paratoch. *S vgl.
auch FP *kiSb-'gieBen, streuen', FW *waSke 'Messing, Kupfer, Bronze'.
Die idg. Etymologie des tocharischen Wortes ist aber sehr unwahrschein
lich: idg. *sye� sollte im Tocharischen *� (< *s') ergeben. Deshalb ist zu
erwägen, ob das tocharische Wort nicht selbst eine Entlehnung aus einer
ugrischen oder samojedischen Sprache ist. In diesem Fall wiirde es wohl
das einzige uralische Lehnwort im Tocharischen sein, da alle bisher unter
nommenen Versuche dieser Art (Naert 1964-68; Windekens 1 962; 1963a;
1963b; 1964a; 1964b) nicht haltbar sind.
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14. Ugr. *Siipt 'sieben', wo *S = entweder *19-, phonetisch eher *A (< *s / *s):
ostJ. *Aiipat}, oder *s (< *s'): wog. *sfit, oder, obwohl nicht so wahr
scheinlich1 *x: ung. het 

f- paratoch. *Saptå: toch. A �pät, B �ukt 'sieben' < urtoch. *�apt5 < idg.
* septf1J-· Filr die verschiedenartigen ugr. Widerspiegelungen des toch. * S s.
auch unter FW *waSke 'Messing, Kupfer, Bronze'. Urtoch. *�apt5 wurde
wahrscheinlich ins Altchinesische, achin. *sjct 'sieben', und ins Tilrkische,
ti.i. *jetti (< *Jeptl) 'sieben', entlehnt. Darilber ausfiihrlich in (Napol'skikh
1995b);

// f- arisch : ai. Saptd- 'sieben' usw. (Joki 1973: 313). Diese Etymologie 
ist aber phonetisch kaum möglich (Napo1'skikh 1995b). 

15. Ursamojedisch *sej(k)tw5 (? < *sejtwå < *sejptå) 'sieben' (Janhunen
1977: 139- 140) 

f- paratoch. *Saptå : toch. A �pät, B �ukt 'sieben' (s. oben). In Na
pol'sk:ikh 1995b verband ich sam. *sej(k)twå mit der wahrscheinlichen
Protoform von toch. B �ukt < ur(B)toch. *�ey/c1t5 < urtoch. *�aptå. Da nach
J. Janhunen der ursamojedische Archetyp als *sejpt5 rekonstruiert werden
kann (Janhunen 1994: 259) und die Entwicklung paratoch. *a ➔ sam. * llj 
von einigen anderen Beispielen bestätigt wird (s. nord-sam. *meniijå 
'Vollmond', sam. *kejmä), ist es möglich, das sam. Wort auf dieselbe 
paratoch. Quelle zurilckfi.ihren wie ugr. *Siipt. Der tocharische Ursprung 
des samojedischen Wortes wurde in (Janhunen 1983: 119} vorgeschlagen. 

16. (?) f. suola 'Salz', est. saa! - mord. sai ~ syrj. soi, wotj. sjlal 'id.' < FP
*sa/3 (UEW, S. 750) / *söl3 'Salz' (Keresztes 1986: 129). Die Re
konstruktion eines *o bzw. *O begegnet keinen Schwierigkeiten, för *a sind
verschiedene (nicht so iiberzeugende) Erklärungen anzufilgen

f- arisch: ai, sali/å- 'See' ( ? *'salzig' � Adj.) < (?) idg. *sai- 'Salz'.
Das ist aber der einzige, noch dazu fragwtirdige Vertreter des idg. Stammes 
in den arischen Sprachen. Dieses Problem veranlasste auch die Verfasser 
der klassischen Werke Uber die idg. Lehnwörter in  den uralischen Sprachen 
zur Annahme einer tocharischen Herkunft des FP Wortes (Joki 1973: 316; 
Redei 1986: 58); 

// f- paratoch. *salå : toch. A säie, B salyiye 'Salz' < ur toch. *salå < 
idg. *sai- 'SaJz' (Windekens 1976: 417). Obwohl die tocharische Quelle 
zweifellos besser als die arische aussieht, verbleibt das Problem des Voka 
lismus: paratoch. *a ~ FP *O / *o hat keine Erklärung;

// � urslawisch *soll(aksl. soliusw.) < idg. *sai- 'Salz' (nur im Slaw. 
*a > *o; IEW, S. 878-879). Dies begegnet keinen phonetischen Schwierig
keiten. Da es historische Grilnde för die Hypothese ältester Berilhrungen
zwischen Urfinno-Permiern und einer Gruppe von Indogennanen gibt,
deren Sprache zu demselben idg. Areal wie das Ur(balto )slawische gehörte,
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halte ich die vorurslawischc Herkunft dieses FP Wortes för am wahrschein
lichsten, 

17. FW *van:s 'Krähe' (f. varis 'Krähe' ~ lp. *vör§C, *vOrCCe ~ mord. (E)
variej, varCej, (M) varSi, varci) ~) ugr. *wdr.1)3 'Krähe' (wog. (N) t"irin,
(MLoz.) urin ~ ostj. (Wach) urIJj, (D.) wdrr_Jå.j, (0.) wdr1Ja ~ ung. varjti) ~
sam. *wår(Qä)- 'Krähe' (nenz. (T.) bilrIJ€, (W,) barrjiif, selk. (Ta.) kuere, 
(Ty.) kqrä, kam. barj, mat. bere) < V *war3 'Krähe' "Onomat." (UEW, S.
559; Janhunen 1977: 170; Lehtiranta 1989; 154) oder ugrisch-samojedische
*wanJ3. Die ugrischen und samojedischen Wörter stehen einander sehr
nahe, das FW hat aber ein anderes Suffix. Ein onomatopoetischer Ursprung
dieser Wörter ist unbeweisbar: in keiner uralischen Sprache schreit die
Krähe "war" 

+- paratoch. *yarna 'Krähe': toch. B wraufia 'Rabe' (auch Personen
name WrauSke '(?) kleiner Rabe') < urtoch. *llarnau(rija) 'Rabe' < idg. 
*urn-os (masc.) 'Rabe' (auch *llrn-ll (fem.) 'Krähe') < *yrn- 'schwarz'
(*'verbrannt') < *1Jer- 'brennen' (Windekens 1976: 583; IEW, S. 1166);

// +- balt. oder slaw. *yarnd (fem.) 'Krähe' / *yarnos (masc.) 'Rabe': lit. 
varna, aksl. vrana 'Krähe, lit. va'rnas, aksl. vranU 'Rabe' < idg. *yrn-. Die 
Entlelmung Urbaltisch oder Urslawisch ➔ Ursampjedisch ist aber his
torisch kaum möglich; 

// +- (?) iran.: pashto vrly 'Rabe', ormuri kilJJa-wraya 'Rabe', pehl. 
varlly, varllk, balochi guriiy 'Krähe' < *varäka (Morgenstierne 1927) 
(andere idg. Erweiterung). Die Suffigierung *-ka kann sich aber nur in 
mord. E varaka 'Krähe' widerspiegeln. 

18. FW *waSke / *wä.fke 'Messing, Kupfer, Bronze' (f. waski ~ est. vask ~ lp.
*vi.fkl ~ mord. E u§ke, vi§kä, M uSkä 'Draht') ~ perm. *wei 'Schmuck
(aus Metall)' (> wotj. ve§ 'Glasperlen': aivei 'BruStschmuck aus Mi.inzen',
wo ai 'vor-, Vorderteil', Cjrtjvd 'Halskette (aus Mi.inzen)', wo Cjrtj 'Hals'
� syrj. vgS� '(mein) lieber' < *'teuer') ~ penn. und urwogulisch *äs-weS
'Zinn, Blei' (wotj. uzveS ~ syrj. ozjS ~ wog. N ätwes, P. oåtwd, K.
oåtkhwes, T. äitkiis) ~ ugr. *waS 'Metall, Eisen', wo *S = *C (ung. vas) /
·"'x (ostj. *wdx) (vgl. ugr. *Säpt 'sieben') ~ sam. *wesä 'Metall, Eisen;
Schmuck' (UEW, S. 560-561; Janhunen 1977: 175; Lehtiranta 1989: 146-
147). Wegen der phonetischen Schwierigkeiten (FW, Ungarisch und Ost
jakisch zeigen einen urspriinglichen Hintervokal, Samojedisch und Per 
misch eher einen Vordervokal) ist schwerlich U *waSke anzunehmen.
AuBer dem Vokalismus ist auch das vollständige Fehlen von Spuren des *�
k -am Wurzelende in den pennischen Sprachen merkwi.irdig: nonnalerweise
sollte es in den obliquen Ponnen erscheinen, im Udmurtischen wäre also
also *uzve§kanJ statt uzveSanj 'verzinnen' und *ai.veSkj statt ai.veSe 'mein
Brustschmuck' zu erwarten. Udm. azveS ~ syrj. ezj.i 'Silber' ist, wie ung.
eziist, eine urossetische Entlehnung (f- osset. t:eWZist 'Silber' < *zvesta>)
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(IESO I, S. 213). Auf diese Weise so werden die abnormalen syrjänischen 
(mit -js') und die rätselhaften ungarischen Formen ahne gröBere Schwierig
keiten (wie in Joki 1962: 157-158) erklärt, was auch mit den historischen 
Tatsachen (Ausbreitung des Silbers aus dem Söden ins Wolga-Ural-Gebiet) 
in Einklang steht 

f--- urtoch. *waSå 'Gold' (A wäs, B yasa 'gold') < idg. *H1J:es(k)- (lit. 
duksis, apr. ausis, arm. oski, lat. aurum (< *ausom); för die weitere Ge
schichte des idg. Wortes vgl. sum. bu.Skin 'Gold' , _ (buchstäblich 'rote Erde') 
(Aalto 1959: 36; Menges 1965: 132-136). Die tocharischen und uralischen 
Wörter wurde schon friiher zusammengestellt (Aalto 1959; Joki 1976: 339; 
R6dei 1986: 42-43). Eine Entlehnung in umgekehrter Richtung (U ➔ idg.), 
wie es von den oben genannten Forschem vermutet wurde, ist phonetisch 
unmöglich, ganz zu schweigen von der hypotetischen vorderorientalischen 
Herkunft des indogermanischen Wortes. Ein uralisches Wort fiir 'Metall' 
kann auch aus hiStorischen Griinden kaum rekonstruiert werden, was mit 
den 1autlichen Schwierigkeiten einhergeht (s. schon in Napol'skikh 1989). 
Unter allen idg. Sprachen gab es nur im Tocharischen Formen, die als 
Quelle fiir die uralischen dienen konnten, was auch auf eine verhältnismäBig 
späte Entlehnung hindeutet. J. Janhunen hat bestimmt recht, wenn er 
schreibt, daB (zumindest) das samojedische Wort als gesonderte Entlehnung 
aus dem Tocharischen betrachtet werden muB (Janhunen 1983: 120). Zu FU 
S ~ urtoch. s vgl. auch finno-permisch *kiSks- 'gieBen, streuen', f. salama. 
Toch. B yasa wurde wahrscheinlich auch ins Tiirkische entlehnt: tii. *jäz 
'Messing, Bronze ' (R6na-Tas 1986: 74); die Bedenken J. Reinharts (1994: 
80) sind unberechtigt, da das B -tocharische Wort zwar als yasa ge
schrieben, aber etwa wie (jasa) (obliquer Stamm ysä- )  ausgesprochen
wurde.

Obwohl einige dieser Lehnwörter in den uralischen Sprachen sehr weit v e r 
breitet sind (s. syrj.jort, perm. *kom3, FU *met(e), f. salama, FW *varC3, FW 
*waSke), zeigen ihre phonetischen Ponnen fast immer Unterschiede, die sich am
besten als Ergebnis einer unabhängigen Entlehnung in die bereits getrennten
uralischen Ursprachen erklären lassen. Die folgenden uralischen Ursprachen
waren wohl zur 2.eit der Kontakte noch nicht weiter zerfallen: Urpermisch (bis
Anfang des 2. Jts. u.Z.), Ursamojedisch (bis in die ersten Jahrhunderte u.Z.),
Urugrisch (? -mit Ausnahme von *waSke -kaum später als bis zur Mitte des 1.
Jts. vor u.Z., wahrscheinlich frtiher), die sogenannte "Finno-wolgaische" (nur
eine wissenschaftliche Konstruktion, besser wäre von einer ostseefinnisch
Iappisch�mordwinischen Spracheinheit zu sprechen, die ungefähr bis zum Ende
des 2. Jts. - Anfang des 1. Jts. vor u.Z. existierte). Die finno-permische Sprach
einheit muB aber zur Zeit der Kontak:te schon zerfällen gewesen sein (etwa
gegen Ende des 3. - erste Hälfte des 2. Jts. vor u.Z.). Zusammenfassend kann
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man folgem, daB der Kontakt kaum später als zu Beginn des 1. Jts. und kaum 
fliiher als am Ende des 3. Jts. vor u.Z. stattfand. 

Da einige der vorgelegten Etymologien dem Bereich der (Bronze-) 
Metallurgie, Pferdezucht und Radverkehr angehören - Kulturphänomenen, die in 
der eurasiatischen Waldzone seit Ende des 3. bis ins 2. Jt. vor u.Z. verbreitet 
sind, kann man folgern, da8 die Datierung der paratocharisch-uralischen Be
rtihrungen im groBen und ganzen auf das 2. Jts. vor u.Z. das Richtige trifft. 

Die paratocharischen Quellenformen passen ebenfalls dazu. Sie sehen nicht 
zu archaisch aus; einige weisen a]JfFormen vor der Palatalisierung von *k. Vom 
sprachwissenschaftlichen Standpunkt her mu8 die eigenständige Entwicklung 
der einzelnen tocharischen (A und B) Sprachen mindestens filnf bis zehn 
Jahrhunderte vor dern Auftreten der ersten schriftlichen tocharischen Quellen 
und den ersten Öbersetzungen buddhistischer Literatut begonnen haben (Lane 
1966: 221, 232). Da aber die kutschanische - am wahrscheinlisten West
tocharisch sprechende - Bo-Dynastie schon im 1. Jh. u.Z. in Kutscha herrschte 
und der Buddhismus schon in den letzten Jhn. vor u.Z. in Kutscha bekannt war 
(Liu 1969: 11-15, 20-22), mu8 diese Datierung noch um mindestens 500-600 
Jahre tiefer angesetzt werden. Das bedeutet, daB die angenommenen para
tocharischen Ponnen am wahrscheinlichsten vor dem Beginn des 1. Jts. vor u.Z. 
existiert haben miissen. 

Wenn man iiber den Ort und die Art der Berlihrungen sprechen will, mu8 
man in Betracht ziehen, daB alle obenerwähnten uralischen Ursprachen fur den 
Kontakt herangezogen wurden (s. Karte). Parallele Entlehnungen ins Tiirkische 
und Altchinesische zeigen, daB derselbe (ur)tocharische Einflul3 auch för die 
kulturhistoriscbe Entwicklung der Völker Z.Cntral- und Ostasiens sehr wicbtig 
war. Es handelt sich also um eine kulturhistoriscbe Erscheinung, die einerseits 
zwischen der Wende des 3. und 2. und der erste Hälfte des 1. Jts. vor u.Z. auf
trat und die weiten Gebiete zwischen der Wasserscheide von Ob und Jenissei 
und der Oberen Wolga umfal3te und die andererseits mit dem zentralasiatischen 
Kulturgebiet, sowie dem Ursprung der historischen Tocharier, irgendwie ver
bunden gewesen sein muB. Fiir die Entwicklung der Metallurgie, des Rad,
wagenverkehrs, der Pferdezucht usw. in Z.Cntral- und Nordeurasien muB der 
EinfluB dieses Phänomens bedeutungsvoll gewesen s'ein. 

1m Norden gibt es nur eine einzige diesen Bedingungcn entsprechende 
archäologisch nachweisbare urgeschichtliche Erscheinung - das sogenannte 
Sejma-Turbino-transkulturelle Phänomen (s. Chemykh & Kuz'minykh 1989), 
das in zahlreichen Kenotaph-Gräbem aus der Z.Cit zwischen dem 17. und 15 Th. 
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Sejma-Turbino in Eurllilien. (1) Die wahrscheinliche· Lokalisation der uralischen Ursprachen 
zur Zeit der Beriilmmgcn mit den Para-Tocharcn: S - Ursamojedisch, Ug - Urugrisch, P -
Urpcnnisch, FW - finno-wolgaische (finno-mordwinischc) Einhcit. (2) Die Afanas'cvo
Kultur in der zweite Hälfte des 3. - Anfang des 2. Jts. vor u.Z. (3) Das Kemgebiet der Ent
stehung der metallurgischen Tradition und Kultur des Scjma-Turbino Phänomens. (4) <lie 
Hauptrichtungen der Wanderungen der Sejma-Turbino-Gruppen von Sildsibirien nach 
Osteuropa. 

vor u.Z. in den Gebieten vom Oberen Ob bis zur Oberen Wolga faBbar ist 
Einige ErLeugnisse aus der Sejma-Turbino-Produktion wurden auch an der Ost
see und in Moldawien (der sog. Borodino-Schatz) gefunden (s. Karte, s. auch 
die Karten in Chemykh & Kuz'minykh 1989: 15-16). Diese Funde sind reich an 
ausgefallenen, kunstvoll gearbeiteten Bronzewaffen. Sie stammen von Gruppen 
von Metallurgen, Kriegem, Pferdezilchtem und Händlem, die sich entlang der 
groBen Flilsse bewegten, mit der lokalen Bevölkerung in Berilhrung kamen und 
so in der Waldzone Westsibiriens und Osteuropas ihre hochentwickelte Bronze
metallurgie verbreiteten. Als Folge des Sejma-Turbino-Phänomens begann 
hier eine neue Entwicklungsstufe der Bronzezeit, während im Gebiet vom Ural 
bis zum Baltikum das östliche, uralische metallurgische Zentrum dominierte 
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(Chernykh & Kuz'minykh 1989: 267-277; s. auch Kuz'minych 1996; Chernykh 
& Kuz'minykh 1994). Obwohl dieses Phänomen nicht sehr langlebig war, 
milssen die Sejma-Turbino-Gruppen starken EinfluB auf die Kultur der Wald
stämme vom Jenissej bis zum Baltikum ausgeiibt haben, was sich auch in der 
Sprache wiederspiegeln mu.Bte. 

Wie aus den archäologischen Materialen und aus der chemischen Analyse 
des Metalls folgt, wgen die Sejma-Turbino-Gruppen aus dem Siiden Westsibiri
ens zum Uralgebirge und weiter nach Westen durch die Wälder Osteuropas. Der 
Kem der Träger dieses Kulturkomplexes stammte von der Bevölkerung der siid
sibirischen Waldsteppen und dem Vorland des Altai-Gebirges ab, die ihrerseits 
den östlichsten Teil des gro/3en Areals der äl testen Viehzilchter der eurasiatisch
en Steppen darstellte (Chemykh & Kuz'minykh 1989: 251-253). Die Zuge
hörigkeit der Sprachen dieser nordeuropäoiden Bevölkerung zur indoger
manischen Sprachfamilie gilt im allgemeinen als sehr wahrscheinlich, Die 
frilheste Gruppe dieser Bev,ölkerung in Siidsibirien waren die Träger der 
Afanas'evo-Kultur, die von der ersten Hälfte des 3, Jts. vor. u.Z. bis zum 18. 
Th. vor u.Z. am oberen Ob, Irtysch, Jenissej und teilweise auch in der nordwest
Iichen Mongolei verbreitet waren (Vadetskaja 1986). Die Afanas'evo-Kultur 
und das Sejma-Turbino-Phänomen sind nicht unmittelbar miteinander ver
bunden, anzumerken sind aber die drei folgenden Umstände: erstens war der 
Beitrag der Afanas'evo-Kul tur an der Entwicklung der Bronzemetallurgie und 
der Entstehung der Viehzucht Siidwestsibiriens sehr beträchtlich. Zweitens 
stimmt das Verbreitungsgebiet der Afanas'evo-Kul tur mit dem Entstehungsge
biet des Sejma-Turbino-Phänomens ilberein (s. Karte): die Zeitspanne zwischen 
den heiden beträgt nicht mehr als einhundert Jahre. SchlieBlich wurde die 
Afanas'evo-Kultur von der Okunevo-Kul tur, deren ursprtingliche Träger aus 
dem Osten stammten, abgelöst. Obwohl die Träger der Okunevo-Kultur zu 
einem anderen Rassentypus gehörten, wurden sie die kulturellen Nachfolger der 
Afanas'evo-Kultur und sicherlich gingen Teile der Träger der Afanas'evo
Kultur in ihr auf. Mit der Okunev o -Tradition hat die Sejma-Turbino-Metallurgie 
und -Kunst vieles gemeinsam. 

Obwohl die Denkmäler der Afanas'evo-Kultur deutlich auf Viehzucht hin
weisen, muB es sich um ein frilheres ökonomisches System handeln, das nicht 
mit der offenen Steppenzone verbunden war, sondem von jahrzeitlichen 
Wanderungen in die Waldsteppe oder in den Berggiirtel abhängig gewesen sein 
muB. Damit vereinfachte sich die Verbreitung dieser Bevölkerung in die Vorge
birge Zentralasiens einerseits und in die sibirische Taiga andererseits. 1n die 
letzte Richtung bewegten sich die Sejma-Turbino-Gruppen, mit der ersten 
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könnte das Eindringen der Urtocharier in Xinjiang verbunden scin. Zwar sind 
<lie Regionen im Siiden des Sajan-Altai-Gebirges sehr schlecht erforscht, ein 
solches Eindringen ist aber nichtsdestoweniger archäologisch dokumentiert. 
Besonders die chinesische (Gansu) Qijia-Kultur (Ende des 3. - Anfang des 
2. Jts. vor u.Z.) zeigt einige Zilge, <lie als Reminiszenzen des nördlichen
Einflusses der Afanas'evo- und Okunevo-Kulturen und als Spuren ku1turel1er
Verbindungen mit der Sejma-Turbino-Tradition betrachtet werden können
(Semenov 1993: 28; Huber 1995: 34-51).

Die Hypothese ilber clie Abstammung der Urtocharier von Trägem der 
Afanas'evo-Kultur ist nicht neu und scheint, nach der Entdeckung der kauka
soiden Mumien aus dem 3. -2. Jts. vor u.Z. in Xinjiang, för die Erklärung des 
frilhen Auftretens der Tocharier im Osten die beste zu sein (Mallory 1995: 379-
382). Sie bekommt noch eine zusätzliche Stiitze im Licht der hier dargestellten 
Materialen und der Möglichk�it, die uralisch-paratocharischen Beriihrungen mit 
der Entwicklung des Sejma-Turbino-Phänomens zu verbinden. 

ABKiiRZUNGEN 
achin. - altchinesisch 
ai. - altindisch 
aksi. - altkirchenslawisch 
apr. - altpreussisch 
ann. - annenisch 
atil. - alttilrkisch 
aw. - awestisch 
balt. - (ur)baltisch 
bulg. - wolga-bulgariseh (tiirkisch) 
enz. - enzisch 
est. - estnisch 
f. - finnisch
FP- urfinno-pennisch 
FU - urfinno-ugrisch 
FW - finno-wolgaisch 
genn. - gennanisch 
gr. - altgriechisch 
idg. - urindogcnnanisch 
iran. - (ur)iranisch 
kam. - kamassisch 
lat. - lateinisch
lit. - litauisch

lp. - lappisch 
N -Norwegisch-lappisch 

mat. - matorisch 
mo. - mongolisch 
mord. - mordwinisch 

E - cr.:änisch 
M - mokschanisch 

nenz. -nenzisch 
T. -Tundrajurakisch 
W. - Waldjurakisch 

ngan. - nganasanisch 
nord-sam. -(ur)nord-samojedisch 
osset. - ossetisch 
ostj. - ostjakisch 

D. -Demjanka -Dialekt 
Kaz. -Kazym-Dialekt 
NL -Nizjam-Dialekt 
0. -Obdorsk-Dialekt 
Wach - Wach-Dialekt 

paratoch. - paratocharisch 
pehl. - pehlewi (mittelpersisch) 
penn. - urp:ennisch 
sam. - ursamojedisch 
sum. - sumerisch 
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selk, - sclkupisch 
Ta. -Tas-Dialckt 
Ty.- Tym-Dialekt 

slaw. -(ur)slawisch 
syrj. - syrjänisch 

LuLe. - Luza und Letka-Dialekt 
MSy. - Mittel-Syso!a-Dialckt 
OSy. - Obcr-Sysola-Dialekt 
OWy. - Ober-Wytschegda -Dialckt 
Pelsch. -Petschora-Dialekt 
Skt. - Syktyvkar-Dialckt 
Ud. - Udora-Dialekt 
UWy. - Untcr-Wytschegda-Dialekt) 
Wym - Wym-Dialekt 

toch. - tocharisch 
tscher. -tscheremissisch 

B. - Birsk-Dialckt 
KB - Kosmodcmjansk odcr 

Bergtschercmisslsch 
M. - MalmyZ-Dialckt
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THE RISE OF THE FINNO-UGRIC 
LANGUAGE FAMILY 

Tapani Salminen 

There exist a good number of often radically different scenarios about the early 
history of the Finno-Ugric (Uralic) language family. The crucial questions can 
be fonnulated as follows. Firstly, how are the Finno-Ugric languages related to 
each other, or more speci.fically, how are they properly classified? Secondly, 
where was the oldest centre of expansion of the Finno-Ugric family? Thirdly, 
when did the first contacts between Finno-U gric and In.do-European take place? 
Fourthly, what are the prospects för a distant genetic relationship between 
Finno-Ugric and Indo-European? It may be said that to ali these questions there 
is ane standard answer but in each case both the standard and the competing 
views require critical evaluation. This essay attempts to give a general overview 
af some of the problems that scholars need to tackle in the future, without going 
into details of various controversial issues or referring to all important public
ations in the field. 

DEFINING FEATURES 

If we try, as we should, keep the concepts 'protolanguage' and 'reconstruction 
level' apart, it is self-evident that protolanguages have· been natural languages, 
and typical features of a natural language are variation and cbange, which are 
connccted with both intemal contacts promoting uni ty of the language area 
and ex.temal contacts leading to differentiation. A natural protolanguage, so to 
speak, must have been a dynamic dialect continuum. Changes frequently result 
in the increase of dialectal differences, which is a necessary but not a sufficient 
condition för an actual break-up of the protolanguage into a number of daughter 
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languages. Rather, new languages are created ilo that the transitional dialects 
between the main dialects of the protolanguage disappear through assimilation to 
the main dialects or other languages, which yields clear�cut units that can no 
longer profoundly influence each other but continue to change independently. 
Paradoxically, then, the extinction of transitional dialects changes the status of 
dialects to languages. 

The outcome of the recurrent divisions within a language family can well be 
captured in the classical tree model, although it is important to keep in mind that 
the tree model is not a theory of genetic relationship but a means of illustrating it. 
There is also no need to assume that the structure of the tree model must always 
be binary, with every node divided into two branches, but a tree with several 
equal branches is natural and even expected in the case of a language family 
whose subsequent diversity appears to be the result of a rapid expansion from 
the original language area to different directions. Finno-U gric and Indo-Euro
pean are prime examples of such highly expansive language families, but there is 
a difference in the traditions of classification. The Finno-Ugric family, which is 
the name that is provocatively used here instead of Uralic, is almost always 
classified according to a binary tree model, which is based on the status af the 
Finnish language as the focal point af the classificatory scheme. 

1n other words, it is a grave error to assume that a single innovation _equals 
a break-up of the protolanguage, and that an established isogloss within the 
family corresponds to an early language boundary. Such an approach is typical 
of scholars who insist on a binary classification, but do not recognise that the 
starting -point of any changes must have been a protolanguagc which was 
already characterized by variation. Furthermore, the choice of decisive innova
tions in a binary classification is generally quite random, because true language 
boundaries must have become established much later than the oldest isoglosses 
dividing the language area. 

Finno-Ugric Ianguages, in the widest sense of the wo_rd, share a few core 
vocabulary items, though when critically examined, the number of satisfactory 
etymologies appears smaller than was thought earlier (Janhunen 1981; Sammal
lahti 1988). Whether or not there were borrowings from Indo-European that 
spread to ali branches of Finno-Ugric including Samoyed, is still being argued 
but the case for such borrowings seems quite strong (Koivulehto 1991; Redei 
1986; 1988). While scholars agree on many details of the Proto-Finno-Ugric 
sound system, there are also different views about several crucial questions. The 
basic morphological structure is, hopefully, better understood, and three types of 
suffixal markers can be quite reliably reconstructed in Proto-Finno-Ugric, 
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namely a set of case endings and two sets of personal suffixes (Janhunen 1982). 
The persona! suffixes, in particular, can be regarded as defining features of the 
Finno-Ugric language family, because on the ane hand_, they are transparent 
enough to be recognized as products of agglutination processes of persona! 
pronouns, and on the other hand, certain morphophonological alternations can 
be reconstructed in the system of possessive suffixes at least (Janhunen 1982), 
so they had already had time to lose some of their original agglutinative character 
before any major disintegration of the protolanguage. Curiously ,_ Indo-European 
is characterized by a set of persona! suffixes with a similar background, and it 
might prove interesting to study the possible connections. 

CLASSIFICATION 

fu the traditional binary classification of the Finno-Ugric (Uralic) family (för an 
illustration, see Häkkinen 1983: 83; 1984: 8), there are two kinds of proto
language. Nine of them (Proto-Saami, Proto-Finnic, Proto-Mordvin, Proto
Mari, Proto-Permian, Proto-Hungarian, Proto-Mansi, Proto-Khanty, and Proto
Samoyed), often given as the lowest nodes in a tree graph, clearly stand apart 
from each other and from their common predecessor (P!oto-Uralic), with a large 
number of characteristic innovations. The other alleged protolanguages (Proto
Finno-Ugric, Proto-Finno-Permian, Proto-Finno-Volgaic, Proto-Finno-Saami, 
Proto-Ugric, Proto-Ob-Ugrian, and Proto-Volgaic) are supergroups of the nine 
well-founded branches, and little substantiation has ever been presented för 
them. Häkkinen (1984) presents a detailed critique of the 1arger groupings 
(Finno-Ugric, Finno-Permian, and Finno-Volgaic) as they are -still based on 
obsolete criteria formulated in the 19th century, and Salminen (forthcoming) 
evaluates the controversies over the narrower subgroups. Helimski (1982), 
while critical af such intennediate protolanguages as Finno-Pennian and Finno
Volgaic, calling them areal genetic units instead, tacitly assumes the primary 
division between Finno-Ugric and Samoyed, but it is difficult to see how Finno
Ugric should earn a different treatment and why, för instance, Ugro-Samoyed 
(including Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyed) would not be an areal 
genetic unit exactly like Finno-Pennian and FinnoN olgaic. 

As to the factual basis Of the suggested primary division, no sound changes 
were assigned to the intenncdiate Finno-Ugric level (and the samc was largely 
true about the other binary nodes as well) until the recent studies by Janhunen 
( 1981) and Sammallahti (1988) who have actually presented a couple of tenta
tive sound changes characteristic of the intermediate levels. A good summary is 
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provided by Sammallahti (1998: 119-122) in his presentation of the historit:al 
background of the Saarni languages: according to him, there are two Finno
Ugric, two Finno-Permian, ane Finno-Volgaic, and three Finno-Saami sound 
changes; the actual number is, however, lower, because some of them represent 
different phases or effects af the same process. It is very difficult to see these 
results as -conclusive: in some cases it may be a question of an illusion created 
by reconstruction techniques; in other cases there are tao few etymologies to 
establish the actual distribution of the innovation; and with regard to the Finno
Saami sound changes (1) and (2) as posited by Sammallahti (1998: 122), there 
are no grounds for arguing that they covered Finnic (cf. Sammallahti 1998: 
190). AH of the few sound changes involve the history of vowels, and while i t  is 
true that Janhunen and Sammallahti have made notable progress in this field, no 
systematlc pattems of innovations have been established as yet., and scholars 
like Abondolo (1996) have pursued an entirely new picture of the development 
ofvowels. 

TI1e established basis för the primary division is, however, not sound 
changes but the number of shared vocabulary: it is an undeniable fact that with 
regard to their lexicon, the Samoyed languages form an aberrant branch within 
the family. Hawever, shared vacabulary is nat a criterion för classification since 
anly innavatians caunt, and it is straightforward to assume that a wavc af lexical 
innovatians met Proto-Samoyed in the eastem periphery af the area. TI1e other 
logical option would be that Samoyed had retained the bulk of the original Uralic 
lexicon which would make Finno-Ugric the innovative branch, but a situation 
with massive changes in vocabulary but with no or very few changcs in 
grammar, phonology included, can hardly be expected. 

Thcre are two special groups of lexical itcms used as supporting evidence 
för the primary division, namely the numerals and the Indo-European laan
words, supposed to be exclusively Finno-Ugric. By now it should be clear that 
Samoyed shnres twa numerals with the rest of the fämily, 'two' and 'five '  (cf. 
R6dei 1986-91), the cognate of the latter meaning 'ten' in Samoyed, which 
appears to be a semantic innovation, especially since the Samoyed word for 
'five', being four syllables long, looks very much like an innovation. However, 
the numerals for 'three', 'four' and 'six', ifwe assume that they were not simply 
replaced by other words in Proto-Samoyed which seems the like1iest possibility, 
speak undeniably för the unity of the traditiona! Finno-Ugric branch. Whether 
the distribution af these numerals constitutes a sufficient hasis för establishing_ a 
protolanguage remains an apen question. 
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The argument conceming the Indo-European loanwords, on the other hand, 
has become largely obsolete because there are a number of words with cognates 
in Samoyed that are now recognized as being of Indo-European or.igin, cf. 
Koivulehto. (1991) and Redei (1986; 1988). There are vocal critics of this idea 
(cf. Helimski 1995; Napol'skikh 1997), but their assessmcnts seem to der.ive
from somewhat outdated views about Finno-Ugric and Indo-European historical 
phonology (cf. Anttila 1993). 

Whatever the value of the proposed innovations is, the crucial thing is that 
they are vcry few; so few that even their cumulativc effect is not sufficient to 
make a lowest-level intennediate protolanguage (e.g., Proto-Finno-Saami) dif 
ferent from thc highest-level one (Le., Proto-Uralic). In other words, by com
paring Saarni and Finnic alone we reach phonological and morphological re
constructions that are supposed to be distinctly Finno-Saami (a1so known as 
"early Proto-Finnic" which is an unfortunate misnomer) but tum out to be vir
tually identical with Proto-Uralic reconstructions. This state of affairs is, inci
dentally, evident from the tables including reconstructions on each intennediate 
level in Sammallahti (1998: 189, 198-202). It must be concluded that in 
comparison with the well-established protolanguages, the intermediate proto
languages represent a different kind of theoretical construct and, consequently, 
another taxonomic category. Calling them 'areal genetic units' in the Helimskian 
scnse seems an appropriate tenninological cboice. 

There is no need to claim that the intennediate protolanguages in each case 
lack foundation altogether, but that the evidence for them is scanty, and that in 
fact, it is possible lo draw competing binary trees with as much substance to the 
alternative intennediate nodes as to the nodes in the traditiona! binary tree. 
Creating contlicting binary trees is not d.ifficult, and one serious proposal has 
been made by Viitso (1997: 921; cf. also Viitso 1995). Furthennore, if a tree 
following similar standards but from a Samoyed point of view was drawn, it 
would probably include branches such as Khanty�Samoycd and Ugro-Samoycd, 
contradicting both the traditiona! and Viitso's altemative scheme. 

Consequently, it would be a wise move to disqualify the ill-founded inter
mediate protolanguages in the basic taxonomic description of the Finno-U gric 
(Uralic) language family, and be content with a flat family tree consisting of the 
ninc basic branches (for an illustration, see Häkkinen 1983: 384). This is not to 
say that higher groups would not require extensive study, quite the contrary, but 
it would actually be a more fruitful approach from every point of view to treat 
them as results of areal inter-branch connections rather than properly defined 
protolanguages. Binary classific;:ation as such is a valid possibility, so its appa-
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rent invalidity when applied to Finno-Ugric is simply due to tbe lack af 
substantial evidence. The actual historical and linguistic developments that led ta 
the establishment of the nine uncontested branches must have been a highly 
complex process rather than a neat nine-fold division of the language area, but 
Sticking to a single untenable hypothesis to explain this process does not help 
but hampers serious study in the field. 

The multi-level hierarchy typical af a binary tree also obscures the obvious 
chain-like structure of the Finno-Ugric language family, or the network-like 
structure of Indo-European, for that matter. The problem is that while binary 
trees look interesting, their non-binary altemative is flat both literally and figura
tively, but has ane obvious and unque.'\tionable merit, though, namely that it only 
includes well-founded units representing valid, historically significant proto
languages. In technical terms, non-binary trees need not be called anything el se 
but trees, although sometimes 'bushes' and other makeshift terrns are used to 
refer to them. 

The lack of hierarchy in a non-binary tree means a lack of predictive power. 
Nevertheless, since the predictions based on any of ·the possible higher-level 
intermediate protolanguages in a binruy tree are .few, controversial and conflict
ing, it can be maintained that a non-binruy tree is the only version of the tree 
model that properly and realistically reflects the relations between the well
established branches. Of course, there are other possible models to describe the 
structure of a language farnily, most notably the wave model. One model that 
could be called a circle model is a kind of a compromise between the tree and 
wave models in that it superficially looks like the wave model and the arrange
ment of the circles has a similar 'function, but fundamentally it is a graphic 
variant of the tree model because it recognizes a number of intermediate proto
Ianguages which have deveJoped from a single parent_ language and would be 
further divided into a number of daughter languages (för an illustration, see 
Salminen 1999: 20). It is richcr than a trce only because it can include inform a 
tion about areal connections between branches, and the empty space between 
circles can be interpreted iconically as representing the transitional dialects 
whose extinction created the primary language boundaries. It woµld also be 
possible to give distances between circles an indicative value, and one place for 
greater distance might well be between Khanty and Sarnoycd. 

Both the tree and circle models resemble a map, which in the case of the 
non-binary tree model is, however, not dictated by any principal factors but the 
geographically based order of the nodes is simply a mnemonic device. The circle 
model, by contrast, is designed to reflect both genetic and areal connections and 
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it is therefore expected that in most (but not necessarily in ali) cases it does form 
a map-like pattem. 

URHEIMAT 

The chain-like distribution of the Finno-U gric branches suggests that the 
original dialect continuum has been created through a rather rapid expansion 
along a particular ecological zone (expansion in this context only refers to a 
linguistic phenomenon which can occur with or without large-scale migrations). 
It is difficult to think that the centre of the expansion could have been very clase 
to either periphery so the safest assumption is still that the homeland was located 
near to the present nucleus of the language family. that is the area where 
Mardvin,Mari and Udmurt are spoken, in other words between the Volga and 
the Urals. TI1e alternatives are a Siberian homeland supported by Napol'skikh 
(1997), and a homeland extending far ta the west as described by Sammallahti 
(1995). Sammallahti finds it possible ta cannect archaeological and linguistic 
evidence ta support the idea that Proto-Uralic was spoken among the first 
settlers of the Baltic region, but this seems truly hubristic because early cultural 
boundaries need not have corresponded ta linguistic boundaries any more than 
they do in historical times, for instance in Siberia, and because a language can 
spread through diffusion as well as migration. 

Some indicatians about the Urheimat can presumably be found in the 
oldest and most widely known common lexicon, thaugh there is a great risk of 
jumping to conclusions in this context. V/hatever paleolinguistic evidence is 
presented in the discussion about Urheimat, one thing is certain; the etymolo
gical material must be reliable and well-established. Luckily, Janhunen (1981) 
and Sammallahti (1988) have critically examined the stock of proposed Uralle 
etymologies and at least as far as Samoyed material is involved, their etymolo
gical word-lists must be regarded as highly conclusive. 

To see what happens if the rule of the reliability of etymalogical material is 
not respected, we may take a bricf look at an etymology conceming a fish-name 
playing a crucial role i n  Napol'skikh 's famous article (Napol'skikh 1993; 49-
50). The fish in guestion i s  known as 'round-nosed whitefish', and Napol'skikh 
himself calls.his main point "the round-nosed whitefish argument". It is not the 
only fishMname he discusses but, as he readily admits himself, it is the only ane 
pointing to a specifically Siberian homeland, the hypothesis Napol'skikh strives 
to prove. The fish-names in question appear, .firstly, lacally in Saarni with the 
meaning 'a little whitefish', secondly, very scantily attested in Finnish with the 
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meaning ' a  salmon with a hooked nosc', thirdly, in two old rccords of Northern 
Khanty in compounds whose meaning is given as 'round-nosed whitefish', 
and, finally, in a single ancient attestation of a compound in Tundra Nenets with 
the same meaning. Starting from the compounds, the Khanty word may he 
understood transparently as "a stone fish". While this is acknowledged by 
Napol'skikh, it can be added that the Tundra Nenets record may wel l  be seen as 
a temporary formation referring either to "a whirlpool _  fish" or "a nearby fish". 
Itkonen (1956), in his critique of Collinder (1955), regards the comparison af 
the Finnish and Nenets words as questionable (60), and refers to the Finnish 
word as a po·ssible Saarni loan (63), a conclusion, it may be added, strongly sug
gested by its phonotactics. Häkkinen (1996: 70) points out that while being 
critical af earlier treatments of the, topic, Napol'skikh has failed to take account 
ofthe latest results of etymological research. Notably, this etymology is absent 
frorn the Uralic etymological dictionary (Redei 1986-91) as well as both of  
the Finnish etymological dictionaries (cf. Joki 1973: 197), Furthermore, while 
Napol'skikh (1993: 49-50) talks about five or six Proto-Uralic fish-names, there 
are no fish-names at aI1 in the Uralic word-lists by Janhunen (1981) and Sam
mallahti (1988) and in Sammallahti's Finno-Ugric list there are only 'ide' and 
'tench', two fish that occur in a wide territory in northern Eurasia. 

On the other hand, Napol'skikh (1993: 41-44) may well be right in his 
claim that the Baltic ori gin of two important fish-names in Finnic, those för 'eel' 
and 'salmon', indicates that lhe Finno-Ugric language spread to the Baltic area in 
a relatively late period. We can simultaneously assume that Proto-Finno-Ugric, 
while a natural language with intemal variatlon, was still relativcly uniform at the 
time of its expansion, because these and other distinctly Baltic loans have gone 
through ali Finnic sound changes. After the expansion, Proto -Finno-Ugric 
began to disintegrate quickly under the pressure of contact languages. 

Viitso (1997) is hi&hly critical of the u'se of names of animals and plants in 
defining the Urheimat; and he wisely keeps quiet about details. What we can 
safely say on the basis of widely attested and etymologically sound materia! is 
that the Urheimat was quite far from the sea, and in deep forests rather than 
tundra or steppe environment, but such reasoning does not narrow down the 
possibilities very much. 

INDO-EUROPEAN CONTACTS 

From the point of view of the earliest contacts between Finno-Ugric and Indo
European it does not matter too much if the primeval Finno-Ugric and Indo-
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European centres of expansion are thought to have been located next to each 
other or not, because even at the time of a relatively late first contact the dialects 
within the protolanguage continuums had not differentiated much. Some Indo
European loanwords have been used as evidence either in classifying Finno
Ugric 1anguages and locating their Urheimat or för the Indo-Uralic hypothesis. 
Three cases may be briefly dealt with here, namely -the words for 'bee' and 
'honey', the word för 'copper', and the word för 'water'. 

Words for 'bee' and 'honey' of !ndo-European origin occur in most Finno
Ugric languages (e.g. Hungarian meh and mez), but not in Samoyed, which is 
seen as evidence for a secondary Finno-U gric protolanguage after Samoyed had 
split off. The altemative hypotheses, namely that these Indo-European words 
were once known in the entire protolanguage area but were subsequently lost in 
Samoyed, or, more likely, that the words have spread from one branch to 
another within an already disintegrated Finno-U gric language chain are often 
rejected without pro per consideration. More interestingly, perhaps, the words 
för 'bee' and 'honey' have been used för postulating a Proto-Finno-Ugric 
homeland subsequent to the primeval Proto-Uralic one. Napol'skikh (1997: 
137-138) sees as the only possibility that the insect itself was unknown to the
.speakers of Proto-Uralic and it was therefore borrowed when Proto-Uralic, in
the form of Proto-Finno-Ugric, began to be spoken in the Volga region. Against
this view it can be argued that even in an exclusively Siberian Urheimat bees or
closely related insects would not have been unknown, and even if the
protolanguage speakers had encountered bees för the first time after expansion
to the Volga region, thc natural sourcc of borrowing would have bcen the 
alleged aboriginal Ianguage af the Volga region rather than Proto"Indo"European
which according to everyone was spoken further away. The most probable
explanation is therefore that tQe wqrds for 'bee' and 'honey' were borrowed
because they represented a cultural innovation.

Interestingly, while there appcar to be no common Finno-Ugric words 
related to agriculture, there is a word which refers to a metal, in some Ianguages 
meaning 'copper' (e.g. Finnish vaski) and in some others 'iron' (e.g. Forest 
Nenets wyesya), and which can be regularly reconstructed ta the earliest 
protolanguage on the hasis of cagnates from the westemmost and eastern
most branches as *wä.fkä (Sammallahti 1988: 541); for a competing view, see 
Napol'skikh (1997: 123, 154-155). It is tempting to regard the early use and 
trade of copper as the defining cultural innovation behind the expansion of the 
Finno-Ugric language area. 
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The so-called Uralic word för 'water' (e.g. Hungarian vfz), with well
known reflexes in ali branches except Saarni and Khanty, is ane of the most 
widely-used pieces of evidence either for ancient contacts or Urvenvandtschaft 
between Indo-European and Finno-Ugric (Joki 1973). I t  would be difficult to 
tbink that the resemblance between the Indo-European and Finno-Ugric roots 
could be a plain coincidence, and indeed, the absence o f  this raot in Saarni and 
Khanty clearly points to a secondary nature of the Finno-Ugric root. The 
common Saarni word for 'water' (e.g. North Saarni C6.hc1) has namely a cognate 
in nowhere else but Khanty, where the meaning is 'tide, flood'. The - most 
plausible scenario involves a semantic shift from 'water '  to 'tide, flood' in 
Khanty, which is consistent with the fact that the common Khanty word för 
'water' is based on the root meaning 'ice'. The Saarni word and its Khanty 
cognate can therefore be regarded as reflexes of the original Uralic word * SäCä 
'water '  (cf. Sammallahti 1988: 549; Redei 1986-91: 469), retained in the north
em periphery of the Finno-Ugric language area but replaced by an fudo
European borrowing elsewhere. The assumption, based on the application of the 
traditiona] binary model, that cognates of Hungarian v{z etc. must have existed in 
pre-Saami or pre -Khanty is axiomatic and only leads to circular argumentation. 

Most similarities between Indo-European and Finno-Ugric can be easily 
explained on the hasis of  language contacts. The only notable exception are the 
basic pronominal stems, widespread in northern Eurasia and beyond. The 
striking thing about the common nominal and verbal roots is that their indepen 
dently reconstructed Indo-European and Finno-Ugric forms are so similar to 
each other, a situation which must bc secn as an indicator of contacts rather than 
Urverwandtschaft. In most of these cases it is also semantically plausible to 
explain them as borrowings, because they often belong to the field of trade 
relations, and in the few instances without semantic motivation, like 'water' 
discussed above, other arguments in favour of a contact explanation can be 
presented. 

If scholars want to pursue the search of evidence för genetic affinity 
between Indo-European and Finno-Ugric, it must be kept in mind that the 
relationship between these language families must be much more rernote than 
that amongst their branches. To illustrate thls quantitative difference, it may 
be estimated that any speaker of a Finno-U gric language shares 50 to 100 
common lexical items with a speaker of any Finno-Ugric language of another 
branch, while even if we take a most positive stand to the genetic affinity 
hypothesis, we can count that any speaker of a Finno-U gric langl.!age shares no 
more than 5 to 10 common lexical items, pronouns included, with a speaker of 
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any lndo-European language. It seems reasonable to interpret such a major 
quantitative gap qualitatively as well, which means the rejection of the so-called 
Indo-Uralic hypothesis. The ane thing that seems certain about Neolithic com
munities is that they were characterized by wide-spread multilingualism, and in 
such conditions language contacts were at least as extensive as they are known 
to have been more recently. There is no need ta assume that the primary Finno
Ugric and lrido-European homelands were adjacent to  each other but secondary 
expansions must have brought them into contact relatively early, spreading the 
knowledge of Indo-European among Finno-U gric speakers. 

In the study af ancient prehistoric developments, a high level of source 
criticism is rcquired, and intuitive or authoritative methods must be avoided. If, 
för instance, evidence suggesting ancient contacts between Finno-Ugric and 
Indo-European is disregarded without proper consideration because of an under
lying hypothesis of a Siberian_ Urheimat for Finno-Ugric, or vice versa, the 
results are bound to be biased and circular, While comparing archaeo1ogical and 
linguistic data in general, it should be remembered that the correlation between 
language and culture has always bcen weak at best, as can be seen from his
torically attested cases, för example, the complex linguistic and cultural pattems 
found in Siberia. To sum up the basic, perhaps rather discouraging message of 
this paper, the development of the field depends, more than anything else, on 
getting away from preconceived notions, which means that scholars must we l 
come rather than deny or ignore infonnation that seriously challenges their pre
conceptions. 
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THE INDO-EUROPEAN LOANWORDS IN SAAMI 

Pekka Sammallahti 

In this paper [ shall give an overview of the oldest Indo-European loanwords in 
Saarni and examine- the implications of their IE ( = lndo-European) sources and 
distributions. There seems to have been a constant flow of loanwords from the 
Gerrnanic division af Indo-European, from Pre-Gennanic Proto-Indo-European 
up to the present Scandinavian languages. The flow of loanwords from the 
Balto-Slavic division of IE into Saarni stopped after Proto-Baltic; from a 
phonological point of view, the earliest loanwords from this part of IE represent 
the Proto-IE horizon, as do those acquired from the· Germanic part of the IE 
languagcs. Some of the early Baltic and Germanic loanwords in Saarni and 
Finnic have counterparts in the Volgaic languages but not beyond. The distri
bution of the PIE (= Proto-Indo-European) loanwords in Saarni speak for an 
early contact area around the northernmost part of the Gulf of Bothnia and in
dicate that the Pre-Sa<!,mi linguistic area extended to the east as well as to the 
west of the area of the PIE-Pre-Saami contacts. It is further shown that proto
languages may have had areal differences even if the structural development 
of the different areas proceeded in step. On the basis of the distributional diffe
rences in the PIE loanwords, it is concluded that at the time of the PIE-Uralic/ 
Finno-Ugric contacts the Uralic idioms which later evolved into Saarni were 
spoken in the same areas around the Gulf of Bothnia where their descendants 
are now used. 

* ' '
The concept of separate old IE loanwords in Saarni is fairly new. In the 60's 
there were scholars who doubted even the existence of Proto-Scandinavian loan
words in Saarni (cf. Sköld 1961), but so muclJ_ evidence has accumulated since 
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then ( cf. the various publications by Jorma Koivulehto and the new etymologies 
below) that the existence af separate old Indo-European loanwords in Saarni is 
indisputable. Loanwords not known in other Uralic idioms have entered Saami 
or those parts of the protolanguages leading to Saarni - from PJE, PG (= Proto
Germanic), PBS (= Proto-Balto-Slavic), and PA (= Proto-Aryan). In addition, 
Saarni shares many PB (= Proto-Baltic), PG and PA loanwords with Finnic 
but no PBS (= Proto-Balto-Slavic) ones, although both language groups have 
adopted some loanwords from it. 

The following new IE etymologies för Saarni words have not yet been pub
lished in English, and some af them are completely new (sS = Southern Saarni,
sU = Ume Saarni, sP = Pite Saarni, sL = Lule Saarni, sN = North Saarni, sl =
Inari Saarni, sSk = Skolt Saarni, sA = Akkala Saarni, sK = Kildin Saarni, sT = 
Ter Saarni; PFS = Proto-Finno-Saarnic, PFV = Proto-Finno-Volgaic):

1. sN buorggqs 'forbidden' (KN buorgOs; -os is a derivational suffix, basic
stem *buorgi-!*buorga-), burgot 'to refuse' (KN bur'gut; also in sL) < PS
adj. *puofG6s < PrePS *paliirkos < lE bhorfi1o-s (IEW, p. 163) 'barsch,
unfreundlich' or more likely from PBS/PB *barga-s; the word is also
found in Annenian (bark 'heftig, zomig etc. '), Celtic (Old Irish borb
'töricht'), Baltic (Latv. bafgs 'streng, hart') and Swedish (dial. bark
'eigensinniger, unfreundlicher Mensch ').

2. sN deatnu 'big river' (KN dcedno; confined ta sN) < PrePS *teno < *täno 
< IE  *ddnu 'FluB' (IEW, p. 175); IE *Ula has (especially in palatal contexts)
been replaced by a front vowel, apparently for the reason that it was a rnid
vowel whereas there was an opposition behveen *a vs. *ä in Uralle; the
vowel -substitution in this case can be compared with the following Baltic
loanwords: Finnish hanhi 'goose' (<*SOnSi < PFS *ian.fa - *SänSä; cf. 
Finnish talvi 'winter' < *tälvä) - Mordvinian ien.Se 'duck' (< Pre-Proto
Mordvinian *Sänsä < PB *ians- ) .  Instead of the expected PrePS (= PFS)
*täno, the word was taken over as *teno for the obvious reason that there
were no primitive PFS words with the vowel sequence *ii-o whereas *e-o
was possible (cf. *kejno 'way'). Pokomy's reconstruction contains the
problematic IE *Ula, which (according to Beekes 1995: 138) was not found
in (Mid-)PIE. The IE word has been attested in a number of languages
(such as Old Indic, Avestan, Russian, Celtic, Germanic) so that it does not
seern to be a loanword in IE either. If, however, the original vowel was
Mid -PIE *€(h2} instead of Late PIE *Ula, the PrePS vowel would need no
special explanation.

3. sN. dordnu 'door' (KN dor'dno; a1so in  sl, sSk, sT) < PrePS *turno < PG
*durunz (acc.pl., IEW, p. 279; commonly a plurale tantum word) < IE zero
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grade stem *dhur- 'door' (IEW, p. 278); Qvigstad (1893: 134) regards it as 
a Scandinavian loanword (Old Norse dyrn-; here -n seems to he the definite 
article, suffixed fairly late), but the vowels in Saarni point to a PG origin. 

4. sa. guoriiu 'cursed thing or being' (KN guorjo; also s1 ? < sN) < PS
*kuor:JOj < PrePS *karSOj/l'karCoj (? - Finnish karsea 'hideous') < IE
*garai- 'grauenvoll, Grauen', *gario-s 'grausig ,  wild' (IEW, p. 353); IE
meanings of the word include 'frightening, thre.atening, cf. Greek I'opyoJ 
'Schreckgespenst', Latvian grr}ZuOt 'drohen'; för the substitution G *rj > 
PrePS *rS cf. nS skdliu 'clam' < G *skaljö id. 

5. sN Cearda 'tribe' (KN Ccer'dd; also in sL) < PS tCeai'D§ < PrePS *Sa/ert3 
- *Ca/ert3 < IE *kerdho-, *kerdhä 'Reihe, Herde' (IEW, p. 579) or PA
*fardha-; from the Baltic reflex of the same 1E stem (with IE *f-> PB *k-)
also Finnish kerta (- nS geardi id., nuorrageardi 'youth, young genera
tion'). The IE meanings of the word include 'group, flock', 'tri.he' and
'species', cf. Old lndic sdrdha- 'Herde, Schar', Old Persian tJard- 'Art,
Gattung'. The Saarni word shows the awkward vowel sequence ea-a which
is typical of recent loans, but it is sometimes found in connection with
palatal consonants in old loans such as sN geahCCa- 'to look' (- Finnish
katso-) < PFS *kaCCi- < G *giitja-.

6. sN gatna 'flaky substance: dandruff, stone lichen, etc.' (KN gG.dnil; also in
sS, sL, sl, sSk) < PrePS *keni (from the point of view of Saarni , also F S
*kini and *kiini would he possible) < IE *keni-, *kena- 'Asche' (IEW, p.
559); the IE meanings af this word include 'dust' and the like, cf. Greek
K'6vii; 'Staub, Asche'. According to Jorma Koivulehto, nS gutna 'ashes'
(< PrePS *kiini; found throughout the Saarni area) derives ultimately frorn 
the same IE source.

7. sN gdrii 'narrow, cramped' (KN gar'je; also in sS, sL, sI, sSk) < PrePS
*kärSii - *karSa - *kärCä - *karCa < IE *kerk - ,  *kark- 'ei□schrumpfen,
rnagem' (IEW, p. 581); the etyrnology is not quite_ flawless from a semantic
point of view: the IE rneanings center around 'small in size or growth'
whereas the Saarni words means 'srnall in space-or roorn'.

8. sN Cuoris 'mottled brownish grey' (KN Cuores; also in sS, sP, sL; sI <
? sN) < PS *r!uoris < PrePS *Saras < PA *Särd- 'bunt, scheckig' < 1E
*fiii- ro- Farbbezeichnung (IEW, p. 582); the IE word is also found in Greek.

9. sa. Cdris 'coarse (of wool)' (KN Cäres; also in sS, sL, partly with *-rr-) <
PS *&iris < PrePS *Säräs - *Saras < PA *Sala- in the word kapucchala
'Haar am Hinterhaupt' < IE *fier(s)- 'Borste, steifes Haar' (IEW, p. 583);
the IE word is also found in Celtic, Germanic and Balto-Slavic:. 
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10. sN Siivon (KN Siivun; also sL sjuovun, sU sjoovenje [sI Suuvon < sNJ,
sS sjåavonje 'hyvä koira' < PS *Suovunjg [sN-sL-sU] - *iuoviinjri [sS}
< Mid-PS *!Oviin}'f < Early PS *SOvonji [-hypothetically also*Savonji]) is
connected with IE *K'IJon-, *k:Un- 'Hund' (IEW, p. 632; the IE root gives
also Greek KVcov 'Hund' and many words meaning· 'dog' in Germanic such
as Swedish hund; according to Koivulehto, Finnish susi 'wolf' derives
from the n-expansion *k/jnt6- of the same IE raot). The PS sibilant * S- re
flects a satemized IE *f-which has retained its palatalization, and the time of
borrowing is after PFS *S- > PrePS *6-, As the IE *k- like its Aryan
reflexes have all beCome PS *6-(< FS *S-and *6-; cf. the etymologies 5, 8,
9 and 14 ), the only possible source is Proto-Balto-Slavic where according ta
Kortlandt (1989: 46) PIE *k developed into *_§, cf. Lithuanian §uO, gen.sg.
Suiis 'dog' < PBS *SOfdon{i)-; cf also Lith. i-stem variant Sunis, Old Prus
sian sunis id., which seem ta account för the cluster *-nj- in Saarni). The
earliest Saarni changes*S > *C (prevocalically; other instances of *S re
mained unaltered, which means that Pre-Proto-Saami had the phonemes *s,
*S, *f, *9 and *c'), */> *s, *9 > *c and *sj/!j > *SS and the earliest Finnic
change *ti > *ei(> *Si > si) mark the split of PFS into Saamic and Finnic.
Of the Saarni changes, *s'V > *c'V is the earliest, and ali the Aryan loan
words have undergone this change but not the Proto-Balto-Slavic ones
(10 and 11), which have retained the palatalized sibilant of the Balto-Slavic
satemized original. Thus, the first Saamic change * sY > *cY had already
ta.ken place and the Finno-Saamic protolanguage had already begun to 
disintegrate at the time the Proto-Balto-Slavic loanwords were adopted. The
PBS palatalized dental sibilant *S later developed into alveolar *§ in PB and
this sound, in turo, is reflected as h in Finnic and s in Saarni (PB *folnll >
PrePS/Pre-Proto-Finnic *falna > 1. PS*suoine > sN suoldni 'night frost;
dew', 2. PF *halla > Finnish halla 'night frost'). However, Finnish *f > h
must be later than Saarni *.f > *s because such old Finnic loans as sS sjijle 
'charcoal' (also in sU, sP, sL < PS *§ilg < PrePF :t:file > su. hiili) and sN
buoSSi 'bad-tempered' (< PrePF *paSa > su. paha) show Proto-Saami *.f 
(< PrePS *s) and not *s, which would be the case if the Saarni change were
latcr than the Finnic one. TheSe Finnic loanwords havc entcred Saarni after
the Saarni change *$> *s and before the Finnic change *f> h when MidPS
had the phonemic opposition *s vs. *Sand MidPF the opposition *s vs. *f 
As ta the chronology of the Finnic change *ti > *ei > *,fi > si, the Finnic
loanword buolza 'ridge' in North Saarni (cf. Finnish palsi, gen.sg. pallen
'slope etc.' < PrePF *patti [< Genn.]) only indicates that the Finnic change
had begun but had not reached its fnal stage with the non-palatalized sibilant
s at the time af the borrowing. The Saami word further shows the change
*a > *O (> uo), which happened after the adoption of the PB loanwords
(cf. PB*fotna > PrePS *falna > PS*suoine > sN suoldni above). It can be
concluded that the Finnic change *ti >> si had reached at least the stage *ei
before the Saarni change *a > *O which, in turo, happened after the adoption
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of the PB loanwords. PrePF *palti was also borrowed into (Pre-) South
Pite-Lule Saarni but with a different cluster (sL buolida 'slope'), This 
shows that the Proto-Saami language area was geographically divided by 
the time of the adoption of the PB loanwords: the structural changes such as 
*a > *0 swept the whole Saarni at a time when there were already lexical
differences between its divisions. Thus, there may be geographical divi 
sions in protolanguages, and these divisions may show lexical dijferences
even if their structural developments run parallel. I think this is a very
important conclusion for the theme of the symposium. Such differences in
vocabulary reflect different local identities which have persisted up to
modem times, in this case at least from 500 BC. 

11. sN Searrat 'bright' (KN Siirrdd; also in sSk and sI) < PS (derived
adjective) *Seafgai < PrePS stem *§erä-(?/<'Sera-) < PBS *ier- < IE
*§her- 'strahlen, glänzen, schimmem' (IEW, p. 441); the word is found in
Gennanic, Baltic and Slavic, cf. Lith. ieriU, ierilti 'im Glanze strahlen'.
Gennanic only has reflexes of the zero grade, cf. Old Icelandic grdr (< IE
*iihri-yo-s) 'grau', so that the PBS fonn *ier- is the most probable source
for the Saarni word in that respect as well.

12. sa. siiggi 'pin' (KN saffge; attested in ali principal Saarni idioms) < P S
*siiijGef < PrePS *sä17kä/*sa17ka < PG *stagga- ~ *stanga-, cf. PIE
*stengh- (- *stegh-) 'stechen; Stange etc.' (IEW, p. 1014); the same sub
stitution (established by Jorma Koivu1ehto) IE/G *st- > FS *s� as in the
word Finnish sija 'place, room' - sN sadji id. < PG *stljä id.; the nasalized
stem (from PIE *stengh-) is found in Gennanic (cf. Old lcelandic stinga
'stecken'), whereas Balto-Slav.ic seems to show mainly non-nasal stems
(cf. Lith. stegis 'Stechel') and is therefore not a likely source for the Saarni
word.

13. sa. suopman 'dialect; (human) voice' (KN suobmdn; confined to sN) < PS
*suorhgng < PrePS *som in(3) (- *sömin.(3) - *samin(3)) < IE *stomen
'Mund' (IEW, p. 1035); the same substitution *st- > *s- as in the previous
word (sdggi). The Greek reflexes of the PIE word have meanings that
center around 'mouth' and 'speaking', cf. mroµ_ijÄoc; 'mundfertig, ge•
schwätzig; artig plaudemd'. The IE word has been attested in Old lndic, Old
Persian, Greek and Celtic, but Gennanic seems ta lack it. This is the first
example of the substitution IE *st- > FS *s- in PIE loanwords. In Saamic
the non-altemating strong grade an•stems are generally loanwords (cf. sN
mdrkan 'church village' < Finnish markkina 'market; church village' <
Scand., suohkan 'municipality' < Scand., omman 'oven' < Scand., dllafl 
'ell' < Scand., drran 'hearth' < Finnish, etc.). The North Saarni word is not
derivable from any shorter stem; Lule and Skolt Saarni have similar words
which come semantically close to the North Saarni ane but seem to be late
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developments, cf. sL suom'mit (instead of regular *suobbmit) 'undeutlich 
sprechen', sSk suömm 'tone; singing voice' (the latter may be· a bisyllabic 
back-formation from PS trisyllabic *suoih.§n§). 

14. sN Cearru ' (roundish) fell top' (KN Ccerro; also in sL, sSk, sKld, sT, in the
last two with the meaning 'tundra') < PS *6eai-0 < PrePS *Sero/l'Cero, vrt.
IE *ker-, *kereu- 'Kopf' etc, (IEW, p. 574), cf. Greek Kopvqrrf 'top'; the
word may also be a loan from Aryan (Proto-Iranian *Saras-).  TI1e PFU
*SOrwa 'hom' (> sN Coarvi, Finnish san1i id.) derives ultimately from the 
same IE root but as a Proto-Aryan o-loan (Koivulehto 1991)

15. sN soamis 'some' (KN soames, also in sS, sU, sL, sI; sl < ? sN) < PS
*soamis < PrePS *somas < Aryan *samas 'some', cf. Indo-Aryan samå�
id. < IE  *semo- (- *s1!10s) id. (IEW, p. 903); also attested i n  Latin, Greek,
Gennanic etc. (PG-PScand *sums), cf. English some, Swedish somlig id.
The Saarni word is the sarne kind of Aryan "o"-loan as sN boaris (KN
boares) 'old' (Koivulehto 1991) < Aryan *paras (from which Finnic paras
'best' as an "a"-loan). K. B. Wiklund suggested a Proto-Scandinavian
origin for the word and reconslructed PScand *somaz as the source fonn.
There is, however, no evidence for such a form: the reflex of PIE *semo
(~ *Sf!IOS) had *-u- in Proto-Scandinavian (Vries 1962: 561, s.v. sumr 2),
and this would have produced -o- (or maybe -u- ) in Saamic. It seems
impossible ta- consider it Iater than (early) Proto-Scandinavian (i.e. adopted
after the change PScand *-u- > Swed. -o-, which sometimes gives Saarni -
oa-) because of its phonological shape (second syllable nS -i- < PrePS *-a
and final -s). 

16. sN soabbi 'stick, cane' (KN soab'be, attested in ali major Saarni idioms;
Finnish sompa with the stricter meaning 'ski stick ring' seems to be bor
rowed from this Saarni word, as are many other skiing tenns according
to Terho Itkonen [1957]) < PrePS *sompa < IE *stomb(h)o-s 'Pfosten,
Pfeiler, Stamm, Baumstumpf ' (IEW, p. 1011). The nasal stem has a wide
distribution in the IE languages, and therefore it is difficult to give a definite
IE source för the Saarni word. In addition to PIE_ origin, the word could be
also a Gerrnanic (Jorma Koivulehto, oral communication), Aryan or Baltic
"o"-loan, cf. Old Indic stambha 'Pfosten, Säule' (< IE *stombho-),
stambå- 'Busch, Btischel ' (< IE *stombo-), Llth. ståmbas 'Kohlstrunk',
Old High German stampf 'Werkzeug zum StoBen' (< PG *stampa• <
IE *stomho•). A reflex of the same IE raot was adopted separately from
Aryart (*stambha-s) as Finnic sammas (gen.sg. sampaan) 'pole etc.', but -
according ta Koivulehto 's tenninology - as an "a"-loan (cf. the Finnic
"a"-Ioanparas 'best' and the Saarni ''o"-loan boaris •·old' from the same
Aryan source as in the previous etymology).
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17. sN buohta 'opposite to' (KN buottå; attested in sS - sK) < P S  *puohtgk <
PrePS *po/attik < IE (cf. *po-ti, 'gegeniiber, entgegegen, gegen', IEW, 
p. 842). The IE word is found in Iranian (Av. paiti 'gegen', etc.) and Greek
(tco-d 'gegen', etc.), and the possible sources are PIE/Pre-Aryan *poti and
Proto-Aryan *pati. 

18. sN guoS'Si 'birch bark basket' (KN *guo.fäe, also in sl, sSk, sK, sT) < PS
*kudt:e < PrePS *kasja < PIE *lc!as-jo- 'Flechtwerk, geflochtener Korb'
(IEW, p. 635). The raot *lr1as- has been attested in Latin (dem. quasillus 
'Körbchen', etc.), and the Slavic languages have the derivative with * -jo
(cf. Russian ko§ 'Korb, Fischreuse; Hiirde'). Borrowing from Russian is
excluded (it would have given sN *goaS'§a). The Saarni word has been 
borrowed into the northern dialects of Finnish (kosia) and into Karelian
(Northem kosja, Olonetz koiza); borrowing into the opposite direction from
Karelian would have given sN *goaS'Si whereas borrowing from Finnish
would have given *goaS'Su. The Votic ko§fa 'basket' which is oftcn cited
in connection with these words (cf. SKES, p. 222) is a late borrowing from
Russian or -a hypochoristic back-fonnation from the Russian loanword
koiel 'basket'), Proto-Saami *sj > *S:S is a regular change (cf. FS  *po§jo- >
Early PS *posjo > PS *poaJSO > sN boaS'SU 'rear'). A borrowing from 
Proto-Balto-Slavic is probably not excluded, but the PrePS second syllable 
broad vowel *a suggests a very early (Pre-FS) borrowing. 

The following old IE loanwords are not known outside Saarni (PS = recon
structed Proto-Saami form, S = South Saarni, U = Ume Saarni, P = Pite Saarni, 
L = Lu!e Saarni, N = North Saarni, I = Inari Saarni, Sk = Skolt Saarni, K =
Kildin Saarni, T = Ter Saarni, PreG = Pre-Gennanic, PreBS = Pr e -Balto-Slavic,
PBS = Proto-Balto-Slavic, PreA = Pre-Aryan, PreB = Pre-Baltic, PSL = Proto
Slavic, A = Aryan, G = Gennanic). The infonnation on their distribution has 
been gathered from various sources (Lehtiranta 1989; T. I. Itkonen 1958; E. 
Itkonen 1986-87; Nielsen 1932-62; Lagercrantz 1939; Grundströrn 1946-54; 
Schlachter 1958; Bergsland & Magga 1993). The index on the right is the 
number of the main Saarni idioms {except för the poorly documented Akkala) 
where the word has been attested. About two fifths of these loanwords have 
been borrowed from IE idioms with Proto-Indo-European phonetic traits: 
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Table 1 

The PIE loanwords in Saarni 

P S  
*kuoksOJ 
*6r;1lg-
*kiif'je 
*i!eahi 
*kg11q 
*puor<ii-
*teallii 
*lmorJOJ 
*,mo,hr;ng 
*luotiik 
*6iekg-
*rBri 
*i!uormes 
*kuolii 
*vcijgm 
*puohtgk 
*i!uorCs 
*i!eahig 
*oa)ne -
*oarJe 
?*poaris 
*poai-h/i ' -soames 
*6åris 

gloss 
'dawn' 
'to tie' 
'crarnper.l' 
'top' 
'dandruff' 
'to refuse' 
'river' 
'cursed thing' 
'dialect' 
'goose' 
'to hide' 
'rain' 
'hail' 
'vessel' 
'reindeer cow' 
'opposite to' 
'brownish' 
'tribc' 
'to see' 
'west/south' 
'old' 
'bark vessel' 
'some' 
'coarse' 

*nwi}sgoi 'rcd' 
*nw11rne 'side piece' 
*luo)hk;- 'to borrow' 
*rgn'w!! 'periphery' 
*sii�Gi 'pin' 
*kgh'r!q- 'to ask' 
*soanrne 'stick' 
*(p)lie/5€ 'flower' 
*tieVDii 'man' 
*muolite- 'to snow' 
*luovwljq 'c!everdog' 
*.efeahJDif 'bright' 
*vuorqs 'old'
*pielnmq- 'to feed' 
*kieftr; 'soth'
*siii'Dif. 'heart (as food)' 
*lea}/Je 'alder' 
*!<Jklärg 'daughter' 
*kiw_m/Jqr 'mushroom'
*mulhti! 'soap' 

Tota! 45 

IE source 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE 
PIE/PreG 
PIE/PreBS 
PIE/PreBS 
PlE/PreBS 
PIE/PreBS 
PIE/PA 
PIEJPA 
PIE/PA 
PIE/PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
Early PG 
Early PG 
EarlyPG 
Early PG 
PG 
PG 
PG(?) 
PG 
PG 
PBS 
PBS 
PBS 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PSL 
PSL 

s u p L N I SkK T
+ + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + -

+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 

+ + 
+ 
+ (+) - +
+ + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + (+) 

+ + 
+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + +
+ - + + + + + + 
+ + + + (+) 
+ - + + 
+ + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + 
+ + + + +

+ + + (+)
+ + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + +
+ + + - (+) 

+ + 
+ + + + + + + + +
+ + + +

+ + + +
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + +
+ + + + + 
+ + + + +
+ 
+ + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + 
26 24 21 36 44 29 30 23 20 

Index 
9 
6 
6 
5 
5 
2 

1 
1 
5 
9 
8 
7 
5 
8 
8 
4 
2 
9 
9 
9 
7 
4 
3 
9 
5 
4 
3 
9 
9 
9 
3 
2 
9 
4 
4 
8 
7 
7 
5 
5 

9 
5 

� 
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The etymologies för most of these loanwords have been presented by 
Jorma Koivulehto (1995a; 1995b; 1995c; 1996; 1998; cf. also the list above by 
the present author). The number of attested old IE loanwords is highest in North 
Saarni, but this may be a result of the history af the research. Among the Saarni 
languages, North Saarni has the highest number of speakers and is best docu
rnented. Furthermore, North Saarni is the prirnary language för rnost scholars, 
and the other languages will be approached through it. 

Although a slightly westem distribution of PIE loanwords is discemible, 
there is no clear pattem. The figures become more interesting, however, when 
the PIE loanwords are grouped according to their distribution in  the Uralle 
languages, but before going into these figures, an overview of the distribution of 
the oldest indigenous words (i.e. those with a Uralic or Finno-U gric etyrnology 
only) in Saarni is presented in the following table: 

Table 2 
The distribution of the oldest indigenous words in Saarni 

1. Uralic indigenous contents words in Saarni

Total 69 
S U P L N Sk K T lndex 
M 58 fil fil �  58 � "  51 M 

2. Finno-Ugric indigenous contents words in Saarni

Total 141 
S U P L N  Sk K T  
109 1 10 1 14 124 135 126 1 17  1 16 JOI 7.5 

3. Finno -Perrnic indigenous contents words in Saarni
S U P L N Sk K T 

Total 49 % n �  41 � 39 � 41 �

The distribution of these words is fairly even in Saarni: the average number 
of Saarni idiorns where these words are found is 7.5 out of the 9 idioms taken 
into account. This figure is comparable with the distributional index of the PIE 
loanwords Saarni shares with other Uralic languages (Table 3). For the purpose 
of illustration, a distributional profile based on the distributional indices is given 
för each group ofloanwords: 
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Table 3 

The distribution of tbe shared 

s u p
1 )  loanwords shared with Finnic: 
*fidmiJ 
'1'nuoi'e 
*keale
*kglle 
*gmgs 
*hlo.Vte-- . 
*vqljiJ 
*gCiJ-
*vgS!(J) 
*sokg 

'web' 
'young' 
'end; point' 
'how many' 
'strangc' 
'to dare' 
'abundance' 
'toebb' 
'again' 
'kin, family' 
Total lO 

PIE + + +
PIE + + +
PIE/PrcG + + +
PlE/PreBS + + +
PIE + + +
PJE + + +
PIE + + +
PIE/PreG +
PIE + ? 
PIE 

9 8 9 

PIE loanwords 

L N 1 Sk K T 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + +

10 l l 1 1  1 1  8 6 

Index 

9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
5 
3 
7.4 

2) loanwords shared with the Volgaic and/or Permfan languages:
"'-c!ofiii- 'to comb' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9 
*kmle 'ashes' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*k@ii- 'to ask' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*pq,fg- 'to wash' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*g.�t(}- 'to have time' PlE/PreBS + + + + + + + + + 9
*kglmgs 'cold' PlE/PreBS + + + + + + + + + 9
*keasii 'summer' PIE/PreG + + + + + + + + + 9
*lq.�tq '!eaf' PIE/PreG + + + + + + + + + 9
*vuo1Gf 'fishing lurc' PIE/PreG + + + + + + + + + 9 
*vend 'boat' PTE/PreA + + + + + + + + + 9. - -*rieöe- 'to tack' PIE + + + + + + + 7
*r;aJme 'netrope-' PIE/PreA + + + + + + 6

Total 12  1 1  1 1 12 12 12 12 1 1 1 1 1 1  il 
3) words shared with the Ugric or the Sarnoyedic languages:
*kolae- 'to flow' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*ko}k�- 'to dry (intr,)' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
* tokq- 'to count' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*ngfflg 'namc' PJE + + + + + + + + + 9
*oarniJs 'orphan' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9 
*prltJ_- 'to fear' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9 
*puolv!f 'knee' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*suk°g- 'torow' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9 
*suollg 'sinew' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*tek'e- 'to do' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9 
*;ed.fke 'copper' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*vuo}ii- 'to drive' PIE + + + + + + + + + 9
*po�iJ- 'to plait' PIE + + + + + + + + 8 
*to!Ge 'feather' PIE + + + + + + + + 8

mmm 
IIIIIIIII 
muun 
HIIIIIII 
umm 
mmn 
muu 
muu 
nm 
IJJ 

IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
rnrmu 
IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIII!f 
Il!IIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIlIH 
mnn 
mm 

muun 
TIUUIII 
IIIIIIIII 
mnrm 
IIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
llIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIII 
UilIIIII 
IIIIIIIIl 
IIIIIIIII 
UUIIIII 
mmn 
muin 
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*kgiGg- 'to must' PJE + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII 
*ktilöj{-) 'sister-in-law' PlE + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII 
*pgSe- 'to bake' PJE + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII 
*i!uofoiij 'pole' PIE + + + + + 5 nm 
*mieke- 'to sell' PIE + + + 3
*tuoki- 'to bring' PIE + + + 3 II[ 

Total 20 18 18 19 18 18 18 18 15 14 7.8 

The distributional index of the loanwords shared with the Volgaic and/or 
Pennic långuages is especially high (8.8) but the small number of these words 
may be the reason. The overall picture is that the distribution of old loanwords 
(8) is about the same as that of the old indigenous words (7.5). There is a
change, however, when one Iooks at the PIE loanwords confined to Saarni
(Table 4):

Table 4 
The PJE loanwords confined to Saarni 

s u p L N Sk K T Index 
*kuobiij 'dawn' P!E + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*väftgm 'reindeer cow' PIE/PA + + + + + + + + 8 IIIIIIIU 
*qJJre 'mln' PIE/PreB + + - + + + + + + 8 lIIIIIII 
*puohtgk 'opposite to' PIE/PA + + + + + + + + 8 IIIIIIII 
*r!uormgs 'hai!' PIE/PreBS + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII
*kuolsgn '-heath, dry plain' PIE + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII 
*i!grig- 'to tie' P!E + + + + + + 6 IIIIII 
*käTje 'cramped' PIE + + + + + + 6 IIIII 
*kg/1q 'dandruff' P!E + + + + + 5 nm 
*taw.Ue 'vessel' PIE/PreBS + + + + + 5 nm
*r!eahi 'top' PIE + + + + + 5 HUI 
*r!uoriek 'goose' PIE/PreG + + + + + 5 TIIII 
*6uorJs 'hrownish' PIE/PA + + + + (+) " 4 IIll 
*rfeaf'vg 'tribe' PIE/PA + + 2 1 1
*puoh:;ri- 'to forbid' PIE + + - - 2 II 
*tea/10 'river' PJE + - - 1 
*kuarjöj 'cursed thing' PIE + (+) " 1 1 
*suolng11g'dialecl' PIE + - - 1 1 
*kt;i-htg- 'to tie' PlE/PreGBS - + (+) 1 

Total 19 7 7 7 12 1 8  12 12 9 7 4.7 
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The distributional index of these loanwords is significantly lower than in 
the rest ofthe old vocabulary, and they are concentrated, in the central idioms of 
Saarni. It should also be noted that the eastetn and south�westem peripheries 
don 't show PIE loanwords of their own: the central idioms mediated the loans to 
the eastem and south-western peripheries of the Saarni area. The distribution of 
the post-PIE loanwords is presented in the following tables (tables 5-9}: 

Table 5 
The distribution of the Proto�Aryan/Aryan loanwords 

s u p L N l  Sk K T Index 
1) words confined to Saarni:
*oa}n_i - 'to see' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 UIIIIIII
*oai-ji 'west/south' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIll
?*poares 'old' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 lJIIIIIII
*poafhtii 'bark vessel' PA** + + + + + + + 7 muu
*soamiis 'some' PA + + + + (+) 4 nn 
*i!åriis 'coarse' PA + + + 3 111 

Total 6 6 4 3 6 6 4 4 4 4 6.8 

2) words shared with Finnic:
*cuoihsri) 'frog' A + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIllII
*juori1ii 'twin' A + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII 

Total 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 8.0 

3) words shared with the Volgaic and/or Permian languages:
*-vuolg '-hood' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*eai-htJ 'flank' A + + + + + + + + + 9 IJIIIIIII
?*poaNite 'bark vesscl' A/Iran** + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIIJ
*juo1i,g 'trail' A + - (+) (+)_ + + 3 lll 

Tota! 4 4 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 7.0 

4) words shared with the Ugric or the Samoyedic languages:
*vuoje 'buttcr, oil' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*Loal"e 'gut' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*Jufi']- 'to drink' PA + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*Coarve 'hom' A + + + + + + + + + 9 nmrm
*Cuofe 'hundred' A + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*koalii 'hut' A + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*oaiiJii 'flesh; meat' A + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*miel,g 'honcy' A + + + + + + 6 mm

Total 8 7 7 8 g 8 8 8 8 7 8.5 
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Table 6 
The distribution of the Proto-Germanic/Germanic Ioanwords 

s u p L N I Sk K T Index 
1) words confined to Saarni:
*ruoftsqvii 'red' EadyPG + + + + + + + + + 9 UIIJIIII
*säijai 'pin' PG + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*kqli&;- 'to ask' PG + + + + + + + + + 9 IllIIIIII
*soarllnii 'stick' PG(?) + + + + + + + + + 9 mmm

*ruon/.ve 'edgc' Early PG + + + + + 5 rrm
*iuo)hk€- 'to b6rrow' Early-PG + + + + + 5 IIII 
*rgriwg 'periphery' Early PG + + + (+) J III 
*(p)lie8e 'flower PG + + + - (+) J III 
*tieiioii 'man' PG + + 2 II

Total 9 5 6 4 8 9 7 6 5 4 6.0 

2) words shared with Finnic:
*rg.Vki 'lap' G + + + + + + + + + 9 fIIIIIIII
*k1w.�si 'guest' G + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII 
*pgi'aq- 'to work' G + + + + + + + + + 9 IllIIIIIl
*vuoi-oii 'lot; destiny' G + + + + + + + + + 9 mmrn
*Vlloi-vii- 'to wait' G + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIJII 
*puojDC 'fat' G + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIlIIIII
*suoVöC. 'guil!' G + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*nw1loii 'iron' G + + + + + + + + + 9 Il!IlflII
*sq)e 'site, place' G + + + + + + + + + 9 UIIIIIII 
*tohj}g 'shccth' G + + + + + + + + 8 mmn 
*pgsi 'sacred' G + + + + + + + 7 IlIIIII
*vidg- 'to get tircd' G ? + + + + + + + 7 IIIIIII
*vuonvek 'broguc band' G + + + + + + + 7 111IIII 
*soafo: 'to pick (tccth)' G + + + + + + 6 mm
*rgflsq 'diapers' G + + + + 4 IIIJ 
*vuoi�(ij)ii 'handle' PG/PB + + + + 4 ITII 
*kiei;aii 'runner' G + + 2 II

Total 1 7  1 5  12 1 3  1 6  1 7  1 6  14 12 1 1  7.4 

3) words shared with the Volgaic languages:
*kieY'ng- 'to endure' G + + + + + + + 7 nrnu 
*mo8ii 'mud' G + + 2 II

Total 2 2 2 1 0 0 4.5 
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Table 7 
The distribution of the Proto-Balto-Slavic loanwords 

1) words confined to Saarni:
'*muoh'tiJ- 'to snow' PBS 
*luovun}§ 'cleverdog' PBS 
*leai'gve 'bright' PBS 

Total 3 

S U P L N I Sk K T  Index 

+ + + + + + + + + 9 IITIIIIII 
+ + + + 4 IIII

+ + + 3 111 
2 2 2 3 2 2 5.3 

Table 8 
The distribution of the Proto-Slavic loanwords 

S U P L N I  Sk K T  Index 
1) words confined to Saarni:
*kuomner 'mushroom' PSL + + + + + + + + + 9 III[IJIII
*muihti 'soap' PSL + + + + + 5 nm

Total 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 7.0 

Table 9 
The distribution of the Proto-Baltic loanwords 

1) words confined to Saarni:
*ciek'l- 'to hide' PB 
*vuon;s 'old' PB 
*pieinmg- 'to feed' PB 
*kieP@ 'soth' PB 
*lea}pe 'aldcr' PB 
*säl'vi 'heart (rui food)' PB 
*tgktärr; 'daughter' PB 

Total 7 

2) words shared with Finnic:
'+'kufse 
*kuo}mii 
*luoKl,; 

*säm.i 
. ' . sqrves 

'dipper' PB 
'companion' PB 
'bay' PB 
'Saarni' PB 
'rcindeer bull' PB 

s u p

+ + +
+ + + 
+ + +

+ 
+ + +
+ 
+ .

6 4 5

+ + +
+ + + 
+ + +
+ + + 
+ + +

L N l  Sk K T Index 

+ + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
+ + + + + . 8 IIIIIIII
+ + + + 7 lllllll 
+ + + + + + 7 IIIIIU 
+ + 5 nm
+ + + + . 5 nm 

I I 

6 6 4 5 4 2 6.0 

+ + + + + + 9 IllIIIIII
+ + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
+ + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
+ + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
+ + + + + + 9 mmm
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*suo}11e 'hay' PB + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*.1110/iij 'island' PB + + + + + + + + + 9 mmm
*Iuo.Vg 'salmon' PB + + + + + + + + 8 IIIIIIII 
*luof,ni 'board' PB + + + + + + + + 8 mmn 
*luoViJ 'platform' PB + + + + + + + + 8 mmn 
*neaj}e 'nephew' PB + + + + + + + + 8 IIIIIIII
*rä}Ge 'hole' PB + + + + + + + + + 8 mmn
*ruo}_vr; 'leg' PB + + + + + + + + . 8 UIIIIII
*suolnC 'night frosl; dew' PB + . + + + + + + + 8 mmn
*tuoVte 'tinder' PB + + + + + + + + 8 mmn 
*kglng 'log' PB + + + + + + 6 mm 
*seaiiri 'company' PB + + + + + + 6 mm
*bioj}e 'blade' PB + + + + 4 IIII 
*sg.VtiJ 'tanned !eather' PB + + + + . 4 JIII 
*vuoVJi 'wcdge' PB + + + + . 4 IIII 
*kuoVlrs 'yoke' PB + + . 2 1 1  

Total 21  16 17 16 19 1 8  19 1 8  18 14 7.3 

3) words shared with the Volgaic languages:
?*jiiVrii 'lake' PB + + + + + + + + + 9 IIIIIIIII
*keai'ni 'time, case' PB + + + + + + + + + 9 rmnm
*loan/.e 'space betwccn' PB + + + + + + + + + 9 rmmn 
*siemin 'seed' PB + + + + + 5 nm 

Total 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 8.0 

The distributianal index of the post-PIE loanwords canfined ta Saarni is a 
little higher (5.7) than that af the PIE loanwards (4.7). The index för post-PIE 
loanwords shared with Finnic, however, is significantly higher (7.4) and comes 
close ta the distributional index af the indigenaus words which ga back to the 
Finnic-Saami protalanguage. 

The distribution of the old IE laanwords in Saarni varies from a very 
narrow distribution (the loanword is found in one Saarni idiam only) ta a pan
Uralic one. It is striking that both Saamic and Finnic have several independent 
loans from Proto-lnda-European and its immediate daughter languages Proto
Germanic, Proto-Balto-Slavic and Proto-Aryan. At the same time, the Ugric lan
guages seem to share their Proto-Inda-European or Prota-Aryan loanwords 
with other Uralic or Finno-Ugric languages (cf. Korenchy 1972: 46-84) and 
have very few separate old IE loanwords, and the same goes for Mordvin as 
well. It would be reasonable ta think - since the Ugric Janguages and Mordvin 
were closest to the lndo-European area where Proto-Aryan emerged - that Ugric 
and Mardvin would possess about as many independent old IE 1oanwards as 
the westemmast Uralle idiams (Saarni and Finnic), but this is not the case. 
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The obvious explanation is the pattem of communication in the early 
Neolithic Uralic/Finno-Ugric area: after the advent of agriculture south af the 
Uralic area and its impact on the culture and economy there, the southem parts 
ofthe Uralic/Finno-Ugric area became the centre from where not only linguistic 
innovations such as loanwords and structural changes but also cultural innova
tions found their way into the north-wcstern and northem peripheries. There 
were very few influences taking the opposite direction from the peripheries 
towards the centre: ane can suggest only a couple of possible North-Western 
löanwords in Volgaic and Permic ( cf. Hertzen 1973). The loanwords adopted in 
the centre spread to the peripheries but those adopted in the peripheries did not 
find their way to the centre (or centres). The same goes for other innovations as 
well, whether linguistic or cultural, 

A further implication is that Uralic/Finno-Ugric-spealdng groups had 
simultaneous contacts with Proto-Ind o -European-speaking groups in the South
East (the Pre-Aryan area), in the West (the Pre-Germanic area) and in the South
West (the Pre-Balto-Slavic area). This, in turn, means that the Proto-Finno
Ugric and probably also the Proto-Uralic area stretched from the Baltic to the 
Urals. This area can be defined as an exogamic system with intemal distribution 
of linguisti.c, cultural and genetic influences from the centres to the peripheries 
and small egalitarian societies with hardly any surplus production. The area 
represented the stage in language history R. M. W. Dixon (1997: 67-75) calls 
equilibrium; this was punctuated by the advent of agriculture south of the 
Proto-Uralic(Proto-Finno-Ugric area, and new patterns-of communication arose. 
The southem or south-eastem part of the Proto-Uralic/Proto-Finno-Ugric area 
closest to the area of agricultural surplus production became a new centre from 
where innovations spread to the rest of the a rea. Eventually, as the populati.on 
grew denser and developed more advanced economic and social systems, the 
different peripheries developed identities and centres of their own, and the indi
vidual language areas (Finnic, Saamic, Mari� Mordvin, Pem1ic, Ugric, Samo
yed) emerged as a result af innovations that spread from thcse centrcs and were 
acccpted by the speak:ers as a sign of lireal identity. These areas disintegrated 
into smaller and smal1er areas because of the new innovation centres that devel
oped as a consequence of socio-economic change and ensuing new areal identi.
ties. 

The old IE loanwords in Saarni are concentrated, as already demon
strated, in the central idioms Lule, North, Inari and Skolt Saarni. Their number io 
North Saarni is especially high, and searches for independent PIE loanwords in 
the south-westem languages South, Ume and Pite Saarni as well as in the east-
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em languagcs Kildin and Ter Saarni have been fiuitless. I see no other explana
tion för this state of affairs other than this: when the PIE Joanwords were 
adopted, the Uralle idioms which later developed into Saarni must have been in 
the area where their descendants � the present Saarni languages - are now 
spoken. It is inconceivable that the loanwords would have been adopted some
where else and that the pre-Saami speakers would have moved into lhe present 
Saarni areas after the adoption of the loanwords. If this were the case, the dis
tribution of the PIE loanwords confined to Saarni should be  as even as lhat of 
the rest of the old vocabulary, but it is not. 

The old indigenous vocabulary or parts of it and the old IE loanwords 
shared with other Uralic languages represent linguistic innovations which spread 
from the centre, and the old IE loanwords confined to Saarni reflect linguistic 
and cultural contacts in the periphery. The area from where the PIE loanwords 
spread to the pre-Saami area of the time is easy to locate: it is the Gulf of 
Bothnia. Along the main rivers that flow into it, the PIE loanwords found their 
way into the surrounding Lule, North and Eastern Saarni areas from where they 
spread to the rest of the area. 

Proto-Indo-European began dissolving into daughter languages around 
3000 se, and the oldest loanwords were adopted into Saarni before the evolu
tion of the characteristic features of the daughter languages. This dating together 
with the distribution of the loanwords gives us a possibility ta account för the 
cultural context in which the loanwords were adopted. Towards the middle af 
the föurth millennium BC the climate in Northem Europe became wanner and 
the seals in U1e Baltic sea which were an important resource at the time rctreated 
to those areas in the north where there was enough ice för nesling which was 
essential för their reproductian, i.e, to the Gulf of Bothnia. Seal oil and probably 
other seal products as well were important commodities at the time, and the local 
population around the Gulf of Bothnia experienced a strong and unprecedented 
economic upswing, lately documcnted in archaealogical excavations of the area 
(Pentti Koivunen, personal communication). The amber finds indicate Iively 
contacts with the south-eastem Baltic coast where Proto-Indo-European was 
spoken at the time. The Proto-Indo-European loanwords brought from the south 
were then transmitted to the surrounding areas along the main rivers that flow 
into the Gulf of Bothnia. 

Together with other research results this means that the Proto-Finno
Ugric/Proto-Uralic speaking area stretched from the Scandinavian peninsula at 
least to the Ural mountains at the time of the Proto-Indo-European contacts. 
Since there is no clear indication of a population replacement between the time 
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when North Finland was initially colonized and 3000 BC, I conclude that the 
earliest colonizers belonged ta, the same Uralic-speaking linguistic sphere as the 
rest of north-eastern Europe. As there was no surplus production, it was ex
pedient to relate ta communities which had the same Strategies för coping with 
the environme_nt as one's own. The relative linguistic and cultural unifonnity of 
the Ur\llic area was maintained by -innovations such as Comb Ccramics, which 
spread from its centres. The cultural innovations did not always reach the ex
treme Uralic peripheries, whereas most of the discemible linguistic innovations 
did, until the different ·subdivisions of the Uralic area developed identities of 
their own and expressed them by their own innovations. 
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LOST LANGUAGES IN NORTHERN EUROPE 

Peter Schrijver 

As we now know, not 1east from the recent work of Jorma Koivulehto, Finno
U gric languages abound with loanwords that were taken from Indo-European at 
various stages of its development. Yet this statement does not sum up ali there is 
to say about the relation between Uralle and Indo-European, Leaving aside the 
issue that Indo-European and Uralic are probably ultirnately genetically related, 
I shall concentrate on another subject, which so far has attracted little attention: 
the nature and origin of words af non-lndo-European stock in northem Indo
European languages (Germanic, ceitic) which have cognates in Lappish and/or 
Finnish. 

Many of the supposed Germanic loanwords in Finnish and Lappish have 
no reliable Indo-European etymology whatsoever. While the Uralist usually 
ascribes a Germanic, and hence lndo-European, origin to such words, the Indo
Europeanist would be perfectly happy to accept a Finnish or Lappish origin. 
A case in point is a word for 'fish roe, fish sausage'. This occurs as _gutta in 
Norwegian Lappish and the e_tymon is widespread throughout the Lappish 
dialec:;ts (Lehtiranta 1989, no. 501). The attested forms all go back to *kiiti-. This 
shows a striking resemblance to Middle Low German kiit, kiite, Modern Low 
German (dialect of Mecklenburg) kii(h)t 'entrails, weak parts of the animal 
body, roe, calf of the leg', Middle Dutch cute , cuut,. kiet, kijte, which reflect 
*kUti- or a derived *kiitian-. The Dutch � Low-German form was borrowed by
other Germanic languages, e.g. Modern Icelandic kUt-magi 'fish stomach', kyta 
'fish stomach, roe', Frisian kiit 'roe, calf'. The details of the etymology have
been worked out by Koivulehto (1992: 88-90), who regards the Lappish word
as a particularly early borrowing from Germanic (Gennanic *ii ➔ Proto
Lappish *U, not uv; Gennanic *t ➔ Proto-Lappish *t, not *tt: Koivulehto 1992:
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89). Yet it remains a mystery where Germanic got the word from, as it is doubt
lessly not of Indo-European origin. If one does consider an Indo-European 
origin, ane would have to reconstruct *guHd-i-. 111is is phonotactically inad
missible, with its two voiced unaspirated stops, or, according to the glottalic 
theory, glottalized stops. Moreover,. there are no reliable cognates in any other 
Indo-European language. Pokomy's *geu, *gau, *gii, *gu 'bend, arch' (IEW, p. 
393) is very much a mixed bag, both formally and semantically, which, more
over, does not account för the final ""d. The supposedly Macedonian form y6öa·
Evi:Epet. MetKEÖ_6vtc; (Hesychius) seems at first sight to correspond to the
Gerrnanic fonns, but as we know next to nothing about the historical phonology
af Macedonian this impression may be an illusion. Moreover, various sugges
tions have been made to i'nterpret y60o: in a completely different way (see Frisk
1960�73, I: 319, III: 64; Chantraine 1968, I: 232). Veclic gUdii- 'bowel', gudd
'bowel, rectum, vagina' corresponds more closely to the Germanic forms, but its
un-Indo-European raot structure (two glottalized stops) and the irregular corre
spondence between Germanic *U an d Vedic *1/ throw up serious problems.

Now if *kiUi does not have an Indo-European origin, and a Uralic origin is 
most unlikely in view of the absence of the etymon outside Lappish, the ques
tion of where the word came from arises. The answer no doubt is: from a lost 
non-Indo-European, non-Uralic language that was once spoken in northem 
Europe. 

In the last decade, some progress has been achieved in the identification of 
non-Indo-European substratum languages in Middle and Northem Europe. At 
the moment it is tao soon to present a well-balanced account. Research into the 
various lexical layers of the lndo-European languages of the area has just started 
to be conducted within the framework of the Jndo-European Etymological Dic
tionary Project at Leiden University. For the rnoment it seems safe ta say that at 
least three substratum languages can be identified: 

(1) The language of the so-called "Old European hydronymy". It is the great
merit of Hans Krahe to have collected and evaluated large amounts of hydro
nyms and to have argued persuasively that these belong to ane and thc same
language (Krahe 1954; 1964). Krahe thought that the language was lndo
European, an idea that is still occasionally entertained, mainly -among scholars
specializing in onomastics (e.g. Kitson 1996). However, weighty arguments
haVe been produced to show that this cannot be the case (Vennemann 1994;
Kuiper 1995), such as the nearly complete failure of elements in the Old
European hydronymy to tum up as lexical items in Indo-European languages.
Furthermore, the Ianguage of the Old European hydronymy has remarkable
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phonotactics: the vowel a is by far the most frequent vowel, whereas it did not 
exist, or was at best very rare, in Proto-Indo-European; another point is the 
inordinately high frequency af resonants and s as opposed to stops, which, 
again, is an un-Indo-European situation. Judging from the clistribution of Old
European hydronyms, the language reflected in them was spoken over large 
areas of westem and northern Europe, including the British Isles, Scandinavia, 
Germany, Poland and the Baltic region. According to Vennemann (1994), the 
language is related to Basque. Incidentally, Vennemann (most recently 1998, 
with references to earlier articles) and Beekes (1998) have claimed that this 
1anguage has indeed donated loanwords to Indo-European languages. None of 
the alleged instances carries conviction, however. 

In view of the extreme rarity with which elements belonging to this 1an
guage tum up as lexical items in the languages of Europe, it .is not to be expected 
that this substratum p1ayed an important part in donating lexical material to the 
Indo-European and Uralle languages of Northem Europe. 

(2) The second substratum language I shall label "the language af bird names",
as a number of non-Indo-European bird names in western Indo-European
languages provide evidence on some significant points of the structure of that
Janguage (Schrijver 1997). Most .lmportantly, it had a prefix a-, which was
probably stressed and accompanied by syncope of vowels in the rest of the
word; the language had fricatives such as x, 6, and it had a diphthong alien to 
Germanic and Celtic, something like [a8], which was rendered as a in Bri tish
Celtic and ai in Gennanic. Note the following examples:

*mesVI-, *a-m(V)sl- 'blackbird' ➔ Welsh mwyalch, Latin merula; Old High
Gennan amsla, amasla, amisla, amusla, Old English ösle 

*la»waÖ•, *a•law6- 'lark' ➔ Old Icclandic lrevirki, Old English läwerce, Old
High Gennan liJrahha, liJrihha, Midd!e Dutch liwerke, Finnish !eivo(nen); 
Gaulish (in Latin) alauda 

"raud- .  *a-rulid- 'ore' ➔ Latin raudus 'lump of ore', Old High Gennan aruz,
ariz, Old Saxon arut (also Finnish rauta, Northem Lappish ruow'de, Old 
Icclandic rauOi; or these dircctly from a descendant of Proto-Indo-European 
*h1roudli- 'rcd')

*sleroP-, 'l'a-str(a)P• 'lightning, sulphur' ➔ Greek (å)an:pom\, (O.)arpanfi 'light•
ning', Old Irish straif, sraih 'sulphur' 

Other examp!es include: *kraxar- 'heron' ➔ Weish crehyr, Proto•Gcrmanic 
*h(r)airar-, Finnish haikara; *spra»w ➔ Brcton frao 'crow, jackdaw',
Proto-Gennan!c *spraiw• 'starling'; *baas• 'boar' ➔ Wclsh haedd, Proto
Germanic *haiza-. 

The "language of bird names" is attested through Germanic, Celtic, ltalic 
and, probably, through Greek as well, which would make up a sizeable territory 
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in Middle Europe. Its re1ation to certain elemcnts of Vennemann's (1995) 
''Atlantic", Kuiper's (1995) A l ,  Huld's ( 1990) "North Balkan Substrate" and 
Beekes' (1996) "European" is unclear, but there is as yet no reason ·to separate 
these from the language of bird names. So far there is no evidence for direct 
contact between this language and Uralic languages: the Finnish and Lappish 
forms mentioned above can easily be explained as borrowings from Germanic. 

(3) The third substratum language will be of more immediate concem. Kuiper
(1995), who m ay be credited with the identification of this substratum, prosaic
ally called it A2, but I shall label it here the "language of geminates". This sub
stratum is heavily presentin Germanic (see e.g. Boutkan 1998), but there is also
some material in Celtic and Balto-Slavic. As a consequence, the territory of this
language may be sought somewhere in Northern Europe, however vague this
may be. Relevant etyma can probably be found among the materials in Polome
1986 and 1992.

A highly characteristic feature of words deriving from this language is 
the variation of the final root consonant, which may be single or double, voiced 
or voiceless, and prenasalized. To illustrate this, I present one af Kuiper's ex
amples: 

Proto-Germanic *diijl-: Oldicelandic dUfa 'to immerse' 
Proto-Germanic *dujf: Facroese dujfa 'to bob up and down (of a ship)' 
Proto-Germanic *dubb-: Norwegian dubha 'to stoop', Middlc Dutch dubben 'to 

immerse' 
Proto-Germanic *dUp: Dutch duypen 'to hang one's head', 
Proto-Germanic *dupp-: German diippen, Norwegian duppa 'to dive' 
Proto-Gennanic *dump-: Norwegian, Eng[ish, Danish dump 'hole, pit, pond', East 

Frisian dumpen 'dive' 
Cognates: Lithuanian dubrJ.s 'deep', dwiiblas 'mud in water, marsh'; Old Irish 

domuin, Welsh dwfn 'deep' < *duhni- and others. 

The background of this alternation is unknown, but it seems likely that the 
alternation found in Gennanic reflects a similar altemation in the substratum 
Ianguage. The only regularity is that after a long vowel no geminate consonants 
seem to occur. Incidentally, the language of geminates cannot be Uralic, as 
another of its characteristics is the frequent occurrence of word -initial *kn- and 
*kl - ,  and Uralic languages do not allow consonant clusters at the beginning of
the word. On the other hand, and at the risk of explaining obscura per obscuri
ora, one might consider the possibility that the consonant gradation of Lappish
and Baltic Finnic is somehow connected with the altemation of consonants at the
end of the first syllable in the "language of geminates". Since most Uralists now
agree that consonant gradation is an innovation of Lappish and Baltic Finnic, its
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rise may be connected with the phonetic peculiarities of speakers of the language 
of geminates who turned to spealdng Finno-U gric (but see Helimski 1995 for a 
plea for Proto-Uralic gradation). Such a scenario would not necessarily be i n 
compatible with the traditiona! connection of consonant gradation with Vemer's 
law in Gennanic, but the details lie outside the scope of this article. 

We may now retum to our word for 'roe, calf, weak body parts', which 
was reconstructed as *kUti(�) for both Lappish and Germanic. It turns out that a 
number of other cognates within Gennanic indicate that the etymon ultimately 
goes back to the language of gerninates: 

*kunr-: Middle Low Genmm kunte, Dutch kont, English cunt 'buttocks, cunnus' 
*kutt-: Dutch kut 'cunnus', Bavarian kiitze 'part of intes_tines', Middlc High Gcr

man kotze 'prostitutc', Midd!e LowOerman kutte 'cunnus' 

In view of this conclusion, various scenarios to account for the history of 
Proto-Lappish *kUti and Proto-Gennanic *kUti- present themselves. Either the 
word was borrowed by Gennanic from the language of geminates, and Lappish 
borrowed the word from Gennanic; or Proto -Lappish borrowed the word from 
the language of geminates, and Gennanic borrowed it from Proto-Lappish; or, 
finally, Gennanic and Lappish borrowed the word from the language of gemi
nates independently. 

!n view of this relatively wide range of possible scenarios, one could main
tain that there is as yet no compelling evidence for direct contact between Uralle 
and the language of geminates. Yet some such evidence can be produced. 

Proto-Finno-Ugric *urå 'man, male' (Sammallahti 1988: 542; UEW, p. 
545} is represented by Hungarian Ur 'lord, sir', Finnish uros genitive singular
ur(h)oon 'hero ', uros genitive singular uroksen 'male (of animals)', urho 'hero,
fighter', Proto�Lappish *ores 'male' (Lehtiranta 1989, no. 811). The Hungarian
form has received various altemative explanations, which render the Finno
U gric etymology somewhat less secure. Semantically, the application of Finnish
uros to male animals is matched by various Lappish forms, such as Southern
Lappish orra (Meraker} 'male reindeer', hurrä 'one year old male reindeer', and
Westem Lappish hurrie 'grouse' (Lagercrantz 1939: 1511-1513, 4516, 8356;
orthography simplified; note, however, that the latter has been explained as a
Joan from the Scandinavian word för 'grouse', on which see below).

This application of*urå to fauna offers a possible clue to the understanding 
of. an element *Ur- , *urr- in Germanic words for 'aurochs' and 'capercaillie, 
black grouse', in other words, two of the biggest and most majestic animals of 
Northem Europe: Old High German Uro 'aurochs' < *Ur6n, Old High Gennan 
Ur-ochso, Old English Ur, Old Icelandic Urr 'id.' < *iiraz, Old High Gennan 
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iir-han9 'male capercaillie'; Old High German orre-huon 'female capercaillie', 
Old Icelandic orri 'black grouse', Modem Norwegian_, Modem Swedish orre 
'id.' < *urr-. 

Proto-Germanic *urr- is usually explained on the basis of Proto-Indo
European *wrs- or *h1t;s- 'male', but the former would have yielded **wurr
(cf. *wjkwos 'wolf' > Gothic wulfs), while *h1[S· would account för *urr- but 
not for *iir-. It seems more likely that *iir- and *urr-, showing as they do an 
altemation of single and double r and a concomitant altemation of long and short 
*u, were borrowed by Gerrnanic from the language af geminates. The language
of geminates would then have borrowed the item from Finno-Ugric if Hun
garian Ur is cognate; if not, Lappish and Finnish may have borrowed the word
from the language of geminates. It is possible to bypass the language of gemi
nates, however, by assuming that Germanic barrawed the etymon directly from
Proto-Lappish, induding the consqnant gradation r - rr. Either way, it- is more
likely that Finno-Ugric was the donor language than that Germanic was.

A second example of clirect contact between the language of geminates and 
a branch of Uralle is the Gennanic word hand (Gothic handus etc.) < Proto
Germanic *hand-. All attempts at ao Indo-European etymology of this word 
remain unconvincing (see recently Kluge & Seebold 1989: 353). Yet if we take 
Grimm's and Verner's Laws into account, we may reconstruct *hand- as 
*kant-. This looks strikingly like a cognate of Proto-Finno-Ugric *käti 'hand,
arm', but with a nasal infixed into the raot. Since this nasalization is not a feature
of Finno-Ugric, or of Indo-European (outside the nasal presents, that is), and
since it is a feature of the language of geminates, it is reasonable to concludc that
Finna-Ugric *käti was borrowed by the language of geminates, from which it
subsequently entered Germanic before Verner's Law and Grimm's Law.

Another word that one may suspect af having been borrowed from Finno
Ugric is Proto-Germanic *manag- , *manig- 'many' (German manche, Dutch 
menig etc.), Old Church Slavonic m'hnog1, 'much', and Proto-Celtic *menekki
'often' (Welsh mynych, Oir. menic): the erratic vocalism, the altemation of *g(h) 
and *kk and the limited geographical distribution brand this etymon as of non
Indo-European origin (cf. Boutkan 1998: 124-125). The altemation of the final 
velar consonant suggests that the etymon was taken over from the language of 
geminates, but it is hard to deny ao ultimate connectian with Finno-Permian 
*moni (> Finnish moni 'many a'; UEW, p. 279). I suggest, with due hesitation,
that either Finno-Ugric or the language of geminates, but certainly not lndo
European, is the ultimate source af this etymon.
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The idea that the Northem European language of geminates could play an 
interrnediary role in Joan contacts between Northem and Westem Indo-European 
on thc one hand and Finno-Ugric on the other may also account for the fact thai 
Finno-Ugric words could end up as far away as Celtic, which as far as we know 
was never in direct contact with a branch of Uralic. I would filee to suggest two 
candidates. 'föe first is Finno-Ugric *miXf 'land' > *me"xi > *maxf > Finnish 
maa (Sammallahti 1988: 546; UEW, p. 263 reconstructs maye). This shows an 
uncanny resemblance to Proto-Celtlc *magos, phonetically [mayos], which 
means 'field, plain', and which has no cognates in Gennanic and no etymology 
whatsoever. The second etymon is Proto-Finno-Ugric *kårki- 'crane' > LpN 
guor'g/1, and Finnish kurki (which has irregular -u-). This resembles *korkijos 
or *kurkijos 'heron', which underlies Welsh crychydd, Breton kerc' heiz 
(Wagner 1962-64: 301; Schrijver 1997: 297-298 and note 10). 

Another etymon that may,., originally have belonged to the language of
geminates is *sugh-, *sug- , *siik- 'to suck', which is found in ltalic (Latin 
sUgere 'ta suck', sUcus 'sap'), Celtic (Welsh sugno 'to suck' < *seuk-, Old 
Irish sUgid < *siig(I')-), Baltic (Latvian sUkt 'to suck'} and, notably, Germanic 
(Old English siitan, Dutch zuikeh < *siig-, Old English sodan 'ta soak' <
*sug-; Old English and Old High Gennan siigan 'to suck' < *siik/g1

'-, with vari
ous ablaut grades; and also Germanic *siip" > Genn. saufen, *supp- > German 
Suppe, etc.). An interchange af voiced and voiceless velar stops and also of 
velar and labial stops is one of the characteristics of the language af geminates, 
as Kuiper has pointed out. In an etymon such as this one might admittedly 
expect erratic changes of a sound-symbolic nature, but the fäct remains that what 
we find here closely resembles the pattem seen in other, non-expressive etyma 
belonging to the language of geminates. Now these forms show more than a 
passing resemblance to the Proto-Uralic word for 'mouth', *.foxf, which devel
oped into Proto-Finno-Ugric *§wd (> Finnish suu, perhaps Northem Lappish 
COvvd; Sammallahti 1988: 540; UEW, p .  492 reconstructs *Suwe). One might 
again argue that the Uralic word was borrowed by the language af geminates, 
which passed it on, after processing, ta lndo-European languages in the neigh
bourhood. For those who may doubt that Uralic words could have been passed 
on to such remote lndo-European branches as ltalic, there is a perfectly plausible 
parallel, namely the Uralic word for 'fish', *kålå (Sammallahti 1988: 538, 
UEW, p. 119) > Finnish kala, Northem Lappish guolle etc. This was borrowed 
into Indo-European languages as Latin squalus 'a big seafish', Old lcelandic 
hvalr, English whale, and Old Prussian kalis (Burrow 1955: 24, note l ;  Koivu-
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lehto 1995: 101; cf. Joki 1973: 266). The reconstructable proto-form för these 
Indo-European fonns is *k'olos or *k""alos. 

In conclusion, there _ is evidence, however limited, for Finno-Ugric loan
words in lndo-European (see also Hofstra 1996), and there is evidence that "the 
language of geminates", which is neiter Indo-Europeaa nor Uralic (but see Kort
landt 1997), played an intennediary role in transmitting such loanwords. It 
seems likely that our understanding of the structure of the language of geminates 
will continue to grow for some time to come. Subtle questions, such as the affili
ation of this language, will have to be postponed för the future. Meanwhile, 
however, nothing prevents the archeologist interested in such matters to search 
for the speakers of this language somewhere in North em Europe. 
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ANCIENT METALLURGY IN NORTHERN EURASIA: 
ON THE PROBLEM OF CONTACTS BETWEEN THE 
INDO-EUROPEAN- AND URALIC-SPEAKING 
PEOPLES 

(ABSTRACT) 

E. N. Chernykh 
S. V. Kuz'minykh 

In the Early Metal Period, a succession of contacts .and interactions between the 
lndo-European- and Uralic-speaking peoples in the field of mining and metal
lurgical production can be reconstructed. There is no reliable evidence on metal
working in the archaeological cultures ofthe forest zone dated to the period cor
responding to the Eneolithic in southeastem Europe. 

The earliest testimonies of metal use appeared in the Volga-Kama region 
and Karelia as early as late fourth - early third millennium BC (according to 
calibrated r adiocarbon dates). The emergence of initial mining and metallurgical 
production in the region of the Lake Onega i s  clearly of a spontancous nalure. 

The origin af metallurgical innovations in the forest-steppe and southern 
taiga zones in the Volga�Kama region, the Urals and western Siberia are dated 
to the middle of the third millennium BC and is linked with the Circumpontic 
Metallurgical Province (CMP). We mean Pit Grave, post�Repino, Fat'yanovo 
and Balanovo cultures, as well as the problematic reminiscence of the CMP in 
Central Asia- the Afanas'evo culture. The forest and forest-steppe peoplcs con
tinuously practised their hunting and fishing type of economy. 

In the 18th-l 7th centuries BC, the process of destruction of the CMP was 
finished and a quite new and active process of fonnation of the Eurasian Metal-
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lurgical Province (EAMP) began, and that designated the beginning of the Late 
Bronze Age in northem Eurasia. During the initial stage of its formation, metal
lurgical knowledge had no significant changes among the aboriginal taiga 
population, in spite of partial occupation of their-territory by the Abashevo and 
especially Sejma-Turbino tribes. 

Active innovations in metalworking among the -forest cultures are noted 
from the 16th-15th centuries BC after these peoples were included in the EAMP 
system. The production centres of the Timber Grave (Srubnaya) and Andronovo 
cultural communities were the core of the system. Later on, it was forest-steppe 
and forest cultures who became the main consumers of metal. TI1e metal was 
brought from mining and metallurgical centres of the Urals, Kazakhstan and the 
Sayano-Altai as before. 

The EAMP system increasingly degenerated in connection with the trans
formation taking place in Srubnaya and Andronovo communities. The EAMP 
system was totally destroyed by the 9th-8th centuries BC. At the beginning 
of the, Iran Age, settled "fotest'' peoples and "steppe" nomads were separated. 
No doubt, a mass incorporation of alien votabulary conceming metallurgy and 
stock-breeding among the forest population took place during the Late Bronze 
Age within the framework of the dynan1ic system of the EAMP production 
centres. 



CHRONOLOGY OF THE VOLGA-OKA VALLEY 
NEOLITHIC AND THE LYALOVO MIGRATIONS 

(ABSTRACT) 

Asya Engovatova

Until recently, there was very little information on ethnic history and migration 
in the Neolithic period due to an insufficient Neolithic chronology. 

As a result of excavations carried out by the Moscow and Upper Volga 
expeditions during the past five years, a number af important sites af the Upper 
Volga culture were discovered: Vojmezhnoe 1; Ozerki 5, 17; Okaemovo 5, 18. 
Palynological data as well as radiocarbon datings of these sites were analyzed. 
The complex analysis of the materials found at the sites led to a more accurate 
dating of the Neolithic cultures. 

The data let us date the origin of the Upper Volga culture to the sixth-fifth 
millennia BC. The middle stage of the Upper Volga -culture is dated from the 
middle of the fifth millennium BC to the secand half of the fifth millennium BC. 
The dating af the later and the final stages of the Upper Volga culture changed 
considerably; thase had been dated ta the middle of the fourth millennium se. 
According ta aur materials, the final stage af the Upper Volga culture can be 
dated ta the fifth-fourth millennia BC. Our results allowed us to answer an 
important question: Dicl the late Upper Volga culture- and the archaic Lyalavo 
culture exist at the same time? The Lyalovo culture is dated from about the 4000 
BC to the c. 3000 BC. The archaic stage of the Lyalovo culture stretches from 
about the 4000 BC to the c. 3750 BC. The early stage lasts from the fir�t quarter 
to the middle of the fourth millennium BC. The middle stage stretches from the 
middle of the fourth millennium BC to the last quarter of the fourth millennium 
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BC. The late stage of the Lyalovo culture is dated frorn the last quarter of the 
fourth millennium BC to the beginning of the third millennium BC. 

The new data contradict D. A. Krajnov's theory according to which Lya
lovo tribes migrated to the Valley from the north. 



MIGRATIONS, DIFFUSION AND UNINTERRUPTED 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE STONE AGE OF THE 
FOREST ZONE OF EASTERN EUROPE: 
SOME REMARKS 

(ABSTRACT) 

V. I. Timofeev

The first populations in the territory of the modern eastem European forest zone 
appeared at least in the Middle Palaeolithic and in several cases even before this 
period but their contribution to the later developments remains unclear. The 
problem of the Upper Palaeolithic roots of the Epipalaeolithk-Early Mesolithic 
cultures needs special investigation. 

The first real migrations of human populations were connected with the 
very end of the last glaciation; they marked the first settling of the area which 
became free from the ice-sheet. Most recognizable is the movement of the 
Swidry culture population and its successors from the nuclear area of the culture 
(Poland, Byelorussia, Lithuania) to the east and northeast. The proccss has been 
studied by a number of scholars (R. Schild, L. V. Koltsov, I. L. Zaliznyak and 
others).This migration was the most important one for the later development of 
the forest zone cultures. Scime groups of human populations of Scandinavian 
origin (Eromme, Ahrensburg) appeared at the same time, even in Central 
Russia, (M. G. Zhilin, A. E. Kravtsov, G. V.  Sinitsyna and others). The data 
suggesting possible movements from the east to the west in the Epipalaeolithic -
Early Mesolithic proposed by some scholars (Bryusov 1947; Pankrushev 1.978; 
Sidorov 1998 and others) are rare and mainly debatable. 
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It must be mentioned thut a pecuiiar trait of the Final Palaeolithic occupation 
was the co-existence of populations of different origin in the same regions and 
areas. 

The main part of the Mesolithic industries in a large part of the forest zone 
originates to a greater or lesser degree with the Swidry culture heritage (first 
of ali Kunda and Butovo; the idea of the movement of these cultures from the 
west was retracted by L. V. Koltsov and M. G. Zhilin). The definition of some 
"Post-Ahrensburgian" assemblages results from a discovery in recent years 
(I . L. Zaliznyak}. During the Mesolithic, some western or southem elements 
could be recognized in the industries of the main part of the area., 111e problem of 
the formation of the Mesolithic of Finland is aisa part of a broader problem 
connected to a large degree with the formation of the neighbouring more south
em and southeastem cultures (of which the Kunda, Onega and Verete are the 
most important). Uralic or west Siberian elements could be traced in the eastern 
and north-eastern parts of eastem Europe only (Oshibkina 1997). 

The territorial integrity was characteristic of the Mesolithic cu!tures, and, at 
the same time, probably the new situation resembled the "Neolithic'' pattem of 
occupation with biiingualism in the contact areas, as suggested by A. and S. 
Sherrat (1988). TI1is situation probably existed in the forest zone for a long time. 
We must also remember that during the Mesolithic period and even 1ater, until 
7000-6500 BP (uncal.), the whole European area was one interrelated world and 
there was no sharp cultural border between "west" and ''east". The real west-east 
demarcation appeared after the spread of fanning into central Europe with the 
Linear Band pottery culture population. 

The Early Neolithic (the period of the first ceramic culture forrnation and 
development) in the forest zone has not yielded indisputable evidence för migra
tion processes. Continuity in the development of the industries is debated by 
different researchers in many regions of the zone. The idea of pottery making 
spread to this vast area from the south and south-east, from the steppe and 
forest-steppe zone. The new chronological data show that pottery production 
appeared in the Russian steppe and forest-Steppe regions in a very early period -
no Jater than 8000 BP (uncal.). The Early Neolithic in the forest zone could be 
considered as the period when the processes of diffusion of the-pottery produc
tion skill are clearly recognizable (L. P. Khlobystin, M. Nunez, V. I. Timofeev 
and others). The independent appearance of several centres of early pottery 
could be defined in southem Russia and Ukraine. Probably, the diffusion of 
ideas had followed small-scale demic diffusion in a south- north direction, but 
there is no evidence of large movements of people which would interrupt the 
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development of the local cultures. Uralic influences are obv ious in the eastern 
and north-eastern districts of eastern Europe only. 

There are a number of changes in the "Ethnocultural" map of the Developed 
(or Middle) Neolithlc of the forest zone if compared with the Early Neolithic 
pcriod. New archaeological cultures appeared at this time, more oflen as results 
of interaction between populations of different arigin. Same migratians af 
different populations are knawn för this periad , but no distant and large-scale 
mavements of people from the Urals or western Siberia to the west can be de
fined indisputably. By the end af the Neolithic, a large pmt af the area became 
occupied by the populatian of the Volosovo entity and some cultures with 
elements similar to the Volosovo. 1n my opinion, the most convincing explana
tion for the ori gin of the Volosovo was suggested by V. V. Nikitin ( 1996). He 
showed that the Volosovo was formed as the result of the interactions of the Pit
and-Comb Ware population with the Kama culture population in the east and 
with the Upper Volga culture population in central Russia. 

The next period shows the classic cases of migration processes from the 
west and sout h -west (the spread of the Corded Ware , Fat'yanovo and related 
cultures). These processes had principal differences if compared with preceding 
migrations in the forest zone. The situation is comparable with the Neolithization 
of central Europe by the populations of the Linear Band pottery culture. 





THE PROBLEM OF INTERACTION OF 
CULTURAL TRADITIO NS IN THE BRONZE AGE 
IN CENTRAL RUSSIA (VOLGA-OKA BASIN) 

(ABSTRACT) 

Konstantin V. Voronin 

The paper presents results of ao analysis of the ethnocultural situation in central 
Russia in the Bronze Age. In my opinion, the Volga-Oka basin in the first hali 
of the second millennium BC is characterized by the coexistence of different 
cultures - a phenomenon reflected in the dynamic interrelation of complexes 
belonging ta various archaeological cultures. Some af the sites are connected 
with the aboriginal population of Uralic speakers. The final Volosovo, the 
Shagara complexes, as well as the complexes with the early Net Ware belong 
here. Yet another part is i'elated to the archaeological cultures originating from 
the territories outside the Volga-Oka basin (the Fat'yanovo-Balanovo, thc 
Middle Dnieper and the Abashevo cultures - all representing Indo-European 
speakers). The remainder, namely the complexes with Chirkovo materials, 
seems to be the result of interrelations of the final Volosovo (Uralic speak.ers) 
and the Fat'yanovo-Balanovo (Indo-European speak.ing) cultural traditions. 

The author supposes that the climatic warming which occurred in the first 
half of the second millennium BC was one of the factors leading to the multi 
plicity of archaeological cultures in the Volga-Oka basin in that period. This is 
supported by palynological analysis of the habitation layers. The rise in tempera
ture led to the border of the forest-and-steppe zone shifting closer to the Volga
Oka region, as well as to the possible penetration of the southern forest-and
steppe Bronze Age cultures into the Volga-Oka territories. An integrated culture 
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with material complexes homogeneous in design, which bear the influence of the 
aboriginal Finno-Ugric culture of the forest zone, appears in the Volga-Oka 
basin in the second half of the second millennium BC. The material marker in
dicating the fonnation of this cultun� is the net-omamented ceramics distribution 
throughout the Volga-Oka basln, which in its turn indicates the dominating role 
of the cultural traditions ofthe native Finno-Ugric population of the region. The 
latter adopted the innovations of the alien Bronze Age cultures, thus putting an 
end to the multiple penetration of the neighbouring cultures' traditions into the 
Volga-Oka region. 
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Eastem Urals culture 265-67, 269, 274 
ecology (see environment) 
economy l l n, 13-14, 17-26, 28-30, 39, 46-

47, 83-84, 92, 1 1 1, 175, 199, 280, 
290-94, 307, 325□, 332, 339, 354-55, 
460, 4 1 2 -13, 429 (see also agriculture, 
animal .husbandry, hunting) 

Edgren, Tors.ten 91  
Egyptian languages 192 
Elnm 152 
Elamite language 191 
Elamites 153, 155, 347; Proto- 152, 338 
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Elism steppes 28 
clite 28, 67, 88, 90, 92, 109, 1 1 1 ,  121, 

13 1 ,  1 53 
elk 24, 106-08, 157-58, 1 76, 296,349 
El!erbck 325n 
e!m 29 1 
Elovka 292-93 
Elshan,cu\lur_e 70, 275 
E!unino 99, J 1 0  
Emba river 336 
Enets languagc 77 
English language 15, 193, 210,221 
environment 14, 18-19, 22, 25, 27, 39-41 ,  

67, 85, 89, 249, 264, 280, 296, 307, 
324, 345, 363-64, 391-92, 414 (sce 
aisa Boreal, boundary, desert, forest 
zone, sea, steppe, tundra) 

crgative 210,213  
Erzya dia!ect 76. 177 
Eskimo-A!eut language 350 
Estonia 82, 85, 89-92, 99, 1 10, 115, 128-

30, 328n 
Estonian language 74, 92, 193, 210, 239, 

348 
Ethiopia 238 
ethnicity 8, 12-20, 30, 37, 46, 55, 101, 

153-54, 156, 163, 193, 217, 265-66, 
283-85, 289, 292-94, 325-26, 332, 
339, 350, 364, 431, 435-37 (see aisa 
society) 

ethnonym 111-14, 292 
Eurasia 8, 190, 192, 196, 213, 215, 291, 

293-94, 358, 376-77; central - 24, 
190, 207; northem - 269, 351, 376, 
392, 394, 429-430; subarcfic - 347, 
359, 363 

Eurusian Metallurgical Province 429-30 
Eurasian steppes 61 ,  99, 136, 218, 269, 

275, 293, 308, 378 
Evans, N. 364 
Evenlci 1:mguage 293 
extinct \anguages 76 -78, 109, 2 15 , 222, 

226, 230-32, 239, 289, 351, 386,390 
Ezero culture 64, 129 

Fat'yanovo culture 24, 65, 67, 69, 83, 85-
88, 95, 105 ,  126, 129-31 ,  232, 354-
55, 362, 429, 435, 437 

fauna (see animUls) 
Fedennesser culture 39-40, 339 
Fedorovo culture 96, 133, J:i6, 153, 291-94 
Fedorovo Warc 1 33, 293 
female 18 ,  20, 154, !58 -59, 312,314 
Fennoscandia 41-46, 48, 74, 78-80, 82, 

130, 231 (see also Scandinavia) 
Fcrghana 154 
figurine 20, 109 
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Finland 8-9, ·42, 45-47, 65-66, 69, 74, 78-
79, 82-92, 99, 1 10, 128-30, 188□, 
216, 239, 324□, 327, 338n, 358, 414, 
434 

Finnic (language[s]): 48, 76-77, 84, 9 1 ,  
Jt2, 1 14, 129-30, 2 1 1 ,  213-15, 217, 
231, 239-40, 243, 250, 254, 257-58, 
388-89, 392, 397-98, 400, 406, 408-
12  (scc also Baltic Finnic); Permic -
289; Pre- 239-40, 253; Proto- 48, 
90-92, 113, 226, 252-53, 326, 387; 
Early Proto- 90, 239-40, 389; Late 
Proto- 90, 239, 253; Pre-Proto-
400; West- 356; Proto-West- 356 

Finnish lmiguage 8, 72, 74, 91-92, l 12, 
126, 169, 171 ,  1 73-77. 188□, 193, 
239, 249, 320, 358, 386, 391-92, 4 17, 
420, 422 

fire 20, 88, [53-54, 174, 184, 241, 244, 
256-57 

Fischer, D. H. 15  
fish 41 ,  196, 296, 304, 307, 312, 346, 

391-92, 417, 423 
fishing (see lmnting) 
flection 195,207, 209- 1 1  
flint 45, 67, 82-83, 265, 273-74, 280 
fly 1 14, 309, 314 
Fodor, I. 331-32 
food 14, 16, 19, 22, 29, 122, 173, 175-76, 

182, 312, 316, 364, 404, 410 (sec also 
butter, drink, milk) 

forcst zonc 22-26, 67, 92, 99, 107-08, l31 ,  
135, 231, 291-92, 294, 326, 332, 362, 
376, 429, 433-35, 438; European -
(EFZ) thcory 326-28 (sce also Boreal, 
steppe, taiga) 

fortification 26, 30, 95, 269, 277, 306, 332 
French Ianguage 14, 189, 195□ 
.frontier (see boundary) 
Funnel-Beakerculture 46, 58-60, 66 
fur 90, 122 (sec also skin) 

G!ibori, Mik.16s 337-39 
Gaevo eemetery 332 
Galich hoard 106 
Galiugai settlement 27 
Gandhara Grav:c 154 
Garlno 23-24 (sec also VolosovO) 
Garino-Bor culture 85, 88, 95, 130 
Gellner, Ernest 12 
geminate 236□, 249, 253, 420-24 
gender 209 
genetic relationship (of !anguages; see lan-

guage kinship) 
Gcnghis Khan 189 
Gening, V. F. 332 
Georg, Stefan 238 
Georgia 28 



German language 14-15,417 
Germanic (languages) 13-14, 29, 68, 74, 

90, 92, 121, 189, 193-95, 200, 210, 
214--15, 224, 226-27, 230-31 ,  239, 
242, 253, 301-02, 327, 345, 353-54, 
397-98, 401, 409, 417-23; Palaeo-
226; (Pre -)Proto- 71,  90-92, 129-30, 
215, 221, 230-31 ,  239, 397, 409, 411-
12, 420 

Germans 14-15, 92, 201 
Germany 13, 39, 90, 117, 130, 216,419 
Giddcns, Anthony 12 
Gimbutas, Marija 20, 155, 335-37 
Glada\ 38-39, 41, 46, 78, 324, 337-39, 

348 (see also ice) 
G!assie, H. 14 
Glazkovo culture 106 
Globular Amphora culture 68-69 
glottalization 208, 224, 226, 418 
glottochronology 351 
goat 28, 85, 303-05, 307, 309-10, 312 
god 1 13, 119, 121, 123, 125, 154, 247, 

290, 295-96, 304, 310, 31 1 , 362 
goddess 121 ,  154-55, 295-96, 337 
gold 28, 69-70, 127, 295, 321, 375 
Gonur 152-53 
Gorbunovo 83 
Gorodsk cultore 64 
Gothic Janguage 1 1 1 ,  1 13 
gradation 212, 226, 420-22 
Graeco-Armenian (]anguages) 346; Proto-

131,  133-34 
grain 19, 22, 27, 29, 127, 169, 175, 256, 

290, 305, 312, 356-57 (see also agri
culture, barley, wheat, millet) 

Grnntovskij, E. A. 296 
grass 114, 242, 243, 305, 308 
grave (see burial) 
Gravcttian technocomplex 38-40 
Grimm 's Law 422 
Gromov, A. V. 60 
GulfofBothnia 42, 45, 397, 413 
Gulf of Finland 74, 82 
Gumugou culture (see Quäwrigbul culture) 

Hajdtl, Peter 115, 291, 320-24, 329 
Häkkinen, Kaisa 77, 196, 321n, 322, 387, 

392 
Hamburg culture 39-40, 339 
hammer 80-82, 125, 290 
Hantis 113, 296 (see also Khanty language) 
Harmaita, J. 290, 329 
Ha11ians: Proto- 338 
head 106-09, 121, 304,307, 3 1 1  
Helimski (Khelimskij}, Eugene 73, 251-52, 

259n, 290,305n, 321, 387, 389 

INDEX 

Herberstein, Siegmund 333-34 
herding (sec animal husbandry) 
Hermanaric 1 1 1  
Hcrodotus 122 
Hesychios 121,418 
Hindi language 193 
Hindukush mountains 154, 302, 305 
Hittite 64, 129, 191, 325 
Hobsbawm, Eric 12 
Hodosovichi 102, 104-05 
Hoffmann, Karl 134 
Holocene 4 1 ,  47 
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homeland: AHaic - 207, 214; Hungarian -
334-35;_ Indo-Aryan - 306; (Proto-) 
lndo-Europcan - 12-13, 17-18, 68, 
130, 200, 207, 213, 216, 218, 240, 
257, 305n, 319, 326n, 335-36, 345-
48, 357-58, 364, 395; lndo-Iranian -
296, 305n, 306; Latin - 347; Permic 
- 76; (Proto-)Ugric/Uralic - 73-74, 
78-79, 95, 113, 115, 127, 200, 207, 
214, 216, 257, 2�9. 291, 294, 319,
321n, 322-26, 330-31, 333-35, 345-
48, 350, 352, 356-59, 362, 364, 391-
93, 395 

Homo sapiens 188; -fossilis 337 
honey 1 14-24, 131, 176, 247, 291, 372, 

393,408 
Honti, Liizlo 78, 190 
horse 18, 24-26, 67, 69, 95, 101, 107-1 1 ,  

1 13, 121, 1 31-33, 136-38, 153, 158, 
257, 291-92, 295-96, 333, 335, 368, 
371, 376-77; - sncrifice 121, 295 (see 
a!so chariot) 

houses (see-dwelling) 
Huld, Martin E. 420 
human being 111-12, 255, 290, 337, 371, 

376 
Hungarian (language) 76, 113-14, 175, 177, 

193-94, 210, 212, 254n, 289, 320, 
322, 326n, 346, 387, 421; Old - 76;
Proto- 387

Hungarians 76, 1 13-14, 289, 331-35, 337; 
Proto- 331-35 

Hungary 9, 30, 62-63, 76, 110, 136, 189, 
331, 337 

Huns 114, 333 
hunter-gathercrs 122, 128, 155, 355, 362-

63 
hunting 22, 24-25, 30, 39-41, 169, 247, 

325n, 355, 362; horse- 25;- & fish
ing 16, 19, 22, 25, 41, 46, 79, 83, 
92, 169, 173-74, 181, 247, 282, 292, 
332, 350, 355, 362-64, 429 (see also 
animali) 

Hurrians 347 
hydronyms 319, 336n, 418-19 
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Jbcrians 338 
ice 22, 41, 78, 339, 413, 433 (see alw 

Glacial) 
Icelandic Janguage 56, 92 
identity 12-17, 21 ,  29-30, 37, 55, 194n, 

350,360, 401,412, 414 
ll!ich-Svitych, V. M. 196-98 
Inari 42; - Saami 412 
lndia 26, 114, 152-54, 1 95, 294, 360 
lndo-Aryan (languages) L l l-12, 1 14, 122, 

125, 130, 133, 136, 153-54, 189, 252, 
290, 294, 302,- 306; (Pre-)Proto- 113, 
124-26, 131, 133, 136-38, 253, 290 
(scc also Aryan) 

lndo-Aryans 153, 295, 302, 305-06, 308, 
336, 361 

(lndo-)Jranian languages 26, 1 1 1-12, 125, 
130, 133-36, 151 ,  154, 214-15, 224, 
226-27, 230, 232, 241-43, 245, 247-
48, 252, 254□, 259, 284, 289-91, 293-
94, 296, 301-02, 305-06, 308-16, 320, 
335-36, 340, 345, 348, 353, 356, 360-
61, 403; Middle Irania□ 126-27, 136;
Pre-{Proto-)Iranian 131, 215, 252; 
Proto-(Indo-)lranian 24, 125-27, 133-
36, 156, 221, 227-28, 230-32, 242, 
247-49, 2_51-57, 259, 290, 301-02,
306, 310, 321n, 322, 340, 353, 402 

(Indo-)Iranians 30, 153, 231, 291, 294-96, 
305-09, 332-33, 336, 361-63 

lndo-Uralic relationship 7Vi3, 193, 198, 
199n, 200, 207-8, 216-17, 223n, 258-
59, 339, 393, 395; Proto-lndo-Uralic 
223n 

Indra 121, 125, 291, 295,304, 3 1 1  
Indus culture 152, 155, 306n, 358 
lngrian (sce Inkerois) 
Inkcrois languagc 74,239 
Iran 26, 115, 136, 137, 152, 346, 360 
Irnnian plateau 26, 308 
Irmen' 155 
iron 243, 320-21, 360 
lron Age 68, 89-90, 92, 136, 331-32, 360, 

430 
Iroquoian Janguages 16-17 
Jroquois Indians J 6 
Irtysh (river) 76, 88, 1 05, 109, !57, 265, 

275, 280, 282, 330-32, 335, 378; 
Middle- cu]turc 269, 274 

Isetskoc Pravo-bcrezhnoe 268 
Isim tiver 330, 332, 335 
isochrone 63 
isogloss 77, 134-35, 170, 386 
Isset river 330 
Italian language 189 
Italic languages 226, 230, 347, 419, 423; 

Pre- Proto-Italic 30; Proto-Ita!o-Celtic 
129 

INDEX 

Itkonen, Erkki 392 
Itkonen, Terho 91, 402 
Ivanov, S. V. 293 
Tvanovskoe-IIr I 10 

Jacobson, E. 159 
Janhunen, Juha 72-74, 77, 79, 91-92, 109, 

1 16, 126-27, 139,_ 192n, 236, 373, 
375, 387-88, 391-92 

Janislawice culture 325n, 327-29, 330n, 
339 

Japan 1 1 6-17 
Jnpanese language 1 16-17, 193, 212 
Japanic language family 2 1 1-12 
Jastorf culture 90 
Jhunggar river- 62 
Joki, Aulis J. 72, 1 14-15, 290 
Jordanes 1 1 1-12 
Junggrammatiker 195 

Kalbak-Tash 159 
Kallio, Petri 77, 240, 245 
Kama (river) 40, 76, 78-79, 85-88, 95, 99-

100, 109-10, 117, 123, 128, 130, 135-
36, 189, 267, 274, 294, 324, 326n, 
435; -Belaya area 43; - Comb Ware 
265, 274; - Ural region 82-83, 86, 
95, 106, 347; -Vyatka interfluve 76; 
Early -culture 

Kamassian Language 77, 109 
Kara fish 296 
Karaganda 62, 155 
Karngas Janguage 77 
Karnkol' 158 
Karasuk culture 96, 136, 155 
Karelia 89, 108, 129, 429; Russian - 45, 

57, 74, 78-79, 82-84, 88, 110, 128, 
130 

Karelian langu.agc 74, 239,403 
Kargopol' district 43, 44 
Kargulino 98 
Kartvelian (language[s]) 28; Pre- 21 ;  

Proto- 17, 28 
Kashubian MesoHthic complex 325n 
Kay, Pnul 175 
Kazakhstan 25-26, 96, 132, 155, 275, 284, 

291, 293, 296, 330, 430; - steppes 
25, 275, 330 

Kazan culture 88 
Ke'ermuqi culture (see Keremchi cu!ture) 
Kelka-III 110 
Kcl!eli 152 
Kel' teminar culture 153, 155, 265-66, 275, 

280, 284-85 
Kemi-Oba culturc 23 
Keremchi culture 62 



K6legyhaza 63 
Ketic (languages) 76, 191, 193, 293; Proto-

- 283 
Kha!ikov, A. Kh. 88, 93, 266, 283 
Khalkha ianguage 189 
Khanty (language) 76, 1 13, 175, 177, 196, 

213, 289, 387, 390, 392, 394; Prc-
394; Proto- 387; -Samoyed lan
guages 389 

Khlobystln, L. P. 434 
Khorezm 323 
Khotan 136 
Khotinski, N. A. 269 
Khu!orskaya culturc (scc Kama Comb Ware) 
Khvalynsk culture 18, 21-22, 25, 27, 48, 

61-62, 70-71, 8 1 ,  82, 128-30, 284
Kichidjik 155 
Kicrikki Ware 83 
Kiev 64, 66 
kinship (see languagc kinship) 
Kipel 296 
Kiukainen culture 89-90 
Kizhirovo 102 
Kiima, L. 326 
kn!fe 101, 269, 273, 276, 279, 304, 307-

08, 312  
Kniffen, F. B.  14  
Kobrow 325n 
Koibal language 77 
koin6 189 
Koivulehto, Jorma 72-73, 90-91 ,  1 12-13, 

125, 176, 198, 200-02, 218, 321, 354, 
398-402, 405, 417 

Kola peninsula 74 
Kol'tsov, L. V, 433-34 
Komi (pcople) 76, 171;  -Pennyaks 76; -

Zyryans 76 
Komi language 76, ll4, 123-24, 171, 175, 

177, 189, 228,239, 249, 254,289 
Komomica 325n 
Komsa cu\ture 42, 78 
Konda river 268,282, 330 
Konstanlinovka se1Uement 27 
Kopet Dagh 154 
Köppen, Theodor 1 15, 291, 324 
Korea 116-17 
Korean language 1 16, 193,212,214 
Koreanic language fämily 21 1  
Korenchy,.Eva 290 
Kortlandt, Fredrik 218, 400 
Kosarev, M. F. 283, 292-93 
Koshkino culture 21, 23, 267, 274-75, 280 
Kova\eva, V. T. 274-75 
Kozlovskaya culture 265-66 
Krnhe, Hans 418 
Krnjnov, D. A. 432 

INDEX 

Kravtsov, A. E. 433 
Kriv□e Ozcro 97 
Krizhcvskaya, L. Ya, 282 
Krokhalevka 291 
Krotovo culture 88 
Kuban steppes 18 
Kuchuk-Tepl! 154 
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Kuiper, F. B. J. 301, 303, 305, 420, 423 
Kukrek culture 329 
Kulturkugel 153, 361-63 
Kunda culture 43, 79, 434; Eastem - 43 
Kura-Araxes culture 28 
kurgan 18, 26, 28, 60, 64, 66-67, 69, 87, 

94-97, 101-102, 105, 129, 133, 153-
54, 332, 335-36; - thc□ry 323, 335, 
337, 340 (see also burial, dea1h) 

Kuzhumberdy cu!ture 294 
Kuz'mina, Elena E. 10, 153, 332, 337 
Kuz'minykh, Sergej V. 101-2, 108, 110 

labiovelars 1 15, 226-27, 253,258 
Lagoda (lake) 74 
language kinship 8, 17, 47, 58, 71, 73, 77, 

125, 1 88-200, 223n, 321, 394 
\anguage shift 56, 84, 95, 194n, 222, 328n, 

35J, 359-60, 362, 364 (see also 
bilingualism) 

Lap!and 42, 45  
Lapp(ish) (see Saarni) 
Lapps 322, ·327; Proto- 326-28, 338-39, 

417 
Larsson, Lars-Gunnar 348, 350-51, 364 
\aryngcals 64, 72-73, 198n, 208-09, 230, 

236-37, 240, 3Ö2n, 3 13-14, 316
Lascaux inter.stadial 38 
Liszl6, G. 324, 329 
Latin languagc 133-14, 189, 347,402, 403, 

423 
Latvia 45, 74, 79, 82, 128 
Latvian language 85,221 
Leibniz, Gottfried W. 289 
Lena river 157 
Ltlttish languogc 2 1 1  
Levant 335 
limc 1 17-19, 291, 329 
Linear (Bald) Pottery (culture) 19, 327-28, 

338, 434-35 
Lithic technology 45, 265, 269, 275-76, 

280, 282 
Lithuania 40, 43, 79, 433 
Lithuanian language 85 
Livonian !anguage 74,210, 239 
Lovo7.ero Ware 78, 130 
Lude lunguage 74, 239 
Luo ]anguage 360, 363 
Lushnikova, A. V. 290 
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Lut desert 152 
Luwian languagc 129 
Lyalovo culture 21, 45, 48, 79, 83, 128-30, 

431-32
Lyalovo Ware 82 
Lydic (sce Lude) 
Lytkin, V. 1. 370 

Ma'a !anguage 193, 194n 
macc 125, 290, 303, 307-08, 3 1 1  
Macedonian Janguagc 4 1 8  
Magdalenlan culture 38-40, 339 
Maglemose 325n; -/Duvcnsee complex 43 
Majkop culture 23, 27-28 
Makhanjar culture 21, 25, 275, 280 
male 18, 112, 154, 176, 362, 421-22 
Mallory, James P. 55, 61-62, 153 
Malo-Krasnoyarka 296 
Malta 157 
Maito language 114 
Manchu Janguagc 193, 2 12  
Mancburia 214 
Mann, Michael 12  
Mansi (language) 76, 1 13, 171, 175, 177, 

289, 387; Proto- 387 
Mansis 171 
Manych 27 
Margiana 26, 360 
Mari (languagc) 76, 1 1 1 - 12, 119, 124, 175, 

177, 193, 213, 215, 239, 254n, 255, 
257, 268-70, 289, 368-70, 391, 412: 
Proto- 287 

Mariupol' 70-71, 128,284 
Mark, Karin 327n 
Masson, V. M. 153n 
Mator (sec Motor} 
Matyushin, G. N. 282 
Mayrhofer, Manfred 1 15 ,  237, 301, 303, 

310-11, 316
Mazurka 105 
Mbugu language 193 
McConvel!, P. 364 
mcad 120-23 
medieval period 14, 29, 74, 76, 78, 92, 

122, 169, 328n, 330 
Mediterranean region 56, 163 
Mehrg_arh 152 
Meillet, A. 354 
Meinander, C. F. 9 1  
Merya (language/people) 76, 289 
Meshchcra (langu:ige/peop\e) 76, 289 
metal(lurgy) 18, 20, 25-28, 81, 86-90, 93, 

95, 99-0!, 104-06, 110, 122-23, 125, 
127, 135, 154, 178, 199n, 290-92, 
321n, 332n, 333, 356, 374, 376-78, 
393, 429.-30 (see also bronze, copper, 

INDEX 

gold, iron, silvcr, tin; mining, smith, 
tool, wcapons) 

Mezhovka 292 
Miass river 96 
Micoquicn 338 
microliths 27, 274, 275, 282, 284, 364 
mlgration 12�15, 17. 19-20, 22, 25-28, 30, 

37-48, 56, 58-62, 64-67, 70, 76, 78-
79, 82-86, 88-89, 92-95, 109-110, 
1 13 ,  128-30, 133, 136-37, !53n, 189, 
195n, 214-18, 235, 280, 282, 284, 
293, 297, 301, 312, 322, 326, 330, 
332, 336-339, 345, 347, 350-51, 355, 
358-64, 385-86, 391-93, 395, 414,
431-35 (see also mobility) 

MikhailoVka cuhure 18  
milk 303-04, 307, 3 1 1  
millet 22 
mining 24, 95, 99, 135, 178, 199n, 290,

321n, 429-30 (scc also metallurgy) 
Minoan civilization 163 
Minusinsk river 96, 155, 158, 348 
Mir-Susne Hum 295 
Mitunni Aryan \anguage 1 1 1, [36 
Mitanni Aryans 136, 295, 306, 336 
Mitra 295 
mobility 18,  24, 26, 30, 39-40, 67-68, 

101 , 109, 136, 173, 180,332 (sce also 
animal husbandry, migration, trans
port, wheele<l vebicles) 

Moisheika JOI 
Moksha dialect 76, 177 
Moksha rivcr 112 
Molchanovka 293 
Mo!davia 40; 46, 63, 64, 110, 128, 133, 

377 
Moliukhor Bugor settlcment 20 
Mongolia 115; 136, 155, 159, 189, 214, 

378 
Mongolian language 1 16, 371 
Mongolic Janguagcs 189, 191, 21 1-12, 293 
Monguor language 189 
Mordvin (language) 76, 11-12, 123-25, 177, 

239, 242, 246, 255, 257, 289, 294, 
391, 41J-12; Proto- 387; (Finno-) 
Mordvinic 72,215, 250 

Mordvinic 
Mordvins 112, 171; Pre-Finno- 201, 203 
morphology 197, 200, 208-10, 212, 269, 

302-06, 3 1 1-12, 386, 389 
morphopbonology 209, 301, 387 
Moshinskaya, V. 1. 292 
Motor language 77, 109 
Moustierial culturc 337 
Multiplc-Rcllcf-band Ware 1?3-34 
Mundigak 152 
Munkacsi, B. 290 



Muroma (language/people) 76,289 
MuSki 133 
Mycenae 70, 104, 110, 134, 163 
myth(ology) 14, 30, 121, 154, 163, 289-

91, 295-96, 303-04, 3 1 1  
Mälar-type 362 

Nad-i Ali 152 
Namazga 152 
names: ethnic - 74-77, 1 1 1 :  place - 74, 

78, 88, 134, 245, 294; - of animals 
173, 179, 244, 296, 391-92, 419-23; -
of p!ants 173, 180, 346; the word 
'name' 122, 174, 177, 196n, 198-99, 
259n, 320, 322, 406 

Napol'skikh, Vladimir V. 283, 285, 291, 
325, 331, 391-93 

nation 12-17, 30, 122, 189 
N atufians 27 
Near East 27-28, 56, 115,  192, 213, 280, 

295, 305n, 336-37 
Ncnets language 77, 119, 193, 392-93 
ncphrite 106 
"Ncstor's Chronicle" 77, 111 , 113 
Net(ted) Ware 45-46, 65, 87-89, 1 10, 126, 

130,437 
Netherlands 66, -129 
Nganasan language 77 
Nichols, Johanna 28 
Niesiolowska-Sreniowska, E. 328n 
Nikitin, V. V. 435 
Nlkol'skoe 71 
Nilsson, T. K. 321 
Nizhnaya Orlyanka- 1  60 
nomadism (see animal husbandry) 
Nordic Bronze Age culturc 46, 90-91 
Norrbotten 42 
North European plain 30, 39, 43, 45, 324, 

327 
North Sea 39, 42, 330 
Norway 41-42, 74 
Norwegian lnnguage 92 
Nostratic thcory SS, 7 1 ,  73, 192-93, 196-

200, 211 ,  251-52, 258-59, 331 
Novo-Burino 296 
Novo-Ilinsk cu\turo 85 
Novotitorovskaya culture 18, 23 
Novyj Kumak 97 
numerals 175, 190-92, 197, 290, 362, 373, 

388 
Numi-Torum 295 
Nufiez, Milton 0. 350-51, 357, '364, 434 

oak 115, 117-18, 250 
Ob (rivcr/rcgion) 46, 49, 76-77, 88, 99, 

1 10, 157, 265, 267-69, 274-75, 280, 
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282, 293, 330·33, 335, 376-78; Upper 
- culture 285

Ob-Ugrians 76-77, 113, 289, 293, 326; 
Proto� 331 

Ob�Ugric Oanguages) 78, 171, 193, 215, 
292-93: Proto-- 387 

Ochre Grave culture 335 
Ochre-Coloured Pottery (OCP) l 54 
Odcr river 327 
Oirot]anguage 189 
Ojibwa 362 
Okaemovo 431 
Okladnikov, A P. 266 
Okunevo culture 101, 106, 152, 155-63, 

378 (sce also Afanascvo culture) 
Oldesloe 325n 
OlonctS language 239 
OndråCek, J. 86 
Onega (lake/area) 43, 74, 79, 82, 110, 127, 

429, 434 
onomastics 418 
Ordos region 136 
ore (see mining) 
Orlovka culture 22 
omamentation 28, 86, 110, 265, 269, 275, 

292-94, 305 (see also decoration) 
Ossctes 121, 296 
Ossctic (language) 112, 121, 136, 202, 

31 1 , 313n; Pre- 3 1 1 , 374 
Oslrobothnian slate asscmblage 42 
Ostyak (see Khanty) 
Otte, Marcel 339 
Oulu river 88 
Oxus civilization (= BMAC, sce Bactria) 
Ozerki 431 

Paimio Warc 90, 92 
Painted Grey Ware (PGW) 154 
Pakhomovka 292 
Pakistan 116, 152, 155 
palacontology 171, 322, 346 
Palajguba 289 
palata!ization 62, 125-26, 131, 226�28, 

240-41, 244, 24749, 252-57, 304-05, 
368, 376, 398-400 

Palestine 27, 104 
Pama-Nyungan language 364 
Pamir 136, }54 
Pano�Tacanan languages 228 
Papuan languages 238 
Parpola, Asko l ln, 61, 64, 109, 255, 259, 

290 
pastoralism (sce animal husbandry) 
Pechcnegs 1 1 2  
Pechora river 43, 76, 78, 113 
Pekkanen, Tuomo 113-14 
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Pepkino 94 
Permic (languagcs) 72, 76, 124, 170, 189, 

196, 210, 212, 215, 239, 244, 246, 
249, 254, 257, 326, 367-70, 374, 406-
08, 412, 421; Finno- 77, 170, 172, 
199, 25s, 289, 356, 375, Jnss, 405; 
Proto-(Firmo-)- 127, 130-31, 189, 
265, 283, 367, 370, 373, 375, 377, 
387; Volga- 122-26; Proto-Volga-
131; - homeland 76 

Persia 1 15 
Persian: Old - l l l ,  1 36, 401 (see aisa 

Avest.an) 
Persians 122 
Peter the Great 120 
Petro-Svistunovo 81 
Petrovh 26, 96-98, 132 
Philip, G. 104 
phonetic laws 223n, 236n, 258 
phonology 72, 74, 171,  176, 178, 208-10, 

212, 222, 224, 227-28, 239-40, 246, 
301-02, 304-06, 369-75 

phonotactics 72-73, 208, 212, 228, 246, 
253, 392, 418-19 

pidgin 194 
pig 19, 242, 356 
pin 110, 138, 243 
pine 1 17, 254n; Cembra - 45, 83; Scots -

83; Siberian - 291 
Pirak 153-54 
Pisma river 330 
Pit Grnvc cu)ture (see Yamnaya) 
Pit-and-Comb Ware 274-75, 283, 325-26, 

328, 435 
Piued Ware 45, 79, 128 
Pius II, Pope 289 
Plachidol 63 
plants 57, 173-75, 180, 242, 245, 291, 

304, 307, 310, 354, 364, 392 (see a!so 
grnss, tree) 

Pleistoccnc period 39, 4 1 ,  347, 350, 358-
59 

Podolia 68 
Pokomy, Julius 202, 328n, 3913, 418 
Pokrovsk 97, !05 
Poland 39-40, 43, 60, 68, 79, l l7, 327, 

419 
Polar Circle 45 
Polish language 189 
Pöljä/Jysmä Ware 83 
Poltava region 105 
Poltavka culturc 25-26, 65, 68-70, 93, 95, 

131 
Poludenskaya culture 266 
Polynesian languages 189 
Potapovka culture 24, 26, 96-98, 12 ! ,  131 
Potekhina, I. 327n 

INDEX 

pottery 1 1 ,  16, 18-20, 22-28, 60, 63, 65-
66, 68, 70, 78-79, 86-91 ,  94-95, l08, 
122, 135, 138, 152-54, 265-66, 268-
69, 272, 274-76, 278, 280-81, 285, 
291-94, 303, 320, 326-28, 330n, 337-
38, 354-56, 362, 414, 434-35, 438 

Pozdnyakoyo culturc 87-88, 112, 126, 130-
3 ]  

Prcobrnzhenka 291 
Pripyat river 66 
Privol'noe 60 
pronouns 173-74, 177, 18 1 , 190; 195, 199-

200, 258, 320, 387, 394 
Proto-lndo-Eliropean (= PIE) passiin; 

Palaeo-PIE 48; Proto-Northwest-IE 
64-68, 84, 129 

Proto-Ugric (= PU) passim: Pa!aco-PU 47-
48 

Prut rivcr 19-20 
Pryakhin, A, D. 93 
Punjab 306 
Pyakupur rivcr 282 
PyrLyce complex, 325n 

Qjjia cul!ure 379 
quartz 42, 45, 269,279 
quartzite 269 
Quett;:i 152 
Quäwrighul cu!Lurc 62, 129 
Qvigstad, J. K. 399 

Rad\off, Wilhelm J 16, 291 
Rakushechni Yar 21 
Rannyj Tulkhar 153 
Rask;:itikha 97 
Ravi 108 
Redei, Karoly 72, 115,  123, 172, 197n, 

198-99, 237-38, 290, 320-21, 368, 
370,389 

reindeer 39-41 ,  176, 245, 247, 325n, 404, 
407, 410, 421 

Reinhart, J, 375 
religion 12, 14, 30, 67, 121-22, 159, 174-

75, 184, 290, 304, 307, 362 (sec alsb 
figurinc, god, goddess myth, rituals, 
sacrifice) 

Renfrew, C_olin 335 
Repin culture 18, 429 
Riss-Wilnn intcrglacial 337 
rituals 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 121, 154, 291-

92, 295 
rod 28, 243 
roedeer 176 
Röhrborn, Klaus 367 
Roman Empire 90, 189, 195 
Romance languages 13-14, 29, 188-�9, 

195n 



Romania 68, 70, 128 
Romanovka-Il'murzino culture 43 
Rostov on the Don 60 
Rostovka 99, !05, 108-09, 291 
Rovaniemi 45; - pick 42 
Rudra- Siva 1 13  
Rilgen-Lletzow group 325n 
Rugudzha village 8 1  
RUKI mle 126, l34, 227,248 
Rumanian language 189 
Russian language 76, 189, 211, 398, 403 
Russians 76, 330; southem Russian plain 

38-40, 48-49, 335, 434 
rye 256 

Saale 324 
Saarni (or: Lapp[ish] lunguage[s]) 47-48, 

74, 78, 84, 90, J ,  1 14, 126, 129-30, 
170, 172, 177, 193, 196, 210-11, 213-
15, 217, 231, 236, 239-40, 244-49, 
255, 257, 289, 327, 370, 375, 388-89, 
391-92, 394, 397-414, 417-18, 420-
22; North - 236, 401, 405, 412;
Proto-North- 130; Pre-- 239-40, 
246--47, 394, 397, 413; Pre-Proto-
400; Proto-Finno- (or: Finno-Saamic 
protolanguage) 226, 239, 328n, 387-
89, 400-01 ,  4 1 1

Sabatinovka 135 
sacrifice 26, 121, 295, 304, 311-12 
Saka (people/language) 112, 136 
Sal'nikov, K, V, 292 
Salckhard 282 
Salminen, Tapani 77, 387 
Salo, Vanamo 91 
Samara (river/district) 24, 45, 60, 81-82 
Samara culture 22, 25, 70, 128 
Sammallahti, Pekka 172, 236n, 259, 354, 

387-89, 391-92
Samoycd(ic languages) 49, 76-77, 109, 

1 19, 127, 135-36, 170-72, 177, 189-
93, 197, 199n, 212, 214-15, 225n, 
229, 232, 235-36, 283, 289,291, 293, 
321. 330, 332, 345, 351, 356, 368,
372-75, 386-91, 393, 406, 408, 412;
Khanty- 389; Ostyak - (sec 
Selqup); Proto- 49, 76-77, 119, [26-
27, 135, 236, 265, 283-84, 328-29, 
373-75, 377, 387-88; Prc-Proto-
109, 1 19; Ugro- 387,389

Samoyeds 76-77, 79, 109-10, 1 13, 322, 
326, 358: 

Sampo 296 
Samus' culture 102, 135,291
Sanskrit languagc ! 14, 193, 202, 238, 30

°
1 ,

305-06, 308, 310 
Sapalli 152 
Sarazm 152-53, 155 

INDEX 

Sargat culturc 332-33 
SariankH, Viktor 153 
Sarmatian� t 13, 336 
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satem languages 62, 126, 131, 133, 226-
228, 400 

Saxony 324 
Sayan area 46, 49, 76-77, 109, 379, 430 
Scandinavia 41 -42, 48, 65-66, 78, 82-83, 

89-91, 130, 157, 231, 397, 413, 419, 
433 (sce also Fcnnoscandin); Proto
Scandi11avian 397, 402 

Scandinavian Cordcd Ware eulture 65 
Schild, R, 433 
Schindlcr, Jochcm 255-56 
Schmid, P. W, 319 
Schrijvcr, Peter 301 
Schuchardt, Hi.igo 195 
Scythian languagc 113,  136 
Scythians 112-13, 121-22, 136, 295-96, 

332n, 336 
sea 27, 41, 82, 92, 314, 330-31, 392, 413 
seasons 30, 119, 126, 249, 312, 350, 359 

(see also summer, winter) 
Seistan 152 
Sejma-Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon 

45-46, 49, 96, 98-103, 105- 1 1 ,  130, 
135, 376-79, 430 

Selqup language 77, 348 
Semircch'e 291 
Semitlc languages J9J-93, 213, 238,352 
Semito-Hamitlc languages 192-93 
Seroglazovskaya cu\turn 275 
settlemcnt 1 1, 15-20, 25-30, 38-43, S l ,  86-

87 94, 97, 99, 152, 266, 269, 275, 
282, 291-92, 296, 306, 308, 323, 332, 
338,350, 357, 360, 401, 437 (see also 
dwellin_g, fortification) 

Sctl\!i!, E. N, 170 
Sevortyan, E. V, 1 1 6
Sbagara 86, 437 
Shahdad 152 
Shapku!'skaya culture 266 
sheep 18-19, 22, 24-27, 29, 10 1 ,  107, 176, 

290, 292 
Sherratt, A, 434 
Shcrratt, S, 434 
ship (see boat) 
Shortandy-Bulak 296 
Shortughai 152 
Sibcria 8, 43, 48, 76-77, 79, 109, 115, 

117, 1 19, 126-27, !33, 135, 157, 159, 
289; 291-94, 326, 391, 393, 395; 
central - 73, 129; northcm - 77, 
280; northwCstem - 76, 265, 275; 
southem - 60, 70, 128, 136, 155, 
291; western - 56-57, 73, 88, 93, 
101, 1 1 7, 1 19, 133, 200, 214, 265-66, 
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269, 282,83, 291"92, 323, 325-26, 
328, 330.33, 335, 339, 429, 43,4-35; 
Palaco-Siberian langutlges 291 

Siberian pine 291 
sibilant 62, 12S, 131 ,  226-27, 237, 244, 

252,400 
Sibri 152 
Sicans 337-38 
silvcr 28, 1 1 0, 156-57, 178, 374-75 
Simple Relief-band Waru 134 
Sinitsyna, G. V. 433 
Sino-Caucasian proto!anguage 191 
Sino-Thai linguistic o.rea 195 
Sintashta 96-98, 104-05, 132, 137-38, 336;

-Arkaim culture 24, 26, 30, 93, 95-
97, 131, 135-36, 138 

skeleton 65, 121, 327 
skiing 126, 180, 249,402 
skin 243, 290, 296 (see also fur) 
slate 42, 45, 82, 108, 269, 273, 279 
sluve l l 2, 290, 314 
Sfavic languages 29, 189, 193, 215, 228, 

239, 242, 255, 3 1 1 ,  354, 374, 401, 
403; Old Slav(on)ic 1 14, 123 

Slavs 112, 189, 201, 202 
sledge 83 
smith 123, 305n 
Smith, A, D, 14  
snake 106, 154, 296, 305n 
Snow, Dean 17, 364 
society 1 1-13, 16, 19-23, 28, 41, 45, 60, 

68, 82, 109, 122, 173, 175, 180, 193, 
194n, 280, 290-91, 327, 349-50, 359-
64, 412 (see also elite, ethnicity, 
idenlity, nation, slave, sociology, 
tribe) 

sociolinguistics 193-94 
sociology 1 1-12, 302 
Sofievka culture 64 
·solutrean cuJture 38
Soma 121, 304,308, 310
Somipos 295
Sosnovoostrovski cu]ture 266 
Sosva river 268, 330
sound laws (see phonetic laws)
Spanish language L95n
spcar(hcad) 86, 98, 101-06, LIO, 243, 314
Spcrrings Ware 79 
spindle 73-74, 243, 249 
Sprachbund theory l95, 321, 324-25, 331
spruce 117 ,  177 
Srednij Stog culturc 18, 20, 48, 63-64, 70-

71, 79, 128-30, 284 
Srubnaya culturc (see Timber Grave culture) 
Starostin, Sergei 195
Slarcevo-Körös culture 329

[N[)EX 

state (see nation) 
Stefanova, N ._ K. 332 
steppc 24, 28, 41, 60, 63-68, 95, 104, 109-

10, 136, 138, 152-56, 163, 231, 275, 
280, 282-84, 291-92, 295, 329, 35, 
345, 348, 360-63, 378, 392, 434; 
forest - 60, 63-64, 70, 76, 79, 92-96, 
109, 128-31, 135, 274-75, 280, 282-
83_, 291, 294, 331-32, 363, 378, 429-
30, 434, 437 (scc a\so Caspian, 
Danube, Dnleper, Elisla, Eurasia, 
Kazakhstan, Kuban) 

stockbreeding (see animal husbandry) 
stone 68, 80-82, 86, 106, 109, 153-54, 

157, 162, 199, 245 , 282, 308, 327, 
338, 392 (see also asbestos, flint, 
nephrite, tools) 

Stone Age 178, 231, 283, 321n, 433 
Strabo 113-14 
Subbotino 96 
substrate 48, 67, 77-78, 126, 129-31, 133, 

189, 211 ,  217, 222, 231, 301-16, 
336n, 418-20; culture-substratum 64, 
129, 282 

suffixation 1 11-12, 124, 127, 201, 203, 
209, 212, 240, 242, 244-46, 250-52, 
254-55, 303-05, 3 1 1 ,  313, 367, 370, 
374, 386-87, 398-99 

Sulimirski, Tadeusz 121, 335 
Sumerian ]anguage 352 
summer 119, 406 
Sumpanyinskaya culture 267-68, 282 
Su11gir 39 
superstrate 88-89, 217, 222; 231, 302; 

culture superstratum 129 
Surgut 282 
Surtanda 23, 25 
Susi rock shelter 338n 
Suvorovo culture 64, 128-29 
Suzgun 292 
Svaerdborg 325n 
Sweden 39, 41-42, 45-46, 74, 90-91, 1 15 
Swedish language 8, 92 
Swiderian culture 43, 47, 327 
Swidry culture 40, 433.34 
syntax 209-13 
Syr Darya 1 1 9  
Syrfa 104, 105, 1 1 1, 1 15, 136, 137 
Szegvår- TUzköves 337 
Szemero5nyi, 0. 238 

Tagisken 155 
taiga 117, 266-67, 269, 275-82, 292, 295, 

378, 429-30 (see also forest zone) 
Taigi languagc 77 
Tajikistan 10, 62, 138, 152, 155 
Tajiks 294 



Tallgren, A. M. 8, 106 
Taloqan 152 
Tamil language 114, 238 
Tanowo 325n 
Tardcnoisian culture 327-28 
Tarim river 154 
Tas-Khazaa 156 
Tavda river 330 
Tavgi (see :Nganasan) 
Tcpe Hissar 137 
Tersek 23, 25 
Textile Ceramic (see Netted Ware) 
Thoma, A. 328 
thunder 125, 245, 372, 375 
Tibeto-BumJan languages 371 
Tienshan mountains 133,291 
Tillia-Tepe 154 
Timber Grave culture 87, 95-96, 105, 112, 

133-36, 293, 430; Pre- 97, I31, 133
tin 106, 137; -bronze 101 
Tisza culture 337 
Tobol (rivcr/rcgion) 26, 61, 93, 96, 280, 

330, 332 
Tocharian language 60, 62-63, 70, 115,  

1 17, 127, 129, 156, 163, 214-15, 221, 
224, 226-32, 346, 367-79 

Togolok 152 
Toivonen, Y. H. 115 
TölsloV, S.  P. 265, 285 
Tom' river 157 
tomb (scc buria\) 
Tomsk 1 15  
tools 18,  57, 108, 125, 135, 174-75, 184, 

269, 290; stone - 1 1, 19, 24-25, 27, 
42, 265, 273,279,330 (see also adze, 
awl, axe, chisel, hammer, knife, pin, 
md) 

tooih 25, 304, 307, 3 1 1 , 409 
trade 16, 19, 27-29, 37, 46, 49, 56, 67, 82-

83, 90-91 ,  99, 101, 109-lO, 137-38, 
173, 175, 178, 180, 238, 305, 336, 
363, 393-94 

Trnnsdanubia 337 
transport 13, 83, 122, 173-74, 180 (sce also 

boat, horse, skiing, sledgc, mobility, 
wheeled vehicles) 

trce 1 17-20, 122, 201-02, 250, 257, 304, 
313, 322, 346; -of-life motif 28; 
family - model 77, 170, 189, 193, 
196n, 386-90 (see also aspen, birch, 
elm, !ime, oak, spruce) 

Tretyakov, P. N. 266 
Trialeti culture 86, 105 
tribe 16, 101, 109, 1 13-14, 134, 248, 29'r, 

294, 306, 321n, 323, 328, 331, 335, 
338-39, 399, 404, 407, 430, 432 (see 
also ethnicity) 
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Tripol'c culture 20, 63-64, 129; Late - 64, 
69; ; Cucuteni-- 19-21, 23, 71, 335; 

Trubetzkoy, NikoJay 195, 321n 
Tsarev Kurgan 96-97 
Tsna river 1 12  
Tumek 155 
Tunchukh 156 
tundra 4 l , 77, 402 
Tungusic Janguages 191, 211-12, 285, 293 
Tura river 330 
Turginovo 86 
Turkic (languages) 1 1 6, 123, 189, 191, 

193, 21 1-13, 215, 293, 367-69, 371, 
373, 375-76; Bolgarian - (see 
Chuvas): Proto- J 16 

Turkmcnistan_ 115, 152-54 
Turks 120, 216 
Tyler, S. A. 285 
Tytkcsken' settlement 275 

Udmurt language 76, 112, 1 14, 124, 175, 
177. 189, 239, 249, 289, 374, 391

Uganda 360, 363 
Ukraine 29-30, 46, 63-64, 66, 70, 115, 

129, 335, 434 
Unetice cuhure 86 
Ural river 60, 69, 93, 95, 133, 136, 329 
Ura!-Altaic relationship 207-08, 211-14, 

218, 285, 357 
Uralic languages passim 
Uralism 221-232 
Uralo-Yukaghir lunguages 193, 198, 352, 

357 
Urals passim 
Urals-West Siberian ethnocultural province 

(UWS ECP) 265-269, 274-75, 280-85 
Urartuans: Proto- 338 
Ursio, the Abbot 333 
Uruk: Late - co\onics 27. 28 
Usatovo cuJture 23, 27, 64 
Ust' Gajva 99, 105 
Ust'-Kamenogorsk 115 
Ust'-Narym 296 
Ust'-Tuba 156 
Utcvka 97 
Uzbekistan 62, 152, 154 

Vakhsh culture 153 
Varfolom'evkaculture 21, 22 
Yann:rn 295 
Yasygan river 282 
Viita 296 
Vcdic (tradition/texts/languagc) 1 1 1 ,  121, 

124, 134, 138, 294,418 
Vennemann, T. 419-20 
Vcps(iah) language 74, 76, 239 
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verbs 64, 125, 199, 201, 209- 10, 212-13, 
246, 250-52, 255-56, 259, 310, 315, 
320, 394; auxi!iury - 174, 177 

Veret'e culture 43-44, 434 
VerkhnayaAlabuga 281 
Verkhnyj Kizil hoard 98 
Vemer's Law 226, 421-22 
Viitso, Tiit-Rcin 389, 392 
Vistula river ] 89, 327n, 328,339 
Vlnsovka 96-97 
Vodla(lake) 1 10 
Vogul (sce Mansi) 
Vojmezhnoe 431 
Volga (rivcr/rcgio_n) 60-61, 68, 78, 96, 105, 

1 1 3, 123, 176, 213-14, 294, 296, 336, 
338, 355, 393; Lowcr - 81-82, 232, 
275, 284, 308; mid- 65, 67, 70, 76, 
78, 86-87, 93-95, 104, 1 l l ,  1 15, 1 17, 
1 2 1-23, 125, 127-31, 232; Upper -
45-46, 76, 79, 82, 87-89, 128, 130,
232, 274, 354, 376-77, 431, 435;
Upper-Ware 79; -Don steppes 18,
27, 94; -Finnic Languages 232, 239,
289, 375, 377; -Kama area 46, 96,
1 05-07, 1 11, 122, 195, 265, 274, 327, 
429; --Kama Pricked Wure 265, 274;
-Oka interfluve 40, 43, 45-46, 48,
57. 65-66, 76, 79, 83-88, 1 10-1 1 ,  122,
129, 431-32, 437-38; - Ural steppes 
22. 25-26, 92-93, 131, 375, 391 

Vo!gaic/Volga-Finnic Janguages 76-77, 
170, 172, 232,239, 289, 387-88, 397, 
406-09, 411-12; Proto-(Finno-)Volgaic 
130-31, 387

Volhynian Megalith culture 68 
Vologda 43 
Volosovo (culture) 23-24, 45, 65, 69, 83-

88. 95, 123, 130-31, 135, 435, 437;
Proto- 45, 48; -Danilovo 86, 98; -
-Garino 23-24, 274 

Vote languagc 74, 76, 85, 239 
Votyak (see Udmurt) 
Votyan (see Vote) 
vowel hannony 208, 212 
Vyatka (river) 43, 76, 85, 274 
Vychegda (rlver/culture) 274,282 

wagon 18, 60-62, 66-67, 96, 122, 1S6, 
243,335 (see also whceled vehicles) 

Wakhi language 136 
war 14, 30, 95-96, 99, 109, 1 1 1-12, 12 1 ,  

132, !36, 29S (see also fortification, 
weapons) 

water 39, 41 , 1 19, 122, 124, 173, 18 1 , 196, 
199, 238, 2S9n, 295-96, 303, 307, 
320, 331, 351, 393-94 (see a!so sea) 

weapons 95, 99, 108, 115, 135, 249, 291, 
295, 333 (see also arrow, axe, dagger, 
hammer, knife, mace, spear) 

INDEX 

Weichsel river 45 
Weserriver 328n 
wheat 22 
whee! 60, 9S-96, 126, 132, 137, 249, 258 
wheeled vehicles 17-18, 58-62, 64, 95-96, 

128-29, 132, 137, 354, 376 (see a!so 
cart, chariot, transport, wagon, wheel) 

White Sea 45 
Wichmann, Yrjö 370 
Wiik, Kalevi 216 
Wiklund, K. B. 196, 326, 402 
wine 120-21 
Winter 117, 119, 177_, 179, 1 8 1 ,  398 (see 

also cold) 
Winter's law "312-13 
wo]f 127, 370 
Wolf, Eric 12, 1 6  
wood 45, 57, 83, 119-20, 201-02, 243,250, 

256-57, 303, 307, 3J 1 (see a!so tree) 

Xinjiang 62, 129, 155-56, 379 

Yakut language 193, 293 
Yamna(ya culture) 18-20, 23-26, 29-30, 60-

70, 92-95, 129-31, 1S5-56, 284, 319, 
33S-36, 338, 429; Early - 27-28, 60, 
63, 129; Post- 2S, 340; Pre- 1 9  

Yaz I culture 134-36 
Yaz-Depe 154 
Yelshanskaya culture 275 
Yenisei (river) 77, 157, 214, 26S, 275, 

348, 376, 378; - Srunoyed (sce 
Enets); Upper- 60-62, 96, 101, l 19, 
133, 136, 19S 

Yeniscic languages (see Ketic) 
Yiddish 194 
Yima 295 
Young, T. Cuyler 136 
Yukaghin, 265 
Yukaghir languages 193, 198, 293, 345 

(see also Uralo-Yukaghir) 
Yurak language (see Nenets) 
Yurtik cu\ture 85, 274 

Zakh, V. A, 274-75, 284 
Zaliznyak, I. L. 433-34 
Zamaraevo (see Cherkaskul') 
Zardcha Khalifa 138 
Zavyalovo 28_5 
Zeravshan valley 62, 138 
Zhilin, M. G. 433-34 
Znamenka 1S6-57 
Zoroastrianism 154 
Zunda-Tolga 60 
Zyryan (see Komi) 




